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0
Indemnification of Cleanup Contractors

at Federal Facilities

by John F. Seymour*

Estimates of the costs of cleaning up federal

facilities are necessarily imprecise. Federal agencies

have not yet identified all contaminated facilities or

characterized the extent of contamination. Moreover,

remediation costs vary greatly depending on the tech-

nology employed and the cleanup standard. If regula-

tory policies require that destructive technologies are

used to meet pristine cleanup levels, remediation costs

will be far greater than if containment technologies

are used to mitigate gross public health threats.

By any estimation, however, the costs of cleaning

up contaminated federal facilities will be immense. A

recent study by the University of Tennessee Waste Man-

agement Research and Education Institute estimated

the cleanup program at the Department of Defense (DOD)

to cost $30 billion and the Department of Energy (DOE)

*John F. Seymour is a partner in the environmental
practice group of Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge in
Washington, D.C.
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to cost $240 billion. 1 / DOE's most recent estimate of

costs for waste management and environmental restora-

tion over the next several decades at its facilities is

$50 to $120 billion.2/

Most of this remediation work will be performed by

private contractors. Historically, federal agencies

have used contractors to operate and manage waste

activities at federal facilities. This same policy is

being applied to cleanup activities. A small cadre of

federal employees supervises a much larger group of

private contractors to ensure that program goals are

met.

The contractor community views federal facility

cleanups as a significant growth market through the

next several decades. While a few major cleanup con-

tractors (CH2M Hill, NUS, Ebasco, Bechtel, Weston) have

dominated the market to date, many other companies are

beginning to target defense waste cleanup work. For

example, wholly-owned subsidiaries of aerospace
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companies such as TRW, Inc., Lockheed Corporation and

General Dynamics are beginning to eye the cleanup mar-

ket and develop subsidiaries to compete for federal

facility cleanups. Defense contractors in particular

have been hit hard by the current recession and by the

defense downsizing. Those firms also view the federal

facility cleanup market as a lucrative one that is con-

gruent with their engineering, energy, and environmen-

tal expertise.

One major concern of potential participants in

federal facility cleanups, however, is their liability

0 for environmental damages arising during the course of

work. For example, a contractor conducting remediation

activities at a federal facility could be subject to

fines and penalties under a variety of federal, state,

and local laws for violating solid waste management,

air, or water requirements during the course of the

work. A contractor could also be subject to federal or

state orders compelling the cleanup of property,
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including government property, contaminated during the

course of work. A contractor could also be held liable

for the costs of remediating sites to which hazardous

substances generated by the contractor were transported

for treatment, storage or disposal. Finally, a con-

tractor can be held liable for damages to third parties

under a variety of traditional tort theories, including

strict liability, trespass, nuisance, and negligence,

for personal injury or property damage occurring during

the course of work.

To date, few claims have been brought against

cleanup contractors at federal facilities. However,

the lack of damage suits to date may be largely attrib-

utable to the glacial pace of the federal cleanup pro-

gram. Relatively few cleanups have been conducted to

date, with the bulk of activities devoted to low-risk

activities such as site assessment. When remedial work

is actually conducted, lawsuits based upon defective

designs, improper technologies, and poor construction
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techniques are expected to become more common. And

even if they remain rare, the amount of a single judg-

ment may be so high as to bankrupt many contractors.

Because of the immense scope and unpredictable nature

of environmental liability, prospective contractors are

beginning to assess carefully the risks of entering

into government contracts and to weigh those risks

against the benefits of participating in what is per-

ceived to be a profitable industry through the early

part of the next century.

Traditionally, companies relied on commercial lia-

* bility insurance to offset contingent liabilities,

including environmental harms. Insurance costs, in

turn, were typically reimbursed under government con-

tracts. During the 1980's, however, commercial insur-

ance for pollution damage became prohibitively expen-

sive -- where it was available at all. Where avail-

able, the insurance was typically a claims-made policy

reimbursing for claims arising during the contract
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period. For pollution claims, which often arise

decades after the contract has expired, readily avail-

able insurance provided little protection.

In response to contractor concerns about liability

and warnings that qualified, solvent contractors would

not bid on contracts that carried the potential for

significant uninsured losses, federal agencies and Con-

gress developed several mechanisms to reduce, if not

eliminate, the risks faced by government contractors.

1. SuDerfund Section 119 Indemnification. Dur-

ing the 1986 reauthorization of Superfund, the con-

tracting community sought indemnification from Congress

for damages arising from their work performing

remediations under the statute. They contended that

the unavailability of insurance would cause prudent

qualified contractors to withdraw from the cleanup pro-

gram, and that the government should protect contrac-

tors from catastrophic losses arising from Superfund

cleanups. While contractors had been receiving some
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0
protection through indemnification agreements with EPA,

they were concerned with the absence of express statu-

tory authority for the grant of indemnification. They

were also concerned that the Anti-Deficiency Act,-/

which prohibits a federal agency from contractually

obligating the government to pay amounts which are not

appropriated, would bar some claims.

In response to these concerns, Congress

enacted Section 119 of CERCLA. Section 119 exempts

cleanup contractors entirely from liability under all

fedei-al laws for injuries, costs or other damage with

respect to a release of hazardous substances, except

where the contractor is negligent or engages in inten-

tional misconduct. Thus, after enactment of Section

119, contractors are not exposed to strict liability

for violations of federal laws such as CERCLA, RCRA, or

other statutes occurring during the course of work

under Superfund. Moreover, Congress made clear that

Section 119 indemnifications were not subject to the
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Anti-Deficiency Act and that payments would be made

from the Superfund.

Section 119 also provided EPA and other fed-

eral agencies with discretionary authority to indemnify

contractors against liabilities for environmental dam-

age arising out of contractor negligence. Contractors

would, however, remain liable for damages arising from

their gross negligence or intentional misconduct.

Moreover, Congress elected not to disturb states'

strict liability statutes, and refused to insulate fed-

eral cleanup contractors from strict liability under

state law.

The discretionary indemnification is quali-

fied in various respects. It can be granted only if

the contractor has made a diligent effort to obtain

insurance and found that the insurance is unavailable,

inadequate, or unreasonably priced. In addition, EPA

is authorized to establish limits on the amount of

indemnification offered, deductibles, and limits on the
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0
term of coverage. EPA has not yet issued regulations

implementing Section 119, although it has proposed

guidelines that should be issued in final form

shortly.-/ The issues underlying the scope of Section

119 indemnification (limits on coverage, deductibles,

coverage for mixed strict liability/negligence actions,

proof of insurance unavailability) proved so conten-

tious that EPA hired a private "facilitator" --

Endispute -- to help it evaluate the concerns of

affected parties.
5 /

One significant limitation on the availabil-

ity of Section 119 indemnification -- particularly for

federal facilities -- arises from the statute's defini-

tion of "response action contractor." Section 119

indemnification is limited to "response action contrac-

tors." Such contractors are defined as parties that

enter into a response action contract for the cleanup

of a site on the National Priorities List (NPL), or a

removal action site. Since few federal facilities are
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listed on the NPL and most federal cleanups are under-

taken as remedial actions rather than removals, most

cleanup contractors will be ineligible for Section 119

indemnification.

Even where cleanups are being conducted at

NPL or removal action sites, federal facilities have

been reluctant to use Superfund indemnification. In

fact, the GAO concluded in 1989 that no federal agen-

cies other than EPA were using Section 119 indemnifica-

tion for their cleanup contractors. Rather, federal

agencies were indemnifying their response action con-

tractors using indemnification provisions in other laws

or in general procurement regulations. 6 /

However, it is unclear whether federal agen-

cies are authorized to use indemnifications other than

Section 119 indemnification for cleanups conducted

under their CERCLA authority. In EPA's most recent

policy on indemnification of Superfund contractors, EPA

stated that no indemnification other than Section 119
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indemnification could be used by EPA to protect

response action contractors.-/ EPA concluded that

CERCLA Section 119 is the sole authority Congress pro-

vided for CERCLA indemnifications and that other statu-

tory indemnifications or the use of agencies' general

procurement authorities is impermissible.

EPA stated further that federal agencies that

indemnify response action contractors under CERCLA

authority must ensure that their indemnifications are

not inconsistent with EPA guidelines. In support of

this assertion, EPA referred to CERCLA Section

120(a)(2) which provides generally that all rules,

guidelines and criteria established by EPA under CERCLA

also apply to federal agency cleanups.

The GAO has agreed that Section 119 authority

must be used by other federal agencies to indemnify

contractors cleaning up federal facilities under

CERCLA. According to the GAO, the specific indemnifi-

cation authority provided in CERCLA, with the
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conditions and limitations stipulated by Congress,

supersedes any general indemnification authority under

which federal agencies might previously have acted. 8 '

Nevertheless, it appears likely that federal

agencies will contest the EPA and GAO view of their

indemnification authority. Federal agencies have found

other contract authority more flexible and more famil-

iar, and have typically used these authorities to

indemnify cleanup contractors -- including response

action contractors under Superfund. Moreover, there is

no suggestion in SARA's text or legislative history

that Congress intended the provisions of Section 119 to

be exclusive. It is a fundamental rule of statutory

construction that statutes should be reconciled to the

extent possible and that where two provisions are capa-

ble of coexistence, each must be regarded as

effective.'/ Thus, federal agencies may maintain that

they may choose among available sources of
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0
indemnification, and use the one that best addresses

the risks at issue.

Finally, while it may make sense for EPA's

indemnification authority to be limited to CERCLA Sec-

tion 119, it does not necessarily follow that the

authority of other agencies should be so limited. EPA

is always an innocent party with respect to a cleanup.

It is not a potentially responsible party and had no

role in creating the contamination. On the other hand,

federal agencies are potentially responsible parties

and caused or were responsible for the contamination at

issue. Thus, the appropriate level of risk-sharing may

be very different for contractors working for EPA and

those working for other federal facilities.

Thomas Baca, the Deputy Assistant Secretary

of Defense for Environment, recognized this point in

testimony before the House Armed Services Committee's

Defense Environmental Restoration Panel. He acknowl-

edged that with respect to contractor cleanups at
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federal facilities, "we are not talking about an

independent contractor disposing of its own waste, but

more an agent of the government dealing with DOD waste,

at DOD locations under DOD control. Because of this

different situation from EPA, we did not believe that

the original EPA formula for Section 119 indemnifica-

tion was appropriate for our needs. It may well be

necessary, because of our unique circumstances, to

adopt risk-sharing mechanisms outside of [Section

119)."!-0/

2. Pub. L. 85-804 Indemnity. Another type of

indemnity available to government contractors is found

under the National Defense Contracts Act, Pub. L.

85-804.11ii The statutory authorization under the Act

provides for the broadest contractual indemnity permis-

sible under federal law, and because it would largely

eliminate the risks faced by contractors, has taken on

almost mythic proportions. Indeed, Pub. L. 85-804

indemnification has the essential elements of myth --
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it is extremely powerful and, at least with respect to

cleanup contracts, there is substantial doubt as to its

existence.

Executive Order 10789 implementing Pub. L.

85-804 permits the President to authorize any depart-

ment or agency of the government which exercises func-

tions in connection with the national defense, to enter

into contracts whenever the agency deems such action

would facilitate the national defense. Unlike most

other indemnifications, Pub. L. 85-804 is not subject

to the availability of appropriated funds, provided the

* Olosses arise out of risks that the agency determines

are unusually hazardous or nuclear in nature.

Pub. L. 85-804 indemnification must be

approved in advance by an official at the level of the

Secretary of the military department, and any contrac-

tual provision may require the indemnified contractor

to provide financial protection of a type and in an

amount determined to be appropriate by the agency. In
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making that determination, the official is to take into

account the availability, costs and terms of private

insurance, self-insurance, and other proof of financial

responsibility.

The contractual indemnification itself is

very broad and applies to any losses not compensated by

insurance, including (a) reasonable expenses of litiga-

tion and settlement; (b) third-party claims for death,

personal injury or property damage; (c) loss or damage

to the property of the contractor; (d) loss to or dam-

age to government property; and (e) claims arising from

indemnification agreements between the contractor and

its subcontractors. The indemnification agreement

between the United States and the contractor will not,

however, cover claims or losses caused by willful mis-

conduct or lack of good faith on the part of the con-

tractors' directors or officers.

Very few indemnifications have been granted

under Pub. L. 85-804 for any purpose, and the grant of
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S
85-804 indemnification to cleanup contractors is virtu-

ally unprecedented. However, there is some evidence

that agencies are beginning to use this broad and flex-

ible tool in the context of cleanup contracts. EG&G

recently received this indemnification from DOE for

non-nuclear environmental risks arising out of its

activities at DOE's Rocky Flats plant. Similarly, the

Secretary of the Army recently authorized broad Pub. L.

85-804 indemnity for ammunition plant contracts at

government-owned-contractor-operated (GOCO) facilities

to protect the operating contractors against environ-

mental liabilities.

The increased willingness of federal agencies

to use Pub. L. 85-804 indemnification for defense and

energy cleanup work has not gone unnoticed. For exam-

ple, Congressman John Dingell, Chairman of the House

Energy and Commerce Committee, rather pointedly criti-

cized DOE's grant of this indemnification for work to

be performed at Rocky Flats stating that he was unaware
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0
that DOE cleanups involved a necessary function to

facilitate the prosecution of war, as required under

Pub. L. 85-804. Nevertheless, it is unclear whether

Pub. L. indemnification was intended to be so narrowly

confined. In fact, most agencies -- including many

with no direct connection with defense activities --

can grant Pub. L. 85-804 indemnification.

The Government Printing Office, Tennessee

Valley Authority, General Services Administration,

Department of Commerce, and numerous other federal

agencies are authorized to grant this indemnification.

Indemnity clauses are regularly used in the contracts

of the National Aeronautic and Space Administration

(NASA) that may potentially involve unusually hazardous

risks. Indemnification covers both commercial and

defense activities of the government.

Similarly, Pub. L. 85-804 indemnification has

been granted by the Federal Aviation Administration

(FAA) in its contracts to reprogram computers used by
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air traffic controllers. The memorandum decision

underlying the authorization for indemnities recognized

the potential for major liability arising out of avia-

tion accidents, and acknowledged that the contract

would not be undertaken unless indemnity were provided.

The FAA's memorandum of decision simply includes a

finding that the project to reprogram computers for

civil aviation would advance national defense func-

tions. However, the relationship between civil avia-

tion software and defense activities appears more tenu-

ous than the relationship between environmental resto-

* ration activities and the national defense.

Federal agencies have historically used con-

siderable discretion and flexibility in determining

whether a particular indemnification would advance the

national defense, and would address unusually hazardous

risks. With respect to federal facility cleanup activ-

ities, it seems likely that granting of 85-804 indemni-

fication would be proper. The cleanup of Fernald,
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Savannah River, Rocky Flats, and other operating

nuclear weapons plants furthers the national defense by

improving the facilities and their effectiveness in

defense production activities, ensuring compliance with

ongoing environmental laws, and re-instilling public

trust in defense activities generally. Cleanup activi-

ties appear reasonably related to military operations

and defense readiness, and activities taken in support

of those functions would appear to "facilitate the

national defense."

With respect to the nature of the hazard, it

seems clear that cleanup activities involve unusually

hazardous or nuclear risks. The Senate Report on Pub.

L. 85-804 underscored that government contracts may

involve "a substantial element of risk, giving rise to

the possibility of an enormous amount of claims. It

is, therefore, the position of military departments

that to the extent that commercial insurance is

unavailable, the risk in such a case should be borne by

-20-



the United States." 2L2/ In its annual reports to Con-

gress on contract actions taken pursuant to Pub. L.

85-804, DOD has repeatedly emphasized that indemnifica-

tions may be used in cases of claims for injury or

property damage arising from such high-risk activities

as "performance in hazardous areas." 1 3/

It seems likely that federal facility clean-

ups meet the criteria of unusually hazardous risks as

contemplated by Congress. DOD and DA facilities, par-

ticularly those listed on the NPL, are among the most

heavily contaminated facilities in the country.

Cleanup activities present the risk of harm to workers

at the plant, and residents near the plant. In the

event of a release, the potential claimants could be

numerous, and the potential damages catastrophic and in

excess of any reasonably obtainable insurance limits.

In addition, claims could arise for years after the

activity is completed.
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Thus, Pub. L. 85-804 indemnification -- which

is not limited in time or by available appropriations

-- appears appropriate to cover cleanup risks. The

recent DOD and DOE initiatives to grant this indemnifi-

cation may signal their recognition that it provides a

flexible approach to protect cleanup contractors from

the risks of liability arising under remediation

contracts.

3. Third-Party Liability Clause. Perhaps the

most common contractual device used by agencies to pro-

tect contractors from liability is not a statutory

indemnification, but simply a common provision found in

the Federal Acquisition Regulations. In

cost-reimbursement contracts, the government ordinarily

agrees to reimburse the contractor for certain

third-party liabilities. The "Insurance-Liability to

Third Persons" clause used in cost-reimbursement con-

tracts provides that the contractor will be reimbursed

for uninsured liabilities to third parties.L4/
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In general, the clause provides that the con-

tractor shall be reimbursed for liabilities to third

parties for loss of or damage to property or for death

or bodily injury not compensated by insurance arising

out of the performance of the contract, whether or not

caused by the negligence of the contractor. Both DOE

and DOD frequently use this clause to provide protec-

tion to their cleanup contractors. However, as noted

below, this clause does not protect cleanup contractors

from all risks of loss.

This clause encompasses claims by private

* parties against the contractor under traditional tort

theories, such as trespass, nuisance, strict liability,

and negligence for property damage and personal injury

suffered by the claimant. Thus, a contractor would be

reimbursed for liabilities associated with claims

brought by neighbors whose properties are polluted

because of air or groundwater contamination caused by

the contractor's activities. This clause would also
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reimburse the contractor for injuries to its employees,

above workers' compensation, arising from performance

of the contract. The clause applies even if damages

are caused by the negligence of the contractor.I15/

However, coverage is limited in other

respects. The Third-Party Liability clause does not

reimburse the contractor for fines and penalties. Sec-

ond, the Third-Party Liability clause excludes recovery

of amounts for which appropriated funds are not avail-

able. As noted earlier, the Anti-Deficiency Act pro-

hibits a federal agency from contractually obligating

the government to pay amounts which exceed available

appropriations. The Comptroller General has held that

an indemnity provision which subjects the government to

indefinite and uncertain liabilities violates this

Act.- 16/ Thus, the liability clause excludes recovery

of amounts for which appropriated funds are not

available.
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Third, a contractor that has completed per-

formance and claims indemnification under this contract

clause could face the argument that it was released

from its indemnification obligation. The "allowable

cost and payment" clause in cost-reimbursement con-

tracts requires the contractor to execute a release

discharging the government from all liabilities and

claims, with certain specified exceptions. Claims that

are not known to the contractor are excepted for a

six-year period. 17 1

Under this clause, then, the contractor would

not be able to recover costs arising from any liabili-

ties known at the time of the release unless such lia-

bilities have been specifically excepted from the

release. To be effective, an exception must be spe-

cific as to substance and amount and cannot be vague

and general. More important, the contractor will only

be able to recover for liabilities which were unknown

at the time of the release if proper notice of such
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liabilities is given within six years after the release

or final payment, whichever is earlier. The six-year

time limit is particularly important in light of the

delays associated with the development of many ill-

nesses related to exposure to hazardous substances.

Because some losses may not become manifest

for 20-30 years after the end of the contract, the con-

tractor's right to reimbursement under the liability

clause may be extinguished before a third-party mani-

fests an illness attributable to exposure during con-

tract performance. The six-year limit might also pre-

clude a contractor from recovering losses arising from

cleanup costs imposed by third parties, since environ-

mental contamination may not become evident until

decades after the work is completed.

Fourth, the third-party liability clause con-

tains an exclusion for liabilities for which the con-

tractor is otherwise responsible under the express

terms of the contract. Both DOD and DOE cleanup

-26-
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contracts often include provisions, tasks, or specifi-

cations that expressly place responsibility for some

matters -- including environmental compliance -- on the

contractor, and thus fall outside the scope of the

third-party liability clause.

Fifth, the liability clause is limited to

"third-party" claims. One significant potential lia-

bility faced by contractors engaged in decontamination

activities at federal facilities is not from tradi-

tional third-party tort claims, but liability for

claims asserted by public entities, such as local,

state and federal entities for cleanup of contamination

caused or aggravated by the contractor.

It is unclear whether claims by regulatory

entities would be considered third-party claims.

Although claims brought by state regulatory entities to

compel cleanup of property presumably would be viewed

as third party claims, it is questionable whether

cleanup orders brought by federal entities such as EPA
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or DOE would be "third-party" claims subject to

reimbursement.

Finally, the clause will only reimburse a

contractor for liabilities to third parties for loss of

or damage to property. Even if a government agency is

viewed as a third-party, it is unclear whether a suit

for damages or injunctive relief to require the con-

tractor to clean up property contaminated during the

course of work would constitute liability for loss of

or damage to property. Some courts might rule, as they

have in the context of CERCLA damages, that cleanup

costs are not property damages. For example, the

courts currently disagree whether cleanup costs consti-

tute damages within the meaning of a liability insur-

ance policy requiring the insurer to pay damages that

the insured becomes legally obligated to pay because of

property damage.18/ The principles underlying this

controversy may resurface in the context of the

third-party liability clause.
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4. Nuclear Hazards Indemnity (Price-Anderson

Act). Contractors and subcontractors working for DOE

are provided broad statutory protection from losses

caused by nuclear hazards. The Price-Anderson Amend-

ments of 1988 requires that DOE enter into agreements

of indemnification with any person who may conduct

activities under a contract with the Agency that

involves the risk of public liability.--'/ The term

"public liability" is defined broadly by the Act to

mean any legal liability arising out of or resulting

from a nuclear incident, excluding workmen's compensa-

tion claims and certain other risks.

The term "nuclear incident" is defined by the

Act to mean any occurrence causing bodily injury, sick-

ness, disease or death, or loss of or damage to prop-

erty, or loss of use of property arising out of or

resulting from the radioactive, toxic, explosive or

other hazardous properties of "source," "special

nuclear," or "by-product material." These materials
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are, in turn, defined by the Atomic Energy Act.2-0/ In

general, they include nuclear materials used, produced,

or made radioactive through nuclear fission.

DOE contractor and subcontractors are indem-

nified for all legal liability arising out of a con-

tract activity, without any deductible, shared liabil-

ity, or other condition on recovery. Indemnification

extends to all losses, including those arising from

innocent non-negligent acts, as well as negligence and

willful or intentional acts. Legal costs are included

in the amount of indemnification. Finally, the indem-

nification is not affected by the completion, termina-

tion, or expiration of the contract, and indemnifica-

tion will extend through any period in which a claim

can be brought. The cap on a nuclear incident involv-

ing commercial plants and DOE facilities is approxi-

mately $7 billion.

The principal limitation on a contractor's

right to recover under the Price-Anderson
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indemnification is the requirement that liability must

arise out of or result from a nuclear incident. Thus,

the applicability of Price-Anderson to waste cleanup

activities depends on the event that gives rise to lia-

bility. Damages caused by radioactive materials fall

fully within Price-Anderson indemnification. If a

release of radioactive material causes personal injury

or property damage, Price-Anderson applies. Damages

that do not a-Ise from radioactive materials are not

covered by tae indemnification.

Damages arising from environmental contamina-

tion caused by a release of mixed hazardous and radio-

active materials present a more complicated scenario.

Logically, Price-Anderson indemnification should extend

to the damage and loss caused by the radioactive mate-

rial component of the mix. However, statutory treat-

ment becomes less certain where there is a common

radioactive/non-radioactive cause. Where there is a

release of mixed waste (e.Q., radiologically
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contaminated metals), damages due to the radiological

element probably would be covered while damages due to

the non-radiological component would not (assuming that

damages can be distinguished). Since there has not yet

been a DOE contractor Price-Anderson claim related to

waste activities, these mixed waste scenarios have not

been tested in courts, nor has DOE addressed these

issues in formal guidance.

The scope of the Price-Anderson indemnifica-

tion is ambiguous in two other respects. First, while

Price-Anderson indemnification clearly applies to tort

injuries arising from a nuclear incident such as per-

sonal injury and property damage, it is not clear

whether it indemnifies DOE contractors for environmen-

tal cleanup costs. The broad definition of "public

liability" in the statute would appear to include

cleanup costs. Cleanup costs arguably would be public

liability arising out of a nuclear incident that causes

damage to or loss of property. Moreover, the
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0
indemnification for DOE contractors expressly includes

damage to property at the site. Finally, the apparent

legislative intent to indemnify contractors broadly for

all nuclear risks incurred during contract activities

on behalf of DOE suggests that such liabilities are

covered.

Nevertheless, the issue remains unclear. The

Act and its legislative history appear to be directed

toward indemnifying contractors for common law tort

liability, and not liability arising from environmental

remediation suits asserted by state and federal agen-

cies. Moreover, the indemnification for damage to gov-

ernment property does not clearly apply to environmen-

tal costs such as soil and groundwater contamination.

DOE has not addressed this issue in an order or general

guidance although it is apparently DOE policy that

cleanup costs are not addressed by Price-Anderson

indemnification.2
2 1 /
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0
The same uncertainty surrounds fines and pen-

alties. It is uncertain whether fines and penalties

arising from a nuclear incident fall within the scope

of Price-Anderson. While it is clear that

Price-Anderson indemnification does not cover civil and

criminal penalties arising from violations of nuclear

safety rules, it is unclear whether other fines and

penalties that may be levied by state or federal agen-

cies would be considered public liability within the

scope of Price-Anderson. Again, DOE has not addressed

this issue in any guidance, although DOE's general pol-

icy appears to be that indemnification for fines and

penalties is contrary to public policy. Instead, DOE

appears to address fines and penalties within its rules

governing allowable costs. These rules generally make

fines and penalties unallowable unless the acts giving

rise to them resulted from a term or condition of the

contract, or were performed at the direction of the

contracting officer. FAR S 31.205-15.
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5. Environmental Restoration Management Contrac-

tor. Recently, DOE established a new category of envi-

ronmental restoration management contracts (ERMC) to

oversee remediations at its facilities. ERMCs are

management-only contractors working with DOE under

cost-reimbursement plus award fee contracts. The first

ERMC has been proposed for the Feed Materials Produc-

tion Center (FMPC) near Fernald, Ohio. The contractor

will be responsible for management of assessment and

remediation tasks, as well as radioactive decontamina-

tion and decommissioning. 212/ This contract is expected

to play an important role in setting standards and

requirements that must be met by future DOE cleanup

contractors.

The request for proposal for the ERMC at

Fernald includes a variety of mechanisms that limit a

contractor's environmental liability. First, the con-

tract responds to longstanding contractor requests for

protection from preexisting contamination by
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indemnifying the contractor from all liability (includ-

ing penalties and strict liability suits) arising from

acts or failures to act on the part of any person which

occurred before the contractor assumes responsibility

for the site. To the extent that acts or omissions of

the contractor cause any fine or add to the amount of

any fine or penalty that resulted from preexisting con-

ditions, the contractor will be responsible. In addi-

tion, the contract incorporates the Price-Anderson

indemnification. DOE agreed to indemnify the contrac-

tor from all public liability arising out of activities

under the contract.

The contract does, however, identify certain

unallowable environmental costs. In general, environ-

mental costs incurred by the contractor to remedy dam-

age caused by the contractor's activity or inactivity,

or for which it has been administratively or judicially

determined to be liable, are presumed to be unallowable

if DOE was not responsible for the damage. For such
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costs to be considered allowable, the contractor mv t

demonstrate that it was performing the contract at the

time the conditions requiring cleanup were created and

performance of the contract contributed to the creation

of the conditions requiring cleanup; that it was con-

ducting its activities prudently and in accordance with

appropriate environmental laws; and that it acted

promptly and reasonably to prevent and minimize the

damage and costs associated with the damage.

Similarly, the contract identifies certain

"avoidable" costs which are also unallowable under the

contract. For example, avoidable costs include direct

costs that are incurred by the contractor without any

fault of DOE, exclusively as a result of the contrac-

tor's negligence or willful misconduct. Similarly,

avoidable costs include losses resulting from damage

to, destruction of or loss of government property as a

result of contractor negligence or willful misconduct.

Such costs must arise from work clearly within the
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contractor's sole and exclusive control and result from

acts which the contractor could have avoided through

the exercise of reasonable care.

Finally, avoidable costs also include certain

unallowable environmental costs. Such costs are avoid-

able when the work is clearly within the sole and

exclusive control of the contractor; the increased

costs or expenses result from the negligence or willful

misconduct of the contractor; and DOE is not responsi-

ble in any way for the act or omission which resulted

in the additional cost.

While the avoidable and unallowable cost pro-

visions would appear to expose contractors to substan-

tial risk in the event that they deviate from the stan-

dard of care which a reasonable contractor would exer-

cise, the contractors' potential financial losses are

capped in the contract. Borrowing from a concept from

its accountability rule for management and operating

(M&O) contractors, DOE decided to place a ceiling on
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ERMC's environmental liabilities. The government has

limited a contractor's liability for avoidable environ-

mental costs to the amount of the actual award fee

earned and the actual basic fee earned under the con-

tract (or the amount of six months of fixed fees in the

case of a cost-plus fixed-fee contract) in the evalua-

tion period when the event or events which lead to the

imposition of the costs of liabilities occurred.

Avoidable costs will first be taken from the award fee

and if avoidable costs surpass the award fee, the bal-

ance will be deducted from the basic fee.

The Fernald proposal does not provide a

rationale for its limitation on liability. However,

the structure of the proposal closely resembles DOE's

final accountability rule for its M&O contractors. In

that rule, DOE also capped the total liability of its

contractors, explaining that an indefinite or incalcu-

lable exposure would discourage contractors from
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undertaking such work. 2-3/1 The ERMC proposal appears to

reflect this same concern.

Conclusion

Cleanup contractors view federal facility work as

a lucrative growth market but one that carries signifi-

cant risk. Sites may contain radioactive, chemical and

mixed waste that present a significant public health

threat. The technologies of hazardous waste remedia-

tion are new and evolving. They do not always work and

are always subject to second-guessing.

The inherently risky nature of the work is com-

pounded by expansive theories of environmental liabil-

ity. Under strict joint and several principles, con-

tractors can find themselves liable for all costs aris-

ing from environmental contamination, irrespective of

the reasonableness of the initial activity. Contrac-

tors are often attractive targets of suits because they

are solvent and because the federal government
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routinely raises claims of sovereign immunity or other

defenses to suits.

EPA and federal agencies are struggling to find an

appropriate formula to ensure contractor accountability

and careful performance, yet also protect the contrac-

tor from catastrophic liability.-4/ The parties recog-

nize that existing generic indemnifications are flawed

or incomplete and that specially tailored contract pro-

visions which provide a mix of indemnifications, insur-

ance, award fee incentives and allowable cost rules are

often appropriate to address environmental liabilities

at a site. The new DOE ERMC contract provision (like

its predecessor M&O contract provisions) represents the

most recent approach to this problem. While it dis-

pleases some contractors (who prefer broad Pub. L.

85-804 protection) and Congressional critics (who
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prefer CERCLA Section 119 with its attendant limits),

it represents the most refined attempt to achieve this

balance between accountability and limited liability.

0344:005JFS.92
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1/ University of Tennessee Waste Management Research

and Education Institute, Hazardous Waste Remedia-

tion: The Task Ahead (Dec. 1991).

2/ DOE, Environmental Restoration and Waste Manage-

ment Five-Year Plan, 60-61 (Aug. 1991).

31 U.S.C. SS 1341-1342.

4/ EPA's initial proposed guidelines did not please

the contracting community. Coverage was limited

to 10 years and a sliding scale of deductibles was

imposed. A $10,000 occurrence deductible would

buy $1 million in coverage and a $3.5 million

deductible would buy the maximum coverage of $50

million. EPA, Proposed Policy on Indemnification

of Superfund Contractors, 54 Fed. Reg. 46012 (Oct.

31, 1989).
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EPA, Report on the Results of the EPA-Sponsored

Consultative Process on the Proposed Guidance for

Section 119 of CERCLA, As Amended (Feb. 1991).

6/ United States Government Accounting Office:
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Indemnified By The Government (GAO Report) (Sept.

19, 1989).

EPA, Proposed Policy on Indemnification of Super-

fund Contractors, 54 Fed. Reg. 46,022 (Oct. 31,
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8 GAO Report at 25-26.

9/ Watt v. Alaska, 451 U.S. 259 (1981); Nevada v.

Watkins, 914 F.2d 1545 (9th Cir. 1990).

10/ Testimony of Thomas E. Baca, Deputy Assistant Sec-

retary of Defense for Environment, before the
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House Arms Services Committee Defense Environmen-

tal Restoration Panel (April 24, 1991).

I1/ 50 U.S.C. SS 1431-1435.

12/ Senate Rep. No. 2281, 85th Cong. 2d Sess. 2

(1958).

13/ DOD Annual Report to Congress on Extraordinary

Relief Under Pub. L. 85-804 (1990).

14/ FAR S 52.228-7. "Government Property" and "Lia-

bility for the Facilities" clauses also provide

contractual remedies for some cleanup costs. FAR

S 52.245-5(g)(6); 52.245-8(g). However, recovery

under these clauses implicates many of the same

problems discussed in this section.
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15/ While the liability clause provides a basis for

the recovery of losses caused by the negligence of

any subcontractor employee, or the willful miscon-

duct of low-level employees, liability resulting

from "bad faith" or "willful misconduct" of man-

agement personnel is expressly excluded. The

Board of Contract Appeals in McDonnell-DouQlas

Corporation, 68-1 B.C.A. (CCH) ¶ 7021 at 32,445

(April 25, 1968), held that "willful misconduct"

describes more than gross negligence and requires

conscious, knowing disregard of an unreasonable

risk.

See Assumption by Government of Contractor Liabil-

ity to Third Persons-Reconsideration, B-201072, 62

Comp. Gen. 361 (1983).

17/ FAR Section 52.216-7.
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18/ See Continental Insurance Companies v. NEPACCO,

842 F.2d 977 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 109 U.S. 66

(1988).

19/ 42 U.S.C. S 2210(d). DOE also has non-statutory

general contract authority to indemnify contrac-

tors against liability for uninsured non-nuclear

risks. 48 C.F.R. S 950.7011(c). DOE's regula-

tions extend protection for non-nuclear risks

through the "Litigation and Claims" clause in 48

C.F.R. S 970.5204-31. This indemnity is, however,

subject to the availability of appropriated funds.

2_0/ 42 U.S.C. S 2014(2) (source material); 42 U.S.C.

S 2014(e) (by-product material).

2i/ Conversation with Benjamin McCrae of the DOE

Office of General Counsel.
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22/ DOE, Request for Proposal for Environmental Resto-

ration Management Contractor for the Fernald Envi-

ronmental Management Project (Dec. 23, 1991).

23/ 56 Fed. Reg. 5068 (Feb. 7, 1991).

24/ DOD has been trying for several years to draft a

government-wide cost principle that would identify

the circumstances under which contractors could

recover environmental costs. A proposed FAR pro-

vision has proven controversial and has been with-

drawn several times for redrafting.
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Congreao of tbe Initeb f'tateg;

fouot of Rtpreotntatibed
Wasbington, 32C 20515

September 15, 1992

The Honorable Les Aspin
Chairman
Committee on Armed Services
U.S. House of Representatives
2120 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Sections 313 and 319 of S. 3114, the National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1993, would overturn existing
law and policies concerning indemnification of Superfund
contractors at Department of Defense (DOD) installations. We
strongly oppose this unwise attempt to protect contractors at the
expense of the taxpayers through unwarranted, expanded
indemnification.

Section 313 would grant to DOD contractors performing
routine cleanups the extremely generous indemnification
historically reserved for national defense efforts. Under
Section 313(a), "[ejnvironmental restoration activities at
military installations and former military installations shall be
deemed to be functions that facilitate the national defense under
the provisions of Public Law 85-804 (50 U.S.C. 1431)."

According to a recent legal analysis completed by the
Congressional Research Service (CRS), the legislative history of
Public Law 85-804 indicates that the exceptional protection it
provides was limited to "contracts for products and services
clearly linked to national defense." (See enclosure) The CRS
legal analysis finds that "Public Law 85-804 does not extend to
indemnification of hazardous-waste cleanup contractors where the
only nexus between cleanup and the national defense is that the
contamination was caused by a defense-related activity, or occursO at a defense-related facility." The legal memorandum concludes
that "Public Law 85-804 . . . falls short of reaching contractor
indemnification in the usual case."

Neither the Senate Armed Services Committee nor the
contracting community has provided a compelling justification for
the expansion of this extraordinary, existing authority to cover
environmental restoration activities at current and former DOD
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installations. Indeed, at the vast majority of these
installations, the environmental contamination problems are
similar to typical Superfund sites.

We also fear that extending the indemnification authority of
Public Law 85-804 to DOD's environmental restoration activities
may in fact jeopardize national security. According to Senate
Armed Services Committee staff and the DOD's Office of General
Counsel, any money needed to pay liability claims lodged under
Section 313 would come from the DOD's regular appropriations.
Should liability claims reach extreme levels, we are concerned
that the DOD's own programs will be threatened. Since the DOD is
already cutting back its programs, it can ill afford to use
dollars meant for scaled-down programs to pay for liability
claims under Section 313.

Given the hundreds of current and former military bases
covered by this legislation, there are potentially hundreds of
millions of dollars at stake. We fear that expansion of
contractor indemnification under Section 313 may create
liabilities which will explode in future years like the savings
and loan debacle. The DOD's use of this approach would be
tantamount to handing someone a credit card with no limits and
worrying later if money will be available to pay the bills. The
Federal Treasury cannot afford unlimited indemnification for
liability from waste cleanups.

Our concerns are compounded by the findings of a recent
General Accounting Office (GAO). report to the House Committee on
Government Operations. ("DOD Environmental Cleanup: Information
on Contractor Cleanup Costs and DOD Reimbursements,"
NSIAD-92-253FS). This report and recent news articles have
revealed that some of the very same contractors who are seeking
legislation to escape liability for future misconduct already
have shifted to the taxpayers the financial burden of their past
activities. For example, Lockheed Corporation has been cited in
industry lobbying papers as a major "endorser" of industry
efforts to expand indemnification of DOD contractors. At the
same time, according to a recent article in The Wall Street
Journal, Lockheed Corporation officials have stated that they
expect to obtain reimbursement of $127 million in Superfund
liability costs from the Defense Department for the cleanup of a
single production facility alone in Burbank, California.
("Special Invoice: Why Pollution Costs of Defense Contractors
Get Paid by Taxpayers," Bill Richards and Andy Pasztor, The Wall
Street Journal, August 31, 1992, Al).

In addition, Section 313 of the Senate bill would overturn
the existing statutory framework for indemnification, and would
eliminate virtually all of the critical safeguards contained in
the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986
(Sections 119, 120 and 211). These provisions authorize
indemnification of contractors against claims that they conducted
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their cleanup activities negligently. However, these 1986
amendments also sought to assure contractor accountability by
prohibiting indemnification of gross negligence or willful
misconduct, requiring the payment of deductibles, and by
specifying limits on indemnification.

In contrast, the Senate provision fails to clearly prohibit
the indemnification of contractors against gross negligence and
willful misconduct. Moreover, Section 313 fails to require the
imposition of any deductibles or limits on indemnification. This
"open checkbook" approach eliminates crucial incentives that
encourage contractors to conduct their environmental cleanup
activities in a responsible manner. In its October 1991 report
to the Congress, the Environmental Restoration Task Force stated
that "t[under no circumstances should it [DOD) indemnify
contractors above the standard provided in Section 119" of the
Superfund law.

According to the Senate report, Section 313 is intended to
assure that experienced contractors have sufficient financial
incentives to bid on environmental restoration work. However,
the DOD itself has stated that it has no demonstrated need for
this new indemnification authority. In fact, on March 10, 1992,
Mr. Thomas E. Baca, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Environment), testified before your Committee's Defense
Environmental Restoration Panel that "the military departments
have not had a problem in obtaining qualified contractors to do
the fcleanup) work." To ascertain whether such a problem
actually exists, the DOD has announced its intent to undertake a
pilot test through its contracting center at Brooks Air Force
Base. This pilot test is designed to determine whether the
absence of indemnification actually does affect the willingness
of contractors to bid for government contracts. In light of this
planned pilot test, the enactment of any broad, new
indemnification authority at this time is certainly premature.

We also have concerns about Section 319 of the Senate bill,
which extends the indemnification authority historically reserved
for research and development work to the DOD's environmental
restoration activities. This provision would achieve the same
basic result as Section 313 -- it would open the door to
widespread abuse and subvert the existing statutory framework.

In closing, we note that the House of Representatives, in
its version of the defense authorization bill, has chosen wisely
to rely on the indemnification provisions of existing law. For
all of the reasons cited above, we urge you to support the
position of your Committee and the House by opposing Sections 313
and 319 of S. 3114 during any upcoming conferences on the DOD
authorization bill for Fiscal Year 1993.
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Sincerely,

__iq John D.D--1• . o

Committee onitteEnergy and Commerce ernment Opy

Chairman Chairman

Committee on Science, Space, Subcommittee on Environment,
and Technology Energy, and Natural Resources

Committee 
on

Government Operations

G E. B w •ifRobert E. wise, Jr.
~Chairman.Ocarman Chairman

Subcmaite on Transportation Subcommittee on Government

and a rdous Materials Information, Justice, and

Committee oo Agriculture

Energy and Commerce Committee on
Government Operations-I~wr IF.br E. WieJr
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Government Operations and Technology
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MEMORANDUM

DATE: August 6, 1992
TO: Les Aspin, Chairman, Committee on Armed Services
FROM: Mike Synnr, Chairman, Environment, Energy and Natural Resources

Subcommittee, Committee on Government Operations
SUBJECT: Contractor Indemnification/Transferee Indemnification Provisions of S.

3114, the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1993

I am writing to call your attention to and express my grave concerns about two
provisions in S. 3114, the Senate version of the Defense Authorization bill, relating to
indemnification of contractors who perform environmental restoration activities at
Department of Defense installations and indemnification of transferees of closing
Defense Department property.

Section 313 of S. 3114 requires the Secretary of Defense to promulgate
regulatons providing for risk sharing between DOD and its contractors who conduct
environmental restoration activities, Specifically, the legislation envisions indemnication
of these contractors, subcontractors or sureties on contracts, even where these
contactors were negligent in performance of their duties. I am concerned that the
Senate bill's standard of liability for DOD's environmental restoration contractors is a
more generous standard of liability than that available to contractors Conducting
environmental restoration activifies on behalf of the Environmental Protection Agency
under 5119 (a)(2) of the $uperfund cleanup program. Since many of the same
companies will be conducting environmental restoration activities for DOD and EPA., it
only makes sense that contractors working for various Federal agencies should be subject
to the same Ulability standards. I would also note that, in its October 1991 report, the
Defense Environmental Response Task Force stated that 'DOD should review its
indemnification procedure but in no circumstances should it Indemnify contractors above
the standard provided in Section 119 of CERCI.A." Accordingly. I urge that the House
Armed Services Committee avoid setting such a poor precedent, and work with the
Senate to ensure that DOD contractors performing environmental restoration activities
be subje to the lability standards set forth in 5119 (a)(2) of the Superfund law.



The Senate's report language also states that DOD "should give considerable
attendion to the risk sharing provisions adopted by the Department of Energy and-use
these provisions as a model for the Department of Defense proVam." As you know, the
Subcommittee has had longstanding problems with the Department of Enere9 s
contractor indemnification progra,. In hearings held by the Subcommittee on DOE's
Savannah River Plant, Rocky Flats and Hanford Reservation facilities, we found that
environmental activities conducted by DOE's contractors were, at best, sloppy and. more
likely, created a continuing threat to human health and the environment. As a result of
these contractors' negligence, the taxpayers have had to pay twice - once to the
negligent contractors who did not do the job right, and again to get the job done right.
In short DOE's contractor indemnification program has not worked to ensure competent
performance and should not be relied upon as a model program.

Finally, DOD does not believe the provision is warranted. In a statement before
the House Armed Services Committee on March 10, 1992, Thomas E. Baca, Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Environment), testified that the "military departments
have not had a problem in obtaining qualified contractors to do (environmental
restoration activities]." This is contrary to the suggestion contained in the Senate's report
language that responsible contractors may be unwilling to bid on many environmental
restoration contracts. Deputy Assistant Secretary Baca also noted that DOD is not
aware of any increase in claims by third parties against DOD or its contractors, and that
the availability of commercial liability insurance has not changed recently. According to
its testimony, DOD would prefer to take time to institute a program designed to identify
whether indemnification is necessary.

Section 317 of S. 3114 provides that the Secretary of Defense shall hold harmless,
defend, and indemnify in full transferees of closing DOD property from liability
associated with contamination resulting from military activities at Defense installations.
This provision is unnecessary, duplicative and could create considerable jurisdictional
problems for the legislation. I Urge the Committee to work with the Senate to eliminate
this provision from the Defense Authorization bill.

Similar provisions to Section 317 of S. 3114 were included in a base closure bill
sponsored by Rep. Ray in the 'House, which was jointly referred to the Committee on
Energy and Commerce and the Committee on Armed Services. As you know, however,
the Energy and Commerce Committee chose instead to report out H.R. 4016, as
amended, without mny indemnification provisions. I would note that the House
Committee on the Judiciary would likely share jurisdiction on any indemnification
provisions in the legislation.

The requirementm set forth in Section 317 of S. 3114 are unnecessary. Under
-,dsting law, the Federal government Is already responsible under Superfund's strict, joict
and several liability provisions for cleaning up any contamination resulting from it
activities on the transferred land. In addition, DOD is required to include in any deed
of transfer a covenant warranting that the Federal government will clean up
conta.mination resulting from releases to the environment occurring prior to or after



u-ansder of the land and which result from DOD's prior use of the land.

DOD also opposes the provisions in Section 317 of S. 3114. When Deputy
Assistant Secretary Baca testified before the House Energy and Commerce
Subcommittee on Transportation and Hazardous Materials he expressed opposition for
separate indemnification provisions for transferee,, noting that "[l]egally the provision is
unnecessary and could undermine the proven and prudent method of adjudication
currently in place. In our view the provision is imprudent.e He went on to explain that
Rep. Ray's proposal (H.R. 402M4) 'eiminates any departmental.discretion to tailor the
indemnification to the particular circumstances of the site in question, and instead
provides a broad, indefnite and uncertain standard of liability," and he complained that
"the bill's indemrification provision would greatly expand the liability of the United
States with no concomitant benefit to the Government...."

Thank you in advance for taking the time to review these provisions prior to a
House conference with the Senate. Please do not hesitate to contact me if I may be of
any assistance.

9o

OI
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August 27, 1992

TO Hon. John Dingell
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight and Invesigations,
House Committee on Energy and Commerce

FROM American Law Division

SUBJECT Whether Public Law 85-804 Authorizes Federal Defense
Agencies to Indemnify Hazardous Waste Cleanup Contractors

You have asked, through Jeffrey Crater of your staff, that CRS address the
above-captioned issue raised by Public Law 85-804, a statute enacted in 1958 to
give . " --I defense agencies permanent authority to bypass general contracting
requirements whenever deemed by the President to facilitate the national
defense.

Public Law 85-804 had its genesis in the First War Powers Act, enacted in
1941. Title II of the act stated:

The President may authorize any department or agency of
the Government exercising functions in connection with the
prosecution of the war effort, in accordance with regulations
prescribed by the President for the protection of the interests
of the Government, to enter into contracts ... without regard
to the provisions of law relating to the making ... of contracts
whenever he deems such action would facilitate the
prosecution of the war

Though Title II expired by its terms six months after World War II ended,2
Congress resurrected its authority in connection with the Korean conflict in
1951, to expire in June, 1952. Subsequently the act was further extended, one
or two years at a time, until the final temporary extension expired in June,
1958. These short extensions were said to be in recognition of the heavy defense
spending necessitated during a period of *international unrest."'

165 Stat. 839. Other than title U, which was new authority, the First War Powers Act was

a reenactment of powers granted to President Wilson during World War I.

2 Firs War Powers Act # 401.

3 H.& Rap. No. 2232. 85th Cong.. 2d Som 3 (1958).
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Two months later after the final expiration, Congress, in August, 1958,
enacted Public Law 85-804. This statute, containing no expiration date, relieved
the executive departments of the burden of making annual or biennial requests
to Congress for extensions. Committee reports accompanying that enactment
explain that in view of then-current military involvements in the Middle East
and the unlikelihood that large-scale military procurement would diminish soon,
a permanent enactment of 85-804 seemed advisable so long as "a national
emergency continued[da to exist and so long as the legislation is properly
administered.* In language modified only slightly from the First War Powers
Act, Public Law 85-804 instructed that -

The President may authorize any department or agency of
the Government which exercises functions in connection
with the national defense, acting in accordance with
regulations prescribed by the President for the protection of
the Government, to enter into contracts ... without regard to
other provisions of law related to the making ... of contracts,
whenever he deems that such action would facilitate the
national defense.

You inquire whether Public Law 85-804 was intended by Congress to apply
to indemnification contracts with contractors hired to clean up hazardous
contamination at defense-related facilities. We have been instructed to answer
this question as if section 119 of the Superfund Act,' also addressing
indemnification of cleanup contractors, did not exist.

Our review of pertinent committee reports and floor debate in connection
with the First War Powers Act and Public Law 85-804 indicates that as to the
latter enactment Congress had in mind only those contracts for products and
services clearly linked to national defense. This view arguably excludes
indemnification contracts with cleanup contractors where the only nexus to
national defense is that the contamination resulted from a defense activity, or
occurs at a defense facility.

First War Powers Act, 1941. A review of this statute's scope is pertinent
in that Congress made clear in enacting 85-804 that its purpose was to enact
into permanent law the authority contained in title II of the First War Powers
Act.6

Congressional floor debate on what became title UI of the First War Powers
Act reveals that its key purpose was to remove impediments in general federal
contracting requirements that hampered the war effort, galvanized only a week

4 42 U.S.C. 1 9619.

6 Se, e.g.. Sen. Rep. No. 2231 65th Cong., 2d Sam 1 (1958); HIL Rap. No. 32. 5th Cong.,
2d Sur. 2 (1958).
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earlier with the attack at Pearl Harbor. 6 Both the Senate and House reports
speak of title II as being needed "to speed up the procurement of war materiel."*
References in floor debate were to "speed~ing] up production,"' to "facilitat~ing)
the prosecution of the war*9 or to 'contracts in connection with the prosecution
of the war,"10 and to a "complete blanket authority ... in respect to war

contracts."'1

Of course, title II was not limited to contracts for goods and services of a
purely military nature. For example, in 1942 an executive order, pursuant to
title II, authorized certain federal agencies to enter into contracts with financing
institutions guaranteeing them against losses in connection with loans to
contractors doing war-related work..2 Congress wasted little time in giving its
imprimator to this executive order, through a series of appropriation acts.13

At the same time, members expressed concern that title 11, in its exemption
of war-related procurement from most constraints then applicable for protection
of the government, was "extraordinary in character,"" and susceptible to abuse.
Arguably, this congressional concern counsels against an expansive reading of
the authority conferred.

Thus, considering the war-related need giving rise to title II, plus Congress'
concern over removing so many contracting safeguards, it is difficult to argue
that title 13 extended to contracts, such as cleanup indemnification agreements,
not in some direct sense promoting the war effort.

Public Law 85-804. Despite congressional cues that its purpose in enacting
Public Law 85-804 was only to make title II's authority permanent, the scope
of the two enactments appears not to be identical. Public Law 85-804 applies
by terms to periods of declared "national emergency,' possibly a concept broader
than the shooting war giving rise to title II. Moreover, 85-804 was plainly

6 A second purpoe of the First War Powers Act. not pertlent here. was to aid the smalI

buainesmaan m obanimng wart@e oontracra. See, e.g., 87 Cong. Re. 9MIS (Dec. 16, 1941) (remarks

of Sen. Van Nuys).

7 Sen. Rep. No. 911, 77th Cong. ist Sow. 1 (1941); HI. Rep. No. 1507, 77th Cong. lat Sass.

2 (1941).

'87 Cong. Rwa 9838 (remarks of Sen. Van Nuys).

3 87 Cong. Ree 9839 (Dec. 16, 1941) (remarks of Sen. Danaher).

'0 87 Cong. Rec. 9860 (Dec. 16, 1941).

"87 Cong. Rae. 9842 (Dec. 16, 1941) (remarks of Sen- Vandanburg).

Exec. Order No. 911. 7 Fed. Rag. 2367 (Marth 28, 1942).

13 Sw 40 Opinions of the Attorneys General 304, 305 (1944).

" 87 Cong Roc. 9864 (Dec. 16, 1941).
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broadened by substituting "national defense" for "prosecution of the war.'
Finally, a committee report declares that 85-804 is "broad in its scope."16

Notwithstanding the above, the sounder view appears to be that Public Law
85-804 still falls short of reaching cleanup-contractor indemnification in the
usual case. Section 1 of the statute indicates that two criteria must be met
before it applies: the department must "exercise functions in connection with the
national defense* and, as a separate matter, the action of extending 85-804 to the
contract must "facilitate the national defense." As explained by the Senate
report -

[Tihe President ... is limited by this bill ... to those
departments and agencies ... which exercise functions in
connection with the national defense. Furthermore, once a
department or agency has been designated by the President
to exercise these powers and procedures, such department
may only use them whenever the action would facilitate the
national defense. The authority contained in this bill is not,
therefore, authority by which the departments and agencies
of Government may dispense aid solely for the benefit of
contractors or subcontractors. ... MT~he primary
consideration is ... whether such aid will facilitate the
national defense.' 6

Otherwise put, not all contracts of national-defense agencies, such as DOD or
DOE, can be assumed to "facilitate the national defense" and come under 85-804.
Some contracts are plainly excluded, despite the fact that the contracting agency
is engaged much of the time in defense activities. We think it likely that
contracts for indemnification of cleanup contractors at federal facilities fall into
the excluded category - except for those instances where cleanup can be
plausibly viewed as facilitating the operation of a facility.

Our conclusion does not rest upon the apparent absence of any express
mention of environmental cleanup contracts in the legislative history of the
First War Powers Act or 85-804. This silence has little significance given the
pre-environmental era when these statutes were enacted.

Similarly, we do not rely upon the Senate report's discussion of the use of
indemnification clauses under precursors of 85-804:

The need for indemnity clauses (under 85-8041 in most cases
arises from the advent of nuclear power and the use of
highly volatile fuels in the missile program. The magnitude
of the risks involved under procurement contracts in these

16 Sen. Rep. No. 2281. 85th Cong., 2d Sme. (1958), repritnl a: (19581 U.S. Cod* Cong. & Ad.

News 4048.

1g Id. at 4044-45 (omphasis added).
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areas have rendered commercial insurance either unavailable
or limited in coverage. [Existing indemnification authority)
does not extend to production contracts .... Nevertheless,
production contracts may involve items, the production of
which may include a substantial element of risk .... i1

Though the report's discussion confines itself to "production contracts," which
presumably exclude cleanup contracts, it doubtless should not be read as an
exhaustive statement of 85-804's coverage.

In sum, the better argument is that Public Law 85-804 does not extend to
indemnification of hazardous-waste cleanup contractors where the only nexus
between such cleanup and the national defense is that the contamination was
caused by a defense-related activity, or occurs at a defense-related facility. In
contrast, where a cleanup has some arguable linkage to "facilitat(ing] the
national defense" - as, for example, where conducive to the safe functioning of
a defense facility - Public Law 85-804 likely does allow indemnification of
cleanup contractors.

Whatever position the Administration takes as to the scope of Public Law
85-804, please note that a reviewing court likely will not ask whether the court
would have interpreted the act in the same way, but only whether the
Administration's reading is a reasonable one.' Indeed, judicial deference to
the Administration's interpretation is arguably especially appropriate under
Public Law 85-804 in light of the "whenever [the President] deems" phrase
quoted above and the President's commander-in-chief responsibilities. Thus, the
degree of linkage to national defense argued here to be required for 85-804
coverage doubtless could be attenuated somewhat if the Administration so chose
without provoking judicial rejection.

Robert Metz ,
Legislative Attorney
American Law Division

'• Id. at 4045.

Chevron, U.S.A v. Natural Rasourom Defermu CouniL. 467 U.S. 837,842-844 (1984).
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SUBJECT Past Indemnification of Federal Contractors Under P.L. 85-
8040

This memo discusses the record of Federal agencies' use of P.L. 85.804 -
a 1958 statute that allows general contracting requirements to be bypassed for
national defense purposes -- to indemnify contractors against liabilities they may
incur in carrying out a contract. Such liabilities may include damages caused to
Government property, the contractor's property, or third parties.

Because the Subcommittee currently is examining only the indemnification
authority of P.L. 85-804, this memo does not get into the many other actions
authorized by the law, such as the modification of contracts that contractors
cannot fulfill. Such contractual relief apparently accounts for the vast majority
of contractor assistance awarded under P.L. 85-804, reportedly more than $1.4
billion through early 1985.' Only a small portion of that appears to result from
contractor indemnification.

An informal CRS survey of Federal agencies authorized to provide P.L. 85-
805 indemnification found that only the Department of Defense (DOD), the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and the Department
of Energy (DOE) had used that authority. No caps on liability payments under
the act were found. DOD accounted for the vast majority of the cases. Annual
reports provided by DOD and NASA indicated that DOD has paid about
$800,000 in indemnification claims and NASA none. DOE, which ha.s rarely
indemnified its contractors under P.L. 85-804, also has paid no claims, according
to DOE procurement officials.

SAtkinson, Rick, and Hiatt, Fred. Contracting Conducted Over Golden
Safety Net. Washington Post. March 31, 1985. p. Al.
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Agencies Authorized to Use P.L. 85-804

Executive Order No. 10789, as amended, gives a dozen Federal agencies the
authority to indemnify their contractors under P.L. 85-804:

"* Department of Agriculture
"* Department of Commerce
"* Department of Defense
"* Department of the Interior
"* Department of Transportation
"* Department of the Treasury
"* Atomic Energy Commission (abolished in 1974; most of its functions

are now carried out by the Department of Energy)
"* Federal Emergency Management Agency
"* General Services Administration
* Government Printing Office
"* National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
"* Tennessee Valley Authority

Although CRS found P.L. 85-804 indemnification was used only by DOD,
NASA, and DOE, this informal survey may have missed some past uses of the
authiority, because it was based primarily on the recollections of present
procurement officials. A more formal search of agency records, probably
requiring written requests to the agencies, could be initiated if the
Subcommittee believes it would prove helpful.

Department of Defense

The overwhelming majority of contracts that include P.L. 85-804
indemnification come from DOD. According to DOD's annual reports on P.L. 85-
804 contractual actions, the Department included P.L. 85-804 indemnification
provisions in 2,535 contracts from calendar year 1959 through 1990. The DOD
reports show three cases in which the Department denied contractor requests
to include indemnification provisions in their contracts.

As Table 1 (on p. 5) indicates, D07 reports two years, 1973 and 1975, in
which it made payments resulting fro!r -ontractor indemnification. The 1973
case involved DOD indemnification of F d, rchild Industries Inc. against damages
including "loss of or damage to the Contractor's equipment," which occurred
when an airplane being tested crashed in Thailand. In 1974, DOD paid 15 claims
totaling $600,000 to Air America Inc. for the loss of an aircraft and damage to
other aircraft while the contractor was delivering rations to combat areas.
According to DOD, the liability payments were covered as part of the contract
costs.

Not included in the DOD totals are numerous Military Airlift Command
contracts with Civil Reserve Air Fleet private carriers, all of which include P.L.
85-804 indemnification clauses, according to DOD's annual reports. That
indemnification takes effect only upon activation of the Civil Reserve Air Fleet,
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which had never occurred until the rapid deployment of large numbers of troops
during the the recent Persian Gulf War. Statistics on any indemnification
payments that may have been made to the Civil Reserve Air Fleet resulting from
those operations were not readily available. The Air Force currently is preparing
a new "airlift indemnification package" under P.L. 85-804 for use after the
current standard contract expires Sept. 30, 1992.2

National Aeronautics and Space Ad.ministration

NASA provided its annual P.L. 85-804 reports to Congress for calendar
years 1988-1991; earlier reports are being sent but have not yet arrived. Most
of NASA's reported indemnification involves contracts for the Space Shuttle
system, pursuant to a January 19, 1983, decision by the NASA Administrator
that those activities qualified for P.L. 85-804 contingent liability coverage. That
NASA finding has been extended several times and currently runs through
FY1994. NASA's procurement office was not aware of any P.L. 85-805
indemnification of any of the agency's contractors before 1983.

According to the NASA annual reports for its P.L. 85.804 activities, four
contracts contained indemnification provisions in 1988, 22 contracts in 1989,
three in 1990, and three in 1991. One of the 1991 contracts involved
indemnification of Halliburton Environmental Technologies Inc. for
environmental cleanup work at NASA Ames Research Center. According to
NASA's June 11, 1991, decision approving the indemnification, the contractor
faced potentially huge liabilities in carrying out the project, which involved
potential contamination of a vast aquifer used for drinking water by nearby
communities. An unknown number of contracts containing P.L. 85-804
indemnification were approved by NASA between 1983 and 1988.

At least one of NASA's indemnification agreements protects a non-cleanup
contractor from liability involving pre-existing environmental contamination at
contractor-operated sites. Under a December 17, 1990, NASA decision, Lockheed
Missiles and Space Co., Inc., is indemnified for cleanup costs and third-party
damages involving any environmental contamination that might have existed at
four NASA facilities before Lockheed began operating them under the contract.
That indemnification also was allowed to "flow down" to a Lockheed
subcontractor, Aerojet ASRM Division.

NASA's annual reports indicate no liability payments under P.L. 85-804,
and the agency's procurement office knew of no past payments. According to the
offce, settlements of lawsuits following the 1986 explosion of the space shuttle
Challenger did not involve P.L, 85-804.

Telephone conversation with Air Force attorney John Dodds, Sept. 3, " 992.

For further details, he can be reached at (703) 697-3900.
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Department of Energy

. DOE has rarely used P.L. 85-804 indemnification authority, relying
primarily instead on the Price-Anderson Act, which provides indemnification
authority for nuclear risks, and DOE's general contracting authority, under
which almost all contractor costs are reimbursed subject to appropriated funds.
New DOE contracting regulations make contractors liable for certain costs and
damages that they could have avoided, with such liability capped at the level of
the contractor's profit on the contract.3

The most recent use of P.L. 85-804 by DOE is for indemnification of EG&G
Rocky Flats for operating the Rocky Flats Plant near Denver, Colo., a contract
provision approved August 20, 1991. Such indemnification also has been
considered for the environmental restoration management contractors (ERMCs)
that DOE plans to hire for cleaning up its facilities, but it was not used in the
initial ERIMC contract, recently awarded for the DOE plant at Fernald, Ohio.

DOE briefly relied on P.L. 85-804's indemnification authority during a
hiatus in Price-Anderson authority in 1987-88, while Congress was working on
a reauthorization bill. Four facility management contracts expired during that
period, and the new contracts included P.L. 85-804 indemnification until the
Price-Anderson bill was enacted.

SU.S. Department of Energy. Interim Final Rule for 48 CFR Parts 915, 950

and 970. Federal Register. February 7, 1991. p. 5064.
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TABLE 1. DOD Contracts With Contingent Liability Provisions

Year Number of Liability Liability
contracts payments denied

1959 19

1960 22

1961 37

1962 42

1963 67

1964 80

1965 135

1966 85

1967 1139 1968 100

1969 108

1970 108

1971 112

1972 176

1973 107 189,996

1974 128 600,636

1975 157

1976 94

1977 88

1978 75

1979 127

1980 66

1981 77

1982 93

1983 53

1984 50

1985 56
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1986 52

1987 30

1988 34

1989 25

1990 19

Totals 2,535 790,632 3

"excludes contracts for Civil Reserve Air Fleet
Source: DOD annual reports on contracting actions under P.L. 85-804

S
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EXECUTIVE SUtMMARY

This report provides the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) Office of Waste
Programs Enforcement with information on each state's current response action contractor
(RAC) indemnification practices. The information included in the report was generated from
a review of applicable state statutes, the preparation of individual discussion points, and
telephone discussions with appropriate state officials. This report was prepared in conjunction
with the Economic Impact Analysis currently being conducted to evaluate the costs and economic
impacts associated with EPA's RAC indemnification guidelines.

REGULATORY BACKGROUND

Section 119 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
of 1980 (CERCLA) as amend.' by the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of '186
(SARA) contains two major provisions governing the liabilities faced by contractors working at
Superfund sites. Section 119(a)(1) extends liability protection *to any person for injuries, costs,
damages, expenses, or other liability (including but not limited to claims for indemnification or
contribution and claims by third parties for death, personal injury, illness or loss of or damage
to property or economic loss) which results from such release or threatened release" at hazardous
sites. Section 119(a) does not apply in the case of a release caused by conduct of the RAC that
is negligent, grossly negligent, or that constitutes intentional misconduct.

On October 6, 1987, EPA issued interim guidance (OSWER Directive 9835.5) providing an
interim indemnification policy. The interim guidance, which remains in effect, sets forth a
discretionary program in which RACs seeking Federal indemnification are required to provide
proof of diligent effort to obtain pollution liability insurance. On October 31, 1989, EPA
published a proposed indemnification policy (53 ER 46012, October 31, 1989) for the purpose
of soliciting public comment. The EPA is currently developing final policy guidelines for
indemnification based on the comments received on the proposed indemnification guidelines.
The final guidelines will replace the interim indemnification guidelines issued on October 6,
1987.

METHODOLOGY

A multiple-step process was used to assemble and evaluate the information presented in this
report. The process involved a review of applicable state statutes, the development of discussion
points tailored specifically to individual states, and telephone discussions with appropriate state
contacts to confirm preliminary analyses. Matrices were developed to summarize information

* about state indemnification practices. In addition, state narratives were written to describe fully
the individual state indemnification practices.



EPA conducted a test on the statutes provided from an earlier contractor effort on state
indemnification practices to verify that all statutes pertaining to RAC indemnification or
immunity were included in the statute package and that the statutes were current. The results
of the test indicated that while all the relevant statutes were included, they were not all current.
Consequently, EPA reviewed each state's statutes and replaced the outdated statutes with current
versions. Concurrent with the "statute test," letters were mailed to officials at each of the 50
states to inform them that they would be contacted to verify EPA's analyses of the statutes and
to request their cooperation in providing the name and phone number of the individual(s) most
knowledgeable of their state's indemnification practices.

FINDLNGS

Ten states hayv the statutory authority to offer indemnification to state-employed RACs. Only
eight of these states (Florida, Illinois, Massachusetts, Oregon, Nevada, New Jersey, Texas, and
Washington) currently offer indemnification. Louisiana and California have the authority to
offer indemnification, but have not done so. Although eight states indemnified RACs since
1987, no claims were filed against any state-indemnified RAC to date.

While only 8 states currently offer indemnification, it was learned that 14 states provide their
RACs with immunity from damages and injuries resulting from hazardous material releases.
Nevada is the only state that offers indemnification and provides immunity. The provision of
immunity is significant as it protects a RAC from civil actions whereby the RAC cannot be sued
for any injuries or damages resulting from their response activities. Additionally, it may be
argued that immunity is more comprehensive than indemnification in that there are typically no
maximum limits, deductibles, or coverage periods associated with immunity. Many of these
states may offer immunity rather than indemnification in an effort to recognize RAC concerns,
yet not incur additional liability. This reason was cited by a Delaware official.

Only 17 states currently require RACs to obtain pollution liability insurance. This includes the
States of California, Florida, Oregon, Texas, and Wisconsin, which also require RACs to name
the state as an additional-insured party on pollution liability insurance policies. The State of
Texas previously required all state-employed RACs to obtain pollution liability insurance, but
currently only requires pollution liability insurance on a case-by-case basis.

A significant finding revealed during discussions with state officials is that almost all of the
states that tried to obtain RAC services were able to do so, despite the fact that they do not offer
indemnification. However, the Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection contends
that although RACs are currently conducting Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Studies (RI/FS)
in Connecticut, the RACs will not enter into design or remediation contracts with the state unless
Connecticut provides them with immunity or indemnification.

Additionally, it was learned that states have not observed a reduction in the pool of qualified
RACs, an increase in the cost of RAC services, or a delay in site cleanups as a result of not
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offering indemnification. Several states have never hired RACs, as either they were successful
in making responsible parties conduct the work or the EPA and its contractors performed the
response activity.

Only one state official was able to discuss the role that the size of the cleanup played in the
RAC's willingness to work without pollution liability insurance or indemnification. A Florida
official indicated that RACs are more willing to work at a large cleanup site if the value of the
contract is significant enough to offset potential risk. Consequently, RACs are more likely to
turn down smaller value contacts that may not offset the risks associated with emergency and
remedial response activity.

No correlation can be drawn between the states not offering indemnification and the number of
RACs responding to RFPs for response action contracts. A state's geographic location and
budget for response action contracts are most responsible for the number of responses received
to a RFP.

UNIQUE PROGRAMS

States Offering Indemnification

* The State of Illinois is unique in its funding of indemnification costs. The state established the
Response Contractors Indemnification Fund with monies diverted from response action contracts.
Five percent of the contract value for each response action contract is paid directly into the fund
by the state instead of being paid to the RAC. RACs are expected to add this five percent into
the total proposed cost during the contract procurement process.

Under the State of New Jersey's original indemnification program, indemnification was offered
to state-employed RACs from 1986 until January of 1990, when its authority to offer
indemnification expired. A new indemnification law was enacted on January 9, 1992, reinstating
the state's authority to offer indemnification. New Jersey's original indemnification program
was innovative in that indemnification was employed as a competitive factor when soliciting bids
from RACs. Those RACs that did not obtain pollution liability insurance and thus requested
indemnification were penalized in the bidding process. New Jersey's current indemnification
law only provides preferential treatment to those RACs able to obtain occurrence-based pollution
liability insurance. This current law is also innovative in its surety bond provisions and
application of deductibles and co-payments. The law guarantees that surety liability will not
extend to claims for damages and that a surety bond can not be construed as liability insurance.
While the other states offering indemnification have flat deductibles, if any, New Jersey's
current indemnification law requires RACs to pay a deductible and a co-payment for any claim
that exceeds the deductible.

* The State of Texas has two indemnification statutes, one of which also limits a RAC's liability
pursuant to violations of Texas hazardous waste laws. Section 104.002 of the Civil Practice and
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Remedies Code (as amended by House Bill 1762 in 1991) indicates that the state is liable for
indemnification of a person when damages result solely from that person's signing an industrial
solid waste or hazardous waste manifest during the performance of contractual activities.*
Section 361.405 of the Texas Health and Safety Code indicates that the Texas Water
Commission (TWC) is authorized to indemnify RACs through the RACs' contracts with the
TWC. This indemnification is contingent upon several conditions, including the federal
government's agreement (in a contract or cooperative agreement) to in turn indemnify the TWC.
Since the federal government does not indemnify states, Texas has not offered indemnification
to any RACs pursuant to this statute.

California and Louisiana have the authority to offer indemnification, but have not done so to
date. California's stringent indemnification requirements prevent RACs from requesting
indemnification, let alone obtaining it. These requirements include a determination by the
California Department of General Services that there is no other qualified RAC and that no other
RAC possesses pollution liability insurance. Louisiana's indemnification statute allows the state
to enter into an indemnification agreement with a RAC if a contract can not otherwise be
obtained. To date, Louisiana has not offered indemnification to any RAC.

Illinois, Massachusetts, and New Jersey are required by state statute or law to monitor the
insurance markets within their respective states. The Illinois Director of Insurance is required
to adopt a rule in the event that pollution liability insurance becomes available to RACs at
reasonable terms. This directive suggests that indemnification will not be offered if the Director
issues a final declaration of insurance availability. Massachusetts's statutes require the
Massachusetts Commissioner of Insurance to publish an annual report on the availability c4
insurance for RACs. This statute also requires that the information contained within the report
be used to ensure that "the liability covered by the indemnification agreement exceeds or is not
covered by insurance available to the response action contractor at a fair and reasonable price
when entering into the response action contract, and adequate insurance to cover such liability
is not generally available at the time the response action contract is entered into." New Jersey's
current indemnification law requires the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP) to submit a report assessing the current availability and affordability of pollution
liability insurance within 24 months of the law's enactment (i.e., January 1994).

States Providing mmunity

Delaware's immunity statute is of interest, as it indicates that RAC a-tions using generally
accepted practice and state-of-the art scientific knowledge create "a rebuttable presumption that
the acts or omissions were not negligent." No other state immunity statutes include such lenient
language to establish RAC negligence standards.

Although Connecticut does not currently have legal provisions for RAC immunity, it did have
a bill before the 1991 legislative session. The bill, which was not passed, would have required
the third party to prove negligence or misconduct before a suit could be filed against a RAC.aS0



* This requirement would have been unique in that no other state places such burden of proof on
( the third party.

Other Unique Provisions

The States of Missouri and Arizona do not offer indemnification or provide immunity but have
instituted by statute other means to limit RAC liability. Missouri established RAC liability limits
equal to $i million for any one person or $3 million for all persons for a single occurrence.
Arizona's response action contracts include joint liability provisions whereby the state accepts
a RAC's liability and the RAC accepts the state's liability.

The State of New Hampshire instituted a program whereby it enters into hold harmless
agreements with developers of contaminated properties. These agreements specify that New
Hampshire will not pursue the developer for claims on any pre-existing conditions, while in
exchange, the developer will cleanup the site. These hold harmless agreements do not, however,
restrict third parties or the EPA from pursuing the developer for liability claims.

States do not offer indemnification for a variety of reasons. Some of the more noteworthy
reasons include the following: state constitutions that prohibit indemnification (Arizona,
Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin), statutory requirements for the state to operate on a

* balanced budget (North Carolina), and maintenance of sovereign immunity (Connecticut and
North Dakota). Additional information regarding anti-indemnification statutes is provided in
Chapter 3 of this report.

LIMITATIONS

This report focuses on only the most salient issues pertaining to state indemnification practices.
Some information presented in the report is limited because state officials were consistently
unable to provide supporting data. This information includes the RAC's willingness to work
without pollution liability insurance, the impact of cleanup size on the RAC's ability to obtain
insurance, and the limits, exclusions and costs of pollution liability insurance policies obtained
by state-employed RACs.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 REGULATORY HISTORY

The Superfund program, enacted with the passage of the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA), gave the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) a broad mandate and a $1.6 billion fund to cleanup hazardous waste
sites and to respond to emergency releases of hazardous substances. The 1986 Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) extended the program for five years and expanded
the EPA's responsibilities to seek permanent solutions to contamination problems at hazardous
waste sites.

Prior to SARA, response action contractors (RACs) relied on commercial liability insurance,
together with indemnification, to offset their liability risks. The EPA provided indemnification
through its general contracting authority as a means to supplement commercial insurance. The
Federal government indemnified RACs above an initial S1 million for CERCLA liabilities and
defense expenses. The indemnification agreement was void in cases of gross negligence or
willful misconduct. The RAC community, however, viewed EPA's indemnification as
inadequate because affordable pollution liability insurance was not available, and by itself, EPA
indemnification was not an adequate substitute for liability insurance since EPA lacked explicit
statutory authority for RAC indemnification and funding was subject to the availability of funds
from the overall EPA budget.

Section 119 of CERCLA as amended by SARA contains two major provisions governing the
liabilities faced by RACs. Section 1 19(a)(1) extends liability protection "to any person for
injuries, costs, damages, expenses, or other liability (including but not limited to claims for
indemnification or contribution and claims by third parties for death, personal injury, illness or
loss of or damage to property or economic loss) which results from such release or threatened
release* at hazardous waste sites. CERCLA Section 119 also establishes a funding mechanism
for indemnification. Section 119(a) does not apply in the case of a release caused by a RAC's
conduct that is negligent, grossly negligent, or that constitutes intentional misconduct.

On October 6, 1987, EPA issued interim guidance (OSWER Directive 9835.5) providing an
interim indemnification policy. The interim guidance, which remains in effect, sets forth a
discretionary program in which RACs seeking Federal indemnification are required to provide
proof of diligent effort to obtain pollution liability insurance. The guidelines were written with
the expectation that they would remain in effect for a very short period of time. The interim
guidelines do not set a limit on the amount of indemnification available or on the period of
coverage. On October 31, 1989, EPA published a proposed indemnification policy (53 ER
46012, October 31, 1989) for the purpose of soliciting public comment. The EPA is currently
developing final policy guidelines for indemnification based on the comments received on the
proposed indemnification guidelines issued October 31, 1989. The final guidelines will replace
the interim indemnification policy issued October 6, 1987.



1.2 BACKGROUND

This report was prepared to provide the Office of Waste Programs Enforcement with information
on current RAC indemnification practices at each of the 50 states. The report contains
information obtained from a variety of sources including a review of applicable state statutes,
response action contracts, and telephone discussions with appropriate state officials.

While EPA attempted to provide comprehensive information for each of the 50 states, it was not
always possible since a significant portion of the data was obtained from state officials.
Consequently, the information is only as comprehensive as the knowledge of the individuals
providing the information. There was ai. occasional lack of knowledge demonstrated by the
contract specialists and individuals implementing the regulations with respect to the legal
implications associated with their states' immunity and indemnification provisions. It should be
stressed, however, that EPA often spoke with several individuals, including legal staff, at each
state to ensure that the various issues associated with indemnification were discussed with the
most knowledgeable person.

EPA was unable to collect information on some issues because state officials consistently were
unable to provide information with a great level of confidence. These issues include a RAC's
willingness to work without pollution liability insurance; the impact of cleanup size on a RAC's
ability to obtain insurance; and the limits, exclusions and costs of pollution liability insurance
obtained by state-employed RACs. When possible, EPA validated the information provided by
the state officials through an analysis o,' the state's statutes.

Response action contractor (RAC), indemnification, immunicy, and surety firm are four important
terms used throughout this report. Because of their importance, these terms are defined below.

Response Action Contractor: Any person who enters into a response action contract with
respect to any release or threatened release of a hazardous substance or pollutant or
contaminant from a facility, and is carrying out such contract; and any person, public or
nonprofit private entity, conducting a field demonstration pursuant to Section 311 (b);
and any pe, i, who is retained or hired by the persons described above, to provide any
services relating to a response action; and any surety who after October 16, 1990, and
before January 1, 1983, provides a bid, performance or payment bond to a response
action contractor, and begins activities to meet its obligations under such bond, but only
in connection with such activities or obligations (SARA Section 119 (e)(2)).
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Indemnification: Is an agreement whereby one party agrees to reimburse a second party
for losses (in this case liability losses) suffered by the second party (OSWER Directive
9835.5, October 6, 1987).

Immunit : Protects a RAC from civil actions/lawsuits whereby the RAC cannot be sued
for any injuries or damages resulting from their response action. Immunity does not
provide a means for the RAC to compensate third parties for damages or injuries
incurred (Adapted from Black's Law Dictionary, 1990).

Sure: A surety is a financial agreement, and not a form of insurance, that is only
activated upon a RACs failure to fulfill its contractual agreement. The definition of a
RAC was expanded to include sureties under the November 15, 1990, amendment to
SARA (Adapted from Ryan, W.F., and R.M. Wright, "Hazardous Waste Liability and
the Surety," The Journal of Tort and Insurance Law).

9
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Acronvrns

Numerous acronyms are used throughout this report. These acronyms, and their meanings, are@
listed below- for the reader's reference.

ADEQ - Arizona Department of Environmental Quality

ADPC & E - Arkansas Department of Pollution Control and Ecology

ASTSWMO - Association of State and Territorial Solid Waste Management
Officials

CERCLA - Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act

CTDEP - Connecticut Departmer. of Environmental Protection

DNR Department of Natural Resources

EPA - United States Environmental Protection Agency

FLDER - Florida Department of Environmental Regulation

LADEQ - Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality

LUST - Leaking Underground Storage Tank

NIDEP New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection

NPL National Priorities List

OEPA Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

ORC Ohio Revised Code

ORDEQ Oregon Department of Environmental Quality

ORDOJ Oregon Department of Justice

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration

OSWER Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response

0
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PRP Potentially Responsible Party

RA - Remedial Action

RAC - Response Action Contractor

RCRA - Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

RFP - Request for Proposal

RI/FS Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study

SARA Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act

SARSS Site Assessment and Remediation Support Services

TWC Texas Water Commission

1-.



ie CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

A multiple-step process was used to compile and evaluate the information presented in this
report. The process involved a review of applicable state statutes, development of discussion
points tailored specifically to individual states, and telephone discussions with appropriate state
contacts to confirm preliminary analyses. Three matrices are included in this report that
summarize information about state indemnification practices. Details on individual state
indemnification practices are presented in individual state narrative discussions.

This project was initiated by conducting a test on the statutes provided from an earlier contractor
effort examining state indemnification practices. The statutes of 10 states were randomly
selected and tested to verify that all statutes pertaining to RAC indemnification or immunity were
included in the statute package and that these statutes were current. A WestLaw Computer
Search was conducted on the following terms: contractor, hold harmless, immunity,
indemnification, liability, negligence, and hazardous waste/material, to verify that all relevant
statutes were reviewed. The results of this test indicated that the statute package was complete
with all relevant statutes for the 10 states. The results of the test to determine if the statutes
were current, however, identified several outdated statutes. Consequently, EPA reviewed each
state's statutes and repiaced the outdated statutes with current versions. Approximately 20

*@ statutes were replaced w; h updated versions. Concurrent with these update efforts, illegible
copies of approximately 30 additional statutes were replaced with legible copies. In total, 74
statutes were reviewed for this study.

Concurrent with the astatute ten,," letters were mailed to officials in each of the 50 states. The
Directory of State Officials, compiled by the Association of State and Territorial Solid Waste
Management Officials (ASTSWMO), was used to identify the name, phone number, and mailing
address of the most appropriate waste management official in each state. The letters informed
the officials that they would be contacted and requested their cooperation in providing the name
and phone number of the individual(s) most knowledgeable of their state's indemnification
practices. A model of the letter mailed to the state officials is included as Attachment A of this
report. An announcement also was included in ASTSWMO's September 1991, Monthly Package
informing the ASTSWMO officials that they would be contacted.

To ensure consistency in approach among project staff, a training package was developed and
distributed to those conducting the telephone discussions. The package included specific
guidelines for conducting phone discussions, devrloping individualized discussion points,
completing the matrices, and writing narratives on the state contacts and statutes.

Project staff were assigned a selected number of designated states and provided with the
applicable statutes, name and phone number of the state waste management official for the

* assigned state, and model discussion points. Staff subsequently reviewed the statutes and
developed tailored discussion points for each of the assigned states. Attachment B includes the
model discussion points used as a basis in creating individualized discussion points. The staff



crossed out the non-applicable items, expanded upon relevant issues, and added additional
questions, as necessary. 0

State waste management officials were then contacted to obtain the name and phone number of
the individual or individuals most familiar with their state's indemnification practices. These
individuals were then contacted to discuss the specifics of the state's indemnification practices.
,Lc was often necessary to contact several individuals within each state. Most often, information
was obtained from individuals with the state's legal division, contracts division, or Attorney's
General Office. Attachment C provides the name and phone number of each individual, by
state, who provided information for this report.

Subsequent to the telephone discussions, information was summarized in matrices and fully
outlined in written narratives. When completing the matrices, EPA regarded information
received during the telephone discussions as secondary information, in the event it differed from
EPA's interpretation of the state statutes. All conflicts are fully documented in the individual
state narratives. These narratives and the matrices are included in Chapter 3.
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,' VCHAPTER 3

FINDINGS

The results of EPA's analysis of state indemnification practices are presented in this chapter.
The information is summarized in three matrices, while comprehensive information for each
state is provided in individual state narratives presented at the end of this Chapter. The
information included in the matrices is primarily limited to information consisting of "yes,"
"no," 'not applicable," and "numeric entries.' On occasion, it was necessary to include
"unknown" as an entry. 'Unknown" was only entered when the information could not be
obtained from the state: for example, where the state did not know the information and could
not identify an alternate source for the information, or when the state did not maintain
information relevant to the question. Supplemental comments are provided for each of the three
matrices. The comments are listed by state and located on the. pages following each matrix.
Superscript letters in the matrices are used to cross reference the associated comments.

3.1 GENERAL OVERVIEW

(. ',his section provides general information on each state including an indication of whether the
state offers indemnification or immunity to RACs; whether the state requires RACs to indemnify
the state; and information on state insurance requirements and the attainability of pollution
liability insurance. This section functions as a guide in directing the reader to the States
Offering Indemnification (Section 3.2) and the States Not Offering Indemnification (Section 3.3)
for additional information on a state's indemnification practices. The information discussed in
this section is summarized in the General Overview Matrix that begins on page 3-2.

Indemnificatin

Ten states have the authority to offer indemnification to RACs (i.e., California, Florida, Illinois,
Louisiana, Massachusetts, Nevada, New Jersey, Oregon, Texas, and Washington). Forty states
indicated that they do not currently have the statutory authority to offer indemnification to
RACs. Several of the states that do not offer indemnification indicated that their state's
constitution prohibits the indemnification of RACs.

Immunal

Fourteen states provide RACs with immunity from damages and injuries resulting from
* hazardous materials releases. Only one of these states, Nevada, also offers indemnification to

state-employed RACs. The provision of immunity is significant since it protects a RAC from
civil actions whereby the RAC cannot be sued for any injuries or damages resulting from their



GENERAL OVERVIEW NIATR[X

Requzn io Obtain: PNuieho Labiuar t. Offie,
SbW Stat. Prtc to PfItb ab~ uuac ae.

oveni Provides Offered Iud ifd Liablity aume u h
State Name.- fudma. Immunity by Skala the State - hsunnmee Obtainable' auema.`

Alabarm NO Yes yes No No Unknown" Yesm No

AlsaNo Yes yes yes No Unknown'" Yesm No

Arizona Now~ No No Yes No Unknown'm Yes No

Arkansas NO yes Yes Yes Yei" Unknown"u Yes No

California Ys"No Yes No No So Yes; NA("

Colorado No No No Unknowtt' Yes," Ycse NOO' No

Connecticut No No No '(Cs No Unknown' Yes Not"

Delaware No Yesi Yes Yes No Unknown," Yee"'

Florida Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes, No

Georgia,"M  No No No NA NA NA NA Pbsibly'

Hawaii No y~e' tM  Yes Yes No Yes Unknowr* No

Idaho No No No Yes No U~nknown," Yes No

Illinois Yes't No Yes Yes No Yes'I No NA

Indiana No No0 '1o No NO." Ycs Yes No

Iowa`' No No No NA NA N A NA No

Kansas No No No Yaw" Yet Yes No No"

Kentucky No No No No No Unknown'* Unknow,*" No

Louisiana Yaw" No Yes Yes Yes"* Yes Yes NAb

Maine No No No Yes No Unknown'" Unknowv" No A

Maryland No No 'No Yes No Unknown"' Unkiiowwt" Nc

Massachusetts yes No Yes Yes No Yes'" YesN

Mischigan No No No Yes No Unknowvvu Yes N.

M innesoau No No No Yes so UntknowW" Unkj~owtwy

Mississippi No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No

Missouri No No No Yes Yes Y"sN



GENERAL OVERVIEW MATRIX
(continued)

* MACV.
Work

* RAa- :W,1hhout Potential
RAQe Rqie pofllatiou for State

Requ ..d W btala'. pollutioii sbiit to Oler
Stl tttit to "'laia Limb~k M, Sur ance la. Idegna.

Ofl Provides Offered Indemnity Liabilty Insurance- an in the.
State Name' Indestus. Inmmunity by States the State Insurance, Obtainable Indemi. Fut . re

em

Montana No Yes", yes No -No Ye~,No

Nebraska"e' No No No NA NA NA NA No

Nevada Yeas. Yes Yes Yes'M No Unknown' No NA

New Hampshire No NOW' No Yes Yes Yes No No

New Jersey Yes"' No yes Yes yes Yes Yes NA

New Mexico No No No Yes Yea Yes No No

New York No Yes Yes Yes Yes"' Yes"' Yee,~ No

North Carolina No No No Yes No YCS"'# Now' No

North Dakota"' No No No NA NA NA NA No

Ohio No Yes"' Yes Yes No Unknown"* Unknown"-' No

Oklahoma No No No No Yes Yes No No

Oregon Yes No Yes Yea No"' Unknown"', Yes NA

Pennsylvania No Yes Yes No Yea Yes No No

Rhode Island No No No Yes,8' No Ycs"'i Yes,%. No

South CaM~rAli No Yes"" Yea Yes No Yes"'6 Yes,"' No

South Dakota No Ycs"' Yes No"' No Unknown"' Yes No

Tennessee No No No Yea No Yea No No

Texas Yes-' No yes Yes Yes*' Yes No NA46'

UW: No No No Yes Yes Yea No No

Vermnto No No No Yes Yea"' Yes"'W No"' No

Virgiia"' No No No NA NA NA NA No

Washinjr, yes No yes Yes No Unknown-' Unknowvf" NA

West Virginia" No Yes"'1 Yes NA NA NA NA No

Wisconsin No No No Yes No Yes` Unknown"' No

Wyomng"' No No No NA NA NA NA No
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Alabama
(a) State officials do not know it PACs are able to obtain insurance since the state does not require pollution Ubility insurance.
(b) The state has an immunity statute that provides RACs with protection from liability.

Alaska

(a) Stu officials do not know if RACs arf able to obtain isunce since the state does not require pollution liability insurance.
(b) The stamt ha, an immunity statute that provides RACs with protection from liability.

Arizona
(a) The state constitution prohibits the indemnification of RACs.
(b) State officials do not know if RACs sf able to obtain insurance since the state does not require pollution liability insurance.

Arkansas

(a) The state currently requires RACs to obtain pollution liability insurance on a case-by-case basis. In the future. pollution liabili
insurance will likely be required on alU new response action contracts.

California
(a) Although the state has the authority to indemnify RACs and their subcontractors. RAC& have been unable to meet the state's

stringent requirements.

Colorado
(a) Information on indemnification could not be obtained from the state.
(b) Colorado's response action activities amr Limited to one Federally-funded statc-lead site. Pollution liability insurance is require

at this site. The annual premium is being paid by the EPA.

Connecticut
(a) State officials do not know if RACs arc able to obtain insurance since the state does not require pollution liability Insur4•2
(b) The Connecticut DEP plans to request limited immunity for RACs from the state legislature if RACs are unwilling to

pending design contract without immunity.

Delaware
(a) State officials do not know if RACs are able to obtain insurance since the state does not require pollution liability insurance.
(b) The state has an immunity statute that provides RACs with protection from liability.

Florida
(a) State offic 'a indicated that to their knowledge only one RAC has obtaincd economically viable insurance.

Gcorgia
(a) The state has never hired a RAC to conduct response action work.
(b) The governor accepted a proposed law to establish a State Superfund program that includes indcmnifcauion provisions. The

proposed law wil be submitted to the state leisature for approval in the 1992. legislative session.

Hawaii
(a) Hawaii state, atuts appesr to provide RACs with immunity. although the suite representative contacted indicated t it wa

the state's intent to provide immunity to state-employed RAC4.
(b) The stAMe of•rcial indicated that the state !is no special provisions relevant to polluuan liability insurance.

Idsho
(a) State officials do not know if RACs at able to obtain insurance since the state does not require poUution liability insurmnce

Illinois
(a) The state established the Response Contractors Indemnification Fund to fund indemnification of RACs.
(b) Clauns-made is the only type of isurance available to RACs at this time.
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nd The stat t ea not have the legal authority to require pollution liability insurance, but in practice, the state only considers those

RACs that have insurance.

Iowa
(a) The state has never hired a RAC. As of October 1. 1991. there are no state-lead Superfund sites.

Kansas

(a) The state requires RACs to indemnify the state only on PRP consent orders.
(b) The state wif not offer indemnification to RACs unless RACs pressure the state for indemnification in the future.

(a) Stae officials do not know if RACs are able to obtain insurance or if they work without it since the state does not require
pollution liability insurance.

Louisiana
(a) The state has the authority to include a hold harmless clause in RAC contracts, but has not done so to date. The state interprets

the hold harmless clause as a form of indemnification.
(b) Pollution liability insurance is only required when the risk of further contamination exists at the site.

Maine
(a) State officials do not know if RACs am able to obtain insurance or if they work without it since the state does not require

pollution liability insurance.
(b) The state wil not offer indemnification unless RACs are unwilling to work without indemnification.

Maryland
(a) State officials do not know if RACs are able to obtain insurance or if they work without it since the state does not require. poUution liabiLity insurance.

4assachusctts
(a) The commissioner of insurance's report indicates that errors and omissions insurance was available at the time the report was

written in 1987.

Michigan
(a) State officials do not know if RACs am able to obtain insurance since the state does not require pollution liability insurance.

Minnesota
(a) State officials do not know if RACs are able to obtain insurance or if they work without it since the state does not require

pollution liability insurance.

Montana
(a) The state provides immunity to RACs only if they am not negligent. If the RAC is found to be negligent, they are responsible

for their own actions.
(b) The ste requires RACs to obtain pollution liability insurance: however, RACs am allowed to work without insurance if they

can prove that insurance is unobtainable.

Nebraska
(a) The state has never hired a RAC to conduct response action work; however, the state is coordinating six pre-remedisl contracts

under the direction of the EPA.

Nevada
(a) The state offers Limited indemnification to RACs up to S50,000. Indemnification is provided on a site-specific buis for small-

scale projects only.
(b) RAC indemnification of the state is required on a contract.specific basis as determined by the state.
(c) State officials do not know if RACs am able to obtain insurance since the state does not require pollution liabilty insurance.
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New Hampshire
(a) The state, in very limited cases. provides developers hold harmless* protection from preexisting conditions in exchanirL

cleaning up property they develop.

New Jersey
(a) The state offered indemnification under its original program from 1986. through January 1990, when its authority expired. Tb.

state currently offers indemnification in accordance with a new law enacted January 9. 1992.

New York
(a) The ate requires RACs to obtain pollution liability insurance. The sae will pay the premium for Liability insurance as a bid

item in RAC contracts. The sae allows RACa to work without insurance if the RAC can prove that they am unable to obtain
insurance.

North Carolina
(a) The state hired only one RAC last year. The RAC was able to obtain pollution Liability insurance.

North Dakota
(a) The sta has never hired a RAC to conduct response action work.

Ohio
(a) The state maintains that state law in combination with the eleventh amendment to the U.S. Constitution provides immunity to

the state and state-employed RACs. The Third Circuit Court of Appeals ruled against the provision of immunity per the
eleventh amendment in United States v. Union Gas Co.

(b) State officials do not know if RACs are able to obtain insurance or if they work without it since the state does not require
poUution liability insurance.

Oregon
(a) The state does not require pollution liability insurance at present; however. a state official indicated tha insurance will likely

required when RACs begin conducting removal and emergency response activities.
(b) State officials do not know if RACs am able to obtain insurance since the state does not require pollution liability ins

Rhode Island
(a) Although the sae requires RACs to indemnify the state. the state has been unsuccessful in including indemnification provisi,

in RAC contracts.
(b) A state official indicated that pollution liability insurance is available. however. it is very expensive. RACs claim that they

not able to obtain this insurance due to the high cost.

South Carolina
(a) Although RACs may receive immunity under the State of South Carolina Tort Claims Act. immunity is decided on a case-bi

case basis by the state court.
(b) State officials believe pollution liability insurance is obtainable; however, no data are availablc to support this assumption.

South Dakota
(a) Immunity is provided to RACs in emergency situations at the request of any emergency and disaster service agency. In the

past, the state has made several contractors sum employees to protect them from Liability.
(b) The state includes a hold harmless' clause in RAC contracts establishing a RAC's responsibility for negligence and willef

acts.
(c) State officials do not know if RACs are able to obtain insurance since the slate does not require pollution liability insurance

Texas
(a) Texas is authorized to Lndcmnify RACs under two separate statutes. Pursuant to Section 10. 002 of the Civil Practice and

Remedies Code (as amended in 1991) Texas is liable for indemnification of a person for damages that result solely from th
person's signing of an industrial solid or hazardous waste manifest during the course of performing contractual activtues.
Under Secuon 361.405 of the Texas Health and Safety Code, the state has the authority to midemnify RACs. however, no
indemnification has been offered bemause the state's authority is contingent upon the federal govrnment's Midemnification,
stale.
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GENERAL OVERVIEW MATRIX
S(continued)

(b) Pollution liability insurance is currently required on a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the TWC projec.t manager. In the
event that insurance is required, the RAC is required to name the state as co-insured on its insurance policy.

Vermnont
(a) The state currently requires RACs to obtain pollution liability insurance. Due to the high cost and limited coverage of current

policies, the state may eliminate this requirement in the future.

virinia
(a) The stau has never hired a RAC to conduct response action work.

Washington
(a) State officials do not know if RACs are able to obtain insurance or if they work without it since the state does not require

pollution liability insurance.

Wes Virgina
(a) ,The state has never hired a RAC to conduct response action work.
(b) West Virginia's *Good Samaritan Law* appears to provide RACs with immunity.

Wisconsin
(a) A stat official indicated that only the larger firms have been able to obtain pollution liability insurance.
(b) Stae officials do not know if RACs work without insurance since the state does not require pollution liability insurance.

Wyoming

A (a) The sutte has ncver hired a RAC to conduct response action work.
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response action. Additionally, it may be argued that immunity is more comprehensive than
indemnification in that there are typically no maximum limits, deductibles, or coverage periods
associated with immunity. It is important to note that all of the states that provide immunity do V
so with significant restrictions and sometimes limit immunity to certain types of response action
work.

Immunity is most often provided by state statutes that specifically address RACs. In South
Carolina, however, immunity is provided under the state's Tort Claims Act, whereby immunity
is decided by the state court on a case-by-case basis. Hawaii's Environmental Response Statutes
appear to provide RACs with immunity, although the state representative indicated that it was
not Hawaii's legislative intent to provide immunity to state-employed contractors. The immunity
statute has not been fully tested since the state only has contracted with emergency removal
kACs to date.

The State of New Hampshire does not provide RACs with immunity; however, the state does
enter into hold harmless agreements with developers of contaminated properties. These
agreements specify that a developer will cleanup a site; in exchange, New Hampshire will not
pursue the developer for claims on pre-existing conditions.

Although most states have Good Samaritan Statutes, these statutes are not applicable to RAC
activities since they specifically exclude those persons who perform services for profit. West
Virginia's Good Samaritan Statutes appear to provide RACs with immunity; however, West
Virginia has never hired any RACs to date.

Anti-Indemnification Statutes

Anti-indemnification statutes were not specifically addressed during EPA's review of state
statutes and conversations with state officials. However, some information regarding anti-
indemnification statutes was obtained when state officials were asked why their state does not
offer indemnification to RACs. It was learned that the constitutions of four states (i.e., Arizona,
Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin) prohibit them from offering indemnification to RACs.
Similarly, the State of North Carolina is prohibited from offering indemnification to RACs
because the state is required by statute to operate on a balanced budget. Additionally, the States
of Connecticut and North Dakota maintain sovereign immunity and therefore do not offer
indemnification.

Although EPA identified only five states with anti-indemnification provisions, two articles
suggest that approximately 80 percent of the states may in fact have anti-indemnification statutes.
It is unclear, however, whether these statutes apply to RACs. The first article provides a state-
by-state listing of anti-indemnification statutes.' This listing indicates that 39 states have anti-

---- -- --------- -------------------------------------
"Construction Risk Management, Contractual Risk Transfer," October 1986.
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indemnification statutes. Twenty-six of these statutes void indemnification agreements in
r, construction contracts which purport to indemnify contractors for sole negligence or willful

misconduct. An additional four statutes prohibit indemnification agreements in contracts (not
limited to construction) purporting to indemnify any party for its sole negligence or errors and
omissions. Eight state statutes allow only comparative fault indemnification agreements, three
of which apply to contracts for drilling for oil, gas, water, or minerals, and two of which apply
to architects, engineers, or surveyors. One state has an anti-indemnification statute that prohibits
agreements that require a subcontractor to indemnify others for injuries or property damage not
caused by the subcontractor.

Ryan and Wright also provide a state-by-state listing of anti-indemnification statutes.' Their
article lists 38 anti-indemnification statutes and one statute that may be considered anti-
indemnification. Consistent with the first article, the majority of these statutes (i.e., 33) prohibit
indemnification agreements in construction contracts which indemnify the contractor for its sole
negligence. Three additional statutes prohibit indemnification agreements in contracts that
purport to indemnify a contractor for its sole negligence. Of the remaining two anti-
indemnification statuteS, one is reportedly not applicable to RACs, and one voids agreements by
subcontractors to indemnify others for injuries not caused by the subcontractor.

The majority of these statutes have not yet been tested in court so their applicability to response
action contracts has not been determined. The first article did indicate that most
indemnification agreements contain a provision making them applicable to the fullest extent

* provided by state law. According to the article, this language will ensure that indemnification,
as provided for by a state indemnification law, will be allowed and will reduce the chances of
the court nullifying the entire indemnification provision as being contrary to a state's anti-
indemnification law.

Protection Offered by States

Twenty-seven states do not offer indemnification or provide immunity to RACs. Seven (i.e.,
Georgia, Iowa, Nebraska, North Dakota. Virginia, West Virginia, and Wyoming) of the 27
states, however, have never employed a RAC's services. Officials from these states
acknowledged that RAC services were not needed for several reasons, including that the state
did not have a Superfund program or that all Superfund related work in the state is conducted
by responsible parties or the EPA.

""Hazardous Waste Liability and the Surety," written by William F. Ryan, Jr. and Robert M.
Wright (Whiteford, Taylor & Preston), Tort & Insurance Law Journal.
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PROTECTION OFFERE BY STATES
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*The SW.e of Nevada offers immunity Ind provides
indemnification.

States Reguirine RACs to Indemnify or Hold Harmless

Thirty-three states require state-employed RACs to indemnify or hold the state harmless against
liability resulting from the RAC's activities. Seventeen of the 33 states that do require RACs
to indemnify the state also offer indemnification or provide immunity to RACs. Most states
regard this as reciprocal indemnification or immunity, whereby the state and RACs are each
responsible for actions caused by their own negligence. Most of the states requiring RACs to
indemnify the state are not mandated to do so under state statutes. This indemnification
requirement is typically included in response action contracts. Of the remaining 17 states, 9
states do not require the RACs to indemnify the state, I state official did not know, and 7 states
do not hire RACs and therefore are not applicable.

STATES REQUIRING RACS TO NDE.N•IFY OR HOLD HARMNILESS
Inunit orHl iria to indmifyo hl ian

RACs Required to RACs Not Required No RACs
Indeannit or Hold Harmlw to Indemnify or Hlold Hurmlesa Used Unknown

33 9 7 1

Pollution Liability Insurance Requirements

Only 17 states currently require RACs to obtain pollution liability insurance. During discussions
with state officials, it was learned that states often require insurance for only specific types of
activities, such as remedial actions or other activities where there is the risk of contaminant
migration. Officials from several states indicated that while they do not currently require
pollution liability insurance, they will require RACs to purchase insurance when they begin
conducting remedial action activities. It also was learned that at least two of the states (i.e.,
Montana and New York) that require pollution liability insurance will allow RACs to work
without insurance if the RAC cannot obtain it. Indiana officials indicated that while it is not a
written requirement that RACs obtain pollution liability insurance, it is the state's practice only
to consider those RACs that have insurance. The State of Texas currently requires pollution
liability insurance on a case-by-case basis at the project manager's discretion. Prior to 1992,
all RACs were required to obtain pollution liability insurance.
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The States of California, Florida, Oregon, Texas, and Wisconsin require RACs to name the state
as an additional-insured party on all insurance policies. This is significant in the case of Texas
since the state is prohibited from purchasing insurance coverage for itself.

POLLUTION LIABILIT INSURANCE REQU[REMENTS

Insurance Required Insurance Not Required

17 33

Attainability of Pollution Liability Insurance

State officials generally could not indicate if pollution liability insurance is obtainable unless the
state requires RACs to obtain this type of insurance. Officials from 24 states indicated that
RACs were able to obtain insurance, while officials from 17 states did not know. Additionally,
most of the states, even those that require insurance, are unfamiliar with the limits, costs and
exclusions of available insurance, as well as the impact the size of a cleanup has on the RAC's
ability to obtain insurance. In the 17 states that currently require RACs to obtain pollution
liability insurance, RACs working in 15 of those states were successful in obtaining insurance.

Although several states cover a RAC's insurance costs, very few states are familiar with the cost
of pollution liability insurance purchased by RACs. One possible reason for the states' not being
familiar with the cost and limits of the insurance is that the RACs do not bill the states for the
cost of these policies as direct line items in their invoices.

No conclusive information was obtained as to whether the size of the cleanup is a factor in the
RAC's ability to obtain pollution liability insurance. Only two state officials were able to
discuss this issue. An Arkansas official indicated that RACs would likely consider the larger
sites to have greater risks. A Missouri official indicated that the size of the cleanup did not
impact the RAC's ability to obtain pollution liability insurance since the insurance companies
priced the insurance according to the size of the contract.

The State of Florida is in the process of hiring a consultant to evaluate the availability of
pollution liability insurance and its cost-effectiveness. The study also will determine if it is
appropriate for the state to reimburse contractors for the cost of the insurance. Florida is
conducting the study to evaluate alternatives to indemnification because there is concern within
the state that the provision of indemnification is subjecting Florida's Water Quality Assurance
Trust Fund and Inland Protection Trust Fund to substantial risk. This study is scheduled for
completion early in 1992.
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ATrAINABIUTY OF POLLUTION LIAB ELZTY LNSURANCE

Insurance Doa't Know it
Insurance Not j Insurance is Insurance Not

"Obtainable Obtainable Obtainable Applicable
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RACs Working WithoUt Pollution Liability Insurance and Indemnification

Officials in 19 states indicated that RACs work without pollution liability insurance or
indemnification. This includes RACs from 14 states that do not require pollution liability
insurance and RACs from 5 states that only require insurance for specific projects (e.g.,
remedial action projects). It is important to note that immunity is offered in 8 of the 19 states
where RACs are currently working without insurance or indemnification. It is likely that
immunity plays a significant role in the willingness of these RACs to work without insurance.

A Florida state official was the only individual with information as to whether the size of the
cleanup plays a role in a RAC's willingness to work without insurance. The official indicated
that the size of the contract is the most important factor, because RACs are more willing to work
on a large cleanup site if the value of the contract is significant enough to offset potential risks.
RACs are more likely to turn down smaller value contracts that cannot offset the risk associated
with the site cleanup.

RACS WORKING WrIOUT INSLIRANCE AND IWENDLNIFICATION

Work Without Insurance Ma•y Not Work Without
and Indemnifiutian ] .insurance and Indeamirkt'ma ..,

19 31

Potential for States to Offer Indemnification in the Future

The state of Georgia does not currently offer indemnification, but may begin offering
indemnification in the near future. Georgia recently proposed a law to establish a State
Superfund program that includes indemnification provisions.

While it is unlikely that Kansas and Maine will begin offering indemnification in the near future,
officials in these states did indicate that their states only would offer indemnification if they
determine that RACs will not work without it.
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* 3.2 STATES OFFERING INDEMNIFICATION

This section presents information on the ten states (i.e., California, Florida, Illinois, Louisiana,
Massachusetts, Nevada, New Jersey, Oregon, Texas, and Washington) that have the authority
to offer indemnification. This section includes information on whether the states indemnify
subcontractors of the prime RAC; specifics on indemnification limits, associated deductibles, and
their application; the length of the indemnification coverage offered by the states; the number
of claims filed to date against an indemnified RAC; and an indication if the state requires
documentation of diligent efforts to obtain pollution liability insurance. The Indemnification
Matrix, which begins on page 3-14, summarizes the information presented in this section.

0 Indemnification Currently Offered

Ten states currently have the statutory authority to offer indemnification to state-eniplvyed
RACs. These states include California, Florida, Illinois, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Nevada,
New Jersey, Oregon, Texas, and Washington. California and Louisiana, however, have not
offered indemnification to any RACs to date. A California official indicated that the state has
not yet offered indemnification because RACs have not been able to meet all of the necessary
requirements. The State of Louisiana has the authority to include a hold harmless clause in
response action contracts when an agreement with the RAC cannot otherwise be obtained. The
Louisiana official indicated that this situation has not occurred and therefore, the state has not
offered any indemnification to date.

T~he State of Texas has two indemnification statutes, one of which also limits a RAC's liability
pursuant to violations of Texas hazardous waste laws. Section 104.002 of the Civil Practice and
Remedies Code (as amended by House Bill 1762 in 199 1) indicates that the state is liable for
indemnification of a person when damages result solely from that person's signing of an
industrial solid waste or hazardous waste manifest during the performance of contractual
activities. Section 361.405 of the Texas Health and Safety Code indicates that the Texas Water
Commission (TV/C) is authorized to indemnify RA~s through the RA~s' contract with the
TV/C. This indemnification is contingent upon several conditions, including the federalOgovernment's agreement (in a contract or cooperative agreement) to in turn indemnify the TWC.
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California
(a) The stae is authorized to indemnify RACs and their subcontractors; however. RACs have been unable to meet the

stringent requirements to receive indemnification.

Illinois
(a) The stat has not established a deductible.

Florida
(a) The 3 million limit includes the following: SU million for personal injury or death 2 an aggregate limit of S3

million for personal injury or deau; an aggregate limit of SI million for property damage; and an aggregate limt
of SI million for defense coats.

Louisiana
(a) The state has the authority to include a hold harmless clause in RAC contracts, but has not done so to date. The

state interprets the hold harmless clause as a form of indemnification. The primc RPAC is required to guarantee the
same coverage to its subcontractors.

(b) Documentation is not required since RACs are able to obtain poUuuion liability insurance when required.

Massachusetts
(a) Indemnification is offered only to Emergency Response contractors and Site Assessment and Rcmediation Support

Service (SARSS) contractors.
(b) The su limits the length of indemnirication to the period of statutory repose, which could not be detfined by the

sta officials contacted.
(c) Stare r•quims SARSS contractors to submit documentation indicating if the RAC has crror and omissions insurance

and. if not. documentation that this insurance is not available or affordable.

Nevada a
(a) The tae offers indemnification, on a case-by-case basis, to contractors working on small-scale projects under the

stte's diectmon.
(b) While the stae operates under the practice that indemnification ends when the contract ends, the statute of

limitaons in Nevada can vary from 2 to 6 years depending on the claim.

New Jersey
(a) Indemnification previously was offered only when qualified RACs were unable to obtain insurance.
(b) New Jersey's original indemnification program allowed the state flexibility in definLng liability limits and periods

of indemnification. However. S10 million was the maximum Liability coverage allowed. The indemnification
period was limited to 10 years.

(c) The sate's current indemnification law increases the maximum indcmnification limit to S5 million for a single
occurrence and S50 million in the aggregate. Deductibles are applied at 30% of the contract amount, not to
exceed $1.5 million on a per occurrence basis. Additionally. the RAC is rmquu'ed to pay a co-payment equal to
10% of the claim amount in excess of the deductible, not to exceed the indemnification Limit specified in the
RAC's indennification agmenment. The current law does allow the NJDEP to lower these deductibles and co-
payments on a contract-by.oonuact basis, based on the avaiability of pollution Liability insurance, the number and
quality of bidden, or oan other factors that it deems mrlvamn.

Oregon
(a) The Oregon Constitution and Oregon Tort Claims Act limit the amount of indemnification to S5O thousand

singularly or S300 thousand in the aggegte.
(b) The state•s contractual language indicates indemnification continues beyond the term of the conuract in er1petuity.

Texas
(a) Texas is awhorized to indemnify RACs under two separate statutes. Pursuant to Section 104.00W of the Civil

Practc and Remedies Code (as amended in l1L) Texas is liable for indemnification of a penon for damages that
result solely from the person's stgnusg of an industrtal solid or hazardous waste manifest during the course of
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INDEMNIFICATION MATRIX0 (continued)

performing contractual activities. Under Section 361.405 of the Texas Health and Safety Code the state has the
authority to indemnify RACs. however, no indemnification has been offered because the state's authority is
contingent upon the federal government's indemnification of the stame.

(b) The Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code states that the state is liable for indemnification of 'a person' for
damael;s resulting solely from that person's siiping an industrial solid or hazardous waste manifest during the
pefo6mnce of contractual activitia. Therfor•, subcntmators woud be indemnified against damages resulting
solely from their signing of manifest during the performance of contractual activities.

(c) Pollution liability insurance is currently required on a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the project manager.
In the event that insurance is required, the RAC is required to name the state as co-insured on is insurance policy.

(0
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Because the federal government does not indemnify states, Texas has not offered indemnificationto any RACs pursuant to this statute.

The State of New Jersey used its authority to offer limited indemnification to RAGs, up until
January of 1990, when its authority expired. The state's authority was reinstated on January 9,
1992, when a new indemnification law was signed.

INDEIFICATION STATUS
E.: :•::.lae-Al/uthr ityi••• Have Authorit and Don't

and: :.i:':" - Ul se It. :": :.. . . use If" :•• ..

.. 2

Reasons States Offer Indemnification

Only 4 of the 9 states (i.e., Florida, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Illinois) that have the
statutory authority to offer indemnification experienced difficulties obtaining RAC services or
determined that RACs were unable to obtain pollution liability insurance. Florida indicated that
it began offering indemnification because of difficulty obtaining RAC services without limiting
a RAG's potential liability. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts began offering
indemnification because all of the RAC respondents to the first site assessment and remediation
support services procurement were unable to meet the commonwealth's pollution liabilita
insurance requirement. Massachusetts was forced to reject each of the three proposals receiv
because they contained a pollution exclusion clause. New Jersey first began offering
indemnification as a result of two incidents in 1984/1985 where response contractors could not
obtain pollution liability insurance. Illinois established a fund to cover the cost of
indemnification in 1987 to assure and encourage the participation of RACs in cleanup efforts
until adequate liability insurance (occurrence-based) is readily available to RACs. Washington
offered indemnification when the state first contracted with RACs because they believed it was
a good business practice. Nevada offers indemnification, on a case-by-case basis, to all state
contractors since they are working on the state's behalf. Although it was not Oregon's original
intent to offer indemnification, RACs are able to obtain indemnification since Oregon's
Superfund program is based on CERCLA.

The States of California and Louisiana have the authority to offer indemnification, but have not
done so to date. A California official indicated that it was never the state's objective to offer
indemnification to RACs. The legislation addressing the indemnification of RACs was
developed as a result of several RAGs pooling together and lobbying the state legislature. The
state's financial department subsequently became involved, resulting in the inclusion of several
prohibitive restrictions, which have precluded any RAGs from receiving indemnification to date.
Louisiana officials were unable to specify why the state passed legislation allowing the inclusion
of hold harmless clauses in response action contracts.
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Texas amended its Civil Practice and Remedies Code in 1991 to include indemnification of
(m RACs for damages resulting from their signing of industrial solid waste and hazardous waste

manifests in response to the Union Gas federal court decision that waived Pennsylvania's
sovereign immunity. Texas's second indemnification statute, Section 361.405 of the Texas
Health and Safety Code, reportedly resulted from RAC lobbying efforts.

REASONS STATES OFFER INDENTFVICATION

Difflculy
Obtaining RAC' Response

Servces and RACs St2w Based to
Inabiilty of Work on Legisiaon RAC' Federal

RAC to Obtiin Good State's on Lobbying Court
Iansrance Business Behalf CERCLA Efforts Decision Unknown

4 I I 1 2a 1" _
Texas is counted twice because it had a different reason for enacting each of its two

indemnification statutes.

Year States Received Authorization to Offer Indemnification

The first state to obtain authority to offer RAC's indemnification was Nevada in 1965. This
authority is provided in Chapter 41 of the Nevada Revised Statutes that provides for the
indemnification of all state contractors. Louisiana and Washington obtained their authority in
1984, followed by California and New Jersey, for its original indemnification program, in 1986.
Florida, Illinois, Massachusetts, Oregon, and Texas (for its first indemnification statute) all
obtained their authority to indemnify RACs in 1987. Texas's second indemnification statute was
enacted in 1991. New Jersey obtained authority for its current indemnification program on
January 9, 1992.

0
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YEAR AUTHORITY TO OFFER [NDE.MNIFICATION WAS
RECEiVED

RfciýR ýfeeiing.. Raceivuig Receiving,
Authoizatioe Authorization Authoniuztono Authorization
Prior to.1.980""Between 190 Between 1985 After

and 19M5 and 1990 1990

1 2 70 20

* New Jersey is counted twice because it received authorization for its
original indemnification program in 1986, and its current indemmfication

program in 1992. Texas is also counted twice because it has two
indemnification stataus, one of which was enacted in 1917 and the other

in 1991.

Indemnification Offered to All Tvýes of RACs

Three of the 10 states (i.e., Florida, Illinois, and Washington) that have the authority to offer
indemnification, currently offer indemnification to all types of RACs. Five states (i.e.,
Massachusetts, Nevada, New Jersey, Oregon, and Texas) only offer indemnification to RACs
performing certain types of work or meeting specific criteria. Massachusetts only offers
indemnification to emergency response and site assessment and remediation support service
contractors since these contractors are unable to obtain errors and omissions insurance. Nevada
only offers indemnification to RACs working on small scale projects under the direction of the&
state. Under New Jersey's original indemnification program, indemnification was offered on W
a case-by-case basis when qualified RACs were unable to obtain insurance. Under New Jersey's
current program, the state is permitted to offer indemnification, when necessary, to solicit
qualified RACs. Oregon is only authorized to offer indemnification to removal and remedial
action contractors. Under its Civil Practice and Remedies Code, Texas is only liable for the
indemnification of RACs that incur damages as a result of their signing of an industrial solid
waste or ha:zardous waste manifest. Texas has not used its authority under its Health and Safety
Code to offer indemnification to RACs. California and Louisiana have not used their authority
to offer indemnification and are therefore not addressed.

MiEDSENMFICATION OFFERED TO ALL TYPES OF RACS

Offered to
Offered to RACs

Offered Only Meetng Authority
to AlE Certain Types Specitac Not
RACs of RAC4 Coandition Used

3 2 3 27
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0 Subcontractors Indemnified

Florida, Illinois, Massachusetts, and Washington currently extend indemnification to
subcontractors in addition to the prime RAC. Officials from Oregon and Nevada indicated that
while they offer indemnification to prime contractors, indemnification is not extended to RAC
subcontractors.

Texas's Civil Practice and Remedies Code states that the state is liable for the indemnification
of "a person* for damages that result solely from that person's signing of an industrial solid
waste or hazardous waste manifest during the performance of contractual activities. Thus, a
subcontractor would be indemnified for damages that result from its signing of a manifest during
the performance of contractual activities.

Officials from the States of California and Louisiana, which have not extended indemnification
to any RAC as yet, indicated that subcontractors would receive indemnification if
indemnification was offered to the prime RAC. In addition, a New Jersey state official indicated
that the state extended indemnification to subcontractors under their original indemnification
program and will continue to do so under the current program.

Officials from six of the seven states (i.e., California, Florida, Illinois, Louisiana,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Washington) that indicated indemnification is or would be

* extended to subcontractors, specified that the prime contractor would be required to share
indemnification coverage with their subcontractor because the subcontractor would not receive
separate indemnification coverage. Consequently, any claims filed against a subcontractor would
be subject to the prime's liability limitations and the prime's coverage would be reduced
accordingly.

SUBCONTRACTORS INDEMNIFIED

Subcontriactors Subcontractors Not Authority
Indemnifed Indemnired Not Used

6 T2 2

Liability Limitations

All of the states that currently offer indemnification, except Washington and Texas, have
established limits on the amount of indemnification offered. Florida set a S5 million maximum
limit consisting of the following smaller limits: S1 million limit for personal injury or death 2r
an aggregate limit of $3 million for personal injury or death; an aggregate limit of $1 million

* for property damage; and an aggregate limit of S1 million for defense costs. Associated with
S Florida's coverage is a S50 thousand deductible applied on a per occurrence basis. Illinois limits

its RAC indemnification to S2 million for a single occurrence and has no associated deductibles.
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Oregon's Constitution and Tort Claims Act limits the state's indemnification to S50 thousand
singularly or S300 thousand in the aggregate. There are no deductibles associated with Oregon's
indemnification coverage. Nevada, which also does not have any deductibles, limits its
indemnification coverage to a maximum of S50 thousand.

Under New Jersey's original indemnification program, indemnification limits varied from
contract to contract. A state official indicated that the state attempted to keep the limits as low
as possible. The state official indicated that the coverage level was a function of the dollar value
of the contract and that $10 million was a common maximum limit. No deductibles were
associated with coverage under the previous program. New Jersey's current program limits
indemnification to $25 million for a single occurrence and $50 million in the aggregate.
Deductibles ar applied at 30 percent of the contract value, not to exceed S 1.5 million on a per
occurrence basis. The RAC additionally is required to pay a co-payment equal to 10 percent
of the amount of the claim in excess of the deductible, not to exceed the indemnification limit
specified in the RAC's indemnification agreement. The NrDEP, however, is authorized to lower
the deductible and co-payment on a contract-by-contract basis.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts provides its Site Assessment and Remediation Support
Service (SARSS) contractors with maximum indemnification limits of S I million for a single
occurrence and $3 million in the aggregate for all occurrences. The commonwealth's emergency
response contractors are provided with coverage of $300 thousand for a single occurrence and
S1 million in the aggregate for all occurrences. The limits associated with the emergency
response contracts are reportedly lower because the incidents being addressed are of smaller
scale. A deductible of S50 thousand is applied to emergency response contract claims, whil*
there is no deductible associated with SARSS contracts.

California and Louisiana, which have the authority to offer indemnification but have not done
so to date, currently have no maximum indemnification limits or associated deductibles. A
California official did indicate that limits and deductibles would be established if a RAC was
able to meet the requirements associated with indemnification.

[UABD[LITY ULrrATIoNS

Rangt of .taximum Lmits Range of Deductibles

$50,000 - 150,000.000 SO - S1,00,0000

Length of Indemnification Coverage

Five states (i.e., Florida, Illinois, Oregon, Texas, and Washington) currently offer
indemnification in perpetuity. The indemnification offered by these states extends indefinitely
beyond the completion of work and term of the contract. A Massachusetts statute limits the

0
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*period of indemnification. However, the Massachusetts official contacted was unable to define
the exact length of this period. Nevada officials indicated that the state operates under the
practice that indemnification ends when the contract expires. However, the state's statute of
limitations extends the period of indemnification from 2 to 6 years depending on the claim.
Under New Jersey's original indemnification program, the period of indemnification varied by
contract, with a maximum period of 10 years. New Jersey's current indemnification program
requires the claimant to file notice of a claim within 90 days following accrual of the claim.
However, the law does state that the New Jersey Superior Court may permit a claimant to file
a notice at any time within one year of accrual of the claim provided that the RAC and state are
not "substantially prejudiced thereby," and the claimant shows sufficient reasons for failing to
file notice within 90 days.

California and Louisiana have not established policies dealing with the length of indemnification.

LENGTII OF LNDEWNIFICATION

Indemnification
Indemnification .Limits Limited to Limited,

Provided Vary by Statute But Not Not
Indefinitely Contract of Limitations Defined F lsublihed

_ I [1 1 2

Number of Claims Filed

Based on discussions with officials from the eight states (i.e., Florida, Illinois, Massachusetts,
Nevada, New Jersey, Oregon, Texas, and Washington) that offer indemnification, it was learned
that no claims have been filed against aU indemnified RAC to date.

NUMBER OF CLAIMS FILED TO DATE

Number of States That
Number of Claimrs Filed Offered [ndernnirication

0 8

Diligent Effort Documentation Required

Only 4 of the 10 states (i.e., Florida, New Jersey, Massachusetts, and Texas) that have the
authority to offer indemnification require RACs to submit documentation of their diligent efforts
to obtain pollution liability insurance. Florida and New Jersey require pollution liability
insurance and also require RACs to document their diligent efforts to obtain this insurance.

* Louisiana also requires RACs to obtain pollution liability insurance, but does not require diligent
effort documentation because RACs have been able to obtain insurance. Massachusetts currently
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does not require RACs to obtain pollution liability insurance; however, it recently required
SARSS contractors to submit documentation indicating whether they have errors and omissionsO
insurance and, if not, to document that this insurance is not economically affordable for the
RAC. Texas only requires documentation of diligent efforts when pollution liability insurance
is required.

DIUXGIE;T EFFORT DOCUMENTATION

Docnenlon Required DocumenbA•on Not Required

4 6

3.3 STATES NOT OFFERING INDENNiFICATION

This section provides information on the 40 states that never had the authority to offer
indemnification. This section addresses trends observed by the states and any difficulties
experienced as a result of not offering indemnification. Information also is presented indicating
whether RACs have requested indemnification from the state; the number of RACs responding
to Request for Proposals (RFPs) for response action contracts; and whether the state offers
immunity to RACs. The information discussed in this section is summarized in the No
Indemnification Matrix that begins on page 3-25.

Reduced RAC Pool

Only 3 of the 40 states (i.e., Alaska, Rhode Island, and Tennessee) that never had the authority
to offer indemnification indicated that they observed a reduction in the pool of qualified RACs
as a result of their state not offering indemnification. An Alaska state official indicated that two
firms withdrew from the bidding process because they were unwilling to sign contracts that did
not include indemnification provisions. Similarly, in Rhode Island, three contractors withdrew
from the bidding process because the state did not offer indemnification. The State of Tennessee
observed a reduction in the number of RACs willing to perform cleanup work. Michigan and
Pennsylvania officials also indicated that they observed a reduction in the pool of qualified
RACs, which was attributable to their environmental bonding requirements, not to their
indemnification practices.
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NO INDENINIFICATION NMATRIX

.... Diffclcty Obtaining RLACS . ..I...1' _ _I _____j Nmber' -'Rediase facresed~ - okIda dAa stalte

State Name 1oo costs Delays TYPe PhAse Char. by RACs to iF?, Juariuoky

Alabama No No Now NA NA NA No NA Yea

Alaska Yasw No No NA NA NA Yes 6:11, .-Yes

Arizona No No Yasw NA NA NA Yes 5-7; 12 -14 41 No

Arkansas No No No NA NA NA No 5-10 Yes

Colorado No Yes,' Yes NA NA NA Yes Unknown"" No

Connecticut No No No"' NA Yes,' NA Yes 15 No,"

Delaware No No No NA NA NA Yes Unknown Yes

Goorgia"' Na NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

iiNo No No NA NA NA Unknown NA'ý Yes

0 No No No NA NA N4A Yes"'f 3 No

~~aNo No No NA NA NA Yes 10 No

lowsm NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA No

Kansas No' Notm  Now NA NA NA No NAIIA No

Kentucky No No No NA NA NA No 3-4 No

Maine No No No NA NA NA Unknown'* 5-6 No

Maryland No No No NA NA NA No 5-6 No

Michigan No No No NA NA NA Yes 6; 3-4"' No

Minnesota No No No NA NA NA Yes 36"'0 so

Mississippi No No No NA NA NA No NA"' Yes

Missouri No No Now NA NA NA No 100"'f Yes

Montasa No No No NA NA NA Yes 6.7 Yes"'#

Nebraska' NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA No

New No Unknown No NA NA NA No 10 Nom
Hampshire __ _ ___ _ __ _ _ _

Afl eio No No No NA NA NA No 03"No

I York3 No Unknown yaw NA NA NA Yes SNO
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NO INDEN[NIFICATION MATRIX
(continued)

. DUTicul7 Obcinln& RACsS.... ... ..... • • :Num ber ::::

SlteName : oI:OO Cow Delas T~q "{ .:. '~ej :~. by I•C " Nia be tu'Reuced' Increased - _ __ - hidema. a( RACs tt
RAC RAC Cen AC Wt St* Requested sodl 'oid

-w ________ to R.FN munt

No•th No" No, No," NA NA NA NA Unknown No
Carolina

North NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA No
Dakou tlw

Ohio No No No NA NA NA Y6s NNA'" YesM

Oklahoma No Yes' No NA NA NA No 7-10 No

Pennsylvania No tm  No No NA NA NA Yes 2-1000 Yes

Rhode Island Yest No No NA NA NA Yes 19 No

South No No No NA'" NA'" NA'*' Yes l No
Carolina I

South Dakoua No No No Yes,' NA NA No :-3 Ye

Tennessee Yes No No NA NA NA No a 1.3-4'"

Utah No No No NA NA NA No 4

Vermont No No No NA NA NA Yes z 3 No

Virinia' NA NA NA NA NA NA No NA No

West NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yeim
Virsin ia't

W1sConsin No No YU" N A N A N A No 8-10 No

Wyomwr m" NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
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(a) No delays have been experienced since the state employs RACs to conduct emergency removals only.

Alaska
(a) Two firms withdrew because they would not sign contacts without an indemnification provision.
(b) Six contractors responded to a RFP for cleanup work while 1 contractors responded to a RFP for assessment work.

Arizona
(a) A delay was experienced during the first solicitation when joint liability was negotiated. No delays were experienced with the most

recent solicitation.
"(b) Five to 7 RACs responded to aR.?FP issued five years ago, while 12-14 RACs responded to the most current RFP.

Colorado
(a) The cost of RAC services has increased due to the cost of poUution Liability insurance.
(b) A state official indicated that 'a fair number of RACs responied to the state's RFP for work on a state-lead site. No specific

informaion on the number of respondents was available.

Connecticut
(a) RACs. to date. have only been involved in RI/FS work. RACs indicated they will not perform design or remediaion work without

indecmniriation or immunity.
(b) The Connecticut DEP plans to request limited immunity for RACs from the state legislature if RACs are unwilling to work on a

pending design contract without immunity.

Georgia
* The state has never hired a RAC to conduct response action work.

The state has not issued a RFP. It has only completed removals on an emergency basis.

Idaho
(a) Only one RAC has requested indemnification to date.

Iowa
(a) The state has never hired a PAC. As of October 1. 1991. there am no slate-lead Superfund sits.

(a) The state has not hired many RACs. PRPs and EPA conduct most of the remedial work in the state.
(b) The state has one contractor they use, which is on-call.

Maine
(a) Stat officials did not know if RACs have requested indemnification.

Michigan
(a) For Superfund work up to the RA phase, the state issues a RPP every four years. Th lMast time a RFP was issued. 6 contractors

msponded to the RFP and all 6 were seklced. State Superfund cleanup work is bid out for each job. Generally, 3 to 4 contractors
respond.

Minneseoa
(a) The state sues a RP for Superfund work every 4 years. Thiry-six RACs responded to the last solicitation.
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Mississippi
(a) The stm only uses RACs for emergency response work. The state selects the contractor closest to the site; no RFP is issued.

arc 3 to 4 contractors located throughout the state that an used. to .

Missoun
(a) The state only experienced delays when a RAC negotiated for indemnification from the EPA.
(b) The state does not issue RFPs, but rather maintains a List of prequalfied RACs.

Montas
(a) The stau. provides immunity to RACs only if they are not negligent. If the RAC is found to be negligent, they am responsible for

their own actions.

Nebr&Ask
(a) The state has never hired a RAC to conduct response action work.

New Hampshire
(a) The state. in very limited cases. provides developers *hold harmless* protection from pm-existing conditions in exchange for clcening

up property they develop.

New Mexico
(a) Twenty to 30 RACs responded to two RFPs involving underground storage tank remediation activity.

New York
(a) The delays involved contract negotiations with RACs regarding inclusion of an indemnification clause in RAC contracts that was not

acceptable to the suat.

North Carolina
(a) Most cleanup activities am conducted by PRPs. The state has only contracted with one RAC in the past year.

North D-ko(A
(a) The state has never hired a RAC to conduct response action work.

Ohio
(a) The state reportedly does not solicit bids using RFPs.
(b) The state maintains that state law in combination with the eleventh amendment to the U.S. Constitution provides immunity to the sta

and state-employed RACs. The Third Circuit Court of Appeals ruled against the provision of immunity per the eleventh amendmem
in United States v Union Gas Co.

Oklahoma
(a) Although costs have increased, the state official was uncertain if the increase in costs is attrbutable to the state not orfcrnng

indemnification or other factors.

Pennsylvania
(a) State officials indicated that state bonding requirements and not state indemnification practices am limiting the number of RACs

responding to RFPz.
(b) Th number of RAC responding vari with the size o( the project and type of work involved.

Rhode Island
(a) Three contractors withdrew from the bidding process because the suit did not ofrer indemnification.

South Carolina
(a) South Carolina previously had difficulty obtaining RAC services. The difficulty was due to a lack of qualified rirmi and not as a

result of the sut's indemirwation practices.

South Dakota
(a) The smatt alnbutes its difficulty in obtaining RACs. particularly specialty contractors. to the remoteness of the state.
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Eight RACs responded to RI/FS RFPs. while 3 to 4 contnctors responded to RA RFP3.

(a) The state hu never hird a RAC to conduct response action work.

West Virginia
(a) The state has never hired a RAC to conduct response action work.
(b) Wes Virgnia's 'Good Samaritan Law' appeaus to provide RACs with immunity.

Wisconsin
(a) Thestt has perinced a 2 to 3 month delay a two Superfund sis.

Wyoming
(a) The state has never hired a RAC to conduct response action work.
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REDUCED RAC POOL 0

Reduction in RAC Pool Observed Reduction in RAC Pool Not Observed

3 37

Increased RAC Costs

Only I of the 40 states (i.e., Colorado) that never had the authority to offer indemnification
indicated that it observed an increase in the cost of RAC services as a result of the state not
offering indemnification. The Colorado official indicated he based this observation on at least
one contract that included increased costs to cover pollution liability insurance. The official
implied that if indemnification was offered, then these insurance costs would not have been
incurred. The official at the State of Oklahoma indicated the state observed an increase in the
cost of RAC services, but was not certain if this increase was a result of the state not offering
indemnification.

INCREASED RAC COST

States Not Tncrctase-.
Observed Increase Due to Lack Observing Unknown

of Indemair'cation Increase Reasons

1 38

Officials in S of the 40 states (i.e., Arizona, Colorado, Missouri, New York, and Wisconsin)
that never had the authority to offer indemnification indicated that they experienced delays in
conducting cleanups for reasons related to the state not offering indemnification. An Arizona
official acknowledged that the state experienced a delay in obtaining RACs for their first RFP
while liability provisions were determined, but that indemnification was not an issue with bidders
on the state's most recent RFP. Officials from Colorado and Missouri indicated that their states
experienced delays while RACs negotiated indemnification from the EPA on state-lead sites.
New York experienced delays during contract negotiations when a RAC included an
indemnification clause in their contract, which was unacceptable to the state. A Wisconsin
official indicated that it experienced delays of 2 to 3 months at two state-lead sites because
indemnification was not offered. Consequently, Wisconsin officials are attempting to obtain
EPA indemnification for these RACs.
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SCLEANUP DELAYS

Delays Experienced ' .. Delays Not Experienced

$ 35

Difficulty Obtaining RACs

Virtually all of the 40 states that do not offer indemnification indicated they had no difficulty
obtaining the services of qualified RACs. Connecticut and South Dakota were the only states
that indicated they experienced some difficulty obtaining RAC services. A Connecticut official
indicated that some RACs informed the state that, while they are willing to perform RI/FS work,
they would be unwilling to conduct remedial design or remedial action work without
indemnification or immunity. RACs have not yet been tasked to conduct remedial design or
remedial action work so their reported unwillingness to conduct this work has not been tested
to date. A South Dakota official acknowledged the state experienced difficulty obtaining
specialty contractors due to the remoteness of the state and not because the state does not offer
indemnification.

DIITICULTY OBTAINLNG RACS

Difficulty Experienced Difficulty Not Experienced

2 38

Indemnification Reauested bv RACs

RACs in 16 of the 40 states that never had the authority to offer indemnification requested
indemnification from the state on at least one occasion. It is interesting to note that 5 of the 16
states (i.e., Alaska, Delaware, Montana, Ohio, and Pennsylvania) in which RACs requested
indemnification offer immunity. It is possible that the RACs that requested indemnification were
not aware that immunity was provided by the state.

INDEMNIFICATION REQUTESTED

Idannirfktion Requested Indemnification Not Requested

16 24

0
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Number of RACs Resoonding to RFPs

No correlation can be drawn between the states not offering indemnification and the number of
RACs responding to RFPs for response action contracts. A state's geographic location and
budget for response action contracts are most responsible for the number of responses received
to a RFP. South Dakota received the smallest number of RAC responses (i.e., 2 to 3 responses)
due to the remoteness of the state and the small number of qualified contractors located in the
state. Minnesota received the largest number of responses to a RFP (i.e., 36 responses),
presumably because the state issues only one Superfund contract every four years and selects
four contractors to conduct response activities over a four year period.

Several state officials indicated that their state does not solicit bids with RFPs. An Alabama
official, for example, indicated that Alabama acquires RACs through a continuous requisition
process. Missouri maintains a pre-qualification list.

RACS RESPONDING TO RIPs
I I

Range oRes pomses Average Number of Responses

2-36 10

3.4 STATE NARRATIVES

The statutes and contractual materials referenced in the following state narratives are inch. Ced@
in Attachment D of this report.
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SALABA•MA
:~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ......... ...... ...... ...... ..... ii ::i:i£:.....

The State of Alabama does not offer indemnification, however, it does provide state-employed
RACs with immunity from liability for any civil damages resulting from hazardous waste
cleanup under Section 22-30A-9 of the Alabama Hazardous Waste Cleanup Fund. The statute
states "no action may be commenced against the director, any employee of the department or
any person under contract with the department for damages as a result of action taken or omitted
in the course of performing duties and functions under this chapter..." This statute was drafted
to provide immunity to state employees and contractors who conduct work under the Hazardous
Waste Cleanup Fund. The state contact indicated that this provision was added to the
Hazardous Waste Cleanup Fund in 1988. The state contact also indicated that this provision has
never been tested in court.

The Alabama official indicated that the state does not offer indemnification to state-employed
RACs. Indemnification is not necessary since immunity is offered to contractors. It is
important to note that the state official originally indicated that the state offered indemnification.
During a subsequent conversation it was clarified that the state actually provides immunity and
not indemnification.

The state official indicated that they do not have any difficulty obtaining the services of RACs.
The state only hires RACs to perform emergency removal services. These services typically
involve removal of two or three abandoned drums at a cost of less than $15,000. The
Hazardous Waste Cleanup Fund has only received $140,000 from the state legislature since its
inception in 1988. The state official said that the state did not experience difficulty obtaining
RAC services prior to implementation of the immunity provision and that the state has notified
all contractors of the immunity provisions.

The state contact indicated that all RI/FS activities are conducted by Region IV. He also
indicated that one large Superfund site in the state has been in and out of bankruptcy for several
years. Ile stated that the state may be forced to begin a cleanup at that site in the near future
and that this could encourage the state to modify or clarify the immunity provisions.

The Alabama state official indicated that the Hazardous Waste Cleanup Fund will be rewritten
or amended in the 1992 legislative session and that it is possible that the immunity statute will
be revised or clarified at that time. The state official contacted is the person at the Alabama
Department of Environmental Management responsible for crafting new language for the cleanup
fund in conjunction with agency lawyers. He stated that the agenda for the next session has not
yet been determined.

0
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ALASKA

The State of Alaska provides limited immunity to hazardous substance RACs, oil spill response
RACs, the state, state employees and response corps volunteers. Section 46.03.823 of the
Alaska Statutes provides immunity to 'A person who is a response action contractor with respect
to a release or threatened release of a hazardous substance other than oil whose acts or omissions
are not contrary to a response plan or order... unless the release or threatened release is caused
by an act or omission of the response action contractor that is grossly negligent or constitutes
intentional misconduct." The statute further reads that a claimant must show the actions of a
RAC were "not in accordance with generally accepted professional standards and practices at
the time the response action services were performed."

Section 46.03.825 of the Alaska Statutes provides immunity to oil spill response action
contractors. This section was repealed and Section 46.03.824(a) and (g) revised to delete "other
than oil', both effective July 1, 1992. The effect of these revisions will be to provide identical
immunity provisions to hazardous substance and oil spill RACs. These changes were passed in
the 1991 legislative session.

Section 46.08.160 of the Alaska Statutes Supplement indicates that 'the state, employees of the
state and response corps members are not liable for costs or damages as a result of actions
taken..." unless the actions are grossly negligent or due to intentional misconduct. The response
corps consists of volunteers who are entitled to per diem and expenses.

The State of Alaska does not offer indemnification to state-employed RACs. The state official
said that offering indemnification has been discussed, but that it is not likely that the state will
offer indemnification in the near term.

The state contracting manager indicated that the state has not had difficulty obtaining RAC
services. He stated that I I RACs responded to an RFP to conduct assessments and that they
received 6 responses to a cleanup RFP. They selected 4 contractors for assessments and 3 for
cleanup. The contracting manager said the fact that prime contractors are prohibited by law to
mark-up subcontractor invoices was more of an issue than indemnification in obtaining RAC
services. The contracting manager stated that there were 2 firms, I of which was self insured,
that would not sign contracts without an indemnification provision. Since there are other
qualified contractors available and willing to sign the contracts, this did not hinder the
contracting process.

The contracting official was not certain if RACs are able to obtain pollution liability insurance.
He stated that they are required to carry general liability insurance.
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The State of Alaska requires RACs to "indemnify, save harmless and defend the state, its
officers, agents and employees from all liability..."

The state officials contacted do not anticipate any additional changes to the immunity provisions
in Section 46.03.823 since the statutes were modified in the last three legislative sessions.
Neither contact was aware of any proposals to offer indemnification.
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ARIZONA

-............................. ..

The State of Arizona does not offer indemnification or provide immunity to state-employed
RACs or any other contractors. The constitution of the State of Arizona prohibits giving gifts
to private parties and the state Attorney's General office has interpreted indemnification as a gift.
As such, indemnification is unconstitutional in the State of Arizona. Section 12-820 of the
Courts and Civil Proceedings Statutes provides absolute and qualified immunity to public entities
and public employees but this immunity does not apply to RACs.

According to the state contract management specialist, the State Superfund Law was passed five
years ago. When the first contract was put for bid with a liability clause, several RACs
requested that the state provide indemnification. At that time, the Attorney's General office
interpreted indemnification to be unconstitutional. The Arizona Department of Environmental
Quality (ADEQ) worked with the potential bidders and the Attorney's General office to develop
liability provisions that both parties could accept. At the time of this initial contract, the state
official indicated there was some discussion of proposing a constitutional amendment to allow
RAC indemnification, but instead, the contract was issued with a joint liability provision: the
state accepted RAC liability and the contractor accepted state liability. The contract included
a provision to enter into discussions on indemnification if the legislature enacted provisions to
allow indemnification. Indemnification for RACs in Arizona has not been an issue since the
initial contracts were awarded five years ago, and the Attorney's General office indicated there
are no ongoing discussions to develop provisions to allow indemnification.

The state has not experienced any difficulties in obtaining RACs. Five to 7 contractors
submitted bids for the first RFP issued five years ago and the state entered into contracts with
two bidders. With the current liability provisions (i.e., joint liability), 12 to 14 RACs submitted
responses to the latest RFP. There was a delay in obtaining RACs for the first RFP while
liability provisions were being determined, but the state contact indicated that indemnification
was not an issue with bidders on the latest RFP.

The state requires the RAC to "indemnify and hold harmless the state and/or its agents, officials
and employees."

Arizona requires RACs to work with standard insurance, but does not require the RACs to carry
pollution liability insurance. The state official indicated that RACs work without pollution
liability insurance.

Although the Attorney's General office indicated there were no plans to amend the constitution
to allow indemnification, the state contact at the ADEQ indicated that a new director of the
ADEQ might attempt to craft a new policy.
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' ARKANSAS

The State of Arkansas does not offer indemnification to state-employed RACs, however, the
state does provide immunity under Sections 8-7-420 and 8-7-512 of the Arkansas Environmental
Law Statutes. These sections indicate that *a person taking a response action as a contractor for
the Department of Pollution Control and Ecology (ADPC&E), shall not be liable to any person
for injuries, costs, damages, expenses, or other liability, including claims for indemnification
or contribution, and claims for death, personal injury, illness, loss of or damage to property, or
economic loss resulting from a release or threatened release of hazardous substances." This
limitation of liability does not apply if the release or threatened release was caused by negligent,
grossly negligent, or intentional misconduct by the person taking the response action.

Arkansas does not offer indemnification because the state is able to obtain qualified RACs
without difficulty. A state official indicted that a total of four RACs are currently working with
the state on two Federal Superfund sites and that no RACs are currently employed for
preliminary response action activities. Five to 10 contractors typically respond to Arkansas's
RFP solicitations. The state official indicated that the state has not experienced a reduction in
the pool of qualified contractors, an increase in the cost of contractor services, or a delay in the
cleanup of contaminated sites as a result of the state not providing indemnification.

' The state official also indicated that language in response action contracts requires the RACs to
indemnify and hold harmless the ADPC&E from all claims, damages, losses and expenses that
result from the performance of work providing that:

0 the claim, damage, loss or .expense is attributable to bodily injury, sickness,
disease or death, or to injury to or destruction of tangible property (other than the
work itself) including the loss of use resulting therefrom; and

0 the claim, damage, loss or expense is caused in whole or in part by any negligent
act or omission of the contractor, its subcontractor, or any person or organization
directly or indirectly employed by the contractor.

The state is not required by statute to include this information in its contracts.

Arkansas historically required state-employed RACs to obtain pollution liability insurance on a
case-by-case basis; however, it is likely to begin requiring insurance on all new contracts. The
state official indicated that only 1 of the 4 RACs currently working for the state was required

to obtain such insurance. The state did not require two of the RACs to obtain insurance because
of their oversight roles. The particular RAC that was required to obtain insurance, self-insured
for a maximum of S3 million per claim and a S6 million annual aggregate. The RAC charged

0
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the state an amount of S3 thousand for the self insurance. The state official was not able to
provide any additional information on the availability of pollution liability insurance in the state.

The state official indicated that all RACs are required to maintain general liability insurance and
that some of these insurance policies cover pollution liability. He indicated that if pollution
liability is not covered under these general policies, then it is likely that most RACs work
without pollution liability insurance. The state official further indicated that well drillers,
subcontractors and specialty firms such as surveyors, were most likely to work without pollution
liability insurance. He indicated that they tend to limit their efforts to investigation activities and
not work at remedial action sites without insurance.

The state official indicated that Arkansas was unlikely to change its indemnification practices in
the near future. The state would likely wait until the Federal government finalizes its
indemnification practices prior to considering any changes.
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. CALIFORNIA

The State of California is authorized to indemnify state-employed RACs under Section 25364.6
of the California Health and Safety Code. This statute outlines the state's authority and includes
several requirements that RACs and the Department of Health Services must meet for
indemnification to be offered. According to an official at the California Department of Toxic
Substances Control, the state has not offered indemnification to any RAC to date. The official
indicated that no RACs have requested indemnification from the state because of their inability*
to meet the criteria specified in Section 25364.6.

The state official indicated that it was never the state's objective to offer indemnification to
RACs. The legislation regarding indemnification of RACs was developed as a result of several
RACs pooling together to lobby the state legislature shortly after response action contracts
originated in 1985. Their efforts were influential and draft legislation allowing indemnification
was developed. The state's financial department subsequently became involved and their efforts
resulted in the inclusion of several prohibitive restrictions. The state official indicated that it is
unlikely the state will lessen these restrictions or change its indemnification policy, as a
sufficient number of qualified RACs continue to respond to the department's RFPs.

•O The Department of General Services is required to make several determinations before approving
the Department of Health Services' offer of indemnification. These determinations include a
demonstration by the RAC that it cannot obtain insurance at a fair and reasonable price and that
this insurance is unlikely to become available; there is no other qualified RAC; and there is no
other RAC that possesses insurance for the costs, damages and expenses that could be incurred
as a result of a hazardous substance release or threatened release. The Department of General
Services must also determine that the RAC assumes liability in an amount of up to twice the
value of the work assigned and that the indemnification is limited to a maximum amount of
$25,000,000. Several other conditions regarding the PRP at the response action site also restrict
the availability of indemnification.

The state official indicated that the state experienced a reduction in the pool of qualified
contractors, but that the reduction was not associated with the state's indemnification policy.
Rather, the reduction was attributable to the small amount of state funding currently available
and under-funding of previous response action contracts. The official also indicated that costs
associated with contractor services have risen in response to inflation and not due to the absence
of indemnification. Additionally, the state has not experienced delays in the cleanup of
contaminated sites, nor has the state experienced difficulty in obtaining the services of qualified
RACs.
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California has the authority to indemnify professional engineers and geologists working on state
construction contracts under Section 2782.6 of the California Civil Code. The indemnification
is for damages arising from subterranean contamination or concealed conditions while providing
hazardous materials identification, evaluation, preliminary assessment, design, remediation or
other related services. This indemnification does not cover the first S250 thousand of liability
and does not have a specified maximum level of coverage. There appears to be minimal
restrictions regarding the allocation of indemnification under this statute. The official contacted
at the California Department of Toxic Substances was not familiar with this statute and indicated
that it likely pertains to work performed for the state Department of Transportation.

The State of California does not currently require its RACs to obtain pollution liability
insurance; however, the state does require RACs to maintain $500 thousand in general liability
insurance per Section 1254 of the California State Administrative Manual. In addition, the RAC
must include the state as an insured party on the insurance policy.

An official at the state indicated that RACs working in the state have been able to obtain
insurance, albeit at an unreasonable price. Another official indicated that RACs have "gone
bare", meaning that they have conducted response action work without the protection of
insurance or indemnification. The official indicated further that those RACs who believe they
are protected by their corporate structure continue to conduct response action work, specifically
field work, while those who are vulnerable do not participate in field work related activities.
He indicated that some smaller firms (e.g., well drillers) continue to work regardless of potential
liability. The state official indicated that the size of the cleanup does not appear to be a factor
in the willingness of the RAC to perform work without indemnification, rather, the risk of
something going very wrong at a site was more likely to serve as a deterrent to the RAC.

Prior to 1986, the state included language in its standard contract agreement that required the
RAC to obtain private liability insurance and to indemnify the state. According to a state
contracts official, this language is no longer included in state contracts because private liability
insurance is not available. Language currently included in contracts indicates that if a law is
passed allowing indemnification then indemnification will be offered to RACs under the contract.

The state official emphasized that the state's program has been quite successful and that a
significant amount of work has been completed to date despite the fact that indemnification is
not offered.
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COLORADO

.... . ...... .j . . . .. ... :. ;: . . ._ . . - ,• !? . "... .::-i : .: .... ...

The State of Colorado does not offer indemnification or immunity to state-employed RACs. The
State of Colorado does not provide immunity from liability for any civil damages from
hazardous waste cleanups to persons, other than the employee of a governmental subdivision or
agency, receiving compensation for their services. Section 29-22-109 of the Government-Local
Statutes does provide immunity from liability to any person providing assistance or advice
concerning the mitigation of hazardous substance incidents. This is strictly a Good Samaritan
Statute and does not apply to contractors. Section 29-22-109(4)(b) of the Government-Local
Statutes specifies that persons receiving compensation other than reimbursement for out-of-pocket
expenses are not immune from civil liability. Consequently, the State of Colorado does not
provide immunity to RACs.

The State of Colorado does not have a Superfund program. The state official indicated that for
the one Federally-funded state-lead site a "fair number of bidders responded" to the RFP. The
RAC selected was unwilling to perform the work until either indemnification was offered or the
cost of pollution liability insurance was included in the contract. The state negotiated with EPA
Headquarters and the cost of pollution liability insurance was included in the contract. The
contracting and cleanup process was delayed while negotiations for indemnification and insurance' were ongoing.

Additional information on contractor indemnification practices and RAC contracts was not
available.
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CONNECTICUT

The Ste of Connecticut does not offer indemnification or provide immunity for state-employed

RACs. The state does not offer immunity from liability for any civil damages from hazardous

waste cleanups to persons receiving compensation for their services in assisting the cleanup.

Section 22a-452(b) of the Water Pollution Control Statutes states "no person, firm or corporation

that renders assistance or advice in mitigating or attempting to mitigate* or *assists in

preventing, cleaning-up, or disposing of such discharge shall be held liable.., unless he is

compensated for such assistance or advice for more than actual expenses.* Since RACs and

other contractors are compensated for expenses plus profit, the state has interpreted this

provision to exclude RACs from the immunity provisions contained in this statute. The

immunity statute was revised in 1991 by Public Act 91-289 to provide immunity for parties who

respond to oil spills even if the responding party is compensated for more than actual expenses

(i.e., makes a profit from the cleanup).

The Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection (CTDEP) attempted to limit RAC's

liabilities in the 1991 legislative session, but the measure failed. The provision was worded such

that a third party would have to prove negligence or misconduct before a suit could be filed

against a RAC. The act also provided definitions for negligence and misconduct.

The CTDEP contends that although RACs are currently doing RI/FS work in Connecticut, they

will not enter into design or remediation contracts with the state for reasons of liability. The

state contact indicated that the RACs have stated that they will not sign a design or remediation
contract with the state unless the state offers indemnification or immunity. One of the reasons
the legislature gave for not passing the provision limiting RAC liability was the absence of
documented need for such a provision. The CTDEP plans to release a design contract to

determine what the actual response of RACs will be to a design RFP. If RACs are not willing

to conduct the work, the CTDEP plans to go back to the legislature with a new provision.

Although the State of Connecticut does not offer indemnification, the state is not having

difficulties obtaining RAC services to perform RI/FS work. Fifteen firms responded to the

request for qualifications to perform RI/FS work and the state entered into master agreements

with four firms. None of the four firms have refused to perform RI/FS work under these master
agreements.

The state contact indicated that he did not know if RACs worked with or without private

pollution liability insurance. He said that he did not think they carried pollution liability
insurance since RACs have stated that the potential liability from RI/FS work is low since actual

cleanup activities are not conducted.
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* The State of Connecticut requires the contractor to indemnify the state "to the fullest extent of
the law." The RAC contract includes an indemnification provision in it. In addition, the State
of Connecticut maintains sovereign immunity.

30
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DELAWARE

The State of Delaware does not offer indemnification, but does have a statute that offers
immunity to state-employed RACs. Section 8134 of the Courts and Judicial Procedures Statutes
was passed in 1989 and provides immunity to RACs. The statute limits liability to "acts or
omissions of the person during the course of performing these services which can be shown...
to have been the result of negligent, reckless, wilful, wanton and/or intentional acts of
misconduct or breach or contract, provided, however, such person is an independent outside
contractor specifically engaged for the purpose of discharge mitigation or cleanup services."
The statute further defines that actions conducted using generally accepted practice and state-of-
the-art scientific knowledge "creates a rebuttable presumption that the acts or omissions were
not negligent."

The state officials contacted indicated that RACs requested indemnification and/or immunity
prior to the state passing its immunity provision in 1989. The immunity provision was passed,
in part, due to the request of contractors. The state decided to provide immunity for contractors,
rather than indemnification, because the state did not want to incur additional liability.

Although the state officials indicated that RACs requested indemnification and/or immunity prior
to passage of the statute, the lack of such provisions did not hinder the contracting process for
work completed at that time. The state official indicated that two RI/FS were conducted with
federal funds, but that remediation was conducted by the regional EPA office. In addition, the
state has hired RACs to conduct emergency removals. The Department of Natural Resources
(DNR) contact indicated that the state has issued a request for qualifications to obtain a list of
qualified contractors. From this list they plan to issue contracts to start conducting RI/FS work
at State Superfund sites. The state plans to begin this work in the next one to two months.

Delaware does not require RACs to obtain pollution liability insurance. The state official
contacted was unable to indicate if RACs are successful in obtaining pollution liability insurance;
however, it is likely that RACs work without insurance since they are protected by the state's
immunity statutes.

The State of Delaware requires the contractor "to indemnify and save harmless the DNR and its
officers and employees from and against all claims, damages, losses, and expenses..." This
language is included in the RAC contract.
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FLORIDA

The Florida Department of Environmental Regulation (FLDER) is authorized to offer
indemnification to state-employed RACs under Section 376.319 of Florida's Pollutant Discharge
Prevention and Removal Statute. This statute, which became effective in 1987, allows the state
to offer indemnification to any RAC that has a written contract with the FLDER or with a local
government that has contracted with the FLDER to administer a program pursuant to Chapter
86-59 of the Laws of Florida. The state may indemnify RACs for any civil damages to third"
parties that result from acts or omissions of a RAC in conducting a response action and are
caused by a discharge or releases of a hazardous substance, pollutant, or other contaminant
from the response action site. Section 376.319 also protects state and political subdivision
employees providing response action services from being held personally liable for any actions
undertaken by the DER, political subdivision, or RAC, as long as the employee provided their
services Jn the scope of their authority as a government employee.

The State of Florida began indemnifying RACs in 1987, following the effective date of Section
376.319 and the issuance of a two-page memorandum on the state's indemnification policy by
the FLDER. According to state officials, the state began offering indemnification because of

* difficulty obtaining RAC services without limiting a RAC's potential liability. The state believes
that indemnification serves as a compromise between the state and the RACs that wanted to
reduce their exposure to liability.

The FLDER is required to consider several factors when determining whether to enter into an
indemnification agreement with a RAC. These factors include the availability of cost-effective
insurance, the immediate need for the response action, the availability of qualified RACs and
the restriction of gross negligence and intentional misconduct in indemnification agreements.

Costs incurred by the state as a result of an indemnification agreement are payable from either
the Water Quality Assurance Trust Fund or the Inland Protection Trust Fund depending on the
nature of the discharge or release, per Section 376.319. These payments include the cost of
defense.

According to state officials, indemnification is offered to all RACs involved in hazardous waste
response action contracts. Indemnification agreements, included in RAC contracts, specify the
limits and deductible associated with the indemnification offered. Overall, $5 million is the
maximum amount of coverage for any incident. This $5 million limit is composed of several
smaller limits as follows:

*0 $I million limit for personal injury or death gr an aggregate limit of $3 million
for personal injury or death;
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0 aggregate limit of Sl million for property damage; andaO
* aggregate limit of SI million for defence costs.

These limits and a S50,000 deductible per incident were established in the FLDER's policy
memorandum dated October 26, 1987. While these limits are currently standard across all
contracts, the state has the regulatory authority to apply varying limits as they deem appropriate.
Language in the state's contracts indicate that indemnification is extended to approved
subcontractors as well as to prime contractors. According to a state official, the same limits and
deductibles apply to subcontractors. In the event that a third party files suit against a prime
contractor and subcontractor for an incident, the indemnification coverage and deductible would
be shared between the prime and subcontractor. Payment of the deductible or any costs in
excess of the indemnification coverage would be determined per the contractual agreement
between the prime and subcontractor.

The definition of an incident is not specified in state regulations or policy. A state official
indicated that the definition of *incident" as included in a dictionary would apply. The official
indicated that based on this broad definition more than one incident could occur at a site.

According to state officials indemnification coverage is granted in perpetuity. The state does
not offer indemnification on a claims made basis or establish specific cut off dates for filing
c'nums. The state officials indicated that no claims have been filed against an indemnified RAC
to date.

The state does not believe that their offering of indemnification has resulted in a greater number
of RACs rcsponding to RFPs. The state official contacted indicated that the offer of
indemnification serves as a compromise between the state and RACs. The official further
indicated that he believed the indemnification issue is blown out of proportion and that some
RACs will continue to respond to RFPs even without indemnification.

The state requires RACs to maintain pollution liability insurance or to submit documentation of
their diligent efforts to obtain this insurance. Documentation, in the form of a letter from the
RAC's insurance broker, is required to be submitted on a quarterly basis. The state has
encountered difficulties because insurance brokers are refusing to submit this information on a
quarterly basis. The state is in the process of hiring a consultant to evaluate the reporting
frequency necessary to address diligent efforts. This consultant will also be evaluating the
availability of pollution liability insurance and its cost effectiveness, as well as whether it would
be appropriate for the state to continue to require the purchase of this insurance and whether it
would be appropriate for the state to reimburse the contractor for the cost of the insurance. This
study will evaluate these alternatives because there is some concern that the state is subjecting
their Water Quality Assurance and Inland Protection Trust Funds to substantial risk.

Florida state officials indicated that at least one state RAC was able to obtain pollution liability
insurance. The RAC apparently obtained coverage of S 1 million in the aggregate. The sta.



officials did not know the amount of the premium, however, the insurance was reported to be
Smically viable. No Florida officials were able to make the correlation between the size
cleanup and the RAC's ability to obtain insurance.

One state official indicated that if indemnification was not offered some RACs would "go
naked," meaning that they woLld work without the protection of insurance or indemnification.
This was based on his conversation with a major engineering firm that participates in all phases
)f response action work. The official did indicate, however, that RACs may look for large
value contracts to offset potential risks and turn down small value contracts.

All response action contracts include standard provisions on insurance and indemnification. The
state requires the contractor to include the FLDER as an additional insured party on RAC
insurance policies. The indemnification provisions outline the requirements specified in Section
376.319 of the Florida Statutes.

The state official indicated that no changes to the state's current indemnification practices are
unticipated as the current practices are working well.

I.
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GEORGIA

The State of Georgia does not offer indemnification nor provide state-employed RACs with
immunity from liability relating to hazardous waste cleanups. Georgia does have a Good
Samaritan Statute, Section 12-8-141 of Article 6 of the Georgia Conservation and Resource
Management Statutes. This code does not provide immunity to persons who have contributed
to the actual or threatened discharge through negligence or misconduct, nor does it provide
immunity to any person who receives or expects to receive compensation for the services
rendered. Thus, the statute would not apply to RACs.

Georgia does not currently have a State Superfund program. Instead. the state relies on EPA-
lead technical assistance teams for emcrgcncy responses and thus does not employ RACs. There
have only been a few isolated cases where emergency removals have been performed using state
funding. Since there is currently no statutory provision for such use of state funds, the state's
major difficulty is inl accessing funds rather than in obtaining qualified contractors.

Georgia officials report that this situation may change in the future. In order to establish a State
Superfund program, the Georgia Hazardous Waste Management Act will need to be revised.
A State Superfund program was proposed as pan of a package in the state legislature in 1991,
but the legislative package was not passed. Indemnification of RACs was one of several issues
addressed by the package. State officials indicated that the legislators' lack of understanding of
the issues involved was one of the reasons the package was rejected. However, state officials
indicated that the governor accepted, as pan of a 1992 legislative package, a proposed law to
establish a State Superfund program, including provisions to limit the liability of persons
engaged in the investigation or cleanup of environmental hazards created by others (proposed
Code Section 12-8-86). Under the proposed code, liability would be limited to S I- million to any
one-person or S3 million to all persons for a single occurrence.
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HAWAII

The State of Hawaii does not offer indemnification to state-employed RACs. The state contact
indicated that in the past there have been attempts to offer indemnification at the county level,
but that the courts did not allow it.

Although the State of Hawaii does not offer indemnification, it appears that immunity may be
offered under Section 128D of the Hawaii Environmental Response Statutes. The state official
contacted stated that the Department of Health and its attorneys do not interpret this statute to
provide immunity to state-employed RACs, but that some RACs have interpreted this provision
to provide immunity. Section 128D-6(e) of the Hawaii Revised Statutes reads "no person shall
be held liable under this chapter or otherwise under the laws of the state or any of the counties...
for costs, damages, or penalties as a result of actions taken or omitted in the course of rendering
care, assistance, or advice in accordance with this chapter..." Unlike similar legislation in other
states, the statute does not contain a prohibition or exclusion for persons receiving compensation.
The state contact stated that although this statute is very broad, it was not the legislative intent
to provide immunity for contractors.

The State of Hawaii does provide immunity for state Department of Health personnel under
, Section 342B-16 of the Air Pollution Statutes. The statute reads "(n)o member, officer, or

( employee of the departmcnt shall be criminally liable or responsible under this chapter for any
acts done..."

The state contact indicated that the majority of the work conducted under the Environmental
Response Statute is for emergency removals. In these cases, RFPs are not issued, there is no
contract and the RACs are simply paid for their services. The state has not had any difficulties
obtaining RACs to conduct this work. The state contact indicated that there has not been a delay
in obtaining contractor services, but the bids have been very expensive. In addition, the state
has not tried to obtain the services of RACs for RI/FS and cleanup activities.

The state official contacted indicated that Hawaii does not require state-employed RACs to obtain
pollution liability insurance. The state official indicated that the same requirements that apply
to RCRA contractors also apply to RACs.

The Hawaii official does not anticipate that the state will offer indemnification in the near future.
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IDAHO

The State of Idaho does not limit the liability of state-employed RACs. The state's Good
Samaritan Statute in Section 78-11-22 of the Idaho Code does not include anyone who receives
compensation for services and, therefore, does not grant immunity to RACs. There are no other
statutes in Idaho law that would limit the liability of RACs.

Idaho does not indemnify RACs working on Superfund sites and state officials indi,"te there is
no intention of offering indemnification in the future. Contractors reportedly have significant
profit factors built into their overhead and are essentially paid for the potential risk incurred.
One official indicated that the state hires qualified professionals who have the ability to do
adequate work and are willing to accept the risk involved eliminating the need for state
indemnification.

According to state officials, lack of indemnification has not reduced Idaho's already small pool
of contractors. The fact that the Federal government indemnifies contractors at Superfund sites
may override potential reductions in the contractor pool. Officials have not seen an increase in
the cost of contractor services or a delay in cleanup due to the lack of indemnification. There
has only been one case in the State of Idaho where a major contractor requested indemnification
from the state. The state did not fulfill the request, yet the contractor still conducted the work.

There is currently only one Supcrfund site in Idaho that is a state-lead site. An RFP was issued
for the site approximately two years ago. The state received 3 responses out of 12 RFPs senti
Most of the Superfund sites in Idaho primarily are led by the responsible parties, others are led1
by the Federal government.

State-employed RACs are required to have SI million in general liability insurance. Most RACs
are able to obtain general liability insurance with a pollution exclusion. This is acceptable to
the state since the liability of the state is limited to S500,000 under its Ton Claims Act. The
exclusion implies that state-employed RACs are operating without pollution liability insurance.
RACs are required to indemnify the state. Indemnification of the state by RACs is not outlined
in Idaho's statutes, but is stipulated in individual contracts with RACs.
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ILLV;OIS

The State established the Response Contractors Indemnification Fund to provide state-employed
RACs with indemnification from liability arising out of cleanup efforts. This fund was created
in 1987 with the promulgation of the RAC Indemnification Act contained in Sections 7201
through 7206, Chapter 111 1/2 of the Illinois Revised Statutes. The state determined that it was
necessary to offer indemnification in order to assure and encourage the participation of RACs
in cleanup efforts until adequate liability insurance becomes available in the state. The state
indicated that prior to the creation of the fund, RACs were frequently reluctant or unable to
participate in state cleanup efforts because of the risk of incurring substantial liability for
damages caused by conditions they did not create but were attempting to correct.

Section 7206 requires the state Director of Insurance to monitor and observe the insurance
market in the state to determine if the occurrence of pollution liability insurance becomes
available to RACs under reasonable terms. In the event that one or more insurers provide this
insurance, under reasonable terms, the director is required to adopt a rule that includes this
determination. This directive suggests that indemnification will not be offered if the state
Director of Insurance makes a final declaration of insurance availability. During a conversation
with the Department's Assistant Deputy Director, Property and Casualty Section, it was learned

~ that insurance is currently available on a claims-made basis, but not on an occurrence basis. He
indicated that an occurrence based policy requires only that an incident occur during the policy
period. Its discovery and corresponding claim can occur outside the period covered by the
policy. While the state official was not familiar with the premiums and deductibles associated
with these claims-made policies, he did indicate that the size of cleanup was not a factor in the
RAC's ability to obtain insurance.

All contractors, their employees, agents, subcontractors and consultants involved in the
performance of services or supplying materials relating to state response contracts receive
indemnification through the Response Contractors Indemnification Fund. However, persons or
entities liable for the creation or maintenance of the condition to be addressed under the contract
are prohibited from entering into that state response action contract. State statutes prohibit the
Illinois EPA from providing indemnification to RACs working on Federally-funded projects.
On such projects, Federal indemnification is sought.

The Response Contractors Indemnification Fund is funded with monies diverted from response
action contracts. Specifically, five percent of the total RAC contract dollars is paid directly into
the fund by the state, instead of to the RAC. When only a portion of a contract deals with
response action, then only that portion is subjected to the five percent diversion. A state
official indicated that the five percent is addressed differently under different contract types.
When a contract is procured through the sealed bid process, the contractor is expected to cost
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the five percent into the total proposed cost. Cost and fixed-fee contracts include the five
percent as a cost, which is not subject to any fees or profits. 0

In the event that a claim is filed, the RAC will be indemnified by the fund unless the state
Attorney General determines that the claim arose from actions outside the scope of the response
action contract or that the actions were intentional, willful or wanton misconduct. The RAC will
be indemnified for all defense costs, including court costs, litigation expenses, and attorneys'
fees, as well as payments of final judgements and final settlements. Section 7204 indicates that
under no event will the amount paid for a single occurrence surpass S2 million, provided this
limitation does not render any portion of the judgement enforceable against the RAC. This
statute does not specify that the RAC will pay a deductible in the event that a claim is filed or
define the period of indemnification coverage. A state official confirmed that there are no set
deductibles or a defined period of coverage identified in the statutes. In the event that a claim
is filed, the courts would be required to interpret the intent of the statutes if the information is
not specified in the response action contract.

A total of 30 response action contractors conducting work for the Illinois Department of Land
Pollution Control have been indemnified by the Response Contractors Indemnification Fund to
date. A state official indicated that several other contractors conducting response action work
for other state departments have also received indemnification under the Response Contractors
Indemnification Fund. The state officials contacted were not aware of any claims filed against
an indemnified RAC to date.

The state Treasurer is the custodian of the fund and is responsible for crediting the fund with
interest. In the event that the fund is insufficient to cover costs associated with a claim approved*
by the Attorney General, the state Comptroller is required to transfer money from the General
Revenue Fund to the Response Contractors Indemnification Fund in accordance with Section
7204. A state official indicated that the state will continue to provide indemnification through
the fund as long as insurance is not available at a reasonable price.

A state official indicated that the state did not observe an increase in qualified RACs bidding on
state contracts after indemnification became available.

All RACs are required to indemnify the state, its employees, and agents, and the EPA, for any
and all damages and injuries resulting from work conducted under a state response action
contract. The RAC is not required to indemnify the state in the event that the damages or
injuries are caused by the negligence of the state, or its agents, or employees.
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O INDIANA

The State of Indiana does not provide indemnification to state-employed RACs nor do they
indemnify any other types of contractors. In addition, Indiana does not require RACs to
indemnify the state. The State of Indiana also does not provide state-employed RACs with
immunity from civil liability nor do they have a Good Samaritan Statute.

State officials believe that their pool of qualified contractors is adequate, despite not offering
indemnification. The state is currently taking the lead on two NPL sites. This is the first RAC
involvement in a Superfund cleanup that is being overseen by the State of Indiana. Two RACs
are currently conducting RI/FSs at the sites. If proper action is taken by the RACs, their
contracts will be extended to the site cleanups. Both RACs requested indemnification, but the
states denied their request.

Indiana requires RACs to obtain pollution liability insurance. Each RAC involvq~d with an NPL
site must have a $I million clause in their liability insurance for a one time accidental
occurrence. For general liability the RACs must carry an additional $2 million in insurance.
Such a policy does not cover any legal costs or personal injury costs that might be incurred.

* This insurance covers both RI/FS work and the actual site cleanup. According to state officials,
( these provisions will become liability standards in the language of future RAC contracts. State

Superfund RACs are not required by law to carry these insurance provisions, but in practice,
the state will only consider contracting with those RACs that do carry pollution liability
insurance.

State officials do not report any shortages in the pool of available contractors. State officials.
receive an average of 10 responses to NPL or state Superfund RFPs. Regarding the prospect
of future shortages in private insurance coverage for RACs employed by the state, one official
said that Indiana is unwilling to compensate for any private insurance shortages with state
indemnification.
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IOWA

The State of Iowa does not provide indemnification to state-employed RACs or any other type
of contractor, nor do state statutes provide immunity from liability in a civil action to RACs.
Section 455B.393 of the state statutes protects state employees and persons providing assistance
at the request of the state from liability in a civil action for damages resulting from a hazardous
condition. Section 455B.399 of the Code of Iowa protects a person providing assistance or
advice in mitigating, attempting to mitigate, preventing, cleaning up, or disposing of a hazardous
condition from liability. However, Section 455B.399 further states that the immunity from
liability does not apply to a person who receives compensation other than reimbursement of out-
of-pocket expenses. According to state officials, both sections of the statutes are Good
Samaritan Statutes and do not apply to RACs. Both sections specify that any person receiving
payment beyond reimbursement for out-of-pocket expenses or with the expectation of such
payment is not immune from liability for civil damages. Consequently, the State of Iowa does
not provide immunity from liability to RACs.

State officials indicated that indemnification is not offered to RACs because it has never been
an issue. Iowa officials indicated that the state does not have any state-lead Superfund sites.
Officials reported that originally there were five sites, however, as of October 1, 1991, the state
has relinquished all five sites. Furthermore, Iowa officials stated that the all work completed
by the state on the original five sites was for oversight only and was conducted in-house.
Consequently, officials reported that the state has never hired any contractors. Because the sta
has never hired any contractors, discussions pertaining to observations in a reduction in the =0
of qualified contractors, difficulty in obtaining the services of qualified RACs, increases in the
cost of contractor services, or delays in the cleanup of contaminated sites due to the state not
offering indemnification are not applicable. Since the state has never hired a RAC, discussions
regarding the state requiring RACs to indemnify the state also are not applicable.

Since state indemnification of RACs has not been an issue, Iowa officials do not anticipate that
the state will change its current indemnification practices in the near future.
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to KANSAS

The State of Kansas does not provide indemnification or immunity from liability for any civil
damages from hazardous waste cleanups to state-employed RACs receiving compensation for
their services in assisting the cleanup. Section 65-3472 of the Public Health Statutes does
provide immunity from liability to any person providing assistance or advice concerning the
cleanup of hazardous materials, however, according to state officials this is strictly a "Good
Samaritan" statute and does not apply to RACs. State officials further commented that the
legislature never intended for Section 65-3472 to be anything more than a "Good Samaritan"
statute. Section 65-3472(b)(2) of the Public Health Statutes specifies that any person receiving
compensation other than reimbursement for out-of-pocket expenses for its services in rendering
assistance or advice is not immune from liability for civil damages. Consequently, the State of
Kansas does not provide immunity from liability to RACs.

Kansas officials reported that the state does not offer RAC indemnification because they do not.
think it is necessary. State officials also reported that state indemnification is not offered
because the PRPs are funding most of the cleanup work and the remainder are EPA-managed
sites. State officials further reported that since PRPs are doing most of the cleanup work, they
don't contract with many RACs. Therefore, they have not observed a reduction in the pool ofU qualified RACs nor have they had difficulty in obtaining the services of qualified RACs. State
officials reported that they have one RAC on call which they use, consequently, the state does
not issue RFPs for Superfund work. To date, no RACs have requested indemnification from
the state. The state does not provide indemnification to RACs or any other type of contractors.

Kansas officials reported that the state does require RACs to indemnify the state, but only on
PRP consent orders. State officials indicated that the state does require a standard clause in its
RAC contracts whereby the RAC indemnifies the state. However, state officials reported that
the state does not include language in its RAC contracts that establishes a liability standard for
RACs.

State officials reported that state-employed RACs have been able to obtain pollution liability
insurance as evidenced by the insurance certificates accompanying RAC contracts. In addition,
Kansas officials stated RACs do not work without some type of general liability insurance.

Without more pressure from RACs, Kansas officials do not anticipate that the state will change
its current indemnification practices in the near future.
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KENTUCKY

The Commonwealth of Kentucky does not provide indemnification nor do state statutes provide
immunity from civil liabilities to state-employed RACs.

Officials indicated that indemnification is not offered to RACs because it has never been an issue
since Kentucky has just initiated work on state-lead Superfund sites. Although Kentucky has
not had state-lead sites for very long, officials reported that they have not observed a reduction
in the pool of qualified contractors, no increase in the cost of contractor services, no delay in
the cleanup of contaminated sites, nor any difficulty in obtaining the services of qualified RACs
as a result of not offering indemnification. Typically, 3 to 4 RACs respond to RFPs.

Kentucky officials reported that RACs have not requested indemnification and Kentucky does
not require RACs to indemnify the commonwealth. Furthermore, officials said that Kentucky
does not include language in its RAC contracts that establishes a liability standard for RACs or
that indemnifies the commonwealth.

Due to Kentucky's relative inexperience regarding state-lead cleanups and the subsequent use of
RACs, officials did not know whether state-employed RACs have been able to obtain pollution
liability insurance. However, officials believe that state-employed RACs do not work without
some kind of insurance.

Kentucky officials do not anticipate that the commonwealth will change its current
indemnification practices in the near future.
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LOUISIANA

The State of Louisiana, has the authority under Section 2206, Chapter 9, Title 30 of the
Louisiana Revised Statutes Annotated to include a "hold harmless" clause in response action
contracts, if a contractual agreement with a contractor cannot be reached without such a clause.
The *hold harmless" clause has been interpreted by the Louisiana Department of Environmental
Quality (LADEQ) as indemnification. It has not been included in any RAC contracts since
Section 2206 became effective in February 1984. Section 2206 indicates that this clause would
obligate the state to hold the RAC harmless for property damages and personal injuries arising
from the performance of the contract unless the injuries and damages resulted from the
contractor's intentional acts or acts of gross negligence. The state official contacted indicated
that this clause would only indemnify the RAC for damages or injuries caused by the state.

One state official contacted indicated that it may someday be necessary to include the hold
harmless clause in RAC contracts in the event the state must address a site posing immediate
threat or danger. However, he doubted that the state would ever agree to include the clause in
contracts dealing with non-emergency situations. The state is involved in a variety of response
action activities ranging from discovery to post-closure care. Response action contracts are
typically developed to address one specific site. Contracts dealing with preliminary actions,

!Ie however, generally involve several sites.

While Section 2206 provides the state with the authority to enter into hold harmless agreements
with RACs, it does not specify a monetary limit on the protection, a period of coverage, or a
source of funding in the event a claim is filed, nor is this information specified in the contractual
agreement. A state official indicated that a limit is not specified because the hold harmless
clause provides protection for a specific activity or its consequences. According to the state
official, the hold harmless clause coverage period is a function of the activity, and is sometimes
indefinite. A second state official confirmed that a specific source of funding has not been
established. In the event that a claim is filed against a protected party, a funding source would
be addressed by the legislature. If a hold harmless agreement is entered into with the prime
contractor, its coverage also would apply to the subcontractors working on the site. The prime
contractor would be required to guarantee the same status to each subcontractor.

The state includes standard language in its response action contracts that indicates that the RAC
holds the state harmless, unless the state is responsible for the release or threatened release.
An example in which the state would be responsible would be if the contractor constructed a
treatment system in accordance with a state design which subsequently fails.

Louisiana requires its RACs to obtain pollution liability insurance when the risk of further
contamination exists at a site. Insurance is not required. of RACs conducting preliminary

* activities or field activities that do not involve digging or borings. The cost of this insurance
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is billed to the state either as a direct cost or as part of the company's overhead costs and
subsequently paid by the state.

A state official indicated that RACs have been able to obtain insurance when required and that
the state therefore does not generally require documentation of a RAC's diligent efforts to obtain
insurance. However, in one instance, a contractor was unable to obtain pollution liability
insurance at the price specified in the contractor's proposal. The state therefore required the
contractor to document that insurance was not available at the originally quoted price before
agreeing to pay for the higher priced insurance. The state official contacted speculated that
small companies working on projects for which the state does not require pollution liability
insurance, likely work without such insurance.

Two Louisiana officials indicated that the state does not anticipate any changes in its current
indemnification practices in the near future.
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MAINE

The State of Maine does not provide indemnification to state-employed RACs or any other type
of contractor, nor do state statutes provide immunity from civil liabilities to RACs. Section
1369 of the Hazardous Substance Sites Statutes provides immunity to employees of the state
from liabilities for the death or injury of persons or damage to property. State officials clarified
that state-employed contractors are not considered employees of the state, therefore, the
immunity provided in Section 1369 does not apply to RACs. Section 1402 of the Mitigating
Hazardous Discharges Statutes provides immunity from civil liabilities or penalties to any person
who provides assistance or advice in mitigating the effects of actual or threatened discharges of
hazardous materials or in the cleanup of any discharges. However, Section 1403 of the statutes
specifies that immunity does not apply to persons who receive compensation other than
reimbursement for out-of-pocket expenses for its services in rendering the assistance or advice.
Consequently, this statute does not provide immunity from civil liabilities to RACs. Although
state statutes do not provide immunity from civil liabilities to RACs, it should be noted that state
officials reported that there are state statutes which provide immunity from liability to
contractors closing municipal sanitary landfills in accordance with approved closure plans and
contractors responding to oil spills.

* Maine officials reported that the state does not offer indemnification because the state has not
seen a need for indemnification. Maine officials further reported that the state has never
perceived indemnification to be a problem. State officials indicated that they haven't had
difficulty in obtaining the services of qualified RACs, nor have they observed a reduction in the
pool of qualified contractors or a delay in the cleanup of contaminated sites as a result of the
state not offering indemnification. In addition, state.officials doubt if there has been an increase
in the cost of contractor services offered, because the state does not offer indemnification.
Maine officials reported that typically 5 to 6 RACs respond to removal or cleanup RFPs.

Although Maine does not provide indemnification to RACs, the state does require RACs to
indemnify the state. The state includes language in RAC contracts that reads "the contractor
agrees to indemnify, defend and save harmless the state, its officers, agents and employees from
any and all claims and losses..." The state, however, does not include language in its RAC
contracts that establishes a liability standard for RACs.

According to Maine officials, the state does not require its state-employed RACs to have and
maintain insurance. Since insurance is not an issue with the state, officials did not know if
RACs have been able to obtain pollution liability insurance or what types of insurance RACs

carry, if any.

Maine officials indicated that unless contractors are unwilling to work without indemnification. from the state, the state does not anticipate any changes in its current indemnification practices
in the near future.
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MARYLAND

The State of Maryland does not provide indemnification to state-employed RACs or any other
type of contractors, nor do state statutes provide immunity from civil liabilities to RACs.
Section 7-229 of the Maryland Environmental Code Annotated provides immunity from civil
liabilities or penalties to persons providing assistance in connection with the release of hazardous
substances or materials. However, the statute further specifies that immunity does not extend
to persons receiving compensation other than reimbursement for out-of-pocket expenses.
Consequently, Maryland Statutes do not provide immunity from civil liabilities or penalties to
RACs.

Maryland officials reported that the state does not offer indemnification because it is not an issue
at the state level. State officials indicated that they haven't had difficulty in obtaining the
services of qualified RACs nor have they observed a reduction in the pool of qualified
contractors, an increase in the cost of contractor services offered, or a delay in the cleanup of
contaminated sites as a result of the state not offering indemnification. Typically, 5 to 6 RACs
respond to State Superfund RFPs, while 20 RACs respond to state Leaking Underground Storage
Tank (LUST) program RFPs. State officials reported that RACs have not requested
indemnification from the state.

Although Maryland does not provide indemnification to RACs, the state does require RACs to
indemnify the state. State officials reported that RAC indemnification of the state is a mandato
requirement. The state includes language in RAC contracts that reads "the contractors shaDO
indemnify the state against liability for any suits, actions, or claims... However, Maryland
officials reported that the state does not include language in its RAC contracts that establishes
a liability standard for RACs.

Maryland requires state-employed RACs to maintain liability insurance. The contractor must
submit a certificate of insurance to the state certifying insurance coverage. Maryland officials
were uncertain whether state-employed RACs have been able to obtain pollution liability
insurance.

Maryland officials indicated that the state does not anticipate any changes in its current
indemnification practices in the near future.
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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts began offering limited indemnification to state-employed
RACs in December of 1987 as authorized by Sections 16 and 17 of Chapter 21E of the
Massachusetts General Laws. Massachusetts began offering indemnification as a result of the
failure of the first Site Assessment and Remediation Support Services (SARSS) procurement
effort. Officials forced to reject each of the three proposals submitted, because they did not
meet the commonwealth's insurance requirements as they all included a pollution exclusion
clause. According to the official contacted, nine contractors responded to the SARSS RFP when
indemnification was offered.

Indemnification is offered only to emergency response contractors and site assessment and
remediation support service contractors because neither contractor is able to obtain pollution
liability insurance and SARSS contractors, to date, have not been able to obtain coverage for
errors and omissions. Additionally, officials believe that without indemnification, there would
be insufficient competition for these contracts. Indemnification is not offered to construction
contractors as there is sufficient competition for these contracts in the commonwealth.
Massachusetts currently has 5 SARSS contractors and 9 emergency response contractors.

*• Indemnification limits and deductibles are specified in the SARSS and emergency response
contractors' proposal and agreement forms. Massachusetts provides SARSS contractors with a
maximum indemnification limit of Si million for a single occurrence and $3 million in the
aggregate for all occurrences. Emergency response contractors are provided with coverage of
$300 thousand for a single occurrence and SI million in the aggregate for all occurrences. The
limits associated with emergency response contracts are reportedly lower because the incidents
being addressed are smaller. A deductible of S50 thousand is applicable only to emergency
response contracts.

The prime contractor may pass indemnification down to its subcontractors with the approval of
the commonwealth. To date, only one prime contractor has requested permission to do this.
According to the official contacted, the amount of coverage referenced above would apply to the
subcontractor. In the event that a claim is filed that exceeds the indemnification coverage limits,
the prime and subcontractor would have to negotiate between themselves the percentage of costs
each would cover.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts does not currently require RACs to obtain pollution

liability insurance or errors and omissions insurance. The Commissioner of Insurance's annual

report (last written in 1987) indicates that generally pollution liability insurance was not readily
available at that time. The report did indicate that errors and omissions insurance was more
readily available. The report also indicates that some insurance firms were providing special

S pollution liability coverage to existing industrial clients. The state currently requires SARSS
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contractors to inform them if they have errors and omissions coverage. Secondly, Massachusetts
is requiring the SARSS contractors to contact their brokerage firms to determine if such
insurance is available at a viable cost to their firm. The SARSS contractors are then required
to make their case" in writing as to why the insurance is not available to their firm. Officials
will then determine if the RAC will be required to obtain the insurance, if it is indeed available.

According to the official contacted construction contractors, typically field service companies,
often work without indemnification and insurance.

While Massachusetts does not offer immunity to its RACs, legislation is currently being
processed to provide non-profit organizations which respond to off coast oil spills with
indemnification. The official indicated that no claims against indemnified RACs have been filed
to date and that aside from possibly requiring errors and omissions insurance, no revisions to
indemnification practices are currently planned.
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,. MNICHIGAN

The State of Michigan does not provide indemnification to state-employed RACs or any other
type of contractors, nor do state statutes provide immunity from civil liabilities to RACs.
Michigan officials reported that the state does not offer RAC indemnification because it is
prohibited in the state constitution. Furthermore, state officials reported that there has been no
sentiment to push for a constitutional amendment.

State officials reported that they have not observed a reduction in the pool of qualified
contractors due to the state not offering indemnification. However, one official indicated that
there has been a reduction in qualified contractors due to Michigan's Environmental Bond
Program. Michigan requires its contractors to obtain a payment and performance bond in the
amount of the contract awarded to guarantee the state that the contractor will do the work,
complete the work and pay the subcontractors. State officials said the cost of bonding can be
very expensive, especially if a contractor has more than one job. .

Michigan officials reported that they have not observed an increase in the cost of contractor
services offered or a delay in the cleanup of contaminated sites due to the state not offering
indemnification. In addition, state officials reported they have not had difficulty in obtaining
the services of qualified RA~s. Michigan officials did specify that RACs have requested
indemnification from the state. State officials indicated that this is an important issue with the
RACs and that the RACs are constantly asking the state for indemnification.

Depending on the phase of Superfund work, Michigan officials reported two different procedures
for contracting work to RACs. Officials responsible for work covering the evaluation phase up
to the final cleanup phase stated that one RFP is released every four years. Last time there were
six legitimate proposals and all six contractors were chosen. Officials reported that they rotate
the services of the six contractors. Officials responsible for the cleanup phase specified that they
bid out each job separately. Depending on the size of the job, anywhere from 3 to 40 RACs
respond to state RFPs. The state official responsible for cleanup also stated that the number of
RACs responding to RFPs is growing.

Although the State of Michigan doesn't offer indemnification to RACs, the state does require
RACs to indemnify the state. The state includes language in its RAC contracts that requires the
RAC to indemnify the state. The contract language states that "the contractor shall indemnify
and hold harmless the State of Michigan and its agents and employees..." However, Michigan
officials reported that the state does not include language in RAC contracts that establishes a
liability standard for RACs.

Michigan requires state-employed RACs to purchase and maintain liability insurance in the
amount of $2 million for each occurrence due to bodily injury, sickness or disease, or death of
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any person other than the contractor's employees, and when applicable an annual aggregate of

S6 million for non-automobile hazards. State contract language specifies that the contractor mus
furnish certificate(s) of insurance before starting work verifying liability coverage and listing th*
State of Michigan, it's departments, agents and employees as additional insureds. State officials

reported that the state use to require contractors to purchase and maintain errors and omissions
insurance. However, this is no longer required because of the apparent unavailability of errors
and omission insurance. Michigan officials indicated that state contract language reads that at
the end of the first year and subsequent years thereafter, based on the availability of the
insurance, the state will review whether errors and omissions insurance will be required. State
officials reported that the large architectural and engineering firms are willing to work the

following phases of Superfund work without errors and omissions insurance: RI/FS; design; and
construction oversight.

Michigan officials indicated that the state does not anticipate any changes in its current
indemnification practices in the near future.
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The State of Minnesota does not provide indemnification to state-employed RACs or any other
type of contractor, nor do state statutes provide immunity from civil liabilities to RACs.

Minnesota officials reported that the state does not offer indemnification for two reasons. First,
it is not allowed under the state constitution, and second, a belief that RACs don't deserve
indemnification from the state. As a result of the state not offering indemnification, Minnesota
officials reported they haven't had difficulty in obtaining the services of qualified RACs, nor
have they observed a reduction in the pool of qualified contractors, an increase in the cost of
contractor services offered, or a delay in the cleanup of contaminated sites.

Currently, the state awards one Superfund contract every four years. Minnesota officials
reported that the state received proposals from 36 RACs in response to the last Superfund RFP.
State officials indicated that 4 contractors were selected from the 36. From this pool of four
contractors, the state tasks out the work site by site. Minnesota officials indicated that
contractors are selected for a specific site based on factors such as the quality of past work, the
contractors work load and the equipment owned. State officials reported that RACs have
requested indemnification from the state.

Although the State of Minnesota does not offer indemnification to RACs, the state does require
RACs to indemnify the state. The state includes language in RAC contracts that requires the
RAC to indemnify the state. The contract language states "'the contractor agrees to indemnify
and save and hold the state, its agents and employees harmless..." Minnesota officials reported,
however, that the state does not include language in RAC contracts that establishes a liability
standard for RACs. Although Minnesota does not establish a liability standard in RAC
contracts, the state does offer RACs the defenses to liability claims provided under state statutes.
The RAC contract language states that if a third party claims injury or damage resulting from
acts or omissions arising out of the performance of the contracted work, the defenses provided
under state statutes are available to the contractor as defenses to liability claims. Sections
115B.04, Subd. 11 and 115B.05, Subd. 9 of the Minnesota Environmental Response and
Liability Act specify that response costs or damages resulting from acts taken or omitted in
preparation for, rendering care, assistance, or advice are a defense to liability. Consequently,
state officials indicated that if the contractor had a third party liability claim filed against them
they would not be defending against negligence, but would argue that they were providing
response costs or rendering care under the contract. In addition, state-employed RAC contract
language states that it is intended, but not warranted by the state, that the contractor be deemed
a *response action contractor" as defined in 119(e) of SARA that the contractor enjoy the
limitations on liability as provided in SARA and that the contractor be considered eligible for
indemnification by the President under SARA.
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Minnesota requires state-employed RACs to maintain general liability insurance with minimum
limits of SI million per occurrence with an annual aggregate of S2 million, exclusive of legal
defense, for bodily injury and property damage liability combined. The contractor must provide
the state with current certificates of insurance certifying insurance coverage. Pollution liability
insurance for state-employed RACs is not an issue with the state, therefore, Minnesota officials
did not know whether RACs have been able to obtain insurance.

Minnesota officials indicated that the state does not anticipate any changes in its current
indemnification practices in the near future. State officials indicated that the attitude the state
has taken towards indemnification is indicative of the small amount of Superfund work the state
has conducted. State officials reported that most of the Superfund work in Minnesota is being
conducted by the responsible parties at $250 million, followed by the Federal government at
approximately S30 million, and then the state at a level of $8 million.

36
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MISSISSIPPI

The State of Mississippi does not provide indemnification to state-employed RACs, however,
state statutes do provide RACs immunity from civil liabilities. Mississippi enacted a statute in
1985 which provides immunity from civil liabilities or penalties to persons acting in good faith
and using reasonable care in rendering assistance or advice in accidents involving the discharge
of hazardous materials. State officials indicated that Section 17-17-57 of the Solid Waste
Disposal Statutes includes response action .ontractors operating in good faith and in the exercise
of reasonable care.

Mississippi officials reported that the state does not offer indemnification to RACs because there
are so few NPL sites and there hasn't been a lot of interest in state indemnification. State
officials reported that Mississippi does not have a State Superfund Program. Cleanup from
uncontrolled sites is funded by the PRPs. Consequently, state officials reported that state-
employed RACs are used for emergency responses only.

State officials have observed no reduction in the pool of qualified contractors, no increase in the
cost of contractor services offered, no delays in the cleanup of contaminated sites and have had
no difficulty in obtaining the services of qualified RACs in support of emergency responses.

*@ Mississippi officials further stated that RACs have not requested indemnification from the state.
State officials reported that a no bid procedure is used for selecting a RAC for responding to a
specific emergency response rather than the state issuing an RFP. State officials indicated that
there is currently a pool of 3 to 4 contractors available for emergency response work. When
there is an emergency response, the state selects the RAC closest to the site. State officials said
emergency responses rarely exceed $10,000.

Although Mississippi does not indemnify RACs, the state does indemnify contractors responding
to oil spills. State officials reported that this legislation was sponsored by the oil industry.

Mississippi does not require RACs to indemnify the state, however, state officials reported that
state-employed RACs must have a certificate of insurance providing coverage for any gross
negligence on the RAC's part. The state requires RACs to have pollution liability insurance
ranging from S2.5 to $5 million; consequently, state-employed RACs do not work without
insurance. State officials reported that the size of the cleanup has not been a factor in the RAC's
ability to obtain pollution liability insurance because state-employed RACs are used for
emergency response only. State officials further reported since RAC services are purchased only
on an emergency basis, they do not have a standing contract with RACs. Therefore, there is
no contractual language establishing a liability standard for RACs or indemnifying the state.

State officials do not anticipate that the state will change its current indemnification practices in. the near future.
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MISSOURI

The State of Missouri does not offer indemnification to state-employed RACs, however, the state
does have the authority to limit a contractor's liability. Section 260.552 of Title 16 of the
Missouri Revised Statutes specifies that no person engaged in the business of waste cleanup of
environmental hazards created by others, shall be liable for any damages arising from the release
or discharge of a pollutant, resulting from such activity, in an amount greater than S1 million
to any one person or $3 million to all persons for a single occurrence. This limitation of
liability does not apply to persons who intentionally, wantonly, or willfully violate Federal or
state regulations respecting the clean up process. Section 260.480 provides immunity for the
state, its officers, employees and agents against any injury caused by dangerous conditions at
any abandoned or uncontrolled site, unless the dangerous conditions were the result of an act or
omission constituting gross negligence on their part.

RAC contract language merely references Section 119 of CERCLA and makes no reference to
the liability limitations contained in Section 260.552 described above. According to a state
official, the monetaL. liability limits specified in the RAC contract (per Section 260.552) are
primarily for insurance purposes only. Conversely, the contract language defining the
limitations on state liability are explicitly stated in response action contracts.

Missouri also includes language in all of its response action contracts which obligates the RAC
to indemnify the state. This language indicates that the RAC assumes the obligation to hol4
harmless and indemnify the State of Missouri, its agencies, employees and assigns from every
expense, liability, or payment arising as a result of the RAC's performance under the contract.
The RAC must also agree to indemnify the state for any act or omissions conducted by any
subcontractor or persons employed under their supervision under the terms of the contract.

The state does not offer indemnification because the state legislature has not perceived the need
and the state has not experienced difficulty in obtaining the services of qualified RACs. The
state official contacted indicated that the state has not observed a reduction in the pool of
qualified RACs, an increase in the cost of contractor services, or a delay in the clean up of
contaminated sites in response to the state not offering indemnification. According to the state
official, the state maintains a list of prequalified contractors. This list contains the names of 30
to 40 contractors and is updated every one to two years. As many as 100 contractors attempt
to be included in the list. The state currently has two ongoing response action contracts dealing
with RI/FS activities.

Missouri requires its RACs to obtain pollution liability insurance in amounts of SIOO thousand
per person and S800 thousand per occurrence. The state official indicated that the state's
currently employed RACs are able to obtain pollution liability insurance. The insurance policies
reportedly have premiums equaling two percent of the contracts' total cost and set fees based on
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(. the contract's perceived risk. The state official indicted that the cost of the policy is directly
related to the size of the cleanup and that the premium costs would be easier to spread out over
a larger contract.

The state official indicated that the state is unlikely to change its indemnification practices in the
near future.
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MONTANA

The State of Montana passed the Comprehensive Clean-Up and Responsibility Act in 1989 that
defines the liability of remedial action contractors with respect to a release or threatened release
of hazardous or deleterious substances. Liability is specifically defined under the statute Waste
and Litter Control [75-10-718]. Under this statute, a RAC is not liable to any person for
injuries, costs, damages, expenses, or other liability that results from the release or threatened
release, including but not limited to claims for indemnification or contribution and claims by
third parties for death, personal injury, illness, loss or damage to property, or economic loss.
Immunity from liability does not apply if:

* the conduct of the RAC is negligent or grossly negligent, or constitutes intentional

misconduct;

• the person is under a warranty under Federal, state, or common law;

* the liability of a RAC as an employer to an employee under any provision of law
(e.g., laws relating to workers' compensation); or

* the party is a potentially responsible party (PRP), under 75-10-715 or CERCLA,
for costs or damages incurred as a result of a release or threatened release of
hazardous or deleterious substance. 0

The above-mentioned statute offers immunity to state-employed RACs for liabilities incurred by
RACs at the clean-up site if their actions are not negligent. If the RAC is negligent, they are
responsible for the liability of their actions. This applies to the state as well. Contractors went
to the state legislature to obtain this immunity statute.

Montana does not have sovereign immunity from the liabilities of their actions at cleanup sites.
The state does have Good Samaritan Statutes, but these do not apply to RACs. Montana does
not indemnify any other contractors such as architectural and engineering firms.

An attorney for the Montana Mini-Superfund Program indicates that the state does not offer
indemnification to RACs. Montana does not have a statutory requirement for indemnification.
The likely reason it is not offered is the cost.

The decision not to indemnify RACs has not caused a reduction in the pool of qualified
contractors. Typically, 6 or 7 contractors regularly respond to state RFPs. Montana officials
have not observed any increases in costs or delays in cleanup that result from the lack of an
indemnification program. RACs have requested indemnification from the state, but have been
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* refused. This includes refusal to pay the premiums for pollution liability and error and
omissions insurance for contractors.

Montana does not require RACs to indemnify the state. RACs are liable for their own
negligence as is the state.

Since RACs receive no indemnification, the state has required RACs to obtain pollution liability
insurance. Because RACs have had problems obtaining insurance, the state allows RACs to
work without insura.oce if the RAC can document that they cannot obtain insurance. State
officials indicated that contractors are uncomfortable working without insurance and
indemnification.

0

0
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Under Chapter 81-1568 of the Nebraska Environmental Protection Code, volunteers providing
assistance or advise are protected from liability (a Good Samaritan Law). The following
exceptions apply to liability protection:

"* the volunteer performed an act or omission which caused in whole or in part
actual or threatened discharge; and

"* persons who receive compensation other than reimbursement for out-of-pocket
expenses for their services in rendering such assistance or advice, such as
remedial action contractors.

A program specialist for the Nebraska Hazardous Waste Section, Superfund Unit, and legal
counsel from the Attorney's General office, validated that the state does not indemnify state-
employed RACs. Nebraska does not have a State Superfund Law. It also has never hired a
RAC. All RACs in the state have been hired by EPA or private industry. To their knowledge,
Nebraska does not indemnify other contractors such as architectural and engineering firms.

Nebraska has been involved with six pre-remedial contracts with EPA in which the contractor
was required to provide certification of insurance for coverage of liability. RACs cannot work
in the state without liability insurance. Nebraska officials are unaware of any problems that
RACs have obtaining private liability insurance. Additionally, the Nebraska officials are not
familiar with the limits, exclusions, and costs of the policies obtained by state-employed RACs.
Under the pre-remedial contracts, no liability is placed upon the state and the EPA does not
provide indemnification. Liability can only be placed on the state under the state Tort Act (non-
contractual liability) if it is deemed applicable. Indemnification of the state by RACs has to be
negotiated on a case-by-case basis.

State pre-remedial contracts do establish a liability standard for reasonable conduct,
professionalism, etc. These contracts have performance standards which deal with the
performance of work and services. According to the attorney contacted, liability standards
regarding professional conduct, etc. are inherently set in the contract through the RFP process.

Since the state has no State Superfund Law, it has no statutory authority to indemnify RACs.
At present, the state has no plans to pursue indemnification. There have been some discussions
with RACs requesting indemnification, but no overtures have been made to the legislature.
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NEVADA

In Chapter 41.03 of the Nevada Revised Statutes, the state waives its sovereign immunity and
establishes an indemnification program. Under this statute, the state consents to have its liability
determined in accordance with the same rules that apply to civil actions against persons and
corporations. No action may be brought under this statute or against an immune contractor
which is based upon the state or immune contractor, exercising due care, the execution of a
statute or regulation that has not been declared invalid by a court or the exercise, performance,
or the failure to exercise or perform a discretionary function or duty on the part of the state or
any of its divisions, workers, etc, (including immune contractors) whether or not the discretion
involved is abused.

The Nevada statute limits the award for damages in an action sounding in tort brought under the
waiving of sovereign immunity or against an immune contractor arising out of an act or omission
in the scope of public duties or employment. The award may not exceed the sum of $50,000
and may not include any amount as exemplary or punitive damages. The statute of limitations
to file a claim arising out of a tort is two years.

The Nevada statute also allows the state to set up an insurance program. This program may
* insure Nevada against any liability arising from its waiving of sovereign immunity, immune

contractors against tort liability resulting from an act or omission in the scope of their
employment and against the expense of defending a claim against itself or an immune contractor
whether or not liability exists on such a claim.

In Sections 624.245 through 624.280 of the Nevada Revised Statutes, the state requires a surety
bond or a cash deposit from the contractor before issuing a contractor's license. But, under the
definition of a contractor in Section 624.020, a surety bond is only required of builders, which
does not include environmental contractors. This interpretation was brought forth by a
representative in the Nevada Attorney's General Office. If there is an instance that the
environmental contractor is building some type of structure, then a surety bond is required of
the contractor.

The amount of each surety bond or cash deposit is fixed by the board based on the contractor's
financial and professional responsibility and the magnitude of its operations. The amount may
vary between $1,000 and $50,000. Each bond or deposit must be in favor of the state for the
benefit of:

0 the owner of the property which has been damaged by failure of the contractor
to perform the contract or to remove liens filed against the property;
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"* an employee of the contractor who performed labor on or about the site of the
construction covered by the contract;

"* a supplier or materialman who furnished materials or equipment for the
construction covered by the contract; or

* a person who is injured by any unlawful act or omission of the contractor in the
performance of a contract.

Nevada offers limited indemnification to state-employed RACs. The branch supervisor for the
Bureau of Waste Management in the Nevada Division of Environmental Protection stated that
the state does not indemnify RACs. But, a state attorney indicated that the state will indemnify
most negligence up to S50,000 on a contract-by-contract basis (for small-scale projects).
Indemnification is negotiated on a case-by-case basis.

Indemnification is offered under Chapter 41 of the Nevada Revised Statutes which has been in
existence since 1965. It is not automatically offered to contractors. A contractor must request
indemnification specifically. The state will offer indemnification to contractors that are under
state direction. If a contractor works independently (without state direction), indemnification
usually is not offered. The state does not indemnify subcontractors to the RACs. Also, Nevada
has placed no legal limit on liability for RACs.

The state operates under the practice that indemnification ends when the contract ends. But,
depending on the claim, statute of limitations in Nevada can vary from 2 to 6 years. No claims
have been filed against an indemnified RAC to date.

Possible reasons given for not offering indemnification on every project are that the state has no
Superfund program and currently it has only one Superfund site which is only in the RI/FS
stage. EPA hired and indemnifies the RAC at this Superfund site. Also, the state leads only
small-scale cleanups because of a limited amount of money. Nevada is self insured (provides
its own insurance without the aid of a private insurance company).

The state has not had any problems in obtaining qualified contractors. Contracts are awarded
through a competitive process which limits individual increases in contractor services. The only
delays in the cleanup of contaminated sites have occurred because of contract negotiations
determining the level of indemnification to be provided. RACs have not requested
indemnification from the state in the past 15 months.

The State of Nevada requires state-employed RACs to indemnify the state and is negotiated on
a contract-specific basis.

Nevada does not set pollution liability insurance requirements or require documentation of
diligent efforts in obtaining insurance in agreeing to a contract with a RAC.
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.0 The branch supervisor does not anticipate any changes in the state's current indemnification
(" practices in the near future. These issues may be considered if the public (or RACs) request

such practices. Legislative action would most likely be needed to indemnify RACs.

3
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Under Chapter 404-E of the New Hampshire Environmental Statutes, New Hampshire has
established an environmental risk insurance pool funded through premiums paid by businesses
and communities that request membership in the pool. The pool protects member businesses and
communities from unpredictable and excessive costs by providing economic assistance for costs
associated with the study and remedy of on-site hazardous waste pollution and to protect the
public from the threat of pollution spreading beyond the borders of the members' property.
Membership is limited to businesses and communities making good faith efforts to comply with
all state and Federal environmental laws, rules and regulations excluding nuclear related
activities. The board sets limits on the dollar amount of coverage and the types of events
excluded from coverage. This statute does not apply to RACs.

UJnder Chapters 505:12 and 508 12-a of the New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated, New
Hampshire provides a Good Samaritan Law for emergency care. This law, limiting liability,
does not apply if direct compensation for the care is given. Therefore, RACs are not covered
under this law.

New Hampshire does not indemnify state-employed RACs. EPA contracts indemnify RACs at
Federal clean-up sites in the state. Most of these contracts have been RI/FS studies. The state
contracting process does not indemnify RACs.

New Hampshire has not observed a reduction in the pool of qualified contractors due to the la@
of indemnification practices by the state. RACs have not requested indemnification from the
state. The New Hampshire official did not know if the cost of contractor services has increased,
but added that contracts are awarded based on the lowest bid. The lack of indemnification has
not caused delays in the cleanup of contaminated sites. Past delays have been caused by the lack
of available funds and the hesitancy to develop a removal program. The state has not had
difficulty obtaining the services of qualified RACs.

The state has hired RACs for various types of hazardous waste cleanups (approximately 20 to
30 sites). This figure does not include activities such as hydrogeologic investigations which
number an additional 30 sites/contracts.

New Hampshire standard state contracts do not allow indemnification of other types of
contractors. The state requires RACs to indemnify the state through private liability insurance.
Contractors are required to have performance bonds up to the contract price schedule.

RACs in New Hampshire have been able to obtain private liability insurance. RACs are
required to have general comprehensive liability insurance niz less than K250,000 per claim and
up to Sd. million per incident. Coverage must not be less than 80% of the value of the property.
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*O The state also has a special provision default bond. This involves withholding a percentage of
payment for services until the state is satisfied with the completion of the project and the
contractor obtains a performance bond. New Hampshire has come close to implementing the
provisional default bond, but to date, has not needed to do so. State-employed RACs are not
allowed to work without indemnification or insurance.

New Hampshire provides limited immunity to developers of contaminated properties. The
limited immunity is referred to as "hold harmless'. Under this hold harmless policy, the state
and the developer sign a binding Letter-of-Agreement stipulating that the state will not pursue
the developer for claims on any pre-existing conditions. In exchange, the developer agrees to
cleanup the site. This agreement does not restrict third parties or the EPA from pursuing the
developer for liability claims. This program may be unique among the states.

State contracts require the RAC to indemnify the state. The wording in Item 13 of the standard
state contract reads the state is held harmless and that sovereign immunity applies to the state.
RACs, however, have included language in their contracts (Federal sites) that the state is liable
up to the fee of the contract. State attorneys, however, consider this a scare tactic and believe
it would not hold up in court.
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NEW JERSEY

The New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) first began offering
indemnification to state-employed RACs in 1986 as authorized by Chapter 58:10-23.1 If of the
New Jersey Statutes Annotated. The NJDEP used this authority to offer limited indemnification
until January of 1990 when its authority expired. On January 9, 1992, the governor of New
Jersey signed Senate Bill 2844 (the Hazardous Substance Response Action Contractors
Indemnification Act) into law reinstating the state's authority to indemnify state-employed RACs.

The NJDEP first offered indemnification as a result of two incidents in 1984/1985 in which no
contractors could obtain pollution liability insurance. Under the state's original indemnification
program, indemnification was offered on a case-by-case basis when qualified RACs were unable
to obtain insurance. The state employed indemnification as a competitive factor when soliciting
bids from RACs. When evaluating RAC proposals, the state gave preferential treatment to those
RACs that were able to obtain pollution liability insurance. Those RACs that could not obtain
pollution liability insurance and thus requested indemnification were penalized in the bidding
process.

Chapter 58: 10-23. 11 f of the New Jersey Statutes Annotated provided the state with the authority
to indemnify state-employed RACs but did not establish specific limits, deductibles or period
of coverage. These specifics were identified in the RAC contracts. According to the stal
official, the coverage levels and periods varied from contract to contract and the state attempted
to keep them as small as possible. The official indicated that the coverage level was a function
of the contract's dollar amount and that SIO million was a common maximum limit.
Additionally, the period of indemnification typically lasted a maximum of ten years, however,
sometimes the indemnification was limited to a five year period. According to the state official,
an indemnified prime contractor's subcontractors were indemnified on a case-by-case basis. In
the event that the subcontractor was indemnified, the prime's coverage would thus be shared
with the subcontractor.

New Jersey's current indemnification law (Public Law 1991, Chapter 373) is substantially
different from the state's original indemnification law. Under the current law, preferential
treatment in the bid/proposal process may only be given to contractors who provide occurrence-
based insurance coverage in lieu of indemnification. The new program also subjects the RAC,
in the event of a claim or judgement covered by indemnification, to a deductible and a co-
payment. The deductible equals 30 percent of the contract amount, not to exceed S 1.5 million
on a per occurrence basis. The co-payment equals 10 percent of the amount of the total claim,
in excess of the deductible, not to exceed the indemnification limit specified within the RAC's
indemnification agreement. The current law allows the NJDEP to lower these deductibles and
co-payments on a contract-by-contract basis based on the availability of pollution liability
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* insurance, the number and quality of bidders, or on other factors that it deems relevant. The
NJ'DEP has the authority to offer indemnification and legal defense for claims of up to $25
million for a single occurrence and up to $50 million per contract as it deems necessary to solicit
qualified RACs depending on the nature, risk, and size of the job.

New Jersey's current indemnification law is unique in that it guarantees that surety liability does
no= extend to claims for damages based upon alleged negligence that result in personal injury,
wrongful death, or property damages, and that a surety bond can no= be construed as liability
insurance. The current indemnification law specifically states that it will not have an affect on
any indemnification agreements made between the NJDEP and state-employed RACs under the
state's original indemnification program.

New Jersey requires state-employed RACs to obtain pollution liability insurance or submit
documentation of their diligent efforts to obtain such insurance. According to the state official,
the state has the same diligent effort documentation requirements as the EPA, in that New Jersey
requires its RACs to submit information or a letter from its broker indicating which insurance
carriers were contacted, types of insurance requested, associated premiums, deductibles, limits,
exclusion and subsequent approvals or denials.

Some RACs currently are able to obtain claims-made insurance at levels up to $5 million. The
state official was unable to specify the exact cost of these policies but indicated that costs are

* based on the rate of revenue generated. The state official was not sure if the size of a cleanup
was a factor in the RAC's ability to obtain insurance, however, he did indicate that in the past
some RACs were unwilling to work at NPL sites. The state official indicated that some RACs
ago bare" in that they work without the protection of indemnification or pollution liability
insurance. These RACs are typically small companies working on small projects.

New Jersey's current indemnification law requires the NJDEP to submit a report addressing
insurance availability and coverage within 24 months of the law's enactment (i.e, January 1994).
This report will assess the current availability and affordability of pollution liability insurance
for state-employed RACs and several aspects of the state's new indemnification program. This
report will identify the state's cost of administering the program; the contractors indemnified by
the state and the amount of indemnification provided; site specific bids and awards for each
contract for which indemnification is provided; the impact of the program on the quality and cost
of response action contracts; the number and nature of claims filed against an indemnified RAC;
the number and nature of any claims brought against RACs for which private insurance carriers
were responsible; and a technical evaluation of contractor practices that resulted in the claims
and recommendations for correcting the identified deficiencies.

Officials indicated that the state did not observe a reduction in the pool of qualified contractors,
an increase in the cost of contractor services, or a delay in the cleanup of contaminated sites
during the one-year period (January 1990, through December 1991) when the state did not offer

* indemnification to state-employed RACs. The state official indicated that companies were more
willing to take risks as a result of the downturn in the economy.
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New Jersey includes language in its RAC contracts which provides for the RAC's
indemnification of the state. The RAC is required to indemnify the state for everything for a-
which the state does not indemnify the RAC, including non-pollution liability.

S
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NEW MEXICO

Under New Mexico's Article 4B on Emergency Management (74-4B-8 through 12), no
provisions relieve hazardous material owners, shippers, or carriers of their responsibilities and
liabilities in the event of an accident. Such persons shall assist the state as requested in
responding to an accident and are responsible for restoring the scene of the accident to the
satisfaction of the state.

Under Section 41-4 of the New Mexico Tort Claims Act, New Mexico waives its right to
sovereign immunity. New Mexico public employees (including state-employed RACs) are not
covered under state sovereign immunity.

New Mexico has a Good Samaritan Law. Under this law, persons providing assistance or advice
are protected from liability. The following exceptions apply to liability protection:

0 persons who performed act or omission which caused in whole or in part actual
or threatened release of hazardous materials; and

0 persons who receive compensation other than reimbursement for out-of-pocket
expenses for his services in rendering assistance or advice (e.g., RACs).

The Good Samaritan Law does not limit or otherwise affect the liability of any person for
damages resulting from gross negligence or reckless, wanton or intentional misconduct. It does
do not apply to state-employed RACs.

New Mexico does not indemnify RACs (or any other types of contractors) as a general rule.
As a policy, the state does not indemnify environmental work. This practice has not caused a
reduction in the pool of qualified contractors. The state Superfund representative noted that in
general, there has been an increase in the number of contractors responding to state solicitations.

New Mexico is currently implementing its first state-lead contract of a Superfund site involving
an RI/FS. The state has hired contractors for emergency response actions and has performed
more than 12 emergency responses. Several of the emergency responses have been performed
under a single contract.

The state received 20 to 30 RAC responses to its last two RFPs involving investigation and
remediation. A state attorney said it is state policy not to sanction actions (through
indemnification) that generate liabilities because of poor contractor performance. No delays in

* the cleanup of contaminated sites have resulted from this policy. The state Superfund
representative has not heard of RACs requesting indemnification from the state.
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The New Mexico Groundwater Protection and Remediation Bureau, at times, requires RACs to
indemnify the state. This issue is negotiated on a contract-by-contract basis. The state official
contacted believes that New Mexico requires its RACs to obtain pollution liability insurance.
RACs have had no problems in obtaining private pollution liability insurance to the knowledge
of the state representative.

An individual with the New Mexico Institute of Public Law, who conducted a study on insurance
issues, indicated that one insurance company (The Reliance Group) has set a SS million limit on
pollution liability coverage. The individual indicated, however, that RACs may be able to obtain
more coverage, if they are willing to pay a higher premium and deductible. The cost of the
policies begin at $25 thousand and increase depending on the coverage.

State contracts establish a liability standard for RACs. Contracts provide standard limits on
insurance that range from S100,000 to S750,000 depending on the type or number of claims.
These limits are legislated under the New Mexico Tort Claims Act. Contract language also
includes indemnification of the state, if required. *

No changes in the state's indemnification practices are anticipated in the near future.

0
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O NEW YORK

......... . ... . .." ........

New York does not indemnify state-employed RACs. Indemnification is prohibited by the New
York State Constitution. Its Gift and Loan Provision (Article 7, Section 8) does not allow the
state to give or loan money in aid to any private corporation, or association, or private
undertaking. Also, credit cannot be given to any individual, public or private corporation or
association, or private undertaking.

Under Chapter 27-0916 of the New York Environmental Conservation Law on Department
Authority for Cleanups, New York limits the liability for cleanup or restoration contractors
under contract with the department or under order by the department or court for any injury to
person or property from such services. Liability is limited to acts of omissions which result
from negligence, gross negligence, or reckless, wanton or intentional misconduct.

If a favorable claim is made against the contractor, the liability of the contractor is limited to
50 percent or less of the total liability assigned to all contractors liable provided the liability is
not based on gross negligence. Assuming no reckless disregard or intentional misconduct, the
liability of the contractor to the claimant for loss relating to injury to property and for non-
economic (e.g., pain and suffering, mental anguish, loss of consortium, etc.) losses relating to

* an injury to a person shall not exceed the equitable share of the contractor's total liability.

This statute does not limit or effect the liability of the contractor for breach of any express
warranty or an express or implied warranty under the uniform commercial code, or to an
employee of a contractor to the workers' compensation law. It also does not relieve the liability
of any person who processed, disposed of or dealt in hazardous wastes unlawfully.

According to the statute, the state is immune from liability and action for any act or omission
done in exercise of the department's authority, provided that it does not limit any liability for
unlawful, willful or malicious acts or omissions on the pan of the state, state agencies, etc.

Under 27-1321 of the New York Environmental Conservation Law, state-employed RACs are
not protected from liability for their deeds because they receive compensation other than
reimbursement for out-of-pocket expenses for services in rendering assistance or service. Also,
a RAC is liable for its acts or omissions at cleanup and restorative sites, if there is negligence,
gross negligence or reckless, wanton or intentional misconduct.

New York officials have not experienced a reduction in the pool of qualified contractors. A
judgement could not be made by New York officials on any increases in contractor costs
resulting from the lack of indemnification. There have been delays in the cleanup of
contaminated sites when the liability clause in the RAC contract is not acceptable to the state.
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New York contracts establish a liability standard for RACs that is based on Article 13, Sections
27-1321, 27-13-13, and 27-0916 of the New York Environmental Conservation Law. The •
contract language, however, does not indemnify state-employed RACs.

In an informal manner, RACs have requested indemnification from the state by including
indemnification clauses in the contract bids they submit. New York receives approximately 8
responses to RFPs from RACs even though indemnification is not offered. New York does not
have Good Samaritan Statutes or any other types of immunity statutes that limit the liability of
RACs.

New York requires RACs to indemnify the state. This is a standard requirement in all of their
RAC contracts.

The state also requires contractors to obtain private liability insurance. State-employed RACs
have had problems obtaining private pollution liability insurance in the past. Lately, however,
RACs have had no problems obtaining insurance. RACs are allowed to work without liability
insurance if they prove that they cannot obtain insurance. For those RACs that can obtain
liability insurance, the state will pay the premiums as a bid item in the contract. The state
officials contacted indicated that they were not familiar with the limits, exclusions and cost of
the policies obtained by the state-employed RACs.

The New York representative anticipates no changes in state indemnification practices in the near
future.
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NORTH CAROLINA

The State of North Carolina provides neither immunity nor indemnification from liability to
state-employed RACs for any civil damages resulting from hazardous waste cleanups. There
has not been a perceived need to grant RACs indemnity, because most hazardous waste cleanups
have been resolved privately between the responsible parties and their RACs. In the past year,
only one RAC has been employed by the state. In this recent case, the RAC performed an
emergency response action cleanup of a State Superfund site. To date, there has been no
Federal Superfund site cleanup where the State of North Carolina has taken the lead. The RAC
must guarantee indemnity to North Carolina. The state also limits its own liability in hazardous
waste cases at $100,000.

In addition to not providing immunity or indemnification to RACs, the state government has a
constrained budget with v hich to employ RACs. State oversight of hazardous waste cleanup is
provided by the Superfund Section of the Department of Environment, Health, and Natural
Resources. The State of North Carolina operates on an annual balanced budget. As a result,
the Superfund Section cannot compensate RACs in a way that overextends a given yearly budget.

According to state officials, North Carolina's RAC policies are not fully written because there
* has been little need to define and enforce them. Most of the waste cleanup in North Carolina

,~ has not been associated with Superfund sites but instead with RCRA emergency response sites.
As a result, the specificity of RAC contracts for Superfund sites is not as clearly defined as other
cleanup contracts.

In the most recent instance where the state hired a RAC to clean a Superfund site, the contractor
had adequate pollution liability insurance. North Carolina has no insurance requirement for its
RACs, because it is confident that future RAC applicants will have adequate liability coverage.
For example, the RAC that was employed last year for the State Superfund cleanup provided the
state evidence of private insurability that satisfied any state concern about the limits, exclusions,
or costs of the RAC's pollution liability insurance.

State of North Carolina officials indicated that they have not observed a reduction in the pool
of qualified RACs, nor have they had any difficulty in obtaining the services of RACs. They
could not respond as to whether or not the lack of indemnification has resulted in an increase
in RAC costs, given that the state has had minimal prior experience in hiring RACs.

The state handles the language of each contract, such as clauses regarding liability standards,
on a case-by-case basis. It has not yet developed a codified requirement for liability standards
that it incorporates into each RAC contract. In practice, however, North Carolina officials do
include language in each contract about liability standards. Without greater need to do business

* with RACs, North Carolina officials do not anticipate that the state will change its current
indemnification practices in the near future.
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NORTH DAKOTA

......... 0...

North Dakota has no provisions for granting civil immunity to state-employed RACs. Section
32-03-41 of the North Dakota Century Code regarding judicial remedies states that persons who
"assist or advise in mitigating or attempting to mitigate the effects of an actual or threatened
discharge, leakage, seepage, or other release of materials or substances designated or defined
as hazardous by any state or Federal law or the rules and regulations of any state or Federal
entity, or in preventing, cleaning up, or disposing'of, or in attempting to prevent, cleanup, or
dispose of any such discharge, leakage, seepage, or other release is not subject to any civil
liability or penalty." However, this immunity does not apply to any person, such as a RAC,
who receives compensation other than reimbursement for out-of-pocket expenses for such
services. The state itself still has sovereign immunity, according to a North Dakota official.

No historical precedent for whether or not state-employed RACs would be indemnified exists,
because the state has never hired RACs. However, the state has a policy against indemnification
unless the dollars can be identified. A state official indicated that there is no statutory authority
for indemnification, but contracts must go through an attorney general contract review, and it
would have to be demonstrated that the dollars for indemnification are available in an agency's
budget before approval of indemnification could be granted.

North Dakota, according to a state official, has never hired a RAC for any preliminary activitiel
such as RI/FSs, any cleanup work or any emergency response actions. The state does have
Superfund program, however, it is not quite a year old. No monies have yet been expended
from the fund.

In the past, the state has always been able to identify the responsible party(ies) and the
responsible party has always contracted for the necessary work. A number of factors may make
it easier to identify the PRPs in North Dakota since the state reportedly generates little hazardous
waste. In fact, the state has only two Superfund sites, both are in the process of being cleaned
up by the responsible parties. Under the state's new Superfund program, the state has the
authority to contract for emergency response actions when a violation of the law triggers an
emergency and when PRPs cannot be identified using monies from the new Superfund.
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According to an Ohio official, the eleventh amendment to the U.S. Constitution provides the
State of Ohio and its contractors with immunity from liability.

The eleventh amendment prevents a citizen from sueing a state in Federal court and requires that
such suits be filed in state courts. The official, however, points outs that in United States v.
UnionGsQ, the Third U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals on remand from the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled against the issue of state sovereign immunity and held that the eleventh amendment
does not bar a suit against the state and that SARA makes clear the abrogation of eleventh
amendment immunity. So while Ohio law combined with the eleventh amendment can be
interpreted to provide immunity to state-employed contractors, there is precedence to indicate
that such immunity will not be upheld in court.

Contractors are not granted immunity under the state's Good Samaritan Law because such law
only applies to those rendering services without anticipation of renumeration (Section
2305.23.2(b)(2)).

* An Ohio official reports that the state does not offer state-employed contractors indemnification
because of constitutional constraints and requirements. It is also noted that contractors in the
State of Ohio are not referred to as RACs. The official indicated that the state does not submit
RFPs for bids, rather, on a biennial basis, the legislature approves a specified budget for a
hazardous waste cleanup fund. Contracts are then awarded to qualified contractors for a two-
year period at a specified dollar level for the purpose of performing cleanup tasks in assigned
areas across the state. The level-of-effort for each task is established by the state and is
deducted from the contractor's original contracted budget. For example, the state selects a
qualified contractor to cover the northwest portion of the state for hazardous waste cleanups.
The contractor is awarded a two-year $500,000 contract with the agreement that any hazardous
waste cleanups in that part of the state will be awarded at a level-of-effort established by the
state. That level-of-effort is then deducted from the original S500,000. If the contractor
depletes the designated funds before the end of the contract period, then the tasks are performed
by another contractor. However, the state official said that this has never occurred. Any
monies unused at the end of the contract period stay in the fund. The state's program is unique
in three ways: (1) the contractor is awarded a contract with a given budget and timeframe, (2)
the contractor is given a task(s) to perform in a specified region of the state at a specified level-
of-effort, and (3) the contractor performs the task(s).

The official stated that they have not seen a reduction in the pool of qualified contractors for the
reason of not offering contractor indemnification. On several occasions, contractors have
requested indemnification from the state, however, they have been told it is not possible because
of the constitutional constraints.
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According to the state official, contractors must carry general liability insurance worth SI
million per occurrence or S2 million annual in aggregate. Pollution liability insurance is not*

requirement. W

A state official reports that the state includes language in its contracts that indemnifies the state.

Despite this requirement, the state has not had difficulty obtaining the services of qualified

contractors. The state official does not anticipate that the state will change its current

indemnification practices.
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( OKLAHOMA

............ . .. . M:

The State of Oklahoma does not provide immunity from liability for any civil'damages from
hazardous waste cleanups to a contractor receiving compensation for its services in assisting the
cleanup. Section 5.7 of the state's statutes addressing torts does provide immunity from civil
liability to any person who, in good faith and without prior compensation, provides emergency
care, assistance, or advice at the scene of an accident or existing or impending disaster involving
the use, handling, transportation, transmission or storage of hazardous materials. That provision
does not apply, however, to persons who are engaged professionally or commercially in
providing such services. Therefore, Oklahoma does not provide immunity from liability to state-
employed RACs.

An Oklahoma official indicated that the state does not currently indemnify state-employed RACs,
nor have any legislative bills been introduced for the next session which would do so. The state
also does not indemnify any other types of contractors. When an RFP is issued for a Federal
Superfund site, as many as 17 to 85 contractors respond. For non-NPL sites, the state conducts
preliminary assessments "in-house' and does not hire a contractor. For remedial designs or
remedial actions at the non-NPL sites, the state does issue RFPs. Generally, 7 to 10 RACs
respond.

O Since the state has never offered indemnification, it's unknown whether the pool of qualified
contractors is reduced because of the lack of indemnification, but no delay in the cleanup of
contaminated sites has been observed. For emergency actions, the state selected one contractor
on bid and this contractor works on an on-call basis. The state has no Superfund program and
funds cleanup actions at non-NPL sites through the state's hazadous waste fee system, when
responsible parties are not identified. There has been an inc. .ase in the cost of contractor
services over time, but the state official did not know if that increase was related to
indemnification or not. The state bid system has resulted in a recurring problem in obtaining
qualified RACs because of the requirement to take the contractor with the lowest bid. This
problem is not specific to any particular phase of work requiring service. RACs have not
requested indemnification from the state, according to an Oklahoma officivi.

Oklahoma does not require state-employed RACs to indemnify the state, but whether or not a
liability standard for RACs exists depends on the agency in the state floating the contract.

Any contracts associated with the State's Superfund program require RACs that cleanup
Superfund sites to carry minimal amounts of liability insurance, which includes pollution liability
insurance. For any sizable cleanup, the amount that must be carried is $1 million. Based on
letters and conversations between RACs and state officials, RACs have had no problem obtaining
$I million of liability insurance, but recently one RAC had a problem obtaining $5 million in

* insurance coverage for a site involving solid waste.
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OREGON

The State of Oregon is authorized under Section 465.340 of the Oregon Hazardous Waste and
Hazardous Materials Law to provide indemnification to removal and remedial action contractors.
This indemnification, however, is limited by Article XI, Section 7, of the Oregon Constitution
and the Oregon Tort Claims Act, ORS 30.260 to 30.300, which prohibits the Oregon
Department of Environmental Quality (ORDEQ) from indemnifying state-employed RACs unless
the ORDEQ has set aside money in the Hazardous Substance Remedial Action Fund to cover
the claims which could result from the indemnification. The state's constitution requires the
state to operate on a balanced budget. According to an attorney at the Oregon Department of
Justice (ORDOJ), the Oregon Constitution and Oregon Tort Claims Act limit the amount of
indemnification offered by the state to S50 thousand singularly or S300 thousand in the
aggregate. According to a state official, Section 465.340 was promulgated because the State of
Oregon based its legislation on the EPA's CERCLA legislation.

The language included in response action contracts indicates that the ORDEQ shall indemnify,
defend, and hold harmless the contractor, its officers, agents and employees from any claims of
liability arising out of its negligent performance under this agreement to the extent permitted by
the Oregon Constitution and the Oregon Ton Claims Act. Several of the state officials contacted
indicated that no indemnification is actually offered by the inclusion of this language in response
action contracts, due to the constraints of the state constitution and Tort Claims Act. However,
the attorney at the ORDO] indicated that this contractual clause does provide RACs with limited
indemnification. The contractual language indicates that indemnification lasts beyond the
duration of the contract, but the exact duration is not specified.

Several officials at the ORDEQ indicated that the department currently lacks adequate funding
to indemnify contractors or fund the response action work. These officials indicate that
indemnification would only be offered in a critical situation where immediate action must be
taken and no qualified RACs will perform the work without indemnification. In such an event,
the state would need to stop work in other areas and reappropriate the funds previously dedicated
to the work that was ceased in order to fund the cost of indemnification.

All response action contracts include language in which the contractor is obligated to indemnify
the State of Oregon, the ORDEQ, its officers, agents and employees from any claim of liability
arising out of the RAC's performance under the contract. The contracts additionally require the
RACs to include the state, ORDEQ and its officers, employees and agents as additional insureds
with respect to activities performed under the contract.

In July of 1989, the ORDEQ contracted with three RACs for remedial activities. To date, work
under these contracts has involved only preremedial activities. As this work becomes available,
it will be rotated among the three RACs. These remedial activity contracts begin to expire in
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. May of 1992. The state is therefore preparing to renegotiate its remedial activity contracts as
well as emergency response contracts. According to a state contracts official, the state will not
likely offer indemnification to the RACs secured under the new contracts. The state official also
indicated that the state will likely require those RACs conducting removal and emergency
response activities to acquire pollution liability insurance.

Section 465.340 indicates that an indemnification agreement may be provided only if the
Director of the ORDEQ determines that the liability covered by the indemnification agreement
exceeds or is not covered by pollution liability insurance available at a fair and reasonable price
to the contractor at the time the contractor enters into the contract to provide removal or
remedial action, and adequate insurance to cover such liability is not generally available at the
time the contract is entered into. The language pertaining to insurance in the response action
contracts however does not state that pollution liability insurance is always required, rather it
indicates that the ORDEQ reserves the right to require the RAC to obtain pollution liability
insurance. According to the state contract's offiur;-l, the three remedial service contractors
currently working for the state have not yet been rL.uired to obtain pollution liability insurance
due to the type of work currently being conducted.

Section 465.340 also requires the RAC to make diligent efforts to obtain pollution liability
insurance prior to the ORDEQ providing an indemnification agreement. The RAC is required
to make diligent efforts for such insurance each time the RAC begins work at a new facility on
a multiple site contract. According to a state official, documentation of diligent efforts has not
yet been required.

Oregon is somewhat unique in that it has the authority under Section 465.340 (4)(c)(A) to
provide indemnification to a RAC carrying out a written contract or agreement with any
potentially responsible party, if the indemnification available from the PRP is inadequate to
cover any reasonable potential liability of the contractor arising out of the contractor's negligence
in performing the contract or agreement with the party. It is unlikely that the ORDEQ would
enter into such an agreement because of the limitations placed on the department by the Oregon
constitution and the state's current funding situation.

Oregon does offer immunity to volunteers providing assistance or advice in, response to
discharges of hazardous material as long as the volunteers do not receive compensation beyond
reimbursement per Section 30.505. This provision, however, does not apply to RACs.
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PENNSYLVANIA

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania provides immunity from liability for civil damages from
hazardous waste cleanups to state-employed contractors under Title 35, Section 6020.702(c) of
the Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes Annotated. A person or company who has entered into
a contract with the Department of Environmental Resources to assist the department in
implementing the state's Hazardous Site Cleanup Act, or a response action contractor under
Section 119 of the Federal Superfund Act, shall not be held liable for a release of a hazardous
substance arising out of performance of a response action when the release is not caused by the
contractor's negligence. Section 6020.706 contains a provision for a covenant not to sue
concerning liability to the commonwealth, including future liability, resulting from a release or
threatened release of a hazardous substance addressed by a remedial action.

42 Pa.C.S.A. Section 8336 of the Judiciary & Judicial Procedure provides civil immunity for
assistance upon request in incideuts involving the transportation of hazardous substances;
however, this Statute excludes persons who are compensated. Section 6020.703(e) of the Health
and Safety Statutes rovides immunity from liability to municipal waste transporters (garbage
haulers) for that portion of municipal waste which is defined as household hazardous waste under
Section 1512 of the act of July 28, 1988, known as the Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling
and Waste Reduction Act, which is collected from generators and transported to permitted
municipal waste disposal facilities. Therefore, state-employed RACs are granted civil immunil
only under Section 6020.702(c).

A Pennsylvania official reports that the commonwealth does not offer RAC indemnification
because there is no statutory authority. It would take an act of the General Assembly for the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to offer indemnification. However, Pennsylvania does provide
some relief for liability as mentioned in the above statutes.

The official contacted could not definitely say there is a reduction in the pool of qualified
contractors because Pennsylvania does not provide indemnification. Pennsylvania's bonding
requirements are so stringent (100 percent for performance and payments) that they limit the
number of contractors that respond to RFPs and do not provide for healthy competition.
Depending on the size of the project and on the kind of work involved, only 2 to 10 RACs may
respond to an RFP. The commonwealth has, therefore, seen tremendous fferences between
the actual bids and estimated costs on projects. For example, an estimate :ost of a cleanup
might be S2 million and the actual bids could be between $4 to $6 millior

Only one company requested indemnification from the commonwealth and that company was
supplying sludge. The Pennsylvania official reported that the commonwealth does not indemnify
any other type of contractor. Under Section 6020.513(b) of the Health and Safety Statutes,
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( Pennsylvania does not require RACs to indemnify the commonwealth. Before promulgation of
this statute, the official stated that RACs (even the large contractors) would not submit bids.

According to an official contacted, the RAC must meet insurance requirements, i.e., general
liability, workman's compensation, vehicle coverage, pollution liability, etc. Generally, RACs
have been able to obtain pollution liability insurance.

Generally, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania does not include language in RAC contracts that
establishes a liability standard for RACs, except in the case of negligence. The official
contacted does not anticipate that Pennsylvania will change its current indemnification practices
in the near future, because RAC indemnification is not considered a problem.

3-
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RHODE ISLAND

L 55 : . .) . . : . . .. . .. . .. : • .. , . : : ... .. ,. ,... . • . . . . .. .. ... . :. .. . . .. .. .. .... . .... . . .. ... ...

The State of Rhode Island does not provide indemnification to state-employed RACs or any other
type of contractor, nor do state statutes limit the liability of RACs. Section 9-1-29 of the Causes
of Action Statutes provides immunity from liability against architects or professional engineers
who construct improvements to real property. The statute provides that any architects,
professional engineers, contractors, or subcontractors involved in the construction improvements
to real property are immune from liability. However, state officials reported that this statute
does not apply to RACs and no one has ever tried to apply the statue to RACs.

Rhode Island officials indicated that indemnification is not offered to RACs because the state
does not have any state-lead sites. State officials reported that the state has a number of EPA-
lead sites, and that PRPs have the lead on the big Superfund sites. Rhode Island officials
indicated that, at present, indemnification is not an issue of concern.

Although Rhode Island does not have any state-lead Superfund sites, they do ise RACs under
their state response contract. As a result of the state not offering indemnification, officials have
observed a slight reduction in the pool of qualified contractors. Rhode Island officials stated that
three of the larger contractors withdrew from the last state response RFP because the state did
not offer indemnification. However, state officials have not observed an increase in tne cost of
contractor services or delays in the cleanup of contaminatcd sites, nor have they had difficulty
in obtaining the services of qualified RACs because the state doesn't offer indemnification.

Rhode Island uses a lumber of prequalified contractors under their state response contract.
Officials reported that 19 RACs responded to the last state response RFP. In addition, Rhode
Island officials reported that RACs have requested indemnification from the state pursuant to the
state response contract.

Although Rhode Island does not offer indemnification to RACs, the state tries to require RACs
to indemnify the state whenever possible, especially with response action contracts. Rhode
Island officials reported that the state tries to include language in RAC contracts that indemnifies
the state, however, it is a requirement that the state has not been successful enforcing in the last
few years. State officials reported that the state does not include language in its RAC contracts
that establishes a liability standard for RACs.

State-employed RACs do not work without insurance. '.(hode Island requires RACs to have
worker's compensation, general liability insurance with a Si million umbrella and errors and
omissions insurance. However, state officials reported that they waived the errors and omission
insurance requirement for the last four to five years because it was unobtainable due to a
prohibitively high cost. Rhode Island officials stated that RACs claimed they were not able to
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* •obtain pollution liability insurance. State officials indicated that they believe pollution liability
insurance is available, however, it is very expensive.

Rhode Island officials do not anticipate that the state will change its current indemnification
practices in the near future.

S
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SOUTH CAROLINA

The State of South Carolina may provide immunity from liability for civil damages resulting
from hazardous waste cleanups to contractors receiving compensation for their services in
rendering advice or cleanup assistance under the State of South Carolina Tort Claims Act.
Immunity would have to be decided on a case by case basis by the state court. Under South
Carilina Code Annotated, Article 3, Immunity From Civil Damages (44-56-330), immunity
applies to any person whose act or omission did not cause the actual or threatened discharge and
who renders such assistance or advice voluntarily and without compensation. This statute,
therefore, does not apply to RACs who are compensated for their services.

Beginning in 1991, South Carolina amended their RFP contracting procedures with RACs to
include the following insurance requirements:

"* The contractor and subcontractors are responsible for, and at their own expense,
any and all loss of or damage to their equipment, as well as state-owned
equipment. The contractor's aggregate liability for state-owned equipment is
$300,000.

"* The contractor is required to indemnify and hold harmless the state against all
losses, liabilities, claims, demannrs, damages, fines and penalties, and relat
expenses with respect to injury or death of any person resulting from W
contractor's performance.

"* All indemnity by the contractor does not apply to any actions resulting from any
pollution, contamination, or a release of toxic materials, including all adverse
health effects which results from the contractor's negligence or willful
misconduct.

0 For all losses, damages, liabilities or expenses, the contractor's liability to the
state shall not exceed, in the cumulative aggregate, with respect to all claims
arising out of or related to the agreement, the greater of the total amount of
compensation paid to the contractor or Sl million.

"* The contractor must procure at their own expense, Employee's Liability and
Workmen's Compensation Insurance; Public Liability and Property Damage
Insurance of at least $300,000; Marine Insurance of at least S300,000 (where
hazardous substance response activity involves work on navigable water); and
S300,000 coverage for the loss of all contractor and subcontractor-owned or
rented equipment.
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. The State of South Carolina does not require pollution liability insurance as part of the RFP
contractual obligations.

Less than 10% of the RACs responding to state solicitations or conducting RAC activities for
the state have requested indemnification. All contractor's conducting RAC activities in South
Carolina work without indemnification. State officials believe that some RACs are able to obtain
private liability insurance. No information, however, was available on the number of RACs
working without indemnification and private liability insurance.

South Carolina has had no problems obtaining RAC services. During the last solicitation, 12
RACs submitted proposals to the state. This represents a 100% increase in respondents in
comparison to the last solicitation four years earlier. In prior years, the state did have difficulty
procuring RAC services, however, this was due to a lack of qualified firms, not the absence of
indemnification.

South Carolina reportedly does not offer RAC indemnification because they do no think it is
necessary and have no plans to offer indemnification in the future.

0
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SOUTH DAKOTA

. ." .. . ....

The State of South Dakota provides civil immunity from liability to persons requested by any
emergency and disaster service agency to assist with hazardous material incidents in the event
of an accident or other emergency situation. The implication is that RACs requested to assist
with cleanup in an emergency situation would be provided immunity, whereas RACs involved
in the cleanup of a Superfund site would not be provided immunity. Such immunity is provided
under Statute 33-15-18.1 of the South Dakota Codified Laws Annotated. The official reported,
however, that on several occasions the state has made contractors state employees to protect
them from liability.

A South Dakota state official reported that it is the responsibility of the PRPs to hire the RACs
for site cleanups. The state maintains a nonapproved listing of RACs to be used as references
for PRPs. The only requirement is a 40-hour OSHA training course that includes a hazardous
waste certification. If the PRPs will not clean up the site, .then the case is handed over to the
Attorney's General office and either the state or EPA will initiate the cleanup and then will
attempt to recover the costs from the PRPs.

For the Leaking Underground Storage Tank Trust (LUST) Fund, the state maintains contracts
with approximately three RACs, usually on an annual basis. South Dakota is currently selecting
a qualified contractor for other types of response actions through the use of the state's Regulated
Substance Response Fund. With both funds, RACs are procured through RFPs or advertising
for a specific site. If an emergency arises, one of the contracted RACs can be used or the state
has the authority to go out and hire a RAC without advertising. If the PRPs cannot be
identified, then the state will use the LUST Fund supported by EPA. If the site is too large or
the state does not have the funding to clean up the site, then the state requests EPA to manage
the work. One unique aspect of South Dakota's program is that the Petroleum Relief
Compensation Reimbursement Fund reimburses PRPs for petroleum cleanup, which includes
leaking tanks. However, the PRP is responsible for the initial S10,000 of the total cost and the
remaining cost is picked up by the fund. The state official said that RAC costs have increased
sharply but have stabilized over the past few years after the Petroleum Board put a lid on costs.
The board now sets the maximum rates for reimbursement.

A South Dakota official reported that the state does not offer RAC indemnification because the
issue has not come up and to his knowledge, RACs have never requested indemnification from
the state. This, he believed, was due to the fact that RACs are usually hired by the PRPs and
are only hired by the state if the PRP cannot be identified or if the PRP refuses to do the
cleanup. The state has relied heavily on the EPA to conduct preliminary assessments and RI/FS.
A state official reported that the state will adopt a system of preselecting contractors and thez.
issue contracts for multi-sites in the event the state is required to manage the cleanup. In this
way, the state can hire larger and more qualified contractors.
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Since the State of South Dakota has no certification process for contractors, it has seen an
increase in the available pool of contractors rather than a decrease. However, because of the
remoteness of the state and the lack of qualified contractors in the state, particularly specialty
contractors, the state has had to go out-of-state to contract with RACs.

Several officials contacted had no knowledge regarding a RAC's ability to obtain pollution
liability insurance as the state does not require RACs to procure such insurance. Officials
indicated that in many instances RACs work without pollution liability insurance.

The South Dakota official also reported that the state does not require RACs to indemnify the
state. However, the state includes a hold harmless clause in its RAC contracts that covers
contractor responsibility for negligence or willful acts. Other than that clause, the state does not
include language that establishes a liability standard.

State officials contacted do not anticipate that the state will change its current indemnification
practices in the near future.
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TENNESSEE
..........ii~i ;. ..... .. .i 4 6. 0 ......i

Tennessee does n,. provide state-employed RACs with immunity from civil liability, nor does
it offer RACs indemnification. There also has been no application of Good Samaritan Statutes
to RACs. Under Section 68-27-202 of the Safety and Health Hazardous Substances Statutes, the
state identifies a Good Samaritan as someone who would act "without compensation,* thereby
excluding RACs from coverage under the sta.,te. State officials mentioned, however, that no
contractor has ever been sued in Tennessee for work on a Superfund site. Because of the lack
of RAC litigation, liability standards for RACs have not been fully developed.

According to a state official, there are either 4 or 5 NPL sites, of which 2 or 3 are currently
being cleaned up. The State of Tennessee has not taken the lead on any of these sites. The
EPA is responsible for managing all the relevant RAC contracts. Consequently, Tennessee has
not applied its immunity and indemnification policies to RACs working on fund-lead sites.

For State Superfund sites, Tennessee does not provide indemnification to state-employed RACs.
State officials said that a general prohibition on indemnification exists for all state contracts.

According to a state official, RACs must indemnify the state. This is provided through the use
of a "hold harmless clause" in RAC contracts. This clause is limited to cases of RAC
negligence. No RAC has yet requested state indemnification, according to state officials.

The State of Tennessee traditionally employs RACs on an "on-call" basis. A contract generally
covers a period of years during which the RAC conducts emergency responses at a given state
Superfund site, as needed. According to state officials, Tennessee has begun issuing RFPs for
site-specific contracts. Officials are concerned that the site-specific contracts may involve a
more lengthy state approval process than with on-call contracts.

Tennessee does not legally have the authority to require RACs to obtain pollution liability
insurance. In practice, however, any response from an RFP in which the RAC applicant does
not have insurance is dropped from consideration by the state. The liability insurance
expectations of the state are less stringent for RI/FS RACs than they are for contractors involved
with actual site cleanup. (The State of Tennessee usually hires a different RAC to perform site
cleanup than the RAC that conducts RI/FS.)

Tennessee officials report that they have been able to employ RACs with adequate liability
insurance for Superfund cleanups. They have received an adequate contractor response both
with on-call RFPs and site-specific RFPs. They pointed out, however, that the pool for RI/FS
contracts averages about 8 prospective contractors, while cleanup contract pools average between
3 and 4 prospective RACs. They also indicated that the cleanup contract pool consists mostly
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* of out-of-state RACs. That notwithstanding, state officials did not site any insurance problems
or cleanup delays with implementing RAC contracts.

State officials do not anticipate any changes in indemnification practices without a prior change
in Federal policy. They also do not cite any unique innovations or problems with their RAC
contract process.
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TEXAS

..: .. . ... ..... : .. :........: ..... ...: .

The State of Texas is authorized to indemnify state-employed RACs under the Texas Civil
Practice and Remedies Code and the Texa Health and Safety Code. On August 26, 1991,
Section 104.002 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code was amended to state that the
State of Texas is liable for the indemnification of a person when damages result solely from that
person's signing an industrial solid or hazardous waste manifest during the course of the person's
contractual performance. According to a state official this law was enacted in response to the
Union Gas case decision which determined that the State of Pennsylvania did not have sovereign
immunity.

The second statute, Section 361.405 of the Texas Health and Safety Code, originally enacted in
1987 (as Section 26.308(b)(c) of the Texas Water Code), allows the Texas Water Commission
(TWC) to provide indemnification in RAC contracts, to state-employed RACs performing
services in connection with a contract or cooperative agreement under Section 361.402, against
"any claim or liability arising from an actual or threatened release of a hazardous substance that
occurs during the performance of any work." The statute states that the TWC may only
indemnify a state-employed RAC if they meet the following conditions: the RAC demonstrates
that insurance is unavailable at a reasonable cost; no other RAC submits a comparable proposal
and demonstrates that insurance is available at a reasonable cost; and the federal government
agrees in a cooperative agreement or contract to indemnify the state pursuant to Section 119 of
CERCLA. According to a state official, the state has never offered indemnification under this
statute because the federal government does not indemnify state governments.

The statute's requirement that the federal government indemnify the state circumvents the
requirement in the Texas State Constitution that representatives of the state cannot incur a debt
against the state unless the state legislature has appropriated for it. This constitutional
requirement is significant as the Texas Attorney's General Office issued a statement in 1982.,
indicating that any indemnity agreement negotiated by a state instrumentality in violation of the
constitution is unenforceable and void. According to a state official contacted, the constitution
does not prohibit indemnification under the Civil Practice and Remedies Code because the bill
was passed by the legislature.

In addition to the indemnification provided under the Texas Practice and Remediev Code, a
RAC's liability is limited under Subsection 361.405(e) of the Texas Health and Safety Code.
Subsection (e) of 361.405 indicates that a state-employed RAC is not responsible for an act or
failure to act during the performance of work under a contract (pursuant to Section 361.402)
unless the RAC acts with gross negligence or willful misconduct. According to a state official,
this statute specifically limits a RAC's liability pursuant to Texas nazardous waste laws.
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*O Section 361.196 of the Texas Health and Safety Code also appears to limit RAC liability,
however a state official indicated that this statute is dircted at PRPs. Section 361.196 was
originally enacted in 1987 (as Article 4477-7, Chapter .3 of the Health, Solid Waste Disposal
Act). This statute limits liability resulting solely from acts or omissions in response efforts by
any person, in the absence of gross negligence or willful misconduct.

The state currently requires state-employed RACs to obtain private pollution liability insurance
on a cas-by-case basis at the discretion of the project manager. Prior to 1992, all state-
employed RACs were required to obtain pollution liability insurance or submit documentation
of their diligent efforts to obtain such insurance. Texas modified this requirement due to the
high cost of the insurance and the availability of only claims made insurance, which only covers
claims made during the period of insurance coverage. State officials indicated that claims made
insurance policies are not sufficient as damages may not be apparent for several years after the
completion of the work.

One unique feature of Texas' program is that the state requires the contractor to name the state
as co-insured on all insurance policies, including general liability, professional liability and
pollution liability insurance. This provides the state with liability coverage without the state
itself purchasing insurance. This is important because the state is prohibited from purchasing
insurance coverage for itself. The state also requires contractors to indemnify the state against
damages caused by the contractor's actions or through the contractor's negligent actions.
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UTAH

The State of Utah does not indemnify RACs or limit the liability of state-employed RACs under
its statutes. Section 26.14d-801 of the Utah Code Annotated pertains to government immunity,
but does not include RACs. However, one state official indidated that in a unique case where
the government might operate on state-owned land, a RAC could potentially be covered.

RACs are not exempt under Utah's Good Samaritan Act at Section 78-11-22. The act exempts
only those offering gratuitous emergency services, thus excluding contractors who are
reimbursed for their services. Utah offers no provisions under its statutes regarding RACs and
will not change its indemnification practices unless problems develop in the future.

The Utah state legislature is very conservative and thus does not intend to take on potential
liability by indemnifying RACs. According to state officials, not offering indemnification to
RACs has not caused a reduction in the pool of qualified contractors or increased the cost of
their services. Utah has not had difficulty obtaining the services of qualified RACs.

Utah only has had one state-lead Superfund site. Other Superfund sites are remediated under
the direction of the Federal government or the PRPs. An RFP was issued for the one state-lead
Superfund site and the state received four responses to the RFP.

The state requires that RACs obtain $5 million in liability insurance including environmen*
professional, error and omission, and comprehensive general liability. Additionally, the state
has contract provisions requiring sufficient coverage in relation to the site, as well as OSHA
certification and sufficient safety and health training. The size of the site has not been a factor
in RAC's ability to obtain insurance, but one state official indicated it potentially could be.

The state requires RACs to indemnify the state. Indemnification requirements are outlined as
a provision in individual contracts. The state has $500,000 limited liability under its
Governmental Immunity Act.
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, . VERMONT
.. ......... . ...

The State of Vermont applies a standard state contracting protocol to all types of contractors,
including RACs. This protocol does not allow the state to offer indemnification for any
contractor, nor does it allow any other type of protection through immunity, *Good Samaritan"
Statutes, or other means. When RACs have requested indemnification from the state, the
requests have been denied by the state Attorney General, and the state's standard contracting
protocol has been followed. Section 1283, Chapter 47, Title 10, Vermont Statutes Annotated,
provides for a contingency fund to be used to take action to investigate and/or mediate the
effects of hazardous material releases to the environment. However, this section does not
address indemnification, immunity, or insurance issues. State officials report that the statutes
prevent the offering of immunity to contractors.

Vermont officials reported that the state policy regarding indemnification and immunity for
RACs does not appear to have affected the state's ability to obtain qualified RACs. However,
since the state has never altered this policy, it is not known if a policy providing indemnification
or immunity for RACs would result in a larger number of RACs or more highly qualified RACs
submitting responses to RFPs, or in lower costs or improved response times for such services.
Vermont officials indicated that they feel their contractors provide good service at a reasonable
cost to the state. The state has received responses from at least three RACs on all removal
RFPs to date.

In its contracts with RACs, the State of Vermont does not include language that indemnifies or
establishes a liability standard for RACs. However, state officials reported that all RAC
contracts include a clause stating that the contractor agrees to hold the state harmless.

State officials indicated that a new general contracting protocol is being developed. The new
protocol may change existing requirements regarding pollution liability insurance, but this is not
certain. State officials indicated that they believe pollution liability insurance is currently
required for RACs. because it is required for asbestos removal. However, it is very expensive
and restrictive, and may not be required in the future. All contractors must have worker's
compensation, general liability and automobile insurance.
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VIRGINIA

The Commonwealth of Virginia does not provide immunity from liability for any civil damages
from hazardous waste cleanups to contractors receiving compensation for its services in assisting
the cleanup. Persons who, upon request of any police agency, fire department, rescue or
emergency squad, or any governmental agency, provide assistance in the event of an accident
or other emergency involving the use, handling, transportation, transmission or storage of
liquefied petroleum gas, liquefied natural gas, hazardous material or hazardous waste, shall not
be liable for any civil damages resulting from good faith efforts (Section 8.01-225 of the Code
of Virginia, Civil Remedies and Procedures).

According to Virginia officials, the commonwealth has no provisions for indemnifying state-
employed RACs, nor are any anticipated. The Commonwealth of Virginia has not considered
indemnification because it does not contract with RACs and has no direct control over the RACs
working in the commonwealth. Virginia has no Superfund program and all contractors for the
cleanup of Superfund sites are chosen by EPA, even if the commonwealth has the lead on the
sites and if the work is done under a cost/share arrangement with EPA. An official indicated
that even when a consent decree is signed with EPA to cleanup a site, the commonwealth has
a disclaimer so that there's no responsibility by the Commonwealth of Virginia towards the
contractor. The commonwealth also has no standby contractors for emergency situations nor
does Virginia contract with RACs to respond to emergency situations. Rather, the Department
of Emergency Services has collected a list of contractors over the years and provides the list to(
interested parties. Contracts are written between the party with the emergency and the RAC.W
Thus, the commonwealth has no experience contracting with RACs. According to an official,
although the commonwealth has never contracted with a RAC, the Commonwealth of Virginia
routinely rejects contract language with other types of contractors regarding indemnification.
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S WASHINGTON

The Washington Department of Ecology began offering indemnification to contractors conducting
remedial actions and investigations in 1984 following the department's receipt of Federal
Superfund monies. The department believed that it was a good business practice to offer
indemnification as long term pollution liability insurance was not available. Indemnification is
provided on a contract basis, included in each prime contractor's master contract, which covers
all addendums (i.e., individual work assignments) which are subsequently added. The state
official contacted indicated that a total of nine contractors have received indemnification since
1984.

The state Department of Ecology is authorized to offer indemnification under 70.105D.030(l)(c)
of the Washington Public Health and Safety Statutes. This statute states that the department may
indemnify contractors retained by the department for carrying out investigations and remedial
actions but that the department may not indemnify any contractor's reckless or willful
misconduct. According to the state official, the department has not set any deductibles or limits
on the amount of indemnification offered and that the period of indemnification is indefinite.
The state official did indicate, however, that the language included in the contracts requires the
contractor to provide the state with reciprocal indemnification. Specifically, the contractor is

* required to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the department, its officers, agents and
employees from any claim of liability arising out of the contractor's intentional or reckless acts
or out of the contractor's negligent performance under the contract. All prime contractors are
required to include the same indemnification language in their agreements with subcontractors.

The state Department of Ecology currently requires its contractors to maintain only bodily injury
and automobile insurance and is therefore unaware of the contractor's ability to obtain pollution
liability insurance. The willingness of contractors to work without indemnification or insurance
also could not be assessed as the contractors are not in a position where they must make such
a decision. The state official did indicate, however, that a Pollution Liability Agency had
recently been created in the state and that the agency may have established a requirement which
will require all contractors responding to the department's 1991 - 1992 procurement package to
obtain pollution liability insurance.

The state official indicated that no changes to the department's current indemnification program
are anticipated at this time. She did indicate that the department would likely reevaluate the
program in the event that claims are filed.
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WEST VIRGINIA
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The State of West Virginia provides immunity from liability for any civil damages from
hazardous waste cleanups to trained hazardous substance response personnel receiving
compensation for their services in rendering advice or cleanup assistance under the "Good
Samaritan Lawn (Section 55-7-17). Immunity from liability does not extend to any person who
by their action or omission causes or contributes to the cause of the actual or threatened
discharge of any hazardous substance. Although the statute does not exempt RACs from
immunity, the statute has never been tested since the State of West Virginia has never contracted
a RAC for remedial or removal activities.

West Virginia has no state-lead sites. At present, the stare does not have sufficient funds to
cleanup any sites. To date, they have never hired a RAC to conduct remedial or removal
activities at a Superfund site. Because the stare have never issued a solicitation for cleanup
activity, indemnification has not been addressed at the state level.
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. WISCONSIN

The State of Wisconsin does not provide indemnification to state-employed RACs or any other
type of contractor, nor do state statutes provide immunity from civil liabilities to RACs. Section
895.48 of the Miscellaneous Provisions Statutes provides immunity from civil liability to any
person acting in good faith in providing assistance or advice relating to an emergency or a
potential emergency regarding the mitigation or cleanup of an actual or threatened discharge of
a hazardous substance. However, the statute further specifies that immunity does not extend to
persons receiving compensation, other than reimbursement for out-of-pocket expenses.
Consequently, the Wisconsin Statutes do not provide immunity from civil liabilities to RACs.

Wisconsin officials reported that the state does not offer indemnification because it has no
statutory authority and indemnification is not allowed under the state constitution. State officials
indicated that this applies to any state contract, not just Superfund. State officials further
indicated that to allow state indemnification would require special legislation and the attorney's
general position is that the state constitution would prevent special legislation.

Wisconsin officials indicated that they have had no difficulty in obtaining the services of
qualified RACs, nor have they observed a reduction in the pool of qualified contractors or an

* increase in the cost of contractor services offered as a result of the state not offering
indemnification. However, state officials qualified this response by stating that they have
contracted services for only two sites to date. Ten RACs responded to the first RFP and 8
RACs responded to the second RFP. Wisconsin officials did indicate that there has been a delay
in the cleanup of contaminated sites because the state doesn't offer indemnification. State
officials reported that there has been a two to three month delay in getting contractors on board.
Consequently, state officials have been trying to obtain indemnification from the EPA for RACs
working on State-lead sites.

Although the State of Wisconsin does not offer indemnification to RACs, the state does require
RACs to indemnify the state. The state includes language in its RAC contracts that requires the
RAC to indemnify the state. The contract language states that "the consultant agrees to save,
keep harmless, defend and indemnify the state, the department and all their officers, employees
and agents..." However, Wisconsin officials reported that the state does not include language
in its RAC contracts that establishes a liability standard for RACs.

Wisconsin requires state-employed RACs to maintain worker's compensation insurance,
comprehensive automobile liability insurance, and public liability and property damage
insurance. Contract language specifies a minimum coverage of S1 million single limit liability
or $500,000 bodily injury per person and $1 million per occurrence and $500,000 property
damage. The contractor must provide the state with insurance certificates and must include the

* Department of Natural Resources and its employees as additional named insureds. Wisconsin
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officials were uncertain whether state-employed RACs have been able to obtain pollution liability
insurance. State officials thought that the larger firms have been able to obtain pollution liability .
insurance, but that the smaller firms have not.

Wisconsin officials indicated that the state does not anticipate any changes in its current
indemnification practices in the near future.
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. WYOMING

The State of Wyoming does not provide indemnification or offer immunity to state-employed
RACs. The State of Wyoming does not provide immunity from civil liability for any damages
from hazardous waste cleanup to persons receiving compensation for their services. Section 1-1-
120 of the General Provisions Section of the Wyoming Statutes does provide immunity from
liability to persons providing assistance or advice concerning the cleanup of hazardous materials.
The statute is applicable only to persons "who provide assistance or advice without compensation
other than reimbursement of out-of-pocket expenses." The statute does not specifically prohibit
parties who receive compensation from exemption from liability, but has been interpreted by the
courts to exclude parties who receive compensation.

Contractor indemnification has not been an issue for the state since they have never hired a
RAC. The state has never had difficulty obtaining the services of RACs since they have never
hired nor attempted to hire a RAC. The state official contacted said they had no plans to obtain
the services of a RAC in the near future.

The state does not have primacy for administration of RCRA or Superfund, nor do they take the
lead on Superfund sites. In Wyoming, responsible parties have strict liability under Wyoming
Statutes 35-11-101 through 35-11-1428, specifically 35-11-301 through 35-11-307 and must
provide response action for their sites.

According to the state contact, the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) does not
indemnify any other type of contractors and requires that underground storage tank contractor's
indemnify and hold harmless the DEQ. The requirement to indemnify the DEQ is included in
RFPs sent for bid and included in contract language. The bid states "provider shall indemnify
and hold harmless DEQ and 'its agents and employees from and against any and all claims,
damages, losses and expenses including attorneys' fees arising out of or resulting from the
performance of the work..."

The state official indicated that Wyoming does not plan to obtain primacy for RCRA or
Superfund or offer contractor indemnification in the near term.
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ATTACHIfLN'T A 0
( MODEL LETTER

September 18, 1991

NAME
TITLE
DEPARTMENT
DIVISION
STREET ADDRESS
CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

Dear NAME:

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is currently developing final guidelines
regarding the indemnification of Superfund response action contractors. In conjunction with 0
this effort, EPA has asked DPRA Incorporated (DPRA) in St. Paul, Minnesota, to conduct a
review of Superfund contractor indemnification practices at the state level. As part of this
review, a member of DPRA will be contacting your office (during the time period of
September 26 through October 23, 1991) to discuss specific aspects of your state's
indemnification practices. Ben Hamm, of the EPA CERCLA Enforcement Division, Office
of Waste Programs Enforcement, has instructed DPRA initially to contact you for assistance
in identifying the individual most familiar with your state's Superfund indemnification
practices.

The results of DPRA's review will be compiled in a final report which will be available upon
request. It is anticipated that this report will be useful to all state agencies confronted with
the issue of contractor indemnification.

Your assistance, and the cooperation of your staff, will be greatly appreciated in this effort.
Please feel free to contact me at 612/227-6500 if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Pat Martz Kessler 0
Policy Analyst



ATACHMEENT B

MODEL DISCUSSION POINTS

Name of State Contact:

Title and Office of State Contact:

Phone Number:

Name of DPRA Staff Person:

Date of Telephone Conversation:

1. Does your state currently indemnify RACs?

O A. If yes, please provide the foliowing information:

(1) Which RACs receive state indemnification (e.g., all RACs, RACs working at
extremely complicated sites, or RACs working at sites involving certain types
of waste)?

(2) By what authority is indemnification offered (e.g., statutes, rules, regulations,
written policies, or guidelines)?

(3) Why does the state offer indemnification?

(4) When did the State begin offering indemnification?



(5) Is indemnification offered on a site-by-site basis or contract basis?

(6) Has the state set a legal limit or cap on liability for RACs?

(a) If yes, please provide the following information:

Under what authority was the legal limit or cap set?

(ii) What are these limits or caps?

(iii) What deductible levels are associated with the coverage levels
(e.g., 100,000 deductible for a I million coverage level)?

(iv) Are deductibles applied to each occurrence or in the aggregate?

(v) Do the limit and deductible levels differ between contract types
(e.g., fixed price contracts versus cost reimbursement contracts)
or different types of contractors (e.g., removal, RI/FS)?

(7) How long does indemnification last (e.g., I year following completion of
work)?
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(8) Have any claims been filed against an indemnified RAC to date?(

(a) If yes, please provide the following information:

(i) Number, dollar amount, and date(s) of claim(s) filed?

(ii) Number, dollar amount, and date(s) of claim(s) paid?

(iii) Number and dollar amount of claim(s) still pending?

(9) Once indemnification was offered, did you find that a greater number of RACs
responded to the RFPs?

(10) Does the state offer indemnification to subcontractors RACs?

(a) If yes, please provide the following information:

(i) How does the coverage impact the prime RAC's coverage?

(ii) Is the subcontractor subject to the same limits, deductibles,
coverage period as the prime.

(1) If no, how does the coverage differ?
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(11) Does the state require the RAC to provide documentation of diligent efforts
(i.e., proof of the RACs efforts to obtain private insurance)?

(a) If yes, please provide the following information:

(i) What type of documentation is required?

(ii) Has the state assessed the administrative costs incurred by the
state and RACs in association with the diligent effort
requirements?

(12) Does your state limit the liability of RACs in any other way (e.g., good
Samaritan statutes or other types of state immunity statutes)?

(a) If yes, how?

B. If no, please provide the following information:

(1) Why has the state not offered indemnification?

(2) Have you observed any of the following trends as a result of the state not
offering indemnification?

(a) A reduction in the pool of qualified contractors

(i) If yes, what is this observation based on?
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* (b) An increase in the cost of contractor services offered.
(

(i) If yes, what is this observation based on?

(c) A delay in the cleanup of contaminated sites.

(i) If yes, what is this observation based on?

(3) Has the state had difficulty obtaining the services of qualified RACs?

(a) If yes, please provide the following information:

(i) Type of company not providing service (e.g., construction,
architectural and engineering, specialty subcontractor)?

(ii) Phase of work requiring service (e.g., preliminary assessment,
RI/FS)?

(iii) Characteristics of involved site (e.g., treatment, remedy, health

and safety issues, type of waste)?

0 (4) Have RACs ever requested indemnification from the state?
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(5) How many RACs respond to RFPs when indemnification is not offered?

(6) Does your state limit the liability of RACs in any other way (e.g., good
Samaritan statutes or other types of state immunity statutes)?
(a) If yes, how?

2. Does the state indemnify any other type of contractor (e.g., Architectural &
Engineering firms)?

3. Does the state require RACs to indemnify the state?

4. Have state-employed RACs been able to obtain private insurance?

A. If yes, what is your source of information (e.g., letters, knowledge of the
industry)?

B. If yes, what are the limits, exclusions, and cost of the policy?

C. Has the size of the clean up been a factor in the RAC's ability to obtain
insurance?

5. Do state-employed RACs work without indemnification or insurance?
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A. If yes, could you provide the following information:

(1) Type of company (e.g., construction, architectural and engineering
firm, specialty subcontractor, etc.)?

(2) Phase of work (e.g., preliminary assessment, RI/FS)?

B. Has the size of the clean up been a factor in the willingness of state-employed
RACs to work without indemnification or insurance?

6. Do you anticipate that the state will change its current indemnification practices in the
near future?

A. If yes, in what ways?

B. Why is the state changing its indemnification practices?

7. Is there anything about the state's program which you think is unique or particularly
progressive?

S. Would you please send me the statutes (or sections of the statutes) which govern the
state's authority regarding indemnification of RACs and non-RACs (NOTE: only
request this information if it is not already included with the existing statute materials
or if it is more current).
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9. Does the state continue to include language within its R.AC contracts which:

A. Establishes a liability standard for RACs?

(1) If yes, explain.

B. Indemnifies the RACI?

(1) If yes, explain.

C. Indemnifies the state?

(1) If yes, explain.

0



0 ADDITIONAL OUESTIONS

1.

2.

3.

0 ,4.

MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS

0
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ATTACHIENT C

( LIST OF STATE CONTACTS

Alabama

Dan Cooper
Chief, Special Projects
CERCLAIWaste Reduction/Cpacity Assurance
Office of the Commissioner
Alabama Department of Environmental Management
205-271-7939

Alaska

Brad Hahn Brad Thompson
Contracting Manager Deputy Director
Remediation Contracts Management Unit Division of Risk Management
Contaminated Sites Section Alaska Department of Administration
Division of Environmental Quality 907-465-2180

( Alaska Department of Environmental Quality
.907-273-4279

Arizona

Jim McDonald Steve Silver
Contract Management Specialist Assistant Attorney General
Office of Waste Programs Office of the Arizona Attorney General
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality 602-542-1610
2005 North Central
Phoenix, Arizona 85004
602-257-6849

Arkansa

Clark McWilliams Ann Faitz
Staff Engineer, Superfund Branch Staff Attorney, Legal Division
Department of Pollution Control and Ecology Dept. of Pollution Control and Ecology
501-570-2866 501-562-7444



O California
Lach McClenahen Marvin Philo
Chief Site Mitigation Planning & Management Manager, Contracts Section
Dept. of Toxic Substances Control Dept. of Toxic Substances Control
916-324-2995 916-657-1845

Colorado

Dan Scheppers
Superfund and NR Damage Suits
Remedial Programs Section
Hazardous Materials and Waste Management Division
Colorado Department of Health
303-331-4867

Connecticut

Mike Powers Ed Parker
Supervising Sanitary Engineer Director
Site Remediation and Closure Division Site Remediation and Closure Division
Bureau of Waste Management Bureau of Waste Management
Connecticut Department of Connecticut Dept. of Env. Protection

Environmental Protection 203-566-5486
203-566-5486

Delaware

N.V. Raman Jean Langdon
Supervisor, Superfund Branch Deputy Attorney
Air and Waste Management Division Delaware Department of Justice
Delaware Department of Natural Resources 302-739-4636

and Environmental Control
302-323-4545

0 
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SDan DiDomenico Gwen Godfrey
Environmental Administrator Contracts Administrator
Bureau of Waste Cleanup Administration Services Division
Department of Environmental Regulation 904-922-5942
904-487-3299

Betsy Hewitt
Contracts Attorney
Office of General Counsel
904-488-9730

Georagia

Billy Hendricks
Administrative Assistance, Hazardous Waste

Management Program
Georgia Dept. of Natural Resources
404-656-2833 S

Claire Hong
Environmental Health Specialist IV
Hazard Evaluation and Emergency Response Office
Environmental Management Division
Hawaii Department of Health
808-586-4249

(In addition, Claire spoke with an attorney in the legal department, but did not give her
name.)

1daho

Lance Nielson Kurt Fransen
Manager, Remedial Activities Section Department Attorney General
Department of Health and Welfare Division of Environmental Quality
Division of Environmental Quality 208-334-0494
Hazardous Materials Bureau ,
208-334-5879
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John Steller John Waligore
Manager, Remedial Projects, Accounting and Assistant Counsel, Division of Legal Counsel

Procurement Unit Department of Land Pollution Control
Department of Land Pollution Control 217-782-5544
217-782-6760

Bob Heisler Wiley Mays
Assistant Deputy Director of Property and State Accounting Operations

Causualty Section 217-782-3426
Department of Insurance
217-785-0598

Indiana

Reggie Baker Katherine Doherty
Chief of Superfund Section Legal Adviser
Office of Solid and Hazardous Waste Mngmt. Office of Solid and Hazardous Waste Mngmt.
Department of Environmental Health 317-232-8576
317-243-5053

Cathy Simonson
Contracts Manager
Contracts Office
Office of Solid and Hazardous Waste Mngmt.
317-243-5192

Bob Drustrup Mark Landa
Environmental Engineer Attorney
Solid Waste Section Department of Natural Resources
Department of Natural Resources 515-281-6243
515-281-8934
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. Patricia Casey Barry Swanson
Attorney Attorney
Department of Health and Environment Department of Administration
913-296-6053 913-296-3122

Kentucky,

Carl Millanti Doug Lambert
Manager Director
Uncontrolled Sites Branch Division of Environmental Analysis
Division of Waste Management Department of Transportation
Department of Environmental Protection 502-564-7250
502-564-6716

Louisiana

Harold Ethridge Keith Petrie
Administrator, Inactive and Abandoned Sites Staff Attorney

Division Office of Legal Affairs and Enforcement
Department of Environmental Quality 504-765-0487
504-765-0355(
Dave Wigley
Contracts and Grants Division
Department of Environmental Quality
504-765-0723

Michael Barden Denise Messier
Director Site Unit Supervisor
Division of Site Investigations and Remediation Department of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Oil and Hazardous Materials Control 207-289-7826
Department of Environmental Protection
207-289-2651

Dave Sait
Director
Division of Response Services
Bureau of Oil and Hazardous Materials Control
Department of Environmental Protection
207-289-2651
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Susan Carrier Frank Paine, Jr.
Attorney Chief
Department of the Environment Pre-Remedial Division
301-631-3502 Hazardous & Solid Waste Management

Administration
Department of the Environment
301-631-3461

Hank Southworth
Director of Contracts Procurement and Mngmt. Division
Bureau of Waste Site Cleanup
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection
617-292-5836

Miachi an

Chris Iverson Carol Weaver
Contract Administrator for Level of Contract Administrator

Effort State Wide Contracts Department of Natural Resources
Department of Natural Resources 513-373-4111
513-373-4812

Dave Claus
Manager
Finance and Contracts
Department of Management and Budget
513-335-1479

Gary Pulford Alan Williams
Chief Attorney
Site Response Section Attorney General's Office
Ground Water and Solid Waste Division 612-296-7200
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
612-296-7290
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MisissiRi 0
(Sam Mabry Bob Rodgers

Chief Chief
Hazardous Waste Division Emergency Section
Bureau of Pollution Control Hazardous Waste Division
Department of Natural Resources Bureau of Pollution Control
601-961-5062 Department of Natural Resources

601-961-5079

Larry Erickson
Environmental Engineer, Superfund Section
Department of Natural Resources
314-751-0663

Montana

Carol Fox Jim Madden
Manager Attorney
State Mini-Superfund Prog. State Mini-Superfund Prog.
Dept. of Health & Env. Sci. Dept. of Health & Env. Sci.
A"06-449-4067 406-4494067

Nebraska

Ron Johnson Annette Kovar
Program Specialist Legal Counsel
Hazardous Waste Section 402-471-3585
Superfund Unit
402471-3388

Nevada

Jolaine Johnson Bryan Chally
Branch Supervisor Sr. Deputy Attorney General
Division of Environmental Protection Attorney General's Office
Bureau of Waste Management 702-687-4670
702-687-5872
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O ~New Harntshire

Carl Baxter Ann Renner
Administrator Assistant Attorney General
Waste Management Division Attorney General's Office
Engineering Bureau 603-271-3679
603-271-2908

John Ducoos
Supervisor

Hazardous Waste Compliance Section
Dept. of Environmental Services
Waste Management Division
603-271-1998

New Jersey

Sheryl Telford Lynn Romi'o
Legislative Coordinator, Site Remediation Supervisor, Toxic Waste Procurement Unit

Program Department of Environmental Protection
Department of Environment Protection 609-984-9709. 609-633-1408

New Mexico

Randy Merker Louis Rose
Acting Program Manager Attorney
Superfund Section Office of General Counsel
Groundwater Prot. & Reined. Bureau 505-827-2983
505-827-0078

Judy Flynn-O'Brien
Institute of Public Law
505-277-5006
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New York

(Al Rockmore Mita Murray
Director Associate Attorney
Bureau of Contractor Services Contracts
Div. of Hazardous Waste Remediation Div. of Legal Affairs
Dept. of Environmental Conservation Corporate Bureau
518-457-9280 518-457-6695

Nomrth lina

Lee Crosby Jill Hickey
Chief of Superfund Section Legal Advisor
Division of Solid Waste Management Superfund Section
Dept. of Env., Health, and Natural Resources 919-733-2801
919-733-2801

Bill Delmore Christine Roob
Env. Attorney for the Dept. of Health Environmental Specialist
701-224-3640 Department of Health

Division of Waste Management
701-221-5166

Carla Smith
Assistant Attorney General
Attorney General's Office
701-224-2210

Ohio

Don Vanterpool
Attorney for Contracts
Legal Department
614-644-2115
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Dennis Hrebec
Superfund Program
Department of Health
405-271-7159

Tom Miller Mary Wahl
Manager, Site Response Section Manager, Policy and Program Section
Department of Environmental Quality Department of Environmental Quality
503-229-5080 503-229-5072

Gary Munson Steve Campbell
Risk Management Consultant, Risk Project Coordinator, Contracts Specialist

Management Division Environmental Cleanup Division
General Services Department Department of Environmental Quality
503-378-5519 503-229-5860

Kim Carlton Doug Marshall
Contracts Specialist Attorney
Environmental Cleanup Division Department of Justice
Department of Environmental Quality 503-378-4620
503-229-6312

Pertnvsivanil

David Crownover
Chief Federal and State Enforcement Section
717-783-7816

Claude Cody
Attorney
Department of Environmental Management
401-277-6607
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South Carolina

( Keith Lindler Rebecca Dotterer
Section Manager, Site Engineering Program Management Specialist
Bureau of Solid and Hazardous Waste Bureau of Solid and Hazardous Waste
Mngmt.
Dept. of Health and Environmental Control Dept. of Health and Env. Control
803-734-5168 803-734-5177

Buddy Ready
Attorney, Legal Office
Department of Health and Env. Control
803-734-4910

South Dako1

Joe Nadenicek Lee Barron
Staff Attorney Program Scientist
Dept. of Env. and Natural Resources Dept. of Env. & Natural Resources
605-773-3153 605-773-3153

Gary Whitney Dennis Rounds
Director of Emergency and Disaster Services Petroleum Relief Compensation Fund
605-773-3231 605-773-3769

Tennessee

Gene Peak Joe Sanders
Director of Superfund Division General Counsel
Division of Solid Waste Management Division of Solid Waste Mngt.
Department of Health and Environment 615-741-0675
615-741-6287

Jim Feeley Wesley Newberry
Manager, Technical Support Services Project Manager, State Superfund
Pollution Cleanup Division Texas Water Commission
Texas Water Commission 512-463-8566
512-463-7995
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Utah

* Craig Anderson
Attorney General
Emergency Response
Bureau of Environmental Response & Remediation
801-536-4100

U
Vermont

Bob Finucane John Miller
Chief, Site Management Section Hazardous Materials Specialist, RCRA
Hazardous Materials Division Hazardous Waste Program
Vermont Dept. of Environmental Conservation Hazardous Materials Division
802-244-8702 Vermont Dept. of Env. Conservation

802-244-8702

Virginia

K.C. Das Jim Holloway
Director Chief, Technological Hazards Branch
Division of Special Programs (Superfund) Dept. of Emergency Services

S 804-225-2811 804-674-2497

Dennis Tresey
Attorney General's Office
804-786-8522

Wash ington

Trish Akana
Contracts Manager, Toxics Cleanup Program
Department of Ecology
206-438-3027

West Virginia

Pamela Hayes
Assistant Chief, Site Investigator and Response
Department of Commerce, Labor and Env. Resources
304-348-2745
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Wisconsin

Debra Johnson Sue Bangert
Attorney Unit Leader
Department of Natural Resources Superfund Program
608-267-0846 Bureau of Solid and Hazardous

Waste Management
Division for Environmental Quality
Department of Natural Resources
608-266-7596

Wwming

William Garland
Adminstrator Water Quality Division
Division of Solid Waste
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality
307-777-7781

(@
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ANTI-INDEMNIFICATION SUMMARY

Introduction

This Summary presents information on state anti-indemnification statutes that appear to
pertain to Response Action Contractors (RACs) performing activities funded by state
governments or private parties. The information included within this Summary was
generated from a review of applicable state statutes and supporting case law. The
information is presented in the Summary and the supplemental Anti-Indemnification
Summary Table. The Summary provides an overview of DPRA's findings, while the
Anti-Indemnification Summary Table, which follows, provides detailed information on
each anti-indemnification statute identified, including a summary of each statute and an
indication of whether the statutes are applicable to RACs and to contracts entered into
by private, non-governmental parties.

When anti-indemnification statutes are included within the Summary, the reference is to
statutes that appear to restrict the indemnification of RACs, and not to other anti-
indemnification statutes that the state may have (e.g., statutes pertaining to the
inoculation of animal).

Methodology

A two-step process was used to obtain the information presented in this Summary and
the supporting table. The first step involved the identification of applicable statutes.
This encompassed a manual search of each state's general index of statutes using several
keywords including "contracts," "hold harmless," "indemnification," "liability," and
"negligence." Other sources, including miscellaneous articles and reports, also were used
to identify applicable anti-indemnification statutes. The second-step involved the
collection and review of all state statutes that appeared relevant. Each statute identified
was first reviewed to verify that it does prohibit or void indemnification agreements that
are applicable to RACs. Next, we determined whether the statute pertains to any
indemnification agreements (i.e,, not limited to RAC activities) entered into between
private, non-governmental parties.

DPRA initially attempted to identify anti-indemnification statutes using WESTLAW's
automated search capabilities, however, difficulties were encountered due to the
numerous keywords required and the general nature of the search. Consequently, this
approach was abandoned in favor of the methodology discussed above.

Anti-Indemnification Summary Table Preview

The Anti-Indemnification Summary Table presents information on each anti-
indemnification statute identified. The statutes are organized alphabetically by state and
then in order of their applicability to RACs, with the most applicable statutes presented



first. The Table is comprised of five columns with the first column listing each state's
name. The second column, "Anti-Indemnification Statutes," provides citations for each
anti-indemnification statute identified or the entry "None" when no anti-indemnification
statutes were identified. The third column, "Statute Applicable to RACs," indicates
whether or not a statute is applicable to RACs. Entries in this column are quite
conservative and almost always listed as "Probable." "Yes" and "No" entries are only
provided when a statute specifically states that it is or is not applicable to RACs. The
fourth column, "Statute Applicable to Private Contracts," indicates whether the statutes
pertain to contracts entered into by private, non-governmental parties. This column's
entries also are conservative in that "Yes" and "No" entries are listed only when
specifically addressed by the statute or the statute's supporting case law involved private
parties or public entities. The fifth column, "Comments," provides brief descriptions of
each anti-indemnification statute and an explanation of the entries under columns three
and four.

The third and fourth columns of the Summary Table address two separate issues; the
applicability of one does not impact the applicability of the other. That is, if an anti-
indemnification statute applies to RACs working for the state, it does not necessarily
apply to RACs working under private contracts (e.g., RACs working for Potentially
Responsible Parties (PRPs)). Conversely, a statute pertaining to private contracts does
not necessarily apply to RACs working for the state. Additionally, an indemnification
agreement between a RAC and a PRP would be void only if a statute applies bath to
RACs and to private contracts since RACs working for PRPs are working under private
contracts.

Findings

Anti-indemnification statutes were identified for 43 states, while no anti-indemnification
statutes were identified for the states of Alabama, Arkansas, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine,
Missouri, and Vermont. Twenty states have more that one anti-indemnification statute;
these states' multiple statutes typically address different contracting situations (e.g.,
construction, petroleum underground storage tanks, solid waste landfills, or hazardous
waste facilities) and therefore do not appear to be in conflict with each other.

Forty-one of the states having anti-indemnification statutes have statutes that probably
apply to RACs, whether performing response activities under state or private contracts.
Twenty-eight of these states have statutes that appear to apply to RACs under private
contracts with PRPs. Ten additional states have statutes that also may be applicable to
RACs under private contracts with PRPs. That is, "Probably" is entered under the
"Statute Applicable to RAC" column and "Unknown" is entered under the "Statute
Applicable to Private Contracts" column.
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ANTI-INDEMNIFICATION SUMMARY CHART

States Having Anti- Additional StatesFndemnifcaton Possibly Having Anti-
States Having States Having Anti- Statutes Probably Indemnification
Anti- Indemnification Applicable to RACs Statutes Applicable to
Indemnification Statutes Probably Under Private RACs Under Private
Statutes Applicable to RACs Contracts Contracts

43 41 28 10

Several similarities were observed among the identified statutes, including the states'
usage of virtually identical language and similar applications. The statutes are broadly
categorized into six main groups by contract type and are discussed below.

CATEGORIZATION OF ANTI-INDEMNIFICATION STATUTES

Ownen or Activities
Arikets, Operars of Related to
Desigers, Constr. Contracts Solid Wase Releases Oil, Gas, or
Surveyors, Involving Architects, Landlms or from Water Well

Constr. and/or Desipers, Surveyors, Hazardous Petroleum and Mineral
Cnacs Engineers and/or Enginer Waste Facilities Facilities mines:

30 Stat 7 Staes 7 States 7 Staes 9 State;s 3 States

Construction Contracts

Thirty states have anti-indemnification statutes that pertain to construction contracts.
These statutes render void and unenforceable agreements made in connection with
construction contracts that purport to indemnify the promisee or its agents or employees
for liability for damages resulting from the negligence of the promisee or its agents or
employees. Construction contracts encompass construction, alteration, repair, or
maintenance of buildings, structures, streets, and bridges including moving, demolition,
and excavating.

Architects, Designers, Surveyors, and/or Engineers

Seven states (i.e., Louisiana, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York. Pennsylvania,
South Dakota, and Utah) have anti-indemnification statutes that pertain specifically to
architects, designers, surveyors, and/or engineers. These statutes render void and
unenforceable agreements in connection with contracts in which architects, designers,
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surveyors, and/or engineers would be indemnified by owners, contractors, and/or
subcontractors for damages caused by their sole negligence, arising from the preparation
or approval of maps, drawings, opinions, reports, surveys, change orders, designs, or
specifications or their giving of or failure to give instructions or directions.

Construction Contracts Involving Architects, Designers, Surveyors, and/or
Engineers

Seven states (i.e., Arizona, California, Delaware, Florida, Indiana, Mississippi, and
Texas) have anti-indemnification statutes that combine references to construction
contracts and the professional services of architects, designers, surveyors, and/or
engineers. These statutes render void agreements made in connection with construction
contracts between owners, contractors, and/or subcontractors and architects, designers,
surveyors, and/or engineers that would provide indemnification for liability for damages
caused by negligence or defects in plans, designs, or specifications.

Owners or Operators of Solid Waste Landfills or Hazardous Waste Facilities

Seven states (Le., California, Hawaii, Illinois, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Minnesota, and
Pennsylvania) have anti-indemnification statutes that pertain to owners or operators of
solid waste landfills or hazardous waste facilities. These statutes render void and
unenforceable agreements that transfer legal liability from owners or operators of solid
waste landfills or hazardous waste facilities or vessels. or from any other person liable for
a release or threat of a release of hazardous material to any other person.

Releases from Petroleum Facilities

Nine states (i.e., Alaska, California, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Nebraska, Ohio, Oklahoma.
and South Dakota) have anti-indemnification statutes that pertain to releases from
petroleum facilities. These statutes render void and unenforceable agreements that
transfer liability and liability for costs of cleanup from owners or operators of petroleum
facilities or underground storage tanks systems, or from any other person liable for a
release, to another person.

Activities Related to Oil, Gas, or Water Wells and Mineral Mines

Three states (i.e., Louisiana, New Mexico, and Wyoming) have anti-indemnification
statutes that pertain to activities related to oil, gas, or water wells and mineral mines.
These statutes render void and unenforceable agreements made in connection with
exploration, development, production, or 17ansportation of oil, gas, or water, or drilling
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* for minerals that indemnify the indemnitee against loss or liability for damages arising
from negligence of the indemnitee or his agents, employees, or subcontractors.

Miscellaneous

Six states (i.e., Minnesota, Nevada, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Montana, and Oregon)
have anti-indemnification statutes that do not fit within the categories described above.
The majority of these statutes do not fit because of their general nature. The following
statutes, however, were not categorized because of their uniqueness.

"* Nevada Statute 616.265 renders void indemnity contracts that waiver or
modify terms of liability created by the Nevada Industrial Insurance Acr-

"* Oregon Statute 465.255(5) pertains to destruction of natural resources.
This statute renders void agreements in which liability for remedial action
costs for injury or destruction of natural resources cannot be transferred
from the responsiLe person to another person.

"* Oregon Statute 475.455(5) pertains to liability for cleanup costs associated
with an alleged illegal drug manufacturing site and natural resource
damages caused by chemicals at the site. This statute renders void
agreements in which liability for these cleanup costs cannot be transferred
from the responsible person to another person.

Conclusions

DPRA's review and interpretation of state anti-indemnification statutes determined the
following.

* At least 28 states probably have anti-indemnification statutes that pertain
to RACs employed under private contracts with PRPs and

* An additional 10 states may have statutes applicable to RACs employed
under private contract with PRPs.

Since DPRA did not contact state officials, we were unable to verify if the statutes
referenced above definitely apply to RACs or to determine if the 10 states discussed
above have statutes that render void indemnification agreements entered into between
RACs and PRPs.
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NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION ENVIRONMENT
COMMHTfEE

INTERAGENCY SUBCOMMfITTEE

CONTRACTOR LIABILITY AND INDEMNIFICATION WHITE PAPER

Ironic as it may seem, many risk who work predominantly or ex-
managers today believe that it is safer clusively for the Department of
for businesses to produce weapons Defense (DoD) now find themselves
and ammunition than it is for them facing potentially enormous cleanup
to become involved with environ- expense due to the effects of such
mental pollution abatement and statutes as the Resource Conserva-
cleanup work. Even though it is tion and Recovery Act, Superfund
dangerous to handle explosives and (CERCLA) and State strict liability

. armaments, the risk is fairly well statutes.
defined and so it is possible to predict
financial exposure. In contrast, the As a result, the Congress is actively
risk to those businesses who engage examining whether and under what
in environmental work is not well circumstances should the Govern-
defined today. The law is still ment indemnify its contractors from
emerging in the environmental environmental liability. One
liability arena, and it is quite difficult Congressional initiative is focusing
to predict financial exposure except on environmental restoration and
to say that in the worst case a Response Action Contractors (RACs)
business could face financial ruin. who have expressed reluctance to bid

on DoD environmental restoration
Regrettably, many businesses that contracts due to the unavailability of
have the resources and skills to insurance and the concern that they
engage In innovative research into would be held liable for claims and
environmental technologies or damages as the "owner" of the
manage complex cleanup operations property. Senate Armed Services
have chosen -) avoid such work for Committee, S. Rep. No. 102-113.
fear of openended environmental
liabilities. This is particularly so for It is the position of the NSIA that the
defense contractors who are issue of environmental liability, as it
aggressively looking for new markets applies to all Government con-
but who do not wish to "bet the tractors, should be examined at this
company" in the process. time. Broadly speaking, there are

three classes of contractors, and any
Moreover, the open-ended risk one business may simultaneously fit
associated with environmental into all three categories. Category
liability is not confined just to those one consists of the remedial action or
businesses who wish to enter into cleanup contractor who is typically a
the environmental marketplace. construction or engineering firm.
Government contractors generally Category two consists of companies

31



that desire to develop or manufac- strict liability. Second, there are
ture environmental pollution liabilities for negligence under
abatement technology. Category CERCLA. Then, there are liabilities
three consists of those companies arising out of other related federal
which have worked predominantly laws such as RCRA. Next, there are
or exclusively for the Government liabilities under taft law for strict
and who now face environmental liability and for negligence. Finally,
cleanup liability arising out of or there are criminal liabilities which
related to that Government work. confront not only corporations but
Included in this third category are also individuals. The contracting
Government-owned, contractor- community has repeatedly requested
operated (GOCO) contractors and protection from the Government
Department of Energy Management from these liabilities by way of
and Operations (M&O) contractors. indemnification; however, the

Government has been reluctant to
L BARRIERS AND DISIN- provide this type of protection on the
CENJV S DISCOURAGE MANY basis that an open-ended obligation
FROM PURSUING ENVIRON- would violate the Anti-Deficiency
MENTAL WORK Act or that such indemnification

runs against public policy as in the
Companies wishing to do cleanup case of providing immunity from
work or offer technology to the prosecution. Contractors often point
Government must initially confront out that no sensible company would
the basic issue of whether they are want to "bet its company" or risk
willing to "bet their company" in the criminal liability and, therefore,
interest of doing the work. This have threatened to keep out of the
probably is the most important marketplace. The Government's
barrier to companies who are look- response frequently has been that
ing at making an entry into the field. there will always be some contractors
For those companies historically who will be sufficiently attracted to
doing this type of work, the decision the work that they will pursue the
is easier to make because they may opportunity even in the face of these
perceive their liabilities to be large apparent obstacles.
already and the additional exposure
that they would incur merely to be A. Inconsistent Federal Policies
incremental in nature. However, for
companies looking to enter into the Government contractors must
field, unless effective shields are comply with numerous environ-
structured to protect the companies mental statutes. Unlike commercial
from liability, the concern of liability contractors, however, Government
may be too great to permit entry. contractors are often caught between

the requirements of the environ-
The liability question should be mental statutes and the laws,
looked at as a composite of several regulations, policies and contract
separate questions. First, there are specifications unique to Government
liabilities arising out of CERCLA for contracting& particularly at GOCO

32
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facilities and Department of Energy * Dealing with a process that is
(DoE) M&O faclities. This dilemma highly political in nature and
also confronts contractor-owned, therefore not the usual type of

Scontractor-operated (COCO) facilities, arena in which Government
the use of which is committed contractors operate.
primarily or wholly to the objectives
of the Federal Government. • Recognizing that where there

is possibility of publicity, it is
Legal nuances such as sovereign usually negative in nature.
immunity and the Justice Depart-

* ment's unitary executive theory has * Recognizing that under the
led the Environmental Protection M&O contracts for DoE, the level
Agency (EPA) increasingly to direct of fees tends to be very low and
its aggressive enforcement policy at DoE does not compensate for
Government contractors as the home office overhead.
operators of federally-owned
facilities. As a result, the DoD, the * Recognizing that the level of
National Aeronautics and Space engineering that has to be applied
Administration (NASA), and DoE to new technologies tends to be
have been prompted finally to very expensive.
acknowledge the need explicitly to
allocate environmental responsi- * The companies that have
bility in Government procurement perhaps the best technical
regulations. However, efforts to solutions to offer are ones that
address this issue uniformly in the have worked in other arenas such
Federal Acquisition Regulation as defense and may need con-
(FAR) have bogged down, and DoE siderable help in transferring
and DoD have each resorted to their skills and technology to the

* independent, and widely divergent, environmental arena.
initiatives in an effort to fill this
regulatory gap. - The companies involved may

need to enter into teaming
B. Other Disincentives arrangements with firms who

have considerable environmental
. -, Many Government contractors are -expertise, but to do so may mean

also discouraged from pursuing that they will have to expose
environmental cleanup work or themselves not only to environ-
offering new technology because of a mental risks on their own part
variety of other reasons, including- but to the environmental

liabilities on the part of their
Lack of expertise in a particu- teammates.

lar area or fear of venturing into a
* product line that is not an area of To overcome many of these obsta-

natural strength. des, it may be worthwhile to look at
mechanisms to induce contractors to
enter into the cleanup or environ-
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mental technology arena. Some of agencies, EPA has, on occasion,
these will be reviewed later in this proceeded directly against the
paper after the following discussion contractor as the operator of the
on indemnification and cost facilities. For example, in 1987, DoJ
allowability. brought suit, on behalf of EPA,

against a contractor for alleged Clean
IL INDENIFCATION AND COST Air Act violations at a GOCO facility.
ALLOWABILITY - AN OVERVIEW See United States v. General Dynam-
OF THE PROBLEM ics Corp. C.A. No. CA-4-87-312K

(N.D. Tex. May 7,1987). Defendant
A. Recent Developments Potentially argued, inter alia that the Air Force,
Expose Government Contractors to as the owner of the facility was the
Increased -Environmental Costs and liable party for any Clean Air Act
Liabilities violations. In denying Defendant's

motion to dismiss, the court agreed
1. Department of Justice's Unitary with DoJ that the Act may be
Executive Theory enforced against either owners or

operators, that General Dynamics
The Department of Justice (DoJ) was the "operator," and, therefore,
maintains that the Environmental the action could proceed as pleaded.
Protection Agency (EPA) is consti- However, as is discussed in more
tutionally precluded from imple- detail below, the case recently settled,
menting formal enforcement actions and as part of the settlement
against other federal agencies. See agreement, General Dynamics was
Hearing Before the Subcomm. on reimbursed for all fines and penalties
Transportation, Tourism, and Hag- assessed against it under the Clean
ardous Materials of .he House Air Act.
Comm. on Energy and Commerce on
the Solid Waste Disposal Act 100th While the "uni'k-ry executive"
Cong., 2d Sess. (1988) (statement of theory applies specifically to
Roger J. Marzaulla, Acting Assistant situations where there are GOCO
Attorney General, Land and Natural contractors, the principle behind the
Resources Division). DoTs position theory has broader application;
is based on the "unitary executive" namely that the contractor is ultim-
theory, which precludes judicial ately and inevitably asked to bear
resolution of disputes between EPA responsibility for environmental
and other federal agencies because cleanup or compliance.
those agencies are all part of the
Executive Branch, and such a lawsuit 2. Sovereign Immunity and the
would be no more than the Government Contractor Defense
Government suing itself.

The Federal Government has
In order to secure compliance at wz-ved its sovereign immunity for
federally-owned facilities, and in purposes of the environmental
response to DoTs prohibition on statutes. Under most statutes,
lawsuits against other federal however, the waiver is limited. The
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* Government contractor defense is 1. Indemnity Under Law & Contract
based on the theory that the
contractor should assume the a. DoD & NASA Contractors
Government's immunity against
third party liability to the extent the The indemnity possibly available to
liability arises out of the contractor's DoD and NASA contractors for
compliance with Government environmental liabilities and
specifications. The Supreme Court compliance costs is based both on
has established that the defense is statutes and Federal Acquisition
ava' -_ le in the context of federal Regulation ("FAR") contract clauses.
procurement to the extent the First, Public Law No. 85-804, 72 Stat.
procurement constitutes a 972 (codified at 50 U.S.C. 1431-1435
"discretionary function." See Boyle (1982)) ("T.L 85-804"), empowers the
v. United Technologies Corp. 487 President to authorize agencies
U.S. 500 (1988); Berkovitz v. United exercising functions related to the
States 486 U.S. 531 (1988). national defense to grant certain

forms of extraordinary contractual
The law established in Boyle and relief, including indemnity, to their
Berkovitz was recently applied in a contractors. Importantly, indemnity
tort suit arising out of operations at provisions granted pursuant to P.L
the DoE-owned Fernald Feed 85-804 are not subject to the Anti-
Material Production Center. See Deficiency Act, 31 US.C. 1341-1342. Crawford v. National Lead Co. 29 (1982), which generally serves to
Env't rep. Cas. 1049 (S.D. Ohio 1989). prohibit open-ended indemnity
In an order addressing the parties' provisions in Government contracts.
respective motions for summary
judgment, the court denied FAR 52.250-1, the clause imple-
Defendants' use of the Government menting P.L 85-804, states that, "this
contractor defense based on a finding indemnification applies only to the
that the discretionary function extent that the claim, loss, or damage
exception would not apply because (1) arises out of or results from a risk
Defendants' discharge of radioactive defined in this contract as unusually
materials into the environment hazardous or nuc ear and (2) is not
violated pertinent environmental compensated for by liabilities and
statutes. Citing the decision in compliance costs incurred under
Berkovitz the court explained that Government contracts. For example,
"there is no discretion to violate the Secretary of the Army recently
specific environmental standards,... authorized broad P.L 85-804 indem-

and if such violations occurred, the nity for GOCO ammunition plant
[Government contractor] defense contracts to protect the operating
does not apply." Id_ at 1054 n.8. contractors against most environ-

mental liabilities. The Army P.L 85- *

B. Current Agency Practice 804 indemnity clause defines
Regarding Recovery of unusually hazardous risks to Eclude
Environmental Liabilities and sudden or nonsudden releases into
Compliance Costs is Uneven the environment, whether on-site or
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off-site, "of any substance or material In addition to Price-Anderson Act
(including products) the handling of indemnity, P.L. 85-804 indemnity for
which is or becomes regulated under nuclear and unusually hazardous
law," subject to certain conditions. A risks is available also to DoE
contractor would be indemnified contractors for environmental costs
against any fines or penalties im- and liabilities. DoE additionally has
posed for a nonsudden release not non-statutory, general contract
caused by contractor bad faith or authority to provide indemnity to
willful misconduct, provided that contractors "against liability for
the act causing noncompliance was uninsured nonnuclear risks." DEAR
authorized by the contracting officer. 950.7011(c).
The clause explicitly states, however,
that any "criminal fines or penalties Contractually based protections are
or the costs of defending, settling, or another source of indemnity cur-
otherwise participating in any rently available to DoE contractors.
criminal actions" are not indemni- The principal indemnity contract
fled under the P.L. 85-804 provision, clause used by DoE is the "Litigation

and Claims" clause- DEAR 970.5204-
Indemnity also is available to DoD 31. Under this clause, claims against
and NASA contractors under FAR an M&O contractor arising out of the
52.228-7, "Insurance-UIability to performance of the contract will be
Third Persons." The clause provides defended or settled at Government
the contractor "shall be reimbursed expense so long as the liabilities are
for certain liabilities.., to third not the result of willful misconduct
persons not compensated by insur- or lack of good faith on the part of
ance or otherwise without regard to the contractor's officers, directors, or
and as an exception to the limitation supervising representatives.
of costs or limitation of funds clause
in the contract" The indemnity c. FAR Environmental
available under FAR 52.228-7, Cost Principle
however, is subject to the Anti-
Deficiency Act; thus, protection is In September 1991, the new Assistant
limited to the availability of Administrator for Procurement of
appropriated funds. NASA reversed the position of her

predecessor and asked the FAR
GOCO contractors also may recover Council to re-open the environ-
remediation costs under FAR 52.245- mental cost principle case. The case
8, "Liability for the Facilities," al- was stalled since December 1990. The
though the clause does not provide a principle would allow contractors to
defense to liability, a contractor may recover a portion of their environ-
be able to recover site remediation mental cleaning costs from the
costs, such as groundwater contain- Government, provided that the
ination, as reimbursable costs under contractor did not, when the
the contract. pollution occurred, violate then-

current environmental laws or
b. DoE Contractors regulations and took steps to
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minimize any environmental conference report to the 1991
damage. A more detailed discussion National Defense Authorization Act
about the cost principle appears to prepare a report, in conjunction
below, with RACs, on the issue of contractor

liability. DoD issued its report in July
111 THREE CLASSES OF 1991. Although DoD recognized a
CONTRACTORS CONFRONT number of concerns expressed by
ENVIRONMENTAL LIABILiTIES RACs in performing hazardous
D3IFFERENTLY - THEI PROBLEMS waste and material cleanup contracts,
AND RECOMMAENDATIONS including the absence of adequate

coverage and the need for indemni-
A. Remedial Action Contractors fication, DoD also expressed its view

that it was currently able to obtain
The problems confronting businesses 'adequatequalified competition for
that seek to minimize their environ- its remediation contracts. DoD

*mental risks have crystallized recommended considering "better
around remedial action contractors acquisition planning" including
(RACs) who perform cleanup unspecified contract strategies,
operations. For RACs, the most reducing amounts of bonds required
threatening aspect of prospective for construction contracts and
participation in Government permitting irrevocable letters of
cleanup programs is the inability to credit in lieu of bonds. DoD also
secure sufficient bonding or stated that two recommendations
insurance and the Government merited "further consideration:" Wi

*agencies' unwillingness to indem- bond; and (ii) limiting a response
nify contractors for liabilities which action contractor's liability to
might arise as a result of perfor- innocent third parties, except where
mance of federal remediation negligence is involved.
contracts. The costs associated with
environmental liabilities for the DoD provided the Congressional
defense industry as a whole are Armed Services committees with
expected to tot,-' ;n the many billions draft language proposing some
of dollars. Ma --./defense contractors limited indemnification coverage for
will be faced with liabilities which, contractors performing DoD hazard-
even in the best of times, would ous waste and material cleanup
have impaired their financial contracts in instances where insur-
stability. In today's economy, these anc'- is unavailable. Although

- , liabilities could be crippling. This contractors had hoped that DoD
Problem must be addressed if the would embrace P.L_ 85-804 coverage

* Department of Defense is to attract for all such contracts, DoD instead
and maintain the industrial base chose to offer indemnification
required to maximize its efficiency in coverage where contractors are held
administering its clean-up programs. strictly liable to third parties and

contractor employees (without a
In recognition of this situation, the demonstration of fault or negligence)
Congress directed the DoD in the unless the damage or injury resulted
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from the contractor's negligence, be applied in most remedial action
willful misconduct or failure to contracts:
follow the contract's terms. How-
ever, unlike P.L. 85-804, which has Contracts for Environmental
no funding restrictions, payment for Cleanup: Indemnification
indemnification would only be made Provisions
from: (i) funds obligated for the
contract, (ii) funds "available" to the (a) The Secretary of Defense has
DoD contracting component for determined that contracts with a
"environmental restoration not component of the Department of
otherwise obligated;" or (iii) funds Defense for the cleanup of
specifically appropriated for hazardous materials or hazardous
indemnification. In its Committee waste to environmentally restore
Report (No. 102-113), the Senate installations currently or pre-
Armed Services Committee stated viously owned by the Department
that it was "very disappointed in the of Defense expose contractors per-
content of the report submitted by forming such work to unusually
DoD" because, in their opinion, it hazardous risks.
failed to respond to or address the
issue of contractor liability and (b) The Secretary of Defense has
indemnity. In the Committee's also determined that adequate
opinion, the Report merely stated insurance at a reasonable cost to
that the issue required "further cover such unusually hazardous
analysis." risks is unavailable in the

marketplace.
Recommendation

(c) The Secretary of Defense has
NSIA recognizes that RAC's cannot determined further that the
be expected to accept unlimited lia- contractors' exposure to such
bility for environmental risks not unusually hazardous risks will
caused by their fault or negligence. continue indefinitely, subjecting
Moreover, NSIA supports the posi- even the most financially sound
tion of the Senate Armed Services contractor to serious financial
Committee as reflected in S.1507, 102 hardship.
Cong., 1st Sess., that limits the
liability of surety companies for (d) The Secretary of Defense has
environmental restoration work on concluded that, given the un-
non-superfund DoD sites to the costs usually hazardous risk associated
necessary to complete the contract, with these hazardous material or
according to the contract plans and waste cleanup contracts, the
specifications, up to the sum of the importance of the cleanup effort
bond. to the public and the absence of

adequate insurance to cover the
Further, NSIA recommends that the unlimited financial risk to con-
Congress and DoD adopt the fol- tractors performing such cleanup
lowing indemnification provision to work, the use of an indemni-
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fication clause under 50 U.S.C. five pillars. The third and fifth of
Sections 1431-1435 (Public Law 85- these are particularly relevant:
804) in these contracts will
facilitate the national defense. 'Third, DoD must be able to

develop and transfer new clean-
(e) Pursuant to the authority up technologies that will
vested in the Secretary of Defense accelerate the clean-up program
by 50 US.C. Sections 1431-1435 and make it more cost-effective.
(Public Law 85-804) and Executive
Order 10789, as amended, the
contracting officer shall insert the
indemnification clause in FAR "Last, but not least, DoD must
52250-1, Indemnification Order address contractor-related
Public Law 85-804, in all Depart- problems to attract qualified
ment of Defense contracts for the environmental contractors and to
cleanup of hazardous materials or develop the best contracting
hazardous waste, and shall vehicles to support a better and
authorize prime contractors to faster dean-up process."
extend such coverage to their sub-
contractors at any time. Pollution abatement technology

companies are just as concerned
B. Pollution Abatement Technology about open ended strict liability risk
Companies as RACs, and they are aware that no

insurance is available to cover this
Many defense contractors believe exposure. In the absence of some
that the technologies developed in type of risk-sharing mechanism or
support of defense programs could be limitation of liability such as
effectively modified for use in the imposing a negligence or willful
federal Government's cleanup misconduct standard or a dollar
activities. However, at this time, limitation, many businesses who
these contractors are confronted with have the skills and resources to
a substantial number of disincen- develop new technologies will
tives and few, if any, incentives for remain on the sidelines. This is
pursuing such an ambitious unfortunate, not only for the
undertaking. Government that needs the benefit

of new clean-up and pollution
In his opening remarks for an April control technology, but also for the
24, 1991 hearing before the Environ- defense contractors who wish to
mental Restoration Panel of the maintain a viable business base.
House Armed Services Committee
on these matters, Chairman Richard Recommendations to Encourage
Ray aptly described the objectives DoD Technolo, Companies to Enter
which the Department of Defense into the Environmental Pollution
must pursue in this regard. The Control and Abatement Marketplace

* Chairman stated that the Depart-
ment's cleanup obligations rest upon
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We recommend that the Congress based plastics. In discussing the
and DoD adopt a statutory provision award or contracts for these products,
structured to limit the liability of the proposed Act included a sliding
contractors for environmental scale evaluation scheme that would
impaiinent to situations where the consider, in addition to price and
damage is caused by their negligent performance, the environmental
acts or omissions and then to an benefits of each product and the
amount not to exceed certain benefits that would be accorded to
specified amounts that can be the long-term energy independence
covered by surety bonds or other of the United States. Although the
forms of insurance. The provision proposed Act was not enacted into
can be drafted along the lines of our law, the provision concerning use of
recommended language for indem- evaluation factors considering
nifying RACs or that provision can environmental benefits could be a
be expanded to cover pollution model for future legislation that is
abatement technology companies as more broadly based.
well.

2. Aggressivelv Implement the
Recommendations to Encourage Strategic Environmental Research
Proactive Compliance and Development Program which

was Enacted as Part of the National
1. Incorporate Environmental Defense authorization Act for Fiscal
Awareness and Compliance as an Year 1991 (Pub. L, No. 101-510, 104
Evaluation Factor in the Contractor Stat. 1485 (1990).
Selection Process

This program, sponsored by Senator
We recommend use of a best Sam Nunn of Georgia, Chairman of
environmental value approach as a the Senate Armed Services Commit-
way to select contractors in nego- tee, was designed to redirect the
tiated procurements. Congress has investment made in defense pro-
already considered the use of grams to address environmental
environment-related evaluation research and development issues in
factors in certain types of procure- the areas of gathering and analyzing
ments. For example, in the data, advanced energy technologies,
Agricultural Commodity-Based and technologies for environmental
Plastics Development At of 1989 cleanup. However, although $200
(proposed in January 1989 in both million was authorized for this
Senate Bill 244 and House Rule 683) program in FY 91, only $150 million
the Administrator of the General was appropriated, and the Depart-
Services Administration was ment of Defense has recently
required to identify and make suggested that only $19.1 million of
available in the General Services the appropriated funds will be used
Administration inventory products for the program this fiscal year. To
that could be manufactured from date, no strong Executive Branch
environmentally safe degradable sponsor has emerged; and there has

* plastics/agricultural commodity-
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been little action taken in connection reimbursement of contractor inde-
with this program. pendent research and development

(IR&D) costs "when work for which
3. Use Contractual and Other payment is made is of potential
Incentives to Promote Environ- interest to the Department of
mental Consciousness. Defense." This provision further

provides that these regulations
The utilization of incentives, instead "shall encourage contractors to
of penalties, in support of environ- engage in research and development
mental regulation, may indeed be activities that develop efficient and
helpful in creating a proactive effective technologies for achieving
approach for Government contrac- such environmental benefits as
tors to perform their contracts in an improved environmental data
environmentally safe manner. gathering, environmental cleanup
Incentives may take many forms and restoration, pollution-reduction
including the following- in manufacturing, environmental

conservation, and environmentally
a. Increase Research and safe management of facilities." In
Development Funding keeping with this congressional

mandate, the Federal Acquisition
The Government can create a real Regulatory Council is currently in
incentive for contractors to perform the process of developing regulations
research and development beneficial which would encourage contractors

* to the environment by authorizing to invest in the environmental
and appropriating funds for the research and development arena.
express purpose of paying contractors
to develop environmentally bene- These are encouraging develop-
ficial processes. For instance, the ments, but more must be done to
Budget of the United States for Fiscal provide a clear signal to the contrac-
Year 1992 proposes the expansion of ting community that DoD is com-
research under the jurisdiction of the mitted to the development of
Environmental Protection Agency to meaningful technologies which can
$422 million, be used for environmental

remediation.
Another recent legislative develop-
ment in this area relates to the issue b. Increase Flexibility in the
of reimbursement for independent Data Rights Area
research and development costs
incurred in developing efficient and Currently, the Government's general
effective technology for achieving policy with regard to rights in
environmental benefits. In this technical data is that the Govern-
regard, the National Defense ment obtains unlimited rights in
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year technical data first produced in the
1991 required the Secretary of performance of a Government
Defense to issue new and broader contract, manuals or instructional
regulations which provide for the material for installation, operation,
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or routine maintenance or repair of their work processes or products that 0
items delivered, and form, fit and are environmentally beneficial.
function data. The Government also
obtains unlimited rights to all other One means of encouraging contrac-
data delivered under a Government tors operating under award fee
contract unless the data qualifiE 3 as contracts to perform their work in an
limited rights data. Data qualifies as environmentally safe manner is to
limited rights data if the data was tie award fee determinations to
developed with private funds and if compliance with environmental
the data is properly marked and laws. Although neither DoD nor
identified as limited rights data. DoE require consideration of a

contractor's environmental corn-
The Government should reconsider pliance in award fee determinations,
its current data rights policy in both agencies are beginning to
regards to the environmental area. evaluate the merit and feasibility of
By relaxing its policy concerning the such a program. For example, DoE is
automatic expropriation of considering making no less thf.n 31%
unlimited rights in data in those of an award fee based upon a contrac-
instances where the Government tor's compliance with environmen-
reimburses a contractor for some of tal, safety and health requirements.
the costs of developing new pro- If a contractor fails to comply with all
cesses and procedures which en- three categories, it may have to
hance the Government's abilities to forfeit all of its award fee.
discharge its remediation obligations,
the Government will encourage Another means is to use a process
otherwise reluctant contractors to analogous to the mechanism em-
pursue the innovative technologies ployed in the value engineering
needed to address the Nation's arena. Contractors can be encour-
pressing environmental problems. aged to recommend environmen-

tally beneficial changes which, if
c. Develop Tax Incentives adopted by the Government, would

provide them with certain desig-
Taxes may be used as an incentive in nated monetary benefits.
influencing contractor behavior as a
credit or deduction for developing or e. Increase Profit and Properlv
using an environmentally beneficial Structure Contracts
material or process in the perfor-
mance of a Government contract. Contracts which the federal agencies

issue frequently are either structured
d. Use Special Contract improperly for the work involved or
Incentives do not allow for sufficient profit on

the work involved to merit the
Contractors performing work under vulnerability to the performance
a Government contract should be risks or liabilities for which they are
given economic incentives to exposed. For example, in performing
develop and implement changes in construction work, the Government
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1
agencies typically will want the Contractors with firm fixed-price
contractor to agree to a fixed priced contracts I tve very limited potential
type contract even though the for recovering the increased costs of
contractors often will have no true complying with environmental
idea of the extent of work involved laws. The Sovereign Act doctrine
once excavation begins and tradi- precludes recovery under the
tionaily will seek protection using "changes" clause if the sole reason
the differing site condition clause or for the increased costs is a change in
some similar type of protection the applicable environmental laws.
under the contractual vehicle. As See e.g.. Warner Electric Inc.
law exists now, there is little ade- VABCA No. 2106, 85-2 BCA 18,131.
quate contractual protection other The contractor, however, may bid on I
than the differing sites condition a fixed-price contract-with the cost of
clause that addresses circumstances a reserve fund for environmental
when a contractor under a fixed price liabilities and compliance costs
contract finds unusual amounts of included in the price. See FAR
hazardous waste or toxicity in the 31.102.
soil or water beneath the surface.

For cost-reimbursement contracts,
Another area of concern is that the the prospects are brighter for
contracts typically do not allow for recovering costs associated with
integrated work by the contractors. environmental compliance under

* Agencies should consider the use of existing FAR clauses. While no
performance specifications to the provision in the FAR directly
maximum extent practical and addresses the allowability of the
combining design, construction and various costs arising out of environ-
operation where treatment facilities mental compliance, several FAR
are contemplated. Finally, the provisions indirectly provide for
contracts should be structured in recovery of these various costs. First,
such a way as to provide incentives pursuant to FAR 31.205-7(c)(1),
to the contractor to perform well by future costs reflecting contingencies
using incentive or award fee are recoverable when they "arise
mechanisms. In this light, it is from presently known and existing
important to reward contractors for conditions, the effects of which are
taking unusual risks and to reduce foreseeable within reasonable limits
the value of awards proportionately of accuracy." Accordingly, a contrac-
where risks are reduced. tor may negotiate an advance agree-

ment to cover reasonable estimates
C. Government Contractors who of future environmental costs
Face Liability Arising out of or identified by conducting environ-
Related to their Government Work mental assessments.

1. Allowability of Environmental FAR 31.205-19(a)(3)(i) makes allow-
Costs able uninsured losses which are

incurred in a particular fiscal period
and lump sum settlements entered
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into and paid within a year of the would be able to recover any fines
settlement data. Environmental and penalties assessed against it
restoration costs that are excluded under the Clean Air Act if General
from insurance coverage based on Dynamics could show at trial that it
either a pollution exclusion clause or was acting in compliance with the
the definition of other terms in a terms and conditions of the Air
Comprehensive General Liability Force contract at the time any viola-
policy may be regarded as uninsured tions occurred. In the settlement
losses and settlements within the agreement, the Government
meaning of this provision, reimbursed General Dynamics for

the fines and penalties assessed
FAR 31.205-24, "Maintenance and against General Dynamics for Clean
repair costs," provides that the con- Air Act violations. The agreement
tractor may recover costs for the stipulates, however, that General
"upkeep of property.. .," including Dynamics' reimbursement was not
both normal maintenance and repair based on the fines and penalties
costs and, assuming certain account- clause of the contract.
ing limitations, "extraordinary
maintenance and repair costs." The FAR 31.205-31, "Plant reconversion
provision specifically allows costs for costs," allows "the cost of removing
"plant and equipment, including Government property and the restor-
rehabilitation," and thus, may apply ation or rehabilitation costs caused by
to on-site environmental costs. such removal." The cost of remedi-

ation for waste which resulted from
FAR 31.205-15, "Fines, penalties, and a previous contract or series of con-
mischarging costs," provides that tracts performed at a COCO facility
fines and penalties are unallowable with Government-furnished
"except when incurred as a result of property may be recoverable under
compliance with specific terms and this provision. In some instances,
conditions of the contract or written DoE has agreed informally to fund
instructions from the contracting the decommissioning and decontam-
officer." Thus, to the extent a DoD or ination of a private facility based in
NASA contractor can establish that part on this cost principle.
penalties have been imposed as a
result of the contractor's compliance The vast majority of Government
with the terms and conditions of a contracts contain a Government
Government contract with a contrac- property clause which provides, in
ting officer's written instructions, the pertinent part, that "the Govern-
contractor may be able to recover any ment shall retain title to all
fines and penalties as allowable costs. Government-furnished property."
This precise issue arose in the See id FAR 52145-2, -5. Other
recently settled case, United States v. related FAR clauses, when read
General Dynamics. supra. Signifi- together, make the Government
cantly, in a pre-trial conference held legal owner of all materials supplied
before the case settled, the court to a Government contractor, in-
indicated that General Dynamics cluding resulting scrap and waste.
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National Metal Moulding co. v. rejected by DoD in May, and a third
United States, 76 Ct. CL 194 (1932). draft was proposed that would have
The cost of cleanup activities often allowed recovery of part of a contrac-
includes the cost of removing tor's cleanup costs incurred by both
Government property and, in that GOCO and COCO contractors, "provi-
circumstance, should be allowable. ded that the contractor did not
For example, a contractor is arguing violate existing laws or regulations

in pending litigation that the and took steps to minimize environ-
Government is liable for the cost of mental damage and cleanup costs...
cleaning up spilled chemicals that A contractor's cost recovery would be
have seeped into the ground water proportionate to the ratio of Govern-
because the chemicals were owned ment-to-commercial business
and supplied by the Government. conducted at the facility." 54 Fed.

Cont. Rep. (BNA) 585-86 (Oct 22,
Z Recent Proposals and Interim - 1990).
Final Regulations b. DEAR Cost Accountability

a. Proposed FAR Cost Rule
Principle for Environmental
Compliance The DoE issued a final rule on June

19, 1991 amending the DoE Acqui-
A second draft of revised FAR 31.205- sition Regulation (DEAR) cost
9, "Environmental Costs," was allowability provisions for M&OO approved by the DAR Council on contractors (56 Fed. Reg. 28099). The
March 10, 1990. The DAR Council rule also applies to DoE support
Committee Report accompanying contractors and subcontractors (cost
the text of the draft cost principle reimbursement and fixed price) of
clarified that the cost principle would DOE M&O and support contractors.
make allowable current pollution
prevention costs incurred with Historically, DoE has protected its
respect to ongoing operations. It M&O contractors from essentially all
would have drawn a major distinc- major financial risks such as damage
tion based on the allowability of costs to Government property, third party
to remedy past environmental claims and fines and penalties by
damage. For GOCO facilities, these treating such items as reimbursable
costs would have been unallowable under the contract. This reimburse-
prospectively, subject to a few listed ment policy recognized that the
exceptions. contractors were operating the U.S.

Government's nuclear weapons
If adopted in this form, the cost complex for and on behalf of the
principle would have made it Government.
impossible for COCO contractors, and
more difficult for GOCO contractors, The new rule changes the reimburse-
to recover CERCLA cleanup costs ment policy and imposes limitations
and other environmental costs. on allowability of "avoidable costs"
However, this second draft was for certain profit making M&O con-
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tractors and subcontractors which the contracting officer. However,
are: fines and penalties, direct costs, insurance against avoidable costs
bonds and insurance, loss of or that exceed the ceiling or cap
damage to Government property, appears to be an allowable cost.
and litigation expenses and
judgments. (4) Loss of or Damage to Govern-

ment Property. The contractor or
(1) Fines and Penalties. The new subcontractor will be liable for
rule and the implementing con- costs and expenses to repair or
tract clause make fines and pen- replace Government property
alties unallowable for "an area of damaged as the result of negli-
responsibility dearly placed on gence or willful misconducL This
the contractor or subcontractor." provision applies to costs result-
However, no guidance concern- ing from circumstances "dearly
ing "dearly placed" is provided, within" the contractor's or
The definition of fines and subcontractor's "sole and exdu-
penalties includes both criminal sive control." No guidance is
and civil fines and penalties. provided on what constitutes
With respect to civil fines and "sole and exclusive control."
penalties, DoE will apparently
continue to reimburse those that (5) Litigation and Claims. The
are not the result of willful new litigation and claims clause
misconduct or bad faith, makes significant changes. Al-

though DoE may retain control
(2) Direct costs. Also unallowable over litigation and claims in its
under the new rule are avoidable discretion, the contractor is faced
direct costs, that is, those costs with paying the expenses and
incurred as the result of negli- judgments from its own funds
gence or misconduct by the and filing a claim for reimburse-
contractor's or subcontractor's ment under the disputes process.
employees. Direct costs would
include, for example, additional These unallowable avoidable costs
expenses for research and devel- will be the responsibility of the
opment or production. DoE has contractor up to a ceiling or cap of
defined "negligence" as "the the contractor's fee or profit for the
failure to exercise that standard of contractor's six month evaluation
care which a reasonable and period. In other words, most of these
prudent person would exercise unallowable avoidable costs will be
under the same or similar reimbursable above the cap, with the
circumstances in an identical or exception of criminal fines and
similar environment." penalties and insurance covering

unallowable costs. However, reim-
(3) Bonds and Insurance. The bursement above the cap is still
rule provides that the cost of subject to the availability of funds,
insurance to cover avoidable costs ie., it is not an indemnity.
is unallowable, unless required by
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The flowdown of the ceiling or cap to general proposition, environmental
subcontractors, cost-type and fixed costs are no different from any other
price, creates an important protection general management cost reasonably
for subcontractors. The liability of incurred to comply with laws and
subcontractors for avoidable costs regulations, except that the costs
also will be capped at their fee or incurred for environmental matters
profit. However, it is unclear under may be particularly large- According-
the rule exactly what the relationship ly, and absent compelling reasons to
between the M&O and its subcon- the contrary, environmental matters
tractors will be for unallowable should be treated no differently for
avoidable costs incurred by the Government contract costing pur-
subcontractor and whether the M&O poses from any other necessary cost
or DoE will ultimately pay those of doing business.
costs.

The current regulatory coverage with
Recommendations respect to environmental costs,

while arguably supporting their
The costs associated with environ- allowability, is woefully inadequate
mental obligations and liabilities for in that it is simply too conducive to
the defense industry as a whole are disputes and costly litigation. No
expected to total in the many billions provision in the FAR directly ad-
of dollars. Many defense contractors dresses the allowability of environ-
will be faced with liabilities which, mental costs. Clearly, promulgation

Seven in the best of times, would of a cost principle dealing specifically
have impaired their financial stabil- with environmental costs is re-
ity. In today's environment, these quired. That cost principle should, at
liabilities could be crippling, particu- a minimum:
larly if the contractors affected are
unable to recover the deleted costs • Make it clear that, generally
due to the reduced business base or speaking, environmental costs,
inequitable Government treatment including costs to clean up
of the costs for contract costing contamination caused by past
purposes- activities, are ordinary and

necessary expenses of doing
As previously discussed, little business and, therefore, allowable
environmental regulation existed contract costs.
prior to 1970. Today, the Superfund
Act and other remedial statutes * Clearly distinguish between
impose significant obligations on unallowable fines and penalties
contractors for ongoing compliance, and allowable environmental
as well as liabilities for environmen- costs.
tal damage related to past activities,
even in circumstances where the e Clearly distinguish between
contractor did not participate in unallowable costs associated with
those activities and is not otherwise legal and other proceedings, andSresponsible for the damage. As a environmental costs incurred
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pursuant to judicial decisions or between the Government and its
administrative rulings resulting contractors. While contractors
from such proceedings. certainly must bear responsibility for

willful and knowing violations of
Emphasize the importance of environmental laws and regulations,

equitable treatment for all parties the Government too must pay its fair
and-specifically require the nego- share of pollution prevention and
tiation of advance agreements to cleanup costs. To that end, the
ensure such treatment when the Army's recent decision to provide
usual methods of measuring P.L. 85-804 indemnity to its GOCO
costs, assigning them to cost ammunition plant contractors
accounting periods, and allocating strikes a better balance between
them to cost objectives would greater contractor accountability, on
produce inequitable results. the one hand, and Government

responsibility for unusually hazard-
Additionally, as a general matter, the ous risks, including pollution pre-
cost principles should be specifically vention and cleanup costs on the
modified to require use of the accrual other.
basis of accounting for contract cost-
ing purposes. In this regard, envir- IV. PROCUREMENT POLICY:
onmental and other costs attributable ENVIRONMENTAL VALUE VS.
to liabilities that are probable and LOWEST COST - SOME FINAL
reasonably estimable should be THOUGHTS
recognized as allowable in the period
in which the obligation arises. If the A. Policy Gap
obligation is to be settled beyond one
year but in the reasonably foreseeable There is a general perception among
future, the liability and delineated Government contractors that al-
expense should be recorded at the though some Government officials
present value of the amount are deeply concerned with environ-
ultimately to be paid. mental policy, that concern does not

exist within the Government's
Conforming changes may have to be procurement ranks. Even if there is
made to other selected cost principles an awareness of environmental
to ensure they are interpreted and issues among Government procure-
applied consistently with the fore- ment officials, it is of secondary
going recommendations (e.g., FAR importance, certainly as compared to
31.205-7, "Contingencies"; FAR their mission of actually purchasing
31.205-15, "Fimes and Penalties"; FAR the goods and services the Govern-
31.205-41, "Taxes"; etc.). ment requires. Thus, contractors feel

caught in a gap between Govern-
In summary, existing statutory and ment policy makers, who articulate
contractual provisions related to great concern for the environment,
environmental compliance costs and and Government procurement
liabilities are inadequate to address officials, who are more concerned
and delineate responsibility fully with satisfying their customers.
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If the procurement community, both bility should be emphasized for
public and private, is to address addressing environmental require-
environmental issues seriously, ments in performing Government
while at the same time satisfying the contracts. For example, where
Government's needs for goods and necessary to address an environ-
services, this gap must be overcome - mental requirement, Government
Government procurement will have procurement officials should be able
to be responsive to environmental (and willing) to revise and/or waive
concerns. Undoubtedly, there are or grant deviations for Government
many things that can be done to close specifications or other contract
- and, eventually, eliminate - the gap. requirements to permit environ-

mental compliance without compro-
In addition to overcoming the mising the true needs of the Govern-
Government's policy-performance ment customer. Flexibility, compro-
gap with respect to environmental mise, and innovation must replace
issues, there must also be a focus on the rigidity that the contractor
the development of a pro-active community now perceives to exist.
approach of rewarding contractors
for being good environmental 3. Establish Environmental
citizens. Advocates

Recognizing the natural tension that
Recommendations for Contracting may exist between environmental
Officer Training and Authority and other performance issues and

the historical lack or emphasis on
1. Formalize Training environmental issues, each DoD

department and civilian agency
We would encourage formalizing should appoint a senior agency
the process of training and sensi- official to be an Environmental Ad-
tizing Government procurement vocate, along the same lines as the
officials, with emphasis on the Competition Advocates now within
environmental requirements of both DoD. These officials would work to
contractors and the Government and bridge the policy-performance gap
the goal of meeting these require- where they feel that environmental
ments while also satisfying the concerns are being unduly under-
Government's procurement needs. emphasized or even overloaded.
Environmental compliance should
become an integral part of the These are only a few ways of
Government procurement officials' improving the Government's
agenda. responsiveness to the environmen-

tal issues that confront contractors
Z Emphasize Flexibility performing Government issued

contracts. The intent of such initia-
Both through training and sensiti- tives should be to create a better
zing, discussed above, and formal balance than now exists between
directives and/or regulations, flexi- environmental issues and pure
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contract performance. In time,
hopefully, environmental issues
would be thought of as an integral
part of the contracting process, not as
a matter of relative insignificance.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL

901 NORTH STUART STREET
ARLINGTON, VA 22203-1837

REPtY 10
ArTENTON OF

DAJA-EL 5 May 1993

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR ENVIRONMENT,
ATTN: DASD-E (MR. SHUN LING), ROOM 3E139, THE
PENTAGON, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20310-2200

SUBJECT: Review of 27 March Draft

1. This responds to your informal request for review of your
proposed 27 March Draft report in response to the requirements in
Section 332 of the FY 93 National Defense Authorization Act.

2. It is not possible to comment finally on the positions taken
in the 27 March Draft because it does not include a detailed
discussion of the availability of P.L. 85-804 to indemnify
cleanup contractors. The 27 March Draft at page 6 notes that
three statutory authorities are available to indemnify
contractors performing environmental restoration work (including
P.L. 85-804) and references a comprehensive discussion of these. statutes provided by the Office of the DOD General Counsel. At
page 9 the 27 March Draft concludes that existing statutory
authority provides DOD with adequate latitude for indemnification
if it becomes necessary to offer indemnification in the future to
assure adequate competition and qualified contractors. The 27
March Draft at page 24, restates this basic conclusion by
providing that the SECDEF "does not recommend additional
authority for indemnification of contractors performing
environmental restoration. Adequate indemnification options
exist within the authorities and regulations presently available
to the DOD for contracting for environmental restorations
cont:3ctors at its sites."

3. The comprehensive analysis of the existing authority has not
been available for review. A significant factor in determining
the adequacy of existing authority is the extent to which P.L.
85-804 can be used to indemnify DOD restoration contractors. In
a 27 August 1992 opinion, the Congressional Research Service
(CRS), concludes that P.L. 85-804 is not available to indemnify
cleanup contractors at Federal facilities unless the cleanup is
viewed as facilitating the operation of the Federal facility.
The CRS opines that P.L. 85-804 would not be available where the
only nexus between the cleanup and the national defense is that
the contamination was caused by a defense related activity or
occurs at a defense related facility. The CRS does conclude that
P.L. 85-804 would provide authority for indemnification where a
cleanup has arguable linkage to "facilitating the national



DAJA-EL
SUBJECT: Review of 27 March Draft

defense", as for example, where the cleanup is conducive to the
safe functioning of a defense facility. Since many cleanups at
Federal facilities may not be directly linked to an immediate
threat to the safe operation of the installation, the application
of P.L. 85-804 to many cleanups on active installations remains
unclear without the DOD General Counsel opinion. Further,
indemnification at formerly used defense sites as well as at
closing bases appear to be outside the permissive scope of P.L.
85-804 as interpreted by the CRS.

4. In addition to evaluating current authorities, the 27 March
Draft looks at the demonstrated need for the indemnification of
cleanup contractors. The report focuses narrowly on cleanup
contractors and concludes that DOD has obtained adequate
competition and qualified contractors without the use of
indemnification. The 27 March Drfaft concludes that DOD has not
needed to use the indemnification authorities available and does
not need additional authority. The Army's recent experience at
the Spring Valley, Formerly Used Defense Site (FUDS), illustrates
the difficulty in discussing indemnification of solely "cleanup
contractors" and the availability of existing remedies. On 5
January 1993, construction crews unearthed World War I munitions
in the Spring Valley neighborhood of D.C., in the area of former
Army posts, Camp American University and Camp Leach. Those
installations were used during World War I to conduct chemical
warfare, research, development, testing and training. Pursuant
to an emergency CERCLA removal action, 141 intact munitions were
moved from the area. The Army is continuing its remedial
activities throughout the Spring Valley area by conducting a
number of tests to determine if additional munitions remain in
the area. The Army is utilizing a contractor, EOD Technologies,
to conduct these tests. While not technically a "cleanup
contractor", EOD Technologies may be conducting intrusive testing
on individual homeowners lots throughout the Spring Valley area.
The homeowners in Spring Valley expressed great concern about
their ability to recover damages from the United States under the
Federal Torts Claims Act (FTCA) in the event of contractor
negligence. In attempting to secure rights of entry to allow the
Army to enter the property of homeowners in the area to conduct
these tests, the Army determined it was in the Army's and the
public's best interest to insure our contractor carried adequate
insurance. Since the FUDS site was not on the National Priority
List (NPL) and Phase II of our operations were not technically a
removal, Section 119 of CERCLA was not available to provide
indemnification. In addition, consistent with the discussion
above, P.L. 85-804 does not clearly provide authority to
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indemnify our contractor at this former Army site. Because of
the high cost of insurance, in my opinion, the Army could have
concluded that indemnification was appropriate for our contractor
if that option had clearly been available. This case highlights
that in unusual cases there may be a public interest in issues
such as indemnification and the availability of remedies in the
event of accidents that goes beyond the more narrow question of
obtaining the minimum number of adequate contractors.

5. In addition to the need for indemnification to insure
adequate competition, the 27 March Draft should discuss the need
for indemnification to support the future use of accelerated
cleanups and the use of innovative technology. One of the
existing authorities for indemnification cited in the 27 March
Draft is 10 U.S.C. 2354 which provides indemnification authority
for extremely hazardous R&D. That authority merits some
additional discussion. The Office of Federal Facility
Enforcement, EPA has a Ten-Point Strategic Plan for Federal
facilities. Two of the ten-points are Accelerating Cleanup and
Developing Innovative Technology during federal facility
remediation. In my opinion, the 27 March Draft should evaluate
the adequacy of the existing authority to meet these future needs
of DOD to engage in innovative activities.

6. Finally, I have enclosed a copy of the 10th Circuit decision
in Daigle v. Shell Oil. The case involves a toxic tort suit
against the United States and Shell Oil by a group of individuals
who reside near Rocky Mountain Arsenal in Colorado. Plaintiffs
contended that they suffered personal injury and property damage
as a result of airborne pollutants released during the Arsenal
cleanup by Shell and the United States. Specifically the suit
focused on the remediation of Basin F, an area used to impound
hazardous waste generated on the Arsenal. In the process of
exposing soils and sludges which had been covered by hazardous
liquids, strong odors developed and blew over the plaintiff's
homes. The plaintiff's sought CERCLA response costs for medical
monitoring, as well as damage claims under tort theories
including strict liability. The tort claims against the United
States have been dismissed based on the "discretionary function
exception" to the FTCA and the 10th Circuit held that medical
monitoring was not a proper response cost under CERCLA. The suit
continues with Shell as the remaining defendant. The government

3
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contractor was not sued in this case but the case is illustrative
of the risks that could be associated with complex Federal
cleanups.

Endls WLLIAM ~M~&OAN

Colonel, ~
Chief, Environmental Law

Law
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MEMORANDUM FOR DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY (ENVIRONMENT)
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
(PROUCTION AND LOGISTICS)

SUBJECT: Report on Idmenification of Contractors Performing
Environmental Restoration (Your Memo, January 8, 1993)
- INFORMATION MEMORANDUM

Reference question 6 of subject memorandum. In the time
frame indicated (April 1, 1992 through November 30, 1992) the Air
Force awarded no response action contracts greater than
$5,000,000. My POC is LTC Fink, (202) 697-9297.

GARY D. VEST-
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force

(Environment, Safety and Occupational Health)

0
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1. In response to your request, we provide the following comnents
to the Strawuan "Indemnification of Contractors Performing
Environment Restoration".

a. in our opinion, Conqroas hac not asked the proper
questlions in order to adequately determine whether a need for
additional authority for indemnification exists. The fact that
thus far we nave been able to obtaln adequate competition for our
contracts without providing indemnification, doe* not necessarily
indicate there is no need to indemnify, our contractors aqainst the
liabilities they may incur as a result of contract perlormance.O .-ne facts seem to indicate that the pressures of to marketplace
for•e industry to compete and perform in cituations that place them
in a position woere they are compelled to accept unreasonable
financial risXk.

b. Additionally, the lack of litigation involving federal
remedial action contractors is not an adequate indicator to make
the determination that the contract-ors will not be Lnvolved uture
litigation. As the subject paper indicates, we have just begun the
actual remediation offorts, where the ratest liabilities exist,
specifically the "long tail' liability that can occur long after
t•ie effort has been completed.

0. From our perspect.ve, the existing indennificati=n
authcrities are inadequate. Public Law 85-804 has limited
application, in that the particular effort, nust #-facilitate he
national defense" and the activity must be defined as OunusuaLly
hazardous or nuclear"* In addition the usage is in retrospect
because, in accordance with the Federal Acquis ition Regulation
(FAR) 50.403, a contract zust be in place before the contractor can
-equast indemnification. Then, only the secretary o. the Ai" Force
may approve the request if he determines the facts meet the
criteria set forth in the PAR. When the Gove-nment awards the
ccntract, the contractor and the contracting agency have no
assurance that indemnification under Public Law 85-804 will be
granted.

d. Indemnification pursuant to the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act Of IL9O
(CERCLA), section 119, is limited to response actoion activities at
an WPL or removal action atta. We will not be able to provide
indemnification under CERCZA S 119 at non-NPL sites or for non-
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CERCLA contaminants, such as petroleum. In addition the
application of indemnification pursuant to CERCLA is ambiguous
because the federal agencies, oter than EPA, do not have
implementing regulations. Also no empirical data exists to
detaruine its adequacy.

e. The indemnification available pursuant to 10 U.S.C. S
2354, "Cont.-c.s: indemnification proviaion°-", is limited to
contracts that are for research or development. Remedial action
contracts are not considered research and development efforts.

f. ror the reasons stated above, we believe legislation that
specifically authorizes indemnification for contractors performing
remedial action contracts is necessary. we are not advocating that
contractor neqligenrs be covered, only nonnegligant performance for
which adequate, cost-effective, insurance in not available, to
include coverage for strict liabiIity, liability to third par•ies,
and long term liability. We are preparing to issue a request for
proposal (PRP) for our largest environmental remedial action
efforts, which we anticipate will result in a total of $1.1 billion
4n contract-* avarded. Nearly half of the cont.actors who responded
with coaments on the draft RMP expressed concern over the lack of
indemnification and thought we should include some sort of
ifnldnifiuatiOn, or risk sharinq. we agree, but at this ti.-me we
are unaware of an. authority that will grant us indemnification that
"We- can in1luE&'.. in oza -R3P.
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Memorandum for Deputy Assistant Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air Force, and the
Director of the Defense Logistics Agency, fromThomas E. Baca, Assistant Secretary of
Defense, dated 8 January 1993
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/OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OFfENSE t .)

WASHINGTON. OC 20301-a000 JAR 199

'JAM -8 1993
160-OTCS

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY
(ENVIRONMENT, SAFETY AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH),

OASA (IL&E)
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

(ENVIRONMENT AND SAFETY), OASN (I&E)
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE

(ENVIRONMENT, SAFETY AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH),
SAF/MI

DIRECTOR, DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY (DLA-W)

SUBJECT: Report on Indemnification of Contractors Performing
Environmental Restoration

We have been working with your staff and representatives of
the Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Justice,
Department of Energy, and the Office of General Counsel in
preparing a report to Congress as required by section 332 of the
Fiscal Year 1993 National Defense Authorization Act (Public Law
102-484). The previously established indemnification work group
reconvened on November 30 and met again on December 15, 1992.
The next meeting is scheduled for January 21, 1993, at 10:00 a.m.
in my conference room.

We have sent a lettert.o nine contractor and environmental
associations for information which they would be in a position to
provide (Attachment 1). In order to complete the report,
however, we need information about the department's recent
experience. Please respond to the information request of
Attachment (2) no later than February 16, 1993. If you have any
other information that we should consider in preparing the
report, please provide that as well.

Thank you for your support to date. My point of contact is
Dr. S. Ling at (703) 695-8355.

homas E. Baca
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Environment)

Attachments
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OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE P

WASHINGTON. DC 2030106=

DEC 22 1992
Lawrence F. Skibbie, Lt. General, USA(Ret.)
President, American Defense Preparedness Association
2101 Wilson Blvd, Suite 400
Arlington, VA 22201-3061

Dear General Skibbie:

The Department of Defense is preparing a report to Congress
on indemnification of contractors performing environmental
restoration. The report is required by section 332 of the Fiscal
Year 1993 National Defense Authorization Act (Public Law
102-484).

To make our report as accurate as possible, we would like to
consider any factual information you may have on the following
aspects of environmental restoration contracting:

(1) The extent to which contractors performing
environmental restoration work at Federal, state and.privateSsites have actually been exposed to, or involved in, litigation,
claims, and liability related to this work since 1980.

(2) The type and extent of indemnification currently
provided by Federal or state agencies, or private entities for
environmental restoration work.

(3) The availability, coverage, cost and type of
insurance commercially available to environmental restoration
contractors.

If you provided documented information to this office or in
public hearings in the past, you may just reference them. We
would also like to consider any new factual information that
updates or quantifies the previously provided information.

Your response is strictly voluntary, and must be. at no cost
to the government. If you wish to contribute any information on
these issues for our consideration, we request your response by
February 1, 1993. My point of contact is Dr. S. Ling at
103-695-8355.

Sincerely,

Thomas E. Baca
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Environment)

ATTACHMENT 1
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DATA FOR REPORT ON INDEMNIFICATION OF CONTRACTORS

PERFORMING ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION

1. All approved or pending uses by your department of Public Law
85-804 authority, 10 U.S.C. 2354 authority, or CERCLA section 119
authority to indemnify environmental restoration contractors.

2. The extent to which environmental restoration contractors at
your installations and sites have been exposed to litigation,
claims, or liability related to such environmental restoration
work since 1980.

3. Any instances where your department has reimbursed
environmental restoration contractors on cost-reimbursement
contracts for liabilities to third parties related to the
environmental restoration work.

4. Any instances where your department was unable to award a
contract for environmental restoration work due to the lack of
adequate competition or qualified contractors.

5. Your views as to whether additional indemnification authority
is necessary to ensure adequate competition and qualified
contractors for environmental restoration contractors.

If your replies to any of the questions above are affirmative,
please identify a point of contact so we may obtain additional
information.

In addition, for response action contracts greater than $5
million awarded between April 1 and November 30, 1992, provide
contract number, title, award amount and name of winning
contractor, name of all other qualified bidders and their
respective bids. (Response to this question only may be
submitted on March 15, 1993.

S



DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINEERP4 COMMANO

200 STOVALL STREET

ALEXANoRIA. VA 223322300 024B

12 February 93

From: Commander, Naval Facilities Engineering Command
To: Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Environment)

Subj: DATA FOR REPORT ON INDEMNIFICATION OF CONTRACTORS
PERFORMING ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION

Ref: (a) ODASD(E) ltr dated 8 January 93
(b) FAR 5.403(a), Requests from Members of Congress
(c) Phoncon between Dr. Ling (ODASD(E)) and Ms. Jones

(NAVFACENGCOM Code 024B) on 5 Feb 93

Encl: (1) Listing of Response Action Contracts Greater than $5
Million

1. Reference (a) requested our response to an information
request no later than 16 February 93. The following information
is provided in response:

a. There have been no approved or pending uses by the U.S. Naval
Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFACENGCOM) of Public Law 85-O 804 authority, 10 U.S.C. 2354 authority, or CERCLA section 119
authority to indemnify environmental restoration contractors.

b. No environmental restoration contractors at NAVFACENGCOM
sites have been exposed to litigation, claims, or liability
related to such environmental restoration work since 1980.

c. There have been no instances when NAVFACENGCOM has reimbursed
environmental restoration contractors on cost-reimbursement
contracts for liabilities to third parties related to the
environmental restoration work.

d. There have been no instances in which NAVFACENGCOM has been
unable to award a contract for environmental restoration work due
to lack of adequate competition or qualified contractors.

e. Based on experience to date, additional indemnification
authority is not necessary to ensure adequate competition and
qualified contractors for environmental restoration contracts.

f. In accordance with reference (b), the information contained
in enclosure (1) is business confidential information which
contains a listing of response action contracts greater than $5
million awarded between 1 April and 30 November 92 and the
proposers. As such, this information should not be released
without the consent of the contracting officer.



8 March 93

MEMORANDUM

From: Commander, Naval Facilities Engineering Command
To: Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense,

Environment, Shun Ling

Subj: COMMENTS ON STRAWMAN

Ref: (a) ODASD(E) fax dtd 8 March 93

1. Reference (a) requested our input on the strawman for the
Remedial Action Contract Indemnification Workgroup. In paragraph
three of (2), you noted questions on seven contracts. The
following information is provided in response:

N62467-88-C-0383 -
Contract closed out. Files closed out. Bid abstract was lost.

N62474-89-C-7090 -
Contract procured through 8(a) small business procedures.

N62477-89-C-0814 -
Portion of work under MCON construction contract done by the MCON
contractor. Recommend deleting this contract from the list.

N62477-90-C-0169 -
FSC Contract. Delivery Orders totaling $196,449 were for removal
at two sites under this contract. Recommend deleting this
contract from the list.

N62477-92-M-0067 -
Small Purchase for $7,100. This contract does not fall under
competitive procedures.

N62477-92-M-0131 -
Small Purchase for $4,559. This contract does not fall under
competitive procedures.

N62477-92-D-0082 -
Sole Source Negotiation for $37,000.

2. In paragraph five of (2), yuu questioned which contracts were
for remedial design or rc. .tdial action. All the contracts in
question were for remedial action. Due to discussions with
ODASD(E) staff, our first data submission in 1992 specifically
exclude..s professional architect-engineer services. However, our
data request submission in 1993, at your direction, pertained to
both professional and non-professional services; only three
Contracts greater than $5 million were pertinent. These
contracts were also remedial actions.
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b) Amount for actual site remediation (including amounts expended
in prior years) rather than studies, expressed in dollars and as 0
a percentage of total dollars for work currently underway.

Answer: Site remediation for FY92 and prior is $163 million.
Since this figure includes expenditures as well as work-in-progress
it should be expressed as a percentage of work underway plus prior
year expenditures. It is 20% of all work.

c) Projected amount of future work, expressed as a ratio to total
dollars for all work currently underway.

Answer: As reported in the DOD Installation Restoration Program
Cost Estimate report of September 1991, Navy's estimated cost of
future work is $2.9 billion. Ratio is 2900:361.

d) Amount of actual site remediation currently underway and
associated with base closure activities, expressed as a percentage
of total dollars for all work currently underway.

Answer: The amount of site remediation associated with base
closure is $5.1 million for Base Closure I and II. This would be
1% of the total work underway.

e) Projected amount of future work associated with base closure
activities expressed as a percentage of total dollars for all work
currently underway.

Answer: The projected amount of future work for environmental in
the Base Closure Budgets is $26 million under Base Closure I and
$177 million under Base Closure II. These figures include the cost
of environmental restoration, compliance and planning. This would
be 7% of the projected amount of future work in DERA.

5. Please provide a list of between five and ten contractors that
you consider to be "leading" remedial action contractors who do or
have done work for DOD or EPA, or who you have reason to believe
does a significant amount of remedial work for persons other than
the Federal agencies, and indicate for each contractor listed (a)
the basis for inclusion in the list, (b) the dollar amount of
remedial contract work the contractor is now performing for your
Service, (c) the percent this is of all remedial contract work now
being performed for your Service, (d) the total dollar amount of
work that has been performed by this contractor, (e) the percent
this is of all remedial contract work that has been performed for
your Service, and (f) whether the contractor engages solely or
principally in RI/FS work, in RD/RA work, or in both.

Answer: Enclosure (4) contains construction contractor performance
evaluations obtained through CCASS for those contractors whose
ratings were available. This Command can only comment on the
qualification of the awardee. Awardees are scrutinized in
accordance with FAR Subpart 9.104 which states, "To be determined
responsible, a prospective contractor must -



O Answer: Section 336 of the FY92/93 DOD Authorization Act codified
a change to 10 U.S.C. 2701 that, in general, provides for a surety
the same standard of liability (or indemnification) as applies to
its principal in direct contracts for response actions under the
DERP. Since the application of the law applies only to sureties
for DOD contracts under the DERP, its implementation is appropriate
in the DFARS and no FAR coverage is required. A recommended change
to the DFARS would alert contracting officers to the limits on the
surety's liability in the event of default or third party liability
claims. It would also highlight the differences of Miller Act
coverage applicable to other construction contracts.

In addition, DOD has reduced the magnitude of the individual
bonds by requiring bonds only for construction activities under the
contract, rather than for 100% of the contract amount as was
previously the case. Also, our eight remedial action contracts in
the aggregate amount of $150 million awarded out of our Naval
Facilities Contracts Office, Pt. Hueneme, CA, are cost reimbursable
and thus do not require bonds.

Testimony from Thomas Baca, Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Environment), states that "individual bonds in the amount
of $5 million or less do appear to be available without much
difficulty. For bonds in the $5-10 million range, availability
depends on the specific circumstances such as perception or risk
and past history dealings between the contractor and the surety.
Surety bonds for amounts greater than $10 million might still be

S a problem for contractors. Contracting officers have been
S monitoring this area. By closely defining the scope of bond

coverage required DOD has been able to avoid a problem." Mr. Baca
also announced on 10 March 1992 that DOD would provide the House
Armed Services Committee a plan for a test program to address
industry concern within 90 days.

10. Provide an alphabetized list of all contractors who met DOD's
criteria for eligibility to compete for cleanup contracts and who
submitted bids for such contracts in FY 1991 and FY 1992. Provide
an alphabetized list of all contractors, generally considered
qualified to compete for cleanup contracts and "well-regarded" in
the industry who have stated to DOD that because of the risk they
will not compete for DOD cleanup contracts. Provide an
alphabetized list of those contracts bidding on cleanup contracts
awarded by your Service in FY 1991 or 1992 whom you would
characterize as being "well-regarded" in the industry.

Answer: NAVFACENGCOM uses Brooks Act selection for Architect-
Engineer (A-E) contracts such as the Comprehensive Long Term
Environmental Action, Navy, "CLEAN" contract to procure the study
and design phases of environmental restoration projects and
competitive selection for standard construction or services
contracts for the actual remediation phase.

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and
Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA), as amended through P.L. 99-499,. October 17, 1986, requires that response action contractors..."for
program management, construction management, architectural and
engineering, surveying and mapping, and related services shall be



Thorne Environmental
United Equipment, Inc.
Waste Abatement Technology
Waste-Tron
Woodington Corp.



Page No. 1
05/28/92

LIST OF CONTRACTS LET TO DATE

* CONTRACT NUMIBER *OF BIDS DOLLAR AMIT. IN 1000's

N47'408-91-D-3043 6~ 15000.00
N47408-92-D-3042 a 40000.00
N47408-92-D-3044 8 20000.00

N4748-92D-305 a15000.00N47408-92-D-304561 10000.00
N47406-92-D-3056 10 10000.00
N47408-92-D-3059 11 25000.00
N47406-92-D-3083 85 15000.00
N62467-88-C-0383 0 356.00
N62467-89-C-0529 7 476.00
N62467-89-C-7223 4 77.00
N62467-69-C-9025 7 494.00
N62467-90-C-0683 6 498.00
N62467-90-C-0684 8 368.00
N62467-90-C-0701 13 177.00
N62467-91-C-9211 2 38.00N62470-88-C-6114 4 427.00
N62470-89-C-9232 4 350.00
N62470-90-C-5669 13 52.00
N62470-91-C-3205 10 74.00
N62470-91-C-3836 2 95.00
N62470-91-C-3837 6 79.00
N62470-91-C-4025 15 115.00
N62470-91-C-4033 15 29.00
Nb2470-91-C-4415 9 142.003
N62470-91-C-6475 10 25.00
N62470-91-tl-9151 2 15.00
N62472-86-C-0432 6 382.00
N62472-90-C-0051 10 2066.00
N62472-90-C-O400 10l 216.00
N62472-90-C-0401 14 199.00
N62472-90-C-0405 12 159.00N62472-90-C-0413 15 169.00
N62472-90-C-0459 23 309.00
N62472-91-C-0403 10 157.00
N62472-92-C-0001 3 2613.00
N62474-89-C-7090 a 448.00
N62474-90-C-1366 23 165.00
N62474-91-C-9477 6 481.00
N62477-89-C-0184 0 14.00
N62477-90-C-0169 0 2325.00
N62477-90-D-0045 13 876.00
N62477-92-D-0082 1 37.00
N62477-92-f1-0067 0 7.00N62477-92-M'-0131 1 4.00
N62742-91-C-0503 3 1370.00
N62742-91-D-0515 2 502.00
N66711-91-D-0302 3 147.00
N6671J.-91-D-0309 6 151.00
N66711-92-D-4869 6 0.-00. N68860-90-C-0066 8 564.00



DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON DC

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARYt4Y 6

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY (ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY)
OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
(ACQUISITION)

SUBJECT: Report on Indemnification of Contractors Performing
Environmental Restoration (Your Memo, January 8, 1993)
- INFORMATION MEMORANDUM

Attached is our response to your request for information
regarding Air Force experience with response action contractors
and indemnification. While there appears to be adequate
participation in the competitive contracting process forI restoration contracts, I am concerned that there are hidden costs
the government is paying as a consequence of lack of
indemnification. Although, it has been impossible to date to
detail these costs and any test contracting program would be prone
to artificial influences, I believe it would be prudent to provide
indemnification for long term contractor liability due to changing
legal and environmental standards.

Provided at Attachment 2 is a listing of contract actions
that exceeded $5 million. These contracts are Indefinite Delivery
Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contracts. The selection of the
winning contractor was based primarily on technical capabilities
of the company to meet the required tasks, rather than a specific
contract bid. I have not included a list of all contract
respondents.

Any questions concerning this response should be addressed to
my POC, Lt Col Fink, (703) 697-9297.

G1~~.VEST
Deputy(Assistant Secretary of the Air Force

(Environment, Safety and Occupational Health)

2 Attachments
1. Air Force Responses to Indemnification Questions
2. Contract Actions Exceeding $5M
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General Response to Reviewers

Please review this 27 March 1993 Draft and FAX comments .to
703-697-7548 or express mail them to me to arrive at DASD(E), 400
Army Navy Drive, Suite 206. Arlinaton, VA, 22202 bu COB 5 April
1993. If any of you have more factual information to add or can
collect from within your orqanization or private-sector contacts,
such -as how PMPs address indemnification of environmental
restoration contractors, please solicit the data and forward to me.
The Hill staffers are very much interested in this subject.

Thanks for your quick turn around on this review.

Thanks for your reviews on the "Strawaman". They really
helped. As you can see from the copies of t~he conments, the
cc,..ments reflect the perspective of the reviewers. Some notes on
my approach may help explain why 1 wrote and formatted the report
as is.

0 1 consider the audience to be the Congress with the
likelihood that the members of Congress may only have time to
read the executive summary and the Conclusions.

o 1 believe the staffers will be the ones to review the
report in, detail and therefore wrote and formatted it based on
what . understood to be their needs from meetings wit-h them.

oo They wanted as much factual information as possible.
oo They wanted to know the process we used, therefore,
the short description of the methodology.

o Some cormentors believed : was giving too much space to the
c6ntractors' views. However, the contractors have been
pro-mulgatin; their views for quite a while in particular their
list of cases. I have heard many of the govern-ent
particicants say the cases are not relevant.. However, '1 have
not seen this position in writings to Congress. I cc.nsdered
4t important to d;iscuss those that had close relevance anc to
dizmiss the ones that were really stretching the point.
could have just said here they are in attachment xxx with no
commenting. However, this missed the requirement to "review
and report."

o Initial plans had been to just answer the qaestions.
However, Dr. Burman of OMB did not consider it appropriate to
avoid issues. Therefore if we did not fully agree with
posit.tons presented we did state our views.

o How much to include as attachments was also an issue. The
sense I got from the staffers is they want the "information,"
not, ust our review and comments on the "information."

o An attempt has been made to Judiciously balance both the
government information and the privat*e sector information.



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY

WASHINGTON. DC 20310110

MAY I I 1993

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
(ENVIRONMENT)

SUBJECT: Report on Indemnification of Contractors
Performing Environmental Restoration

In response to your memorandum of January 8, 1993,
on this subject, the Army has not had difficulty in
awarding environmental restoration contracts due to a
lack of competition or qualified contractors.
-there are some indications that indemnification of our
response action contractors may bewa-rFranea in e -
future, additionaf--ind--emn-ification - li-t6rity-oes not
appear necessary to ensure adequate competition from
qualified contractors for environmental restoration
contracts at this time.

In response to your specific questions: (1) There
have been no approved or pending uses by the Army of
Public Law 85-804 authority or 10 U.S.C. 2354 authority
to indemnify environmental restoration contractors for
efforts under the Defense Environmental Restoration
Program (DERP). (2) No Army contractor has provided
notice of litigation or claims action initiated against
them arising from efforts performed under the DERP, and
(3) The Army has not reimbursed remediation contractors
for liabilities to third parties. The responses to
questions 4 and 5 are summarized in the first paragraph.

A summarization of response action contracts awards
greater than $5 million awarded between 1 Apr and 30 Nov
92 is attached.

The point of contact in this office is Mr. Rick
Newsome at extension (703) 614-9531.

wis D. Walker
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army

(Environment, Safety and Occupational Health)
OASA(I,L&E)

Attachment

cf: SAGC ENVR-EH CETHA-CO



02/24/93 08:39 e202 504 4879 CEMP-1I, V..

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
DATA FOR REPORT ON INDEMNIFICATION OF CONTRACTORS PERFORMING

ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION

1. There have been no approved or pending uses by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE) of Public Law 85-804 authority, or 10
United States Code (U.S.C.) 2354 authority to indemnify
environmental restoration contractors. USACE has never provided
indemnification on Defense Environmental Restoration Program
(DERP) projects. However, since October 1989, 84 Superfund
projects were placed under contract for EPA by USACE; 82 of the
projects included a clause which indicates that CERCLA 119
indemnification may be available subject to approval by EPA.
Contract information prior to October 1989 is not readily
available. There have been several approved 85-804
indemnification requests under the Chemical Stockpile Disposal
Program; however for the purposes of this report, we did not
consider chemical demilitarization to be environmental
restoration.

2. No USACE environmental restoration contractor has provided
notice of litigation or claims action being brought against it.
However, all such contractors view environmental restoration work
as exposing them to potential liability.

3. There have been no instances when the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers has reimbursed environmental restoration contractors on
cost-reimbursement contracts for liabilities to third parties
related to the environmental restoration work.

4. There have been no instances in which the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers has been Unable to award a contract for environmental
restoration work due to lack of adequate competition or qualified
contractors.

5. Under present market conditions, additional indemnification
authority does not appear necessary to ensure adequate
competition from qualified contractors for environmental
restoration contracts. Although the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers has experienced adequate competition from qualified
contractors for environmental restoration contracts under its
program, it may be appropriate to establish a DOD indemnification
policy which would be implemented should market conditions become
less favorable.

6. Response action contracts greater than $5 million awarded
between April 1 and November 30, 1992 are provided with contract
number, title, award amount and name of winning contractor, and
names of all other qualiTeTe-b-Tdddrs on the next page.



DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY
,HEADQUARTERS

CAMERON STATION

ALEXANDRIA. VIRGINIA 22304-600 0

oato€ To DLA-W

M RANUM FOR DEMY= ASSISTANT SECITARY OF DMNSE (ENVItROU), OAS(P&L)

SUBJECT: Report on Irdefnrification of Contractors Performing Envirormental
Restoration

We have had no instances where indernif ication has becaoe an issue with any
cf our recponse action contractl-rs. _herefnrr, th- -esr.spcnse to a.ll of the
questions in your 8 January 1993 memorandun is negative.

Our point of contact is Mr. Dennis Lillo, 274-6124.

Staff Director
Installation Services and
Environrental Protect-ion

0
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10/22/93 11-23 V'912155973150 S --- DEPT H056 2003

. October 22, 1993

SUMARY OF COMPETITION WITHOUT INDEMNIFICATION IN FY93

Contracts Competed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers(USACE)

Remedial Design: 9 contracts awarded, $3.7 million total value

Remedial Action: 11 contracts awarded,$100 million total value

- Largeat contract awarded:
Incineration project, value of $46M

- Second largest project:
Groundwater treatment, value of $21M

Contracts Competed by the U.S. Znvironmental Protection

Remedial Program Support: RAC contract - ,5 w. - .

Removal Program Support: ta•..coitr4c. % f- .L .L..Y C.

s:\user\share\srt\indemnif\brfs-blt\93conpt.summ
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U.S. Department of Justice

Wahngwn. D.C 2030

JAxelrad: emm

November 16, 1993

Mr. Earl DeHart
Chairman
Inter-Agency Indemnification

Working Group
Office of the Under Secretary

of Defense
Washington, D.C. 20301-3000

. Dear Mr. DeHart:

This follows your November 15, 1993, letter which responds
to my November 10, 1993, letter to Sherri Goodman, Deputy Under
Secretary of Defense for Environmental Security.

It is not at all feasible to provide detailed comments on
the draft furnished to us on November 4. For the reasons set
forth in my November 10, letter, I again suggest that sufficient
time be provided to permit preparation and review of our comments
upon the draft.

A cursory examination of portions of the draft indicates
that additional review would assist in meeting your goal of
completion of a 'balanced and objective submission., In order to
assist in the time available, we provide a few comments below by
way of example. If additional time were permitted, we would make
more detailed and complete comments and would consult with other
components within the Department of Justice.

Discussion of the Federal Tort Cllaim Act's Discretionary
Function 2=eution.

At pages 28 It gja., the draft includes a discussion of. contractors' concerns regarding the discretionary function
exception to the Federal Tort Claims Act ('FTCA'). The draft
summary of contractors' concerns is full and complete. The



draft, however, does not place these concerns in the context of
the overall balance struck by Congress when it enacted the FTCA.
The FTCA applies to all kinds of activities on the part of
federal agencies and their employees. The exceptions and
exclusions applicable to environmental restoration contractors
are no different from the exceptions and exclusions applicable
across the board to all persons presenting tort claims arising
from acts or omissions of federal employees.

We are concerned that unclear, and potentially mislead
language is used in the draft. For instance, at page 28 the
first paragraph states that the exception 'has been ineffective
in most hazardous waste cases.' In the last full paragraph
commencing on the same page, the draft says that 'for damage
claims resulting from government activities, however, Congress
has been less generous.' Language such as the examples provided
(emphasis supplied) does not appear to be a necessary part of the
draft nor does it appear to be 'balanced and objective.'

In light of the discussion of case authorities, it might
well be useful to the Congress to include cases highlighting the
relationship of the discretionary function exception to other
provisions of the FTCA applicable to claims related to those
discussed in the text. See, e.g., Employers Insurance of Wausau
v. United States, 830 F. Supp. 453 (N.D. Ill. 1993); United
States v. Nicolet. Inc., 1987 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5076 (E.D. Pa.,
March 20, 1987). Finally, it is not correct to suggest that
Daigle v. Shell Oil, cited at page 36, 'is an example

E[d]emonstrating the difficulty of applying the Gaubert rule
o .Rather, Daiale illustrates the application of Gaubert,

rather than the 'difficulty of applying' the Supreme Court's
ruling. Moreover, the speculation at the end of the discussion,
raises more questions than a Nbalanced and objective submission'
would appropriately include.

The text of the report

More generally, we are concerned that the choice of language
in the report is not always 'balanced and objective.' By way of
example only, the first two sentences in the paragraph under the
heading 'Indemnification Policies,' on page vii, could be revised
as follows:

Indemnification of environmental restoration
contractors is very much the exception [far
from universal] in both [either] the public
[or] and private sectors. Most federal
agencies do not [routinely] provide
indemnification, although some on occasion
provide limited contractor protection through
particular contract clauses. Only a few
states provide indemnification for their

2



environmental restoration contractors. Some
states [but even more] provide immunity.

S Words added are in bold; deletions are bracketed. We believe
that the entire report should be similarly reviewed in order to
avoid skewing the report unnecessarily.

Very trulyJfi

JEFFREY AXELKAD
Director, Torts Branch

Civil Division

3



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Ai VWASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

OFFICE OF
NOV ..7 S SOD WASTE AND EMERGENCY

RESPONSE
Mr. Earl DeHart
Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Environmental Security)
Department of Defense
The Pentagon, Rm 3E767
Washington D.C. 20301-3000

Re: Revised Draft "Report to Congress on the Indemnification of
Contractors Performing Environmental Restoration"

Dear Mr. DeHart:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the revised
draft of the Department of Defense Indemnification Report. The
report reads much better than its predecessor and has more useful

. information. I do have the following comments:

* The executive summary and Paragraph 1 state that CERCLA
119 applies to contractors carrying out remedial
actions (p.6). This should read "carrying out response
actions". CERCLA 119 is not limited to remedial
actions - remedial investigations and design work may
also be indemnified under CERCLA 119 authority.

In the exclusion section, Paragraph 1, (p.7), please
add that RCRA facilities may not be indemnified. In
addition, it should be clear that 119(a) provides only
Federal strict liability protection, not protection
from State laws.

The report should note that indemnification costs,
i.e., claim payments, are subject to cost recovery.
These recovered costs would factor into any cost
benefit analysis of insurance versus indemnification.

* The discussion on cost reimbursement contract clauses
that offer contractors protection should be expanded.
In addition, the section states that "DoD might have an
additional form of protection..." (emphasis added).
Other instances of may and might appear, although it is

SPlfm" wflt sUoc-b *0. 1MUem
=000 MM 01 -, Uýme iu 
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clear that the use of contract clauses for
indemnification on cost reimbursement contracts is
available. We agree that these clauses are not
preferable, even though they are available.

In Paragraph 5, (p.41), the discussion on the Coast
Guard's use of 119 states that there is a conflict in
using 119 for indemnification due to the prerequisite
for soliciting without indemnification first. EPA does
not see it as a conflict, rather it is a requirement
that limits the amount of indemnification offered by
the government. It is likely that if the Coast Guard
needs to use indemnification provisions it will be
because firms will not work without it, thereby meeting
the "lack of competition due to indemnification"
requirement.

* The discussion in Paragraph 8 centers on the cost
differences between offering indemnification and
purchasing insurance. The cost of offering
indemnification implies an unlimited amount, which in
EPA's case is no longer true. If any indemnification
were to be offered in the future it would be limited in
some way. Limited indemnification should be reflected
in the cost benefit discussion.

Again in Paragraph 8, (p.50), statements are made that
under ideal conditions there will be no difference in
cost to the government in indemnifying contractors
rather than purchasing insurance. Data on how this
conclusion is reached should be presented clearly. The
discussion on indemnification versus insurance does not
support the conclusion. If the governmeent purchased
claims-made insurance policies each year for each of
its contracts, including the purchase of some insurance
to cover tail periods, the price would be high. In
comparison, a limited indemnification policy that had
deductibles and defined terms similar to insurance
policies would be more cost effective as profit and
fees would not be incurred by the Government.

Please add the cost of insurance purchased by firms who
do not receive indemnification into the cost benefit
section. EPA has preliminary information that
indicates that when indemnification is not offered on
cost reimbursement type contracts, firms purchase
insurance to cover their risk. These insurance costs
are an allowable cost eligible for reimbursement if
they are found to be fair and reasonable.



3

I am forwarding my copy of the draft document with annotated
comments. I have noted some areas that need to be edited to
tighten up the flow. At times the discussion strays from the
point, resulting in confusion to the reader.

I look forward to reading the final report. This report
goes a long way towards building the knowledge base on
indemnification of environmental response contractors. Please
don't hesitate to call me on 202-260-6674 if you have any
questions or need a point clarified.

Sincerely,

Barbara McDonough K)

cc: Tim Fields
Paul Nadeau
Ika Joiner
Carol Cowgill. Bill Topping
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22 .~ - ~ haptW .1 Introductionc

"A&i report on Inenfctof 01 vcinors OVERVIEW OF TME ?4Dq*W~A1ON ISSUE22 putormmg eavlitmnenaw OO metiato s Fvided t0 Cv-C] QaCogress In wr ose lo1332. ofd Natiominal e ~ M m. ~af ~~
Aothorixation Act for liacol Yeaw 19ý3. Pub. L 102- ecm - .'

494. k was pvaed- by the Deotment ofD~e
(Del)) Is comslmadon with agovaumiont agency Movircmmm ia nora ao m as ~ed in]Waiting puow coasisting of repmeetatlves from the ths .uepo am daed a I~K A"P 8 W h.Wo ar
Deperooent of Eaergy E). de Depauwwt0 of hied qspecficalyto I eo -)vsdoe (Do diii.te US. Environmiental Pvolecdo *.IdVkles IN CODWuet W". wIMTh ~ pu-ml - I -
Agency (EPA), and the Off=c of Managmet and *jibes. Thu01ae.3Aocn 4tu Mm irvuo-3Budget (0MB).' The reportiIs bod grimarily an mental restoratdon as or of manoer Asoci sch as
Inflormadon obtained from the wtxking group, operating deFens Pfacilities, me am axwieae OD be
ContractorOade associations, the Insurance industry. uvinvrooeiali mastor~m ionuacsors, per Ne. Eaviron-I ~and privat panis performing environmental BMena reoratin wUCRO prformfw s y types of
gestorstion. Additional information was obutined from work. anvlnme nalfdium dulAM .4015sucion,
congressional hearings. journal arficles and other tranportation, AXmp dsposal -.pd sameienscat
"pblicy avalable wource. bi ffavent, cagories, of efommv entl .AamtiooJ autrciorsmay be maposd 3o 4d~ffert kins of

Mw odyof he epot i oranied ntocbsomlisbilities and ac~h mny 6Mv dffezemt CMa
thae correspond to the eight paragraphs in 1332. With ananagmiem optnS open 0dthm. ý
wne cicqxmon each chapter contains the resonse loJ a one peragraph. Uecmme peragrapbs (2) and (3) we The ftrm Covimuinentel ressorston Coalactor is
closely related and have a oommon response, they were kuader tha n sponse action contracor (RAC), as de-J ~answered together in a single chapter. Thus, there are Baed in ath _hmev Bmk enwl R eqxa
seven oither than eight chapters followin~g this nesation, and IAbilty Act (~A 2 RACs
botoduction, am thoe mavironmmW asl rtraton convectors thai

perform work at National Prioritles lAst (NML) sises or
Each of fhe seven chapter has a aimilar stucucnm. perform inoval actions at my site. Most IDID22 ~composed of four distinct parts. Each chWape beg=n euvironnental resoraton is perfomed at son-NPL

with a verbatim quotation of the pararap from 1 332 sites and includes work othe than Femoval actions.
that the chapteraddesses. Next. it puesnts a synopsis N~I Of the Mqpons to that paragrah, which can In used to ldmieniflcstion is an agreement v~my mne
gain insight into the respons without reading all of &q(fte United Stan) agres lo wimbuse: a acnd
the details. The rmainder 01 the chapter text provides party (the enviroomntainW rsioraton =.ori) foJ ~ ~the deftile respons to the subjec paagraph. Notes "laliy 00 &W~ porties of uaforesntl emene for
for the respones to the paragraphs are found at the damage w~~ar nup Goe doat =wk.* Mute
and 01 eadh chapter. conlractoes perflormance 01 wask ada ear c Ontrc 3te

22 bi introduction IPesets an overview 01 the 9AslA f
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&Chap ter 1: Inft.uction

public policy cnilrtos and specfic indemni- a generator, or (4) transporters who select the disposal
f Ica c hme SM. facility, including the federal governmenL Strict

liability is a doctrine that imposes liability without
Vhil M M, Natuty provisions that permit regard to fault. 7hs means that a contractor subject to

the goverm b itnmlnify entactors umder various strict liability could perform flawlessly, but if its action
S- rcumm - use of these authorities is noa the only caused a release o hazardous waste or damage, the

way *a dArk sharing is aloox d in government conra ctor is liable. Chapter 4 provides additional
eavh~irmm l cOnrafts. Under the cost Principles of detail about CERCEA cleanup liabilities.
FAR put 3I, the curacscos liability cam can also be
amesmed bnngh the general contracting auhodrity Most conributors of materials to a hazardousof DoD, o ftae examn doai they wre conidered was~ste uehave beenheld to be -Joidy andseverally-

low" M r .•, t, .. liable for cleanup costs. Tlis means that the claimant
LS cansue miy of the contrbutors and recover the entire

The question a the of the &D judgment from that single contributor. That contributor
Indemnfi~aon issue is "who for the losses and can then sue the other contributors to recover their
Injuries cause by a release a DoD site during shares of the judgment, but in the meantme, the

ViroUmatl• vironmeatal restoration caimant is paid. In general, courts hold defendants
'-c~onw dthat they will be liable for jointly and severally liable when the damage caused is

pain ad~; ,- : ,gM difficult to divide among the defendants. Recent
pAppeals Court decisions put the automatic application

their controL4 Atr all, they wer hired to clean up the ofjoint and several liability for CERCLA cleanup costs
•,.,e_•tWV h 00 mt-tIn *o A, on •into question. Chapter 4 provides more detail on

t, the the d, is CERCLA cleanup liability.

•• 15etndin vdoe th sovernment• damge (ort) labliUdwr medly Property D ramph ~ NOW Of the tethen the incentive Liability. Statsu may impose either a strict liability or

S•bame. • ••/ -finds thait the activity is "ultrahazardo " then strict

liability (liability without han") applies. Courts have
.. OIN O l r~ bd/•fb varied intheir detemninationwhether haza.rdous waste

cleanup is considere an "utabmdu" activity. If
There ae various theories of liability under which the activity is determined not to be ultrahazardos,

dohs m-y be asermed and heme theories apply in then the defendant must be foumd to be negligent in
v dpei g environmental restoration work. orde to be liable for tor damages.
M6 d&mula will focus on liabilities for which
imay be approprian.5 These fall into Negligence is defined as the failure to exercise due
two mn cateorie•: (I) liability for CERaA cleanup cae. Profteional negligence imposes a slightly higher
no, ad (2) lablty for peroal injury ad popety stndard, Le., failure oo comply with the generally
dtme• aIe Wn liability. Libility for CERC.A accepted standards of the Industry. Since the
dceaup coon is gmeraly catrolled by federal law, environmental restoration field continues to develop at
Le., CERCA. Liability for pronal injury and a rapid rate, it is difficult to define profesional
property dmiage is generally controiled by state law, staards of conduct. In the event of litigation, theme is
mad thd eorl varies sgfkm ty from ste to s•. also a possibility that the then current standards

rather than those in place when the activity occurred,
CEAcki Lnway. ~cE.A impoises could be impoued. Clapter 4 provides additional

New 1 I ckm cm al pWSOm information on tort liabilities and how they may aply
Iwo ' rgoveat. fing to my" of o environmental rstoran contractomrs
dl faw M C 10at (1) owner or

- ý m rMryo(2)nerow or oper tit One of the environmental restoration contractors'
Sirli"! )" persi On who aranged for \mnjor conmens is that the federal government may be
. pa.d tplfEtlidi'Wu tes afacility, known. ]nuse from tort liability on actions for which bot

=- * •2 -
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Indemnification can be examined from at least four perspectives:
(1) public policy considerations (2) cost considerations (3)
contractor performance, and (4) contractor considerations.
Public policy considerations ask the question of whether it is
necessary or appropriate for the general taxpaying public to
assume the financial liabilities for environmental restoration
contractors' business decisions and actions. Is this work so
unusually hazardous or so new and difficult that normal business
relationships should be changed to shift the risk to the US
taxpayer? Cost considerations are difficult to quantify and are
therefore essentially unknown. What is known is that providing
indemnification is like writing a blank check to be presented to
the government and the US taxpayer at some future time. This
open ended commitment to some future payout also raises serious
questions about the potential disruption to government services
being provided at that time when there is a limit on the amount
of money the government can spend. Contractor performance is
also likely to be affected by indemnification provisions. If the
government absorbs some of the contractors ' liabilities, then
the incentive for quality performance may be diminished. The
change in the quality of the contractors' work may result in
increased costs to the US taxpayer as more accidents occur from
negligent contractor performance. Contractor considerations
include the contractors concern that the risk of performing
environmental restoration work without indemnification is too
great; they maintain that they, in effect "bet the company" every
time they bid. Furthermore contractors contend that they are
merely cleaning up the contamination and that they had no part in
creating it, and that to hold them responsible is unfair. They
warn that DOD will soon be unable to obtain adequate competition,
and consequently that its environmental restoration costs will be
higher than they need to be.
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@ 1 ~ thaw r 1,,Introduction
Whe contactor and the government bear diretThSoilL0= bnWU DW

responsibility. This may leave the Contractor exposed bec en se of em
as the aiy remaining target for such claimpsO nM have as WSy to o hi

ovrmts fmmunity ID Certain tort claims.

pricipe t thsethatae roui nelycs tatdresulse fin-
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j ~Chapter 2: Indemnification Authorities

since the work unadertaken in theme wowircs may not location where this conmac is being performed, or (3) a
geeamily meet the criteria for using Pub. L 854104. separs ad comiplete MOW '10ustrial operation

wow clmeatFR 52 Mana.cleFd with the pfatumeec of & 000SM2

I And-D~dvcy Ad

Aub L 8540.4, Mesiy Powr s," a w piesto ay prescied hidelnification udrPub. L. &S-804 Us not limited

expnsesc clalisegatio FAnd settlment th1.pn byafabeapoaimoss~ s =nmt h

Mwe contoracua kss or da ag o th provied by h
govrnmnt an cla04 imsvr ra aring ple tr o aniose ndemnification uu.L850 ndemnificatio5-8 mus nt limitroed i

agreements between the contractor and its subcontrac- advance by an official at the level of secetary ofa
tors. The implementing FAR clause, FAR 52.250-1 does military department. For the activity io qualify under
No directly address contractor politution liability, which this authority, it must meet the following three
in amor instances might be nore extensive than the qualifications that me documented as findings in a
Oles damage, or lost use of property" covered in the "Memorandumn of Decision". 27

clauses. It is not clear if claims 0ate by regulatory
entiies for environmental cleanup costs would be (1) Umusuafly hazeordos or inudear to matureI ~considered third-pirty claims. It would cover claims
based on strict liability (that is, liability without fault), The activity for which indemnification is so be
as well as tiose arising from contractor negligence. The provided must be unusually hazadous or nuclea in

agaw maytailor the application of this authoriuy to th nature. The FAR does not define "unusually hazardous"
age circmsay cso nevrneta etrto ik in connection with using Pub. L &S-404, but

contracting situation. Indemnification under the Pub. leve th ietfcaiono these risks so be specified injL 854804 may be extended so subcontractors with the contract and approved by the approval authority.
contracting office approval. In environmental restoration conraczting, the ris

Pub.L L54104has not been used so indemnify DD circmstances related toesponse actions taken by the

conracs. P04-0s aI II II - loplme Sonme environmental restoration actions could involve
... 4AN ISAA.Mllu H&VJve--ing lage aniounts of highly toxic substances

found in dump sites. Other situations cOWN be dusmbed
as "unusually bazardous' only beiue small but
massarable quantities of listed wases (substances

DA -11detified as hazardous In the EPAs "14omrdous Waste
Management Systen"2) are involved in the cleanup.

cuEndo" Most of DeD's contamination nook Am . ua m al
mnsdouMe thtwe not dissimiar DO n =oe Wlney

The proiection afforded usider Pub. L £5404 does ssaddesse may the asm! 4 .l athbe

directors. ofi ces, managers superintendents or ote Th re aem n of Torts Q 4d guovldqs a
rqpresemtalves supervising or directing (1) substantially 4 Z
All of the contractor's business. (2) substantially all OfAciyi soral w

the connwors' operations at any oeplant or separate ianoalysgep.Sewmfiqn *ant six

7 . f..s
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I '-Chapter 2:, hidemnificition'Ai orities1

A&Idmlnkmstve ltqUeImmas Both DaD and EPA do " Umovrtive
techoolmg Will ointel the Clemup pogam iniprove

As dicssed above, wb appoving a proposal for -ioh6m pvm kmo WWIs, 20* me',My ovam f
deh exercise Cf Pab. L &85404 linemicui she Imag Msn. Bolth SMehCS 4 1 e "-Iaech -wad
pproving authority must F epare a Memorandum of drveopmnt program •imed at deliatng invative

Decisionjustifying i use. demaq induiques to fie fid a uM m Vrdn3,37

bDa~ Staei Bovircmental Remotc wd Develop
i heproess for qWpuvg the use Cof Pub. L £4•04 mm itog J (SRDP) is deianed W mCf the

duthority can be samewbhat pruoacid mnd nbueromne. -.4ado ci mew ovlrom tal IIDils y inoa the
It is maomafly ued in canection with requests for '" s operations md cl u m T• hEPA's SrIM

iind nificabon eAted to large contracts that may qa• grogram Is funded by various iP-ce mad • •gages in
signi•cant timehmnes and involve scrious Wdwnological cooperative agmemnets with federal installations to set
difficultes. The pomss is not at all well-suited for its indanology.
dealing with the multitude of relatively small contract
actions dtat am dealt with under the Defense Environ- iademnification may extend to third-pu•ty chimsns3
mental Restoation Program (DERP). FAR Pat 50.403 contractor property loss or damnage, sad Government
autlines the Information that must be supplied by the proper loss or damage arising out of risks defined in
contractors, eqecially representatiOns of financial the ontact as unusually hazardons.9 However, sm
responsibility. FAR 50.403-2 dscribes the steps that the courts might rile, as they have to he a nitext of
contractig officer must pursue to act on iademanifica- C CLA, that cleanup costs awe no property da•-
dion requests. This approval peocess must be negotiated sges. Indemnification under 1 2354 may be'eextaded
for each individual contract under which this authority I subcontractor 41 and could inc• claims or losses
is o be usd, unless some blanket suthority is separately based an strict liability. Coaaucts Involving both

* established for a class or kind of contrat. Additionally, researc liand dcvel~zm and other wodk may provide
e agencies must report to Congress on their use of for ndemnlfi ounder the satority of both I 2354

Pb. L. 85-804 mtbority.5 1. .o...-.._ and Pub. L 83-804. Pub. L 854804 would qaply only to
-. e " .RI d .... .. - - Z - work to whiCh 1 2354 does not qpply.4C Indmniflcatioa

4e_ i-- n Aie mu " Agn"""" ashanty may flow down toi"nwer tiers of subcontratxs
upon the contracting office's prior qpproval10 US(C M3, "COMMA~Crs-LMEMNMzCAON

]PRCVM "av ExcldouslI "Co-is - E C Claim must not be ompensated by insurance.

Regulatory implementation of this authority is Loss or damage must not result rom willfu l
found at DoD FAR Supplement (DFARS) 235.070, and misconduct or lack of good faith on the prn of my co
the pesacibed daues are found at DFARS 252.235- the contractor's diacors, ff-ces, managers, super-
7000 for fixed-price contracts and 252.235-7001 for itendents or other equivalent reprntaives who have
cost-reimbusement contracts, suevision or direction of (1) sumlally an of the

contractors business, (2) substantially all f the con•c-
Soupe Covernage toss operations at my one plant or separate ncation

where this contract is being prformed, or (3) a separate
10 USC 12354 provides for Indemnification under md om mi Industrial opeom connected with

DoD Resarch and Devekomet contracts or contcts Oe pefomance of dds comact.
that aontain rasarchi and development amponeots. -.I Most envirommental watt for Dot) is mo likey so be ClOainmm vin M be AWMIW assumend wader

acomplished dugh research m and devekigunm con- my other • a•t or apement m approved by the
tMct, but this authority would be avaiabe for work that ,antactinS diw. a f- er

* might be acquired in such a way. For emsple, this_
might include testing innovative environmental cleanup -
echnologies. Then, if indemnification is nded, 12354I maxIsy mfght be appropriate for such wor•.
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C ater 2:, Indemnilfication Authorities

SUMMAEY OF AUTIHO3N1US the worst installaions achieved a sufficiently bIhig Yo7
io be HaW~ on the NFL Thus, the installations wh~er

7A.. 1-1 luumrzea the primary attibutes of the this authority does apply for remedial actions wre likey
asttburkies avallifk to DoD SD indemnify enviroinmental So be the worst cases. Noneheless, a significant majority

rearw~n.~.i.of DoD siles do Mo mm fth criteria for use o(
CERCIA I 119(c) indemnification in the case of reme-

Pak L U-01 provides Dot with broad. dial actions andelated work at such simes.ft
dffi-elions rdky SD indemnify wnutraiclo n g % utnt.~~-
performing mmusffy hazadous activities if indewnni ---- ~ ..

Scukin would facilkme the national defense. Althoughb= i "
this uaftifty ho been used sparingly in other M % NW U
bazdm a d efm-ul situations, it is availabl for DoD's geneal cointracting authority permits a form
ume, SD a funised practica extent. on environmental of protection from environinentally-related costs through
retoration couftats if the need arsues. While the use of the reimbursement of allowable costs and through the

application am specific and may be difficult to meet in 52.228-7. The clause does not apply to firm fixed price
many Instiamme of Dol) environmental restoratioin contracts, such* as thome most often used for construction
contrms. It may also be difficult to rationalize its prc~ec in the remedial action phase of environmental
applicability SD cleanup of closing bume since their restoration work. Additionally, the FAR specifically
futue use wil be for civilian purposes rather than excludes architect-enginee contracts from use of the
actually In the -national defense.- Procedural insurance clause
comuplexity and a tradition of sparing use may serve so
limit the mutoriys practical applicability to the
Inereng umber of environmental restoration
onatracanmd the expiniding scope of the work that is
being WCOMUplshed. Applcation of Pub. 1- 85-04 is
discetlonmy ad nam athect SD judicial review.
However, Congress reviews its use, and key members of
Congress, haft expoessed substantial opposition to
emnploying It So indemnify environmental restoration

12354 Is powerful but very limited in its
mppadlcki diece it applies only to research and

CERCA I 119(c) is available So indemnify RACs
* perimrlag remedial acio, on NPL sites. Indemnifi-
cadan for RACQ performing removal atosunder
CERCA I 119(c) has been Interpreted as being
xval~,I atmy dot. The staumary definition of ORACso
is a -s c~.asn tha th of *environmental

cetrton wmrmcku" as called for in I 332. Indemni-
kiatia for msiOmn performing fembedWa actions
onder CEtCA I 119(c) applies at the less than
6 p=cM of DoD's Installations that am on the NFL
Sinm NFL hatrus we the most extensively

~~ and km~ more actual dsit than the
aver,, bOM ftdesit on DoD's NFL
Instgltm ompke aot22 percent of MIA total
dasit uqin teeiaim. Also, the Hazad Rankka

Smn"was appliad SD all DoD installations, sad ouily
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lel Chapter 3: Adequacy of Comipetition
Response to § 332, Paragah (2) and (3) -

Z'hragrapb (2): IU ex.tmnt to wlic ls MWe IMP has y" to few ahe Enoity of its' andhorit retoerred So In pwaragrp (1) we oaullable -Mbedial actions. 60u hs rapidly OqfmAchlng a alaft in
soe nsure, adequate eoauqetition mad qualifed ýfe progru whor remedimtion dainates contact
cotactors for actions -t governed b h e b. olicitations. Alth1=0 Mrns Wilae in AUl Own of
CamprwbuwIve KmlOW1 tal- Remomse, Ceaquem. invesigtion and clenspo tbi I P -MP 'ID Mbiff~Y
mloon, and Lfiability Act of IM6 (42 U.S.C. m0I st A- as activities which disumb, rmove, teat.
eeq.), and lb. cnaM to whic additional aulhosity to = or dispoe of wasses take place. Although
ensre adequate competition mad qualified currint data is limbted -to m -imudies, te
contractor n ..ecvry for soch actions. nesenmmwlves of fte cntractor comumunity. and certain

Paroso (): Te adnt t wkilath ge flhm In paticular, state dot fthe inblustions
Paragrapof (3):tece make tbent cotiue whcomhpeti~-~D~ tion for

huideinllcadon authoety provided In # 119 of the mo aiomna etito co tra o uisky. On
Comprebeadve esponse, Campen- tkod anud, fiusappearingondcEm ma

aston, and Liability Act of IM6 isnmecessary to Toda9? list of the top 100 enviroinmentul contracting
mrsu adequate comspetldion and qualified copne rotnl appear us biddens and winners on

contractors to perform remdiall acdious at military DoD environmental restoration contracts.
lostaiallon lMeted oanthe National Priorities LInt or
removal actions pursuant to such Act. Frmthe standpoint of DoD, competition in

amwnena1 sestoamdou contracting Ih desirable SoI . SYNOPSIS obtain the best value. To date. -DoD has had no
difficulty in obtaining sufficient nutmbers of qualified

Environmetalmiration at DoD sifes is addressed bidders for environmental testoration work wimthu
via the Defense Environmental Restoration Ptoiram offernn indemnnification. However, there we indicaions
(DERP). Although conduce in accorance with the dw om inwcw DoD contrors and several large
Conprehensive Environmental Response, Compensa- environental fi am -a participating in DoD
don, and ILiability Act of 1980 -(CIERCIA)', response envirnmntal restoration wok Mic limited evidence
actions undertaken by this progratn we not limited to available is linnfficien So conclude whether ftese
CERCA National, Priorities i~st (NPL) sites. As noted segments am deenning so bid because of undenanifica-
in Chapter 2, the peat majority of DoD) installations am t'o 'SW,4o t~ thpC WOk-1

a"t listed on fth MPL and thus may not be eligible for tnfmof* j]ND
fthIdenfcto provided in CERCA 1 119. in
otber respects, the qualitative differences betwee NPL CURRENT DATA ON CONTRACTING AND
and non-NFL sites we minimal, ad fth issues regarding ~D~IDEIICATION
competition and quality of contractors ant common to
b~otb atuaons. Mwfore, DoI) has chosen to~P repodD hias no provided Id nicain to
so Paragraphs (2) and (3) together. Thim is a common environmental restoration contractors, so the evidence
question addressed in the two Wumgrap: to what will be limited to the results of copetitions conducted
extent is indemnification needed to cusue adequate without it. (Exweples, of DolY&sme of the
competition and qualified contractors? ~~~~o gaortiites described In Chapter 2 art

To respond to these issues. oD has exatmined the cnandi hpir n )
available data regaring contracting and Jadeninifi- m~TheDoi CompoKIWS ntiofded 1rwmn
caton, and has looked at the Moltiohn~ between ris Information and daMI So 11s pw pome at
man~agement and comnpetition. A review of fth status of helping gIn *hthor nat mopedto
the DoD restoration program, an wiaysis of the rsks vatd sli for anuofm t 6-Mce Ind IDwha
associated with coviranmntnml restoration, and a survey ~ ne~is woodd 10w edthit O Liss.

* of the characteristics, of the contrector community wo daVU was providied'In reqpoe S ow m! inomation
inadeuiken so, further define adeuate copedutou and request frm 4k office of -be -ntn tS060Y of
qualifiedcoatractors. Sefleas (Enviramenta) -(ASM3). Mr dvata ir

4--vided is highly vwable in covve~ so co.~piceowe
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jLAsty, y notes a si where same type competition is -n Indicat orf a we ftvwuble business
of ay hve 4 aproriae, ut nvironment. one in which con - br - freey cowm the

whicdewasM under e muket and am winin to cimoo vmlnove solutions

action.i the NOmW e moseronte more btprt getweanentI cotiningits*tis trouhou thema o rstoatin. her etwo brond t er a ctors- nybe
determin 3f cdU m tos remai in do th ina9 hsfrdeln ihrs t o iht sue

the Sprngrco b the AryWayshicnduton, (1DeuC, hittepnlis ih u rn
unated14t hmentoners lotinsfo raTd liabsiues or (2ardeq posue in liblty.

Worl Wa L ab outh dicoeiry abiud toi Tenvromena rsoatig on mriketlc ming t o aa oue
reddedl fre m thed buni Satesting theoeunt fof cmanythe pcabiet to Imanae ( available, adwik

chmcnalWarfar*eue. Simniince fo werly us oe ascaed defets adeuae) various f 1'ms a cosbmpaeny and
uneI NPRL., ancmti on. weAm is ot possib e d inenftoion thous limi theiris onrmedial
that inuing itsmcri throughu the appiablty retorataion. at r we r taonabroe jce hav gomfpany

IetheArmief oed to reimbursemani the on9 ha forsl dur ing wich climsk cn he wishe tor 2)sand:
IU cotracor by Armymay b conuctin therefueore cahnot the pealtied bygh a cnrcoru tio
intusie tsti on ind hoeowerslo s realizede laiit is b orn (2)-ml ted toi liability fo

wasugou bein perored Vall e The discoerednets
haeISKrat abu MANAeirN ANDit COPEITO I laefrst stealteg fe s aae a oue

a0va ilabl te data reg a teding the nu ver ndteid of o0 te 30chs of Fin ally, indemniicablon hasd

comsi te nc offrs resp ondin to ws nol tations shoblec ben wdemn ol imi tded.s s em da
that adeqat cometi9o crnty ei asos cowcuever, ncntatr.Beas a bifclIthe ataw snuficep to cocl t tat oDi s h Iaeqayoriaaalai fsraeie o
of sarl oub taining Sclanp n the betevrnetlrs ain sifittionng the burden oflablty ye thes cmcerned

vau p sil. vepoes euie ub .04 4 p acticlslto n w th the Chlyapteonr d.Coa-
apprvalmad tha autoriy le TheefoexposAndursemt stralte.gTies ae ncmpished byefa

* fthe nrm boper to reimusonets btas whthe n fr cothe iivdu alcotacor which clisa e (e hapte 2) bend
manpmnle with1 ea the rgtqaiiain epnig raciedfor dannte by relid b as cotaco tho)

Inded, ~insus Cfcometiton adlquiit ofsedeann ~injuies ocether whl thesines tratege

RIS MANAGEMENT AND Cninqurabl Intiyotx eut easige lte r. Healthe reulin h oma dempcany
bot DD ad heconratorinunty av wed exposretypingcally no manifet themsles foe

* neet nIaalgcompetition ffirm rempnined oiitalations showinot been widelymkng oDisit
cotracts FadeDquates competitiancurntl meanss. boetter, qaiy~k hlsmab etrto

nepessatily obtaininup thecholgest eniometludesgoratooa- mnffiog tahi b turdenoflablty performane concevnerd

* dyometetihnologist betheomoht reasotonaly picen tterm reuinertaint typneistame o oa in Opavkuopentao

government Fo the contractor community, have ased o work, eihe the detrmna1o haul the uad
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4 Inp we nam" technowog. gthe invust- the contracting communi , thbe determination of thei-do -~m af W resawatcn In attempt to achieve ability to compete and examination of the current
in - tia cmt, and avoiding maepo h eil contractors already unde

itval UWcaogloes; mad sol tha may carry a conteact wiln help m whether DoD is attracting
Wo- d cC kat , wte sum~ which may be laken sufficien emitrahctrs ibthe right uiffications.
by *e rcm an im meffort to itslsiability.

Thes kwfor the contractor PROGRESS OF THE DEFENSE ENVIRONMENTAL
co ay d ami e As overly coinservative RESORA77ON PROGRAM

fe0 UAWit for thONo is it always DoD bas made significant progress in moving the
conasift with DoD gala usn the momt effective enmvironmental restonato program iInto the remediation

tecnolgie, icludin ative techinologies, 6o phase. LoIng at dama presented in the DERP Annual
ezzidilede=W b aprotective of human Report to Congress for Fiscal Years 1990, 1991, and

bealth ad 1992.M the number of site investigations planned
continues to decline (from 1,263 in 1990 to 757 in

Some members of the contractor unity have 1992), as sites move into the RI/PS phase."3 Remedial
expesed concer about their abilit to compete on desiVn~aunedial action (RD/RA) continues to account
f tuearmeda action contracts t acess to some for larger and large percentages of the activity under

type oi uiA hmana~gement. Tbis nom a universal way at all bases. However, the number of RA activities
concer, a evidenced byteof firms that do projected for the future still outweigh completed

coptbut ho bem stc= 1g expressed by a few RDIRA projects by an approximate fifteen-t~o-o ratio
jmietfinns mid trade .I ThMe remedy (4,28 to 289). 14

discomed most oftem Is some orm of idmiiain
TO y Cnsit fir ~deim~iatl-MThe shif in the program away firom investigation

some othesraeynd mpt on competition, it and toward cleanup has two significant implications.
is 2000auY to anew f adq competition shown First regardless of the measurement used, data
by the wroeno dtha is yto be maintained in the collected to date on the amount of competition and the

Famp &C .pmV=rumaturm ITha can be quality of ontractors has only limited utility i
dome by ( progressm of therestoration deciigftrsenioofnraedtetono

Progr= . .e to cleanup, (2) the opportu- actual cleanup.
sides for expinre liabilities, and (3) the character of

the~omwafcontractor corm~muniy. Second, DoD is not alone in making this shift. EPA
-, ~and Depsiunet of Energy (DoE) are undertakcing

Cimvendaos wisdoma regarding impact of concerted efforts to rensediate sites and are also moving
Habilty ow cospetido withi the contractor towards programs dominated by the cleanup phs. The

auin remt Cas thms main .First, that capacity of the marketpic to meet all of these
athe 0 ma o f~yc C=Wntac, lt to in the DoD) chiallenges, altbouo v addressed in this report, could
mnVk m fd fuSMxAdr deal with the affect the level of competition and the contracting

invig~nph.., ad that as progr= mama, strategies that must be employed to ensure DoD obtains
mor =m - mock will be dam the clean arena. the best value in environmental restoration contracting.
Sego 4ly, kt he bow. mumed expsu to1 liability
inraP F a the pogram Tiat is, reeIaln PROGRAM RISKS
deig. ad rmedia action peaforming
ciemaq wok amu .mr at grunte risk than am The basic elmets ofthe overall environmental

emhcmupufwml:gthe vestigalk WC& mass- restoration prora investigation, design,
msed with pllmb~y 1Wif investigation construction, and opr" ad maintemene. The latter
(PAIS0 or nomedi gatlon/fessiility study three o( these comprise c phaspe. Within each
OUAWS)po .-J@ sLlyw is ingnd thaboth lparg md of them elemeeft a ci ine d subcontracmr
=al&= WW. ree fwt doe amek we favolved In ucb as surveying, sampling,

of . IN Co. bacame of the inlque drillin wells, deal building remedies ranging
"a. MlWW ol "d dluso~ of firms can apply to In cotopieuity from earthen walls to sophistlcued
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Iame disc~ussed In greater detail in 4. Simply put, serve tostreamline rmuedial effons by codnm h
liailtis anbe incurred at my of the restoration aictivities of subcomntrctors. Tike WgSW otr~bactors for

priogram. They may Wesk die disturbance, DoD we primarily engaged In Weapos systems
ranval trnsprt.or ispsal hazrdos sbstnce. evelopment Involving .1 Uth steps ct be vyams

my of which can mook in to the euvkomunent 4develimem 11fecydle, Atm Peeac P I d development
md awae liability for cea costs, or for property to ows and evdaladom, to production. Uese ftms have
damage or personal Injury (damages). Professional expertise in movin& Atm comcqptaul nodams Of syssen

liablit ca mon ft imlemetatoc f a functionality to nmaifestang those madams In completed
rem di f~~s g thuU ly failisto contain wastes, hardware and crepnig supon frtk astrom and

Prcics the environmental restoration field. Some of the lre
-opnis however, ame the very coqisezies most vocal

Negligence am the part of a con that results in -in their expression of need for risk-shating medhamisms
a release to the environment can occur at the to encouage their participation in the remedlial action1investigation phase, because of the t uncestainty contracting arena. Their argumient is twofold: they have
involved while the nature and ex of contamination is the amos to lose in exposing asets to liability; and like
still being explored. Sevnera s exist in Superfund all other environmental restoration contractors, theyIwher groundwater con= for example, has have diffisculty obtainig adequate insurance and surety
been made worse via the vertent actions of a bonding"6 for the uniknown risks associated with large
contractor involved in g wells for its remediation projects. (See (Oapter 6)

I Ivesigak~n.15 However, exposure to suit is0
Igenerally assumed to as waste removal, Small businesses (those with less than

treatment., transport, oir activities increase, and 250 employees) socout for 99.7 percent of all
as design, construction, operation of a treatment or companies and 70 peF-rcent of U.S. cmnployment.17 ibe
cotimnIytmTepoiiyt h American Defense Preparedness Association states that
damage, both in space e, make the "hands-on" as projects exceed S3 mullion (particularly cmvi-
coonctor a amor get of litigation than one ronmental mraimxnucon projects), small
at earlier stages of multiyear Cleanup process. contractors are less likely to be able to compete.
Therefore, DoD to date may nam form an Concerns over financial stability and overexposure limit
adequate dataas ch to determine the need for the availability of surety bonds required by the Miller
Indemnification s an ntive for contractors to bid at Act, frezig these companies fisu the marketplace asIreasonable prices on D work. prime contractors. EPA has recognized the importance

of these companies in providing innovative technology
CHARACTERISTCS OF THE CONTRACTOR aid has attempted to ensure their participation In theI ~COMMUNITY Superfund Ptogrun by liberalizing the Indemnification

coverage and deductibles available to them under
A look at the companies that have successfully bid CERCLA 5119.18

on environmental restoration comtrct at DoD in the
peas shows a range of sizes. Represented within this list Major D.D Contrtos on i andr~a
We several OftJ Ia cto WOMMUM I-NVE Restoration Conftrcting

a% svefm L ~ ý ft f muI W" ay iec aizen a -_ ,b. J- g2Te In 1990, the 100 larges DoD cantretng tms had
two caegories each htave q~ualties affecting their ability DoD misated revenues In ctcessiff$0D billon and the
and willingness, to compete for future DoD remediation tan largest firms in excess of S" billion. onaly we of
contracts. the an largest DoD contracting firms &a had any

. sgnificant presenc in die envirinmul cotactmin
Large compvanies may Lifer several benefits to the field. Raytheon Engineers sod Costuctors, aJgovermenta particularly in the performance Li large subsidiary of Raytheon founded In 1993, appere o n

1 ~ ~~25 -~



Chaxe r3: AdequacZ of Competition

the uMavbunint Today's Top too- list of indemnification, they mre being asked to 'bet the
Vanvbemztul bawsfor the fnrs time this year, company- just to perform on DoD environmental
weighifg inm anmber 7, with repculed environmetal comracts. a risk they claim they will not take.

svaisof MGM .IlIIWn". Repreacutatives Irom Bechtel Corp.22, an EBASCO,23
both among the largest engineering and construction

ft ft ND #p ezunhaed so date, of the ten larges conaci in the axuuy, have made this assertion at
DND , 10 nars mly a subsidiary of one of them ha different tMes, and the National Securities, Indsty
ensued my bids for ernvironmental work molicised by Association articulates this point of view for the whole
DoD. This urn a siale usuceisful bad for a Navy bdissty.Woth them companies have recently bid on
conmt dtha wu awarded to another bidder with a fixed uad wstrao
primeo at A SSKOOO D. Most at this subsdiary has = LA MC- inR* M

slie m maid ID incW CMPMY.2 1 It is Mu dlew
from the dm provided why the largest DoD conraetWs -O,- a
have not vigorously jouned the market for DoDcIl)n
environmental woLk wVtlMr kAr @At 2-a---!Aifosmn

- -noo man Woo.....onI NW& iong

-- C- W -NOISMO ve L-- -

U044 Th M V~~Ieumn might ccmyi
include a laN* of familiarity with the environmental siuations thatGo N MW

business sad a scaircity of In-house expertise with the W'i e they~m.amsi--~puhum
techology or straegic business decisions about future fgiaudaka27
growth market and company positionin. How much
each ad theme, or other factors, influence the degree to some Wei
which large fmparticipat in environmental with pet g on a cula ract
remt~tc remains an open question, that, in uruai they ca the o

t::x ~4~~A nVefume enw

w Ma ;~~ Intheenvronmnta cociuion andEBACO ppaenty- reached that

Mayother firms prominent inteevrnetl cnlso.Bechtel worn a Navy "CLEAN" contract in
and construdton business, are apparently not watuing April, 1993 and EBASCO won a Navy Remedial Action
for DoD's environmental programs either. A preliminary Contract in June, 1993. These contactors enjoy no
comparison shm owtht only 17 firmsa named on the special ndemnification connected with their
'Envkonmmt Today's Top 100' list wre among the pefrmn- - FWU'.qFMOW' *In -
combiaot's names sibmitted in the response to the *8d , I. . b........ Pampemdum.riof o( the
infcxastlam reqwma turan the components. Again, thb& fir1hsdips ro:'-~b~rz~ -- r"'O lug# may

tenp wes lved from the comaponents were ac b; a ligg" W f"s"q givam the rW. t
ompeesve mad m~y firms working at lower levels -tMd!ý-1 dA A tewr cul

(e.g., at the Insallaio level) withim the component
may M have been reported. No asumt was made to
Wedetiy sobnldires, of comanie that might be doing Analysis of Navy Dat
boudnem nder differewntames. MAlo, the 'Environment
Todays Top 10(r lKisIs not necessarily a Navy data supplied in response to DoD's

erupreainvscompilation of All the major firms informatiom request was the most detailed. A
peroringmt contracts that could he considered a preliminary reacing of this data setM Indicates that

eavhsumeotal remoaiondo work, during FY 1991 and 1992 the Navy issued 52 'cleanup
contrana" oo 39 cleanup contractors for a tota of

S Cmb~ AsmmOrin S 167 million in cleanup work. On theme 39 contracts,
Several382 bids (and proposal) were received ftur

Sea m* coastmucti and angneeraft 276 differen contractors. Of these, the most significant
wvcI= mcacmmor have statd thug the risk they face in subset ame those cost reimbursnment contracts for
perfomain an Dp1) environmental projects is too 'Remedial Action Coun~rcucx (RACs). While only. ~ ea=rm They aft~ saset that because of the lack of eight RAC contracts wer awarded, they comprise,
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I wChape r3: Adua -of Ctodon.I
I ~ ~$150imillion of fte $167 xmiion total dollar volumne thkmet wooh msa gromp. ibe Navy ountac~osn MSCg

COUarce ini this time period. in met wormb from $60 thousand to iaou S130 million,
or a amse of over them orderscc magnitude. Of the

Mhe solicitation for RAC contracts saracted 50 costaucos bout AM At 'Wavy .0mvidedI ~70 proposals for the eight contracts that wer to be inormation,2260aed twoit Ef~m lie$1million.
awarded. Rom among the 70 proposals, five contracors mad 43 at less 85 afllhlom. Fiye P 1 - bad reported
were selected to, receive the eight awards. One Me wort vnes ha ezssm ef $10 SIflio While twoI contracor won thee contracts, for 127; rper t ibarof OCC 10 eCesU Of $100 AMilon. 111".mfind- md
The Iota awarded dolAr amount while another m t ht~ n~4 h
coasmacor woo two conitracts for a 33 percent shar of "ANA.- -~::.~2 .J I
the toal awarded MMosL TIe eMaCInbing 40 -PercenI
A are was disriuted @amon the other three soncecsfulwe I
proposers. That 70 proposals were received for RAC
word seemis go indicate that adequate competition was
achieved, but it is nm evident fromn the data how Data Amulyds Summry
diversified the Proposer bdcn h
eight comtraq~xi w RA~J~L~KC The data indicate that DoD is waretitly receiving

.. ~Loth-f~U W~rB~l5~Wtr~m two uam mnumbers of tuponses from quaflfed biddern
nimtfor or environmental restoration work. However,

w , g t deter6mining the eadquacy of comnpetition! may require
moetaIasml bid Cont For examople, w

The Navy provided a large volume of badground contracting with those aegmnefts icabhle the DoDIdita on the performnance quality and financial strength environmental restoration pisa ID PMpUs more
of imany of the ontrractors that were successful in efficiently (better cleanups; at lower costs)? MOM-
scquiring Navy clesnup contracts.2s The data was f""e MAl "&a ,h M- -. V 11
provided frm the Navy's Engineering Field Divisions t 0 1- ý j - -"-.

for environmental design and remnedial acton type that-IMC0tat
work. The sample does not reflect Army or Air Force UM EW nesgii ON

Based on the limited data moalyzKd them we a fewIThe following is a preliminary interpretation of the observations, that can be offered about competition in
informnation provided by the Navy and represents a DoD eovironmenotal restoration con0tracting that mayI reasonable explanation for the way the data awe help provide some insight Into answering these
distributed, but may be but one of amay such questions:

Nsavyd o&g ofer reotedhe othe otion oani the pir~ ~L

ty ofain 279 wo~rk ates. pyoandlred datae fonsructhisnMlnd orot ei
caseto tractors wor ows ci o exaup fthee degr c oma=fi me e

Thed Navry data also~k whuid e 43isan ci ofouun to mk
"oosom nie in erene about . 7bthe fnnilsrua oftono theNaympd nd temke

I~~~~vsiso aosm bonuoer usd n leap y xainn
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Chpe :Indemnification Practicem~; *
R h~ esponse to §332,Pamrap (5)

Pua~ph(5): 7ue type of iindmmudflcath, ff OWUERAL AG~DCIE
any, carretly PUOeIed In mv6 inea resorsa

don inbnctors by Federal mge-e41m, by State EPA is Ote cuy federal agency that has esfblisbed
agencies, wad by private esilda at sitem other than a Writen policy regmiling inenfct of

fllsalatlow MWd sits rdured to In paragrapli (1). wmvklwga resitration F M- k. in goraL, amo
agencies 6wcidlu EPA;' do Mo dkr samesoy

SYNOPSIS idn i D a t ovkiirnmtal reutwtion comkac-
dds, hooh dinte have been sme acptous Which

Most federal agencies do not regularly offer we diacaued below and in Chapter 7. In adition,
stautory indemnification to emyironmental restioration sam sCiecies provide fisk-sitaing maedmnlsms other

EuiOMenm Compliance and Rsofo uhr- Ofanevrnetllaiiis
zation to offer Idmictinusing CECIAf19
initorItY ID envi1onmental restoration wmbncsors Deebntof Defens
Performing work on NPL sites or performing removal
actions. However, no qualiffied contra=d has requested DoD generally does tot provideineniato

indemlfle Som. e federal agencies have provided for COVilrownmmmi reicrtlon __ntactots. DoD did
liie Prfcto frevitenarsoaion co- provk ideddfs e11O

I ecnatracts. DoD has also provided for reimbursement of
State practices vary widely. Ten miane have passed environmentai liability costs under cost-ribusbe
indmnlkutcnauthorities, ID cove environmental Contracts using FAR Part 31.1 (See aw lsoOmpter 7.)

S re~WstOraton contractor, but only eight satase have used
I ~them. New Jersey had an indemnifcation statute in U.S. EvfrwNOmm Wa Putecdoo Agumecy

place from 1986 unitil 1990. when it expired. A newI indemnifi fti n atoity was passed in 1992. New EPA has wsed the idmfcaonauthority
Jersey did not observe a decrase: in competition after provided in CERCLA £1119. This sectio has two key
the original autority expired, and has never used the provisios. irMt it OWNIVs environmnental restorationI new authority. oaftraacr who work on NPL dine or ondduct fanoyal

acton ('pOinseW action conmoatrs [R.AOs]) ftm
Fourtee stafts provide immunity rather than the federal strict HaIlity sta0dard to Which Parties
indmniictio 10 environmental restoration con- responsible for contamninating the sit we hld.

tractors. Ibis protects the c~ontrctor and does not Incur Instead, these counuactors we held liable for cleanup
any additional state liabilities. 1koeme~ -the eSublt- kCOst only If they we found to he negligent, grossly
dis imjiwmd po'c mnv hawsI negligent. or aigaged tn intentional miscoduct 71is

~pu ~ L ~Provision is no-discratdonsmy said "fpies So all RACs
(including Dcl) RAQ) tegu'dless of whether or notIt is difficult to cnisvely determine the idmicaioIs oiffered Seond, this section

IndmniicionPractice of private entities. Anecdotal enffectively provides EPA with diserulonary authiority
VMI s vlmeuggests that the pracices vary significantly. ID indemnify RACs against third-pmrty suits for

ft ofrisconipreiebnsive indemnification 10 neglIgencP In conductin response action alvtivads at
refusing on consider indemnoftio ande y Nat Ioa Priorities LINt (NPL) des mad smowa action[ciraumsastans. None of the 17 respondents @D DoD's dim' Prior to Jamuary 1993, EPA Inuided RAOs with
survey at WRP practices provided broad indemni- lNOWt inen f ort M FIgsny lilltdes as a
Sication coeage. Some pwovded vey limited remult ci usgefem With so 111 1r, dollar, MIL arm%[ cveag, others provided coverage rehactan~dy on a neglience, inotlonal UMIseN&M wd stict liabliy
came-by-ase baslL and still other refued to indeumify actions winder state law waue 16 mmerd
under my chcrmstances.
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Cat.er 5:'Ademiuhiffati6rilhactices]

Iits restortion activities, In these cases, the progrm Waloh dei a deueequal ID 30 percent
environmental restoration contractor is protected and .1 die c aur a nt .tioqu,~ So a d $15 million, andItde state does not Incur additional liability. Hibwever, a Co-payment Oqmd Io 10p E 1h Ol Claim, in
the cost to the public is that an injured ponty may have ecums of the deductible, amt toCIA the kdeUmnifi-
no way to recome damages. caton limit spciiedd within the agreL The st=t

has anthoity io offer Idemnnficaton aid legal defese
There we 16 saues diat do Mi offer either for claims of vq 16 U5 million for a single occrence
Indmnfiatonor inmmuity to the environimental mid p SO $0milk. percotr

restoration contractors, but rather, require: that the
enirnmntl esortiecontractors Indemnnily the New Jersey has aever med Ie nam

sttjgis liability resuilting from thei lorac Idmic a utio uiority. Thecy did not see any
acli An mdo I KI reuir conrac')r to decess incomptid afer he rignalauthority to

Iprovide immunity ooth mitraccor, mn hsve h e oue the -rent *-destiat utonFo
their actions as reciprocal indemnification. example, New Jersey recently received 5 responses to

a solicimadn wlt hidniit c fur aremedial
There are 41 states with statutes that probably design for a Superfuimd site. Ths level of competitionI pohiit indemnnification of construction, design and is comparable to what they would have expected when

environmental restoration wintractors under certain they did offer Inenfcto.New Jersey also issuedIconditionis.8 These statutes vary widely in their scpe a Level-of-effcxt Wyp solicitation for remedial d~esign
and coverage. They were passed to assure competent una amed sites. They wondered if they would obtain
construction and design work by prohibiting adequate cmetto since tie respondents had no site
companies fromi contracting away liability for their Information qono which Wo Judge their liability
mistakes. It is mulikely that these statutes would affect exposure. New Jersey received 16 responses, so theyI ~federal indemnification of cointractoirs since federal concluded that lack of Ineni-ato was tot a
contracting is controlled by federal law. significant fatrin competiton. They did ntem that

there am some firms who bad when IndemnificationINo correlation was found between state was offered, but who do not bid now. These firms
Indmniicaionand the number of contractor claim that part of tie reaso for their changed bidding

responding to solicitations. The geographic Itication practice is the lack of Innfction. However, New
and the budget for the work were the most significant Jersey has not found the omsinof these firms to be
factor Influencing the numaber of responses to a hindrance to adequate competition.
solicitations. Almost all states could obtain environ-
mental restorattion ccontrctoirs despite no offering PIUA7E EINflLS

Indmnfictin.The states also have not observed a
decrease in the available pool of contractoirs, an There qppeI So be a wide variety of indemn 0 ca-
Increas in the cost of their services, or a delay in tion practices in the private sector. There is anecdotal

cleanups as a result of not offering indemnification, evidence suggesting that same private parties Indemn-
salty and others do not but It is diffcult to determine

New Jersey has had a noteworthy Inidemni cdon which Is the predominant Vpactice. For =ApexanicIn
progam, partly becaus it has had two Id nification testimony before the Environmental Rstrnation Panel3statutes. The first one was established in 1986 and of die House Comumitee on Armed Services", th
expired in 1990. Under this statute, the state gave National Consructor's Association (NCA) providedI ~ ~preferential treatment to environment al etration several exnpies of actual Imigmig U&n am private
contractoirs that obtained pollution liability insurance hazadous wante clenup mapats Pa-d Phno by
and Mi not request Ineni- to. In 199, the NCA member comipanies. MThus.umples provide a

- wCurent IndemnificatIon statute was Passed. It allows browd range of Inenfial m. o Include limits
preferential treatment Io be given Io contractors who for certain tyes of Claims;ohr do ams Sam
provide occorrence-based insurance coverage in lieu of expressly omit coverme of wilful misconduct, others

Inemifcaio.To date, no contract has been able do ot Some fu~t~Ib a U amL ly i
to obtain occrrence-based Insurance9. The new She private Others do SOL.
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I ndbuifnficition Practices

To obaiec" am da fircm the private ENDNOTESs
secam Doa.iI..a qesdomialre to the lop

.26 Pemkfduiub~ ~1e (PRPs) listed in t Memo from Mwy Ann Masterson et aL, Department
-dw 14 do@-' g ftm tEP Hafliti dated of Finergy, to Shun C. Lin&~ Department of Defeawe

3l~b, ~~squat~mukgthelit of the 01111 dated 19 March 199 (See Appendix 1).
recewed, can be food

in iz7 M at die 1k FP have large cleanup 2GA0 RepwiK Sopert'vd: Contracters Arn Being Too
(SoIna ($ 0 dilk op $S million anumally) and Uberaly. indemnified by the Government,

mIy raUKU Most of the PRPI; ar alto involved GA04tCED-WI-60, September 1989, page 14.
in all phnat deicpq, Data the ataly phate to site
dsoome No. -~ dmlluc claims have been filied 3Supwefund Amendments and Rtauthorization Act of
agaistuycatomPMts dosresion"e 1986,42 U.S.C.A 19601-9671 (West 1983 & Supp.

1993).
The resme indicaic thtsveral PRPs include

very lUmited cm~eonw ndmifcao in their 506 FdRe.06(1991).
standard tems. Ibis udenfco usually excludes
coverag for myr contractor negligence or Willful ~ 14 U.S.C.A 1691(e) (West 1990).
misaundome In other cases, the dnenfct on cas
is even 1" muehuid, and POWides protection only 6,Wto Brigadie General W. 0. Badaus, USA (Ret.)
when the PR? was negligent. Somse PRPs do tot from Rea Admiral P. A. Bunch, US. Coast Guard,
indemnify cainawsos unaderamy cirasnstances Others dated 23 January 1993. (See Appendix 4.)
do so tekactuaty =m a cuse-by-cae basis when it is
nmuney io obm. the cotractor they desire. Fr 7Stat Indenification Report prepaired for EMA
Cianple MomuVAt sta1100s 10 such instances, 23 April 192. (See Appendix 1.)
MonanumoW ma ogre so indemnify the awounto
againast qecict Ie- w s or happenings, but only by the $Anti-denfkaiio Summary, EPA (See Appendix 1).

"Lwalictin pmisnwhchcan be

re diete contractor to indemnify them. altInuacthticretyavi econ
only claim~s maeduring the 1-3 year life o h

This daft may indicate that there is a general policy (Oclalas; made") rather than claims made at
sentiment bn the privatesco against Providing my tinme in the future but arising from occurene&s
euvkarneiiial restoatioo uco CGO IndmiMin during the life of the pokiy (Ooccurrnc-huedO). &ee
hbut that it will be provided to a limited degree om a also the response to paragrapha6
case-y-case bob when needed.

,~IHL Before I&e EDi'ionmenial Reswrmonao
Panel of the Committee on Armed Services Hobus of

006Represenuuiwe., 102 Cong. 3rd Seas. (199).
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JChapter 6: Insurance t' Z _
Response to §332, Para (6)

Pluaraap (6): rthe swailabdlly, the coverage, pollution eocts and up Cwere nM take
the east, Mad the type of inurance aummnerdaloy . Io accunt in caWu:&la4uum fr those policies.
available to nviromenetalr w r dorao combactors at Insurance auamI s g l a iDiytow
current and former miltary bmaiasdons mid 'sod cous have'bcfe aaeo'c nmr hazardous.
formerly and 'uneitem -at-eae 1 sgake&t'

SYNOPSIS BACKGROUNDJ D~~y the mid-1980s, amst of the insurance industry Prior to the IM(~ the Insumuce Indostry offered
ceased to offer new environmental impairment liability conprehensive Veneal liability policies to cove a broad
OMI) insurance policies. However, by the early 1990s, Mage of commiercial liability resulting from accidental
some limited coverage ElM policies became availableir personal injury or property damage, mqally including

wit M, ta ne-1=1 n in pollution incidents. In the late 1960s, the insurance
insurance industry has to make mome Insurmance Inidustry added a opollution exclusion* d~ause to the
available to cleanup contractors than in the past. standard cunpraiebnsive Jeneral lability policy. It

specifiled thad the policy 6,vered culy sodiden and
Advertised ratkemai hi gh negotiated accidental ~ pluioncidents. Durng the 1970s, somie

policies am beccunin some tmore reasonable. envirnuments! impairment liability (EIL) policy, s
Policies ame still carefull solimit the insurance expressly cover pollution lAks. However, by the mid-
company's exposure. covering 1ong-tall" 1980s, new policies of this typ were not being offered
liabilities-hiose that after the policy is by most insurers.
written and the premi not ye available.
(Log-tail coeae larly important for The decision So discomtinue offering EEL policies

envronen 101Wn because many was primarily due to the insurance industry's concern
haLb e ffec that y reslt an improperly that new euvironnmental liegislation, coupled with trends
performed en I tal cleanup not emerge for in common law. and court interpretations of environ-
20 or 30 years.) er, great toward providing mental law, had broolened the insurance conpmnies'jlong-taillo e have been made large multi- liability beyond what the copanies had intended to
contrac po by negotiating terms withe insurance insure against 2 In addition the insurance industry was
companies. may be that the betr and lower experiencing an actual inerase In the namber andJ costs a * e on multi-contract pices due more dollar value of claims being fied during this period. The

tw tzenegotiating poerh to the RAND Institute for Civil Justice surveye four national
aOf scale" that ticly imat rate insurance carrers on cdaims Involving hazardous waste

costs.cleanup sites. The claim payments per uvveyed firm
roefrom an xaveage of $9 million in 1986 to over

The availability and terms of EIL insrance an 7 million in 1989. The nomber of pending claim also
highly dependent on the claims history experienced by fqapidy during this time, frm about 650 per firm to

the nswzce idus2,200 and the average =mber of policyblcders thar
se of pollution filed clim grew frm 200 to 1,000.'

valid claims, or even ons dy arguable to Mnail The RAND wzvy alan fosud that an average ofJ significant defense costs, out ID be high, the 88 percent of the insuer aotlas though I99 have

* ~~phm y1 pneaot of the
e-e vence o tional diseases anthe enctent claim payments have been 1tiliod hdemnlffatlon.

Of vironmental legiat standard the coot of site cleaups or third party claims. Wsa is
in the 1930s have bow held to cover consistent with the smiall amtier of MWna judgments
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PWWpb a):MWtedow foy Wgkiemste lawnidn, Wte bacsed anths
cokmpany fo laubilitie tIe mcontac or ladilfed b it t dh ~efnto
agazse Inthe plesw~t ceV th oplcot saves the innoaie B incu a Jiighe= climsk

outlays~dim forel claime ag4s)he.nUde da

conitins thre be o il Incos0s thet cnlegale cost pwel expensiv ano more

A-"4 -A. idemifcaio guhrt inenmyao am benvromeuth

eragethat inesnfia. o Enuin es evimental restoractonsw perosrime

cetoation would ctoer, i fc t bcms thn insurance wouldF iniintesucs o hs

againdmycst.I the v ls c ot21 moeot savoet es the benov ti v alu (see aOaap er 3). o

co ist pOf IRSditIoncrale musotbentbalanctued mblte..g h ot1 h
outlagais the clim t, but te con qUantify soidal igisernent tuing recome ndofuinnovative

Scondtost that exit th be nov t reies soll ton the dachnologie addiotetioall endpm nsiveatind m orhet

soewan1. insurance er ctrnhevalbe freniomnalrsmain.otat~wrigo
ml retoraton Do's failitis. Itis n ti IDt clDa we her o'sfture

Hon evactors. isocieal costreuls then fac that an uedsfora evrnmn contractors might best o beddert
~ nuedi may have notby wnuayc polies damge nof witou uingmaycin the exincstn ndunniwouldo

pnsranie he lnu-ta co er the la tim, dconifiactior hastatoity a ilbles t o I t (a s toaioarnt possible.b
cosuld Mien (ssetsopy and th eego co ha i n otnii ,~ln thee eisting deathr e ides In songg ftureD

catonwoldcoer c sthn nsracewold i rnetheess obtang Is qap ent h t Ce tebt os n
Sn ma ostte n ent w ould yu of iablet valeuie (os eng Chapte 3)ing biolic

alongwhth theisrnewv cfedyvb o environmental restoration trntrctors for gade n vkmniatan ontrcs

contrcos socal Cstypesubltsthe algcot theta wsfrevrnetlcnrcoswl etb e

Nonednifig ~ ~ en~theleg s ft:. Iapretat theew oh cssn



IND~bMWICAMONS SU S111trI) lFOR yew. Claims- insurance is very e nsave, so i
INSURANCE HW likly ia would be expensive.

When fthe nio-O orsata eLI
mawtal ontramr, it in ef bc esthe government wuld indemnificuio~a with
insurance for the liablaitties contractor is deductibles and that would still provide

Indemifld Statedsimply, the overnment cm raerpoetinta
eidia (I) zeim the contrawtrfr the purchase ofiInsurance. In theory, cto could be

iu to Cava liabil~ie, nansferring the structuned so that cotequal the oust of
risk lo the COMnPuay, indemnify the cmurrntly Inurance, but provide broader
ermarftr foth the111reby erig the risk Coverage. In it would ha the added benefit of
to the governoent, (3) do t er, efctivdy providing yes, beailse of deductible and
transferring the risk to pu so the extent the mxumfor the contractor to tamn a high
coalractor lacks the assets pay claim.o prfrmo

There will be no oust to the government INSURANCE COSTS WITHOUT
between options I and 2 if ideal conditions are MNEMNIFCATION
met~ first, that the is priced so that the
Premiums cover the clam by the insurance,, the When 1* is not edconcerned
administrative costs, andJ company's mroml contractors ten to1 ins cc, even if its
Secod, that the gov=u sa o administrig the coeae snt as m as the woud want. This is
indemnification equl the wiance company's especially true for oust ctcnrcs hr
administrative costs profilt; third and most the oust of insurance is g y an allowable cost.

imotndy, that the wiance co e is equivalent to With insurance bc inwidely available, and
the ineuilain veae er it is unlikely with better coveae cost to government can be
that thee idealdi true. of the lack substantiaL lbrf ,this ins CCUt must 4
of a claims himoy, are unsure of recognized ass a ssociated wit pokiy of not
the pmerM prmni to charge, as e *uced by the providing cation.
rapidly chiangin premiumis, teams conditions
Available (se ter 6). It is wn if the SOCIAkL

governster an indemnifi on1 programn
so that the cost we ual so the Tee an often overlooked social oust associated
ansulance, s administrative costs an (unknown) with the of no providing aczon to
profit. importantly. it Is clear currently environmnen restoration contractr~s, at is, who
available does not cover the -long-tadl pays for the and injuries of a exposed to a

liabilities that result from made relae ftom, a site if the go cot need not
decaf fth environmental restolration has compensate tem the cninsurance and
boen and the prcmiums psi the financial do SO. discussed above and

would presuably be to in Chapter 6, currentlyisuac sntiky
coer libeilitles. Thberefore since an cover all potential Particularly the all-
w ld mre Pclaims than would insuran and important "long-tail' Also, as discussed in
siceis beccunin somewhat more y Chqape 3, here is that most environmental

it is possil that inealialnwould the restoration wxn do nam ye sufficient financial
moln than simply purchasing insurance. resources to wi a SO claim. This results

atM~~~it moh wy i hegt partiesbhave no
at aoth wy, f he t medianlus obtain for damages

to pvi*~d o against long-tail liabili resulting the c;enq of a Dcii te. in fact. this
MUNl pulMOMY SMor com effewtve stato I n a smaier scale at dleuzups

fthsilyWaY % cowverIN inte stes tha have immunity,
~ IfI ( osileanal rather id niiti or insurance, for their

he as f pu chaeainus-ade Insurance yewr afte environmental restoration conoxtors (see *
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Chapter 8:kCosts of-New Authority

COST OF CLEANUP personal i'nr) inroucM, a n of tal
unities that Would freqently owiemd thek nt

Relie*g the contractor from liability on sut, CM dough it woid have b n i if a
government ups would obligate government to jul party. Tbis might Agav the ax-
pay for cleank work that beciune because of on0 contractor as the sole remainin defendant.
the contr-Actor's -negligent action obligation is if government indemnified the tractor, the

effectvely in for cen tal restoration ire cost in a particular case could substantial.
removal actimonf cCLA 119's sMatory The Most important Of governmental
waver for these con of liability for cleanup hounmil to sort suits for the of this report
costs. However, strict or cleanup costs remains he liability excei a dis a -
in effect for most of the vironmental restoration fcio Suits aginst government must
contractors since they rmt ediation at non-NPL be based on ligsece a •ft. n strict iabfiity.
sites, and therefore do for the CERCLA (The go is liable for CCLt leanup s
I 119 waiva (see ter 2). contractors are without fault, ounly Congress clime to write
cufrendy liable for cr up costs that result even CERCIA tht y)T e functionthough they pefl thc y. corven pe y. eceptionA t t • . he eti s timm une fro

suit then dtie aises from the e ci
Relievin tional con from strict liability of a discretionary g a loice. Cowus

under CERCLA ould require government to pay have divided sharply ov the meaning of this tern, but
for cleanup costs uIting the contractor's non- it Seems that the ice must be based onI negligent actions that, Ithe nee o this waiver. the onsider of ai csic, or political policy".2
contractor might at least y o share. On the other Taken togetber, two unities mean that (1)I . hand, the government as te • will normnlly have when the governut t, as site , and the Contractor
joint and several liabili, and thuy have to pay for me both strictly • e for es or injuries, the
the cleanup costs re ess of the ipity that the c€nt th oly party to a judgment, and
contractor might be liable. This will be ly (2) when the vernment and the contractor are both
Utrm if the con tor is uninsured or has inadequate liable f ar 9 gligent act, but government is
assets to pay claim, exercisig discretionay gsain the

g t igoen t Immune and the ct is the only
g environmrental ton contractors liable Providing indemnif unde either

against cleanu costs resulting negligent acts m eans tht the got would be

would inaease cost ex of the government. paying udgment it could otherwise avoid. is difficult
R ibility for igent acts easier for courts to 0 t e or evm guess at, the number oc

divide, so joint and er] ility is less certain, an which these circumstances could arise. tactor
particularly given the Court decisions on ae apparently deeply concerned about them, but is not
the limited applicability of *t and several liability to clear that they are common.
CERCLA cleanup costs (tr4). Theref mr,
where the contractor is at ault, h erVment might LEGAL COSTS
avoid cleanup liability gether des i owning the
saite. Of course, a gov ent agency void legal The couaactoes Cost * 10 defend
liability, but then it be compelled to pay y against environmental and third- claims deriving
by Congress. Tus the Cost impactst ofg fromt en *wock con be . hn Various
conractom from CER cleanup liability ae very ways, many of these we by the goveramentI81dp~C1 A• c ay as aloaleeot On ffmfie

ie contrcts, te of lega deense• f
COST OF THIRD-PARTY CILAIMS my, is buried in the bid. • • a to AMhow wI .The potential cos t s4W assuming the eliminate fth Wed 1fo Wo a 6h
contractor's tort liability to th1I nes are somewhat level because the oe- tstidpvde a
diferent. Tort claims (actions forBC esg rprtpay generally at lowerthprveba.I y
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rcl; ý'r8:. costs ofNe-w Authorit

IUS So contracto and the ENWNO
wowM suefciesody iferem P P ie that both
wesiMd be by cxosasl with goveunw" I Note that if government nunm contractors for
paying for % hn.Since som ega fensw ccamstsi insurance yew yew, so that the
am dahedy pdakealycar y. MnY saving insuranee was equal the ndmnfcto

isspcuatve cvqae, the cost d probably be much
higher than the COSL

2..v. Gaubert, S . 5 (1991).

f5551Uando amel k to p reduce costs and 3There is evidence innovative technologies are
accleaw bmp.uncertainty swsnimds being selecoed mome o as remiedies at NPL sites. in

infovative tedmoogy Id since environmental 1967, innovative Imswr eetda bu
reun" 04trckrs acquired only limited NPL sies In I ! ative technologies waer

experience with IL The of liability associated with selected at over 5NPL si Ths data does nlo(
ming new tedanolog be substantial. since in provide informa on the y of competition for

many musduances it be idered developmaental. designing, ins g or peag the innovative
Insurace for use of ye: is ectedw so technolois. t also &~sit dicate whether
be even more tox;6 than for conventional ndmi was offered, and bow at affected the
qapiomades, but no 10 this has been selection at vative technologies. S~ee kaning Up
developed. Si there is no at present showing tWe Mati'ons waste Sites, Markets and hnology
that the Iack of indemnnili is inhibiting Trends, EP 542-R-92-012, April 1993.
intrduotaon of technology in D cleanups or

might wideinthe Ofb

behalft at begt possible price- value of having

for the weak they There we unsubstantiated
assertita that there better ane who will not bid

other f agencies, including
DWYO did sr we cea. oat federal agencies

CossnerewVr) hac wihu

so cok tn- ustcho se

ado Wed Wihu "ai rlo
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U.S. Department of Transportation (Coast Guard) Data
U.S. Department of Commerce Data
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Environmental Impairment Liability Market Survey, conducted by Johnson and Higgins,

March 1992
Indemnification Data submitted by GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc., 26 January 1993
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O(•• CATEO TO THE NAT•IT AL DEFEiNS
RADM DAVID E. BOTTORFF.

%ri 0cetV of ciZST. WE !t&lop BRIG. GEN. JAMES E. MCCARTH?

. WADE H. COCKBURN

ROBERT L SYLAR. PL

P.O. BOX 21289 Ixicuvl ba "C1C
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22320-2289 BRIG. GEN. WALTER 0. BACHLS,

(703) 549-3800 USA, RET
FAX 703 684 0231 TtEASUREM

607 Prnce Street 28 January 1993 HARRY P RIETMAN, PE.
Alezandra,. VA 22314-3117

Mr. Patrick Meehan av 4

Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Environment)

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
Washington, D.C. 20301-8000

Dear Mr. Meehan:

This is with further reference to Mr. Tom Baca's request of
23 December inviting our Society to submit information on
contractor indemnification. We always appreciate the opportunity
to be of service.

We surveyed our own Sustaining Member affiliates from
industry and also the five Engineer Service Chiefs (the Army,
Navy, Air Force, Coast Guard and NOAA). We understand that the
DoD Engineer Chiefs will be submitting information directly to
your office. However, we are enclosing the entire submission
from all sources, as follows:

a. From the Engineer Service Chief Offices -- Enclosure 1.

b. From industry members -- Enclosure 2.

Here is a short summary of responses:

a. From the Army: We received the enclosed copy of a draft
report that is being prepared for your office (Enclosure 1-1).
This report outlines indemnification coverage on Superfund
projects, some of which included CERCLA 119 indemnification.
They also state that no environmental restoration contractors at
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers sites have encountered litigation or
liability claims for work since 1980. The paper also shares some
of the contract agreement details and provides an opinion on the
need for additional indemnification authority, including the
availability of adequate competition for environmental
restoration contract work under the present indemnification
authority.

b. From the Navy: They report that they know of no cases
where contractors have been exposed to, or involved in,
litigation, claims, and liability related to environmental
restoration work. They shared some insight into the insurance
issue by including a summary listing the major issues of

P * 'R I rOktoV r- ' a 0P %IV 4 ' A % I A P~ t-



United States and one of the states in a dispute over whether an
interim action was to be governed by CERCLA, or, as the State
argued, by RCRA and the State Hazardous Waste Management Act.
The State, having been frustrated in its attempts to move
directly against the U.S., and notwithstanding the U.S.'s
position that the company was acting solely as a CERCLA RAC,
began RCRA enforcement procedures directly against the company.
The company, although wholly without fault, was not supported
legally by the U.S. The action against the firm was eventually
dismissed, but only after the firm incurred significant internal
and outside expense in fighting the action. This company was
also involved in or exposed to two other lawsuits in the same
general region. While the firm was not directly named as
defendant, it was required to produce documents and provide
deposition testimony with resulting legal fees alone exceeding
$400,000. The firm shares its knowledge of state coverage for
indemnity, naming New Jersey's negligence standard for hazardous
waste work whereby the contractor is not exposed to strict
liability. Other state provisions cap the contractor's liability
and provide for co-payment in certain cases. They continue by
giving examples in private party contracting where various levels
of liability are negotiated, with the client assuming all risk
above a certain limit, all subject of course to the absence of
gross negligence, willful misconduct or a substantial violation
of the contract. The firm concludes by discussing the
availability and cost of commercial insurance, saying "the
insurance market has not changed significantly in the past year.
Some policy limits have increased, but all of the available

k insurance still has a fatal flaw: it is claims - made; a project
policy will not be there ten to twenty years after the project is
oyer to cover the liabilities."

It is regrettable that the full report could not be provided
due to confidentiality. However, we understand the firm's
feeling that the competitive nature of the market and the
confidential relevance of the data preclude divulging the source.

We know there are several other reports currently enroute.
However, since we understand you need the report by 1 February,
we are forwarding the responses received to date and will forward
the others as they arrive. We also know that several of our own
members have also submitted reports through other agencies. So,
hopefully you will receive the full range of information needed.

We wish that time had permitted a more thorough airing of
the subject and that more replies had been received, especially
from industry. There seems to be little doubt in the minds of
our members, especially those in industry, that some government
environmental restoration contracts clearly place the firm in
jeopardy of unknown dimensions and for indefinite periods of
time. Severe economic conditions have forced many companies to
seek environmental restoration work, despite the ominous risks

3



U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
DATA FOR REPORT ON INDEMDOJICATION OF CONTRACTORS PERFORMING

ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION

1. There have been no approved or pending uses by the U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Of Public Law 85-804 authority,
or 10 U.S.C. 2354 authority to indemnify environmental
restoration contractors. USACE has never provided
indemnification on DERP projects. However, since October 1989,
84 Superfund projects were placed under contract for EPA by
USACE; 82 of the projects included CERCLA 119 indemnification and
two did not. Contract information prior to October 1989 is not
readily available. There have been several approved
indemnification requests under the Chemical Stockpile Disposal
Program, however for the purposes of this report, we did not
consider chemical demilitarization to be environmental
restoration.

2. No environmental restoration contractors at U. S. Ar--y Corps
of Engineers sites have been exposed to litigation, claims or
liability related to such environmental restoration work since
1980.

3. There have been no instances when the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers has reimbursed environzental restoration contractors on
cost-reimbursement contracts for liabilities to third parties
related to the environmental restoration work.

4. There have been no instances in which the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers has been unable to award a contract for environmental
restoration work due to lack of adequate competition or qualified
contractors.

5. Additional indemnification authority is not necessary to
ensure adequate competition and qualified contractors for
environmental restoration contracts. The U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers has experienced adequate competition and qualified
contractors for environmental restoration contracts under the
present indamnification authority.

6. Response action contracts greater than $5 million awarded
between April I and November 30, 1992 are provided with contract
number, title, award amount and name of winning contractor, names
of all other qualified bidders and their respective bids on the
next page.

Page 1

Enclosure 1 - 1
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28 Jan 93

Brigadier General W. 0. Bachus, USA, Ret.
The society of American Military Engineers
P.O. Box 21289
Alexandria, VA 22320-2289

Dear SGF.N Bachum,

In response to your letter of 4 January 1993 concerning Mr. Tom
Baca's request for information for a special report to congress,
the following is provided:

(1) The extent to which contractors performing environmental
restoration work at Federal, state and private sites have
actually been exposed to, or involved in, litigation, claims, and
liability related to this work since 1980:

To date, there have been no known exposures. flowever, data
is still being collected from our field activities. This data
will be included in a report to Mr. Baca which has been requested
by 16 February 1993.

(2) The type and extent of indemnification currently provided by
Federal or state agencies, or private entities for environmental
restoration work:

No indemnification is currently being provided by the Navy.

"(3) The availability, coverage, cost and type of insurance
commercially available to environmental restoration contractors:

See enclosure (1).

Very respectfully,

(aputy Commander for
manpower and Organization

Enclosure I - 2



DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

WASHINGTON. OC

Brigadier General W.O. Bachus, USA, Ret.
Executive Director
The Society of American Military Engineers
P.O. Box 21289
Alexandria, VA 22320-2289

Dear General Bachus:

On behalf of Genjeral McCarthy, I am responding to your letter
of 4 January 1993 requesting our input to a number of questions
posed by Mr. Baca, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Environment), to the Society of American Military Engineers. We
have been discussing a similar request with Mr. Baca's staff
concerning environmental restoration contracting and in
particular indemnification. From these discussions we have
learned that Mr. Baca was going to solicit "outside" expertise in
hope of gaining new non-DOD insight into the issue of federal
indemnification.

We have no specific cases where contractors performing
environmental restoration work at an Air Force installation have
been exposed to, or involved in, litigation, claims, and
liability related to this work.

Indemnification of contractors is addressed in Public Law
(P.L.) 85-504, FAR 52-228.7. Under P.L. 85-504, the contractor
must identify the nature of the risk and then the Contracting
Officer must forward the request to the service Secretary for
approval. We do not have any information pertaining to the type
and extent of indemnification provided by states or private
entities. A good source for this information may be the S.A.M.E.
sustaining members.

We have no information regarding the availability, coverage,
cost or types of insurance commercially available to
environmental restoration contractors. Again, a recommended
source for this information is the S.A.M.E. sustaining members.

We hope this information will assist you in preparing your
reply to Mr. Baca. I am certainly available if there are other
issues on which we can be assistance. Your staff can contact me
at (202)-767-4616.

. , Co: USAF



~JAIX.

.s Deparment/, Commandant (G-ECV-2) MAIUNG ADDRESS:
ofransportanton United States Coast Guard Washington, DC 20593-0001

(202) 267-1924

( United States
Coast Guard

11000
2 5 JAN 93

Brigadier General W. 0. Bachus, USA (Ret.)
Executive Director
The Society of American Military Engineers
P. 0. Box 21289
Alexandria, VA 22310- 2S -

Dear General Bacý4J1

I am happy to prbvide the following information requested by your
letter of January 4, 1993!

- No response action sontractors performing work for
the Coast Guard have been involved in litigation
related to cleanup work performed on Coast Guard
sites.

- Unlike the Defense Environmental Restoration
Authorization (DERA), the Coast Guard's
Environmental Compliance and Restoration (EC&R)
Authorization requires the Coast Guard, for CERCLA
cleanup sites, to "...indemnify response action
contractors to the extent that adequate insurance
is not generally available at a fair price at the
time the contractor enters into the contract to
cover the contractor's reasonable, potential,
long-term liability." (14 USC 681(e), copy
attached). To date no response action
contractors have requested that the Coast Guard
indemnify them for such circumstances. The Oil
Pollution Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-380) also contains
complex contractor indemnification provisions and
requirements, but these apply to pollution
incidents for which the Coast Guard has assumed
responsibility, under the Act, to clean-up sites
where the pollution was caused by a non-Federal
party. The Coast Guard has indemnified some
contractors performing these type of response
actions but I do not think these cases are
relevant to the purposes for which you are
gathering this information.

9
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UNITEO STATES OEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminiatration

p NATIONAL OCEAN SERVICE

Coaft a-ta ~G000tic Swa~vey

Rockv,.11. Mare•i.n 20852

JAN 2 1993

Brigadier General W. 0. Bachus, USA, Ret.
The Society of American Military Engineers
607 Prince Street
P.O. Box 21289
Alexandria, Virginia 22320-2289

DearWalt: -,

In response to your request to provide input to the Department of
Defense's report to Congress on indemnification of contractors
performing environmental restoration, I passed your letter from
Thomas Baca to NOAA's Office of General Council. We have a hard-
working point-of-contact there who checked with many of his
colleagues. It seems that NOAA has not yet engaged in any
environmental restoration contracting and, therefore, has no
experience on which to draw in answering the listed questions.

Sorry we can't be of any assistance on this one.

Sincerely,

Rear Admiral J. Austin Yeager, NOAA
Director, Coast and Geodetic Survey

0



ATTiCLE 61 . ENVIRONMFNT4-.L PROTF-CTION

A. The Subcontractor shall take all appropriute measures necessary to comply with

(1) applicable Federal, State, and local environmentl protection standards andrMui,'ments and

(2) DOE environmental protection requirements (including monitoring and reporting
requirements) cansmitted to the Subcontractor in writing by the Subcontract
Administrator. In the event there is a conflict as to applicability of Federal, State. or
local environmental standards and requiremenn, URA will Lfte: consulations with
the Subconactor, provide appropriate guidance. Nowrithstanding the foregoing,
howeve:, the Contractor sha1l not be required to develop independent management
progrzrms and implementation plans, but rather, shall participate in the Contractor
programs and plans. .

B. In the event that the Subcontractor fails to comply with said standards and requirements,
the Subcontract Administrator shall notify, in writing, the Subcontractor of such
noncompliance and the correc-ive action to be tken. After receipt of such notce, the
Sobconn'actor shall, within a reasonable time agrmed upon by the parties, take such
correc-:ve acdon. In the event the Subconractor fails to take such corrective action, the
Subcontract Adniinistrator may. without prejudice to any other legal or contractual rights of
U'RA or DOE, issue an order stopping all or any pant of the work: thereafter, a sta.t order
for resumption of the work may be issued at .the discretion of the Subcontract
Administrator. The Subcontractor shall make no claim for an extension of
time or for compensation or damages by reason of or in connection with
such work stoppage. Such restriction of claims does not apply to
Subcontractor for claims of lower tier subcontractors whose actions did not
contribute to the cause of such stoppage. W

A RTrt1L 62 S•AFETY jkJ HEALTEH .'. ..

The Subcontrac:or shall take all reasonabie precat tions in tlhe pe:'formance of the Services under
this Subcon--act to protect the safety and health of it employecs and of memrers of :he public and
shall compiy with all aEplicabie safe.y and helth regulatons and rmuire"ents (inc.t.udin.g repo7rg
requirements) of DOE and the Contactor. The Subcont'ac: Administrator shall notify the
Subconatactor, in wrrung, of any noncomplia~nce with the provisions of this Article 62 and the
correctve action to be taken. After receipt of such notce. the Subcon="rctor shall, within a
reasonable a.•e agreed upon by the parties. take corrective action. The Subcontr'c:or shall submit
a safety and health management program and irnplernencidoih plan to the Subcontract Administrator
for review and approval within 60 days after the d=e of executon of this Subcontract. In the
event that the Subcontractor fails to comply with said regulaions or requirements of the DOE and
the Contractor, the Subcontrct Administrator may, without prejudice to any other legal or
conn'acnhal rights, issue an order stopping all or any pan of the work; thereafter, a star crde for
rsumpdon of the work may be issued at the discretion of the Subcont•c Administrator. The
Subcontractor shall make no claim for an extension of time or for compensation
or damages by reason of or In connection with such work stoppage. Such
restriction of claims does not apply to Subcontractor for claims of lower tier
subcontractors whose actions did not contribute to the c¢use of such stoppage.

ARWTTCL4 .• PRTORITTES AND 6LLOCAATTONS

The Subcontractor shall follow the rules and procedures of the Defense Priorities and Allocalions@
System (DPAS) regulaton (15 CFR Part 350) in obtaining controlled mutcrials and other products
and materials needed for Subcontract performante.

1-69,
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(f) Any claim, loss, or damage resulting from a risk defined In thesubcontract as unIusuGlly hazardous or as a nuclear risk and

against which the Contractor has expressly agreed to
Indemnity the Subcontractor.

(7) All other allowable costs are included In "allowable cost" for fee
adjustment in accordance with this paragraph E, unless otherwise
specifically provided in this subcontract.

F. q-,bentrLCt modlfleatfomn Any changes to the target costs, target fees,
minimum tee or maximum tee as provided In this Article B-3 shall be
evidenced by a modiflcation to this subcontract signed by the Subcontractor
and Contractor.

0-1
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extend to an Indemnitee for claims, damages, injuries, losses and expenses

caused by the sole negligence of said Indemnitee but shall extend and provide

full indemnity, defense and hold harmless from and against all claims, damages.

injuries, losses and expenses caused by the concurrent negligence of COMMISSION

or others and Indemnitee.

Hazardous materials claims are, without limitation thereof, those

which arise out of, aye related to, or are based upon, the dispersal, dis-

charge, escape, release or saturation of smoke, vapors, soot, fumes, acids,

alkalis, chemicals, solids, liquids, gases, waste materials (including without

limitation, materials to be recycled, reconditioned or reclaimed) irritants,

contaminants or pollutants in or into the atmosphere, or on, onto, upon, in or

into the surface or subsurface (a) soil, (b) water or water-courses, (c)

objects, or (d) any tangible or intangible matter, whether or not sudden,

accidental, intended, foresee:_le, expected, fortuitous or inevitable. The

parties further agree th-.t the term *hazardous materials' as used hcrein

shall also include all (1) dangerous wastes, extremely hazardous wastes,

pesticides. hazardous household substances, hazardous substances, hazardous

Swaste and moderate risk waste as d.-fined in California Administra:ive Code

Sections 5208 and 5209; and () all substances ider.'.ied on the list of

hazarda-us wastes in 40 C.F.R. Section 261.30 (Subpart D) and F-Ederal OSHA

Standt:r-s set forth at .'9 Parts 1910 and 19:6.

C. Proiec Proferricn2! Li.-iiiv lnsuran:ce Pr'2rav _n. Proie:"

Cornoreýe•sive Gener3! Liability lnsurgnce Policy

The COMM1SS.ON wiil use its best efforts to develop a PPLIP and

PCGLIP under which the COMM1SSION, TRANSCAL I, TRANSCAL I's

Subcontractors, and others, as determined by the COMMISSION, shall be included

as named insureds. In the event the COMMISSION has in effect, from time to

time, a PPLIP., and/or PCGLIP then the following provisirns shall be applicable

during the effective period of suc. coverage:

1. The PPLIP shall apply as primary professional liability

insuran:- in place -.' the coverage required under Article 7.A.J(e,. and ts"h.

FCGLP shn.ll apply as primary comprehensive general liability insurance in

CE? (ll-06-87)/Vl .4 Contract No.



W 'HEFEAS, the AUTHORITY is desirous of having
the benefit of PARSONS' engineering services
pursuant to THE CONTRACT and is willing to
share certain of the risk of claims with
PARSONS in exchange for obtaining PARSONS'
services under THE CONTRACT.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and

of the mutual covenants and agreements hereinafter set forth,

IT IS AGREED as follows:

1. Reference is made to a certain Agreement of Insur-

ance between PARSONS and CNA, Policy No. AAE-823-27-70 (the

"Policy"), and to the Pollution Exclusion Endorsement contained

therein, a copy of which Agreement is annexed hereto as Exhibit

A. The quoted terms contained herein have the same meaning

as those terms are defined in the Policy.

2. The AUTHORITY hereby agrees to indemnify and de-

fend PARSONS for any "claim" or "claim expense" resulting from

" "professional services" performed by "you" in connection with

"THE CONTRACT that arise out of

a. The actual, alleged or threatened dis-
charge, dispersal, release or escape of
"pollutants"; or

b. Any governmental or regulatory directive
or request that "you" or anyone acting under
"your" direction or control test for, monitor,
clean up, remove, contain, treat, detoxify
or neutralize "pollutants"

to the same extent as CNA would be obligated under the Policy,

or any yearly renewals thereof, if the Pollution Exclusion'En-

dorsement contained therein, annexed hereto as part of Exhibit

S- 2 -



of this Agreement of Indemnification by the AUTHORITY, PARSONS

shall submit to the AUTHOR:TY every year, on the anniversary

of the date of this Agreement, a certification from an insurance

broker/agent licensed in New Jersey that professional liability

insurance covering pollution liability continues to be so unavailable.

6. If at any time after the date of this Agreement

pollution liability insurance reasonable as to cost and coverage

is available for THE CONTRACT, PARSONS shall immediately procure

that insurance for THE CONTRACT at its own expense. The procure-

ment of such insurance shall reduce, by its amount of coverage,

the limits of indemnification being provided herein by the AUTHORITY.

If PARSONS is able to obtain pollution liability insurance, that

insurance shall be applied first to any "claims" arising out of

THE CONTRACT and indemnification under this Agreement shall

no; be required unless and until said insurance is exhausted.

7. This Agreement shall not operate so as to provide

replacement coverage or excess coverage for any other insurance

maintained by PARSONS and will not cover "claims" otherwise

covered by that insurance.

8. PARSONS shall not be entitled to indemnification

under this Agreement unless, within 10 calendar days of the

date it is personally served at its New York office with or is

in possession of at i.s New York office any summons, complaint,

process, notice, demand or pleading, it delivers the original

-4 -



to cooperate with the Authority in enforcing subrogation rights

to contribution or indemnity against another who may be liable

to PARSONS and must do everything necessary to secure these

rights and nothing that would jeopardize them.

12. Anything in the foregoing to the contrary notwith-

standing, this Agreement embodies the terms of a regotiated

contract between the parties, does not constitute an insurance

policy and does not create an insurer-insured relationship.

The parties acknowledge that any laws applicable to the regulatzon

of insurers or the construction of insurance agreements are in-

applicable to this Agreement and that the doctrine of Contra

Proferentum does not apply.

13. This Agreement shall be operative from the date

(of the signing of THE CONTRACT and shall cover claims occurring

du-ing THE CONTRACT periods and made not later than six years

after the date of comnziet~on ' PARSONS of the work covered

b; ThE CONTRACT.

14. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed

to create, acknowledge or revive an enforceable right or cause

of action in any third party not a signatory hereto.

15. This Agreement supercedes any and all written

or oral agreements between the parties hereto concerning any

provision for indemnification with respect to THE CONTRACT.

-6-
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DEDiCATED TO THE NATMONAL DEFENSE PRESIDENT

RADM DAVID E. BOTTORFF.
T CEietC, uso, .NRET

~aneira~ ~Ii~inr~ BRG. GEN. JAMES E. MCCARTHY. USAF
dull VICE 'AESIoErTS

r WADE H. COCKBURN
ROBERT L SYLAR, P.E.

P.O. BOX 21289 EXcErnVE omcMC.
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22320-2289 BRIG. GEN. WALTER 0. BACHLS,

L (703) 549-3800 USA RET.
FAX 703 684 0231 TEASU••A

607 Prince Street HARRY R RIETMAN, P.E.
Alexan&*r. VA 22314.31I?

AJ~xanone. A m14-31 174 February 1993 c~A,(

Dr. S. Ling
Office of the Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Environment)

Washington, DC 20301-8000

Dear Dr. Ling:

This letter is in response to Mr. Baca's request for information relating to
environmental contractor indemnification. I am providing this supplemental material to round
out the information provided by S.A.M.E under separate cover on 28 January. Included are:

a. Summary Report of Environmental Contracts Forum held 9-10 Oct 1991 . :,,,

b. Summary Report of Environmental Contracts Forum held 4 March 1992

c. List of organizations represented at these two forums

d. Market survey of environmental liability insurance, prepared March 1992

e. Response to questions from GZA GeoEnvironmental Inc.

f. Response from firm preferring to remain anonymous

The market survey of liability insurance could presumably be updated if necessary.
Please let me know if this would be useful. I will also continue to forward additional material
as received. I realize that your deadlines may preclude the use of future submissions.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide our views on this important matter.

Sincerely,

Francis R. Skidmore
Vice President for Environment
S.A.M.E.
(301) 216-0664

Encls: as
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CZA

GvuEnvirunmcntal. Inc.

January 26, 1993

Mr. Frank Skidmore
Louis Berger and Associates
814 North Diamond - Suite 101
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20878

Dear Frank:

I have been traveling extensively this month but have accumulated some information
320.N,•,,m i,,m that may be of interest with regard to indemnification issues. I hope this helps as an
NewtonLpW ,Falls initial step. However, I have not had the time to do any detailed analysis.

.•1,-.,s.6.--,4 1. HWAC has conducted a survey of states with indemnification statutes and has
published the results. The State of Massachusetts has an indemnification
statute for contractors doing work for the State on sites associated with
hazardous waste and hazardous materials. I will be happy to get a copy of the
statute if you think this would be useful. ,

2. The State of Massachusetts has done some innovative contracting for insurance
and liability associated with the construction of the Central Artery project. As
I understand the situation. the state procures project insurance. Limits and
deductibility are significantly more advantageous than an single firm could
afford; total costs are also below cumulative costs firms could obtain
individually. Contractor "payment" is effectively made by excluding insurance
costs for bids. Insurance is currently limited to worker compensation and
general liability. Participates are currently assessing professional and pollution
liability coverage. If you think this concept may have merit for further review
I can attempt to have folks in our organization get more information -- or
perhaps state people would be interested in communicating their model to
federal interests.

3. We routinely use indemnification and limits of liabilities in contracts with
private clients. Clients generally accept such provisions; the legal community
in the region understands the requirements for such indemnification provisions.
As such. there is usually little objection to our indemnification and limited
liability provisions.

0
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. clearly the worst, these policies still expose .- to substantial
potential liability (e.g., strict liability based on state law)
under Response Aetion Contracts. In addition, the nuclear incident
indemnification jder DOE contracts may not extend to the release
of hazardous subrtances, potentially including 'mixed wastess.

3. Indemnification (Subcontractor) - We rarely accept the
subcontractor' a pubcontract terms as a matter of course. Our Y
Standard Terms require our subcontractors to indemnify < except
to the extent of '.s negligence or misconduct. X. rarely
provides cross-indeniftication except to the extent that . has
received flow-down indemnification from the Client (which, as noted
above, is a pre-,condition to our performing the intrusive work).
Note that most cf the subcontractors associated with remediation
are "specialtyO 'subcontractors or drillers must meet the OSHA
health & safety -equirements and are fairly savvy with regard to
the high potential risks associated with the environmental
services. Most :of the financially stable and experienced firms
require indemnification for pollution release as a prerequisite to
the performance of the services.

4. Disiaosal - Our corporate policy is that we do n= arrange for
the off-site transportation, storage, treatment, or disposal of
hazardous substances, either directly or through our
subcontractors. Under CERCLA S107 (a) (3) and (4}), a party that
arrangesm for such activities is then a Potentially Responsible
Party (OPRPR) for that waste forever. To the extent that we
encounter such wastes, we containerize the waste and turn it over
to the Client for disposal. In is important to note that we can
provide a broad range of consulting services related to these
disposal activities (e.g., screen disposal firms, solicit
i=formation/prices, monitor removal from the site, etc.) so long as
the contract is clear that we are not making the ultimate decision
as to such disposal. We are generally successful in having the
Client contract this activity directly by pointing out that such
activities are expensive and that they avoid our G&A markup and fee
by contracting directly for such dispo'al. Since the Client is
already liable as a PRP under CERCLA, it can save substantial
dollars by handling the relatively minor function of
selecting/contracting directly with the transporter and disposal
site. In exchange, we avoid substantial potential liability under
CERCLA. Our Standard Agreements reflect that policy.

5. RCRA Manifests - Signing a RCRA manifest is indicia of
'generator- status under RCRA and of PiP status under CERCLA. At
a minimum, being listed on the disposal documents is likely to
involve ./ in any future litigation related to that disposal
activity (e.g., a subsequent release of materials from the disposal

S facility to which the wastes were sent). Our policy is to not sign
the RCRA Manifest on behalf of our Clients. (NOTE: We do sign the
RCTA manifests as *agents" for EPA under the ARCS contracts Our

•Standard Agreements reflect this policy pursuant to a letter
from EPA confirming that we are not assuming the status of PRPs by
this action.
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or Momte to any cliakmed or smoguaiss rtraeidmas fHadlsMtra
('Release) not cuned by the grossnelgneo ccc-d ofteCtr=

/7.2 CUMl shall defenid, indemnify and hold Conti or harmlos agains any Loss, duding
/ ~regionasae anorney fees, to the wderit vml suc Lows relates to the negigence or mjson.
( duct of the Clamt, or relates to any Release except to the ejaen that sucn Release is caused

by the gros negligence of Contractor.

7.3 Each party $NaO grve prompt notice of Claims undr this ptovuon to me hideTrruiylng parry.

7.4 To the eiaen that Stae andtor federal law lirrm the terms and condftlomi of the secton. t
shalg be deeomed so limited to th. wittant necessay to comply with such gsae and federal law.
This section snagl survive termination of this Agreeimef

6 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

VI The Clent recognies that erMronnmenal geologic and geotechnical condftions can vary from
thorse encouritered at the tine and spec~Ic samrple locations where samples are taken amd
that the inherers limits on the availabiliy of data results in some lWvM 0 uncerawlriy with
respect to Mhe wirterpretation od tUM daita, Gespite the use of due protasslonal care

e.2 The Clent Mfuthe recogn 289 that COrrirnlry Used methods for pesformrnlg e~invlrwnetai
irwestigatiois, incuding, btf rot tiftad to drdrng borings and excavation trlncnm involveW
an inhermn asoc'Ned risk. These explorationi methods may penetrat existng subsurface

( ~or concealed bamers tha may resul In Mhe flow of contaminant into previously uncontamni.
nated areas. While bacittin the bonrins and tencte with grMA or other gro'wn, acoring
to dis preset sw~e of the practice is ritendsid to provide a seal sigairw such a passageway,
ft is recognmed that such a sea may be imperfect desplte the reasonabia efforts of Coitac.

* NOTICE

9.1 Any notice given by either party shaD be in writing and shall be deemed given, three (3) days
after deposited in trie United States mall. postage prepaid, certifled return receipt requested.
or upon actual cdeIvety to tie other party at the following aodresaes:

TO MOMt TO Conracotr



13. cOFLCUGfOTVIS

*The tM= 9 PYl~wdSI~S r 00 ms, or CcaItuaos h*Z*IA cain~ d ShAll cctra In th
evon cc y wit snM M y Praftimo, ta~ut vm at o ca41UOU In any of the

docesnt aZtatoed hereto and made a part hee, or any wark orders ptuchae
@!'diat, re'~tionM5 or mny atba fohrm or documets.

CONTRACTOa evve to Wamnif sdT, bold barumlss and detand OW its
Iu -"-, and reted coman, and the afloin , chetn Sployiua, worknn,

agnt S@9 U seiasan InYIee of OWM~ qm 1=ubs~ziftx and rebWo eapawies, fra
*and aptuost an 1mmf, dAMALwe, demands. claim suits and athor Habliti (including

a ttamWT few and otbor expase of lBUpto) bcumus ot
(1) bodily Injury, incohding th at any Urn multing tbaraft ,
(ii) dawNpa to AUl yprorty, incllading Ins of use thU.ME and dowttme,

(~)cc"Mnaton of orat d~ue uffmc= the anyhponomt, inchadIfte the
ont of almaup',

(lv) VIDIdnhi Of Or failum to aaMPIy dt1% any applIable 1&w, ragullauc,
r~~1*.or ordar

wkdch =cur, afther dlzvctly or indirvetly, lu ~cUnst with pe&&armnm of the Wark
wmteosuhtad hSTYrmund or by reso of CONTRACTOR and Its empbyas, warman,
9apUts, Servants, iub -tors and Tendon bn presnt an OWNUM's7ais,

QX to tbo cnant the 4mUK 11bl danmpg is attributable to and muse~d
the n.Cugenc of OWNER* at&.?

(T) lnbfrpMrI M Of Pa ,f ý so=e u tor propriouzy rights ofc
tbird Pazty by any draicea pzowsa or cMtula Tat specdfle by

CONT3ACTORI'a =Ad &g~e~mt to protect, indemly, bad eiG lass and defend use mt
f~pavotb in the-- ~ 1 d.tsl!y borwandlag mantence shel -not be neape or rwducad by 'virtue
of CONTRACT02's Insurance conir's danWa Of hwam.c ="rag for the o~ur.-anc
or event which Is the subject maunr at the caim* andi at rehusal to defend
CONTRACTOR or OWU. In addUon, CONTRACTOR will py 92 ant and expeaino,
including attorney fes and *Uall ot apmmes of RiUgaon incurred by OWNER to
.ufozm the faregain aprezot w prarect, lndminfy, hold harmless and defend
OWNU.

in lic went dog ell ethr paqt be bable to the otheir for any IncidenWa, Indirect,
gpeabZ or wnuSquande ftngu -htoaur (Including but not 11mited to, lost prafits
or Interrpdan of busies) arisig ant of or reiaba to tha esrulm uupplied under
tbU Aprýmn

To the .ztM that .m~te snd)or fedemi law llMt the terms and mudUUO= of tin,
ueatno, It ashal be deemed so Usilted to %I*e ==tt mamamsry to cmply withi such sfta
and tedezui law. This S00100 on shallsr"iv teremimton of this AgroM~ft.

CONTRACTOR ts dablbty7 to OWNER under the fat'sgdng indemUY shan be 11iWt~ to
the d.Ur nwmf of the Insursa yrov1u4" at paragpuap 15 below.

WNUR apos to pritctm lndeafys bold hamzleas and defead CONTRACTORA
MPac toi Platma demema, 1a, damages or suts reta~g to thre ralMAP
1. toned = of kmasaftua substance, palUMBAU or C=~Undtb whick Ane

Ug cndnins n tb pzvm~y wgen tot extenmt ntch clatna, dessnnds,



V8.2 shall indemnify and hold harmless the Consultant its officers, employees and
represent~atives from and against all clains, actions. and losses including all txpenses- -nden
to such claim and actions, based on or arising out of damages or injuries to persons or
propcM caused by w miuanduct, or aeglige. act or omission of dl or any of its agents,

usbcon rs and employees which ans. with this Agrem•mnt. except to the
e: that such claims and actions arise out of Consua wM ful misconduct, or negligent act
or oin•isiOL

8.3 - shall indemnf ad hold harmless Conmsulta agaimnt any strict liability ansi out
oat mintion or release of hazardous substances at any Site which is the subject of an
Acmpted Purchase Order exept to the went that such 1 inrainaion or release is the result
of Consultants breach of this Agreement or Consultant's neglgence.or wMl misconduct. /
$.4 In the event any damages are caused in part by actions or events within Section &I.
above, and caused in part by actions or events within Section 8.2 above, Consultant and
shall be proportionately liable to each other and/or to any tbird person, in proportion to the
parties' relative degrees of fault.

S.5 The indemnifictrion obligations of this Article VIII shanl survive the tprminanon of this

Agreement.

. ARTICLE IX- CONSULTAWrS STATUS

9.1 The stans of the Co tsulant shall be that of an independent contractor. g shall have
no control over the employment, discharge, compensation of, or services rendered by.
Consultant's employees. Consultant shall pay the conmbutions measured by the wages of his
employees required to be made under the Unemployment Compensation lsuravne Socil
Security and Retirement Laws or similar laws, state and federal aMppliable to the work
performed by Consultant or his subcontraors under this Agreement. Consultant shal ac=pt
ex..lusive liabiliy for said conuibutions and shall indemnf, defend and bold - harmless
from~ any and all liability arising therefrom.

ARTICLE X - SITE SAFY

10.1 When consulting services are to be performed at a Site which is owned or leased by-0, OW shaD infom Consultant and Consultant, Coasultars employees. representtves and
agents shall comply with ins health and safety policies, plans and requiremenw.,

10.2 Ifinpravides Consultant with health and safety information, Consultant shall
co cunicte such information to its employees, subconutactor, customers, and agents who may
come in contac with a Site.

14



•JV9.0 13MMMMAXIM

9 .1 Client shall defend. Iademnity. and hold haiLess
and its affIliates aqainst all loss, dnaqe, liability, suit, at Cla-a,
iacludUaq reasonable attorney•s fees, relatinq to the Services, except
to the eztent such 10s9 dao"9e, aiLIty nixt, or Claim is based upon
the Deqlgence or misconduct of C57 -~r angqineers its oftisers,
mWpoyWeG, *sents, or representative

9 .2 ZI NO 5731 XNAZL Al ZONX5 ArPrZASS S E ZMaL r"o
ANY ZNZDWr1AL, ZmrDZXZ', BUWZAr OX CC'WOMTZAAL •XAiM VEA •A'
(zNi 1710 307 zzx LzNZD to, za5 Pllma an s go mmaxZ0 or Ui5ZN555)
ARZ5ZN@ MY7 OP ON XUlL?5 20 rmi S*nVZCs svrUPPw ONU MaS A=M=u,
57r1?7 AVZS3 Of TE POU=rZ= OF SU0 DAA•W.

30.0 X PlllY 53fnlCZMAR

S10.1 Client aqrees that the Services shall be performed by
Sexclusively for the use and benefit of Cli.ent arnd no third

party shall havu the ri•qht to rely on any opinions made hereunder.

11.0 WUXCTS 0? • d2

11.1 Since -- and it affiliatea serve a large number of
very diverse cLients which may iAnclude eompanies involved in activities

Saffecting Client. the pazfles hereto agree that the work hereunder for
Client by I -will AoM be grounds for assertir4 a
conflict of i etaiart or the appaawance of a e.nflct of interest in a•y
unrelated work that at o its affiliates may be doing
fox other •o•panies. SpecifLcally, the paxtLes agree that

or its affiliates may work for other cmpa•Aies Lr, matters that
do not involve any confidential information that has been obtained by
_________________and its affiliates in the coarse of the current

zepe,, mutation of Client. It in further unde:stood that Client will
"waive any conflict of interest in any such case, and will not assert
any conflict of intezest Or any apparnt Conflict Of int0erets a
ground for disqualifying or tesrminating or its
affiliates.

12.0 mu m= A$arm

12.1 Client shall take all reasoeabLe precaAtions to provide 4
' with a safe working enveiraoiint or to give notice of

potentially dangerous areas/oecurTences. Client shall defend,
indemify, sad save harmless, for any loes or
dam~ae resulting from weLqence art -the parn of Client to provide for or
giv notice of an unsafe workiMn enveroninnt.

Page S of 8



Appendix 5
Insurance Information

Contents

Hazardous Waste Action Coalition Professional Liability Pollution Insurance Survey,
1 April 1992

Letter to Mr. Vic Wieszek, DoD, from Kenneth W. Ayers, Willis Corroon Environmental
Risk Management Services, dated 31 January 1993

Superfund Site PRP Controlled Pollution Liability Insurance Program, Willis Corroon
Environmental Risk Management Services, undated

Managing Contractors Environmental Liability: Risk Financing Considerations,
David J. Dybdahl, Willis Corroon, undated

Environmental Protection Agency Indemnification for Remedial Action Contractors, from
Kenneth W. Ayers, Willis Corroon Environmental Risk Management Services,
31 January 1993

Letter to Mr. Patrick Meehan, DoD, from Robert P. McCormick, National Constructors
Association, dated 3 February 1993
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WILLIS CORROON

January 31, 1993 Enirnmetawl

Risk Management

Mr. Vic Wieszek se'iees

Department of Defense Willis Corroon Plaza

400 Army-Navy Drive 2b Cntu. Bou,•erd
Room 206 PO Box 305024
Arlington, Virginia 22202 lZip 3230-o0241

RE: Information on Pollution Liability Insurance Nashville. TN 37:14

Telephone 615-872-32•(x

Dear Vic: Fax 61W2..3333

Long time, no see! Sure is a small world. Prior to leaving office, Mr. Baca had requested
some background information on pollution liability insurance from us. I was pleasantly
surprised when I called to see who to forward the material to and the secretary said you
were handling it.

I guess its been well over a year since we last got together. Since then, I've retired from the
Public Health Service and EPA. I'm now working with the Environmental Risk
Management Services Division of Willis Corroon in Nashville. TN. (Willis Corroon is one
of the largest insurance brokers in the world.)

Mr. Baca had requested background information on the availability and cost of pollution
liability insurance, I assume, as part of your continuing development of an indemnification
program for DOD clean-up contractors. I've included two comparison tables that list the
insurance companies which provide either professional liability or contractors pollution
liability coverages. Currently, over S50 million of coverage is available for either
professional or contractor's pollution coverage. Both of these policy forms provide
pollution liability coverage. Pricing for the first $1.000, 000 to S6.000,000 of coverage
will range from approximately 2 percent of yearly revenues for small contracts (S 1-2 million
in revenue) to less than 1 percent for large contracts.

We have been able to put together contract specific programs that cover the duration of the
contract and provide three to four years of extended discovery. This is a very good product
for remediation projects. A second good method is to provide a project wrap-up insurance
program, in this case the owner buys the coverage and insures all contractors under the
policy. This is a very cost effective method since it allows many small subcontractors to be
protected and not incur the minimum premiums.

We continue to develop insurance program, that rationally allocate risk between the owner
and the contractors. This can be accomplished by requiring pollution insurance for the
initial levels of risk transfer, say $1-5 million for small contracts and S 10-20 million for
large contacts. This coverage should extend three to four years beyond completion of the
contract. Also, the costs for the insurance should be reimbursable or incorporated into
overhead as other insurance costs are. Then indemnification should be provided above and
beyond the insurance protection. C
This approach has three benefits, first it places the insurance companies in the position of
handling and defending claims within the policy limits freeing the government from



WILLIS ObRPOON ENVIRONMENTAL. RISK MAOEMENT SERV/ICES -COMMERCIAL PROPERTY LENDER/OV*'ER POLLUTION C.~m~ip IN

r~ENVIRONMENTAL EIC GENERLAJ SPHbR.EI OMPLIANC7E GROUP ENVIRONMENTAL DRAKE
SERVICES INC. MANAGEMENT

MeliaMGM NIWOn Western Ailsine AJG autori AsIsurace Cop.
Admiral Inurance OcL

BESTS RA71NG A-.X)I A+. Vi A+, XV A+NIV

CONTACT Pauld Murdoch Glen Sibley Mark Snow Sami Dunlo
(800) W2-1414 (800) 234 -9221 (312) 207-2200 (404) 4.52-135S

PRODUCT NAME Pollution Olean-ip Policy Property Trawser Err~ronmentI Remedaton Rew Prope"t Err~ron-
First Party Insurance Lega Liability Isrn *(First Party) insurance mental Imewiment Indern.

MA)04*'JMUMffS $1 iM / $20 M Sl M /S$10M $10M/$l0M persite $1 M/Si M

MINIMUM $25,000 $10,000 $10,000 per sltie 5% or ¶0% of policy limit
RETENTION u~p to S1 Ok orS$20k repctvty

MINIMUM PREMIUM $10.000 Variable torom $6,000 Variable $0.36-$3.071/ 00 covg

TARGET MARKETS Manufacturer. Warehouses Borrowera, Landers. Commeiclel Property> $211A Property O~wnes E9 se
Utilties. Hospitals. Lenders Owners, Landlords and Office Bidge. Shopping Ctrs, to CERO..A COea-Lps
Commercial Properties. Tenants of Comnra'cls Multifamily Reisidenta). Land Ineluding banks, and real
Real Esatet. Dveopers Property for Development, Schools end estae devielopers.
Undeveloped Land Gderrnmen Buildings. Light

POLICY TERM 3 Yeer Maximum Lengthi of **rership 3 Yewr Norm, 5 Year Mainmum 1 Veer
Leingth ofLoan.or 3 yrs or Leingth of Loan

INDEMNIFYIPAY ON Fledbi. Pay an Behalf of Pays as first-part coverage. Indemnrfy

~Y~UMY (may be WxxJnded

-PERTY DAMAGE N V V N

(off -site migration) (can be comnbmned)

ON -SITE CLEAN- UP V V V V

DEFENSE/UTIGATIM N V V N
(can be combined)

DUE CARE V V N At fte Comnpany's Discretion

FINIES/PENALTIES N Y N N

Coviors gowierrnetal acto
RCRA bemue ed Er,~romrenon Y V N

Damage etcuding to
CAOuter Corelnenlal Shel Act. Y V N

and to Deepwixte Port Act
CAAlsoeExcdudee Acid Rain amIN V N

Nuclea.
STATE Y V N

LOCAL______ N V N
FEATURES _________ _______

43 M~y reparnmg pn
'ag-aeCL-inu-Made. *Prawquitition Site Ocaizm-Made.

eImnedite repof¶1rg 24 hour report period. Awssmuent May be Required. 'Preseuisitoi oSite
required *Prcaczuisition Site "Responds to discavviy of Asamaneit Required.
ePreuisition Site Assessment Required. Environeial Barmilue, n U moth ceenion a O

Asseurent Requireid. 'Coven Clean -up of nuodate or third Perry lAi- zore then 200% of praeinu
*2 amoth asension G1 not adjacent props)' due wcsiay. Exludes relase of *CmCwERsCLQAAARA
more tun 2W0% of prurniur tornigratian hericde, pesticide. fUcili. on-sim cleanup cuins only.
*Appiia to tUnkraw4 *Applies to LUnkasra Asbesto, Radiac.. elecroun. 'Excludes aLI prior k~awmn
Prior Pollution and Prior PolUtioi nd =W AppLies to ucimoewn prior ewonviraimal iupeirrmau
omwit. Pollution after orsite polltaion after cacowiniatio and ouite *She vwould haw to becoina
the POLICYiyu.ptian. tOm POLIC icy euton. po~ltionafte po~icyirp NM~ liSted dwizg the policy

ONoia~ncelable entire pol. per. period for c~avrp to a.
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IVILUS CO~OFON ENI.RCISIMENTAL RISK MANAGEMENT SERICES - COMB iNDED CPL. AND SliD POLICY COMPARISON - Augus~t 5, 1992

i AM4E RICAN TENVIRONP.ENTAL
INTERNATIONAL jCOMPLINJCE

_MAKET iiGROUP amigvgs

INSUJRER America hIt. rnaorml Surplus Planet bvkwi'm
Uns Insrace Corrip Ciorripan

BESTS RATING A+, XVi A-, XJ

PF40LETConracto's Operation and Pro~wsonal Coraftwfte Environrrelail Uabilfty kwurc~e
TMflE AND services Emriiiormerital r'iw

DESCRIPTION Provides CPL and E&O wtih polutiom Provi~des CPL ancd Sli wthi polltion

POILLIJTON No Pollution Emiufion No Pollution Emmchaion
EXCLUSIN________________ _____________ __

MAXIML&4 $10,000.000 per clamir S1.000400 per claim
UNIT SI 0,000.000 agram SM000,000 ago gm

EmcessAvaiaie Excess Availabl

MINMUML S25,000 $2.0000
PREMIUMS_____________ ___

MINMUML $w0,000 $25,000
DEDUCTIBLE (SIR) _________________________ _______

TARGET Enromrawrtal Engineering w-d Confating Erm4romintai Engrearig ard Contr=*i
MOARKETS frums invotv..d fin consulting and ftmns kinvolia in conm~trV and

actual e wormaintal operators actual enviworwn~nta operatioru

INSUREING Will Pay for Personal Injury. Prop"tt Damae~ Wilt Pay for dariages clue to act error or
AGREEMENTS and cleanup costs din to acts, errors or ommiwors omisor in pofessional services ard

in ProfseskonW Swvces and 8B1, PO and Cleavup dernages for polluticn nonitiors wisinig
(CLAIMAS MADE) Costs for Pollution Cordtions arisinig out of out of tos performance of professioxa services.

___________ insraed acv-ties. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

'PAY ON 13EHALF Pay on Behalf Pay on Behanf
OR INDEMNIFY* ______________________________

RETROD DATE Reiro date ne~tible Relro date negoiale
/PRIOR ACTS___________________________ _____

WOVRK IN Covered subject to ICovered subject lo
PROGRESS retro date Jreto date

15RC-,..6IONS: ......_________________J__________________

DESIGN/vUUILD
YOUR WORK Not Emkxad Not Excluded

OPERATIONS Not Exckaded Not Excluded

LABORATORY Not E~kxdsd Not Exckxidd
ANALYSIS___________________

ASBESTOS No Exekisin Ekxckbd. but
_____________ is ofn~Js~d:e. USia Repair is excludd Repair & maintenance wsiebadd

ISTR CT Strict iab llt'y not mckx ad 
No Exclusion for

FMVIS AND and penaftwes we excbjlad



"K Superfund Site PRP-Controlled

Pollution Liability Insurance Program

C ompanies that are named as Potentially Responsible Parties IPRPs) at a Superfund site face liability both for
the cost of the site cleanup and for third-party claims that may result from the on-site cleanup activities. Although
the cost of the actual cleanup usually cannot be transferred from the PRP group, liability stemming from a
remediation contractor's negligence can be transferred, in part, to the responsible contractor. Transferring the risks
of the remediation process is best accomplished if the contractor is able to support contractual indemnity
agreements through the purchase of adequate pollution liability insurance coverage.

One method of assuring the transfer of this risk is to require each contractor to individually obtain a specified
level of appropriate pollution insurance. However, barriers to obtaining this insurance on an individual basis can
make this method costly and severely limit the number of potential contractors. An alternative method is to
establish a PRP-controlled insurance program to cover all work and contractors at the site. A PRP-controlled
insurance program can produce significant benefits in the form of broadened coverage, premium and
administrative cost savings, and an expanded base of competing contractors.

How does a PRP-Cont rolled Commonly a program of this type is
Insurance Program work? established b) the PRP group purchasing a

single CPL or EdO insurance policy or a
Because of the pollution liability 1oss exposures policy that combines these coverages. Indi-
in Superfund cleanup operations. it is in the vidual contractors are then endorsed onto the
best interest of the PRP group to require pol- policy through the completion of a simplified
lution liability insurance coverage for con- application process. The PRP group is the
tractors performing professional senices or named insured on the policy and the contrac-
remediation operations at the site. However. tors are added as additional named insureds.
high minimum premiums faced by each con-
tractor individually. and the reality that many Why is a PRP.Controlled
contractors do not carry pollution coverage on Insurance Program desirable for

A PRP.controlled an ongoing basis often make it impractical to Superfund Projects?
insurance program require each contractor to purchase a separate

can producm policy to cover the cleanup work. PRP groups attempting to minimize their
can produce Under a PRP-controlled insurance pro- future liability from Superfund cleanup activi-

significant benefits gram for a Superfund site. the PRP group ties may try. to pass all pollution liability to

in the form of facilitates the purchase of primary pollution their contractors by requiring them to indem-
insurance protection for itself and all contrac- nify the PRP group. Hower. the PRP group

broadened tors imolved in the project. The program can must realize that while most contractors are
coverage, premium provide Contractors Pollution Liability 1CPL) willing to bear responsibility for their negli-

and administrative insurance and Environmental Consultants gent acts, errors and omissions in providing
Errors and Omissions IE4O2 insurance with services. they are not willing to assume all

cost savings, and pollution coverage. 11 them is an asbestos strict, joint and several liability associated

expanded exposure Asbestos Abatement Liability and with Superfund cleanup activities. Requiring

competition among Asbestos Consultants Errors and Omissions contractors to carry pollution insurance can
coverages can also be purchased. The pro- result in equitable risk sharing between the

contractors, gram is typically limited to pollution cover- PRP group and its contractors. Utilization of

ages because these ar needed to insure the a PRP-controlled program is the easiest way
loss exposures of environmental cleanup work to ensure that all contractors working on the
but are often not obtainable or afforded by project have pollution liability coverage.
the contractors individually. It is common for When contractors are required by a PRP
contractors to carry general liability and group to provide pollution liability insurance
automobile liability insurance coverages on as part of the group's risk transfer program.
an individual and continuous basis, however, they face two major barriers to fulfilling this
the PRP-contralled program can also include requirement:
these coverages.
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Risk identification can be defined as the process of identifying, analyzing and measuring a particular loss
exposure. Loss prevention can then be defined as methods to prevent a loss from occurring. Loss
control addresses the need to contain and minirmie the adverse affects of a loss once it has been incurred.
Finally, loss financing addresses the funding of losses while maintaining the entity's long term financial
solvency. This paper will devote most of its discussion to the financing of losses from past, present and
future activities.

MI, Past Environmental Liability

Environmental cleanup legislation is a source of liability for contractors who find themselves in the
position of Potentially Responsible Parties (PRPs) at Superfund sites due to past waste disposal activities.
PRPs can include contractors working in any area of construction who have disposed of waste at sites
which are now listed as Superfund sites under the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) program.
Retroactive liability is a principle which holds PRP's responsible for the cleanup costs at a site where
disposal occurred in the past despite the PRP's compliance with all laws and regulations at the time they
contributed to the waste site. PRPs are also subject to strict, joint and several liability standards which
could result in disproportionate responsibility for a site cleanup.

In addition to Superfund liabilities, contractors may incur other environmental liabilities from their past
activities on their owned property. Identification of risks in past operations is an important part of the
risk management program. Managers should attempt to identify all the skeletons in the closet and address
exposures before a regulatory body, citizens action committee or class action suit does it for them.
Consulting firms that specialize in environmental risk assessments can be particularly helpful in
identifying loss exposures from prior activities.

If a particular problem can be identified and corrected, the risk manager may have the opportunity to
actually prevent all or part of a loss from occurring. For example, if the barrels of hazardous waste in
the parking lot can be removed before they lead to a third party bodily injury claim for the contamination
of ground water, the risk manager has prevented the bodily injury claim. This scenario could also be
considered a method of loss control, preventing a small loss from turning into a larger loss.

For past activities, risk managers have a significant amount of latitude in the loss control area. For
example, establishing control of the cleanup process at a Superfund waste disposal site may reduce or
eliminate third party bodily injury and property damage claims which may arise out of the cleanup. PRPs
can improve their loss control by requiring specific pollution insurance coverages for the remedial action
contractors working on the cleanup. Without specifically addressing the need for contractors pollution
liability in the bid specifications, most site owners have allowed cleanup operations to be conducted by
engineers and contractors who have virtually no insurance coverage for the primary loss exposure of the
work. Site owners and responsible parties should require appropriate limits of contractors pollution
liability and pollution professional liability insurance from their remedial action contractors if they are
going to require liability insurance at all. Also, site owners must be willing to reimburse the engineer
or contractor for the costs of that insurance.

To finance the environmental cleanup and potential bodily injury and property damage claims from prior
activities, risk managers have few available options. A responsible party at a superfund cleanup cannot
prevent that loss from being incurred, and it is not possible to purchase new insurance coverage for the 1
incurred loss. Trying to obtain liability insurance to pay for the actual cleanup of a superfund site is
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Contractors should be aware of the indemnification sources and insurance products that are being
developed to meet the dynamic environmental exposures that they face. Contractual indemnification
clauses can shift liability from the contractor to site owners, government enforcement bodies,
subcontractors and others involved in site management or cleanup. Environmental contractors should pay
particular attention to the indemnification and insurance provisions contained in federal cleanup contracts
when designing their risk financing program.

aL Loss Financing Under Federal Environmental Cleanu2 Contracts

In the mid 1980s, tailor made poluzion liabllity insurance was not available to environmental cleanup
contractors (called "remedial action contractors" or "RACs*) who were becoming involved in EPA
Superfund cleanup activities. This was a substantial deterrent for contractors considering this type of
work. The imposition of strict, joint and several liability on responsible parties under the Superfund
program increased the perceived risk to contractors. In order to attract RACs to the Superfund program,
the EPA agreed to provide indemnification for liability claims that arose from the RACs' remediation
activities.

In 1986 the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) formalized the EPA's authority to
indemnify contractors and placed specific limits on that authority. Section 119 of SARA exempted RACs
from strict liability under all federal laws for pollution liability unless the RAC was negligent, grossly
negligent, or guilty of intentional misconduct. EPA indemnification agreements only cover RAC liability. that results from the release of a hazardous substance, pollutant or contaminant if such release arises out
of the RAC's activities carried out under written agreement between RACs and all parties who may hire
RACs for response action at Superfund sites.

The EPA bases its decision to provide indemnification in part on the ability or inability of the PRP to
indemnify the RAC. Additionally, no claims will be paid by EPA on behalf of the RAC until all possiblt
claims against the PRPs have been exhausted and the RAC's full deductible is paid.

Another interesting characteristic of the EPA indemnification provisions is the ability for prime
contractors to flow down their EPA indemnification to subcontractors who are in compliance with Section
119(c)(4) eligibility provisions. This arrangement may cause the prime contractor difficulty in receiving
indemnification if their subcontractors are not in compliance.

To be eligible for EPA indemnification for pollution liability a RAC must first meet the following
requirements:

1. The RAC must show that the liability covered by the indemnification agreement exceeds
or is not covered by insurance available at a fair and reasonable price.

2. The RAC must make diligent efforts to obtain pollution liability insurance coverage from
non-federal sources.

3. The RAC must continue to make those diligent efforts each time the RAC begins work
at a new facility.

Based on these criteria all contractors must make an effort to acquire insurance in order to qualify for
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For example, an insurance program written for a firm providing design/build or single-source
environmental contracting, including asbestos abatement services, could include as many as eight basic
insurance coverage parts. All of the coverages must be interfaced with each other to put the pieces of
the insurance protection wall together.

What follows is an outline of the individual coverages necessary to build an insurance program for
environmental contracting firms. The insurance coverages descnrbed here are available in the marketplace
today. The insurance market is expanding at an increasing rate, making it difficult to compose a picntre
reflecting current conditions that will be totally accurate weeks or months later. The areas which are
most susceptible to change include the available limits of liability and underwriting guidelines of the
various markets. The basic coverages, however, will remain unchanged for a longer period of time.

It is also important to note that some of these policies are duplications of each other, except that
exclusions in one or the other make the purchase of both necessary. Particular attention must be paid
to the rating basis on all policies to avoid duplicating premiums, although not necessarily coverage,
between policies. The premium cost for some of these coverages may exceed the normal operating
margins of a contracting firm; consequently, failure to coordinate rates and revenue streams could
potentially bankrupt a firm following a premium audit at the end of the policy period.

Commercial General Liability Insurance: The Commercial General Liability (CGL) insurance policy is
the third-party litigation insurance coverage relied on by most businesses. This policy provides coverage
for claims arising out of the insured's operations, premises, completed operations and products for bodily
injury and property damage, plus the defense of those claims.

Faced with increasing pollution liability losses under insurance policies issued in prior years, the
;surance industry rewrote the CGL policy in 1986. As part of that revision, the pollution exclusion was
completely modified. The new standard exclusion reads:

1988 ISO POLLUTION EXCLUSION

f. (7) "Bodily injury" or "property damage" arising oua of the actual, alleged or threatened discharge,
dispersal, seepage, migration, release or escape of pollutants:

(a) At or from any premises, site or location which is or was at any rime owned or occupied by,
or rented or loaned to, any insured;

(b) At or from any premises site or location which is or was at any time used by or for any
insured or others for the handling, storage, disposal, processing or treatment of waste;

(c) Which are or were at any time transported, handled, stored, treated, disposed of, or
processed as waste by or for any insured or any person or organization for whom you may be
legally responsible; or

(d) At or from any premises, site or location on which any insured or any contractors or
subcontractors worldng directly or indirectly on any insured's behalf are performing operations.:

(1) if the pollutants are brought on or to the premises, ste or location in connection with
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for bodily injury, property damage, and environmental cleanup costs for the conu'actor's described
operations. Coverage can be purchased on either a blanket/reported-sites or project-specific basis.

CPL coverage has its roots in Environmental Impairment Liability insurance. In spite of the shared
similarities, buyers should be aware that a standard EEL policy provides little or no insurance protection
for conutacting activities. A CPL policy, on the other hand, modifies the coverage to more closely reflect
the exposures of a conutacting firm.

Architects and Enuineers Errors and Omissions Insurance: For design professionals, the purchase of
Errors and Omissions coverage has historically been necessitated by a special exclusion typically added
by endorsement to CGL policies written for such risks excluding coverage for claims of injury of damage
arising out of design error. To fill this gap in coverage, the purchase of a professional E&O policy is
necessary. The typical insuring clause of these policies agrees to pay on behalf of the insured for
negligent acts, errors and omissions arising out of the rendering of a described professional service.

The majority of E&O policies on the market today contain an exclusion for claims arising out of a
pollution incident. It is now possible, however, to purchase E&O coverage from specialty markets that
provide coverage for pollution claims as part of the traditional Errors and Omissions coverage.

Environmental Consultants E&O Insurance: A number of new custom-tailored Errors and Omissions
policy forms have been inutoduced to accommodate firms that provide environmental remediation
services. These policies usually take the form of a traditional Errors and Omissions policy, extending
professional liability coverage to claims arising out of a pollution incident by amendment or elimination
of the pollution exclusion. It is interesting to note that the new policy forms are often no more expensive
than the utaditional forms with the pollution exclusion.

Asbestos Abatement Liabiliy: Asbestos Abatement Liability insurance policies typically track the CGL
policy form. Most provide coverage for asbestos abatement operations by amendment of the pollution
exclusion in the standard CGL policy. Both the CGL and Asbestos Abatement Liability policy use
payroll and receipts as the rating basis to determine premium. Since these coverages are redundant for
premium computation purposes, each of the carriers should be aware of the existence of the other policy,
and should issue endorsements that enable the insured to avoid paying double the necessary premium.
Policy forms and insurer integrity vary a great deal within the Asbestos Abatement Liability insurance
market. The advice of an expert broker is highly recommended on this line of coverage.

Asbestos Consultants E&O Insurance: Coverage for asbestos consultants is usually written under a
conventional professional E&O liability insurance policy, with the pollution exclusion eliminated or
amended to the extent necessary to provide coverage for professional errors, acts or omissions arising
out of the design of asbestos projects. Asbestos Consultants E&O coverage may be redundant for some
risks, however. Such specific insurance would be unnecessary if the insured has an Environmental
Consultants Professional Pollution Liability policy or some other form of Errors and Omissions coverage
with sufficiently broad wording so as not to exclude the asbestos hazard.

Combined Policv Forms: Some underwriters are introducing specialty policy forms combining pollution. coverage with either professional liability or general liability insurance. The principal advantage of these
forms is cost. Since all the coverages share one limit of liability, the underwriter has lower total exposed
limits, and can charge a lower premium. Another advantage for the buyer is that a single policy covering
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the nuclear exposure, risk managers should differentiate between three broad types of work and clients:

1. Low-level nuclear work, private clients;
2. Firms in the nuclear fuel cycle, private clients;
3. Department of Defense and Department of Energy projects.

Low-level nuclear hazards can be addressed within the context of the Contractors Pollution and Engineers
Professional Liability policies. Although each policy has an exclusion dealing with nuclear materials,
specific-site and scope-of-work endorsements can be added to the policies to override the exclusion.
Firms engaged in the nuclear fuel cycle have access to the nuclear insurance pools. The pools provide
bodily injury and property damage liability coverage, including defense costs, for claims stemming from
occurrences arising out of nuclear materials.

Underwriting guidelines restrict the availability of coverage to firms that fal! within the fuel cycle,
beginning with fabricators and extending from reactors and by-products to burial or disposal. Industrial
and medical facilities are precluded from obtaining coverage in the pools and must rely on the traditional
insurance market for coverage.

The nuclear pools actually insure the *facility' with a definition of the named insured sufficiently broad
to cover contractors working on the facility. Contractors working on these facilities do not purchase their
own insurance to cover the nuclear hazard. Effective July 1, 1989, the pool provides $200 million of
primary limits. Higher limits are provided under the Price-Anderson Act: Each reactor can be assessed
$63 million for a nuclear damage claim, building total capacity to $7 billion under the program.
Contractors working on government facilities have access to indemnification for nuclear hazards through
Section 170, as amended by the Price-Anderson Act. The indemnification applies at the facility, during
transportation, and to the materials handled. The current indemnification limit is $500 million.

Since contractors working on nuclear facilities must provide their own traditional insurance programs for
General Liability and Workers Compensation, firms moving into the nuclear cleanup field for the first
time should consider what impact a "material change in the risk" will have on the applicability of their
overall insurance programs.

DL Structuring the Program:

Piecing together the coverages necessary to address the risks of environmental contracting firms has
developed into something of an art form. Proper strucuring of the mechanics of the insurance program
assures insurance protection without gaps or overlaps in coverage and avoids stacking of premiums for
redundant coverages. As engineering and contracting businesses throughout the country see the flow of
money toward environmental cleanup, many of these firms are exploring the ramifications of entering this
field. As mentioned earlier, the astute among them recognize liability and insurance as one of the more
significant barriers to entry.

Subsidiary Versus Master Plan Annroach: To deal with that barrier, the creation of an environmental
contracting subsidiary produces a vehicle that can be used to structure an insurance program for the
environmental contracting work. If done properly, this approach allows the firm to develop completely
separate insurance programs for the non-environmental work and for the environmental work.
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Liability and Asbestos Consultants Errors and Omissions coverages should also be purchased.

The wrap-up approach produces the following advantages:

* the insurance premiums are reimbursable as a line item for most government work;
0 subcontractors who would otherwise need to obtain a environmental contracting insurance

program on their own are spared the expense of having to satisfy minimum premium
requirements;

0 reduced remediation costs may be realized because of the opportumity to choose from an expanded
universe of subcontractors qualified to bid on work;

0 contractors involved with many sites can benefit from the high aggregate limits of liability usually
developed under a wrap-up;

0 total insurance costs on a particular project are usually minimized under a wrap-up program.

Despite the advantages of the wrap-up approach, it is generally economically feasible only for those firms
on jobs exceeding $I million in annually receipts. All of the necessary coverages mentioned above carry
minimum premiums of at least $25,000 each; consequently, annual receipts associated with the job must
be sufficient to absorb the overall minimum premium charge.

Determining Coverage Retuirements: The scope of operations and services provided by a firm determines
which insurance coverages are necessary. For example, specialty contractors providing only engineering

S services may need to purchase only Contractors Pollution Liability, Professional Pollution Errors and
Omissions, Automobile Liability, and Workers Compensation coverages.

At the other end of the spectrum, a firm providing design/build environmental contracting services,
including asbestos abatement, should purchase General Liability, Contractors Pollution Liability,
Professional Errors and Omissions with Pollution and Asbestos Liability, Asbestos Abatement Liability,
Asbestos Consultants Errors and Omissions, Automobile Liability and Workers Compensation coverages.

If an environmental contracting firm is a subsidiary covered under its parent corporation's insurance
program, that program should include, in addition to the specific coverages for the environmental
contacting operations, General Liability, Professional Liability, Automobile Liability, Workers
Compensation, and probably Umbrella Liability insurance policies.

2L Concluio

Management of the environmental liability risks that contractors face requires a comprehensive approach.
Contractors must first identify all sources of environmental liability which may arise out of their past,
present and future activities. Under current environmental laws, contractors face past liabilities from their
disposal activities and fture liability from their involvement in environmental remediation work.
Strategies for loss prevention and loss reduction may be used to control the identified loss exposure.
Finally, the financing techniques available to contractors for their losses include retention and transfer.
Losses can be transferred by contractors to other parties through the use of contractual indemnity
agreements and through insurance.

. Indemnification agreements vary by contract and should be a primary consideration of contractors
entering this area of work. Insurance for contractors' pollution liability exposures is generally available
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. EPA Indemnification for
Remedial Action Contractors

provide indemnification to response action contractors performing
work at NPL or removal sites. Section 119 was added to CERCLA by
Congress as part of the 1986 amendments in response to an outcry
from the RAC community for pollution liability protection. This
outcry arose due to the unavailability of pollution liability
insurance from private sector sources.

In defending their lack of participation in this segment of
the market, the insurance underwriters cited a number of reasons
for their unwillingness to provide pollution liability coverage.
The major reason was the risk of large claims for "catastrophic"
failures resulting in extensive damage to human health and the
environment. Their fear was that these types of failures could
easily result in claims surpassing $100 million per incident.
When this fact was coupled with the litigious nature of the
environmental field, many underwriters declined to issue
pollution policies.

A second and equally formidable reason cited by the
insurance industry was the imposition of strict liability
standards by the courts. Under strict liability, any entity
involved in "ultrahazardous" activities at the site of a release. may be held liable for all costs associated with the release
without a judgement of negligence against them. Damages
associated with the release may have occurred on or off the site.
The insurance companies feared that in the future strict
liability judgements could render them the only viable "deep
pocket" for legal actions stemming from the site.

Finally, many underwriters expressed the fact that
reinsurers had withdrawn from the market due to record losses
posted by the industry in the early 1980s. This resulted in a
down turn in the industry with firms declining to underwrite
relatively small high risk portions of the insurance market such
as hazardous waste remediation.

In addition to the lack of pollution liability insurance,
RACs also cited several other reasons for indemnification. The
first was the technical risks the RACs accept when they work at a
Superfund site. These include:

1) Work with hazardous and toxic compound and mixtures of
these compounds,

2) The uncertainty of innovative or untried technologies,

3) The inherent uncertainty associated with underground
work, and

4) Political pressures from outside sources.
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Remedial Action Contractors

price,

2) The RAC must have made diligent efforts to obtain
pollution lability insurance, and

3) If the RAC is working at more than one facility, it
must perform diligent efforts each time it begins work
at a new facility.

The final requirement of Section 119 was that the President
(EPA) would promulgate regulations under the section. Prior to
promulgation of the regulations, the President (EPA) would
develop guidelines for the implementation of the requirements of
the section.

INTERIM GUIDELINES

On October 6, 1987, EPA's Office of Solid Waste and
Emergency Response (OSWER) issued OSWER Directive 9835.5 "EPA
Interim Guidance on Indemnification of Superfund Response Action
Contractors under Section 119 of SARA" to establish temporary
procedures to provide indemnification to RACs under the authority
of Section 119. The guidelines, issued under the authority of
Executive Order 12580 (52 FR 5923, January 29, 1987 which
delegated authority to indemnify RACs from the President to EPA,
were distributed as interim to allow EPA to provide
indemnification under Section 119 while proceeding in a
deliberate manner to establish final guidance.

The interim guidelines were developed around four key
points:

1) The combination of protection from Federal strict
liability and RAC indemnification would provide
adequate incentive for contractors to work for the
Superfund program,

2) The indemnification would be an adequate substitute for
insurance,

3) Indemnification would be an interim measure until the
private insurance market rebounded, and

4) The indemnification did not create a disincentive to
the private insurance market.

These points were to also form the basis for the formulation of
the final guidelines.
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Federal Register for public comment Proposed Final
Indemnification Guidance (54 FR 46012, October 31, 1989). When
compared to the liberal provisions of the interim guidance, the
proposed final guidance severely restricted the indemnification
available to RACs. The proposed guidance limited the maximum
coverage per contract, imposed substantially higher deductibles,
and limited the term of coverage to ten years. The guidance
called for a minimum amount of insurance to be purchased by
contractors each year and that this amount increase by 25% each
year with the anticipated result of the private sector eventually
providing all pollution lability coverage allowing EPA to cease
offering indemnification. One final provision was that all
existing post-SARA indemnification agreements must be
retroactively brought into compliance with the terms of the final
guidance.

Some of the specific points of the proposed guidance are as
follows:

1) RACs were covered if found negligent; however, if a
mixed judgement (a finding of both negligence and
strict liability) were handed down, the RAC would not
be covered,

2) Maximum coverage for cost reimbursement contracts was
set at $50,000,000 2er contract,

3) Deductibles for cost reimbursement contracts were set
at $1,000,000 per occurrence or claim with no aggregate
limit,

4) Coverage for fixed price contracts was set on a sliding
scale which was to be factored into the bid evaluation,
and

5) A ten year post-completion term was established for all
agreements.

Needless-to-say, the response to the proposed guidelines was
overwhelming with over two hundred comments, requiring over 40
pages to document, received. Unfortunately, the comments were
virtually all negative. They stated that the limits were too
low, the deductibles too high, the term too short, and the fixed
price proposal unworkable. Based upon this negative feedback,
EPA decided to delay finalizing the proposal and to reconsider
some of the elements.

. CONSULTATIVE PROCESS

After completing a thorough analysis of the comments and
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1) The final guidelines will contain well defined limits
to the amount of indemnification available to RACs on a
per contract basis,

2) The deductibles will be on a sliding scale with higher
deductibles for higher contract limits,

3) A definite term of coverage (tail) will be set,

4) The incorporation of indemnification requests in bid
evaluations for fixed price contracts has been dropped,
and

5) All post-SARA contracts must be modified to include the
provisions of the new guidelines.

POTENTIAL PROBLEMS

The final guidelines could have substantial impacts upon
both EPA and the RAC community. First the potential RAC
problems:

1) It is likely that the availability and the limits of
EPA indemnification will be greatly reduced from the
uncapped limits currently provided. This reduction
will require RACs to'rethink their current operating
procedures and their future plans,

2) All RACs with current indemnification agreements must
enter into negotiations with EPA to incorporate the new
guidelines into their existing contracts. This will
require time and effort by the RACs and may cause them
to rethink their willingness to continue to work for
EPA, and

3) RACs must develop a strategy to deal with any
subcontractors that have been extended indemnification
through the RAC's contract since the new limits will
include any pass-through indemnification.

Potential problems for EPA are:

1) The time and resources to negotiate the new guidelines
into all existing contracts" (this includes contracts
let by the US Army Corps of Engineer, the US Bureau of
Reclamation, and any other Federal Agency acting in
behalf of EPA),

2) The impact on the Superfund program if some of the RACs S
refuse to accept the new guidelines and their contracts
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defaulting contractor.

REVISED US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS APPROVAL PROCEQDURES

When potential contractors prepare proposals and bids in
response to solicitations for work, they invest considerable time
and money. Additionally, each proposal or bid must be
accompanied by a bid bond which signifies the contractors good
faith to perform the specified work and provides the government
with funds to resolicit if the contractor refuses to a~cept the
contract. One problem with this typical scenario is that for
Superfund work RACs face one final hurdle they cannot control.
This hurdle is approval by EPA to extend indemnification to the
contractor. In many cases without EPA indemnification,
contractors are unwilling to risk their corporate assets. If the
contractor is the successful proposer or bidder and EPA refuses
to extend indemnification, the contractor is forced to forfeit
its bid bond if it refuses the contract due to potential
liability.

Since the decision to extend or not to extend. indemnification is out of the contractors control, EPA and the US
Army Corps of Engineers have agreed to test a modification to the
normal indemnification approval process to allow a contractor,
providing it has met all other requirements of the solicitation,
to refuse a contract if indemnification is not approved and not
forfeit its bid bond. This process is being tested for one
solicitation. Based upon the results of this test and the final
indemnification guidance, the process will be continued,
modified, or discontinued.

Under current procedures, a contract is awarded and then the
contractor performs diligent efforts and indemnification is
granted based upon the results of the diligent efforts. For the
test procedures, potential contractors will be asked to perform
diligent efforts prior to contract award. EPA will evaluate the
contractors efforts and determine if indemnification will be
offered prior to award of the contract. If the contractor has
met all other requirements of the solicitation and EPA declines
to approve indemnification for the contractor, the contractor
will be allowed to withdraw from the solicitation and not forfeit
the bid bond. If indemnification is approved, the contractor
will be issued a letter granting indemnification immediately
after the contract is signed.

. DILIGENT EFFORTS

EPA has initiated two efforts to improve the diligent
efforts process while awaiting the final indemnification
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CONCLUSION

While the final picture of EPA's indemnification process is
still unclear, it is certain that the new guidelines will
drastically alter the assignment of risk from pollution liability
suits. Until the new guidelines are finally promulgated along
with their accompanying administrative guidance, the final
impacts on the RAC community and the Superfund program can not be
determined.
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S1730 M Street NW , Suite 900, W ashington, DC 20036-4571 (202) 466-8880

Robert P. McCormick
Presiaent

February 3, 1993

Mr. Patrick Meehan
Principal Deputy to the Deputy Assistant

Secretary (Environment)
Department of Defense
400 Army-Navy Drive, Suite 206
Arlington, Virginia 22202

ATTN: Dr. Shun Ling

Dear Mr. Meehan:

In response to your request for information, the National
Constructors Association (NCA) is providing the attached informa-
tion regarding the indemnification of contractors performing
environmental restoration work. We hope you will feel free to
contact us for additional information or to participate in any
discussions with industry representatives which may take place on
this issue.

The National Constructors Association (NCA) is made up of
some of the nation's foremost firms engaged in the design
and construction of major industrial, commercial and process
facilities worldwide. NCA's members are also some of the most
qualified and experienced environmental restorations firms, with
the site management and technological expertise necessary to
remediate the nation's worst toxic and nuclear waste sites. Three
of the five largest U.S. contractors from Engineering News-Record's
(ENR) top 400 contractors are NCA members as are 12 of the 29
contractors that grossed in excess of $1 billion in 1991. NCA
member companies collectively grossed in excess of $90 billion in
1991, employing more than 120,000 skilled craftsmen and expending
more than 130 million man-hours of labor in 1991 alone.

Resolving the liability concerns of contractors undertaking
federal hazardous waste remediation contracts is one of the
priority issues of the association. As in the past, we will
continue to devote considerable effort and resources to its
resolution. NCA's member companies have outstanding national and
international reputations based upon their quality of work, their
management experience and the technological expertise they bring to
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Response To DOD Questions

QUESTION ONE

The extent to which contractors performing environmental
restoration work at Federal, state and private sites have
actually been exposed to, or involved in, litigation, claims and
liability related to this work since 1980.

RESPONSE

For many years the National Constructors Association
and others in the contractor community have raised concerns
about the potential for litigation against those engaged in
environmental restoration activities. During the lengthy
hearings and debate leading up to the 19V ouperfund Amendments
and Reauthorization Act (SARA), NCA test.ified as to its concerns
regarding the potential liability of contractors engaged in this
work. NCA cited both state and federal statutory as well as
common law strict liability schemes as factors which led our
members to predict costly litigation against federal
environmental restoration contractors.

In addition, the following factors which make this work
unique create unacceptable risks:

0 the use of unproven technology;

0 the uncertain nature of the materials which may be
encountered on site, even after site investigations
have been completed;

0 the unavailability and/or inadequacy of pollution
liability insurance for the contractor;

• long liability Otails" for hidden defects in the
manner in which the work was done and the potential
for personal injury and property damage suits brought
decades after contract completion and acceptance;

0 the potential for the application of strict liability
to the contractor, particularly as to third party
claims; and

0 high costs associated with litigation, even where the
contractor prevails.

Despite their acknowledgement of these risk factors, federal
regulators, congressional policymakers and others involved in



other similar sites has resulted in such concern among certain
NCA contractors that they routinely avoid bidding on cleanups at
these "high profile' facilities.

QUESTION TWO

The type and extent of indemnification currently provided by
Federal or state agencies, or private entities for environmental
work.

RZSPONSE

In response to hearings held in 1992 by panels of the Senate
& House Armed Services committees, NCA polled its membership
regarding the nature of indemnity obtained by companies carrying
out hazardous waste remediation contracts for private entities.
Attached are samples of the responses received. They have been
redacted to remove any references to the specific contracting
parties. These examples are also an appendix to NCA's testimony
before the Senate Armed Services Committee, Subcommittee on
Readiness, Sustainability & Support, May 12, 1992. A copy of
that testimony is attached.

As you are now aware, liability protection offered by other
federal agencies and departments varies widely. Although
section 119 of CERCLA authorizes the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) to provide indemnification to its contractors
with certain limitations, EPA's guidelines document released
January 15, 1993 dictates that it will only offer that indemnity
after first putting its contracts out to bid with no liability
protection offered. Consequently, indemnity for EPA Superfund
cleanup is likely to be very limited in scope and infrequently
offered. Until January 15, 1993, EPA contractors were generally
offered indemnity unlimited in amount and in period of time
covered. Now the coverage, when offered, will only continue for
10 years, will include deductibles, and will not exceed $75
million, regardless of the nature of the work or risk factors in
the project.

NCA's response to that new guidelines document is still
being prepared, but will be forwarded to you under separate
cover. We believe it is important that you understand NCA's
concerns regarding the section 119 indemnity guidelines because
the issues underlying the guidelines are the fundamental
questions which must be addressed to establish a reasonable risk
sharing policy for contractors.

As you are probably aware, the Department of Energy (DOE)
has taken a somewhat different approach to its environmental
restoration contracts through the use of Environmental
Restoration and Management Contractors (ERMCs). These
contractors are protected through a program of risk sharing which
holds them accountable for harm caused by their activities but



companies' needs. Furthermore, the association believes the
absence of a viable insurance market for these services
underscores the need for a reasonable risk sharing program.

In 1986, when the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization
Act (SARA) was passed, and in the years since then, as EPA
pondered the development of guidelines for its own indemnity
program, certain officials maintained the belief that a viable
insurance market for remediation contractors would emerge.
Despite certain aggressive insurors' marketing assertions to the
contrary, the insurance products available today simply do not
address the risks which most greatly trouble the members of NCA
and the rest of the contracting community -- the risk of third-
party toxic tort litigation brought many years after contract
completion. Until such coverage is available, both contractors
and their clients must develop alternative mechanisms for
addressing that risk.

Furthermore, the limited coverage available today may be
jeopardized by the emergence of litigation against environmental
restoration contractors. The absence of these cases may have
encouraged the development of the limited coverage currently
available. Once claims are actually presented against this
coverage, even that very limited availability may disappear.

An additional factor which should be considered in any
examination of insurance for federal environmental restoration
work is the availability of surety bonds for these projects.
Since 1989, NCA has been at the forefront of efforts to address
this issue and has worked closely with relevant congressional
committees over the past three years to improve the availability
of surety bonds necessary to bid fixed-price remediation
contracts.

Although statutory language currently in place provides
sureties with certain liability protections, that language, in
the absence of protection for contractors, is insufficient to
encourage sureties to provide bonds for even the most reputable
and financially sound contractor. Even with the existing
statutory protections in place (42 USC S 9619(g) and 10 USC
2701), many smaller companies have had difficulty obtaining
bonds. Although surety underwriting considerations cannot
accurately be predicted, it is unlikely that bonds will be
available for any projects for which the contractor does not
receive liability protection.

This is particularly important if federal agencies plan to
continue to utilize 'fixed-price' contracts as part of their
procurement strategy for this work. The cost-conscious climate
on Capitol Hill coupled with recent criticisms of contracting
practices at EPA may eventually mandate the use of "fixed-price'
contracts for certain aspects of this work. Surety bonds will be
a necessary element of any 'fixed-price' procurement strategy.
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4.0 Whether due to delay, breach of contract or warranty, tort
(including negligence and strict liability) or otherwise,
neither nor its contractors or suppliers of any tier
shall be liable for any other direct, special, indirect,
incidental or consequential damages of any nature, including,
without limitation, Client's loss of actual or anticipated
profits or revenues, loss by reason of shutdown, non-
operation, or increased expense of manufacturing or operation,
loss of use, cost of capital, damage to or loss of property or
equipment of Client, or claims of customers of Client.

5.0 The remedies stated in the Agreement are exclusive and in no
event shall the liability of or its contractors or
suppliers of any tier to Client whether in contract, warranty,
tort (including negligence or strict liability) or otherwise
for the performance or breach of the contract or anything done
in connection therewith exceed the suz of

0



SAMPLE THREE

PRIVATE PARTY AGREEMENT

Indemnity

A. Contractor agrees to protect, indemnify and hold Owner
harmless from any and all loss, damage, liability, claims,
demands, costs, or suits of any nature whatsoever asserted by
employees of Contractor or by any third persons for property
damage (other than property for which risk of loss is assumed
by Owner hereunder), personal injury or death or claim for.
indemnity by Federal or State agencies arising out of or
resulting from Contractor's breach of warranty or negligent
performance of the Work hereunder. Contractor's
indemnification obligation shall not apply to the extent of
any liabilities which arise out of or result from the
negligent acts or omissions of Owner, its employees,
officers, or servants or other independent contractors or
agents for which Owner indemnifies Contractor. This
indemnity shall include the cost, expenses, and attorney's
fees occasioned by said loss, damage, liability, claims,
demands, or suits as well as the full amount of any judgment
rendered or compromise settlement made (provided Contractor
has participated in the defense and agrees to any
compromise); except that Contractor's liability for damage to
Owner's real property or adjacent real properties other than
damage resulting from or due to the pre-existing
environmental conditions of the site of the Work shall in no
event exceed One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00), and damage
to Owner's real property or adjacent real properties
resulting from or due to the pre-existing environmental
conditions of the site of the Work shall in no event exceed
Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000.00) unless either such damage
is caused by the gross negligence or willful misconduct of
Contractor, its employees, representatives, or agents.
Notwithstanding anything else stated herein, Contractor shall
not be responsible for, and assumes no liability for, bodily
injury, sickness, disease and/or death, where the same
results from or is due to the pre-existing environmental
conditions of the site of the Work, unless and to the extent
that such bodily injury, sickness, disease and/or death is
caused by the negligence at the site, including, without
limitation, failure at the site to fully comply with all
provisions of the site specific Health and Safety Plan, or
other misconduct of the Contractor, its employees,
representatives, or agents at the site.

B. Contractor shall also indemnify Owner for any actually
incurred governmentally imposed monetary penalties resulting
directly and solely as a result of Contractor's failure to
perform in accordance with the standards set forth above.0prfr



SAMPLE FOUR
PRIVATE PARTY AGREEMENT

A. Contractor agrees to protect, indemnify, and hold Owner
harmless from any and all loss, damage liability, claims,
demands, costs, or suits of any nature whatsoever
(collectively referred to as OClaims') asserted by employees
of Contractor or by any third persons for property damage
(other than property for which risk of loss is assumed by
Owner hereunder), personal injury or death to the extent such
Claims arise out of or result from Contractor's willful
misconduct, breach of warranty, or negligent acts or
omissions.

B. Contractor's indemnification obligation shall not extend to
any liabilities arising directly out or resulting directly
from the acts or omissions of Owner, its employees, officers,
or servants or other independent contractors or agents.

C. Owner agrees to protect, indemnify, and hold Contractor
harmless from Claims asserted by employees of Owner or by
third persons for property damage, personal injury, or death,
to the extent such Claims arise directly out of or result
directly from (i) the acts or omissions of Owner or (ii)
Contractor's status as a response action contractor as
defined in Section 119 of the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation and Liability Act (42 U.S.C. §59601 et
seq.). Such status as a response action contractor shall
apply with respect to all federal, state and local laws,
rules and regulations.

D. This indemnity shall include the cost, expenses, and
attorneys' fees occasioned by said loss, damage, liability,
claims, demands, or suits as well as the full amount of any
judgment rendered or compromise settlement made (provided
both parties have participated in the defense and have
consented to any compromise, which consent shall not
unreasonably be withheld).

0



.@ SAMPLE SiX

CONTRACTOR'S STANDARD INDEMNITY

Pro-Existing Contamination

Anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding, title to,
ownership of, and legal responsibility and liability for any and
all pre-existing contamination shall at all times remain with
Client. OPre-existing contamination' is any hazardous or toxic
substance present at the site or sites concerned which was not
brought onto such site or sites by Consultant. Client agrees tQ
release, defend, indemnify and hold Consultant harmless from and
against any and all liability which may in any manner arise in any
way directly or indirectly caused by such pre-existing
contamination except if such liability arises from Consultant's
gross negligence or willful misconduct.

Client shall, at Client's sole expense and risk, arrange for
handling, storage, transportation, treatment and delivery for
disposal of pre-existing contamination. Client shall be solely
responsible for obtaining a disposal site for such material.
Client shall look to the disposal facility and/or transporter for
any responsibility or liability arising from improper disposal or
transportation of such waste. Consultant shall not have or exert
any control over Client in Client's obligations or responsibil-
ities as a generator in the storage, transportation, treatment or
disposal of any pre-existing contamination. Client shall complete
and execute any governmentally required forms relating to
regulated activities including, but not limited to generation,
storage, handling, treatment, transportation, or disposal of pre-
existing contamination. In the event that Consultant executes or
completes any governmentally required forms relating to regulated
activities including but not limited to storage, generation,
treatment, transportation, handling or disposal of hazardous or
toxic materials, Consultant shall be and be deemed to have acted
as Client's agent.

For Consultant's Services requiring drilling, boring, excavation
or soils sampling, Client shall approve selection of the contrac-
tors to perform such services, all site locations, and provide
Consultant with all necessary information regarding the presence
of underground hazards, utilities, structures and conditions at
the site.

Indemnification

Bodily Injury and Property Damage Liability

Consultant shall indemnify, defend and hold Client harmless from
any and all claims, liabilities, and causes of action for injury
to or death of any person, or for damage to or destruction of
property (excluding, however, the items referred to in Section

15.2 and Article 12) resulting from any and all negligent acts or

omissions of Consultant in the performance of the Services.
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basis with limits from $25 million to $50 million
available to contractors through the markets listed
above. Availability would be dependent upon the
type of project or projects undertaken by the
contractor as well as the underwriters' willingness
to layer above other underwriters. The maximum that
is available through any one underwriter is
$25 million, although it is very rare that the full
$25 million is extended.

As stated above, no coverage is available on either
a project specific basis or for multiple worksites
if the site or sites are state or federal Superfund
sites.

3. Standard Deductibles for EIL Policies.

a. Response: There is no standard deductible. For
non-Superfund work, the deductible is dependent upon
the size, type and value of the particular project
and the underwriter.

4. Does the Standard policy provide coverage for strict
liability or negligence or both?

a. Response: Generally, the standard for non-Superfund
work is negligence. It may be possible to negotiate
coverages for strict liability, but such coverages
would be very expensive.

5. For claims made policies, what kind of "tail coverage" is
available?

a. Response: Because the "tail coverage" is an add-on
to a basic policy, there is no coverage for any of
the Superfund sites. The contamination now being
addressed was originated 10, 40 and sometimes as
much as 100 years ago. Similar time periods will be
applicable to contractor work performed today, thus
there is no coverage for such work. The standard
"tail coverage" available is one year. At signif-
icant additional cost it might be possible to
negotiate a longer term. However, it is very
unusual to find a "tail' over three years and the
extremely rare exception to find a "tail" of five
years.

6. Typical Premium rates and rate basis for EIL coverage.

a. Response: Rates and rate bases are tailored to the
requirements of each job or site, thus it is not
feasible to present a statement of typical premium
amounts.



Appendix 6
Information from Hazardous Waste Action Coalition (HWAC)*

Contents

Letter to Patrick Meehan, from Peter Tunncliffe, dated 1 February 1993
Hearings of the Environmental Restoration Panel of the House Armed Services Committee:

HWAC 10 March 1992 Testimony
HWAC Questions for the Record from the 10 March 1992 Hearing
HWAC 24 April 1991 Testimony

Endorsed Industry Position on Environmental Restoration Contractor Liability, and position
endorsers (August 1992)

Complaint in the following case: Atlantic Richfield Co. v. Oaas, Civil Action No. CV-90-75-
BU-PGH (U.S. Dist. Ct,, Dist. of Montana, Butte Div.)

Complaint in the following case: Dumes v. Houston Lighting & Power Co., Case No. C-90-
330 (U.S. Dist. Ct., S. "is_. of Texas)

Decision in the following case. Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. v. Catellus Development
Corp., 976 F.2d 1336 (9th Cir. 1992)

The Risks of Ambiguous Standards of Negligence for DOD Environmental Restoration Firms
HWAC 15 September 1992 Innovative Technology Testimony before the Investigation and

Oversight Subcommittee of the House Public Works and Transportation Committee
Department of Energy Authority to Indemnify Environmental Remediation Contractors at

Nuclear Weapons Production Sites
HWAC Summary of EPA Final Section I 1 9 Response Action Contractor (RAC)

Indemnification Guidance
HWAC Fact Sheet on DOE M&O Contractor Accountability Rule
HWAC document: Standards Terms and Conditions for Hazardous Waste Contracts
GAO Report: Hazardous Waste-Pollution Claims Experience of Property/Casualty Insurers

(5 February 1991)
HWAC Report: Professional Liability Pollution Insurance Survey, 1 April 1992
Need for Risk Sharing in DOD Environmental Restoration Contracts

* These documents were not cited in the accompanying report.
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an association of engineenng and sciencc
firms practicing in bazardous u'waste matzatl?011ePt

W01 Fwftsem SWM... NW.. WuwqW~o. DC 2000 M-234T7-77 FAX 202-M-OOM

February 1. 1993

Patrick Meehan, Principal
Deputy to the Deputy Assistant
Secretary (Environment)

Department of Defense
400 Army-Navy Drive
Suite 206
Arlington, Virginia 22202

Attn: Dr. Shun Ling

Re: Indemnification of DOD
Environmental Restoration Contractors

Dear Kr. Meehan:

The Hazardous Waste Action Coalition (EWAC) is pleased torespond to Thomas Z. Baca's letter of December 22, 1992requesting information on DOD indemnification of onvi.-onrentalrestoration contractors. Under the umbrella of the AmericanConsulting Engineers Council, HWAC is a coalition of more than
110 leading engineering and science firms engaged in theinvestigation and clean-up of hazardous vaste sites for theDepartment of Defense, as vell as other federal agencies, states,
and private parties.

HWAC and its members are deeply concerned with recent signsof an acceleration in the risks associated with the restorationof our nation's most hazardous environmental waste sites. At atime when the nation and DOD are engaged in an unprecedented
effort to repair the environmental damage caused by decades ofhazardous waste releases, restoration firms find themselvesunable to obtain any reasonable protection from liabilities
associated with that effort. Stringent federal and stateenvironmental lays often expose restoration firms to the sameliabilities as polluters, yet fail to recognize the vital role ofthese firm in the restoration -- not containation -- of our
environment. These liabilities, together vith the unavailabilityof any form or realistic insurance coverage, essentially require
restoration firms to Obet the company* every tim they

American Consultng Engineers Council
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participate in the restoration of a hazardous waste site, unless
risk sharing is provided.

hWAC believes that a reasonable risk sharing program between
DOD and its environmental restoration firms is critical to the
satisfactory completion of DOD's mission to restore its ownhazardous waste sites. HWAC testified to this effect at the
March 10, 1992 and the April 24, 1991 hearings of the
Environmental Restoration Panel of the House Armed Services
Committee. Copies of that testimony are attached at Tab 1, along
with EWAC's answers to questions for the record for the March 10,
1992 hearing. HWAC is also involved in a large coalitionactivity seeking to promote risk sharing in DOD environmental
restoration contracts-I The primary recommendations of the
coalition are as follows:

1. DOD should provide an indemnity for strict, joint and
several liability arising under both federal and state
"laws. Current federal and state lava potentially hold
the contractor responsible regardless of the degree of
fault.

2. Cleanup contractors should be liable to the extent of
their negligence up to some level above which the
government would assume responsibility for. claims. Theamount for which the contractor is responsible should
be related to the size of the contract.

3. DOD should provide contract language that establishes a
time limit after completion of the work for the
contractor's responsibility. This would eliminate
"long tail* claims that can occur long after the work
has been performed.

4. Changes to liability terms should be impleaented" as a
matter of overall DOD policy. Implementation by the
Services or Commands should be established and made
known well in advance of any procurement to the
contractor community.

The vhite paper identifying the principal beliefs of theCoalition and its members is attached at Tab 2.
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5. In addition to adequate risk sharing mechanisms, DOD
should provide special incentives such as reduced
liability limits to encourage contractors to use
innovative technologies.

Studies of risk sharing between DOD and its environmental
restoration contractors have been ongoing for several years.
HWAC has been active in the dialogue since its inception. The
following is a brief description of the activities that took
place since 1990 to review the liabilities facing environmental
restoration firms:

DOD Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1991 (dated
October 23, 1990): Conference Report Language
directing DOD to study the problem of contractor
liability for environmental restoration activities.

January 1991, April 1991: The Society of American
XilLtary Engineers (SAME) held an environmental
contracts forum on January 30 and January 31, 1991.
The SAME report on the forum was issued in April of
1991.

February 14, 1991: Letter from Senators Nuhnn, Warner,
Lott and Dixon providing guidance on the substance of
the report mandated in the DOD Authorization Act for
Fiscal Year 1991.

April 24, 1991: Rearinq of the Environmental
Restoration Panel of the House Armed Services Comlittee
on the liabilities facing environmental restoration
firms.

July 1991: DOD release of its four-page report on the
liabilities facing environmental restoration firms,
entitled, nResponse Action Contractors' Liability
Issues Regarding the Defense Environmental Restoration
Program: Conclusions and Recommendations.*

National Defense Authorization Act of 1992 and 1993
(dated July 8, 1991): The Senate Armed Services.,0 Committee expressed its concern that DOD's
environmental restoration activities say suffer without

--': liability protection for its contractors.
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August 2, 1991: Colloquy between Senator Warner and
Senator Dixon on DOD lack of recognition of
environmental restoration contractor liability.

October 1991: SAME held its second environmental
contracts forun.

March 10, 1992: Hearing of the Environmental
Restoration Panel of the House Armed Services Committee
on the liabilities facing environmental restoration
firms.

National Defense Authorization Act of 1993: Conference
report language directing DOD to once again study the
liabilities facing environmental restoration firms, and
the need for risk sharing in environmental restoration
contracts.

The information presented in this package is intended to
assist DOD in preparing the study mandated in the National
Defense Authorization Act of 1993. As stated above, this issue
is not new to Congress, and has received significant deliberation
to date.

EWAC remains concerned that DOD may, through the absence of
risk sharing with its environaental restoration contractors, be
attempting to pass off liability for its ovn waste to the firms
hired to clean up the vast&. Such a practice leaves the public
exposed to claims for damages from exposure to wastes from DOD
facilities which cannot be compensated by the environmental
restoration firms. HIMC is also concerned that claims arising
long after the work vas performed may be judged by hazardous
waste standards and practices that do not yet exist. Finally,
risk sharing is needed to ensure development of much-needed
innovative technologies to permanently solve DOD's complex vast*
problems.

The bases for KWAC's concerns are presented below in a
format that addresses the three areas raised in your December 22,
1992 letter. HWAC would like to meet with you to discuss these
and other concerns associated with the cleanup of operating and
closing DOD facilities -- in particular the impact of EPA's
recently released final quidance for CZRCLA Section 119
indemnification on DOD cleanup*.
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1. Recent Cases Illustrating The Liability Proble-

HWAC has long predicted that third-party damage suitsagainst environmental restoration firms at Government-controlled
sites would be an inevitable consequence of hazardous waste sitecleanups. However, we predicted that such claims might not arise
for many years after the work was performed, because many
injuries alleged in such claims, like cancer and other biological
harm, may not manifest themselves for decades (the so-called
Olonq-tails problem). Unfortunately, these suits are already
starting to appear, substantially sooner than anticipated. The
following are a few illustrations.V

In connection with the Superfund program, two
environmental restoration firms have been sued recently
in Montana for work they performed for IPA, and at
EPA's direction starting in 1985. The allegations arethat the firms' efforts helped spread the contamination
from the Superfund site, and the theories of recovery
include both strict liability under federal and state
law, and negligenceY.

In Texas, an environmental restoration firm involved in
a state Superfund site cleanup has been sued by the •
residents and landowners adjacent to the site. They.
claim the firm's actions further contaminated their
properties, despite the fact that those actions were
approved in advance by the Texas authorities. The
theories of recovery include trespass, nuisance,
negligence and strict liability.!

V For a more thorough discussion of this topic, sed Tab 3,
which contains an advance copy of Trends in Contractor
Liability for Hazardous Waste CleanuMs, being published by
HWAC and the law firm of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius.

V/ Atlantic Richfield Co. v. Oaas,, Civil kction No. CV-90-75-
BU-PGR (U.S. Dist. Ct., Dist. of Montana, Butte Div.). Thecomplaint in this case is attached at Tab 4.

W fDumas v. Houston Lighting & Power Co-, Case No. C-90-330
(U.S. Dist. Ct., S. Dist. of Texas). The complaint in thiscase is attached at Tab S.
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The residents in the area surrounding DOE's Fernald,
Ohio plant sued DOEs management and operatinq (M&O)
contractor for allowing the spread of wastes onto their
properties, and obtained a settlement of $78
millionYV

A similar case against two DOE 14O contractors was
filed in December 1991 by residents in the area of
DOE's Mound plant near Dayton, Ohio.V

The United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit has held that a site excavation and grading
contractor who unknowingly disturbed hazardous wastes
while grading for a planned housing subdivision was
both an "operatorg and a *transporter* under CERCIA.

The United States District Court for the Kiddle
District of Georgia has held that the so-called
Government Contractor defense does not extend to
environmental restoration contractors.Iv In addition,
in considering whether the contractor was an agent of
the government of purposes of a slightly different
defense (the Government Agency defense), the court
found Section 119 of CERCLA to be persuasive evidence
that a RAC is = an agent of the government. The
court reasoned that Section 119 conteplates that a RAC
be independently liable for its neqligen•c and other
tortious behavior, since the government at its option
na , indemnify the RAC, whereas in a principal/agent
relationship the government vould autcmatigaUX be
liable for the actions of its agent. Thus, the court

Crawford v. Nat'l Lead C*-, Case No. C-l-ss-0149, 1989 WL
266347 (U.S. Dist. Ct., S. Dist. of Ohio).

V/ SteRR v. Monsanto Researgh CorD., Case No. C-3-91-468 (U.S.
Dist. Ct., S. Dist. of Ohio).

7/ Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. v. Catellus Develoonent
Corp., 976 F.2d 1338 (9th Cir. 1992). The decision in this
case is attached at Tab G.

( Bl Autreco. Tnc. v. O.1. Materials. Tne., 802 F. Sup. 443

(M.D. Ga. 1992).
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found the Government Agency defence to also be
inapplicable.

The above cases offer a glimpse into the liability exposure
confronting environmental restoration firms today. Lawsuits
are, of course, only beginning to emerge, and it will take
decades to understand fully the degree of exposure ultimately
facing restoration firms. It is almost beyond doubt, however,
that as time begins to test the technologies utilized today and
to present improved technologies for tomorrow, restoration firms
will be held to a standard of care and liability exceeding those
that are presently contemplatedY HWAC's September 15, 1992
testimony on innovative technology development, which discusses
the need for scientific and technical factors to drive technology
development rather than liability factors, is attached at Tab 8.

2. l, indeuficatiou ftovisions

The following are examples of the bases and types of
indemnification (risk sharing) that have been offered in the
past.

(a) Public Lav 4S-604

Both DOD and DOE have offered indemnification for
restoration contractors under the authority of Public Law 85-804.)
That law, along vith its accompanying Executive Order 10789,
authorizes designated agencies (including DOE and DOD) to
indemnify contractors from liabilities associated with activities
that (a) are unusually hazardous or nuclear in nature and (b)
facilitate the national defense. DOD's hazardous waste sites are
the product of decades of disposing of hazardous byproducts of
our nation's defense arsenal. The restoration of those sites is
an integral part of DOD's mission in furtherance of the national
defense and falls squarely within the intended application of
Public Law 85-604.

Specific examples of the use of P.L. 85-804 indemnification
in environmental restoration contracts are not readily available

V 2 For a more thorough discussion of the mutable standards of
care confronting restoration firms, see Tab 7, The Risks of
Ambiguous standards of Negligence for DOD Environmental
Restoration Firms.
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to the public. Obviously, with respect to specific contracts,
DOD is in the best position to survey its own used of P.L. 85-804
for the indemnification of environmental restoration contractors.
There have been, hovever, a number of reported examples of the
use of P.L. 85-804 to indemnify contractors engaged in activities
involved in the restoration of contaminated DOD sites. For
example:

The Army Contract Adjustment Board has endorsed the use
of P. L. 85-804 for the payment of non-nuclear
environmental restoration costs by National Defense
Corp. (NDC) at that company's Eau Claire, Wisconsin
munitions facility. The Contract Adjustment Board
recognized that the site, together with the production
facilities and Government-owned equipment, had played a
critical mobilization role in the U.S. defense
establishment. 1'

"/ -- The United States Army routinely indewnifies
contractors engaged in the incineration of outmoded
chemical weapons at such locations as Johnston -
Atoll.IV These indemnifications are granted despite
the National Academy of Science's endorsment of
incineration as the best method of destroying chemical
agents,W and the vide-spread recognition of Johnston
Atoll as a model facility for such activities.W

P .L. 85-804 AD2lication of National Defense Corporation,
ACAB No. 1231 (Mar. 25, 1988).

IV LS e & C Fires Gain in Nerve Gas Treaty, Chemical Week,
June 13, 1990, at 30 (quoting Marilyn Ti-chbin, Dep't of
Defense, Chemical Demilitarization Center: 8Indemnification
could be turned down, but it never has beens).

1V/ Z" Army FormallX Backs on-Site !ncineration to Destroy
Lethal Chemical lea~gns Stockfile, 18 mIv. Rep. 2229 (1988).

W LL; 2 & C Firms Gain in Nerve Gas Treaty, an note 29.
For a more detailed discussion of the use of P.L. 85-804 in
this context, see Tab 9, Denartment of Erno kuthoritX to
Tndemnifv Knvironmental ReAediation Contracrs at Nuclear
Weanons Production Site.
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In addition, DOD frequently uses its authority under P.L.

85-804 to carry out activities that are more tangential to the
national defense than the restoration of sites that have been
polluted through armament production. See, j.aU, Remington Arms
Co., ACAB No. 1238, May 8, 1991, 4 SCR 1 59 (granting $75 zillion
for health and life insurance costs of retirees who had worked
for past operator of DOD ammunition plant)i iZ
Instandsetzungs-erke & MEI Ryder Systez-EWK GubW, ACAB Nos 1236,
1237, Jan. 17, 1991, 4 ECR 1 58 (granting bid and proposal costs
to bidders on DOD solicitation that had mislead bidders by
overstating anticipated contract requirements).

(b) Title 10 U.S.C. I 23A4: Research and Development
Fims Xoe4d to Unusually Kasardous Risks

Title 10 U.S.C. section 234 authorizes DOD to indemnify
research and development firms that are expose4 to unusually
hazardous risks. In light of the emerging technology and
"scientific understanding of hazardous waste contamination and
control, this authority applies to many facets of environmental
restoration.

(a) ri-ce-1aders-o

The Price-Anderson Amendments Act of 1988 requires DOI to
indemnify any DOI contractor (or subcontractor) whose contract
involves the risk of public liability arising out of or resulting
from a nuclear incident.1V This authority to indemnify DOZ's
Environmental Restoration Kanaqezent Contractors (ERMC) from
risks associated with the handling of nuclear material or
byproducts.

(4) C22& Section 119

CERCLA section 1191V waives strict liability for cleanup
firms under Federal (but not state) law, and imposes negligence
as the standard of liability under Federal law. Section 119 also
authorizes EPA to provide indemnification to Superfund cleanup
firms for negligence.

IV 42 U.S.C.A. j 2210(d) (1) (A) (West Supp. 1990); se j L

1 2014(v).

-I 42 U.S.C. 1 9419.
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Of course, as noted above, Section 119 is not the only
source of authority for indemnification of contractors at DOD
sites. Although some concerns have been raised in the past over
vhether Section 119 supersedes DOD's indemnification authority
under Public Law 85-604, there is no indication that Congress
intended such a result. Absent some expression of an intent to
repeal DOD's P.L. 85-804 indemnification authority, that
authority remains unless it cannot be reconciled vith Section
119. Because Section 119 is a general indemnification authority,
applicable to all Superfund restoration contractors, it is easily
reconcilable vith the more specific P.L. 85-804, vhich applies
only to contractors of select agencies whose activities are
unusually hazardous and deemed to facilitate the NationalDe fense. V

Until very recently, EPA has utilized its authority under
Section 119 to provide indemnification for its Superfund
contractors. KPL Superfund sites where the remedial action is
managed by the Army Corps of Engineers on EPA's behalf have also
been included in EPA's indemnification proqram. Regrettably,
EPA's Section 119 indemnification has been limited in a number of
respects:

It covers only neqligance liability, to the exclusion
of strict liability under State law or liability under
other State law theories.

It only extends to Superfund sites ( s.., sites listed
on the national Priority List). " DOD hazardous
vaste sites are not included an that list, and
therefore are not subject to the indemnification
authority of Section 119.

Finally, on January 25, 1993 EPA published guidelines
suspending use of CERCLA 1 119 indemnification for all new
Superfund contracts. In addition, EPA vill limit retroactively
the indemnification contained in Superfund contracts issued since
1986. Specifically, for existing contracts that vill be
renegotiated, the guidance:

IV For a more detailed discussion of this topic, see Tab 9,
Department of Energy Authority to Indemnify Environmental
Remediation Contractors at Nuclear Weapons Production Sites.
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Provides coverage for third party claims for negligence
only, yet does not provide coverage for strict
liability claims. Therefore, the contractor is
protected when he is at fault, but the contractor is
not protected vhen he is not at fault.

Does not provide a source of funds to the other federal
agencies should the other agencies, such as DOD, use
Section 119 as the basis for indemnifying its
environmental restoration contractors. Therefore,
although claims under Section 119, if used by the other
federal agencies, vould be paid from Agency
appropriations, each Agency vould be limited to the
terms contained in EPA's indemnification guidelines
rather than being authorized to develop terms that
reflect the specific sites, vastes, risks, and concerns
of each Aqency.

Provides no incentives for use of innovative
technologies in hazardous vaste cleanups due to the
potentially unlimited liability of firms that recommend
or implement such innovations. This vill stifle
efforts to develop the technologies needed to solve
DOD's complex vaste problems.

Removes any incentives for surety firms to issue bonds
for hazardous vaste cleanup construction activities,
thereby bringing to a halt Superfund construction
activities at the time when many of DOD's sites are
moving into the Remedial Action (RA) phase of site
cleanup. The sureties, rather than obtaining
indemnification protection, merely obtain the
indemnification protection remaininq available to the
defaulting contractor. Therefore, if the defaulting
contractor either had no indemnification or had claims
that used all of the available indemnification, the
surety is left vith no indemnification coverage. This,
in effect, alloys an EPA quideline to override the
intention of Congress, most recently expressed in the
National Defense Authorization Act of 1993, to provide
indemnification protection under Section 119 to
sureties.
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Imposes maximum indemnification of $75 million, vith
punitive $2 million deductibles for each claim, on
environmental restoration firms.

Provides no incentive for flov-dovn of indemnification
to team subcontractors, in particular specialty
subcontractors and small and minority businesses, vhich
are much-needed in DOD environmental restoration
cleanups.

Instead of establishing a period of years in vhich the
contractor vill be held liable, after vhich the
government vill remain liable for claims, the final
guidelines cut off the governmaet's liability after ten
years, leaving the environmental restoration firms
exposed to long tail, catastrophic claim for
activities performed to clean up the government's vast*C ~problems.

A fact sheet on the provisions contained in IPA's Final
Section 119 Response Action Contractor Indemnification Guidance
is attached at Tab 10. ES has requested that IPA vi thdra the
final guidelines, or suspend guideline implementation, until
further consideration of the impact of the guidelines on the
implementation of the Superfund program can be performed. In
particular, lWAC has highlighted the potential of the final
guidelines to halt sperfuM cleanupe, in particular construction
acti€vities, and to inhibit use of innovative technologies in
Superfund cleanups.

(e) DMR Coet &oAountability Rule

DOE has adopted a 8cost accountabilityO rule for its K&O
contracts that incorporates both risk-sharinq and a standard of
liability based on neqligence.iL This rule reflects DOg's
recognition that it cannot disclaim liability for its ovn vaste.
Under the rule, the contractor is responsible for the first layer
of financial exposure from claims -- similar to a deductible
under an insurance policy. The OdeductibleO is determined based
on the fee or profit earned by the contractor during the award
fee evaluation period in which the liability arose. The rule

1V S, 56 Fed. Reg. 28,099-2,410 (June 19, 1991); 46 C.F.R. I970.5204-55.
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also provides protection for the contractor based on a negligence
standard rather than strict liability, and expressly excludes
reimbursement to the contractor for actions that are grossly
negligent or the result of intentional misconduct. The rule also
provides for mandatory flov-dovn of the indemnification to
subcontractors, thereby ensuring equitable treStment of all firms
involved in the cleanup process.lI

(f) M"1 clause S2.228-7,
insurance - Liability To Third Persons

FAR clause 52.228-7 'Insurance - Liability To Third
Persons,w typically incorporated into cost-reimbursable
contracts, provides for reimbursoment of certain third-party
claims. This provision is used by DOD and other agencies when
appropriate.Wy Reimbursement, hovever, is subject to contract
appropriations. Liabilities exceeding thoe appropriations must
be born by the contractor.

(g) Private oater Zndeanificatioa

Private parties contracting for environmental restoration
services typically are legally and financially responsible
themselves for the contaminated site involved because they meet
the Superfund lav's definitions of ovwngr and soperator.'
Prudent cleanup firms take care to work vith clients that are
likely to be able to meet those financial cinitments in the
future, rather than going out of business and leaving the cleanup
firm as a prime target defendant for future third-party claims.
In many if not wst cases, havever, the cleanup firm also obtains
an agreement by the client to be responsible for all third-party
liabilities above a certain amount (including &U, strict
liability).

11 A fact sheet on the rule is attached at Tab 11.

, a. Se, L , Solicitation No. DAAAlS-S9-R-0129, issued by CDR,
US Army AMCCOM, Procurement Directorate, Edqevood, at 74
(Oct. 1969) (for engineering, testing, and evaluation
services for conducting environmental programs at O.S. Army
installations).
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In particular, environmental restoration firms generally
seek to obtain the following provisions in their contracts for
private sector activities:

A claiase establishing negligence as the standard of
care. For example, the negligence standard is
generally defined in private sector contracts as
follows: *in accordance with generally accepted
professional engineering or scientific practice at the
time and place where the services are rendered. 3

0 A cap, or ceiling, on the firm's total liability for
negligence or other related claims.

* Full indemnification for claims based on strict
liability.

.-. A requirement that the RAC will be provided with all
known information and documents relating to the W
existence, quantity, type, and location of known or
suspected hazardous materials at the site.

These clauses are based on the theory that the site
owner/operator, and not the environmental restoration firm, is
responsible for the existence of vaste at the site. Therefore,
the environmental restoration firm should not be primarily liable
for claims resulting from site cleanup activities. Limitation of
liability claims have been upheld as valid and enforceable, and
in accordance with public policy, by the courts. Sl Uarkiauh
California. Tnc. v. S~merior Cour, 227 Cal. A". 3d 705, 277
Cal. Rptr. 919 (Cal. App. 1991). Nore detailed information about
the practices of private firms in performing hazardous waste
cleanups can be obtained by reviewing the testimony of individual
firms provided at the Xarch 10, 1992 hearing of the Environmental
Restoration Panel of the House Armed Services Committee on the
liabilities facing firms involved in environmental restoration of
DOD bases and facilities.

KWAC has issued a document entitled, "Standard Terms and
Conditions for Hazardous Waste Contracts.' This document
(included at Tab 12) contains many of the above-referenced
provisions, as well as an explanation of these provisions.
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3e Avalasbililt of Insurane

Ideally, the risk of potential liabilities associated with
environmental remediation projects would be handled the same way
other such liability risks are: by purchasing appropriate
amounts of liability insurance. In environmental restoration,
however, the uncertainty of the risks involved, the high
potential liabilities, and the strong potential for claims far
into the future have combined to make available pollution
liability insurance wholly unsatisfactory. While some limited
insurance coverage is currently available, it remains very
expensive, subject to high deductibles, and limited in maximum
amount. Most importantly, pollution liability insurance is (and
probably alvays vill be) available an4 an a *claims mades basis,
as opposed to an soccurrence' basis. This effectively means that
there is no coverage available for the "long tailw claims madeSyears after the vock is completed.

The lack of available insurance not only exposes restoration
firms to inordinate risks but, by restrictinq their ability to
obtain required performance and payment bonds, it affects their
ability to participate in DOD restoration projects at all. By
statute (the Xiller Act), DOD is required to obtain performance
and payment bonds from qualified sureties for construction work
performed as part of DOD's environmental restoration prograks.
Because sureties viev themselves as potentially liable to the
same extent as their princi les, they have been reluctant to
provide such bonds to date.s%

The U.S. General Accountinq Office, in a February 5, 1991
report entitled 'Hazardous Waste - Pollution Claims Experience
of Property/Casualty Insurers,' presented the results of a study
of the potential liability of twnty insurers for costs of
cleaninq up hazardous waste sites. The nine firms responding to
the survey indicated that they paid $106 million in claims in
1989 alone. The report concludes that 'the large number of open

W Subcontractors under DOD restoration projects are also
typically exposed to liabilities similar to those of prime
contractors. Many DOD restoration contracts contemplate a
large percentage of the restoration york actually being
accomplished through subcontractors. Any risk sharinq
provisions incorporated into DOD restoration contracts
should flow dovn to subcontractors.
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claims (about 50,000) and pending law suits over insurance
coverage for pollution liability (about 2,000) indicates that
insurers may have more at stake than their past pollution claim
experience would otherwise suggest.0 HWAC agrees with this
report, particularly in light of the recent acceleration of
claims against cleanup firms, and believes that what little
insurance is now available to restoration firms may dry up
altogether in the future.L*

Insurance may never be available to provide complete
coverage for environmental restoration firms, but a properly
structured DOD risk-sharing program could serve to stimulate
development of reasonably-priced insurance covering a portion of
the risk. HWAC believes that the key is to assure insurers that
the risk they assume in issuing a pollution liability policy is
limited both in maxiim AMIf and in tIM. In other words,
reasonable fixed limits on contractor liability both in amount
and in duration after th. work is performed, above and beyond
which DOD becomes responsible for claims, would provide the
certainty that insurers need to offer reasonably priced policies
covering liabilities below those established limits.

As we have observed in the past,,W it is ironic that
environmental restoration firms - in no way responsible
themselves for the existing contaminated sites -- should assuna
liability for damages arising from the extremely hazardous task
of restoring waste disposal sites to their original condition.
Restoration firms arrive after the damage is done, and their
efforts improve, rather than threaten, public health and safety.

The recent acceleration of DOD hazardous waste site cleanups
mandates a speedy resolution of the liability diliaa facing
environmental restoration firms. No good can come of a policy
requiring contractors to bet the entire assets of their firm
every time they agree to participate in the restoration of a DOD

"W A copy of the GAO report is attached at Tab 13. A published
IWAC survey of insurance coverage available to environmental
restoration firms is also attached at Tab 14.

An Weed fot Risk Sharing in DOD Enviromental RestorationContracts, attached at Tab 1S.
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hazardous waste site. Not only does such a policy reduce the
number of qualifled firms villing to participate in these
restoration programs, but it increases costs to DOD (through the
factoring of risk into contract price) and ultimately leaves the
general public exposed to claims for which there may be no
adequate compensation.&V

DOD hazardous vast* sites are the product of decades of DOD
efforts to further this nation's defense. The nation as a whole
assumed the risk -- as well as the benefits -- of those efforts,
and it is now incumbent on the nation to bear the responsibility
for restoring these sites to a safe condition. HWAC and its
members are pleased to have a role in this enormous task. That
role, however, does not justify our complete assumption of the
risks associated vith these extremely hazardous sites.

We value the opportunity to provide the information sought
in Mr. Baca's December 22, 1992 letter, and we hope this response
will prove useful to you and your associates. If ve can be of
any additional assistance, please do not hesitate to call on us.

Sincerely,

Peter Tunnicliffe
President, Hazardous Waste
Action Coalition

SE' Although often employing large numbers of trained,
experienced personnel, zany restoration firms have very
limited physical assets that could be liquidated to satisfy
large damaqe claims.
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Statement of James R. Janis,
Chairman of HWAC's Federal Action Committee,
Before the Environmental Restoration Panel 0

of the House Armed Services Committee

March 10, 1992

Good morning. My name is Jim Janis, and I am Executive Vice
President of ICF International, Inc. I am appearing today in my
capacity as Chairman of HWAC's Federal Action Committee. HWAC is
an association of over 120 engineering and science firms that
provide hazardous waste assessment, cleanup and other related
services to public and private sector clients. Examples of the
types of services provided by HWAC members to the Department of
Defense (DOD) and other clients include release detection and
monitoring, preliminary assessments and site investigations
(PA/SI), remedial investigations and feasibility studies (RI/FS),
remedial designs and remedial actions (RD/RA), cleanup
construction and construction management, and implementation of
other federal and state environmental laws and regulations. HWAC
member firms employ over 75,000 of the nation's most highly
trained and experienced hazardous waste professionals, including
engineers, hydrogeologists, chemists and other scientists. HWAC
operates under the umbrella of the 5,000 member American
Consulting Engineers Council, which represents engineers
practicing in all engineering technical disciplines.

My testimony today will discuss the liability issues faced
by firms performing environmental restoration work for DOD, how
this adversely affects their willingness to participate in DOD
environmental restoration contracts, and why taxpayers are placed
at risk if nothing is done. I will also discuss why the timing
is critical to address this issue now, and compare DOD's
contracting practices with those of the other Federal agencies
with large current cleanup programs, as well as with the private
sector. Finally, I will talk about the methods available to DOD
to accomplish reasonable risk sharing for environmental
liabilities, and the key principles that HWAC believes any risk
sharing program should be based upon.

Before getting into these issues, however, I would like to
commend you, Mr. Chairman, and the other members of this Panel
for your efforts in addressing the liability issues that will
determine whether there is a sufficient pool of quality hazardous
waste professionals and other contractors to achieve the rate of
cleanups at DOD facilities to which Secretary Cheney has
committed. This issue is critical both to achieving prompt
cleanups of existing facilities, as well as to meeting public
expectations for rapid cleanup of those bases to be closed
pursuant to recent base closure decisions. Accordingly, by
focusing on the liability issues, we strongly believe that this
Panel is addressing its efforts in the right direction to enable

I



this effort to proceed at the required pace to meet the goals
that have been established. We urge you to continue this focus
until these liability issues have been properly addressed, and we
appreciate your inviting us to participate in these important
hearings.

1. Liability Issues and Their Impact on the DOD Environmental

Restoration Proaram

The Liability Issues

DOD, as the owner (and often operator) of its sites, is the
entity primarily responsible for their current contaminated
state. DOD generated the wastes as a by-product of its basic
mission of national defense. Environmental engineering and
cleanup firms, by contrast, have not participated at all in
causing the problem, but are only being hired to help find
solutions to the problems. However, there are high technical
risks associated with DOD site cleanups, due to the uncertainties
involved in defining and characterizing the various chemicals and
hazardous substances that may be present at a particular site,
the often very high cost of treating or removing them, and the
still-developing nature of most cleanup technologies. This gives
rise to the possibility of toxic tort suits and other claims for
damages from third parties, alleging injury due to exposure to
the contamination at a site.

The restoration firm is exposed to these potential
liabilities under a variety of state and federal laws imposing
liability (often joint and several liability) "without fault,"
and the common law theory that hazardous waste work is
"ultrahazardous," for which liability should be imputed without
regard to the degree of care used in performing the work.
Moreover, the primary responsible party, DOD, may be exempt from
third-party liability in such instances by reason of sovereign
immunity. This immunity makes the restoration firm the "prime
target" defendant, and also may mean that if the restoration firm
cannot pay the liability, the victims may go uncompensated for
their injuries.

Recent Cases Illustratina The Liability Problem

HWAC has long predicted that third-party damage suits
against environmental restoration firms at Government-controlled
sites would be an inevitable consequence of hazardous waste site
cleanups. However, we predicted that such claims might not arise
for many years after the work was performed, because many
injuries alleged in such claims, like cancer and other biological
harm, may not manifest themselves for decades (this is referred
to as the "long-tail" problem). Unfortunately, as four recent
cases indicate, these suits are already starting to appear,
substantially sooner than anticipated.
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In connection with the Superfund program, two environmental
restoration firms have been sued recently in Montana for work
they performed for EPA starting in 1985. The allegations here
are that the firms' efforts helped spread the contamination from
the Superfund site, and the theories of recovery include both
strict liability under federal and state law, and negligence. 1

In Texas, an environmental restoration firm involved in a state
Superfund site cleanup has been sued by the residents and
landowners adjacent to the site. They claim the firm's actions
further contaminated their properties, despite the fact that
those actions were approved ir advance by the Texas authorities.
The theories of recovery include trespass, nuisance, negligence
and strict liability. 2

As to DOE sites, the residents in the area surrounding the
Fernald, Ohio plant sued DOE's management and operating (M&O)
contractor for allowing the spread of wastes onto their
properties, and obtained a settlement of $78 million. 3 A
similar case against two DOE M&O contractors was filed in
December 1991 by residents in the area of DOE's Mound plant near
Dayton, Ohio.4

Adverse Imnact on DOD Environmental Restoration

As these recent cases make clear, the threat of substantial
third-party liabilities for cleanup firms is very real.
Moreover, these liability risks are essentially unmanageable,
especially since liability insurance in reasonable amounts and
for reasonable prices is unavailable. By and large,
environmental cleanup firms are not huge corporations that can
afford to carry the enormous long-term potential liabilities that
are associated with cleanup contracts. As professional service
firms, our assets largely consist of our highly skilled
employees. Any major claims would be sufficient to put the great
majority out of business, possibly leaving innocent victims
uncompensated. Moreover, even the cost of defending against an
unmeritorious claim is a very substantial burden for these firms.

Without a reliable system in place to share third-party
liability risks equitably with the Government, entering into a
DOD cleanup contract thus becomes a virtual "bet the company"
situation. Increasingly, many EWAC member firms are reluctant to
make that bet to obtain any one contract. Ironically, it is the
firms with the largest assets or net worth-- those that arguably
DOD should be most eager to have participate in its environmental
restoration programs -- that are the most likely to avoid the DOD
market because more favorable contract terms are available in the
private sector, from other Federal agencies, and in the
international market. Accordingly, we expect that as DOD's
cleanup program develops, DOD will find it is attracting as
bidders the lowest net worth firms, or those large firms whose
assets have been pledged so many times over that they do not have
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the financial capacity to get the necessary bonding. This
inevitably will slow down the pace of cleanups.

Some firms are participating in the DOD cleanup market
through shell subsidiaries with limited assets, thereby placing
the public at an even greater risk of uncompensated losses. If
and when the claims come, the shell subsidiary can declare
bankruptcy, and the parent can (it is hoped) escape liability and
remain in business. If this scheme works as planned, however,
any innocent victims may be left with no source of compensation
for their injuries -- unless some legal theory is available for
suing DOD directly.

Finally, some firms are responding to DOD cleanup
solicitations in the hope that, before signing a contract, they
will be able to negotiate some sort of risk-limiting or sharing
mechanism, though none is specified in the solicitation. Others
submit proposals for contracts that will involve multiple task
orders, in the expectation that they will be able to limit their
risk by avoiding any tasks they deem "high risk."

In this re;-zd, it cannot be assumed that merely because
consulting firms submit proposals in response to a DOD
solicitation, that all of those firms would actually be willing
to sign the contract or accept high-risk task orders without
changes in the area of risk sharing. We believe that without
changes by DOD, fewer and fewer firms will be willing to do so,
as the liability risks become more and more apparent through the
appearance of claims and litigation regarding past projects.

2. The Need For Prompt Action On Risk-Sharing

The DOD environmental restoration effort is entering into a
critical period. Most of the effort to date has been in the
"study" phase -- preliminary assessments (PA), remedial
investigations and feasibility studies (RI/FS) -- but more and
more in the next few years the emphasis will shift to actual
cleanup implementation (Remedial Design/Remedial Action or
RD/RA). The RD/RA phases inherently have greater liability risks
than study efforts, and the number of contracts and dollars
expended will be much greater as well. In addition, the high
priority base closure cleanup efforts will soon be moving into
high gear as well.

Overall, the forecast is for substantially increased demand
for highly qualified environmental restoration contracting
capacity. We believe that without changes in DOD risk allocation
policies, that capacity will not be available to support DOD's
needs as the various DOD cleanup programs develop and move into
the RD/RA phases.
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In addition, what DOD requires to perform its environmental
restoration mission cost effectively is not just a minimum level
of available contracting capacity, but a healthy degree of
competition by all of the most highly qualified contractors.
Innovative technical solutions to cleanup problems offer the hope
of significantly reduced cleanup costs as new technologies become
available and enter the marketplace. But making each cleanup
contract a potential "bet the company" situation can only
encourage contractors to steer away from the innovative and new,
and stick with the most "tried and true," and less cost-
effective, technical solutions to cleanup problems. The result
will certainly be significantly higher costs to DOD over the
duration of its cleanup programs.

Similarly, a healthy degree of competition keeps prices at
reasonable levels. A small pool of bidders that minimally
satisfies the definition of "adequate competition" (usually two)
will not have the same effect. Having the highest net worth and
all of the most qualified firms participate in the DOD
marketplace will similarly encourage innovative technical
sclutions, more efficient ways of accomplishing the work
involved, and ultimately result in DOD obtaining a higher quality
end product.

Overall, we urge you to think in terms of stimulating a
substantial degree of competition and participation by the
largest possible number of qualified firms in the DOD cleanup
market, as tbq will in the long run result in the best value for
the Government.

3. Cor:arison of DOD With Other Acencies

In comparison with other major market opportunities for
cleanup work that are available to qualified environmental
restoration firms, DOD to date has left the restoration firms
most vulnerable to potential third-party liabilities. Every DOD
cleanup contractor "bets the company" every day on the job.

Demartment of Enertz

DOE has an environmental program significantly larger than
that of DOD (even with base closure included), and has addressed
the liability issues in the majority of its restoration
contracts.

Specifically, DOE has adopted a "cost accountability" rule
for its M&O contracts that incorporates two principles that we
believe to be critical: risk-sharing and a standard of liability
based on negligence. Under the rule, the contractor is
responsible for the first layer of financial exposure from claims
-- similar to a deductible under an insurance policy. The
"deductible" is determined based on the fee or profit earned by
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the contractor during the period in which the liability arose.
The DOE rule also provides protection for the contractor based on
a negligence standard rather than strict liability, and expressly
excludes reimbursement to the contractor for actions that are
grossly negligent or the result of intentional misconduct. The
DOE rule is also flowed down by its terms to M&O subcontractors.
Financial accountability provisions modeled on the rule are also
contained in DOE's prototype "Environmental Restoration
Management Contract" (ERMC) now being let at its Fernald
facility.

DOE also has utilized the authority contained in Public Law
85-804, which protects the contractor from liability for
unusually hazardous or nuclear risks, at the DOE Rocky Flats
facility, where it was used in conjunction with the
accountability rule. Such "layering" of Public Law 85-804
protection provides an appropriate "umbrella" covering "long
tail" hazardous waste liabilities that can arise many years after
contract completion and closeout. DOE also uses its authority
under the Price-Anderson Act for protection from liabilities
associated with nuclear risks in appropriate cases.

Environmental Protection Agencv

Since the inception of its Superfund program, EPA has shared
part of the liability risk with its Superfund cleanup contractors
in some manner. Initially, EPA used FAR clause 52.228-7

* "Insurance - Liability To Third Persons" in its cost-reimbursable
contracts to provide for reimbursement of third-party claims,
subject to contract appropriations. The 1986 SARA revisions to
Superfund included Superfund Section 119, which specifically
waives strict liability for cleanup firms under Federal (but not
state) law, and imposes negligence as the standard of liability
under Federal law.

Section 119 also authorized EPA to provide indemnification
to cleanup firms for negligence, which EPA has done since 1986
under its interim guidance document. EPA's proposed final
indemnification guidance, released for public comment in October
1989, has not been finalized. Accordingly, while the
indemnification situation at EPA is far from clear, and the
proposed final guidance may or may not include an appropriate
degree of risk-sharing, EPA to date has more or less addressed
the liability issues and offered a degree of protection to the
public and its contractors not available at DOD.

Private Sector

In the private sector, risk-sharing arrangements often
depend on the particular circumstances. Private clients
contracting for environmental restoration services typically are
legally and financially responsible themselves for theW



contaminated site involved. Prudent cleanup firms take care to
work with clients that are likely to be able to meet those
financial commitments in the future, rather than going out of
business and leaving the cleanup firm as a prime target defendant
for future third-party claims. In many if not most cases,
however, the cleanup firm also obtains an agreement by the client
to be responsible for all third-party liabilities above a certain
amount (including All strict liability).

In sum, DOD lags significantly behind other major segments
of the hazardous waste market in acknowledging and dealing in a
positive manner with the liability issues inherent in
environmental restoration work. This inherently makes DOD work
less attractive for the most qualified firms in the marketplace.

4. Methods for Acccmnlishina Arvropriate DOD Risk-Sharina

Insurance

Ideally, the risk of potential liabilities associated with
environmental remediation projects would be handled the same way
other such liability risks are: by purchasing appropriate amounts
of liability insurance. In environmental restoration, however,
the uncertainty of the risks involved, the high potential
liabilities, and the strong potential for claims far into the
future have combined to make available pollution liability
insurance wholly unsatisfactory. While some limited insurance
coverage is currently available, it remains very expensive,
subject to high deductibles, and limited in maximum amount. Most
importantly, pollution liability insurance is (and probably
always will be) available only on a "claims made" basis, as
opposed to an "occurrence" basis. This effectively means that
there is no coverage available for the "long tail" claims made
years after the work is completed.

Insurance coverage may never be available to provide
complete coverage for environmental restoration firms, but a
properly structured DOD risk-sharing program could serve to
stimulate development of reasonably-priced insurance covering a
portion of the risk. HWAC believes that the key is to assure
insurers that the risk they assume in issuing a pollution
liability policy is limited both in maximum amount and in time.
In other words, reasonable fixed limits on contractor liability
both in amount and in duration after the work is performed, above
and beyond which DOD becomes responsible for claims, would
provide the certainty that insurers need to offer reasonably
priced policies covering liabilities below those established
limits.
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SARA Section 119

HWAC believes that SARA Section 119, as currently drafted
and interpreted, may not in itself provide an appropriate
foundation for DOD risk-sharing. By its terms, Section 119's
protection for cleanup firms applies to Superfund sites listed on
the National Priority List (NPL). The overwhelming majority of
DOD sites are not on the NPL, and are not likely to be added to
the NPL.

Moreover, Section 119 does not provide coverage for claims
based on the numerous state statutes in existence, or for other
state law strict liability theories, such as those applicable to
"ultrahazardous" activities. Section 119 coverage similarly does
not extend to negligence claims premised on "threatened" releases
of hazardous materials, as opposed to actual releases. Section
119 indemnification must also be limited in amount, and EPA's
proposed final guidance published in 1989 indicated an intention
to subject such indemnification to an unreasonably low maximum
amount as well as to a relatively short time limitation.

Accordingly, as currently drafted and interpreted, Section
119 may not be a suitable vehicle in itself on which to base
DOD's risk-sharing program.

Public Law 85-804

Public Law 85-804, as implemented by Executive Order 10789
(as amended) authorizes DOD to indemnify contractors against
unusually hazardous or nuclear risks, without regard to other
laws limiting agency commitments to available funds, whenever
such action is found to facilitate the national defense. As
such, Public Law 85-804 offers the flexibility for DOD to fashion
appropriate risk-sharing mechanisms for cleanup contracts at
Defense facilities. However, DOD has used this authority only
very sparingly to date for environmental restoration contracts,
although it has been used in the chemical weapons destruction
program.

Public Law 85-804 is, however, a relatively cumbersome tool
to utilize in practice for the number of contracts involved in
DOD's environmental restoration programs. It expressly requires
Secretary-level approval for use in each instance. There are no
mechanisms in place to our knowledge for considering its possible
use in the procurement planning process, nor is there even a
clearly established method for a prospective bidder to request
its use. Presumably many of these obstacles could be overcome by
changes in DOD procedures. Public Law 85-804, particularly
because of its ability to extend coverage beyond contract
appropriations to cover "long-tail" liabilities, should be viewed
as a useful part of any DOD risk-sharing program, perhaps on an
interim basis, but may not be a complete answer.0 8



Federal Accruisition Regulation Clause 52.228-7

Clause 52.228-7, entitled "Insurance - Liability to Third
Parties" of the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), provides a
some degree of risk-sharing for third-party liabilities, but as
currently drafted is of very limited benefit in environmental
restoration contracts.

FAR 52.288-7 provides for reimbursement by the Government
for liabilities to third-parties incurred by the contractor that:
1) arise out of contract performance; 2) are not compensated by
insurance or otherwise; and 3) are represented by final judgments
or settlements approved by the Government. However, FAR 52.228-7
can only be used in cost-reimbursable contracts, so has no
application to the extent DOD cleanups are performed pursuant to
fixed-price contracts. Moreover, FAR 52.228-7 cannot be used in
either construction contracts or contracts for architect/engineer
services. This is a very significant limitation to its use in
DOD's environmental restoration program, since much if not most
of the work can be characterized as either construction or
engineering services.

The most important limitation on the usefulness of FAR
52.228-7, however, is that reimbursement for third-party claims
is expressly limited by the availability of appropriated funds.
Funds appropriated to the contract will likely be used or
transferred elsewhere within a short period after performance is
completed. FAR 52.228-7 accordingly offers little assurance of
reimbursement for claims arising after the work is completed,
when most claims are likely to arise.

5. Recommendations For DOD Risk-Sharing

Whatever means are ultimately utilized for addressing the
liability issues in DOD cleanup contracts, there are several
basic principles that HWAC believes should be a part of any DOD
risk-sharing program. These are as follows:

1. DOD should indemnify or otherwise relieve cleanup firms
from liability independent of fault under both state
and Federal law. Joint and several "strict liability"
standards are more appropriate for the waste generators
than for cleanup firms who did not contribute to the
problem, and have only limited control over the remedy
ultimately selected by DOD.

2. Cleanup firms should remain liable for their
negligence, but only up to a pre-determined level,
beyond which the Government would become responsible
for claims. The value for the upper level of
contractor responsibility should be related to the size

9



of the contract (or task order, as appropriate) and
available insurance coverage.

0 3. The cleanup firms' potential liability should be
subject to a time limit after completion of the work,
similar to the "statutes of repose" in effect in over
40 states for building design and construction claims.
This limitation is needed to avoid unmanageable and
uninsurable "long tail" claims arising many years after
the work is completed.

4. Changes to liability terms in restoration contracts
should be implemented as a matter of overall DOD policy
and included in solicitations, in order to attract the
maximum number of competitors for cleanup contracts and
provide them equal knowledge of the available risk-
sharing terms.

5. In addition to overall policy changes, DOD should where
appropriate use specific provisions in individual
contracts, based on a specific assessment of the
particular risks involved. An example would be a
provision expressly relieving the contractor from
responsibility for pre-existing conditions at a
particular site.

6. DOD's risk-sharing mechanisms should be developed so as
to encourage the use of innovative technologies in its
environmental restoration projects. Further, DOD's
mechanisms should be shaped so as to encourage the
availability of reasonably priced pollution liability
insurance. HWAC believes that the combination of a
negligence standard, and a fixed limit on contractor
liability both in time and amount (as outlined above),
will best accomplish these goals.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. I will
remain available to respond to any questions that you might have.

NOTES:

1. Atlantic Richfield Co. v. Oaas, et al., Civil Action No. CV-
90-75-BU-PGH (U.S. District Ct., Dist. of Montana, Butte Div.).

2. Dumes v. Houston Liahting & Power Co.. et al., Case No. C-90-
330 (U.S. District Ct., Southern Dist. of Texas).
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3. Crawford v. National Lead Co., et al., Case No. C-1-85-0149,
1989 WL 266347 (U.S. District Ct., Southern Dist. of Ohio).

4. Sten v. Monsanto Research Corp.. et al., Case No. C-3-91-468
(U.S. District Ct., Southern Dist. of Ohio).
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HWAC Member Firms and Locations

3D ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES CORP. BURNS & MCDONNELL ENGINEERING
Lexington, KY COMPANY

Kansas City, MO
ABB ENVIRONMENTAL
Wakefield, MA CDM FEDERAL PROGRAMS

CORPORATION
AECOM TECHNOLOGY CORP. Fairfax, VA 22033
Washington, DC

CH2M HILL
ALLEN & HOSHALL, INC. Bellevue, WA
Memphis, TN

CHESTER ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP
ALLIANCE TECHNOLOGIES Pittsburgh, PA
CORPORATION
Lowell, MA CONSOER, TOWNSEND & ASSOCIATES

Chicago, IL
AWD TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Rockville, MD CORRIGAN CONSULTING, INC.

Seabtook, TX
AYRES ASSOCIATES
Eau Claire, WI CRAWFORD & COMPANY/THE FPE

GROUP
ARTHUR D. LITTLE, INC. Atlanta, GA
Cambridge, MA

DAMES & MOORE
BCM ENGINEERS, INC. Los Angeles, CASPlymouth Meeting, PA

DONOHUE & ASSOCIATES, INC.
B & V WASTE SCIENCE AND Sheboygan, WI
TECHNOLOGY
Overland Park, KS DUFFIELD ASSOCIATES, INC.

Wilmington, DE
BABCOCK & WILCOX
Lynchburg, VA DYNAMAC CORPORATION

Rockville, MD
BADGER ENGINEERS, INC.
Cambridge, MA EA ENGINEERING SCIENCE &

TECHNOLOGY, INC.
BAKER ENVIRONMENTAL, INC. Carrollton, TX
Coraopolis, PA

THE EARTH TECHNOLOGY
BECHTEL ENVIRONMENTAL, INC. CORPORATION
San Francisco, CA Long Beach, CA

BNFL. Inc. EBASCO ENVIRONMENTAL, INC.
Washington, DC Lyndhurst, NJ

ENGINEERING-SCIENCE, INC.
BRAUN-INTERTEC ENVIRONMENTAL Pasadena, CA
Minneapolis, MN

ENVIRO/CONSULTANTS GROUP, INC.
BROWN AND CALDWELL Wilmington, DE
Walnut Creek, CA



ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING GZA GEOENVIRONMENTAL, INC.
& SCIENCE CORPORATION Newton Upper Falls, MA

Denver, CO GOLDER ASSOCIATES, INC.
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT Atlanta, GA
OPERATIONS
Richland, WA P.W. GROSSER CONSULTING

ENGINEER, PC
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & Sayville, NY
ENGINEERING, INC.
Fairfax, VA HALEY & ALDRICH, INC.

Cambridge, MA
OGDEN ENVIRONMENTAL
Fairfax, VA HANSON ENGINEERS, INC.

Springfield, IL
ERLER & KALINOWSKI, INC.
San Mateo, CA HARDING LAWSON ASSOCIATES

Novato, CA
ERM, INC.
Exton, PA HALLIBURTON NUS CORPORATION

Gaithersburg, MD
EWI ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, INC.
Madison, WI HARZA ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

Chicago, IL
DAVID EVANS AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
Portland, OR HATCHER-SAYRE, INC.

Richmond, VA
FUGRO-MCCLELLAND ENGINEERS
Houston, TX HMM ASSOCIATES, INC.SConcord, MA

FULLER, MOSBARGER, SCOTT AND
MAY H2M GROUP
Lexington, KY Melville, NY

GANNETT FLEMING ICF INTERNATIONAL, INC.
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERS Fairfax, VA
Harrisburg, PA

INTERFACE, INC.
GEOENGINEERS, INC. Alexandria, VA
Redmond, WA

IT CORPORATION
GEOCON ENVIRONMENTAL Washington, DC
CONSULTANTS
San Diego, CA J.A. JONES CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

Charlotte, NC
GEOMATRIX CONSULTANTS, INC.
San Francisco, CA JAYCOR

Alexandria, VA
GEOTECHNOLOGY, INC.
St. Louis, MO KELLOGG CORPORATION

Littleton, CO
GILES ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES
Waukesha, WI KCI Technologies

Baltimore, MD
GME CONSULTANTS, INC.
Minneapolis, MN KILLAM ASSOCIATES

Millburn, NJ



KLEINFELDER, INC. RIZZO, PAUL C. & ASSOCIATES
Walnut Creek, CA Monroeville, PA

LOCKHEED ENGINEERING & RMT, INC.
SCIENCES COMPANY Madison, WI
Washington, DC

SAIC
LOCKWOOD, ANDREWS & NEWNAM McLean, VA
Houston, TX

SCHNABEL ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES
LOCKWOOD GREENE ENGINEERS Richmond, VA
Oak Ridge, TN

SEA CONSULTANTS, INC.
LOS ALAMOS TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES Cambridge, MA
West Newbury, MA

SEC DONOHUE, INC.
LOWE ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES Greenville, SC
Roswell, GA

THE SSM GROUP, INC.
LOWNEY ASSOCIATES Wyomissing, PA
Mountain View, CA

STANLEY CONSULTANTS
MALCOLM PIRNIE, INC. ENVIRONMENTAL, INC.
White Plains, NY Chicago, IL

MCCRONE, INC. STEWART ENVIRONMENTAL
Easton, MD CONSULTANTS

Fort Collins, CO
METCALF & EDDY, INC.
Woburn, MA STONE & WEBSTER ENVIRONMENTAL

SERVICES
MICHAEL BRANDMAN ASSOCIATES Boston, MA
Santa Ana, CA

STRAND ASSOCIATES, INC.
MONTGOMERY ENGINEERS Madison, WI
Walnut Creek, CA

SVERDRUP CORPORATION
NTH CONSULTANTS, LTD. St. Louis, MO
Farmington Hills, MI

TAMS CONSULTANTS
OHM CORPORATION New York, NY
Findlay, OH
PROJECT TIME & COST, INC. TERRACON ENVIRONMENTAL, INC.
Washington, DC Lenexa, KS

RABA-KISTNER CONSULTANTS VERSAR, INC.
San Antonio. TX Springfield, VA

RADIAN CORPORATION VHB ENVIRONMENTAL
Herndon, VA Watertown, MA

R.E. WARNER & ASSOCIATES VIAR AND COMPANY
Westlake, OH Alexandria, VA

RIZZO ASSOCIATES, INC. WESTON, ROY F. INC.
Natick, MA Edison, NJ

0



WOODARD & CLURRAN, INC.
Portland, ME
WOODWARD-CLYDE CONSULTANTS
Plymouth Meeting, PA

"noese firms have more than 500 branch offices located throughout the United States andabroad.
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HAZARDOUS WASTE ACTION COALITION

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS FOR T=. RECORD

LN-0`RONT=AL RESTORATION PANEL =-AR1NG ON DOD RE.ZDZIAL
ACTION CONTRACTOR LIABILITY AND INDEIVITZ-CAT:_ON

March 10, 1992

1. Maximum Bonding Capacity. What is the maximum bondinq
canacity available for hazardous waste work?

EWAC members report that bonding capacity remains very
limited for hazardous waste contracts, with even major
corzorations having difficulties in obtaining bonds. Premiums
are significantly higher than for regular const-r•ct.icn bonds,
sureties remartedly racuire a substantially higher cc-crate net
worth befort issuing such bonds, and the associated terms and
conditions are unusually onerous. The maximum bond amount
available varies depending on both the surety and contractor
i nvolved, and upon the financial strength of the c-n-rac-ar.

Please reference the testimony of IT Cor-poration, Eblasco and
Bechtel for further details regarding the current limitations on
bonding capacity.

2. Liability Suits. Is there any evidence that suits have
arisen because of 1iabii.ties for hazardous waste work?

Several recent suits against cleanup firms and fi.s with
cleanup res.onsibilities assert that those fir--ms are liable under
a variexty of theories for their hazardous waste remediation
effc:--s. Th-ese suits include:

Atlanic-_Richfie.d Cc. v. Oaas. et al., Civil Action No. C7-90-
75-BU-PGE (USDC D. Ment., Butte Div.). ARCO, a PP-. at a
Sumerf-nd site in Montana, has sued two firms that performed
cleanum services at the site in 1985 under EZPA contracts. The
suit seeks contribution for envir-onmental restoration costs and
nat-ual resource damages, as well as recovery based on negligence
and/or -ross negligence, based on the allegation that the work
performed at the site allegedly spread site contamination. The
suit also alleges that the project cons=ac•.cd at the site
ccnstitutes a CRCLA "facility," and that the fir-ms a-e the
"operators" of the facili-ty, and thereby are strictly liable
under =C:A.

Dunes v. Ecusto..n Lichina & Powe. Co., et al., Case No. C-90-330
(USDC S.D. Texas). Residents adjoini4ng a Superfund site in
C--rpus Cahristi, Texas have sued an environmental encineering firm
and others. The suit alleges that the environmental firm's1



development and j_.leme.tatic. of a state-a=croved closure plan
resulted in the migration of waste cnto off-site proper-y. The
suit seeks recover. from the envi4ronmental firm for personal
injury, property damage, and cleanup costs based on the theories
of negligence, nuisance, and trespass, as well as strict
liability under C--CLA for allegedly "arranging for transport" of
the waste onto off-site proper-y.

Crawford v. .aticnal Lead Co., et a!., Case No. C-1-85-0149, 1989
WL 266347 (USDC S.D. Ohio). The residents in the area
surrounding DOE's Fernald, Ohio plant sued DOE's management and
operating (X&O) contract=r for allowing the spread of wastes ont
their properties. A settlement of $78 million was obtained by
the plaintiffs in this case, after the Court, ruled that operat:.
of the pla_nt was an "abnormally dangerous" act-ivity subjec.ting
the &O to strict, liability, and that the M&O could not avail
itself of the Governmenlt contractor defense.

Start v. Mcnsanto ,esear=h Cc=.., et a!., Case No. C-3-91-46a
CUSDC, S.D. Ohio). In a lawsuit very similar to the Cra.ford
case (above), residents Ln the area surrounding DOE's Mound plan:
near Dayton, Ohio have sued the facility's two DOE M&O
c=nz-oact.ors.

All of these cases except Cr--aw.-rd are still pending at this
writiing. Because of the long lead time for adverse consequences
of a completed cleanup to become apparent, and the relatively
small number of c=o-leted cleanups to date, these cases are0
likely just the beginning of a wave of similar litigation. An
EWAC Ale.rt regarding the first tvo cases, and copies of the
Co-plaints -4n those cases, are attached for reference.

3. Bcndirna Limitaticns. Are your member com=anies
r--evented from bidding DOD remedial action work because of

bonding limitation, and will thtey be limited in the future?

Duri.ng testimony, one of the larq-est remediaticn contractors
soecifically indicated that it is precluded from bid•d•ng due to
bonding limitaticns. EWAC believes that numerous smaller fi.-s
are r-=-ently precluded from pa--icipat Ln- in g he ramediat.on
market due to lack of bond availability. This situation is
unlikely to improve unless and until the potential libiit
ex.oosures of remediation firms are sufficiently clarified or
limited to enable the surety c=-oan.es to assess and price t-heir
risk.

4. Decline DCOD emedial Action Contracts. Have any of
your m-ember c=mranies indicated =.at they would not sign a DOD
remedial action contract because of liability issues?

2



Yes, HWAC members testified at the hearing that they would
not par-icipate, or at most participate only on an ex-cremely
selective basis, in the DOD re=ediaticn market because of the
current liability situation. Numerous other EWAC members are
believed to he following similar business strategies cf limited
or no COD market participat"ion due to liability concerns. The
reason for this is a fundamental unwillingness to "bet the
company" each time they sign a conoranrt with DOD for an
en~virnmental rest..ration proj ect.

S. Minimum Needed To Assure Pa=-ticimatian of Cualified
Cont•ractors. what do you think would be the minimum risk sharing
package that DOD would need to assure the part-icipation of your
members, and is there an industry consensus on this?

There is indeed an industlr consensus on the minimum risk
sharing package needed to assure full pa.-ricipation in the DOD
remediation market, and HWAC fully supports the indust=r
consensus position. The at-ached "Endorsed lndustry Pcsition on
E-n-vi.rmenta. Restoration Contractor Liability" sets forth the
consensus position. As set forth in more detail in thte Endorsed
Industry Pcsition, the industry believes that the minim-um
requir-_ents include:

- inde-nity for stric, joint and several liability under
federal and stata law.

- contractor liability for negligence up to a deductible
a=cun't, beyond whic=h the Government is r-s.onsible.

- phase-cut of the deduct-!ible a-mount a reasonahle period
after completion cf the contract.

- inclusion of the risk-sharing provisions in the Request
For Propaosals so that all offe_=os are aware of the
liability t•e--s being offered when s••••'--tin_
propocsals.

6. Mini-um Co-:mared to Private Partyv Work. How does this
mini.um= risk sharing package compare to the kinds of a-r.angements
you use for private party cleanup work? Are you asking DOD for
more prztectlion than you are from private parties for similar
cleanup work?

The Endorsed Indust-- Position reflects ter- s highly si 4 la=
to those most ofatn obtained in private party cleanup work, with
th:e cleanup fi-= retaining some pcr.-.ion of potenti.al liablity up
to a cap amcunt that does not t-hreaetan the cleanup firm's
financial viaili-ty, and the purchaser assuming liaLibt-y-bey
this amount. However, in a sinificant number of cases the
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cleanup fi.-- is able to obtain more favorable terns in private
party arrange-ents, where all third-party liability is assumed by
the purchaser and none retained by the cleanu; fir--.

Accordingly, the Endorsed Indust.-y Position asks for no
more, and possibly less, than what is generally available in
private party a_-ranqements.

7. Neactiations With DOD. Unfortunately, DOD still does
not believe there is a problem that needs to be fixed. Why do
you think that you have not been able to convince DCOD on this
issue?

The reasons why DOD has not been receptive to acknowledging
the existence cf a problem are undoubtedly many and complex.
Chief among the=, however, is the fact that since much of the
problem is still somewhat "over the horizon," in that only a
small minority of the signifncant cleanup contracts have as yet
been let, the lack of responsible participants in the DOD market
is not yet obvious. In addition, DOD does not appear to
appraciate the need for and benefits to be derived fr-= an
equitable allocation of risk in this area, althocugh that premise
is certainly the basis for many ot_:er DOD and FAR contract
clauses from which DOD benefits by obtaining lower prices and
increased comretition. Finally, DOD is naturally reluct-ant to
be viewed as "giving away" something to ccntractors
unnecessarily, even though DOD is both the "generator" and
"owner" of the hazardous wastes involved, and thus should
contin-.ue to bear the risks associated with them.

S. Need .2or A Timely Solution To Cont.actor Concerns. How
much longer do you think DOD can continue to avoid addressing
contract-r concerns about risk sharing before the shcr=-age of
cualified ccntraa1_cors begins to adversely affect the DCD cleanu=o
;rcq-_aM?

T 0e DCD env--.onmental restoration pzqr gras are rs.-oa-edly
entering a rapid "ramp-up" phase, with numercus signifcant
contracts to be let over the coming 18 months. There is
substantial pressure on DOD to complete cleanups rapidly,
particularly in the case of military- bases scheduled for
realignment or closure. If the recession is tr--ly ending, this
will also expand the private market for cleanup se--ricas, where
more favorable liability protac-tion is gener--ally available. The
more favorable CCE and inter-national markets are similarly
expanding. These other markets will all draw qualified
contractors away fromz DOD work where inadequate liability tae-s
are offered, just at a time DOD's needs are also expanding.
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In short, HWAC believes th.at DOD's cleanup program will be
adversely affected by the current liability situation sooner. rather than later, although the precise timing is dependent upon
the interaction of a number of factors, as outlined here.

From another standpoint, DOD's restoraticn programs may
already be adversely affected by the reluctance of cntr_-actors to
stray from "tried and true" technologies and to propose
innovative technological solutions for DOD sites in the absence
of better protection from potential liabilities. This adverse
effect will undoubtedly follow from DOD's present policies, but
the effect is inherently difficalt to measure. DOD will simply
never see the innovative proposals it might othe.--ise have
received.

9. Moae Cogs-Ef:ective DOD Cleanums. How would a more
equitable DOD policy on contracting liability translate into high
quality and more cst.-effactive cleanups and is there any data to
back this UM?

An equitable DOD risk sharing policy would promcte high
quality by encouraging the more sophisticated and high net worth
ccmpanies to fully participata in the DOD cleanup market.
Crr--ently, such firms are staying largely on the sidelines. in
addition, the high rinks associated with DOD cleanup contracts
tend to give a competitive advantage to those c3nt.ract-rs who are
willing to plunge into bidding on a DOD contract without a
carpfula. risk assessment or adequately factoring that risk into
"teir bid price. Over the long run, H-AC believes that
ccnt--actors who understand the risks involved in hazardous waste
work (and are thus in a position to closely manage thcse risks)
will pe--fo•r more respcnsibly than those that either do not
ap-reciata the risks or choose to ignore them.

Cost effective-ness will be promoted by increased competition
for DOD cleanup contracts as a result of the increased number of
pa--ticioants in the DOD market, and the ccnseqluent increased
co--mpet-i-tion for cntr--acts. In addition, by allowing cleanup
fi.-s to propose greater use of inncvative technologies in
cleaning up sites, DOD will benefit from the pcteantially very
significant cost savings to be realized from such advanced
technologies.

10. Is Indus,-y A Hostace To DOD Wcrk? To what ext.ent is
the e~nvi_-;nental cleanup contract industry hostage to the DOD
workload? To put it another way, can the most qualified
ccntr-act-r.s afford to pass up these cleanups, even without a more
equit.able risk sharing a-range-ent?



No, industry can largely afford to bypass (or be extremely
selective regarding) DOD restoration work, since: a) the DOE
market is and is projected to remain much larger than the DOD
market; b) the EPA Superfund market is and will remain
substantial in relation to the DOD market; c) the private party
market is also larger than the DOD market; and d) the
inter-national market, while currently small, is extected to
expand rapidly in years to come, and may well substantially
exceed the DOD market in size within a few years.

In sun, industr.y has several other large and exp.andinq
markets to t-urn to other than DOD, and all offer better liabi-ity
protections than DOD does. Ac-ordiUngly, the industry is not
hostage to DOD.

11. Section 119 Tndemnification Authority. What are the
problems with Section 119 [of SARAJ and how would it have to be
modified to address DOD remedial action contractor ccncerns

HWAC bel..eves that Section 119 of SARA is unsuitable for use
as the basis for a DOD risk sharinq proqra= because of n=uer•us
shorto-m=ings with that Secticn, including the follcwing:

a) Sect-ion 119 does not apply by its terms to response
action contracts for rem-edial work at sites not on E2A's
National Priorities List (I*L). Most DOD sites recui.ing
cleanup are not NPL sites, and so Section 119 simply does
not apply.

b) Section 119 offers indaemnification only fro= neqligence
liability. Imn reality, cleanup firms are exposed to
liability on a number of theories other than negligenca,
includinq state como=n law strict liability for
"ultrahaza--dous" act.v-.:.es, nuisance, trespass, and state
statutory liability (e.g., s.tae Superfund laws).

C) Section 119 indemanifi.cation is avallable only for
damaqes caused by a "r-elease," whereas substantial liability
could also be premised on a "threate-ned release" that would
not be covered by Section 119 indemnification.

d) As the source of funds for paying covered claims under
Section 119 is the hazardous waste Superfund, using Section
119 for DOD contracts would potentially take funds away from
cleanup of Supe-fund sitas by E.A.

e) E2A's Proposed Final Guidance implementinq Section 119
(as pu!blished in Novamber 1989) proposes wholly inadeq.uata
liability limits and time rest---ictions on indemnification,
as well as punitive deduct-ibl-es and other onerous terms.
"he nuerus s .or .m of E.A's Proposed Final Guidance
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are set forth in detail in HWAC's comments to EPA on the
Prposed Final Guidance, a copy of which is attached.. In sum, to utilize Section 119 for DOD contracts would require a

wholesale revision of Section 119 as presently writ-.en.

12. Small Business' Stake. What is small business' stake
in the outco=me of DOD efforts to address the liability concerns
of remedial action contractors? Now will an ecuitable DOD risk
sharing arrangement help small business?

S=all business has a la--ge stake in DOD's implementation of
an equitable risk-sharing program to deal with response action
contractor lability conces. First, small businesses are most
vulnerable to the lack of bonding availability that characterizes
the present liability situation. Moreover, small businesses are
also the leas, able to self-insure against even relatively
smaller liabilities. While entering into a DOD remediaticn
ccnt--ac-: today is a "bet the company" proposition for even the
large fir-ms, the odds on that bet are far worse for a small
business, since the small business will be put out cf business by
aliab___ili that a larger firm could su-vive. Finally,
responsible and risk-sensitive small businesses are most
vulnerable to finding themselves "priced out of the market" for
DOD contracts by other, less responsible small businesses that
feel they have little to lose by ignorinq their potential
liabilities under DOD restoration contracts.

In sum, implementation of an equitable risk sharing prcgram
by DOD will greatly enhance the ability of small businesses to
par--icipatae in the DOD cleanup market.

13. "Prime Tar-et" Defendant. On page 2 of your prepared
satem.en-, you say that the cleanup contractors involved in DOD
work could end ump as the "prime target" defendant in subsequent
third par-t.y liability suits. Why is that and how does this
relate to the need for a more equitable risk sharing a_'rangement
with DOD?

The doct--ne of "joint and several liability" arlies to
most of the legal thecries under which a cleanum firm may be
found liable for their- actions in connection with DOD cleanups.
Under t;hs dcct•ri.ne, one financially viable defendant is
raszorns!ibe for paying all of the assessed damages, even if other
defendants are aLso restonsible in part (even for the most part)
for causing the damage. Accordingly, the most financially viable
defendants are the most at risk, and the risk is increased if
other defendants are either without substantial assets or
otherw-ise i=une from suit.

*e 7



The doctrine of joint and several liability, combined with
DOD's likely sovereign immunity, are what combine to make the
cleanup firm a: a DOD site the likely "prime target" defendant
for third party claimants. At a DOD site, the operator and owner
of the site who generated the waste problem in the first place is
typically DOD. This contrasts sharply with the situation at
private sites, where numerous firms are potentially responsible
parties as waste generators, operators or owners. 1f sued in
connection with a release or potential release from the site, DOD
would presumably assert sovereign immunity as a defense, and
avail itself of the "discretionary function" exemption from the
Federal Tor Claims Act (which waives the Gove-.nment's sovereign
immunity to a limited extant).

Accordingly, even if DOD were ultimately judged to be 90%
liable and the cleanup firm only 10% liable, the cleanum firm
would, under the principles of joint and several liability, have
to pay the entire judgment. Moreover, DOD would continue to be
protactad by sovereign immunity from. any effor-t by the cleanup
firm to recover the 90% of the damages act.ually caused by DOD,
but paid by the cleanup firm. It is also likely in many
instances, in view of the lack of insurance, that the judgment
would be sufficient to bank--apt the cleanup firm. in that
instance, injured victims with meritorious claims might go
uncompensated unless the Gover.-cnment were waive its scvereignimmunity (see th:e discussion of "indemnification by default"
below).

Ln sum, the combination of joint and several liability and
DCD's sovereign i=unity greatly heightens the r-isk faced by
cleanu. firms at DOD sites, and fu.--.he emphasizes the need for
an equitable risk sharing policy.

14. Indemnification By Default. You seem to ar.-%ue that if
DCD is not able to attract the most qualified and financially
sound ramedial action cont.ract-ors, that the taxpmayers are likely
to end up facing large scale indemnification by default. Am I
co:r-_ect and, if so, how will a better risk sharing ar---n-.qement
minimize this likelihcod?

If the present liability situation is not. corraected, and
CDO's resto"raticn prqgram remains skewed in favor of those

con-t--ac-tors who either fail to a preciate or ignore the liability
risks present-ly associated with DOD cleanr.up cntr-_act-s, EWAC
believes the likelihood of significant valid claims being
asse-.tad will onry increase. The cleanup firms found liable will
not be able to pay those claims, especially with the high net
wor---' co=panies largely remaining on the sidelines. The vict-ims
will then have no souroe of commensation for their injuries.
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In such a situation, DOD reliance on sovereign imunity to
avoid paying claims may no longer be viable, and DCD would end up
compensating the injured victims with public funds, which is what
is meant by "indemnification by default." The ultimate cost to
DOD under this scenario, however, would be far higher than
instituting an equitable risk sharing program t-hat allows the
most financially sound and responsible firms to perf:--r the workin the first place.

15. Availabilit- of Insu-ance. Along with a nuber of your
colleag-aes, you indicate that satisfactory insurance coverage is
not available to remedial action contractors contemplating DOD
cleanup work. How do you think that an equitable risk sharing
ar-range=ent with DOD would improve that situation and can you
poi.nt to any cases where this has oc-urred in other areas of the
public or private sector?

An ecuitable risk sharing mechanism for DOD renediation
contracts similar to the Endorsed Industr--y Position would
e~ncour-aqe the development of reasonably-priced insurance coverage
by providing a fixed ceiling amount on the cleanup firm's
liability, beyond which the Gcvernment would bear the risk. This
fixed ce4i.ling then allows the insurance companies to assess their
risks with much greater certainty, since the insurance company
can be ass-ued that in the event of a catastrophic loss, the
courts will not look to the insurance company as the only "deep. pocket." In recent years, insurance companies have become all
too sensitive to the successful use of imaginative legal theories
effectively expanding their liability far beyond s".atd• policy
limits. This has effectively happened in those cases that have
found pollution releases ocu=--"ing over a period of years to
trigger "oc---..rance-;ased" liability coverage under policies
issued as long as 30 years ago. The ce-rtainty that, the insurance
copan.y will not be found to be the "insurar of last rasort"
should- lead to more reasonably priced coverage.
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April 24, 1991 Testimony of

George L. Gleason, Chairman of HWAC's Federal Action Committee

Before the Environmental Restoration Panel

of the House Armed Services Committee

Good afternoon. My name is George Gleason, and I am Senior Vice President and General

Counsel of NUJS Corporation. I am appearing today in my capacity as Chairman of HWACs

Federal Action Committee. The purpose of my testimony today is to comment on the Department

of Defense (DOD) study of the risks and liabilities facing firms providing environmental

restoration services to the Depuarent. My testimony will (1) describe our organization and our

interest in the DOD study, (2) identify the liabilities facing HWAC member f'=ms, and (3) provide. recommendations for Congressional implementation of DODrs study results.

First, I would like to commend this Panel as well as the full :om•ittee for it's efforts during the

last Congress to recognize the important role played by experienced environmental engineering and

science firms at DOD facilities, and to require the study of thie liabilities facing these firms before

enacting any additional legislation; the legislation proposed during last year's Congress would have

severely and negatively impacted DOD's ability to fulT-l Secretary Cheney's commitment to

prompt cleanup of all DOD facilities.

I would also like to commend the Department for its vigorous efforts to study the liabilities facing

our community, and its recognition that DOD is the party !.at is ultimately responsible for the

liabilities associated with the wastes generated in furtheran=e of the nztional defense.

American Consulting Engineem Counci



HWAC and the Environmental Cleanup Tndustry 0

HWAC is an association of over 120 engineering and science firms practicing in hnnrdous waste

management. HWAC's members comprise 80% of the hazardous waste revenues reflected in the

Engineering News Record's summary of the top 500 engineering firms. Our members investigate

as well as develop and implement remedies to clean up the environmental damage created by

others, yet we may be held to the same standards of liability as potentially responsible parties (i.e.,

owners and operators of hazardous waste sites, as well as generators and transporters of hazr.dous

waste). Examples of the types of services provide by HWAC member firms include release

detection and monitoring, remedial investigations and feasibility studies (RI/FS), remedial designs

and remedial actions (RD/RA), cleanup construction and const-uction management, and

implementation of other federal and state environmental laws and regulations. HWAC member

fIrms' greatest assets are their employees, which consist of the majority of the country's highly-

trained and experienced engineers, hydrogeologists, chemists, and other scientists skilled in

providing hazardous w-aste services to clients. HWAC operates under the umbrella of the 5,000

member American Consulting Engineers Council, which represents engineers practicing in all

engineering technical disciplines.

Liabilities Ficint T{W.-C Member Firms

The standards of liabiliry under the federal Superfund and RCRA laws include joint and several,

as well as strict, liability. In addition, numerous and differing state laws impose additional and

differing liability standards on fr-ms performing cleanup services for clients. These ¶Uability

without regard to fault" theories are being interpreted to impose liability for any association with

a hazlrdous waste site, including the theory that haznrdous waste work constitutes an

"ultrahazmrdous activity' for which liability is imputed without regard to proof of causation.

The risks are high in the environmental cleanup industry due to the enormous cost of cleaning

up hazardous waste sites, the developing nature of cleanup technologies, and the potential for third



party liabilities associated with toxic torts and other claims for damages that could arise many

years in the future. These risks are negatively impacting the availability of firms to continue to

provide services to the federal government, as well as the willingness of firms to develop, test,

and implement the new and innovative technologies mandated under the Superfund amendments

of 1986 (known as SARA).

Recommendations for Congress

DOD recognizes the need to utilize the techn-- ,1 capabilities possessed by private firms with

experience in environmental cleanup activities. HWAC understands that the DOD study will

address the fact that the unmanageable risks faced by these firms may impede DOD's ability to

protect the public and the environment through prompt cleanup of DOD facilities. Therefore,

a federal scheme of indemnification and risk sharing for firms providing environmental restoration

services to DOD is necessary to speed cleanup at DOD sites and to ensure full protection of

human health and the environment.

1. Suv-erfund Section 119 is Not a CoMrlete Answer

Section 119 of the Superfund law authorizes the federal government to indemnify environmental

cleanup firms to the extent that insurance is not available at a fair and reasonable price. It is

HWAC's belief that Section 119 does not provide a solution for DOD's problems. Section 119's

coverage is interpreted to be limited to Superfund sites. Because the overwhelming majority of

DOD facilities are not listed on the National Priorities List (NPL), the services provided by HWAC

members at most DOD facilities do not qualify for Section 1:9 indemnification. Further, Section

119 does not provide coverage for state law claims. Therefore, additional protection for f-irms

providing environmental r....oration services to DOD is necessary.



2. Public Law 85-804 is Useful. but Currently Not a Cornplete Solution

Public Law 85-804 authorizes the Department to indemnify contractors up to the limits of

available appropriations in the case of "unusually hazardous or nuclear risks" when such actions

would facilitate the national defense. The required national defense classification has been utilized

sparingly by DOD to date for environmental restoration contracts, and it is currently being

examined for possible use by other federal agencies. The express requirement of Secretary level

approval for use of Public Law 85-804 for such hazardous activities, and the limit on Public Law

85-804's coverage to available appropriations, limits its appropriateness for use in time-sensitive

environmental restoration activities.

3.Tnsurance and Surety Bonds Ins-uffi•cent

Adequate insurance covering hazardous waste cleanup is almost nonexistent because of the

uncertainties associated with the long-term liabilities of ha._rdous waste cleanup activities. The

insurance marker has decreased from four companies offering some coverage two years ago to two

companies presently offering some limited coverage. - The limited coverage that is available is

offered on a claims made' basis and does not cover long tail claims. In addition, surety bonds

covering work at hazardous waste sites remain scarce because of the possibility that courts will

look to surety bonds as the 'deep pocket" substitute for insurance. The lack of bonds remains

despite last years Congressional amendment to Section 119 to address surety bond issues.

HWAC's overall position on insurance and surety bonds which was adopted by the HWAC Board

of Directors is attached to this testimony for your reference.

4. Recommendations

Indemnification and other risk transfer policies specific to DOD facilities are necessary due to the

unique risks posed by DOD facilities. Specifically, DOD is the owner and operator of the



facilities where activities are performed by cleanup firms in accordance with Defense

O t Environmental Restoration Program and other federal and state requirements. Under the federal

Superfund law, primary responsibility for the sites rests with DOD as the owner and/or operator

of the facilities; however, substantial contractor risks and liabilities exist because of the joint and

several, as well as strict, liability provisions of the federal Superfund law and the various state

laws.

HWAC believes that the DOD environmental restoration program will be expedited and improved

by the enactment of a federal standard of liability for all DOD environmental restoration activities.

Further, the federal standard of liability and risk sharing program should be consistent with the

following principles:

1. Federal law should specify that firms providing environmental cleanup and

restoration services to DOD are subject to a uniform, and national, federal standard

of liability in lieu of the varying state statutes.

2. The uniform federal standard of liability shou!d be one of comparative negligence.

Concepts such as joint and several, and stict, liability properly belong only with

the parties who own or operate the sites, and who are otherwise liable as

responsible parties under applicable statutes.

3. Federal indemnification with reasonable deductible provisions should be provided

for the hazardous waste liabilities incurred by environmental restoration firnms to

the extent that such liabilities are not compensated by insurance. Such

indemnification will spur the development of a meaningful insurance market

because it will add an element of certainty to which insurance underwriting criteria

can be applied. DOD should be required to reimburse firms for the cost of

reasonable commercial insurance in accordance with commonly accepted principles.

0



4. The potential liabilities of environmental cleanup firms should be subject to a

federal statute of repose. The statute of repose should specify that the firms' legal

exposure would be for a specific period of years from the date the work at the site

is completed and accepted by DOD. This would be consistent with state statutes

of repose for design professionals and recognizes that, after a certain time period

has elapsed, it is not reasonable to hold the frm responsible for future events.

5. DOD should limit the overall Liability of environmental cleanup firms to a specific,

and reasonably calculable, dollar amount for all DOD environmental restoration

activities. Action along these lines was recently taken by DOE in its interim final

Management and Operating (M&O) contractor accountabili•ty rule (56 FR. 5064)

which limits liabilities to the fee or profit earned by a firm during the

applicable six month evaluation period.

Other Tssues

HWAC is aware of efforts to require certain contractors, specizically disposal fi•ms, to indemnify

the government for hatardous waste activities. The argument advanced by proponents of this

legislation is that client indemnification is the standard practice in the industry. HWACs

experience has been that the firm providing these services requests indemnification from its

clients, rather than vice versa. Further, HWAC has repeatedly suggested that before enacting

legislation Congress should receive proof of the assertion that disposal and other firms indemnify

the person and/or organiztion that is the source of the waste. To the best of our knowledge, no

proof has been provided. HWAC cautions Congress that, despite the apparent appeal of being

indemnified for hazardous waste releases, there is no such thing as a cost free liability. The costs

of waste disposal to the government will increase due to the need for the firm providing this

indemnification to internalize the costs of potential future Uabilities, and the number of firms

willing to provide services to the government will decrease significantly. Further, the total of the

liabilities facing f-irms that indemnify their clients would leave the firm open to massive Liabilitie-



beyond just their liabilities to the federal government. Therefore, the long-term viability of these. indemnifications are questionable because, in the end, the government will remain responsible as

the waste generator when the disposal firm is no longer in existence.

Conclusion

In summary, the liabilities facing firms providing environmental restoration services to the federal

government are immense; insurance and surety bonds are insufficient to protect these firms from

their risks and potential liabilities; Superfund Section 119 and Public Law 865-804, while

appropriate in specific circumstances, are insufficient to protect cleanup f•irms in all situations;

and a federal standard of comparative negligence that preempts state law combined with other risk

transfer mechanisms is necessary to ensure protection of human health and the environment from

the wastes at DOD facilities.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. I will remain available to respond to any

O questions that you may have.
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STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES ON HAZARDOUS WASTE SITE R.EMED[ATION:
POLLUTION INSUIANCE, SURETY BONDS AND INDEMNITY PROBLEMS

Successive studies by the General Accounting Office have determined that insurance remains
generally unavailable and is unlikely for the near future to provide adequate coverage for firms
engaged in hazadous waste remediation. These firms are generally known as "Response Action
Contractors," or "RACs." The most recent GAO report in September of 1989 concluded:

Pollution insurance for RAC risks continues to be scarce and limited in coverage...
Most representatives of the commercial insurance industry see little or no likelihood
of expansion in the availability of pollution insurance for response risks in the
foreseeable future.L

PuLlution liability insurance has remained scarce, according :o the GAO, despite resurrection of
the coverage for other high risk activities following the insurance industry's recovery from the
recent hard market cyc!e.-

The limited amount of pollution insurance for RACs now on the market is expensive, with
premiums averaging 3% to 6% of the cost of cleanup. The available coverage, which is limited
to either S5 million per occurrence and in the aggregate, or S3 million per occurrence and S6
million in the aggregate, falls far short of covering contractors from potential third parry liability.
These insurance policies also may contain various exclusions or limitations that make them next
to worthless, such as site limitations, short duration of coverage and exclusion of significant risks.
In addition to lack of insurance, Superfund contractors are increasingly unable to obtain the
performance and payment bonds required for remedial construction under the Miller Act and
various state laws, due to the surety bondholders' concern regarding their potential exposure to
pollution liabilities.

Why Pollution Insurance and Surety Bonds are Unavailable

The General Accounting Office identified three factors inhibiting the development of pollution
_ liability insurance for the Superfund program. First, RACs are viewed as particularly high risks,

even within the pollution control industr.

Because of the unknown nature of the risks found at Superfund sites, R.ACs are
regarded as a high-risk segment of the market by the insurance industry. As such,
insurance options and policy terms are likely to be more limited than those
available to less risky segments of the pollution industry, such as waste
transporters.3

Second, insure.s allege that recent court decisions have expanded policy terms beyond their
intended meaning, to make the insurer responsible for judgemen.s the insured could not otherwise
afford. Insurers argue that this unanticipated expansion of liability has made it difficult to offer
even small amounts of coverage, since insurers cannot be certain that courts will adhere to
expressed policy limits. Finally, since habrdous waste cleanup is a relatively new underta,'kng,
any liabilities derived from such work may not be manifest until long after it is substantially
completed. As a result, the insurance industry lacks the kind of claims history it needs to project
the probability and frequency of Losses, and to adjust policy limits and premiums to either avoid
cer"min losses or generate enough premium income to cover them.'

1 11-. Gn•%nu Ac•.unting Od.ic, Superfund: Contr=.ovs tat S4tin too L'b.,ly Tride.iiwrtiled ' the- Govo'nremt.

GAO/RC-n - 89-o160 (1989), (hernaitar auia, m 1989 GAO Reoort & .10.)

3 1989 GAO Report. mUom note S. at 0.

4 Id: 1987 GAO Reporu. fucra notm a8, " 74.



The surety bond problem has root causes similar to the insurers' concerns. An acute shortage is
being experienced by RACs in securing performance and payment bonds. Since such surety
bonds are required by law for hazardous waste site remediations, their unavailability can adversely
affect the federal remediation programs. The problem essentially is the surety underwriters'
concerns that the bonds would be called on to provide coverage for third parry liability claims.
In the absence of adequate insurance or government indemnity, there is a good possibility that the
RAC would become insolvent and that the surety bond underwriter would represent the only
assets available to pay the claim. While such liabilities may technically exceed the obligations of
the surety bond, under the "deep pockets' theory of liability often followed by courts in
environmental pollution liability cases, there is real concern that the bond would be called on to
pay the claim.

Adequate Indemnification Encourages Development of the Insurance and Surety Bond Markets

It is essential that adequate indemnity be provided for hazardous waste remediation work
performed by RACs. Indemnification under CERCLA Section 119 was designed by Congress to
provide maximum incentives for private firms to develop pollution liability insurance tailored to
the requirements of RACs. Indemnity also encourages development of the surety bond markets.
HWAC believes indemnity should be provided pursuant to Section 119 where the work is
performed on Superfund sites, or such other authority which an agency may have for non-
Superfund remediation work.

It is clear that insurers are concerned that courts may stretch policy limits in order to pay large
claims, and that performance bonds for construction firms may be jeopardized by surety
bondholder anxieties about exposure to pollution liabilities. By providing a sure source for
payment for large claims, indemnification assures firms interested in offering modest amounts of
insurance coverage that policy limits will not be stretched by courts in search of a "deep pocket.
For the same reasons, the Surety Bondholders Association has testified that protecting construction
contractors from third-pary liability would do much to alleviate the shortage of performance•-0 bands'e

In contrast, the unavailability of indemnity or unreasonably low limits would signal to insurers the
government's own lack of confidence in the insurability of RACs. EPA has already determined
that RACs have an excellent loss. history under the Superfund program, and are subject to loss
control practices far more stringent" than would be required by commercial insurance companies.!
In addition, by exempting Section 119 from the Anti-Defimency Act and authorizing unlimited
appropriations to pay for future claims, Congress has placed the full faith and credit of the U.S.
Government behind the indemaification program. If the Government is unwilling to offer
adequate indemnification despite those advantages, it can hardly expect private insurers that lack
EPA's experience and funding to f'il the gap.

For non-superfund site remediation work, where Section 119 indemnity is not available, there are
other established mechanisms for reimbursing cont-actoras Liability costs. These include, for
example, Public law 85-804; FAR. Section 52-228-7, which provides for reimbursement of certain
third party liability costs; and in the case of radioactive-included damages, the provisions of the
Price-Anderson Nuclear Indemnity Act. These coverages are not inconsistent with Section 119,
and indeed, should be used to supplement Section 119 in a:propriate circumstances.

5 The concer.m oa the suretes in UtLhnpgd are set out in a letter to the EPA from the American tnsnuce

AModation and the Surety Aneocazion of Amer.a, dated May 19, 1989.

SLatter RAr Draft Federal Ragster Notice an Section 119J, fom Lynn Schubert to Tom GUil., Fconomist, OMce of
Want. Praonpn Enfo.ement, U.S. EPA, December S, 1988.

* Prtod S7''ion 119 Guideiin". Tedeml R.eArjter Notice (Draft), U.S. EPA Omce of SoLid Waete and Emergency

Rsponn. (Jusy, IM)J.



Adeqi-ate Indemnity is Cost Effective

While the provision of indemnity is sometimes perceived to represent an additional cost to the
Government, the opposite is, in fact, true. Indemnity saves the Government money up front in
the remediation programs by increasing the number and quality of bidders, and thus reduces costs.
The cost effectiveness of indemnity has been demonstrated by the experience of New Jersey and
the Corps of Engineers.

HWAC recently evaluated fixed price bids for remedial action projects let by the Corps of
Engineers (Corps) and by the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP). The
Corps and NJDEP differ significantly in their handling of indemnificcation, with the Corps
providing uncapped, Section 119 indemnifications and NJDEP penalizing bidders who request
indemnification. This evaluation shows that

o The net result of New Jersey's policy has been to provide no indemnification to remedial
action contractors and to drive our those contractors requiring it;

o New Jersey is receiving one-half the number of bids per project from one-third to one-
fourth the number of companies bidding Corps work;

o New Jersey is paying a premium of more than 20% of the project cost for its policy,
compared to project bid by the Corps.

o Even the ranks of the decreasing number of bidders qualified to bid the larger Corps
projects are being depleted by the unavailability of bonds; applying the New Jersey
policies would only aggravate the situation.

Findings and Recommendations

It is clear that there is inadequate liability insurance available to R.ACs engaged in hazardous
waste remediadon activities. There is also an acute and growing problem with respec: to the
availability of the performance and payment surety bonds required by federal and stare laws for 0
remedial construction activities. Both of these problems are beginning to adversely affect the
federal remediation programs by decreasing the number of firms available and willing to provide
these services, with resulting increases in costs to the government. Provision of adequate
indemnity or other liability cost reimbursement mechanisms will improve both the pollution
liability and surety bond situations.

Congress has recognized the special liabilities that may be incurred by RACs, and the inadequay
of available insurance to cover such risks, in enacting Section 119, which provides federal
indemnity for remediation work at Superfund sites. Consistent with the intent of Congress. all
federal departments and agencies should provide Section 119 coverage for work at such sites.

Where Section 1 1" =y not be available, other established mechanisms are available to reimburse
RAC's liability .ts, including Public Law 85-804, FAR 5Z-23S-7, and the Price Anderson
Nuclear Indemnity Act. It shou!d be the uniform policy of all federal departments and agencies
to provide such of these coverages as may be available and appropriate with respect to each
remediation task.

- Approved by the Bot.rd of Directors -
- April 18, 1990 -



ENDORSED INDUSTRY POSITION ON
LIVIRONUMEITAL RESTORATION CONTRACTOR LIA IL.DOD Is antimPatng a tmajor anrsion of its environmaental restora~on ac~vires due to

the need to clean up both WdStng faC-Utles and bases targered for closure. This effort is
antmipated to cost several billion dollars."and Involves actvines to protect humran hnealth,-
and the evirnmen`t from the impacts Of hamirdous waste reileases and/or potendfal
re-leases. DOD. as the owner of fa.lai~es. bears the responsibility for protecting hurman
hem lth and the environment, and also beam direct liability for the =szemm e of waste at
these faI~les.

Because of the liability assodated with cleaup of DOD facilities, many ~~enefced
eto~nenral restoration and nmn~age~r- &ms are elther not bidding or proposing

DOD) evironme~ntml restoration work or are bidding or proposing only llimited ta-sks to
xnmimimie liability exosure Givem the planned expansion in DOD's cleanp progm= a
change in DOD's contract t~m= Is needed to exand the contracor resource base
available to DOD) and to improve coxnpetition.

Changes to DOD's contactng policy should be based on the following pr'.nc~ples.

Ftir-t DOD generated the waste as a by-product of its basic mnission.. Therefore. DOD
bears the uilmate responsibility for the waste Inciluding responsibility for protec--r-g the
public. This prlndple is consistent with the CERCIA conce=t of liability which holds the
geneator responsible for baxrdous waste pollution. DOD's responsibility cannot be
contracted away.

Se od.11bfIt Inw'..red by cleanup and rmanag~ent contractors should be based=o
a negligence standard rather than a standard based on stzlct join and several liability.
'The sn~tr.c Joint and several liability standards are more approprtarte for the waste
geneator no t the cleanup contractor who did no t gene-rate the wast e- bas limited contraI
ovmr the fInal r~edy se-lected. and who may be unaware of pre-e~rstng site contionrs
and/or the men-r of environlmen-tal contmr-atnadn at the site.

Third. Imnovat've te-.hnologies will be needed to solve many of DO D's evronmental
conmaminaton problens. The uncer:ainzes conci=ng the ult~nate effects resuidzg
fro the app-lienaon of Innovattve technologies result in additional rPisks. Conractors
-shoul1d be encourged. not discouraged. to use innovative technologies.

Fourtl. the r-sksm assoc~ated with. evironmrentln restoration should be allocated berween
the govmninen and the cleanup comracor on the basis of th:er respec-*ve, roles.

F~mynwmrk for a Sciutonu

DOD's conrac--ng policies should be changed to provide the following provisions.

1. DOD should provide an inde~vty for 3tirlco. joint and several liabilit
axv.sing under both fedeal=2 and state laWs. CUZ-rent fe~deral and State laws
pote==Aiy hold the conractor responsible regardless of the degee of fault.



2. Cler.nup conr~actors should be liable to the =enrt of th-e!- neglig-ence up to
some level above which the govezm~en would assume responsibility. for
c'mims.- The amount for which the con~actor is res-ponslble should be
re-lated to the size of the contracr-

3. DOD should provide contract. language that establishes a time limit aft&-
completion of the work for the contractor's responsibility. T1his would
ezI~minate Iong MWll clarms that cam occ-.r long after the work has bee=
pedormed.

4. Changes to liability ters should be Imple==ted as a mnatt= of overall
DOD polit:y. I=1mple~catit by the Sevie or Comarznnds should be
established and made known well1 in advance of any procu.re~et to the
conrtactor commu=i~ty.

5. In addition to adequate risk sharng me-chanisms. DOD should provide
special inc yles such as reduced liability i'mits to ecourage conrac'.rs
to use =novarve tec!:nologies.

I=ICpuemeta~don

1. DO0D can ac-aomplisgh a sipilcamr i~mrovement by fully using e~stng
authoritips. suh1 2As Public Law 85-8047and FAR Cause 52=28-7 to f&Mil
gover.menz resp=onsib"Ilies. Appropriate Secreý approval and FAR
=odiflcatons should be obtained to &clitate the use and =nsure the
applicabilIty of these Tmedklanlsms.

2. In additlon the Congess could provide substantial assistance to this effort
by incorporat~ng tdee principles into law.

POSITON EIDOESERS
(as of August 26, 19927

0Rh2IZTONS:

Azm-.can Decs-e Preparedness Assom.afion
Assoc-!2ted Cen=ai Connacprs of Amezica

Hazardous Waste Action Coalition
11211=a1 Consnumcwx A33ocwnaior

Na~onal Seourity Indusulal Assot-ation

Ain-gem C.2n~a = Smvuytmg and Maipling A==%=ca Cammiu1~n E~vne=u Coau~c~
Azmez CommrI of Independ~t Laboratones Amen=n Society of C~nd Eagmeez
ASFEo~e Assoeaton of Engnecmg ~IF%=~ Associated BuiLd=3 and C.-mmactoz

P.nc~ng in the Gemw~c
Con==c S~vcr~ Associa~on of Amlica D~Prafmssanals C0211"em
13ccami tnch-smes Assaivat National Asscatoann of Mlnoty Comuctmzi
ffaionaL Soci*cy of Prafessorai Engineers Prcfmssonai SCrTc= Cotin~A
RcnedlaL C~~nwtrs tnst~e Me £y'ronm=aL Busmnss Assocaxln



nWX)mUja FIRMS:

ABB MVur0menRI SerVIce. 1=c Alliance Technologies
AECOM T echnology Corp. AWD Technologies. Inc.
Ays Associates 'Bake Eavwonnental. Inc.
Bactpn BDM Engineers. Inc.
Bech? Group Inc. Brown and CaLdwell
B==a & McDOanne-l Waste Consultnas. Ic CDM FederaL Progprs Czrpmz=
CH=M Hill Chester Eavirrme•=mi Gm.=.
Cooao Townsend & Associats (Ga) Corrigan Consulng. Inc.
Da-es & Moore David Evans and Amoclates. 1=-
Ebasco E-vironimental Enginecing-S--ence. Inc.
Fluor Danie-I Inc. Fulle. Mousbarger. Scoa & May
Gae,•1 fl33gý Inc. GM Cansultn.. Inc.
Georh;=ee-rs. B= G -ot-ch-olo-y. Inc.
GZA GeoEnvuromenw1. Inc. Haley & Alch. Inc.
HALLI&U.CU"O NLS viron-c-na Corp. Hanson Engnews. Inc.
Harding Lawson A~ssociates Hazc-her-Sayre. Inc=
HMM Assocates. Inc. ICF Kaiser Engineers
T, a.,onal Tec.hnolog Corp. J._ Jones Constructan Srvices Co.
Janws M. MXncgome7 CI Technologies. k=
Mefddc. It= Lockheed Corpoazdzn
Lacbmod. Anrews & Newnam. Inc. Lowney. Assocates

P~le. nc. &fC-On~e. Bnc
McDarmAmabcock & aMetcalf & Eddy/MAr & Water Tech.

3rchae 3rmndian Awoeates Morrison Knudsen -Enowmenm Ser-Ices
Ogden En pr mi, &a,, Services P.W. Growe
Parsons 3nacke-hoff Guade & Dgas. I& Paul C. t12= Inc.

eon C=== Raba-Commpa Conyulnt. inc
RLo Asoclae RMr Inc.
Ray F. wesa. Inc. Science Applicatons Inr=t--onal Corp.
SEA Coansultnt. Inc. SEC Donohue. Inc.
SSM/Sporm. Ste'm7es & McCoy., Inc. tanley Consultnts n.vir=mL Inc.
Stone & WebCer Zglne-mg C=op. Strand Assocates. Inc.
TAMS Consultants. Lc Taracon Consultants. n.
The Earth Technolog Co. TAW. Inc.
Versar. Inc. W=e M namn E n
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A-lanti- Richfield Company ("Anco0"), for its Second A-,ended

2 Com=paint against Defendants, alleges:

3 1•.T•-ES, aURTSDICTION _Nfl VE5rU7

4 1. This is an action, under the Comprehensive Environ-

s mental Res.cnse, Compensation, and Liability Ac- ("C•CW'),

6 42 U.S.C. 55 9601 eL- sea, as amended, and the Montana Com=-re-

7 hensive Envir--nmental Cleanup and Responsibility Act ("CEC.'"),

8 Mont. Code A•n. SS 75-10-701 et sac., for recovery of and

9 ntribution for rasponse costs inc----red and to be incurred by

1 C As=In connection with the release or t.hreatened release of

11 hazardous substances at and from facilities withhin the Montana

12 Pole and Trea-.ing Plant Superfund Site (the "Site") located in

1:3 Silver Bow C:unty, Montana. This action 'lso asserts a claim

for necgicence against Riede! Envircr~ental Services, Inc. and

is Roy F. Weston, Inc., contractors who perfo.red certain actions

16 at t-he Sit'a, and seeks related declaratory and further relief

17 under CICLA, 42 U.S.C. S 9613(g) (2), 2S U.S.C. 55 2201-2202,

18 and Mon-. Coda Ann. S 27-8-201 eLt Za. The action also asser-s
is claims under C'MCLA and CZCRA for recover, of and contribu-ion

20 for costs of natural resource damages associated with releases

21 from and at 'the Site.

22 2. Jurisdic-.icn for the C-CLA claims is exclusIve in the

22 Unitad Statas District Cou--ts under C'MC'_A, 42 U.S.C. S 9613 (b).

24 Ttis Court has federal question jurisdictzion under 28 U.S.C.

23 1331 for this civil action arising under t*.e laws of the

2
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United States. The CTZCL and negligence claim=s are sc rel~ated

to thea claim=s within the original juris'diction of" this Ccurt%

that they form= part, of the same case or controversy Un-der

4 jAr~ticle 1:7 of the.a United States Cons'%._ti*_ttcn. This Co-urt" has

5 supolemental jurisdiction over the CZ':CY~ and negligence claims

6 pursuant to 2S U.S.C. 5 1367 and the doctrine of pendant juri;s-

7 diction. AaC has inc-arred res~onse ccosts co-nsis-tent with. th1e

a~ Nat;cmal Contngncy:c. Plan ("NCP") pursuarnt to C=Cý and will

i.ncur further reszonse. costs consistent with thie NCP pursuant to

10 CZRCA- in the f*.ture. The State of Monta-na, has bro-ught. an

11 act-icn agai.nst AR.CO for damages for injury to, destru-_c=4on of,

12 or lcss of natural resources resulting from releases ozf hazard-

13 cus subs~tancas at and from facilities atl the Site.

03 3. Plaintiff-6 At-lantic Richfield Company ("Aac:11) is a

is~ Delaware c--rporatiocn and has its principmal place of business in

8is the sttat of Californla.

17 4., Defendants Tcor;er L. Caas, T. Erik Oaas and Martha

is Caas (scmet_4mes raeferred to collectively herein as "t1:he Oaas'")

19 are individ-aals . o-rser Caas and his wife, Marth.'-a Caas, are

:0 citizaens and residents of Butte, Montana. Their- son, T. Erik

21 Oaas, is a citizen arnd resident of Boise, Idaho.

5. Defendant. Mcntana Pole and Treating Plant (T")was

a Montana coro ocratio-,n whose pri;ncip;al place of busi-ness was in

24 Silver Bow County-, Montana. MYT? was dissolved thorcugh

25 involuntary liqu~idation on December 2, 1985. ICT was owned,



1 controlled and manased by t'-.he Caos', who were its dlractors,

2 office~s, majority shareholders and principal manazers and

3 executives.

4 . 6. Defandant Bank of Mcntana Butte, the succasscr in
5 interest to Miners Bank of Montana, ("Bank") is a Montana

a state-char•tered bank with its principal place of.business in

7 Butte, Montana.

7. Defendant Riedel Environmental Services, Inc.

9 ("Riedel") is an Oregon co-rp-oration authorized to do business in

10 Montana with its principal place of business in the State of

11 O.racn.

12 8. Defendant Roy F. Weston, Inc. ("Weston") is a

is Pen.nsylvania corp-oration authorized to do business in Montana

with its principal place of business in the State of

is Pennsylvania.

1i 9. Defandant B Eurlinqzn Northern Railroad Com.any

17 ("urlinc-on Ncrthe-n"), suc=esscr-in-interast to Ncrt-hern

18 Pacific Railway Company ("Northern Pacific"), is a Delaware

IS cororaticn authorized to do business in Montana.

20 10. The United States, at the request, of the Ad=i.ns-

21 travto-r of the U.S. Envicn=ental Protection Agency ("uA"), has

21 b..ouqht an action in t-his Cou_--t under CRCL.A see-kinq raei;_•bse-

2 ment of its res-onse costs at the Site and for declazatzry

24 jud•-.ent for futre respcnse costs against Torger Caas, M-TP,

25 ARCO and Bu=linqt=n Northern. United States v. Montana .cle and

4



Treating Plarat. et a!. (United States District Court for the

District of Montana, Butte Division, Case No. CV 9.-82-BU-.CI-).

S1I. Venue is prccer in this district under C_=.CA,

4 42 U.S.C. S 9613(b), and 29 U.S.C. S 139!(b), and venue is

5 pr=,er in this division pursuant to Rule 105-3 (a) of t-he Rules

6 of the United States Dist-rict Cu for the District of Montana.

6 12. 1n or about 1946, Tc-_er Caas founded Mx_-T., a wccd

S treatent plant which utilized pentachlcrcphencl ("PC?") and

10 other hazardous substances in its operation ("Pole Plant"), on

11 -i real located at the Sit-e.

12 13. The Si. has been desiednated a Superf-und Site on tý.e

13 CC,:.A National Priorities List.

14. The Site, the Pole Plant and associated real and

is i perscnal propertyv,, --he Burlinc-tcn Northern right-of-way and

16 railroad s.ur r-nning thr=uch the Site, an oi!/PCP inter-os=,_t- and

17 ._-i-t--_ti_ syste=, and cother ecuaiment. placed en the Site by

I& Riede! a•nd Weston durins a C=.C!L rescrase action initiated in

19 1985, all. c -nsti.t- facilities n1der C=CL., 42 U.S.C.

20 S 9601(9), and CZZ-SA, Mont. Code Ann. S 75-10-701(4)

21 ("F•acilities")_

15. Torger Oaas leased the prpertfy on which he located

2 the Pole Plant from ARCO's predecessors, the Anac-nda Com-any

24 and the Anaconda Copper Mining C.-=pany (collectively "An-a-

25 cmnda"), from 1946 until in or about 1955. A s-all parcel of,

*1:
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1 property at the Site was suhj-ect to a lease f-=z= Anaconda to

2 Tor;er Caas through a-prcximately 1960.

$ 1. Tcrger Caas purchased the property on which he located

4 the Pole Plan.t from Anaconda in or about . 1955. Torger Caas

5 conveyed =cs: of this parcel to:-P, reserving a tractZ of land

6 on which his home was and is located. Y.7TP puchased additional

7 prope.-r.y at the Site from Anaconda in or a-bout 1958.

8 17. The Oaas' and M-TP owned and operated the Pole Plant,

fro= i:s inca.-etion in 1946 until ies closure in or about 1984.

10 During most cf this period, the Caas' and FOTP owned the real

11 property on which the Pole Plant was located.

12 18. Each of the Caas' exercised cont=rl, managerial

3 .aut!orit-._ and res.onsibility over operation of the Pole Plant

14 and associated waste handling prac:ices.

is 19. Each €= of the Caas' was an officer, dir-ector and/or
16 ma•c -share coder of YOTP.

17 20. The Caas' and 10-m_. have not ack.ncwledced respcnsi-

18 bili--ty f =r nor cooperated with the gover.nent in effor-s

19 relatie.no to investigation and re=ediat-ion of ccnta=ination at

20 the Sita.

21 21. Durins the ownershi_ and operation of the Pole Plant

22 by the Caas' and M-T.., there have been and to be

23 releases, th.reat--ned releases and dis.osals at or from the

24 Facilit.ies of haza-dous substances associated with operation of

"0 +the Pole Plant. Such releases include, without limitation,

6
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1 release of hazard:us sulstances during a fire at the Pole Plant

2 in or about 1965.

3 22. Besin-ing in the 1960's, the Bark made loans to Y-_TP

4 which were secured by Y-_TP's and the Oaas' real and personal

. property, including without limitation the Pole Plant, and by

6 the Oaas' personal quarantees. By 1984, M)TP and the Coaas'

7 failed to repay their debts to the Bank.

s 23. Zn satisfaction of these debts, t-he Bark acce-ted from

M P1-TP on or about May 17, 1984, a grant deed for =ost of Y.T-'s

0 Ireal property a-- the Site, thereby acquiring title to and

11 ownership of tha-: property and the Pole Plant. The Bank also

12 took possession, control and ownership of personal property,

le i equipment and hazardous substances associated with the Pole

14 Plant. V7---T retzined a small parcel of property at the Site.

13 1, 24. At the time the Bank accepted the grant deed, it had

Id j and/or shculd have had knowledge of the contaminated nature of

17 the real and personal property at the Sit•e and of the C--RC'A and

18 other envi-:m=en.ta! liabilities associated wit-h owner-ship of the

is real and personal proper-ty which it acquired from ?-_TP.

20 25. The Bark acted in a manner which influenced the

21 management of hazardous substances at and from the Facilities.

22 ! 26. On or about June 19, 1984, the Bank held a pub!ic

22 auction at the Sie.a at which it sold contaminated equipment from

24 the Pole Plant. The Bank did not sell the real property.

7



1 27. In cr about Set..=_e.r, 1984, the Bank unilaterally

2 ataem=ted to return the .€rant deed to which did not acoe-.

z I its return. This actin was ineffectual to divest the Bank of

4 its ournershi- interest in tihe Pole Plant and associated real and

5 personal prcperty.

6 28. The Bank has neia.ther ack-nowledged res.onsibility for

7 nor cooperated with týhe gover-nment in efforts relating to

a investigation and remediaticn of contamination at the Site.

9 29. During the oTwershim, operation and control of the

10 Pole Plant and associated real and personal property by the

11 Bank, there have been and continue to be releases, threatened

12 releases and disposals of hazardous substances at or from the

12 7aci2-.ties.

14 30. In July 1985, EWA, Riedel, and Weston initiat.ed what

Ii =-A characterized as a C=--C"_: Immediate Removal Actio" at the

16 ii Site to deal w1th saees of an oil/PC? mixture into Silver BowItII Creek and PC? contamination of soi, grundwater, and other

is fac-lities at the Site ("Remcval Action").

19 31. Various activities were undertaken in the course of

20 the Removal Action including installation of a system designed

21 tz intaraep.e and collect- the oil/PCP layer float-ing on the

= •Ioundwa.er, rz•n it tbhrough an oil/water separator, and infi!-

trat.e the untreated saearator effluent back into the qround-

water ("oil/PC? inter.c.pt and infilt.ration systez"). Removal

25



I Action activities also included excavation, bagging and cn-Site

2 storage of PC? contaminatad scil.

3 32. The oil/.C? interce-t and infiltration system has
4 discharged and continues to discharge into the groundwater at

5 the Site effluent- which is hichlv contaminated withm hazardous

a substances, including PC'. The oil/PCP intercept and infil-

7 trat•ion system and other actions exacerbated and ccntinue to

a exacerbate conta=inaticn at the Site, and have spmrad conttan-

9 ination to previcusly unc.ntaaina-ed areas.

10 33. The cil/.•C• interoe.•t and infiltration system is in

11 itself a facility under CP.rCA•. and CZCRA within the lar-er

12 facilities described in Paragraph 14 above.

I 34. E7A employed Riedel as its Emergency Response Cleanup

14 Service ("ERCS") contrac:to, and Weston as its Tecn-.ical

is Assistance Tea= ("TAT") ccntrac-or for the Removal Action.
Ii

¶i s P Riedel and Weston are both res-onse action contractors under

17 1C C.A, 42 U.S.C. S 96•9(a), and remedial action c:nt-ract-ors

is under CMEA-, Mont. Code Ann. S 75-10-701(14). As response

1i action contractors and remedial action contractors at the Site,

20 Riedel and Weston owed duties to the potentially responsible

21 par-ties at t.he Site, including but not limited to ARCO, to

22I perform in a non-nelige.nt manner.

23 35. Riedel and Weston are operators under CERCLA,

24 42 U.S.C. 5 9607(a) and Cr-!C.A, Mont. Code Ann. S 75-10-715, with

* respect- to Removal Action activities, and in particular with

9



1 resmect to the ci./?CP= i....-t and infiltration syste=m

2 Riedel and Weston were on Site and actively participating in

3 day-to-day management of the Re=cval Acticn from its inception

4 in July 1985. Riedel and Weston advised the government on what

5 actcns to take in the course ef the Removal Action, and planned

6 and carried out those actions. Their involvement included,

7 a=cng other a.ctivities, t-he design, installation, and day-to--day

a operation and supervisicn of t.he -i--/PC_ intercept and

9 infiltration system. Riede! and West.. also devised and

0IQ perfcr.-e. the excavation, bacging and stcrage of contami.nated

11 soil, and de=c;ition of tanks and eauipment at the Site. Riedel

12 and West.n designed and imlezented "odificztiens to the i1/?"C"

13 interc and infiltration system.

14 26. Throughout the period when Riedel and Westcn operated

I-! the ci!/-C- inte---- and infiltration syst'e,, t-here have been

16 and continue to be releases, threatened releases and distosals

17 of hazardous substances at and frm= that facillity.

18 27. S.-edel and Weston ac-ad with negli--ence or wi'th gross

is negligence in planning and performing various activities in the

20 course of the Removal Action, in failing to design and ca-rry out

21 a.- effective method of res-cndin-, to conamr.ination at and from

the Site, and in incr-easinc contaminaticn at and from the Site.

23 38. In particular, and wit-hout limitation, Riedel and

24 West=n acted with negligence or with gross negligence in

"designing, installing and operating the cil/PC. interept and

10



21 infil4-tration ss0% which has exacerbated and continues to

2 exacerbate and spread contamin,,atiocn at and fro= the Site. They

3 act.ed With negligence or qcoss negligence by failing to

4 adequately consider the eff ec-s and conseauences of this system;

S they acted with negligence or gross negligence by failing to

6 adaquately or properly investiga-a and evaluate conditions at

7 the Site before undertaking activities at the Site; they acted

a with negligence or gross negligence by failing to adec-zately

9 monitor the effects of the sys-.te-; and upon bec==oing aware of

10 its negative effects, they acted with negli-gence or gross

11 negligence by failing to modify the system to rectify these

2 consei.iences. Fu-rtherore, Riedel and Weston acted with

negligence or gross negligence by failing to conduct their

14 activlties at the Site in a manner which was consistent with the

15 NCP.

9 ... ALs a result of thei-r negligent* or. grossly negligent.

17 conduct, Riedel and Weston are liable persons under C=CA, 42

18 U.S.C. SS 9619(a) (2) and 5 9607(a), and under CC"A-.., Mont. Code

1s Ann. SS 75-10-718 and 75-10-715.

20 40. A railroad rightC-of-way and a railroad spur located on

21 that right-of-way (collectively "Burlington Northe&--n Spur")

2= rosses the Site in a nort-h-south direction, rv.nning through the

23 heart of the area on which Pole Plant operations and the CL=C.A

24 Removal Action were conducted.

11



1 41. Buriinczn No rthern is the cur-ant- l,'.er of t.he
2 Burlington Nc,-,hern Scur. Moreover, Burlingto•n No.-..hern, alcng

z with and t~hrough its pradecassar-i-n-intarest- North-•ern Pacif ic ,

4 owted and czerated the Burlincton Ncrthern Spur th-hrouhoult the

5 period of ceration of the Pole Plan'. and during the CMRC:A

6 Recoval Action.

7 42. Burlington Northern and its predecessor serviced the

8 Pole Plant thrcushcut its operation, transpcrtinq supplies used

9 in Pole Plant operations, including PCP and diesel oil, and

o0 sii wood products treated at the Pole Plant. These ites

were tramnspcrted in and out of the Pole Plant on the Buringon

"-2 Ncrthern Spur in railroad cars provided by Bu=ling-t.on Northorn

j and its predecessor.

14 43.A The Burlingqtn Ncrthern Spur r-ns thrcugh an area

i. where wood poles were t.reate,_ in open vats which co-ntained a

1a mixt.ure of PC? and oil, which was released directly onto t•he

17 Spur during Pole Plant operations.

44. _. paid Burling-ton Norther.. and its predecessor for

19 lease of pot'.ions of its righft--f-way for location of tankage

20 which c€ntained oil and PCP, for location of an overhead hoist

2! used to dip poles in open vats of oil and PCP, for use of air

2-1 space over the Burlington Ncrthern Spur, which was used during

Pole Plant- operations to t.ransport poles by cable be.-,mean Pole

24 Plant storage and treaaent areas, and for location of pcrtions

12



of the cable syste=. Burling.'cnn Ncrthern continues to invcice

2 for 1-.esa uses.

3 45. -n the course of the Re=oval Action at the Site, and

4 wit-h BN's consent and oversight, E--A removed railroad tracks and

5 contaminated soil from the Burlington Ncrthern Spur. Parts of

6 the oil/PC- intercept and infiltration system were constZac-tad

7 by Riede! and Weston on the Burlington Northeorn Spur.

8 46. The Burlington Northern Spur is in itself a facility

9 under CC--RCIA and CEC.•-, located within the lar-er Facilities as

10 defined in Paragraph 14 above.

11 47. Throughout the period of ownership and operation of

12 the Burlington Northern Spur, t-hera have been and contt.nue to be

releases, threaatened releases and disposals of hazardous

14 substances at and from the Facilities, and in partic-lar at and

is from the Burlington Northern Spur.

15 iH 48. .-C? and other sutstances of which there have been

17 releases and threatened releases at or from the Facilities are

18 hazardous substances under C--CZA, 42 U.S.C.S. S 9601(14), and

19 hazardous or deleterious substances under CZCRA, Mon"t. Code Arn.

20 S 75-10-701(6)

21 49. PC? contamination from t-he Site has migrted into

Silver Bow Crzeek and downst=eam of the Site.

22 !0. Each of the defendants is a cur-rent owner and/or

24 operator of part or all of the Facilities, a former own* and/or

*operator of part or all of the Facilities. at the ti.me of

13



1 dismosal of hazardcus substances, or an cther-wise liahle person

2 as dafined by CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. 5 9607(a) and C MC-, Mont. 'Cde

3 Ann. S 75-10-715.

4 51. The State of Montana, in conjunction with the United

5 States, has brought administrative action under CE--CLA and CEC.A

6 acainst. ARCO for cleanum of t.he Facilities. Pursuant to that

7 administr.ative act.ion, ARCO is subject to a Remedial

a Inves tisation/Feasibility Study (./.S) Ad=inistrative Order cn

S Consent, De.arttent of ealt.h and Env.vronmental Sciences of the

10 State of Montana Docket No. S7-50-0000! (the "Consent Order").

11 52. ARCO has cocperated with federal and state govern-ments

.q2 in efforts related to Lnvestigation and remed;at4ion o&f

13 contamination at the Facilities. In so doing, ARCO has incu."ec

14 and will incur necessary res=cnsa and re=edial action costs,

1. €cnsis-aent wit'h the NC?, for testing, investiqgation, ramediaticn

1i and ot!her response activi:ies with resmect to releases or

17 1 t-_-aat-ned releases of ha-ardcus substances at or fro= the

is Facilities.

19 53.. ARCO contends that response costs and other Costs it

20 has inc-r-ed and will incur Ln the fut-ure are pr=perly and

21 equitably allocable to the defendants in t-his action. ARCO

contends that it is entitle'- to recovery of and contribution for

20 such costs fr=om defendants and is entitled to a declaration of

24 its rig.ht to recover such costs in t-he future. The defend-ants

¶ €cntend t!hat they are not required to reimburse ARCO for such

14



1 Costs. Accordingly, a real and present ccn-voversy ex--sts

2 bet-ween the parties c~ncernlng their= res~ecti4ve res-.cns-;_Ibil-

3 ties and ialteswi4th resmect to CZRC: and CZECRA li4a2:ility

4 asscci;a-td with the, Facilities.

r:,-slr cLAZH ?OR RL!
AGAMN~ST ALL DE TI4M'r

(C'-'CLA Cost Recovery)

54. A.RCO inczrp;crates the,. averments of Paragraphs 1-52 as

if set out verbatim.

55. AP.~ is etiled t- reccve- from defendants, pursuant

to 42 U.S. C. S 9607 (a) , res-zonse and remedial action cost%,s

incurred or to be inc--rred by ARCO uLnder C%-:CZA or C-7C=u in

connection with the Facilities, based on the appli;catiocn of

ecuita~ble consideraticns which include, withot iittin t-he
14

f: ollewing f acts:

16a. nco s to the defendants, who owrned,

ooerated and managed the Facilities, had author'ivi a-'-
17

ccntrol over was-- handling and disposal prac-tices
1s

for the Facil-itiles, and generated ccntamina-tiocn at

and from'the Facilities, AR~CO was not involved in the
20

operation of any aszect' of the Facilities or. the
21

generation, treatment, stor~age, di;sposal,
22

transoertatiocn or handling of hazardous srbstances at
23

or from the Facili-ties;
24



1 b. APRCO or its prýedecessors have not. owned

2 proertyon which wood treatment processing plant

3 ~operations were conrducte-"d at the Pole Plant since

4 Anaconda's sales to Torger Oaas and ?-TP in the mid-

6c. AIRCO, in contrI.-ast` to other defeandants, has

7czocrerated with gover-..en~t efforts regarding inves-

3 tication and clea* um of the Facilities and has been

co-nductins the RI/IS pursuant to t-he Consent Order

10 referread to in Paxagr-a=ph 51 above;

11 d. IfA XR.CO bears response and remed-4al action

12 co-sts, those who currently own property at the Site

.3 will enjoy an economi4c windfall at AkCO' S e&pensa;

14 6. Defendants ~Pand the Oaas I owred and

is operated the Pole Plant and generated contaminatIon at

is t!e it for apprcxim=ately 40 years. They will qaiJ~

17 a windfall if ARC bears t~he cost. of cleaning up the

is conta=ination for which they are die-ctly responsib"la;

19 f. Defendant Bank, despite its 3mowledge that

20 t!:e Sits is contaminated, has refused for seven years

21 tz ackanowledge its ownership of property at the Site

and to czomerate vit-h gover-.ment remedia-tion effort-s.

23 Thea Bank, as curr.=nPvt owner of this property, will be

24 irnf ainl-y benefi_4tted if A-RCO bears t-he cost. of cleanup.

1.6



0 c. Defendants Riedel and Weston have acted with

2 neqligence or with g-ross negligence in their

3 activities at t-he Site since 1985, and continued to so

4 act despite their awareness since 1986 that the

S activities they were perfc.-ing were increasing and

6 szreading the contamination at. and frc= the Site.

7 h. Defendant Burlinaon Ncrthtern and i ts

8 tredecessor in interest provided rail se-vices and a

9 lease of its right-of-way to Y.PT- from the beginning

10 of Pole Plant operations, and continued that

11 involvement until M.•.T ceased operations in 1984

2 despite the fact that th.-ey were awaae or shculd have

been aware that their property was being directly

14 contaminated by those c-eraztions.

is 56. A.RCO is entitled, pursuant to C--CLA, 42 U.S.C.

15 5 9613(q) (2) and 28 U.S.C. SS 2201-2202, to a declaratory

17 judgment as to defendants' liability for resronse and re=edial

i1 action costs and other liabili;ties in connection with the

19 Facilities, along with related relief as is request.ed herein.

20 •T1ýZ7OR, AJ.C0 prays for t.:e following relief under the

21 Fis Claim for Relief:

22 A. Recover-y from defendants of response and remedial

22 action costs incu-red or to be incr-.--red by ARCO under CL•CLA or

24 CZ!-A in connecticn with the Facilities;

S17



0
B. Declaratlory jud--.en.t establishing the liabili•ty of

2 defendants and the allocation of response and razedial action

3 costs and other liabilities with resmect to the Facilities;

4 C. Interest on such costs and liabilities incured by

a ARCO as allowed by law;

6 D. Such furthe.r relief as may be appropriate, including

7 an award to ARCO of its costs and attorneys fees to the extent.

a allowed by law, and of its costs incu.:.-red to implement, the

9 declaratory jud=ment to be entered.

10 .SECOND cLAIM FOR R_=LII.
AG•ZNST ALL DEI2ENDANTS

11
(C=CZA Cou•-ibut-i4n)

12
57. ARCO incorpcrates the avermenIts of Paragra-hs 1-56 as

if set cut verbatim.
14 58. Pursuant- to 42 U.S.C. S 9613(f), ARCO is

entitled to seek c=ntribution from defendants, as persons liable
16

Cr potentially liable under CRCLA, 42 U.S.C. SS 9606 or
17

9607(a), for any response and remedial action costs and other
is

liability ARCO has incrred or may Lncur under C'IMC or CZ-A
19

in co:nnect-cn with the Yacili'ties.
20

59. M.CO is entitled to ccn•tribution for all such res=onse
21

and remedial action costs and other liability on the basis of

equitable factors, including but not limited to those set. forth
23

in Paragraph 55, above.
24

2.8



1 60. AR.CO is entitled, pursuant to CZR-2-., 42 U.S.C.

2 S 96 2(s) (2) and 28 U.S.C. SS 2201-2202, to a declarato-.-y

3 judqent as to defendants' liability for response and remedial

4 action costs and other liabilities in connection with the

s Facilities, along with such further related relief as is proper.

6 Wz.T-•OZ, AR..CO prays for the following relief under the

7 Second Claim for Relief:

* A. Contributicn from defendants for res.onse and

s I remedial action costs and other liability which AR.CO has

10 I inctzrred or may incur under C%-ERCLA or CZCF.A in connection wi.th

11 the Facilities;

12 B. Decla_-atory judgment establishing the liability

is of defendants and the allocation of response and ra.edial action

14 ccsts and other liabilities with respect to the Facilities;

is C. Interest on such costs and liabilities incurr-ed

is by A:C- as allowed by law;

17 D. Such further relief as may be a==n.-.priate,

is including a-n award to ARCO of its costs and attorneys fees to

is the extent allowed by law, and of its costs inc,,-'red to im.le-

20 ment the declaratory judgment to be entered.

21

22

22

24

19



¶ ?IZr. CLA,-IM TOR Rg!'177
AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS

2
(CEC., A Cnt-ibution)

61. ARCO incorp.,crates the ave--menas of Parag-aphs 1-60 as
4

if set out verbatim.
5

62. Pursuant to CXC.RA, Mont. Code Ann. S 75-10-724, ARCO
6

is antitled to seek cntibution from defendants, as persons
7

liable or potentially liable under CSCRA, Mont. Code Ann.
S

7 75-10-715, for any liability and re=edial action ccsts A.•CO

has incuread or may incur under CZC.A in connection with the
¶0

Facilities.
11

63. ACO is aenti.led to contribution under t•his cause cf
12

action on the basis of ecultable factors, including but not

limited to those set fort-h in Paragraph 55 above and in C!ZP-".ý,
14

Mcnt..Code Ann. S 75-10-724(i).
i5

64. If for any reason czntr.ibut-icn from one or more cf the

defendants cannot be obtained, A.%CO is entitled to receive from
17

each of the othe-r defendants a proportional share of the
18

noncontributing defendants' unpaid portion pursuant to C-Cr..A,
19

Mont. Czde Ann. S 75-10-724(2).
20

65. CO isn led, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 55 2201-2202,

Rule 57 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and Mont. Code

Ann. S 27-8-201, atse. to a declaratory Judgment as to
22

defendants' liability for re=edial action costs and other
24

25

20



I liabilities in connection with the Facilities, along with such

2 further relief as is proper.

3 w---ro, ARCO prays for the following relief under th-e

4 Third Claim for Relief:

5 A. Contribution from defendants for any remedial

a action costs and other liabilities which ARCO has incu-rred or

7 may incur in cnnect•ion with the Facilities;

a B. Dec laratory judgmernt establishing the liability

9 of defendants and the allocation of remedial action costs and

10 other liabilities with respect to the Facilities;

11 C. Interest on such costs and liabilities incurred

12 by ARCC as allowed by law;

V D. Such further relief as may be appropriate;

14 including an award to ARCO of its ccst.s and attozreys fees to

1.5 the extant allowed by law, and of its costs incurred to imple-

16 me-nt the declazatory judgment to be entered.

AGAI'NST ALL DE7..ANTS
18

(Ccz"cLA aend Cz--A Conmtribution
19 fo: Natur•l Reso2c=z Damages)

20 66. AP.CO Lncor=orates the ave.me=t.s of Paragraphs 1-65 as

21 if set out vearatim.

22 67. The Stat.e of Montana has filed a lawsuit against ARCO,

22 captioned Mantana v. -Atlantic Richfield Comzanv (United States

24 District Court for the District of Montana, Helena Division,

Case No. C7-S3-317-=-.-CCL), in which Montana seeks to recover

21



1 damages for alleged injury to, destruction of, or loss cf

2 natural resources of which Montana allegedly is t_-ustee.

3 Montana v. ^tlantic Richfield Company purports to apply to

4 natural resour=es allegedly injured or destroyed by releases c!

S hazardous substances from various facilities . in Montana,

6 including the Facilities at the Site.

7 68. The United States, with respect to natural resources

a for which it is trustee, may also seek to recover from ACO

S damages for alleged injury to, destr.ct--ion of, cr loss of

10 natural resources, which have allegedly been injured or

11 destroyed by releases of hazardous substances from Facilities at

12 or from the Pole Plant Site.

12 69. ARC0 has obligated itself in the Consent Order to

14 provide $100,000 for a natural resource damage assess=ent at the

is Pole Plant Sit.a, and has incurred costs with respect to the

is Consent Order. ?_RCO has incurred and will incur additicnal

17 costs and damages with respect to the claims asserted against it

1i in Montana v. Atlantic Richfield Companv.

1i 70. To the extent it is established by final order that

20 releases of hazardous substances from the Facilities have caused

21 natural resource damages, all defendants are liable for such

22 natural resource damages pursuantt o CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. S 9607 (a)

22 and C!CRA, Mont. Code Ann. S 75-10-715.

24 ---EORE, ARCO prays for the following relief under t.h.e

Fourth Claim for Relief:

22



I A. Declaratory judguant that all defendants are jcintly

2 and severally liable for natural resource damages caused by

3 releases of hazardous substances from Facilities a" c= from the

4 Pole Plant Site;

5 B. An Ord=er that ecuitable apportionment of natural

6 resource da=ages shall be reserved and prese_-ved for asserti.on

7 in cr subsecuent. to adjudication of Mcntana v. Atlantic

a Richfield Cc-ima.v;

9 C. Interest on cossts incur-red by A.RCO and nat'.ral

10 rescur-e da=ages inc.ured by A.RC0 as allowed by law;

11 D. Such f._rther relief as may be appropriate, including

@12 an award t. ARCO of its costs and attorneys fees to the extent

13 allowed by law, and of its costs incu•r--ed to imnlement the

14 declaratory judc-_ent to be entered.

is MMX CzAnX 7CR RV!11=7
AG;Ax.ST: R=--•:L L.k W _STCW

17
71. A•CO inc-r.oorates the ave-men.ts of ParagTraphs 1-70 as

if set out verbatim.

72. The actions and omissions of defendants Riedel and
20

West-on in cnnec-:ion with the Site were negligent or qr-ssly
21

22
73. The neclicent or qrossly negligent. actions and

23
emissions of Riedel and Weston have caused damage to XRCO.

24

23



W-•Z-0RZ, ARCO prays for the following relief under the

Fifth Claim for Relief:
I

A. FerT Judgmen4t against Riedel and Weston, jointly. and
2

severally, for damages in an a=ount to be determined at trial
3

caused by the negligent or grossly negligent conduct of Riede!.
4

and Weston.
5

B. For prejudgment interest- on the damages incurred by
6

ARCO.
7

C. Such further relief as may be appropriate including
8

judquent for the costs incurred by ARCO in bringing this action.

DatZed t-his 25th day of October, 1991.
10

Respectfully submi'.zed,

12

Donald A. Ga=rrity'
13 1313 Eleventh Avenue-

Eelena, Montana 5960.>
14 (406) 442-8711

is
PAC.U. , YUAZO, Z-wT:Z a

16 S7A~.;nST_-A, P.C.

17

1s By: 2_vUt4 O, T

Paul F. Hulti!
II 3anat F. Kabili

1801 California Street - Suite 3600
20 Denvex, Colorado 80202

(303) 292-6400
21

Lary D. Milner
4.' Sherr~y M. Purdy

A"tantic Richfield Company
23 555 Seventeenth Street

Denver, Colorado 80202
24 (203) 293-7550

25 Attorneys for Plaintiff
ATLANTý C RZ.F.FZ-- COI•ANY

24



(R4J te... Sias) 5_..ýeA lot C~- AJC.:a"

so"...I D STRLCT OF

Rcse Nrie and .ntn Orel DuriS, et al. SUMM-,fONS LN A CIVIL ACTION

CASE NUMBER: C-90 -330 iV. C, .NM£•

Ibustcn Lighting & Pcper Carcarny, et al.

. a l F e.t " & L1Mlt Car=any

c/o C. Wayne St.ice
539 N. Caranca.ua
Cor;us Cirlsti, Texas 78403-2121

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED and rmquired to file with the Clark of tWie Court and Srve u=o

PLOMNTPP AToCANNC waww &w asomau

L, gene S. W1llsrl re, Jr.
Thaims E. Bilek
Wlls•nr•. St & D "
4450 F~irst City Tcdwer
Hws=. Texas 77002

an answer to tne oengiaint wnic.n is henrmtft seived upon you, withdn days aftar :al

this sumorma uzzn you, ezci•uve of the day of servica. It you fail to do so, ju•ament by defauit will be

agpnst you for trio rmilef dema-nded in the complaint.

CA•!0EC A n..
Jesse. Z. Cl.ark. Cl-ert ,

ZWK 
G~r

Ir i' •Z,
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~ c:;c~:oI~, 0! ardar.:s, and fo-r cause of acmicn wcu.ld sh,:~

az fZ11OWS:

i,. ROSZ KXI and ZORN_ CP-%ELr BUZ= a-ra Individualz 'si±g

at 250 zas:;ata Drive, Cc 4riti Hus~ces Czunty, *Zexas, 78408.

2. X70'W R. DMES 'is an. individual. resid-.vq at 250 Eas:;~.ta

Drive, Czr-ps Christi, (uac*.s Czu-ity, Texas, 73408.

3. BAZLY DUM-sm is an Indiv~ldIall residing at 250 Eastgial~

Drive, Czr~.s C.'izt±t, NuecsA. C.-unty,, Texas, 7840a.

4. SUMMEY 0. and R:C~F. C. JL=O a~a ndivdz.O as aid

at 247 Eastg~at* DriVe, C~zrpus =.rsi NrUaces Cminty, Texas, 7840S.

5. JI'ZAYALU is an In ±vi4tual zasid.4nq at 247 Eas-qats

Drive, Cz=,-s CI-ist.±, Suaces Czunty, Texas, 7840S.

6. IM=~f AYLAU CR. is an Indiv".~ "49in t 4

2 Astga~n Drive,, Czrrus Ch-ist±,. )NCcas Co¶~ty, Texas, 784 Os.

W ~ ~ 7. C=R~ and =LR~aZ GAWJ.U= are Lnd±V d-*Is :ssidin

'~at 2 46 Zastmata D?~iV*, CZ3;us =rist± * Nuacas czunty, Texas, 784 08.

a. J~ -%ZLSi n14±~i2 a~~ q at 254 Zastgata

Drive, Czrp?:s cmrist±, )1.zcas county, Taxi., 78408.

S. D ES313Z and 037.=Z LA~tZV7Z a=* Individual~s ras,4.'dwg a:

- 42 Zait;ata Dril 4, Co.uz -St± Nuacas Coun=ty, Tea~s, 78408.

0.VZM =4= PATTON is an Zndiv-Id~mI ras,-". at 266

Eastgata* Veive, Czropm C.%riti, Zfuscas Couny, T"Axs, 73408.

I..AaZ and r=%FV= PCXP.& &.a IndivIcdm' s residizzg at

213 Zast;ata Dri±ve, CzprU~S ~s Nuacss County, Teasi., 78408.

O U74O;3z~UL. ~4



12. y~CZand K.AZTZLr L. ar~ ~e Znd4vi4d~a1s ras-4i~nq at

213 rastgaze Dr.ive, Czrpus Christ-', NusCuS CCunty, Texas, 784C8.

13. vua o. and MA.RY LCI.S RIOCLZ7 are Zndivid,.:a2s residi4nq

at 274 Easqata Dri-ve, C~zr-us chNt± uacas Czun.ty, Taxas, 76408.

1.4. PX.AmLL sccO¶. RLzc is an Individual residi1.ng at 274

Eas?4aza Drive, Czr~us CMListi, Nuec-as Czunwl, Texas, 78408.

15. P%_w=3 P. and M"MT1CZ .7. =C=~j_ a:. Ind.4viduals

res.iding at 255 EasZ.ata DriVG, Cc2Us C .St!±, HUGcas Ccunty,

Texas, 7840a.

Is. C~JZA A. JZ==Z is an :ndividual residing at 25!

Eastgate Drive, Ce--.us =.-isti, )ruecas C=unty,, Texas, 78408.

R7 AUL S;-CZ jR. is a.- Xr~d.1V4 dual raesiding at 25f4

Eas-gaae, C74.vet, CzCr-Ls C~.-isti, Nuscas Czzurty, Texas, 781408.

.8 is. GM= .DAZZ- SAwom: is an Individual residing at 2f4

E as-- ta D3rive, cz.,-,s cest±4, Suacus C.-untoy, Texas, 78402.

1.9. P.== LL'mOy sxxJ, is an zzeuvidua razuin at 254

Z.2st-atA c:ve =zs x.sz!, ZNlzccs Czr=myf, Texas, 78408.

20. pA=L jmm suc3Z is an Imdividual rsstdiM at 254

Zas-..ats D-±.Vo, Czz-us c.%-st±, Nhascas Cz=,ol, Texas, 78408.

21 . M=R ZSMM V1L=R)JG is an =nelvidolml rasid.-'; ao 2~79

Eastgat Dz±¶4e f C.-zus CHus, icas Camr-iy, Texas, 72408.

22. =LA=W 2=3=~ is an fre.d4vi,4jm' rasiedin; at 278 Zastqats

Driv&e, C=",. aCzict±4, Mizacas C.-unvy, Tea~s, 78408.

22. Z= VJ= ZKLZC is an ZM.ivdU%',' %maid'. g a 27.

!astgatg =7:176, Czr-us c~sz. 1ueces Coimty, Texas, 78408.



2.. LV.;'XJ J. ALITD CCYCZ COZL=N'S are I~vd~~ 2i±;a:

3301 SCU?"Y.'.±Ad, CZZ-us Ct:±sti, NueCas Ccunty, Teaxas.

23. Oafendant, HOUSTON L=GldZ!G . PCW= CC2MCPAýM, is a Taxas

C r.-crzt.cn that may be served with~ przcass cn its raglistrate4

agent, Keflneat! W. Na~bcrsl at 611. Wa11car Avenue, Ecust.-n, Texas.

26. Defendant, Cý-.L Pc%-= & L:=- CC!L=M, is a Texas

Cor.-cratien th~at my be z~rved witlo process an its ag.eqstarad

agent, C. Wayne Sties, at 539 RI. C=-ancahua, Cc--.us Ti~± exas

27. 04fandant, G=L ZC!?ALS M STRZ2S, M2C., is a Taxas

Cz-.rrratjc-n th.at Xay be sa~read with pý.ftcass an it.s ragistared

agent, C.T. Corrozation Systam, at 811. Dallas Avanua, Rcustzn,

Texas 77002.

2s. Z.etadantj, C0Wr*C=AL =TA=. COMPANIY, is a Texas

Czrrc-atizn t~at may be served with pr-Caaa an itz rogiStared.agent, David Hi±sudbuzy, at 7800 StA-.ns, Tr.ay, 10~th ?!cor,, Dallas,

;Texas,, 75247.

29. Defar~dant,- Z.Z. DU PONT DE ZMCURS AIMD CMYG2Y, is a

Texas C:~.-zr-ation that may be served with p.-cass an ±fts reqj4sto~ad

a s ant; C.?. Cz -rztion "ytam" at 230 R,. St. Pau~l S=8ct, Dallas,,

Texas, 7.0201.

30. Dfaendan'tj, = AV1Z= C~MVIY is a Texas

Czr,-,rat.om that =ay ba'e S-Vd With prccass an its saq.starusd

agent, Abzahaz JArmold Zol;aeck, 3102 Hwy. 44, Czrp~ C-ist±, Tawas.

:1. Defuendant,, .s = RA=NAX =..~ C.,p Is a =,c~rcat.Iz1

tu'at dcags zo aintaina a rsgistered agent for service im the Stats

6



c! Texas.

22. Defenda~nt, ~M7. RVZZ~ Co., is a cc=-ca-.±..- t.!a..

does not =Ainai'in a regizzarad agent far sarvica ±4- t2he Sabta o

Texas.

33. Defhe~dant, HOCUSTCq =WIlC COZ-GPIY, V~C... is a Texas

C-r.croat*c~n thiat =ay be served wit.h p--casz on~ its raglstarad

agent, Julez H. Rose, at 2902 C~nta: Street,. Hcustzz, Ea.-7-s

Czuzty, Tex~as.

34. Dsfendantp A~ZZ , INC., is a Texas C--r-cr-at±c t'.at =y

be servemd V~th p=CaSSS on it.s rsgizt&=*d aqant, Tare M. Cas"' n,

at. 1305 S. Iz! St.-set,, Mc~llan, Taxas.

3 !. Defe-dant, HCZ=ST CZ.'JIZSZ ~CMCAL CROUW, Z=C., is a

Taxa Czr-a.±con tiiat may be served v~~process on itz rsgistarse±

asento C.T. Cco-pzation System, at 3ZZ Ncrzh St. Paul3 St., =&U3as,

Texas 73201..

26. Defe4rant,, ROD=%$S S=LVXC CO)M1YY, is a -. Texas

Czo-araicn t2%at zay be G&Viud with p.-ccss cm its rusistara4

again:, Lane: Rcdqsrs,, at P. 0. Box 15.53, Viatzrina, Taxas 77902.

37. Cefilsazd~tr AT&TZ0C S, C. oe2y Z

~.z~cc~Ari =c.,, is a Tebazz czr70at.4c t!:a: ray be sarvad

wit!% ;"c.cass cn its rsqistarad agenat, C.T. CcT-. SyIsAm, 2,601 Elm=

Strsat, ra..s Texas 73:01.

is. Deanar ntj, xL== &)~ , is a Tea~s C;cratlon

th.at inzy'be sa~vd with przcs~s an its .gistas4 Agent., z~hrn± a

J. Rceriqusz, at Rt. 9, Be% 70A,, ir 306p NOW 3==%ga3.a, OXIA



3 9. cef andan:, US~ S:X01r, -J. , ;a an. :ne -vid be,! jeved

to be resi±ding in Via State of Texas. Defaneants address Is

*unknourn at t-he t1=4 Of filing of' t-he cz=Plai4n:.

40. Defendant, HZEZZ-M Sfl'!0N Y-k.%GZ, is an lrd-v±dal rusid-Ir~

in believed tz be residing in the State of Texaes. Delandant's

ad~dasa is unlý-cudn at the ti=& of filizng 0f the cmm~a.int.

41.. Oafeandant, SflXCH POPERTZMS, TH.C.,. is a Tax"sCp~tc

that may be served with process on its reqiszarud agent, TO=

Bal2.cu, Jr., at 11200 K.W. Loop 41.0, Su~ite 605, San Antonio, Texas

78213.

* 42. Dae-nda~nt, BZLa ?MTAZZ, is an ccororaticn t!:at does not

malnzain a reagistarad agent for service in the State of Texas.

43. aDefendant, MADZWzLL A ?KADE'RZ=, is beliaves to be an

asseciation tha&t does not main.tzin a ruqiszzced agant for searvica

in heState of Texas.

44. Defendant, CITY OF S)29 ANTONIO, is a City iLn the Stata

of Texas. No servics is reuqastad at this r4ie.a

45. Cefendant, FCRT WOIM OIL A GAS, MYC., is a Texas

Czrrcatien that may be served with p.-causalol ±tz regqistazed.

agent, Jesse A. rauqht, Jr., at 32.01 N. Peoma, )idlar~d, TexasV

446. Defandant, M. A~S p 12M, iC, s a a Texas

cz.-pzaio±CT that may be served with Process an its :agistarad

agent, Toiy 4. Salon*,, at 2.00 zim Strmeet, Wacc, Tea~s, 76704.

4-7. Defendant, Bc2mcWOcc =ON A IT.Lf, in a coozz atr1#.cn t!a:&

!-:Is .not maintain a registered agent for servlica i:% the State of



Texas.

48. Ce!endant., MATZoAL sz:CCM.DRZS:.fl Cc., 0 !C. , Is a

'raxas cz -. rati-n that may be s.arved wits process on its registered

agent, Robert C. Campion, at 726 El Pa~so Street, San An:Itn±C,;

TeaxaS.

49. Ce~artant, TYLE3 Z2MN 4 KTA.L, INC., is a Texaz

Czr-.orati.*cn th.at.. may be served with~ procass on its raq-stsred

agent, To~y C. Salo=a, at 100 Z2m Street, Wacz, Taxas, 76704.

50. De~fandant, NL RCMC= CZ *, *TC, is a Texas

Crccratlcn that may be served with ;-cams on itz raqgxsraed

agent, Waynie R. )athl'st at 700 N. St.. Mary's, Suite 1700, San

Ant.-nic, *.i..=s, 78205.

31. Daf*ndawc. H0NTMRZWY MIN1 & =ATL, is a czzoroaticn, that

does niot man.na registared aqa=% for sazvica in tts Stata o!

Texas.

52. Malwidant, A=L~S -=A= & ML, MIC., is a Texas 0
Corpor-atlcn thaut may be served wit%. process an its re;±staede

egant, E. Robs,= Adler., at 3702 lqnuas, Corpus C=ist±. Texass,

78405.

53 * tandaznt,? =& U2IT." STXOZ.S C? AWWCA No serv7icz is

raquestad at t-' *time.

!4. Zef"azdt, ZXisa C=2PMUR " , is a Taxas C cs~mtlaz

may be sar~od vi procass an its reqizterad aqsnt,, C.T. C~r

Systim, at 33.1 Ma.Llas Ave., IcoLston, Tea~s, 77002.



9601, Ol 9AT.. pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 1 9612 and 28 U.S.C. I.1331. TV±S ccu.- also has pendant ju js44ctjcn c! all stata law

cla'iu. Venue is przpe: in t!%is Ccur pursuant tz 28 U.S.C.

i~g, s~.nca all clai=. ar-ose in Nueces, Ccunty, Texas.

Pla, 46,int-I are owners of, land that adjoin tte super:0,und sit&

commonly 3mouwn as the Industrial M~etals and Induariai Road Sitsa

Cthe sits) locatod at 3000 4qnsm Stxaet, Cczrw ffosl. Te Sits

vasz used fz: disposal af ==ny hazaedcus substances 1usuan: to 42

U.S.C. 59601f, im =., inludi.nq lead and paly oariatad b±;henalsz

(WPC3Igso) All. Defendants, except L'TSR,. have disposed of hazardzcus

substances at the Sits which has causad czntaini*-at~cn af

"PltP s.*ý .p=Wperr. Thi-ms di.spocsal was czaductIad despitz t!he fact

that PLaintif"4s' homes sue¶.iuded the di.sposal sits.

Teland disposal of lead by the Lead DoCendant.s a:te =asits

must be cmmrsidarad an ualtraia~zaxdaus activity. Lead is a cc

poiscn and is .xtrezely danqoe-us to hi.azi health.t

The disposal of PC31z in a "-,A I " " at t-'e Sit* is a.-

ulzLthazardousu acltIvity. P~s are a )=awvn poison end axea ext~ame2.y.

danqeo-us to h~an health.

Both lead and PC31z are haza.-:dus substancas as dsgC"-m by 41-

U.S.C. 1 9607. and Tax. Zealth% i Safety Coda A=n. 5 361 (Vez~mcm

1990). The* property avrAd by PlAint-ImftC also ccrartitata a fazaility

as defined by 42 V.S.C. § 9601 and Tax. Hemlth I Safari C.-da Ann.

j361 (Ve~on 1990).



Lead dis=.sed by t..a Laad Zaeendanzz has =1gratad frc= tý.e

Sits tc plair:i~f~s' prccartY. The lead has mig-raad cz:n~i"usly

since -,,a disposa2. by thie Laad Delendan.zx. The =mIgrra:cn of the

lead e~s±~san urnlawful. tresp-ass o an ul.atzax:d=us

s~s~zaby t!he Lead Defenidants onto Plaintills' prccar-..

7.,. 1 990, -,.e PC3 Oaf andantm allegedly began to W-aaedla-tallhe

Site turmumnt to a closure plan c~eatad by ZNSR. %*-*- Laad

Def andatz~ and MTSR bad a duty tz niot cz.plate tha c~lcsu.a a: t!%&

Size. in a manner to cause the t-zanspertation co! hazzarlcus!

s4hsEn:a ont C.Ipe pla wa czaazad

and undazt~ajen in a cipe breac!% at this du-. since± .sa

adid~tolzma lead to atiq.-ta, ==t Plain-tiffs6 a1 pperj:y.

miq-ation has acczu-ad p~iinazily by the zas..a i= vhic!%

cozmtai.ýLnatad sail was rar~o'ad. fromz the Sits. %".e c 11siuis plan has

caused coritazi~natad vataz r=x off and lead dust to aua an

~afedant p~prty.Thms act@ios by MI= azd the P= Degendants

Cznzt~t~ta negligence, nuisanca and a trespass.

The- lead c=-nt2awnaft.Ian has. pr-.xizstaly caused extzne da-age

to Pla.twiffs property. In add.tion the lead bas pz.%~±ata-ly

caused ijyta tha P' ýUtilfs includinq,, but. not 1unitad tz,

vaU±ous* c=-.6-.4 c ai-'atx anid extxae msaant-a angq.is * Caused by them

).c-cvn health bazard of the ct"'-cnof te.^L hones.

Despita at:.am;= tz raocve t!he lead c- atn-natior n e

properry, Pt a 'tiffs' prapoz-t h"s bacon. camitanInata4 to such a

daq-ea that .44t is' danqezreux for. Plaintiffs tz c.ntinuae t.- IIve in

eir hcmes. ?.teoatre co~tam:ýnaticn riekas it i±n;ccs±I-le

TIZ/%hgjs



fo:- Plainz:±fz tz sell thei-r khouses to any ;u:zhaser. Plainziffs

have ins-U.fi±cient funds to move from th.a prozerzy, unless the Czurt-.f inds t'lat 0.fandants are liable foar all expensas in moving

Plaintilfs awJay from the urnsafea conta~ination. The Plaint-±f--s area

also ccnfrCnzed with. tte trimendous costs of futflta =adlcal.

mcn±oitz. nq f or adverse. health effeacts due to the lead

co'1tZ±1-tion. Any cast of :rema±ation, of the cznta=LIatizn,

beaar. zon.I.:o:±nq and relocation of their homes ccn ±titu0a responsa

costs ccnsi.sste.nt with tha Hatkanal Cont.4ngency Plan under 42 U.S .C.

Plaint-42fs, are completely witheat the. financesp to bear ttese

trmandcus costs assoclated with Defundan-cs c.-ntaiminst.in of their

przperhry. Plaintiffs have and will cznti4nue to suffer ir~epa.rabla

injury wit.hcut any order from this Court requiring Defendants to

take raxsonsib iity for their contan-~intozn.

aZlthotmh the Texas Water Co=±ss ion has taken an act".ve, rol.e

Lix atzamptinq tz ruazdiata the S it&,, it and zo other govee=ntall

aqny has haon ongaginq in any representation whatsoever, much

less any adeq.=ae rulprasentation, of Pllaiztiffs3 in cozmecticn wth

any razediat.on at the subatantia~l cznatam.nation existing or. the±:

=ha Lerad Defendants have azzanged for disposal of bazardaus

sukztacas puszzant to 4: U.S.C. § 9407 unzo Plaint.192s'prary

. 12



,%s pC3 Caf ndar.-fs and LNSR have arranged fc r t,ýe

t~ansoc-tation of lead purstUant tZ 42 U.S.C. 39607 entc

Plaintiffs' prt;Army.

plintiefz to the extant that *?Žey h~ave :u~oved cznra=!nazzd

soil. fr:: t.he~r przpar-., have inc=red necessary rasponsa ccstz-

t.Ut~ ara consismant with tha WationAl C.-rt.ngency Plan.

P?=x=n. tz 42 tX.S.C. 1 9607 all Detandantz are joint~ly and

savera2.ly liabla Zo: all ramadiatien czsts fcr tho ramoval of all

hazardous subsza~ncas froi= Pla~n-M.'Is' property.

Yiz-.har.cr, Plaintills raquzes =at =a Czu=.r find tlat

Defen~dants are responsible fzr all fut'.re response cCss2 in c.'ra d

byj Pla4.Inmigs .4n either rezedying thacnaiaiorlctn

Pl~n.±Uaway from t~ma czata=mnaticn, or ras" t.In; frran-t-

meadical Eurveillanca yus-zunt tz 42 U.S.C.' 1 9607. Su.chr. a fin-ding.

would be in the public intsrest in avaidingq piece mAmIl iti1gation

and foigthe clean up of a substanti.al bsal4 bard

Furthe_==e suct a finding; is nacassary in order ts prave~nt

PlaintifWfs f.... 'aq LSpal ±j~e ina they cWannot nai=t.sr

a~ffo tz -rolocaa, ram-adiata the, sit&,. nor' engag in long tan-

""me PC3 Def andaintla and4

Plaitiff' prety. ~ rno US P=3 Detendants& were

neq.1ignt in c= lataly failing tz wa.rn Plaint±.101 of the disposzl

~fload an their prCope"-y. Fl"*'ly tha PCs Cagandants acted

?12/1.hd/%sr:U =W



rtaq me~ly as a mattar O: law s.4nca theY d.5s~csd of laead, a

hazardous wasteC, wi-th-out a P4 it in violation of thel Resource

* Conservation and Rsczvery Act and the Texas Solid waste Diposal.

Act.

Plain:±.ffs have sulferad damaqas as a prcxirnt~a result of tzm

PCS Defendants and MISR's nagligance in the anount of at least

"TM1. PC3 Defendant~s have t.-vwc1ss.d onto Defendantsi propery-

by causlnq the =mnportlatilon ot lead entz Plai..-ff's, prcperyj.

T--a trss;asa was as a result of Cafandants nagligenca in the

pert.rcance, of the c2.osu~a plan and as a ra~su.lt of theix

u2'.tnahazardzus activities assci~ated vit!% the dizposal and.

rauadllation at. haza~rdcuas wastes.

The Lead Vegandants have also =mspassed anto P&Lain.4: s

popztyby p_=Ittinq the disxpcsal at lead upon Pla.4t!:i:s

P~-1Certy. T-11a ta-s~pazs oc~~d as a result of t!%&ei

ul--hazardcimz activity of land, disposing of hazardZUS wastes.

Plainti41fa; have suffirad dazaqas in the. &==ut, o at leas:

$It OOOOOO.OO tZo theiz PC-.p a3-,:aault at Maaefmndas trasppasa.

Tte PCZ and =RC8I afar~ bLh!&vq. casad a =iziaazca vhich1- has

substantis.Uy~ and =reasonably intarfe4a with PlaIntliffs uza and

an-ooymeni of Qhy. T.,& PCS and ENLSR Defeadance. hAve
caused da-.aqa to Plaintiffz proper-t an nlctademtoa

Vixtuss Lin the am=-It at at leats lGOO.C for Whic-h

O 1&?40; Ic~L.8 ~14



PLaintif-s seek rcoel

Land dis;03aa of wastas is an ultrahazardous acZ4it±y Tte

FC3 anid Laid Defundants kc"ew that a high degrue c! ris.k existed in

thsi= disposal of the extremesly hazardous xubst-ances at a S1±-a

bordered by lzomes. They a~lso kniew that a substantial 1ikca1±hcced

existed that toArm may occur as a rusult of their dis;osal at t!:e

Site-. and this dange.r c-u~ld nott be eln,"Miatd th--uqh' the use a!

ordin9axzy care. Disposal of hazardous subsz.ancas at the Sit's

cartail1y'vas±a;~~aa The value of land disposal.

in th-' zaznnr is far cut-weghed by the, :ganq.s th-at it in-csas

uponf Ec±Saty and Plaintiffs In pirzicullar.

Sinca the PCS and Lead Def andants angaged in- an rzad.

ac±~y they are str=iZ-l y lia~ble to Plaint-*ff*s fozr all inju as

they have cauxuad to Plaintilffs and their property.

The Lead Daefendants have rea-lized substantial qains-% as the

result a: their improper disposal of t.eir u.ltra-hazartdous wastes.

Fux:meroa, upon kIcwla4ae and belief sUbstant4ially al pe=zreon

that have engaged L". the wrongul dimponall at iead at =he Site have

been joined an cegandanzs Deasndan-ts bad ac-czai Yl.Csdqa afte

dangere of disposala of lead. Despite the avia......,. at Sager

altarna-i'ves for disposal, tte Lead Defendants Ghost tO m

dispose ot the hazarodcus vastas. =a ThZ ad Defendants, thersfore,

a.-* liable fo.- the presence of lead upon Plaintiffs poryi

7:=7cr~±Of to tte a-ma.imt of lead that theay di=.pcxad a. the Sits.



F laintiffs rspac, u__ly raq- est

(a) a judgqment against all Defendan:s jointly an•

* severally in an amount of at leas$ $,00,000.00 and
(b) a declaratzr"y judq--aent that Defendants ar: join:!y

and sevavally liable for all response czsts incurrad as result oc

t!:a hazardcus substancas locatad on Plalntiffs' property.

DAT•: Deca=bae 20, 1990 ,./

Euqana a. W±I. .4-a, Jr.
Federal Bar No. 5217
State Bar No. 2166550C
AOTCR.'YS-ZN-V FOR
PLXAINTIFS
4450 First. City Tower
Hcusat.z, Taxas 77002
Phone (713) 651-1221
Talecopier (712) 651-0020

CF CC= SEL:

Ticzas Z. Biiak
W==-PLS , SCI'T & DY. --.

S. . -. " -. . ,. • ."- .. . . . .. - .. . . .t .

,,,.G. md. M. . . . .

. TZ-S/:Cit~faJ.
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The Risks of Ambiguous Standards of Negligence
for DOD Environmental Restoration Firms

Environmental restoration firms face unparalleled risks in their participation in the
cleanup of DOD facilities. The vast majority of the hazardous wastes at DOD facilities are
underground; contamination levels are unknown; and current technology offers only a limited
understanding of the behavior, spread, containment, and treatment of these wastes.
Compounding these technical risks are uncertain standards of liability currently applicable to
restoration firms and the absence of the insurance protection typically available to professionals
in other fields. These additional risks are briefly discussed here.

• Kazt Negligence Is. Negligence may be defined generally as the failure to use the care a
reasonably prudent and careful person would use under similar circumstances. It is
characterized by inadvertence and inattention, as opposed to the willfulness associated with
reckless or wanton behavior.V Professionals are held to a similar, but more specific, standard
of care that finds negligence where they fail to exercise the skill and knowledge normally
possessed by like professionals in similar communitiesY

0 Uncerain St=wdd for Response Acion Contmcors. The negligence standard for
professionals presupposes the existence of normally possessed knowledge and sdill within a
profession. Unfortunately, the infancy and mutability of environmental response knowledge and
practices impedes identification of generally accepted practices and results in a "standard" of
negligence too fluid to constitute a standard at all. Moreover, as years go by, it will also grow
more difficult to demonstrate the state of technology at the time of the site cleanup. Judges
and juries are likely to measure a firm's performance, not against a state of the art in existence
at the time of the cleanup, but one existing at some subsequent date.

0 The PoasEiB, of Negligence. Even cautious people can, at times, act with inadvertence.
A bulldozer might accidentally break an underground telephone line; a truck driver might
misjudge the distance between the truck and a platform; an engineer might inadvertently
miscalculate the stability of the soil below a building's foundation. Each of these people may
be considered negligent, and their negligence would be imputed to their employer. Responsible
persons and firms must recognize that having such negligence imputed to them is possible. In
fact, to ignore this possibility would itself constitute a form of negligence.

0 Ilnswe Agaiw Negligence, In tacit recognition of the possibility of their own
negligence, motorists, builders, engineers, and myriad other persons and firms engaged in
activities involving risk obtain insurance coverage against their potential liability for negligence.
Indeed, many states require certain types of negligence-based insurance. This insurance does
not, of course, offer some sort of license to be negligent. Deductibles, premium adjustments,
and the potential loss of coverage provide ample incentive for caution. The insurance does
offer the insured a reasonable degree of security, allowing it to proceed - cautiously - with a
limited fear of financial ruin in the unfortunate event of an accident. Equally important,

SSTee BLACX'S LAw DIcnTONARY 931 (S5b Ed. 1079).

See Rmsatement, Second, Torts, I 299A.



liability insurance protects victims, typically providing a more efficient means of recovery, with
limits that often exceed the assets of the insured.

0 The 7 Ridk of Envoinmental Remediation. The risks associated with negligence are
particularly great in the field of environmental restoration. Such work regularly calls for
judgments based on inherently incomplete information and new and emerging technologies.
Accepted industry standards for design of hazardous waste remediation and use of emerging
technologies have barely begun to evolve. Substantial uncertainties remain in predicting the
effectiveness and potential unintended consequences of innovative technologies. Remediation
firms recognize the risks of their practice, and endeavor to minimize these risks through
heightened standards, training, and supervision. Nonetheless, risks can only be minimized,
never eliminated.

0 Unavalable Insurance for Environmental Remediauion. Apart from the hazardous waste
field, engineering and construction firms are generally protected from large third party claims
by adequate insurance. However, pollution insurance is either wholly inadequate or unavailable
to environmental remediation firms. What insurance is available is on a "claims made" basis,
continuing protection only as long as the restoration firm continues to renew its coverage.
Because many claims are likely to arise many years in the future, the projected costs of such
insurance, even if otherwise adequate, is often prohibitive.

0 The Irony of Remediad'on Firms Asmwning Risks. Without the insurance protection
available to firms in other industries, restoration firms are left to shoulder the risks of DOD site
cleanups alone. This result is particularly ironic in light of the fact that the restoration firms
are in no way responsible themselves for the site contamination. They arrive after the damage
is done, and their efforts improve, rather than threaten, public health and safety. Nonetheless.
likely Government immunity from most claims (as well as theories of joint and several liability),
subject them to liability from which DOD, who is the owner and operator of the sites and was
generator of the wastes, is likely immune.

* DoD as Proper Risk Bearer. As the owner of the hazardous waste sites, DoD should
accept an equitable share of the liabilities associated with restoration. Moreover, current
liability exposure has led a number of firms either to forego participation in DOD restoration
procurements entirely, or at least to be extremely selective in participating. This reluctant
participation will lead to increased costs as DoD selects from a limited pool of contractors.
Finally, DoD should accept the responsibility of assuring that persons injured by the hazardous
wastes from its sites receive compensation for their damages and injuries. These factors compel
DoD to share the risks associated with the cleanup of its hazardous waste sites.
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Good Morning. My name is Peter W. Tunnicliffe, P.E., and I am President of the

Hazardous Waste Action Coalition (HWAC) and Senior Vice President of Camp Dresser

& McKee Inc. responsi"ble for hazardous waste operations. With me is Paul F. Gabriel,

PY., Chairma, of HWACs Technical Practices Committee, HWAC Board member and

Vice President of SEA Consulants. We are both professional en~neers with direct, hands-

on experience in implementing complex haardous waste cleanup projects for federal, state,

mumicipal, and private sector clients.

HWAC is an association of over 115 engineering and sdence firms that provide

hazardous waste assessmet cleanup, and related services throughout the country. Our

member frms employ over 75,000 of the nation's most highly trained and experienced

ha,?dous waste professionals, including many engineerig and technical disciplines. HWAC

operazes under the umbrella of the 5,000 firms tha comprise the American Consulting

Engineers Council, which represents engineers practicing in all technical disciplines.

HWAC members have bee= performing Superfaund cleanup activities since the

inceptiou of the Superfund progrm in 1980. We have wimessed the propam's

uansformation from a program originally intended to address a few orphan sites into a

multi-faceted progpam developing solutions for thousands of sites acoss the nation.

Supertad actvities performed by HWAC members include Prelminary Assessments (PAs),

Remedial Investigations and Feasbility Studies (RI/FS), Remedial Designs and Remedial
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Actions (RD/R.A), cleanup consutuction and constuucdon manrgemen., and implementation

of other federal and smte environmental laws and regulations.

In my testimony today, I will discuss:

(1) HWACs etperience in implementing innovative and alternative

technologes in Superfmd cleanup activities, and

(2) Recommendations to spur the inceased development and use of

innovative and altrnative tecnologies in hazardous waste cleanup.

HWAC applauds this Subcommittee for its leadership role in reviewing, in a

Ocon•rastive manner, operation of the federal Superfund program. HWAC has previously

testified before this Committee on the technical uncertainties associaed with hazardous

waste clea=nu, and the overall liability issues faced by the firms performing Superfund

cleamrp activities. We remain committed to working with you and the U.S. Enviromnenml

Protection Agency (EPA) to develop sound solutions to protect human health and the

environment, while, at the same time, woridng to •nrol site remediadon costs.

20



WHATS NEEDED: AN ENVIRONMENT FOR INNOVATION

Let me begin by stating that Super"fid cleanups are very complex. No two sites are

the same due to the variety and complexity of waste mitures, site topography, subsurface

geology, proximity to population and sensitive ecosystems, and other factors. Even with

stattical sampling and computer modeling, it is pracdally impossible to fully characterize

all site contamination. EPA and the engineering community have come to recognize that

no single solution is applicable to all site conditions. Furthermore, there are many sites for

which per-maent solutions simply do not exisL HWAC has documented this current

situation in our report, MThe Hazardous Waste Practice: Technical and Legal Environment

1991"

What is needed is an "environment for innovaion.* We need to develop tomorrow's

solutions for today's hazardous waste problems. The engineers and scentis are the on-dte

professionals that recommend site remedies and, once approved by EPA, implement cleanmp

aci'vities. These ;rofessionals need an emvronrxent whereby scientitc and techrical fe'ors.

rather than leg'al !iabiiitv facors-. drive the remedy se!ecmion and cleanup process. Orly in

this way will the overall aoal of the Sixpe. =*nd prog-an. which is proteti'on of human health

and the e-Mironmen.- be accomlished
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INNOVATIVE TECTMOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND USE

Several initatives are currently underway within the federal agencies, particularly

EPA, to spur the development and use of innovative technologies. HWAC applauds EPA's

Technology Innovation Office (MO) and the acivides of EPA's Office of Research and

Development (ORD), in particular the Superfund Innovative Technology Evaluation (SITE)

Program. EPA databases, which will be discussed in later testmony, foster exchange of

information on developing technologies.

Other federal agencies, such as the Deparment of Defense (DOD) and the

Department of Energy (DOE), also have established Research and Development (R&D)

programs to spur the development and use of innovatve technologies. Testng of innovative

technologies in controlled situaons at some DOD and DOE fadilies is being fostered.

. DOD and DOE are also working to test the application of traditional defense-related

technologies to hanrdous waste cleanup situations. Overall R&D funding, however, is

currently limited, and must be inreased to further spur technology development and

information transfer and, ulimately, reduce the high costs of site remediation.

HWAC Ee-erence in TechnoIoev Tympernematdon

HWAC is ac'ive!y promoting innovative technology development, use, and

information exchange. Some cases where innovative technologies were successfuly
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recommended for use by consultng engineers and scientists are as follows:

o At the Marathon Battery site in Cold Springs, New York,

Malcolm Pirnie, Inc. ap plied a sophistcaed computer mode!ing

technique called geosrtaistical modeling to redefine areas of

TontminaMon.

o At the Libby Superund site in Libby, Montana Woodward-

Clyde Consuants implemented in-sir bioremediation

techniques, which is a process whereby microorganisms are

encouraged by inroduction of oxygen and nutrients to "ea•,* or

ransform, the hazardous organic chemicals into relatvely

harmles substances.

o At the American Thermosmt Corporation Superfund sire, the

two lead firms, Ebasco Services, Inc. and TAMS Consultani,

were involved in recommending the use of an innovative

groundwater treatme process called air stripping. In this

process, air is pumped inw the mbsuface environment, where

it sutips con ants from the soil and groundwater and passes

through a vacuum withdrawal system to the surface for capture.
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Examples of other technologies used by HWAC members at hazardous waste sites inc!ude:

0o lu-sim viu-ification, which involves using elecuodes to heat soil and melt

silicate compounds into a Sims-like substance which immobilizes

contaminants.

o Soil vapor extraction, which involves using vacuum pumps to extrac volaile

compounds (such as gasoline) from the soil.

o Bio-vendng, which involves use of oxygen to induce micoorganisms to

consume volafle contaminants in soil.

o Soil washn which involves •nbdg soil with wazer and other additives to

Sremove contaminants from soil particles.

o Air spargizn which involves injecdag gas through aquifers into contaminated

groundwater to capu•re contamiants in a vapor exnac'ion systm.

Many of these and other technologies currendy under developme= or in use are

acmally 'borrowed" from other induxsties and adapted for use in hazrdous wa=e simaons.

Other technologies once considered sound, such as goundwater "pum=p and trelf

tecbnology, are now being proven ineffec-ve in the long-term to remedy conxmminnaon and

6



restore aquifers. It is only through long-term technology testing and aplicatiou that

technologies will gain acceptance as proven, cost-effective technologies. To dae, most

hazardous waste treament technologies remain classified as innovatve" due to the lack of

long-term testing.

Nfdorrnation Exchb.rge

An important element for fostering an 'environment for innovaton" is technology

-ansfer. Inormation exchange on technology successes is Just as important as informaion

exhange on technology failureL Ove-4al, technology tz-asfer:

o Reduces cost by avoiding duplicaion of effor.

o Ensures productve use of limited finds through coordinadon of research

effort.

o Prevents repeat "mis.alces"

o Creates parterships for waste leamup.

HWAC has taken an active role in technolog transfer initiamves. To daue, two naionally-

televised videoconferences focLsing on bioremediaon, biovening and vapor eract-on have

7



been held. These videoconferences were held *n conjunction with the Air & Waste

Management Association, EPA, DOD, DOE, and other public and private sector

organizations. To date, hundreds of people personally viewed the 4-hour videoconference

at hundreds of site locations around the country. Countless others have viewed the

videotapes and uilized the workbcoks on these sessions. Future videoconferences are

planned for early 1993 which will address thermal and chemical trea•ment technologie.

Progress in partership efforts have also been made. EPA's "Project List"

faxclitates interacion between the public and private sector on ways to develop and improve

cleanup technologies. One outgrowth of Project Listen is the newly-established Remediadon

Technologies Development Forum (RTDF). This forum is seek'mg to address speiffcc

technical problems involving technology development and application. HWAC is pleased

to be an active participant in both Project Listen and the RTDF project.0
Another information exchange activity is "WASTECH '92." WASTECH '92 is a

projec: where technical experts are developing, in a peer-review setting, monoaphs which

present the "state-af-the-arut' for selected innovative technologies. Monographs curently

under development address bioremediation, chemical treatment, chemical extraction, soil

waing/flushing, stabilization and solidification, thermal desorption, thermal destruction,

vacnm exraction and vapor ex-=cdon. This program is being managed by the American

Academy of Environmental Engineers, and includes EPA, DOD, DOE and* HWAC

participation as well as the particpaton of other interested parties.

@S
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HWAC believes that information exchange is the cornerstone for future technology

development. If a cost-effec-ive, "*cre-all" technology is developed that is not known to the

technology implementers, namely the regulators and the engineers and scients, then large-

scale implementation of the technology will not occur and potential cost savings will not be

realized.

LIABILTY: A DISINCENTIVE FOR INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY USE

Innovative technologies remain tomorrow's solutions for today's hazardous waste

problems. These technologies have the potential to dramatically reduce the high cost of

remediadon for both Government and private industry. However, there is a serious negative

incenive for use of these technologies in cleanup activities. This negative incenvie applies

to the engineers and scientist, who for liability reasons are hesitant to recommend and

implement unproven technologies, as well as the PRPs who are hesitant to pay to implement

a remedy that may not work in the long term. This negaive incentive edsts despite the

Super=nd law's preference for use of innovadve, and, where practiable, permanent

technologies in hazardous waste cleanup.

The reason for the negative incentives to use of innovative rtechnolog is quite simple.

The standard of liability under the federal Super-fmd law is "liability without fault."

Therefore, a firm can "do everything righe in remediain a site and stil be subjec: to

liability if harm results. As far as innovative technologies are concerned, our frms fear the

9



imposition of liability if a technology that they either recommend or implement at a site

fails. Potential liability may include not only the amount of damages, but also the cost of

site rework.

Inadequate protection from liability associated with the failure of innovative cleanup

technologies at Superfund sites may result in application of *defensive engine-ring. This

is where proven treannent technologies or containment are recommended instead of

unproven, and often less costly and more effective, innovative technologies.

HWAC's previous testimony before this Committee spedifically addressed EPA's

current Superfund indemnification authority under Supe-fund Section 119.1 The previous

testimony pointed out the shortcomings of Section 119, and the lack of true liability

protection for the =rms involved in Superfund cleanups. The engineering and science rms

hired to perform hazardous waste cleanup activities are not the polluters - they are rms

that provide a public service to clean up sites ceated by other parties. Section 119

indemni•icaton, while helpful as some form of liability protection, is Wu=fcient to

overcome the presumption favoring defensive engineering rather than use of innovative

technologies.

¶Sm HWAC Bannivkpprove poficy an Samioa 119 ladeamndimua, attu~L
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CONCLUSION

To ruly create an environment for innovation, engineering and scientific prindples

must guide technology selection and implementation. Superfund's current liability scheme

operates as a disincentive for the use of innovative technologies in hazardous waste

cleanups. This negative presumption is the first hurdle that must be overcome if Congress

is to promote use of innovative technologies, or development of the solutions for the future,

i hazardous waste cleanups.

One approach that could encourage the use of innovative technologies could be

adapted from the Clean Water Act's innovative technolo• grants program. Under that

program, EPA expressly recognized the added risk of testing innovative clean water

technologies. EPA provided assurances that, in the event that an approved innovative

technology application should foil, the Agency would cover the cost of reperformance. A

similar mechanism for hazardous waste remediation which relieves the engineers and

sde=&ss performing hazardous waste cleanup activities from liability for failed innovative

tec.hnologies would prove benefidal to inceasinr the use of innovative technologies in

Super=,d cleanups. The short-term costs of such a program may be somewhau higher than

edsting rogram costs. However, for Governmen and industy, who face staggerng cleanup

cos the potential long-term savings gained from such an incentive program could be

sig=cnt, particularly in light of the fact that DOD and DOE environmental cleanup

programs have been estimated to cost tens of billions of dollars over the next thirty years.
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HWAC believes that the current system for innovative technology development and

Otechnology utansfer provides a sound framework for moving into the future. Additional

suggestions for increased use of innovative technologies include:

o The creation of additional incentives for the development and use of

innovative technologies in hamrdous waste cleanup.

o Increased public/private parmerships to encourage the developmen and use

of innovative cleanup technologies.

o Increased funding of innovative technology R&D efforts.

@ 0 Increased fondin of technology ansfer effort.

o Adequate protection from liability assodlated with the

application of innovative technologie

oWith the eception of HWACs liabflity concers, all of the above recommendations

cn be accomplished within the cstg stamtory and regulatory framework of the

Superfamf law.
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In conclusion, significant progress has been made in the twelve years since passage

of the federal Superfund law. However, more remains to be done to ceate the environment

for innovation that is necessary to truly develop tomorrow's solutions for today's hazardous

waste problems.
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ON

SECON 119 INDEMNIFICATION



BOARD-ADOPTED POLICY STAT E.N'TS

EPA INDE.MNWICATION

The HWAC Board of Directors believes that the indemnification program adopted by EPA for
response action contractors (RACs) should be consistent with these principles:

1. The indemnification should cover losses qua.ifying under SARA Section 119 but not
compensated by insurance. Exclusions beyond those required by Section 119 should not be
used.

2. The indemnaifcation contc. language should track closely with dzne-tested federal
indemnity clauses such as EPAAR 1552.J,70 or FAR 52-.. 1-7.

3. The limit of indemnification should allow coverage for cautsuophic damage claims in the
toxic tort system reasonably foreseeable for Superfund sites. The indemnification should
be able to cover cla;im in the range of S200 million, at a minimum.

4. In order not to discriminate against small frms, the upper limit of indemnity should not
vwar with t"rm size.

5. In order not to disc.i'minate against small fr'= , the risk retention or *deducible* to be
paid by a RAC should be scaled to contrc size. The risk retention should be in the range
of SI0,000 to S100,000 pa. .. ccurrence.

6. The duration of the indemniry should be coincident with the duration of the uninsured
risk which results from this work, like occurrence form insurance coverage.

7. Working sessions to develop conr-act language should discuss related liability concerns,
such as:
0 Exclusion of warranty claims for RAC work.
a Prompt and current payment of indemnity claims, particularly of defense camst.

0 Limittion of liability for future response costs.

- Approved by the Board of Directors -
- September 27, 1988 -

ZMDFNMICATION POSMOI"N STAT"'lMNT
(Sent to EPA with 52 signatures in December, 1991)

We. the undersiged organiations and companies. believe that signifcant developments in the
environmentl remediation of hamrdous waste sites have occurred since EPA publication of is
proposed Superfund Section 119 indemnificadon guidance over two years ago (54 F
46012). These developmens includc (1) Recent EPA Superfund program direction to increase
the speed of Superfund ieanups. (2) The exponential increase in federal faciiy ceanups, and the
use of Agencl-specific authorites to protect firms providing environmentl restoraton services,
(3) The stte of hazardous waste cleanup technology. (4) The continued lack of meaningful
insurance and surety bonds covering he=rdous waste releases, and (5) The incre2ase in toxic tort
lawsuit%.
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5CM. Inc. KCI Technologies, Inc.
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Burns & Mc~onnell Engineering Company Fugro-McC:eland
COM Federal Programs Corporation McCrone Engineering
CH2M HO Metcalf & Eddy. Inc.
Chster Environrmneral Group. Inc. Michael Brandman Associates
Corsoer. Townsend & Associates Montgomery. James M. Corniting
Consultg Services. Inc. NTH Cotsultfnt Lid.
Corigan Consulting. Inc. OHM Corporation
Dames & Moore Ogden Environmental
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Dynamac, Inc. Projec Time & Cost. Inc.
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Environmental Science & Engineen Inc. R1=, Paul C. Associates, Inc.
Enviro/Conaitants Group, LUL RMT, Inc.
Eder & Kallnowsld Inc. SAIC
ERM. Inc.. Schnabel Engineerintg Assciates,1 P.C.
David Evans and Associates Inc. SEA Consultarz Inc.
FRuor Daniel, Inc. SEC Donahue, Inc.
Fullr. Mosabarger. Scott & May SSM/Spo= Stevens & McCoy, Inc.
Gannett Fleming EvonertiEngineer Stanley Environmental Consulteant
GE1 Consultants, Inc. Stw Eironmeral Cortuait Inc.
Geocan Environmental Consltema Inc. Stne& estr nIromna Services

Ic g Inc. Strand Associates
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GeotechnncW and Environmeritl C;aruuta TAMS Consultants
Gins Engineering & Associates. Imc TRC Corporation
GZA Geoo.vomneral Inc. Terrcon Consutants. Inc.
Golder Asoit. Inc. Versar, Inc.
Grosser P.W, Consulting .nginee, P.C. VHS Envrnmenta Enginmurng
Haley & AMdrich, Inc. Viar and C4m;ay
HALUBURTON NUS Eanv tal C Weson, Roy F. Inc
Hanson Engineers. Inc Whitman & Howarcl. Inc.
Harding Lawson Associt Woodard & Curmna Inc.
Ham' EoMronmeral Services Woodward-Cyde Consuttants
HatcherMuayre. Inc
HMM Engineers. Inc.
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Department of Energy Authority to Indemnify
Environmental Remediation Contractors at

Nuclear Weapons Production Sites

In a letter dated September 30, 1991 to Department of Energy Secretary James D.
Warkins, several members of the House Energy and Commerce Committee took
exception to DOE's "indemnaification policy" for contractors performing environmental
remediation at nuclear weapons production facilities owned by the United States
Government. The letter specifically objects to DOE's draft RFP for an Environmental
Restoration Management Contractor (ERMC) at the Fernald Feed Materials Production
Center ("the Fernald RFf" or "the REP"). It sugests that the R.E's "indemnification
policy" is inconsistent with SARA § 119, and that DOE may not, under any other law,
indemnify contractors performing remedial work at its facilities.

This white paper discusses the following issues: (a) the confusion that apparently
continues to exist concerning indemnification under U.S. Government contracts, (1) the
fact that the Fernald RFP provides for only Price-Anderson indemnification and (c) the
existence of statutory authority independent of SARA § 119 for DOE indemnification of
remediation contractors at nuclear weapons production facilities.

L Definition of the Term *ndemnification"

To indemnify is to "save harmless,"-V to shift the entire loss,2" "to exempt from
incurred penalties or liabilities."!/ Indemnification "springs from a contract, express or
implied, and fulL not partial, reimbursement is sought.-/

In a private contract for remediation of hazardous wastes, the parties may, and
frequently do, provide for indemnification of the remediation contractor by the owner of
the site azgainst risks of releases or other environmental damage associated with the
remedial activities. This contractual indemnity is enforceable against, and is supported
by, the financial strength of the indemnitor. In some cases, the parties may agree to a
financial guarantee such as an irrevocable letter of credit to assure that funds wl be
available for indemnification.

Xei••, Y. •Q of Peek-Shill, 152 N.Y.S.2d 919, 92 (Westchesz Co. 1955).

.1 Ot v. Bwwm, 491 N.Y.S.2d 661., W 109 A.D.2d 254 (1985).

.2 Webster's Tbird New Internadonal Dicioa•-y 2147 (6th ed. 1966).

McDaermot v. Cy of New York, 50 N.Y.2d 21L 216, 428 N.Y.S.2d 643, 645-.46 (1980), quoted i
Potbig Trwp. Corp. v. Unted Stax.s, 613 F. Supp. 1319, 1321 (D.C.N.Y. 1985) (indemnitor must pay
100% of liabaty).



Contractors typically are unable to obtain the same protections in their
government contracts that they receive in contracts with private parties. What is
sometimes referred to as a contractual indemnification offered by an executive agency
typically does not constitute an indemnif cation at all, but rather a commitment to
reimburse the contractor to the extent of available funds. Generally, executive agencies
are prohibited by law from obligating funds in advance of appropriations.v An
agency's contractual commitment to pay the contractor is therefore limited by the funds
appropriated and available under the contractY

Therefore, even though an agency may commit itself contractually to protect the
contractor from certain risks and liabilities, that commitment is not a binding,
enforceable obligation beyond the period for which funds are made available. For this
reason, in order for an indemnity to be meanindu1 in a Government contract, the
obligation must not be subject to the Antideficiency Act- or other statutes that limit it
to available funds. Although some protection is afforded a contractor by an agency
undertaking to reimburse or otherwise treat certain liabilities as allowable costs, the
value of the commitment is limited to funds available for that program=Y

II. The Fernald RFP Complies with Applicable Procurement Laws and Provides
Indemnirication Only for Nuclear Incidents Under the Price-Anderson Act,

The Fernald RFP calls for a cost reimbursement type contract with award fee.
DOE has general authority to award contracts, including cost reimbursement type
contracts, under title 42 U.S.C. section 7256. DOE may not, however, enter into
contracts for amounts exceeding funds provided in advance under appropriations acts.
The Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), Part 16, defines a cost reimbursement type
contract generally as a contrac: that provides for "payment of allowable incurred costs, to

See Antidefidency Act, 31 U.S.C. § 1301 (1M88).

Prior to 1M982, excutive agndens frequently indemnified contractors without imposing an availability-
of-funds limitation on the indemnification. A 182 Comptroller General Decision, however, held
that such inde:nification violated the Antideficiency Act, supra note 7, and the Adequacy of
Appropriations Act. 41 U.S.C. I 1L A'.mpdon of Govemment of Con&uctor Liability to 7Tird
Peaons, B-207Z, May 3, 1982, 82-1 ?D 1406, afd on reconsidandon, May 12, 19m, C-1 OD I
.TL The Comptroller General's deision has been widely crditcid but remains in effect today.

"21 Supra note 7.

See, eg, 41 U.S.C. 11 (1988); 31 U.S.C.§ 1341; id., I L2.

Congess has recognized the inadequacy of *indemnification' agreements subject to the availabilty of
funds in the coae. of RACs. See HR. Rep. No. 253, 99th Cog.,s Ses., pL 3, a7 Cthe
inde=nication agreements [EPA previously offered RAC.s] use Superfund as the sourcz of funding,
as opposed to general appropriations (the typical sourc of funding for Federal indemnification).
Consequently, the indemnification is only good for the life of Superfund, amnd th.erfore, does not
provide sufficent 'longterm' protection from liability.').
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the extent prescribed in the contract"-q Payments under such contrac's are subject to
the availability of funds..J/ Therefore, DOE properly used its general procurement
authority to include cost reimbursement provisions in the Fernald RFP.

The only indemnification commitment contained in the Fernald RFP is that
required under the Price-Anderson Act to cover public liability resulting from nuclear
incidentsAJ In other words, the Price-Anderson indemnification is the only provision
in the RFP that is not subject to the availability of funds and therefore constitutes
indemnification. Although the RFP does include the basic terms of DOE's new
Accountability Rule1V and a clause relating to the ERMCs responsibility for
preexisting conditions at the siteI the protection offered by those provisions is limited
to the availabifity of appropriated fiun. Therefore, the United States does not truly
indemnify the ERMC under those provisions.

Under the Accountability-Rule provisions, the contractor would be responsible for
unallowable avoidable costs.9' These costs will not be reimbursed. Rather, the Rule
provides that they will be the responsibility of the contractor up to a ceiling, which is the
amount of the contractor's fee or profit during the period in which the incident resulting
in the cost occurred. Generally, avoidable costs above the cap will be reimbursed.
(However, criminal fines and penalties, Major Fraud Act and Price-Anderson fines and
penalties are not reimbursed.)

Because, under the Accountability Rule, certain avoidable costs above the ceiling
are reimbursable, it has been mistakenly concluded that the contractor is indemnified for
those costs. That conclusion is incorrect. As noted above, DOE's obligation to
reimburse the contractor is limited by the contract funds made available by Congress.
By contrast, if the contractor were given indemnification, the funds would be available
without regard to the limitations in the DOE authorizing legislation and the And-
deficiency AcLt.

M 48 C.F.R 16M02 (1990) (emphasis added).

U See id., f 32.702, 32.705-2, 52.l32.20, 52-2-21, 52 21-224 see aso 42 U.S.C. I 72_6(b) (1988).

.V 42 U.S.C.A. I =10(d)(1)(A) (West Supp. 1990); see Fernald RFP, cds. 1-19, 1.2.

.12 See 56 Fed. Reg. 28,099-28,.10 (Junc 19, 1991); Fernald RFP, cd. H3L

JY See RFP, Fernald RFP, cl. HZ.

-1 These include civil and ciminal noes and penalties, direct costs inhcured as the result of ne•igezc
or misconduct on the part of conaacor personnel, loss of or damage to government property as a
result of negligenc or willful misconduc, expenses for litigation and claims, and insurance against
avoidable costs.

2/ The same is true for the preeisting site conditions clause contained in the RY?. Although that
clause mistakenly uses the term "indemadicaioa," DOE's obligations under the clause are also
subjct to the availability of funds.

* -3-



In the past, GAO has suggested that executive agencies should use SARA § 119
to indemnify response action contractors, rather than a general FAR clause providing for
reimbursement of third party liabilities.J' DOE has not relied in the Fernald R.FP on
the cited FAR clause or any other general procurement authority to provide
indemnification. The only indemnifcation offered under the Fernald RFP is for
liabilities arising from nuclear incidents covered under the Price-Anderson Act. As
discussed further below, DOE is not only authorized, but indeed required to provide for
Price-.Anderson indemnification in the Fernald R.FP.

I11. Use of Indemnific3tion Authorities Other Than SARA § 119

SARA § 119 does not preclude DOE from using the indemnification authority of
the Price-Anderson Act and P.L 85-804 to indemnify ERMC contractors and its
Management and Operating (M&O) contractors and their subcontractors performing
environmental remediation. Moreover, use of the latter authorities may be necessary for
contracts at DOE facilities to cover long tail liabilities that may occur after the contracts
have been closed out.

A. Price-.Anderson Tndemnitv for Public Liability

The Price-Anderson Amendments Act of 1988 requ'res DOE to indemnify any
DOE contractor (or subcontractor) whose contract involves the risk of public liability
artsing out of or resulting from a nuclear incident.-/ "Nuclear incident" is broadly
de:fned for these purposes as

[a] any oc-currence,...

[b] causing... bodily injury, sickness, disease, or death, or
loss of or damage to prope.-ty, or loss of use of
prope.ry,

[c] arising out of or resulting from the radioactive, toxic,
explosive, or other hazardous properdes of source,
special nuclear, or byproduct mateial.....

V See GAO Report, Supe•7und Convuez" Are Being Too LUiemlly Indlernnifed by the Goyemmenm
RCED-89-160 at 25-26 (Sep. 1989) (drng FAR § SZ•=8-7, IWurance-lademn; fclion of Third
Parties).

42 u.S.C.A. f =10(d)(1)(A) (Wen Supp. 1990); see I&, I 2014(w).
SId., 5 2014(q). 'Byproduct material is also defined broadly to include "(1) any radioactiv material

(csccpt spedal nuce•r mate.ial) yielded in or made radioacdve by cxposur: to the radiadon incidean
to the proce.s of produdng or ulizng special nuc!-ar material, and (2) the UtZii or wants

(continued-)
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Simply put, Price-Anderson requires indemnification of all DOE contractors handling
nuclear material or byproducts. Nuclear waste is known to exist at DOE's nuclear

* weapons production facilities, and ERMC contractors handle that waste during the
course of their restoration activities. Price-Anderson therefore requires DOE to
indemnify its ERMC contractors for resulting risks.

To the extent Price-Anderson indemniffcation authority could be viewed as
conflicting with SARA § 119, Price-Anderson will control. The Price-Anderson
Amendments Act of 1988 - enacted more recently than SARA § 119W/ - expressly
provides that indemnification agreements authorized and required by Price-Anderson
"shall be the exclusive means of indemnification for public liability arising from (covered]
acnvities."I/ Therefore, not only is DOE permitted to use Price-Anderson instead of
SARA § 119 to indemnify its contractors against nuclear hazards, it is required to do so.

B. Public Law 85-804

After consulting with the Office of Management and Budget, as well as the House
and Senate Appropriations and Armed Services Committees, DOE recendly anted
limited P.L 85-804 indemnification to the M&O contractor at Rocky Flats.'
Although DOE has not provided F.L 85-804 indemnification in its Femnald RFP, it has
authority to do so. In relevant part, PL. 85-804 provides:

The President may authorize any department or agency of
the Government which exercises functions in connection with
the national defense, acting in accordance with regulations
prescribed by the President for the protection of the
Government, to enter into contracts without regard to other
provisions of law relating to the maldn& performance,

-2-.(_conrinued)
produced by the -- action or concc.ntrtdon of uranium or thorium from any ore prossed primarily
for its source mate:ial contt." Id., 1 2014(e) (emphasis added).

S / SARA 119 is a product of the Supedund Amendments and Reauthorimdon Ac of 1986, 42 U.S.C.
1 9619. See i£ft, section IILB3, for a discussion of prindples of statutory inte.-pretation.

"m' 42 U.S.C.A. 5 =O(d)(1)(B) (West Supp. 1990).
Y./ See DOE Memorandum, Azwhri.aon to Ddemnify EG&G Under bric Law 85-804 (Aug. 14,

1991), c.ted in September 30 letter to Secetary Watkins, w pru, p. _ :i approvig the EG&G
reques for indemnifcation at the Rocky Flats faciity, DOE providrd only limited protecton. It
covers only allowable costs and avoidable costs above the coamctor's c:in as dened in the
Accountability Rule. Therefore, the contractor is nw inde-mified for the first doilar, but only for
amounts above its f= in the period in which the inddent ocurs. Additionally, the inedemnfication
does not apply to costs otherwise covered by Price-Andeson. The indemnification means that DOE
will be able to meer its reimbursement obligations in the event that contrac appropriations ccas to
be available.

* -5.



amendment, or modiflcations of contract, whenever he deems
that such action would facilitate the national defense.2/

Although P.L 85-804 does not actually mention indemnifcation, the authority
granted to enter into contracts without regard to other provisions of law clearly provides
sufficient authority for the President to indemnify where he determines it to facilitate the
national defense. Indeed, the legislative history of P.L 85-404 reveals that
indemnifcation was a primary reason for enacting the legislation. As 'ne example, the
House Committee Report explains:

One of the most significant developments under title II [of
the First War Powers Act (the predecessor to P.L 85-804)]
has been use of that authority as a basis for indemnity
provisions in certain contracts. Based on the broad language
of that Act, the authority would continue under this bilL The
need for indemnity clauses in most cases is a direct outgrowth
of military employment of nuclear power and the highly
volatile fuels required in the missile program. Because of the
magnitude of the risks involved, commercial insurance
policies are either unavailable or provide insufficient
coverage ....

[P]roduction contracts for items like nuclear-powered
submarines and missiles, although not considered especially
hazardous, still give rise to the possibility of an enormous
amount of claims. The Department of Defense and the
Committee believe, therefore, that to the extent commercial
insurance is unavailable, the risk of loss should be borne by
the United States.-/

Finally, Executive Order 10789, as amended, expressly permits the Secretary of
Energy to enter into indemnifcation agreements without regard to other laws limiting
agency commitments to available funds. The Order provides:

1A.(a) The limitation in paragraph 1 to the amounts
appropriated and the contract authorization provided therefor
shall not apply to contracrual provisions which provide that the
United States will hold harmless and indemnify the contrac-or.
against any of the claims or losses set forth in subparagraph

- National Defemse Contrac Authorization Act, Pub. L. No. 85-804, 1, 72 Star. 9762 (1958), codfled

a, anmwied a 50 U.S.C. I 141 (19M) (emphasis added).

/t H.R. Rep. No. 85t2, Sh Cong., 2d Sess., 6 (1958).
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(b), whether resulting from the negligence or wrongful act or
omission of the contractor or otherwise....;9-

L P.L 85-804 Is in Force Pursuant to Proclamation 2914.

PL. 85-804 is *effective only during a national emergency declared by Congress or
the President and for six months after the termination thereof or until such earlier time
as Congess, by concurrent resolution, may designate."- Pursuant to Proclamation
No. 2914,-T' the United States is under a state of national emergency. Although the
effects of the Proclamation were eroded through passage of the National Emergencies
Act of 1976,2/ that act expressly excludes PL. 85-804 from its provisions.--/
Therefore, the requirement that 85-804 be used only during a national emergency is
satisfied.

2. P.L 85-804 May Be Used When to Do so Would Facilitate the
National Defense.

P.L 85-804 indemnification may be used 'whenever [the President] deems that
such act"on would facilitate the national defense."--/ Through Executive Order 10789,
the President delegated the authority to determine whether a particular use of PL. 85-
804 would *facilitate the national defense."-/ Executive Order 10789 authorizes the
Secremary of Energy to "enter into contracts .. without regard to other provisions of law

O / xFc. Order 10789, pL. I, reprinted as amended at 50 U.S.C. § 1431 note (hereinafter sometimes E-O.

10789]; See d., pt. I, ¶ 21.

.--- 50 U.S.C. § 1435.
.,7/ 15 Fed. Reg. 9029 (195 50), reprinted at TO U.S.C-A. app., note, at 7 (West 1990).
2V-' ,0 U.S.C. § 1601-51 (1988).

"•i See &,., § 1651(a)(6). The original bill leading to the National Emergendes Ac contained no
ex=.=pdon for P._ 85-804. After reviewing comments submitted by various executive agencez,
however, Congress was convinced that the 'abrupt termination of (P.L 85-804, among other specified
law] would disrupt activities deemed to be eential to the functioning of the goverament.. S. Rep.
No. 94-1168, 94th Cong., 2d Sems. 7 (Sept. 7, 1976). The executive agencies cited, in support of an
ez.empdon, a 1972 report of the Comission on Government Procurement, which recommended
"that the authorizations of Public Law 85-804 be mad available generally rather than being
dependet upon the edstenc of a state of war or national emergency. ad. at 28; see L. at 24-Z6.

-- ' 50 U.S.C. § 1433. Although a predece.sor statute had required actions taken under that statute to
"facuiiate the prosection of war,' that language was broadened following the end of the Korean
co€•f• to require only that actions "facuitate the national doefes.. See First Was Powers Act, tit.
IL ame.ded by Pub. L No. 81-921, 64 Stat. 1257, 1258 (1951).

1 E-O. 10789, np' note 20, pt. I, L
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relating to the maldng, performance, amendment or modification of contrac.s, whenever,
in the judgment of the Secretary... the national defense will be facilitated thereby."./

The requirement that the P.. 85-804 action "facilitate the national defense" has
been interpreted broadly. Thus, in 1981 the Secretary of the Department of
Transnortation authorized indemnification under P.L 85-804 for contractors engaged in
the up,'ading of the FAA's En Route Air Traffic Control System.-M/ After finding that
the liabilities resulting from a remotely possible catastrophic accident could substantially
exceed available insurance, the Secretary concluded that indemnification of the
contrac:ors would facilitate the national defense.

As another example, the United States Army routinely indemnifles contractors
engaged in the incineration of outmoded chemical weapons at such locations as Johnston
Ato[lV' These indemnifications are granted despite the National Academy of
Science's endorsement of incineration as the best method of destroying chemical
agents,"-' and the wide spread recogition of Johnston Atoll as a model facility for
such ac-ivities.•/

The activities undertaken by DOE and its predecessors at the Gover'ment-owned
weapors production facilities are clearly re.-*ed to the national defense. The materials
produced in these facilities and the wastes generated by their production are not
separable from the nation's defense interests. Moreover, DOE's defense programs have
been the only activities conducted at these government-owned sites. Referring to
contracors at DOE nuclear facities, former Secretary of Energy John S. Ha.-ington
wrote:

these contract.ors engage in special working relationships with
the Deparmuent to operate goverument-owned facilities that
are vital :o our national security. These relationships are

re= I, PL. IL I• M.

Z/ De;.'t of Trans, Fed. Aviation Admin., hidemniffcanon of Cont'aco, Who Pawipare in the Fedei-ml
A z.v.on Adminiwvon's Computer Replacement 'grm, 46 Fed. Reg. 62,596 (1Dc= 24, 1981),
modifed at 47 Fed. Reg. 1,29 (Jan. 1L, 1982); see aio YaA= v. United Stater, 321 U.S. 414, 431-3.2
(194.); B,•wkt v. V•,Mnqn, 321 US. 503, 52 (1944).

-' See E & C Fls Gain Ln Nve Gas 7Tnat, Chemical WekJ, June 13, 1990, at 3 (quoting Mari-y.
T1"Lbin, Dep't of Defense, Chemical Demilitari., on Cec.te Indemnification could be turned
dow•, but it never has bec-.).

I./ See Amny Formally EaciA On-Site r ,nnon to Deav• Ldtal Chemical Weaponr Sc..i?, 18 E--v.
Re;. =9 (1988).

/ Id; Z & C Fum Gain in Neave Gas Treaty, .upra note 29.
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founded on an understanding that the interests of the
Department and its contractors are largely inseparable--

Thus, PL. 85-804 is peculiarly suited for the unusually hazardous or nuclear remediation
activities conducted at these facilities.•/

P.L 85-804 has been used recently by the Army for the same purposes. In 1988
the Army Contract Adjustment Board explicitly endorsed the use of P. L 85-804 for the
payment of non-nuclear environmental restoration costs by National Defense Corp.
(NDC) at that company's Eau Claire, Wisconsin munitions facility. The agreement to
pay these costs included 50 percent of past environmental restoration costs and 100
percent of future costs. NDC had operated the facility for the Army for over 32 years.
Although the site was purchased from the Army in 1945, the Army had originally
construc:ed and operated an ammunition factory there. The Army also owned all
current production facilities and equipment. The Contract Adjustment Board, approving
the use of PL. 85-804, recogized that the site, together with the production facilities
and Government-owned equipment, had played a critical mobilization role in the U.S.
defense establishment. The Board also recognized that all parties at the site could be
held jointly and severally liable under SARA for the cleanup-'

3. SARA § 119 Does Not Supersede P.L 85-804 Authority.

Although SARA § 119 provides authority for the indemnifcation of superfund
response action contractors generally, that authority does not supersede the similar, yet
more sveciflc, authority provided under PL. 85-804. As discussed above, PL. 85-804 and
accompanying E.O. 10789 authorize the Secretary of the Department of Energy to enter
into contrac.s without regard to any other procurement law when necessary to facilitate
the national defense. The legislative history of PL. 85-804, as well as the text of E.O.
10789, clearly express the intent of Congress and the Executive that PL. 85-804 be used
to indemnify contractors for losses that arise out of or relate to defense contract
acivities that are unusually hazardous or nuclear in nature.

-77/ Lete: from John S. Harrington. Seretry of EnerV, to Senator J. Benett Johnston (Feb. 18, 1988),

rvpnn-jed in 134 Cong. Rec. S2008 (daily ed. Mar. 4, L988).

.J Addiionally, many of the remediation contracors at DOE nuder weapons producton faheities also
perform both related and unrelated work for the Departmen of Defense. Subjecting these
contacors to liabilities substanially in exess of available nsurance could place their very ~is.==c
in jeopardy, leaving them unavailable to •ntinue to support ocher Deparment of Defese initiatives.
This alone would support a fnding that iemnication under P.L 85-804 would *facitate the
national defense. See NASA Mcmorandum Decision Under Public Law 85-804, ¶ 12 (Nov. 5, L%89),
reporred w Cone. and rvphntwd in Contracual Actns, Calendar Year 1990 to Faciliate the
National Dcef.ns 137 Cong. Re. H=108, 1909 (daily ed. Mar. 20, 1991).O./ P.L. 85404 Applcadon of Nadonal Defens Corporaon, ACAB No. Ifl1 (Mar. 25, 1988).

.9.
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To establish section 119 as the ecusive means of indemnifying contractors whose
unusually hazardous or nuclear activities facilitate the national defense, Congress would
have had to repeal 85-804 by implication. Repeals by implication are disfavored under
the law-/ and should not be assumed absent "some expression by Congress that such
results are intended.'-W Indeed, the United States Supreme Court has held:

In the absence of some affirmative showing of an intention to
repeal, the only permissible justification for a repeal by.
implication is where the earlier and later statutes are
irreconcilableAV

Nowhere did Congress express its intention to repeal, through passage of SARA § 119,
PL. 85-804 as that law would apply to the indemnification of remedial action contractors
engaged in unusually hazardous or nuclear activities. Moreover, the two laws are easily
reconcilable. As stated above, where section 119 authorizes the indemnffication of
remedial action contac:ors generally, PL. 85-804 and E.O. 10789 offer independent,
alternative authority for indemnification of contractors whose activities (a) "faclitate the.
national defense" and C() "are unusually hazardous or nuclear in nature."

Congress clearly intended that PL. 85-804 permit executive agencies to
indemnify contractors regardless of the limitations of other laws such as section 119. It is
impossible to avoid the provision that PL. 85-804 may be utilized "without regard to
other provisions of law .... " As just one illustration of Congress' intent to do just that,
P.L 85-804 was made applicable to DOE's predecessor (the Atomic Energy
Commission) despite the eistence of section 162 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
which permitted the President to exempt the Atomic Energy Commission from other
provisions of law when to do so would be in the interest of the common defense and
security. In support of the passage of PL. 85-804, the Atomic Energy Commission
wrote:

However, despite the other authority mentioned above, we
believe there are certain situations in which it is desirable for
us to utilize the provisions of the First War Powers Act [the
predecessor to P.L 85-804]. For instance, our agency would
be required to present proposals for certain contract
modifications pursuant to section 162 of the act directly to
the President, whereas a determination to make the same

-1 Rqional RafI Recrwu~izn Act Caes, 419 U.S. 1=2 1-;3 (1974).

. 1' United Sitxe Y. United Condtentl Tuna, 425 U.S. 164, 169 (197); see afo MHoin v. Mantci, 417
U.S. 535, 551 (1974) (The intention of the legislature to repeal 'must be dear and manlest."
(ctation omitted)).

SMorion v. Mancai, 417 U.S. at 550.

.10-



modifications under the First War Powers Act might be made
.10 within our own organization ...

With this statement in hand, Congess passed P.L 85-804. Thus, not only can the
terms of P.L 85-804 be reconciled with SARA § 119, but P.L 85-804 was passed with
the clear intent of relieving the executive agencies, under certain circumstances, of the
limitations of laws similar to section 119. While laws such as section 119 govern the
actions of agencies generally, P.L 85-804 remains an exemption from those laws where
the designated executive agencies determine that an exemption would facilitate the
national defense.

4. SARA § 119 Does Not Provide Adequate Protection for National
Defense Sites.

SARA section 119 does not sufficiently protect contractors performing
remediation work at national defense installations, particularly DOE's nuclear weapons
production facilities. The proposed guidance published by EPA in October 1989 to
implement section 119 is not suffcient to deal with the liabilities at national defense
sites. The proposed guidance limits the indemnification of response action contractors
providing cleanup services at superfund sites to S50 million per contract. This amount is
expected to include subcontractor liability exposure. The proposed guidance limits
coverage to ten years and authorizes EPA to withhold indemnification when the

* contractor is adjudicated to be liable under state law, as well as when EPA determines
that the contractor has not made sufficent "diligent efforts" to obtain insurance. At the
time EPA proposed its rule, in October 1989, DOE had not initiated its remediation
program, and other measures, such as DOE's Accountability Rule, were not in existence.
EPA's proposed guidance was not promulgated with the expectation that its application
would be to nuclear weapons production sites owned by the United States Government.

In conn-ast, P.L 85-804 is intended especially for use in contracts involving the
national defense and nuclear materials. For those particular contracts, involving the
special risks of dealing with defense installations, section 119 is not suitable and is not
required.

- .ctere from Gene.al Manager, United State Atomic Energy Comm; on, to C~airman, Comm. on
the Judiciay, United States House of Representativ (June 18, 1958), repnnted in House Comm. on
the Judidary, Authorizing the Making, Amendment, and Modificadon of Contracts to Fac~itace the
National Defense, HR. Rep. No. =Z 85th Cong., 2d Sess., 11 (1958).
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Conclusion

To summarize, the Fernald Recuest for Proposals contains no indemnificationprovision other than one required unde: the Price-Anderson Act. Nonetheless, DOE hasauthority to enter into indemnifcation agreements pursuant to P.L 85-804. If use ofP.L 85-804 is necessary given conditions at the facility, there appears to be no reason
why it could not be used.
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Ha~zardious Waste Action C caution

SUMMARY OF EPA
FINAL SECTION 119 RESPONSE ACTION CONTRACTOR (RAC)

INDEMNIFICATION GUIDANCE

Indemnification Availability:

o FOR COST REIMBURSEMENT CONTRACTS AND FIXED PRICE
SUPERFUND CONTRACTS ENTERED INTO AFTER PUBLICATION OFTHE
FINAL GUIDANCE. EPA WILL NOT OFFER INDEMNIFICATION. Exception:
if the solicitation results in a lack of competition.

o Pre-existing cost reimbursement contracts: Indemnification will be
"negotiated" into contracts in the amounts specified below. RACs wt

indemnification agreements MUST purchase a minimum $1 million in
pollution insurance (or self-insure), or perform diligent efforts demonstrating
that the insurance is unavailable. The minimum amount of insurance
increases by 25% each year.

Claims Covered:

o Coverage is provided for third garty claims of nealigence only (Note: This
appears to be contrary to the statute, which says that indemnification is for
many liability,* not just third party liabiities). In addition, coverage is limited
to actual releases. not actual and potential releases, and coverage is limited
to RAC activities directly related to site cleanup.

Strict Uabilitv Coveraae:

0 Strict tort liability claims are not covered; nor are any other theories of
liability other than negligence.

Combined Claims:

o Indemnification will not be provided if the RAC is found to be both strictly
liable and negligent.

A•olicability To Other Federal Acencies:

o EPA's indemnification guidance must be used by the other federal
departments or agencies when these agencies use Section 119 as the
authority to provide indemnification to RACs (Note: the guidance does no
mandate that the other federal agencies must use Section 119 as the sole
source of indemnification authority. However, the guidance requires Section
119 claims against other federal agencies to be paid out of agency
appropriations.)



EPA Determination of Insurance Availability:

o EPA believes that insurance is currently available for RACs. EPA will
continue to make this determination, on a case-by-case basis, based on the
Odiligent effort" submittals of contractors.

o The following provision of the guidance requires further clarification to
ensure that the purchase of insurance does not negate indemnification
coverage: 'Any pollution liability insurance (or self-insurance) acquired or
maintained by the RAC ... reduces the limit of EPA indemnification on a
dollar-for-dollar basis.'

Indemnification Limits/Deductibles (General Information):

o Indemnification limits are contract aggregate.

o Deductibles are per occurrence.

o The indemnification amounts include the expenses of litigation and
settlement

o RACs must exhaust all available insurance and pay the EPA deductible

before indemnification will be provided.

Indemnification Limit/Deductible Amounts: 0
o Indemnification limits and deductibles are to be selected by the contractor

from the following menu based on the considerations listed below:

1. $2 million $20,000
2. $5 million $50,000
3. $10 million $100,000

4. $25 million $250,000
5. $50 million $1 million
6. $75 million $2 million

o Selection criteria:

Single-site contracts under $10 million: Contractors can choose
options 1, 2, or 3.

Singe-site contracts between $10 and $25 million, and multi-site
contracts under $25 million: Contractors can choose options 1, 2, 3,
or 4.



Contracts over $25 million: Contractors may choose options 1, 2, 3,
4, or 5.

ARCS contracts, or other contracts lasting more than 5 years:
Contractors may choose any option. However, option #6 requires
a dollar-for-dollar co-payment for all amounts over $50 million.

Period of Indemnification:

o Multi-site contracts: Ten years after completion of work at individual sites.

o Single-site contracts: Contract term plus ten years after the end of the
contract term.

Subcontractor Flowdown:

o Prime contractors May flow down indemnification to subcontractors
provided EPA approval is granted at the time of subcontract award. EPA
will not directly indemnify subcontractors. Only one indemnification
agreement will be offered per contract. Row-down will require the prime
contractor to indemnify the subcontractor. Prime contractors will be
required to monitor the diligent efforts of subcontractors.

o Additional Subcontractor Issues:

Pool subcontractors: $15 million a•gregp,j may be flowed down to
pool subcontractors (Note: This amount is separate from the
prime's indemnification limits, can only be granted in amounts up to
$5 million per subcontractor, and contains a $50,000 deductible.

Remedial Action (RA) Subcontractors: Prime contractors may not
offer indemnification to RA subcontractors unless the contracts are
first offered without indemnification and there is a lack of competition.
Up to $25 million in indemnification, with a $200,000 deductible, can
then be offered to RA subcontractors.

Innovative Technologv Subcontractors and SITE contractors: Can
be offered indemnification in varying amounts up to $25 million (with
a $200,000 deductible).

- Eguigment Providers: Are n=t eligible for indemnification.

Dilioent Effortse

o "Diligent efforts" to obtain insurance must be submitted to EPA b the
RAC begins work at a new facility (Note: the one exception to this



requirement is where the RAC already has an insurance policy that covers
work at the new facility).

o Prime contractor diligent efforts are insufficient to demonstrate the diligent
efforts of subcontractors.

o Retroactive determinations that contractor diligent efforts were inadequate,
thereby negating indemnification coverage, are likely.

Cost Reimbursement Considerations:

o Deductibles paid by the RAC will not be reimbursed as either direct or
indirect costs.

o The cost of insurance to cover the deductible IS NOT an allowable cost.

Gross Neoligence /lntentionall Misconduct:

o Indemnification does not apply for gross negligence or intentional
misconduct

Effect of Settlement on Indemnification:

0 Indemnification will apply if a negligence suit is settled.

Effect of a No-Neclioence' Detrmination:

o Indemnification will apply if the RAC is found not liable for negligence.

Claims Processing:

o To be eligible for indemnification, claims must be forwarded to both EPA
and the insurers within 20 working days of receipt by the contractor.
Additional, although limited, time is provided for claims against
subcontractors to be provided, through the prime contractor, to EPA and
insurers.

Surety Protection:

o The sureties that issue performance bonds wIll be covered by the same
indemnification agreement of the defaulting RAC. As a result, the surety
only has access to the indemnification amount rmaining under the
contract, and therefore the surety has no guarantee that sufficient
indemnification funds will be available in the event that the bond is activated.
In addition, the indemnification does not aaolv to bid or oavment bonds,
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DOE INTERIM FINAL RULE:
ACQUISITION REGULATION CONCERN-ING PROFIT MAKING

AND FEE BEARING MANAGEMENT AND OPERATING CONTRACTORS
(56 FR 5064, Effective March 11, 1991)

SUMJlMARY: The liability of DOE Management and Operating (M&O) contractors and
their subcontractors, including response action contractors, is limited to the
fee or profit earned by the contractor or subcontractor during the applicable
award fee evaluation period. Increased fees are provided to the M&O and
subcontractors in exchange for the assumption of facility *accountability."

DISCUSSION: Historically, DOE's M&O contractors have been fully indemnified by the
government for all costs and liabilities incurred as a result of contract
related activities. DOE has determined that, in an effort to ensure greater
contractor accountability, M&O's and their subcontractors will be held
responsible for specific nonreimbursable costs, in particular the costs of
noncompliance with environmental laws and regulations, subject to a specific
cap, or ceiling, on liability. In exchange for this increased liability
exposure, increased fees will be provided. Specific provisions of the rule
are as follows:

CEILING ON LIABILITY: M&O contractor and subcontractor Liability,
reg•ardless of the tier or level of the subcontractor, will be limited to the
fee or profit earned by the contractor or subcontractor during the applicable
six month award fee evaluation period. The award fee amount is therefore
treated the same as a deductible on an insurance policy. This Limitation on
liability applies regardless of the amount of the liability and includes third
party liability claims and long tail claims. Such an arrangement ensures risk
sharing with the facility's contractors, yet recognizes that DOE can not
disclaim all liability for facility operations.

SUBCONTRACTOR ISSUES: Wile not breaking from traditional "privity
of contract" arrangements where federal agencies deal primarily with prime
contractors, the rule expressly requires all subcontracts to contain clauses
(1) specifying that M&O's will pay subcontractors all amounts above the
subcontractor's liability cap that are reimbursed by DOE to the M&O when
the M&O is not jointly responsible for the loss, and (2) specifying that the
M&O is required to reimburse subcontractors for all amounts above the
subcontractor's Liability cap which remain the liability of the M&O (i.e.,
costs which are not reimbursed by DOE and within the M&O's liability
limit). This ensures that unequal bargaining power between M&O's and
subcontractors is not leveraged by the M&O to the detriment oC
subcontractors.

E.NV1RONME.NTAL RESTORATION CONTRACTOR TREATMENT: Under
the interim final rule, firms providing environmental restoration services to
DOE as a subcontractor to an M&O are covered by the rule's provisions.
Currently, DOE is implementing a new contracting strategy to channel
restoration work directly to environmental cleanup firms, and has indicated
an intention to apply the same or similar limitation of liability provisions
to such contracts. The rule also contains a phase-in period whereby site
conditions can be investigated prior to contractors assuming responsibility
for environmental conditions at the facility.

American Consulting Engineers Council
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10/86 Version

Standard Terms and Conditions
For Hazardous Waste Contracts

1. Standard of Care 4. Indemnification
The .4.rvic.- provided by Engineer shall be per- To the fullest extent permitted by law, Owner shall

rirmed in .ai•ordanct- with generally accepted profes- indemnify, defend and hold harmless Engineer and its
sonal L.ngineering practice at the time when and the subcontractors, consultants. agents, officers, directors
placle where tht. serv•Cae arc rendered. and employees from and against all claims, damages,

losses and expenses. whether direct, indirect or conse-
quential, including but not limited to fees and charges

2. Jobsite of attorneys and court and arbitration costs, arising out

(a) Owner shall turnish or cause to be furnibhed to of or resulting from the services or work of Engineer or

Engineer all documents and information known to any claims against Engineer arising from the acts,

Owner that relate to the identity. location, quantity. omissions or work of others. To the fullest extent per-

nature or characteristics of any hazardous waste at. mitted by law, such indemnification shall apply re-

on or under the sivt.. In addition. Owner will fur- gardless of the fault, negligence, breach of warranty or

nish or cause to be furnished such other reports, contract, or strict liability of Engineer. Without limiting

data. -tudie. planb, specifications., dcx:uments and the generality of the foregoing, the above indemnifica-
other intormation on surface and subsurface site tion provision extends to claims against Engineer

*conditions required by Engineer for proper per- which arise out of, are related to, or are based upon,

forfnance of its services. Engineer shall be entitled the actual or threatened dispersal. discharge, escape.
to rely upon ()wner-provided documents and in- release or saturation of smoke, vapors, soot. fumes.

formation in pex.rforming the services required un- acids, alkalis, toxic chemicals, liquids, gases or any

der this Agrvement; however. Engineer assumes other material. imtant. contaminant or pollutant in or

no rsp4In-abiiity or liability for their accuracy or into the atmosphere. or on. onto. upon. in or into the

t'Oniplet'nts'%,. Owner-provided documents will surface or subsurface (a) soil. (b) water or water-
remain the. prope.rty tit the Owner. courses. (c) objects, or (d) any tangible or intangible

matter, whether sudden or not. Such indemnification
( o) Ent-t-r wfll not diractr supervise or control the shall not apply to claims, damages. losses or expenseswork of 'ointra•'tors or their subcontractors. En- which are finaih" determined to result from willful

ginevr's -,ervices will not include a review or eval-
or reckless disregard by Engineer of izs obligations

uation of the contractors (or subcontractors) safety under this Agreement.
measurv,%

(c) 'ngin v.tvr --hall bl. rep tinsible only for its activities
and thait o it-, employte't on any site. Neither the 5. Engineer's Liability
prolt-o.',,nal activities nor the presence of Engineer Owner agrees that, to the fullest extent permitted by
or its emplorvev*% or its. subcontractors on a site shall law:
impl%- that Engineer controls the operations of (a) Engineer's total libiiit" to Owner for any and all
others. nor shall this be construed to be an accep- injunes. claimsý, losses, expenses or damages what.
tance by the Engineer of any responsibility for job- soever ansing out of or in any way related to this
site safttv. Agreement from any cause or causes, including but

not limited to Engineer's negligence, errors. omis-

3. Disposal of Contaminated Material sions, stnct liabilit', breach of contract or breach of
warranty, shall not exceed the total amount otIti % u nd i-r~t=oup an d a grv ed tha t E n gineer is not. and S ,.- , .

0 no re.pemnsabality ais. a handler. generator. operator,
"•l•er or %lirL.r. transporter or disposer of hazardous (b) Engineer shall not be liable to Owner for any spe-

or tl41C .lati'tincs k ound or identitied at a site, and cial. indirect or consequential-damages what-

that Owner %,hall undertake or arrange for the han- soever. whether caused or alleged to be caused by

dlhng, rem•val. treatment. storage, transportation and Engineer', neghhaence. errors. omissions. stnct Iia-

dibspoal ot h./ardous %ub,'dancve or constituents bality. breach of contract or warranty, or prform-

tound or identmied at a %t.. ance of services under this Agreement.
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COMMLNTARY ON INLEMNIFICATION AND
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY CLAUSES

INTRODUCTION

The American Consulting Engineers Council, through the
Hazardous Waste Action Coalition, is acting in several areas to
assist its members in dealing with the liability issues arising
out of "hazardous waste" activities. One-.of those areas is the
content of professional service agreements which expose the
design professional to uninsurable and unpredictable pol-
lution-based liabilities.

The Business Practice Committee of the HWAC has developed
contract provisions which it recommends be included in con-
tracts for hazardous-waste-related services. The topics
covered by these contract provisions are.

o Standard of Care
o Jobsite Information and Safety
o Disposal of Contaminated Material
o *Indemnification
o Limitation of Liability
o Client Insurance
o General Terms to Assure Post-Assignment Protection

The basic concept underlying the recommended contract
provisions is fairness in allocating risk and benefit between
the client and the engineer providing services. Some of the
factors evaluated in arriving at a fair position are:

o the availability of risk-shifting mechanisms such as
insurance

o prior benefit received from the generation of the
pollutant or hazardous waste

o benefit (such as compensation) for risk taken

o control over the process or project

o benefit to be derived from the completed assignment

o capacity to absorb risk

The Business Practice C-mmittee believes that, in general,
the recommended contract pi ,isions are equitable and fairly
represent appropriate risk allocation. However, it cannot be
too highly stressed that each assignment be evaluated on its

* own merits and the recommended language modified or supplement-
ed by assignment-specific terms.



A warranty of fitness for a particular purpose
generally guarantees that a product when used for the
particular purpose for which it is required and in a
foreseeable manner will produce the result intended
by the user. This warranty is also usually and
appropriately confined to the procurement of goods.
Unless the engineer can control the manner and
circumstances in which the product of his services is
used, the fitness warranty is not appropriate.

Very few clients will object to the engineer's

forthright disclaimer of such warranties.

II. JOBSITE

1.0 Site Data

The success of an engineer's efforts are directly
related to his knowledge of the problem he is engaged
to solve. The more complete and accurate his knowl-
edge, the more certain and economic will be his
solution to the problem.

Squarely into this equation falls the contaminated
jobsite at, under and around which the engineer is
attempting to repair damage of indeterminate origin,
extent and potency. Any and all data, prior studies,
manufacturing or waste disposal histories, and
construction documents actually or potentially
informative as to the actual conditions at the site
should be given to the engineer. Every item of
iniormation withheld from the engineer increases the
risk that the engineer's solution will be off the
mark. If a client perceives a benefit to himself in
withholding information, it is appropriate that the
related risk of an incorrect solution arising from
the lack of such information be borne by the client.

Further, when the engineer is given neither the time
nor the funds to verify the accuracy of the informa-
tion he has been given, the client ostensibly has
received two benefits: a time saving and a cost
saving. Again, the risk accruing from these savings
-- the chance that actual site conditions may vary
from the information given -- is appropriately left
in the same hand that holds the benefit. The engi-
neer should be able to rely on the accuracy of the
information he is given without assuming a risk for
which he receives no benefit.

-3-
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III. DISPOSAL OF CONTAMINATED MATERIAL

Other than the engineer's willful or reckless disregard of
his obligations to the client, it is difficult to justify
the engineer's assumption of responsibility for contam-
inated materials found on the jobsite. Generally, the
engineer engaged to provide services to clean up a site
had nothing to do with the original generation, disposal
or storage of the toxic or hazardous materials. The
statutory or regulatory obligation to clean up and dispose
of the contaminating material is the owner's. The attempt
to transfer these obligations to the engineer who, as
opposed to the owner, never derived any benefit from the
original generation of the contaminants is unfair and
inequitable.

The engineer should avoid agreeing to be responsible for
any part of the contaminated material disposal obligation.
Once attached to such obligation, the engineer may never
be able to cut the cord and may have bought liabilities
far beyond any compensation he received for his original
work. Very few fees are sufficient to make whole a
Potentially Responsible Party facing joint and several
liability for a major cleanup of a disposal facility.

IV. INDEMNIFICATION

1.0 General

Indemnification is the making whole of another person
for injury or damage done to,that person. The making
whole usually takes the form of paying money to the
other person although it could take other forms, such
as replacing or repairing property.

1.1 "Indemnification clauses" often contain obligations
which go beyond indemnification. An agreement to
"defend" the other party, for instance, may require
the paying out of money to the other party's defense
attorney at a much earlier point in time than if the
clause had required one to "indemnify for the cost of
defense." Similarly, an agreement to indemnify for
"damages" may not necessarily include an obligation
to pay the other party's "defense costs" or "attor-
ney's fees" unless those items have been specifically

* included in the clause.

1.2 The agreement to indemnify the Client by the engineer
creates serious obligations which do not exist in the
absence of such a clause. Probably the most serious
of these are the potential loss of the worker's
compensation shield and the extension of the time for



2.4 Indemnification by the design professional for his
negligent acts and those of parties for whom he is
responsible such as employees and subconsultants.

2.5 Indemnification by the design professional for his
acts (negligent and non-negligent);

2.6 Indemnification by the design professional for his
acts (negligent and non-negligent) and those of
parties for whom he is responsible such as employees
and subconsultants;

2.7 Indemnification for all damages arising out of the
performance of the work excepting that arising from
the sole negligence of the client.

.2.8 Indemnification for all damages arising out of the

performance of the work.

3.0 Assessing Risk of Indemnification - All Assignments

The advisability of agreeing to any of the contractual
positions delineated in 2.0 above will depend on several
factors, primary among which are:

3.1 Insurance coverage:

o Is it in force now?

"o Will it be in force when the claim arises?

"o Does it cover the indemnification agreement
through either a blanket or specific endorsement
to the policy?

3.2 The nature of the assignment:

"o The technical discipline involved (structural,
soils, electrical, etc.)

"o The type of service (study, design, construction
inspection, etc.)

3.3 Prior experience with this type of project:

"o Does it have a history of litigation?

"O Is a reasonable budget set for the project?

-7-



0 No insurance coverage is available to pay for
Ellution-caused damage. With rare exceptions,

all professional liability insurance policies
contain exclusions which specifically deny
pollution damage coverage. Without such cover-
age, the design professional must pay, out of
his own or his firm's assets, all pollution-
caused damages for which he becomes liable.

o Liability for pollution-caused damage may arise
without any fault on the part of the design
consultant. This is known as strict liability
and may be found against the design professional
under statutory law or under the common law.
The basis for such a finding is that those who
involve themselves with situations or substances
which, by their nature, are "ultrahazardous" or
pose abnormal risk to the public shall be held
responsible for any injury or damage resulting
from such involvement. It may be safely said
that each state has different laws concerning
strict liability. The wise design professional
will acquaint himself with those laws before

* taking on a hazardous waste assignment or
agreeing to an indemnification clause.

o Joint and several liability. This is a concept
which literrily causes one responsible party
among many responsible parties to pay the entire
bill if the other parties have no assets or are
"judgment-proof."

4.3 These factors make it mandatory for the prudent
design professional to aggressively seek indemnifica-
tion from the client to the maximum degree allowed by
law both for claims arising out of the engineer's
services and for claims arising out of the work of
others. The indemnification position which should be
sought is: total indemnification of the design
professional by the client for all liabilities except
those arising out of the willful or reckless disre-
gard of his obligations under the service agreement.
The indemnification should include defense costs and,
if possible, the cost of in-house labor expended in
defending the case even if pursuant to subpoena.

0
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VI. INSURANCE

An agreement by a client to indemnify the engineer has
meaning only if there are and will be assets to back up
the agreement. If the engineer is dealing with a major
client, the assets may lie in the physical property, cash
or other such assets if the client is a private business
entity If the client is a governmental entity, the asset
may be the taxing authority of the government.

If the client is of a lesser stature, careful attention
must be paid to the current-and foreseeable financial
condition of the client. Any question as to the client's
capacity should be resolved from a conservative point of
view. It is foolhardy for the engineer to risk his estab-
lished business by being a "nice guy."

If the client is of marginal stability or has an uncertain
future, the prudent engineer would be well-advised to
insist that the indemnification agreement be backed by
insurance of appropriate coverage and having sufficient
dollar limits (and a deductible amount the client is
capable of paying or, if he is incapable, the engineer is
willing to pay). The policies should be written on an
"occurrence" basis; i.e., if the injury occurs while the
policy is in effect, coverage will be available even if
the claim is made after the policy has expired. "Claims
made" policies are extremely risky if the engineer doesn't
have the power to have the policies renewed for a prudent
and reasonable time period. Have your professional
insurance advisor evaluate the client's policies before
you accept any proof of coverage such as a certificate.
If pollution damage is excluded from coverage, the pol-
icies are probably of little value in limiting "our risk.

If the marginal client refuses or is unable to insure the
indemnification agreement, the engineer should ask himself
whether the assignment and the attendant risks are really
worth taking.

Vil. GENERAL TERMS

The terms of a contract are of value only if they are in
effect when called upon and if legally permissible. It is
most prudent to make certain that the carefully negotiated
provisions upon which the engineer is relying are and
remain not only meaningful but superior to any contrary
terms that may exist in other parts of the contract.
Accordingly, it is recommended that the three general
provisions: Precedence, Selrerability and Survival be
incorporated in all contracts employing the recommended
provisions.

-Il-
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United States -T B V K~c
General Accounti, OfficeG A ,Washington, D.C. 20548

Resources, Community, and
Economic Development Division

B-242300.I

February 5, 1991

The Honorable Ben Erdreich
Chairman, Subcommittee on Policy

Research and Insurance
Committee on Banking, Finance and

Urban Affairs
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On August 13, 1990, you asked us to testify on the potential liability of
property/casualty insurers for costs of cleaning up hazardous waste
sites. In preparing for our testimony at the Subcommittee's September
27, 1990, hearing,, we surveyed the pollution claims experience of 20 of
the nation's largest property/casualty insurers. These insurers
accounted for 67 percent of the total general liability market in 1989.2
During the hearing we presented some preliminary results of this
survey. This report provides more specific information on our survey
results, as you requested.

Reslts in Brief Of the 13 responding insurers included in our survey, only 9 provided us
with data on the claims they closed with payment in 1989. These nine
respondents reported that they paid about S 106 million, or an average
of about $44,000, on the 2,393 claims they closed with payment in 1989.
WI•'Ie only four of the nine respondents provided claim payment data
"t the 5-year period from 1985 to 1989, all four experienced a sharp
increase in their average pollution payments during this period.

Responding insurers did not provide data on the reserves they had set
aside to cover pending (open) and future pollution claims, as our survey
requested. However, the large number of open claims (about 50,000) and
pending lawsuits over insurance coverage for pollution liability (about
2,000) indicates that insurers may have much more at stake than their
past pollution claims experience would otherwise suggest. Our survey
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further shows that in 1989 responding insurers spent about $158 mil-
lion, or an average of $15.8 million per insurer, on lawsuits involving
pollution coverage issues or claims against insureds by third parties.3

As we stated in our September 1990 testimony, the actual cleanup costs
that insurers will ultimately have to defray will depend in part on the
share of the nation's cleanup effort for which insurers are found liable
under lawsuits. However, without a centralized source of data on the
pollution claims experience of insurers, the magnitude of cleanup costs
being absorbed by insurers will remain unknown.

B~ackr•ound The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Lia-

bility Act (CRCLA), more commonly known as Superfund, requires the

parties responsible for contamination at the nation's worst hazardous
waste sites either to clean up the sites themselves or reimburse the gov-
ernment for cleaning them up. The Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), which administers Superfund, currently has identified about
1,200 sites as eligible for long-term, permanent cleanup under
Superfund.4 The parties liable for these cleanups include present and
past owners or operators of sites, all generators of hazardous waste
found at the site, and certain transporters of these wastes.

In interpreting CZRCA'S liability provisions, courts have consistently
held that Superfund liability is strict and, where the harm is indivisible,
joint and several. Strict liability means liability without fault. Under a
strict liability standard, a responsible party may be held liable for
cleanup costs regardless of the care it has taken to prevent conramina-
tion. Under the joint and several liability standard, one party may be
held liable for all cleanup costs even if others contributed to the contam-
ination. In theory, then, a single party may be threatened with poten-
tially large costVs.

Given these liability standards and the millions of dollars often required
to clean up a hazardous waste site-an average of at least $29 million

$Typicauy, geieral labdir~y surne Policies call for the waure to defend the insured ui suits
brought apm the uwA*d for damages covered by the polcy.

SM Wo elloble for Sulw-rued leanup may be subject to deanup =der statc propwm

OJoin and several Ilabinty appfls Wi a cow becum wstesw have been commingled. But whem'9
the ham a d-able, and a reasonable bWaS eM for appovuoning cogm the responable Party wil
be held liabie only for the plron of tW ham tt it caused.
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for a single Superfund sire, according to EPA esrimates-responsiblh
ties are looking to their insurers to pay for site cleanups.

Before the 1970s, insurers provided coverage for a broad range of,
mercial liability resulting from accidental personal injury or propez
damage-which might have included pollution incidents-under c
prehensive general liability policies. But as their awareness of the !
cial liabilities associated with pollution incidents increased, insurez
began in the late 1960s to revise, redefine, and limit policy languag
might apply to pollution damages. For example, a "pollution exchu
clause was added to the standard comprehensive general liability I
to specify that the policy covered only sudden and accidental polh
incidents.

During the 1970s, insurers further revised their policies to better d
their financial responsibility for pollution incidents. For example, .
insurers developed entirely separate environmental impairment liz

(" policies specifically to cover pollution risks. By the mid-1980sao
most insurers had ceased to offer new insurance policies cove*
tion-relared damages.

Insurers withdrew from the pollut~ion market for several reasons. I
rily, they contended that environmental legislation, as well as rece
trends in common law and court interpretations of environmental'
had broadened their liability for pollution coverage beyond what ý
been intended under past policies. They maintained that t-his incre.
liability left them exposed potentially to enormous payments for c
presented under these past policies.

While insurers have acted to limit pollution coverage, disputes haN
arisen over the years between insurers and their policyholders ovc
extent to which their policies provided pollution coverage. In a 191
report, we reviewed court cases involving these coverage disputes.
These disputes focused on key contract issues, such as whether an
insurance conwa='s pollution exclusion clause applies to the insur
release and whether pollution cleanup costs are covered damages'
the policy. At that time, we reported that the resulting court decisi
varied, sometimes favoring the insurer and sometimes favoring th,
insured, with no trends emer,-g. In our September 1990 testimon
stated that the extent of insurers' obligations to pay responsible p;
cleanup costs remained undefined.

maerdm Waitom Surnmdun truCED Avaidabft(GAO/RC'48-2. Ocr 16.1
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Insurers' Pollution The nine respondents ?'Lat provided claim payment data for 1989
reported that they paid about $106 million, or an average of about

Claims Experience $44,00o, on the 2,393 pollution claims that they closed with payment
during that year. While our survey sought claim payment data for the 5-
year period from 1985 to 1989, only four insurers responded with infor-
mation for this entire period. As shown in table 1, the average pollution
claim payments for these four insurers as a group more than quadrupled
between 1985 and 1989. The number of pollution claims that the four
closed with payment also more than quadrupled during this period. Indi-
vidually, each insurer experienced a sharp increase in average pollution
claim payments during this period, with average payments for 1989
ranging from three to eight times higher than average payments for
1985.- The experience of these insurers, however, does not necessarily
reflect other insurers' claims experience or pollution liability exposure.

Table 1: Claim Payments for Four
Insurers (1985-89) Claim payments'

Number of claims Total Average
Year closed with payment (in millions) per claim
1985 176 $2.7 $15.600
1986 266 5.2 19.500
1987 241 5.6 23.400
1988 426 2.5.7 60.300

1989 786 51.4 65.400

Totai ciuam payments are rounoed to the nearest hunored.thousand. whereas average claim payments
wre mouncecd to te neaest hwUai*el.

The number of open claims and lawsuits in which insurers are involved
indicates that insurers potentially have much more at stake than even
their past claim payment experience would suggest. The 13 responding
insurers reported that they had 49,947 pollution claims open at the time
of our survey, not all of which w necessarily be closed with payment.
Also, these 13 insurers reported that they were engaged in 1,962 law-
suits with insureds over pollution coverage issues. According to 10 of
these responding insurers, these lawsuits involved about 6,000 haz-
ardous waste sites. However, the number of lawsuits and affected sites
Is no doubt inflated because such suits can and do involve multiple
insurers for the same site.

Insurers also reported that they had incurred millions of dollars in legal
costs in pursuing these lawsuits and in defending insureds against third-

'Thee four hm.•ers aommed for about 1I perce- of the premiumsn = fo- -ar genevral liabilty
Jimraatce i 1969.
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party claims. In 1989, according to our survey. 10 responding insurers
spent about $ 158 million, or an average of S 1.5.8 million per insurer, on
lawsuits over pollution coverage issues or involving the defense of
insureds against third-parry pollution claims.'

While our survey also sought information on the reserves insurers had
set aside to cover both open and expected future claims, none of the 13
responding insurers provided this information. An attorney representing
seven of the respondents stated that these insurers did not believe that
their policies provide coverage for Superfund cleanups or for many
other environmental claims. This attorney also stated that any resezves
these companies may have established reflect a variety of management
policies and perceptions and are of no general significance to pollution
claims.

-- No Centralized Record Cleaning up this nation's hazardous waste sites will cost billions, or pos-
sibly hundreds of billions, of dollars, according to estimates by insurers,

of Pollution Claimn federal agencies, and others. How much of these cleanup costs insurers
layments Eyists will ultimately have to absorb will depend, as we stated in our Sep-

tember 1990 testimony, oii (1) the size of the nation's cleanup effort. (2)
the share of this effort that responsible parties will fund, and (3) the
share of this effort for which insurers are found liable under coverage
lawsuits. However, without a centralized source of data on the pollution
claims experience of insurers, the magnitude of cleanup costs being
absorbed by insurers will remain unkmown.

We first noted the absence of a centralized, comprehensive data source
on pollution claim payments in our 1987 report to the Congress entitled
Hazardous Waste: Issues Surrounding Insurance Availability (G.AO,
RC D.-8-2, Oct. 16, 1987). In that r .port we suggested that the Congress
consider requiring insurers or responsible parties, as appropriate, to
report to Enk the amounts of pollution claim payments made to cover
cleanups and other expenses relating to these claims.

In our September 1990 testimony, we noted that centralized information
on the pollution claims experience of insurers is still not available. We
therefore reiterated our 1987 suggestion that this information be col-
lected to aid congressional policy-making in this area.

ftume of the legalc for defending Uireds may have been uncluded in the 344.000 averlle qou-u
don claim payment Uha ranpodnng =uvrti made on the dauns theyl dosed with paymem in 1989.
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Average claim payments for some survey respondents increased sharplyConclusions between 1985 and 1989. Also, the large number of open claims and law-

suits involving pollution coverage issues suggests that responding
insurers could be faced with substantial claim payments in the future.
The millions of dollars that responding insurers spent in 1989 on these
lawsuits and on the defense of insureds is further evidence of the magni-
tude of the pollution claim problem insurers could face.

Unfortunately, no centralized, comprehensive data on the pollution
claims experience of insurers are available. For this reason, we sug-
gested in both our October 1987 report and our September 1990 testi-
mony that, to remedy this problem, the Congress may want to require
insurers or responsible parties to report the amount of their pollution
claim payments to a central source.

Our survey was conducted during September and October 1990 in accor-
dance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
Appendix I contains information on our survey objectives, scope, and
methodology.

As arranged with your office, copies of this report are being sent to
appropriate congressional committees; the Administrator, mk; the
Director, Office of Management and Budget; and other interested
parties.

Major contributors to this report are listed in appendix II. Please contact
me at (202) 275-6111 if you have any questions.

Sincerely yours,

Richard L. Hembra
Director, Environmental Protection

Issues
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Ubjectives, Scope, and Methodology

Our survey of insurers was designed to obtain data on (1) the pollution
claims that insurers closed with payment from 1985 to 1989 on their
comprehensive general liability and environmental insurance liability
policies, (2) open claims, (3) available reserves for open and future
claims, (4) lawsuits involving pollution coverage issues, and (5) legal
fees resulting from these suits and suits involving the defense of
insureds against third party claims. Our survey was initiated in
response to a request from the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Policy
Research and Insurance, House Committee on Banking, Finance and
Urban Affairs, to testify on the potential liability of property/casualty
insurers for costs of cleaning up hazardous waste sites.

We selected the 20 property/casualty insurers for our survey on the
basis of the dollar amount of direct premiums they wrote for general
liability insurance in 1989, as reported by A.M. Best Company., We lim-
ited our review to general liability (other liability) insurance because
most pollution coverage comes under this category. Also, we limited our
survey to the 20 largest insurers in hopes of completing this limited
survey in time to include its results in our testimony.

In all, we received responses from 14 insurers, or a 70 percent response
rate. However, we did not include one insurer's response in our survey
results because this insurer provided estimated rather than actual claim
payments. The 13 responding insurers included in our survey results
accounted for about 49 percent of the total general liability insurance
premiums written in 1989. Only 4 of the 13 insurers provided claim pay-
ment data for the full 5-year pernod. We could not verify survey
responses because insurers consider their claim files to be confidential.
Furthermore, given the number of insurers surveyed and the number of
responses received, our survey results do not provide a statistical basis
for making projections.

Our survey was conducted during September and October 1990 in accor-
dance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Partici-
pation in our survey was voluntary since we do not have authority to
require the insurers to respond. To encourage a good response rate. we
extended a formal pledge of confidentiality to the insurers, promising
that we would report only summaries of aggregate data.

A-11. Ben evaluates axd rates msurazce rdusm, fruci•al ,performance.
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Appendix II

Major Contributors to This Report

Peter F. Guerrero, Associate Director

Resources, Lawrence J. Dyclanan, Assistant Director

Community, and Thomas J. Storm, Evaluator-in-Charge

Economic
Development Division,
Washington, D.C.
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Need for Risk Sharing in
DOD Environmental Restoration Contracts

Environmental restoration firms seeking to participate in the cleanup of DOD's
hazardous waste sites today face a difficult decision: either decline to participate in
DOD's restoration programs or effectively "bet the company" on the risk of potential
liability stemming from each contract awarded to them. Since the vast majority of the
hazardous wastes are underground, the extent and nature of the contamination at these
sites cannot be fully determined in advance. In any event, current technology allows at
best an imperfect understanding of the behavior and spread of contaminants in a
subsurface environment. Accordingly, even the most conscientious professionals, using
the most sophisticated technology available, cannot ensure their cleanup efforts will not
have unintended consequences. As a result, there is a substantial risk of third-parry
claims against the restoration contractor arising at some later date, perhaps many years
after the remediation work is completed.

In other engineering or construction endeavors, the risk of future third-party
liabilities is managed by purchase of liability insurance in an amount felt to be sufficient
to cover the likely liability risk, and incorporating a deductible chosen by the insured to
best fit its particular needs and financial circumstances. In the hazardous waste field,
however, liability insurance is not available to fulfill its normal risk management role.
To the extent liability insurance is available at all, it is on a "claims made" basis,
extremely expensive, limited in amount, and subject to other onerous policy terms. As a
result, if restoration firms cannot obtain reasonable limitations on their potential liability4 risks from their clients (as is the case on DOD contracts today), they are effectively
operating without any risk managment mechanism, and betting the firm's assets on each
restoration project.

The irony of the dilemma facing restoration firms is in the fact that they are in no
way responsible themselves for the existing contaminated sites. Restoration firms arrive
after the damage is done, and their efforts improve, rather than threaten, public health
and safety. Nonetheless, the combination of strict liability theories, joint and several
liability, and likely Government immunity from most claims subject them to liability from
which the Government, who is the owner and operator of the sites and was generator of
the wastes, is immune. This liability exposure has led a number of contractors to either
forego participation in DOD restoration procurements entirely, or at least to be
extremely selective in participating in this market. Ultimately, this situation will
jeopardize the efficient, cost-effective progress of DOD's cleanup programs.

Svi= Liabiy

Many of the bases under which a restoration firm can be found liable for events
relating to a waste cleanup are premised on one form or another of strict liability,
meaning liability without any fault or negligence on the part of the restoration firm.
Under state common law, a person who engages in abnormally dangerous activities is

0



liable in tort for damages resulting from that activity, regardless of whether he or she
acted negligently. In recent years, several court decisions have imposed stict liability on
owners of hazardous waste disposal sites, as well as on generators and transporters of
hazardous wastes, on the ground that these activities are abnormally dangerous. Under
the same theory, restoration firms could be held strictly liable for damages resulting from
their restoration activities, even if the activities are conducted with the utmost care. Two
other common law theories frequently used in toxic tort cases, trespass and nuisance,
also require no finding of any fault on the part of the defendant to impose liability.
Several courts have found that whenever hazardous wastes have been deposited on the
claimant's property, whether they traveled on the surface, through subsurface aquifers, or
through the air, the party whose actions caused the deposit is liable for trespass.
Similarly, in nuisance cases the focus is generally on the harm to the injured party, and
not on the conduct of the defendant.

In the statutory arena, CERCLA and the various state hazardous waste statutes
based on CERCL.. typically impose strict liability on any firm falling within the defined
classes of liable parties, such as an "operator" or one who "arranged for" the transport or
disposal of hazardous wastes. As a result, restoration firms performing a site cleanup
may become strictly liable under CERCLA without being negligent in their activities in
any way.

Joint and Several Liabiiy

The doctrine of joint and several liability applies to most of the legal theories
potentially applicable to DOD environmental restoration contractors. CERCLA and
RCRA both provide for joint and several liability, and joint and several liability is also
the general rule under the various State tort law theories. Under joint and several
liability, one financially viable defendant is potentially responsible for paying all of the
assessed damages, even if other defendants are also responsible in part (even for the
most part) for causing the damage. The likelihood of being liable for the entirety of the
damages is greatly increased in a situation where the primary co-defendant, who
genera-d the wastes and owns and operates the site, enjoys sovreig immunity from
third party claims. This is precisely the typical case presented by a DOD restoration site.

When sued by a third party injured by a release or threatened release from a
restoration site, DOD will in the great majority of cases be able to invoke the
"discretionary function" exemption from the Federal Tort Claims Act (which waives the
Government's sovereign immunity to a limited extent), and thus remain immune from
suit. As a result, even if DOD were ultimately judged to be 90% liable and the
restoration firm only 10% liable, the restoration firm would, under joint and several
liability, be required to pay the entire judgment. In a comparable situation in the private
sector, by conatast, the restoration firm would be able to obtain contribution from other
financially viable defendants (such as the waste generators and the former and current
site owners and operators), and thus bear only its fair share of the damages.

Q..2- 2



Standard of Care

The performance of environmental remediation services involves skill, discretion,
and judgment. Professionals in this field regularly utilize inherently incomplete
information to select relatively new technologies and techniques, in order to achieve cost
effective site remediation. The legally applicable standard of care for these activities
requires that they be performed in accordance with generally accepted practices as
applied by professionals of similar expertise in the area. Conduct falling below this
standard constitutes negligence.

Although this standard of care may be sufficiently defined in other areas, it is
unacceptably vague in its application to environmental restoration activities. Widely
accepted industry standards have barely begun to evolve. Substantial uncertainties
remain in predicting the effectiveness and potential unintended consequences in many of
the emerging technologies available for environmental remediation. Such factors
preclude a restoration firm from knowLig in advance what might later be judged as
negligence. Moreover, as new technologies emerge, restoration firms can later be
second-guessed by judges or juries on issues such as determining the point at which a
new technology becomes the relevant "state of the art" (such that use of older techniques
falls below acceptable practice), or whether use of the new technology represents unduly
rash experimentation.

Finaly, because of the long latency period for many injuries caused by exposure
to hazardous substances, the conduct of restoration fir is likely to be judicialy
examined only long after the fact. In such situations it is extremely difficult to evaluate
past actions without regard to all that has become known in the years since the actions
were taken. This "20-20 hindsight" problem is of great significance in a rapidly changing
and developing technical area such as the hazardous waste field.

Lack of Available Inrurnzce - Risk Shaing

Apart from the hazardous waste field, engineering and construction frms are
generally protected from large third party claims by adequate insurance, subject to a
deductible level largely of their choosing. Such firms nevertheless still have strong
incentives to avoid negligent conduct. They remain directly liable for the deductible, and
know full well that claims against them may well lead to policy cancellation, or at a
minimum, substantially higher premiums (in addition to factors such as damage to
reputation in the industry). It does not require an ever-present threat to the firm's very
existence to assure that the firm will utilize every effort to use the highest degee of care
in performing its work.

In the hazardous waste field, where insurance is either wholly inadequate or
unavailable, the concept of risk sharing involves leaving the restoration firm with
sufficient risk to assure that care will be used in performing the work, while relieving the
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risk of larger liabilities that would cripple or destroy the restoration firm. Accordingly,
the restoration firm should be fully protected from liability imposed without fault, since
by definition the restoration firm cannot avoid such liability by the use of greater care.

With regard to negligence, the restoration firm would remain exposed to liability
up to a reasonable deductible amount, with the deductible being signifcant enough to
assure the firm's concern and care to perform the work to the best of its ability. A
reasonable deductible could thus appropriately be based upon the fee or anticipated
profit under the contract, which would equitably relate the restoration firm's liability
exposure to the benefit it receives for undertaking the contract. Such a deductible level
should permit maximum participation in DOD's restoration programs, yet still ensure a
sufficient incentive to perform at the highest level. To the extent the restoration firm
incurred liabiliry as a result of willful conduct on its part, that liability would properly
remain solely with the restoration firm.

Risk Shanng for Subcontrceor and Sure=z•

By statute (the Miller Act), DOD is required to obtain performance and payment
bonds from qualified sureties for construction work performed as part of DOD'
environmental resoration programs. Since sureties view themselves as potentially liable
to the same extent as their principles, they have been understandably reluctant to
provide such bonds to date. Accordingly, any risk sharing program implemented by
DOD needs to extend its application to the performance and payment bond sureties
involved. Otherwise, lack of bonding availability will continue to restrict participation in
the DOD restoration market.

Similarly, the benefits of any DOD risk sharing program must be extended to
subcontractors on restoration projects. Subcontractors are exposed to liabilities similar
to those of prime contractors. Many DOD restoration contracts as currently being
structured contemplate a large percentage of the restoration work actually being
accomplished through subcontractors. Accordingly, a risk sharing program that does not
extend to subcontractors would fail to obtain the intended benefit to DOD.

Deducible T7=e Ldmit

While conceivably a claim against a restoration firm could be asserted a very long
time after the site work was completed (exposure estimates extend up to at least 50
years, corresponding to a full generation), it does not follow that the restoration firm
needs to remain exposed to liability for such a duration to assure that it utilizes
maximum care in performing its work.

Moreover, what insurance is available to cover the deductible amount of liability
not covered by a risk sharing program is on a "claims made" basis. To obtain continuing
insurance coverage, the restoration firm would have to keep purchasing a new "claims
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made" policy covering that site every year, for many, many years after the work was
completed (although such continuing policies covering such "long tail" liabilities are not
even sold at present). As a result, the deductible amount associated with any DOD risk

* sharing program should terminate at some reasonable period following completion of the
work. As three years of continuing coverage for a completed site is the best known to be
available in the insurance market, a three year limit would be appropriate.

Definition of Um==fty Hadous

Public Law 85-804 provides authority to establish an appropriate risk sharing
program for DOD environmental restoration contractors, in that it allows DOD to
indemnify contractors engaged in activities giving rise to "unusually hazardous or nuclear"
risks. DOD has provided indemnification in the past under PL. 85-804 to contractors
operating many GOCO sites such as Army ammunition plants, etc. Many of these same
sites are now slated for major environmental restoration efforts. Cleaning up the wastes
generated by unusually hazardous operations involves many of the same unusually
hazadous risks.

Similarly, cleaning up many other DOD sites involves extremely toxic or
hazardous substances, typically in undetermined concentrations, exposure to which poses
a serious risk to human health. In this regard, the risk to the public and the restoration
contractor is not related to the dollar value of the DOD restoration contract. Wherever
there is a serious risk to the public in the event of a release of the hazardous substances
involved, whether because of the nature of the substances involved, their concentration,
or the proximity of large numbers of people who could be adversely affected by them,
the restoration contractor is exposed to unusually hazardous risks that should fall within
the scope of a risk sharing program premised on P.L. 85-804.

Conclusion

From the standpoint of being able to fully understand the liability risks involved,
the environmental restoration field still presents far more questions than answers.
Largely because of this, insurance providers have been understandably unwilling to offer
adequate, reasonably priced insurance coverage for restoration firms. Given the legal
principles of seict liability, joint and several liability, uncertain negligence standards, and
DOD's sovreign immunity from suit, restoration firms are exposed to unusual risks of
incurring large liabilities as a result of under"taking DOD restoration contracts. Imposing
these risks on restoration firms is inappropriate because the restoration firms are simply
trying to provide the solution, and were not part of creating the problem. In order to
assure DOD access to the largest number of financially strong, highest quality firms to
perform its restoration activities, DOD needs to institute an equitable risk sharing
program that relieves this inequity, but still leaves restoration firms with sufcient
incentive to perform at the highest level.
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PENDING AND RECENT CA•BB
REGARDING VUARDOUS WASTE RMDCDZATION CONTRACTS

Andrew D. Ness
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius

Washington, D.C.

A nuimber of currently pending or recently decided cases
raise issues of major significance to both environmental
restoration firms and their clients. While the law in this area
is still developing, these cases promise to provide substantial
guidance to all participants in the environmental restoration
market.

F=RST-PARTY LIABILITY

i. IT Corp. v. Motco Site Trust Fund, No. H-91-3532,
(S.D. Tex. pending). The Response Action Contractor (RAC) for a
remediation involving on-site incineration claims $56 million on
breach of contract/quantum meruit theories for alleged extensive
delays, changes to work scope and conditions differing from those
represented in the contract. The contract breaches are alleged
to be so extensive as to constitute material breach/frustration
of the contract, entitling the RAC to terminate the contract.
The Trust Fund (an entity representing the Potentially
Responsible Parties (PRPs)) claims that the RAC was performing
incompetently and breached the contract by walking off the
project.

2. Weston Services. Inc. v. Halliburton NUS
Environmental Corp., No. 91-1133, (E.D. Pa. pending). An EPA
ARCS contractor awarded a Remedial Action (RA) subcontract
involving tank removal and offsite incineration of tank contents.
A disput, arose concerning an alleged differing site condition.
The RA subcontractor was terminated for default on the grounds
that it failed to proceed with the work in the absence of an
agreement resolving the differing site condition dispute in its
favor. The RA subcontractor contends that it was not in default
because its continued per-formance was made impossible by the ARCS
contractor.

T=D-PARTY LIABILITY/!CTRCLA LIABILITY

3. Atlantic Richfield Co. v. Oaas, No. CV-90-75-BU-
PGN, (D. Mont. pandingl. The lead PRP at te Montana Pole and
Treating Plant Superfund site initiated a contribution action
against other PRPs, and also against two RACs, seeking to shift
to these defendants a portion of the total liability for site
remediation costs and natural resource damages under CERCLA.
Working under EPA contracts, the RACs allegedly designed,
installed and operated an oil/water separation system at the site0. ftU~3LV747~1I3o



intended to remove oil contaminated with PCP from the
groundwater. The RACs are alleged to have been negligent or
grossly negligent in their efforts, in that the system alleged
further spread the PCP contamination. Alternatively, the RACs
allegedly became "operators" of a CERCLA "facility" (the
oil/water separation system) at the site themselves, and thereby
became directly liable under CERCLA Section 107.

4. Dumes v. Houston Lighting & Power Co., No. C-90-
330, (S.D. Tex. pending). Residents and property owners adjacent
.to a State Superfund site in Corpus Christi sued a number of
parties that allegedly disposed of lead-II or PCB-containing
substances at the site. One RAC that developed and implemented a
State-approved closure plan for the site was also named as a
defendant. It is alleged that the closure plan as implemented
allowed lead to migrate onto the adjacent properties. The
specific claims against the RAC include negligence, nuisance and
trespass, as well as a claim that the RAC "arranged for
transportation of lead," a hazardous substance, and so is
directly liable under CERCLA Section 107.

5. Fowler v. Union Carbide Core., No. 15,477, (76th
Dist. Tex. pending). Present or former workers (and their
spouses or survivors) at the Lone Star Steel Co. plant (1,786
plaintiffs in all) brought this action against a large variety of
defendants (405 in total) who allegedly sold products or services
to the Lone Star Steel plant. The combined actions of the
defendants are alleged to have created a "toxic mushroom cloud"
or "chemical fog" of pollution enveloping the plant, and
eventually causing the workers to become ill with a variety of
diseases. The services provided by a number of the defendants
are more or less similar to services that might be provided by a
RAC, although no defendant is specifically alleged to be a RAC.
Theories of recovery include negligence, strict product
liability, misrepresentation, breach of warranty, private
nuisance, conspiracy and fraud, and other intentional torts.

6. Cr-awford v. Nat'l Lead Co., 784 F.Supp. 439 (S.D.
Ohio 1989). Residents in the vicinity of the Fernald Materials
Production Center (operated by DOE) sued DOE's Management and
Operations (M&O) contractor for damages due to release of
radioactive and other harmful materials. Damages claimed
included emotional distress and diminished property values. Six
theories of liability were asserted, including negligence, strict
liability, nuisance, willful or wanton conduct, breach of
contract, and violations of the Price-Anderson Act. In its 1989
ruling on various cross-motions for summary judgment, the court
found that operation of Fernald was an "abnormally dangerous"
activity for which strict liability was appropriate, and denied
the applicability of the Government Contractor defense to the M&O
contractor. A few months following this decision, the case was
settled for a payment to the plaintiffs exceeding $60 million.
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7. Stepp v. Monsanto Research Co=-., No. C-3-91-468,
(S.D. Ohio pending). This action closely parallels Crawford v.
National Lead, in that the plaintiffs are a class of residents in
the vicinity of the Mound facility operated by DOE, and the
defendants are the M&O contractors for the Mound facility for the
period from 1949 to 1991. Theories of recovery alleged include
negligence, strict liability, private nuisance, trespass, and
violations of CERCLA (the M&Os are alleged to be both
"operators," and "arrangers for disposal").

8. Amtreco. Inc. v. O.H. Materials, Inc., No. CA 90-
65-VAL (M.D. Ga., October 13, 1992). The primary PRP for a
Superfund site claimed that EPA's "emergency response" (ERCS)
contractor had inflated the cost of the cleanup by various
tortious actions. The court found that the Government contractor
defense did not bar the action against the RAC, since the
contract was for services, and also found that the similar
"Government agent" defense was inapplicable. The court took the
permissive indemnification language of CERCLA Section 119 as an
indicator that the Government's sovereign immunity does not
extend to RACs via these defenses.

9. Daigle v. Shell Oil Co., 972 F.2d 1527 (10th Cir.
1992). Residents living near the Rocky Mountain Arsenal brought
this action against Shell Oil and the Federal Government for
injuries from airborne pollutants released in excavating Basin F
at the Arsenal as part of a cleanup action. Theories pled
included CERCLA claims, various tort theories and a strict
liability claim for "ultrahazardous activity." The court held
that: the Government's sovereign immunity barred all claims
against the Government; CERCLA response costs did not extend to
cover claimed "medical monitoring" costs; and that a claim had
been stated against Shell that cleanup of Basin F was an
abnormally dangerous activity, for which Shell might be found
strictly liable for any resulting damages.

10. United States v. Strinofellow, 31 Env't Rep. Cas.
1315; 20 Envtl. L. Rep. 20656 (C.D. Cal. 1990). This is a CZRCLA
action in which the liability of the State of California as an
operator, owner and generator with regard to the site was
extensively litigated. The State was assessed the predominant
share of the cleanup liability, based upon its heavy involvement
with the selection, design, opening, managing and closing of the
site. Particular emphasis has been placed on the negligence of
State engineers in the mid-1950's (some 35 years ago) in
investigating the suitability of the site for disposal of
hazardous wastes and designing the disposal facilities.

11. Brookfield-North Riverside Water Comm. v. Martin
Oil Marketina. Ltd., 1992 WL 63,274; 1992 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 2920
(N.D. Ill. March 11, 1992). A construction contractor who
unknowingly installed a water main through soil that had been
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contaminated by hazardous substances from a nearby leaking
underground storage tank was found not to be an "owner,"
"operator" or "arranger for transport" under CERCLA. The
decision relies heavily on an earlier-case involving a
design/build contractor. Edward Hines Lumber Co. v. Vulcan
Materials Co., 685 F. Supp. 651 (N.D.Ill. 1988), Af• 861 F.2d
155 (7th Cir. 1988).

12. Kaiser Aluminum & Chemicial Cor=. v. Catellus
Development Corp., 976 F.2d 1338 (9th Cir. 1992). A site
excavation and grading contractor who unknowingly disturbed
hazardous wastes while grading for a planned housing subdivision
was held to be both an "operator" and a "transporter" under
CERCLA. The contractor was considered to be an "operator"
because it "had authority to control the cause of the
contamination at the time the hazardous substances were released
into the environment," even though it had no knowledge of the
existence of the contamination at the time. The contractor's
unknowing movement of contaminated soil from one part of the site
to another was also sufficient to make it a "transporter." The
court expressly held that movement of hazardous substances across
a recognized property boundary was not required to establish
"transporter" liability.

INDEMNIFICATION CLAUSES

13. Danella Southwest. Inc. v. Southwestern Bell Tel.e .Co., 775 F.Supp. 1227 (E.D. Mo. 1991). This was a CERCLA
contribution action against a contractor who excavated and
transported soils contaminated with dioxin, not knowing they were
so contaminated. In assessing whether a general indemnification
clause required the contractor to indemnify the generator for the
response costs incurred under CERCLA, the court held that "there
must be some suggestion that the parties intended liability under
CERCLA to be within the scope of the indemnity provision." Since
neither party knew that the dirt was contaminated with dioxin,
the indemnification clause was limited in scope to liability that
might arise from the excavation and transportation of regular
dirt-.

14. Bennett v. Bank of Montreal, 554 N.Y.S. 869 (App.
Div. 1990). The architect on a building renovation project
subcontracted with a consulting engineer for related services,
and agreed in the contract to indemnify the consulting engineer
against any claims unless the consulting engineer's negligence
was "the sole cause for all such losses, damages or injuries." A
construction worker injured in a jobsite accident sued both
design professionals and recovered a judgment against both. The
consulting engineer then sought to enforce its indemnity
agreement against the architect for its share of the judgment.
The court held, however, that under the broadly drafted New York
anti-indemnification statute, the indemnity was unenforceable
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with regard to liability due to the consulting engineer's own
negligence, whether in whole or in part.
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J',.i:an assoc'ia!ion • 1'e)ginec, ring acience

* firnzs practicing in bhtzardots UwestC, iiini t

1015 Fitteenth Street. NW.. Washington. O.C. 20005 202-347-7474 FAX 202-898-•006

February 18, 1993

Dr. Shun C. Ling, Ph.D., P.E.
Office of Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Environment)
ODASD(E)
400 Army Navy Drive, Room 206
Arlington, VA 22202

Subject: Follow-up to Risk Sharing Meeting

Dear Dr. Ling:

The Hazardous Waste Action Coalition (HWAC) appreciated the opportunity to meet with
you on Friday, February 12, 1993 to discuss HWAC's response to Mr. Thomas Baca's
request for risk sharing information. As indicated during the meeting, HWAC continues
to believe that appropriate risk sharing between DOD and its environmental restoration
firms is a critical component of DOD's cleanup program. Risk sharing is needed to (1)
ensure the availability of surety bonds for construction activities, (2) provide the certainty
necessary for insurers to provide policies that more appropriately address the risks posed

•0 by DOD cleanup activities, (3) ensure the prompt, competent cleanup of DOD's sites and
facilities, and (4) ensure a sufficient supply of competent contractors.

HWAC believes that the recent rise in lawsuits against firms involved in cleanup activities
is a trend which will continue. Because DOD is responsible for the existence of waste on
its facilities, and because the waste was generated in furtherance of DOD's defense
mission, HWAC is concerned that the lack of risk sharing will leave the environmental
restoration firms exposed to lawsuits for activities performed while cleaning up DOD's
waste.

Feel free to contact me at(202) 331-8510 or Carolyn Kiely of the HWAC staff at (202) 347-
7474 if you have any additional questions on HWAC's risk sharing submittal. In addition,
I would greatly appreciate it if you could send me a copy of the other comments on risk
sharing that you received. Thank you again for taking the time to meet with HWAC
representatives to discuss this very important issue.

Sincerely,

,ýohn E. DanielO Chairman, HWAC Federal Action Committee

A COerian of fto

American Consulting Engineers Council



Appendix 7
Potentially Responsible Party (PRP) Information

Contents

Questions on Private Sector Practice on Indemnification of Environmental Cleanup
Contractors

List of Top 26 Potentially Responsible Parties (PRPs) That Received Questions, in Rank
Order of Site Frequency

Responses to Questions:

General Motors Corporation

Monsanto Company

Westinghouse Electric Company

Ashland Company

Shell Oil Company

Ford Motor Company

Texaco, Incorporated

Rockwell International

Ciba-Geigy Corporation

Reynolds Metal Company

Allied-Signal, Incorporated

American Cyanamid Company

Chrysler Corporation

Burlington Northern Railroad

Waste Management, Incorporated

Reichhold Chemicals, Incorporated

W. R. Grace & Company



Approved
OMB No. 0704-0354

Expires August 31, 1996

Public reporting burden for this collection of information is etimeated to average 10 hour. per response, iecluding the time for
revlawlog 'Detructions. searching suisting data sources. gatbering nod maintoising the data needed. and eompleting snd reviewing
I%. collection of information. Send documents regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this eollectioo of

information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to Department of Defense. Washington Headquarters Services.
Directorste foe Information Operationos and Report.. 1213 Jefferson Daeia Highway. Suite 1204. Arlington. VA 22202-4304. sad to
the Office of ManagemIent end Budget. Paperwork Reduction Projeet (0704.0334), Washington. DC 20303.

PLEASE DO NOT RURN YOUR COMl,.TED FORM TO ETHER OF THESE ADDRESSEES ABOVE.

QUESTIONS ON PRIVATE SECTOR PRACTICE ON
INDEMNIFICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP CONTRACTORS

(1) What portion (by dollar amount) does your firm perform environmental cleanup work by
contract, through in-house work force, or through state or Federal agency?

(2) Please describe the nature of the environmental cleanup work which your firm has
performed since 1980.

(3) May we have a list of contractors you have used for environmental cleanup work?

(4) Describe the phase of work performed by the cleanup contractor: preliminary assessment. (PA), site inspection (SI), remedial investigation/feasibility study (RI/FS) or remedial
design/remedial action (RD/RA). Please provide factual data on type of action, contractor
name, location, type of pollutant being remediated, value of contract, and type of contract
(fixed price, cost plus award fee or cost plus fixed fee).

(5) How many times have you indemnified your environmental cleanup contractor(s)?

(6) What circumstances (nature of the pollutant, magnitude of the job, type of activity,
technology employed, etc.) led you to provide indemnification on those occasions that you
did? Please give us examples of the indemnification clauses used.

(7) Have you made any payments, or incurred any costs as a result of contractors you
indemnified having claims or litigation initiated against them? If so, please provide details.
(8) Have you used any other risk-sharing approaches with environmental cleanup contractors?

If so, please describe these approaches and provide examples of contract clauses.

Please forward answers by August 24, 1993:

Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Environmental Security)

Attn: Earl DeHart, ODUSD(ES)CL
Department of Defense
The Pentagon Room 3E808
Washington, DC 20301-3000



List of Top 26 Potentially Responsible Parties (PRPs)
That Received Questions, In Rank Order* of Site Frequency

1. General Electric Companyt

2. General Motors Corporation

3. Dupont DeNemours and Companyt

4. Monsanto Company

5. PPG Industries, Incorporatedt

6. Union Carbide Corporationt

7. Westinghouse Electric Company

8. Browning-Ferris Industriest

9. Ashland Company

10. Dow Chemical Companyt

11. Shell Oil Company

12. Ford Motor Company

13. Texaco, Incorporated

14. Rockwell International

15. Ciba-Geigy Corporation

16. Reynolds Metal Company

17. Goodyear Tire and Rubber Companyt

18. Allied-Signal, Incorporated

19. American Cyanamid Company

20. Chrysler Corporation

21. Rohn & Haas Companyt

22. Burlington Northern Railroad

23. NL Industries, Incorporatedt

24. Waste Management, Incorporated

25. Reichhold Chemicals, Incorporated

26. W. R. Grace & Company

* Ranked according to site frequency from EPA listing of 31 March 1993.

t Did not submit a response to the questions

0



e1 General Motors
Environmental and Energy Staff
Remediation Group
2860 Clark Street
Detroit, Michigan 48232

September 22, 1993

F-4-y C31) 5sýzY 7z

Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Environmental Security)

Attn: Earl DeHart, ODUSD(ES)CL
Department of Defense
The Pentagon Room 3E808
Washington, DC 20301-3000

Dear Sir:

0 Enclosed is our response to the questionnaire on Private Sector Practice on
Indemnification of Environmental Cleanup Contractors that you requested.

Sincerely yours,

W. J. McFarland

Enc.

Lsa Gwu rag~
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QUESTIONS ON PRIVATE SECTOR PRACTICE ON
INDEMNIFICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP CONTRACTORS

(1) What portion (by dollar amount) does your firm perform environmental
cleanup work by contract, through in-house work force, or through state or
Federal agency?

(a) All of General Motors cleanup work (approximately $100 million in
1993) was performed by contracts with outside professional consultants
and contractors.

(2) Please describe the nature of the environmental cleanup work which your
firm has performed since 1980.

(a) General Motors has performed a variety of environmental cleanup
work under an assortment of Federal and state statutes including
CERCLA, TSCA, RCRA and UST. The work to date, in terms of dollars
spent, has focused on site investigations, RD/RA, removal actions and risk
assessment.

(3) May we have a list of contractors you have used for environmental cleanup
work? 0

(a) General Motors purchases professional services from a host of
suppliers too numerous to mention. Our suppliers are both large and small
and are located throughout the U.S. Remedial contractors used for actual
RA work are also quite broad and tend to be selected on a regional basis.

(4) Descrbe the phase of work performed by the cleanup contractor:
preliminary assessment (PA), site inspection (Si), remedial investigation/feasibility
study (RI/FS) or remedial design/remedial action (RD/RA). Please provide
factual data on type of action, contractor name, location, type of pollutant being
remediated, value of contract, and type of contract (fixed price, cost plus award
fee or cost plus fixed fee).

(a) General Motors is involved in all phases of remediation work and
uses internal resources to negotiate scope of work and regulatory
agreements. Professional consultants/contractors are selected on a
competitive lump sum basis for virtually every phase of the remediation
process. Very few turnkey projects are offered.

(5) How many times have you indemnified your environmental cleanup
contractor(s)? S



(a) General Motors standard terms and conditions for environmental
contracts contain specific indemnification language. Such terms and
conditions may be modified depending on the nature of the project and the
service being purchased.

(6) What circumstances (nature of the pollutant, magnitude of the job, type of
activity, technology employed, etc.) led you to provide indemnification on those
occasions that you did? Please give us examples of the indemnification clauses
used.

(a) See attachments for examples of indemnification language used for
various environmental cleanup work.

(7) Have you made any payments, or incurred any costs as a result of
contractors you indemnified having claims or litigation initiated against them? If
so, please provide details.

(a) No

(8) Have you used any other risk-sharing approaches with environmental
cleanup contractors? If so, please describe these approaches and provide

* examples of contract clauses.

(a) No
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3'UIn demnifiatin

8.11.1. The Consultant and its Subcontractor(s) shall indemnify, defend and save
harmless the Buyer and GM, their subsidiaries, affiliates, employees,
agents, servants, and representatives, from and against claims, suits,
actions, damages and costs of every name and description resulting from
the negligent performance of the Work or Services by the Consultant or its
Subcontractor(s) under this Purchase Order, including, but not limited to,
contamination o& or adverse effects on, the environment or any person;
directly or indirectly caused by or arising out of any direct or indirect
exposure of an employee, agent, or vendor of Consultant or its
Subcontctor(s), (or an employee or agent of such entity or vendor) to
toxic or otherwise hazardous substances or conditions in the performance
of the Work or Services covered by this Purchase Order.

8.11.2. Negligent performance of service, within the meaning of this Article, shall
include, in addition to negligence founded upon tort, negligence based
upon the Consultant and its Subcontractor(s) failure to meet professional
standards and resulting in obvious or patent errors in the performance of
the Services and/or Work.

8.11.3. Nothing in this Article or in this Prchase Order shall create or give to
third parties any claim or right of action against the Consultant, its
subcontractors, the Buyer or GM beyond such as may legally exist
irrespective of this Article or this Purchase Order.

8.11.4. In no event shall the Buyer or GM be liable to the Consultant or its
Subcontractor(s), in contract or in tort for consequential damages, which
for purposes of this Purchase Order shall be defined as loss of profits,
downtime expense or increased cost of operation of equipment. lost
production, loss of use of productive facilities, or increased expenses of
operation.

8.11.5. Consultant and its Subcontractor(s) hereby further agree to indemnify
Buyer for any taxes, payments or penalties assessed on Buyer, and
expenses incurred in connection therewith, by state or federal taxing
authority for any failure to poely withhold and remit necessary payroll
taxes to such authorities with respect to self-employment of Consultant
and its Subcontractor(s), their employees, or the employment of others.

LU ConvultAnt Waranti & StAndard 2f Wranship

8.12.1. Consultant agrees to perform work timely, diligently and to the reasonable
satisfaction of Buyer in an efficient and economical manner consistent
with the best interests of the Buyer. Consultant shall use its best skills and
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judgment and shall perform all services in accordance with the highest
engineering professional standards, codes and regulations. Consultant
agrees to repcrform, at no charge to Buyer, any work which in the
reasonable opinion of Buyer does not meet the foregoing standard-

8.12.2. The Consultant, its employees and Subcontractor(s) specifically agree that
each shall possess the experience, knowledge and character necessary to
qualify them individually for the particular duties they perform. Consultant
further acknowledges and warrants that it currently possesses valid New
York State license or licenses (in particular, a New York State
Professional Engineers license), required to undertake and complete the
Services and/or Work as contained in Exhibit "A.

8.12.3. Consultant further represents and warrants to Buyer that Consultant is
engaged in the business of providing environmental engineering and
consulting Services, and has developed environmental engineering and
consulting Services, and has developed the requisite expertise required to
perform such Services; and further, it is understood that the Buyer is
relying on Consultant and its Subcontractor(s) expertise.

8.12.4. Consultant and its Subcontractor(s) represent and warrant to Buyer that
Consultant and its Subcontractor(s) understand and accept the currently
known hazards and risks which are presented to human beings, property
and the environment in the performance of the Services and/or Work.

$.12.5. Consultant and its Subcontractors) represent and wanrant that the Services
and/or Work will be performed in full compliance vith all applicable laws,
regulations, and ordinances and in full conformity with the standards of
care and diligence normally practiced by reputable environmental
consulting and engineering firms in performing similar Work or Services.
If during the two (2) year period following completion of Work or
Services or cancellation or termination of the Purchase Order, Consultant
and/or its Subcoutwtor(s) are notified in writing that there is an error in
the Work or Services as a result of those standards not having been met,
Consultant and/or its Subcontractor(s) shall, at their own expense, take
such corrective actions as may be necessary to remedy the error.

8.12.6. Consultant and its Subcontractor(s) represent and warrant that, in
performing the Services and/or Work, their employees may be Working
with, or be exposed to, substances or conditions which are toxic or
otherwise hazardous. Consultant and its Subcontractor(s) acknowledge
that Buyer has engaged Consultant and its Subcontractor(s) on the basis of
their representations concerning the conditions affecting the site and the
performance of the Services and/or Work, and that Buyer is relying on0
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Consultant and its Subcontractor(s) to identify and evaluate the potential
risks in performing the Services and/or Work and to take all appropriate
precautions to avoid such risks to its employees and others. Consultant
and its Subcontractor(s) agree to assume full responsibility for ascertaining
the existence of such risks, evaluating their significance, implementing
appropriate safety precautions and making the decision on how (and
whether) to carry out the Services and/or Work with due regard to such
risks and safety precautions pursuant to Article

=j, P- P.04



ADDITIONAL CODITTIONS TO PUIRMO E ORDER TERMS & CONDITIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

(NOT APPIUCABLE FOR THE PURIASE OF PROCESS EQUIPWWT)

-I 1788 (8/89)

The Purchase Order Torus and Conditions shall be revised as specified in these Additional
Conditions to Purchase Order Terms & Conditions for Construction Profossional Services to delete
paragraphs, to supersede deleted paragraphs, to mend paragraphs and add parugraphs as follows:

SlPPING, BILLING & pI5A CERTIFICATION, Paragraph 2. delete the following sentence:

"Seller's invoice must include a certification.. .in connection therewith.0

ODE.IVEY SOCEDULE, Paragraph 3, delete and substitute with the following:

The services shall be performed on a timely basis consistent with the Buyer's requirements
outlined in the scope of work.

A comletion schedule for key activities shall be mutually determined so actual progress can be
comwred with scheduled progress. Therefore additional time required to meet original schedule
will not be performed at Buyer's expense unless the original scope of work is revised at Buyer's
request.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY. Paragraph 14, amend by adding the following:

Proprietary Information

In order that Seller's employes may effectively provide the services to Buyer under this Purchase
Order. it may be necessary or desirable for Buyer to disclose proprietary information pertaining
to Buyer's past, present and future activities. All information furnished or made available by
Buyer to Seller or to Seller's employes or subcontractors in con-ction with the work or services
to be performed for Buyer hereunder, and all proprietary ini'ormation generated or developed by
Seller or its employes and subcontractor for Buyer shall Le treated as confidential by Seller and
its employes and subcontractors and shall not be disclosed by Seller, its employes, and
subcontractors to anyone, either in whole or in part, except upon written authorization by Buyer.

lights of Title

O Seller agrees that all work products of Seller's employes, including drawings, designs, reports,
manuals. programs, tapes and any other material prepared by Seller's employes under this Purchase
Order shall belong exclusively to Buyer.

Seller agrees that all writing, discoveries, designs, mask works, inventions and improvements
whether copyrightable, patentable or not which are written, conceived, discovered or made by the
Seller's employes or subcontractors in the course of the work done under this Purchase Order shall
be promptly disclosed to Buyer and shall become Buyer's sole property.

Seller agrees to sign and execute, and require Seller's employes to sign and execute, all
assignments and other papers necessary to vest the entire right, title and interest in such
writings, designs, drawings, mask works. inventions, processes, compositions of material,
specifications, improvements or discoveries in Buyer, and do all lawful acts and sign all
assignments and other papers Buyer may reasonably request relating to applications for patents.
mask works registrations, trademarks, and copyrights, both United States and foreign, or relating
to the conduct of any interference, litigation or other controversy in connection therewith.
provided that all expenses incident to the filing of such applications. the prosecution thereof
and the conduct of any interference, litigation or other controversy shall be borne by the Buyer.

Prior to the start of work, Seller agrees to require Seller's employes assigned to perform
services for Buyer to sign the attached Intellectual Property Rights Agreement form (see exhibit
A). Seller agrees to witness the signing of such agreements for Buyer and to preserve the
executed Intellectual Property Right Agreement forms for a period of five (5) years.

License

The Seller agrees and grants to Buyer and its affiliates a non-exclusive, royalty-free license
under any patents, domestic as well as foreign, which it may now own, control or hereafter acquire
to •ake, have made, use and sell, including:

Product. process equipment or facilities designed and/or developed under this Purchase Order
together with the corresponding right and license to use and have used processes and to make.
have made and use equipment for the manufacture of such product or part thereof or the
operaticn of such facilities.O For PurPoses of this Purchase Order. the term "affiliates" shall mean any company in which General

Motors Corporation owns fifty percent (5O0) or more of the voting shares of the company.

IN•EMNIFICATION. Paragraph 16. delete and substitute with the following text:

Seller assumes all risks of damages and injuries. including death, to any property or person
resulting from its error, omission or negligent act unoer this Purchase Order.
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Seller shall indemnify, hold harmless, and defend Buyer, its subsidiaries, affiliates and their
employees, agents. servants, and representatives from and against any and all losses, damages,
expenses, suits, and demands. including injury or death to persons or damage to property
(hereinafter collectively "Claims") to the extent such Claims are caused by or arise from any
error, omission, or negligence by Seller. including Seller's employes. agents, servants, and
representatives, in Connection with the performance of services under this Purchase Order.

Buyer shall indemnify, hold harmless, and defend Seller from and against any and all Claims
against Seller by third parties to the extent such Claims result from conditions existing at the
Property at the time of this Purchase Order and so long as such Claims are not due to Seller's
errors, omissions, or negligence.

In no event shall either the Buyer and Seller be liable to the other in contract or in tort for
consequential damages which for purposes of this Purchase Order shall be defined as loss of
profits, downtime expense or increased cost of operation of equipment, lost production, loss of
use of productive facilities, or increased expenses of operation.

INSURANCE, Paragraph 17. amend by adding the following:

The Seller shall also maintain insurance coverage for:
(e) Professional Liability insurance, including contractual liability coverage with minimum
limits of $1,0000,00 annual aggregate plus any applicable deductibles disclosed prior to a
claim being made by the Buyer.

Buyer shall be named as an additional insured under all Seller's policies except insurance for
Workers Compensation or Professional Liability.

A Certificate of Insurance must be submitted to Buyer prior to the start of any work under this
Purchase Order and must identify the Purchase Order number in "Description of Operation" section
of the Certificate.

DELETE THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS:

PREMIUM SHIPMENTS, Paragraph 4
NONCONFORMING GOODS. Paragraph 7
WARRANTY. Paragrapn 9
INGREDIENTS DISCLOSURE AND SPECIAL WARNINGS AND INSTRUCTION, Paragraph 10
TOOLS. Paragraph 18

ADD THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS:

AUDIT. Paragraph 32:

The Buyer reserves the right to audit and adjust the final Purchase Order price for discrepancies
for any compensation amount included in Purchase Order which was based on methods other than lump
sum or fixed price. Seller must segregate his records in such a manner as to facilitate a
complete audit and agrees that such audit may be used as the basis for settlement of charges
against this Purchase Order. Seller further agrees, for this purpose to preserve all such
documents for a period of three (3) years after final payment or acceptance.

This right to audit will also &poly to any charges resulting from cancellation for breach or
termination. Cancellation or termination charges shall be submitted in sufficient detail,
together with adeauate supporting information, to facilitate checking by the Buyer.

STANDARD OF WRKM•AXSIP. Paragraph 33:

Seller agrees to perform work timely, diligently and to the reasonable satisfaction of Buyer in an
efficient and economical manner consistent with the best interests of Buyer. Seller shall use its
best skills and judgment and shall perform all services in accordance with the highest engineering
professional standards, codes and regulations. Seller agrees to reperform, at no charge to Buyer.
any work which in the reasonable opinion of Buyer does not meet the foregoing standard.

SAMPLES; Para;raph 34:

In the event this purchase order requires environmental assessment samiles. then such samples
shall be returned to Buyer for final disposition or at buyer's direction shall be disposed of in a
proper manner according to the applicable regulations for the handling, storage, transport and
disposal of such materials. Seller shall be solely responsible for proper handling of samples
while samples are in the possession of Seller. At the time samples are to be disposed of. Seller
shall provide Buyer with a representation of their contents.
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sh(ill immediately notify the Committee in writing if:
(i) notice is received of violation of any governmental
enictment, requirement or authorization which relates to
Coztractor's performance under this Agreement; (ii) proceedings
ar4 commenced or threatened which could lead to revocation of
permits, licenses or other governmental authorizations which
re, ate to such performance; (iii) permits, licenses, or other
governmental authorizations relating to such performance are
rej"Wnj, (4't) III 1 1411111 ti fmmenoed or threoeneO whiah aould
af 4• L iuuhk j.i L &i oza (v) any other conditiori occurs or
is!threatened to occur which may have a material adverse effect
on Ithe timely performance of any of Contractor's duties under
this Agreement, or the timely performance of any duties the
Committee or its constituent members may have under. the Consent
Dedree.

I. Contractor shall provide such as~sistance as
thý Committee may reasonably request in connection with any
litigation with respect to the Site in which the Committee or
it• constituent members may become involved.

J. Contractor shall draft and submit to the
Committee all notifications, reports and other documents which
rellate to its work and which are required to be submitted by
theý Committee or its constituent members to the United States
Environmental Protection Agency ("USEPA") or any other
gov rnmental agency pursuant to the Consent Decree, or
otherwise in connection with the Site, on a schedule and in
such a manner as to allow the meeting of any applicable
suopission deadline, and in any event, at least five (5)
business days before any such deadline.

P t1',! Ipuwoe than five (I) buutnoeuujays afteg
thel bw•y iuiiy ut vau i ua endar month, Contractor shall submit
to the Committee a written report on its activities under this
Agreement during the previous calendar month, in such form and
detail as the Committee may reasonably prescribe. Contractor
shall submit such additional reports and other information
related to its work as the Committee may reasonably request.

L. Contractor shall have sole respotsibility
for the health, safety and welfare of its subcontractors,
empLoyees and agents in connection with this Agreement, and
shall exercise due care, and comply with the Site HMalth And
Safety Plan, a copy of which has been received and reviewed by
Contractor, and with all legal requirements, to protect the
health, safety and welfare of all other persons involved in or
exposed to its performance under this Agreement.

M. Except where the Committee has agreed in
writing to waive sharing in the stipulated penalty by
Contractor, Contractor shall reimburse the Committee for one

* 4
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hundred percent (100%) of all stipulated penalties which are
assetsed against and paid by the Committee under the Consent
Decree, and which have been incurred solely through a willful
act r omission of Contractor, and Contractor shall reimburse
the gommittee for fifty percent (50%) of all stipulated
penatties which are assessed against and paid by the-Committee
undek the Consent Decree which arise in whole or in part due to
any *cts or omissions of Contractor in relation to work
performed or to be performed by Contractor under this Agreement,
and ihich are not incurred solely through a willful act or
omission of trhe Committee.

N. Except as to the stipulated penalties
coveied in paragraph 2-M. of this Agreement, Contractor shall
fully defend, indemnify and hold harmless the Committee, its
constituent members, its Project Coordinator, its Comeon
Counoel, Ito 'rmoiitlrial rVnrniPý1Pe, its Overol ht Contractor and
their respective representatives and agents Irom any:and all
obli ations and liabilities to third parties arisingtfrom any
negltgence, reckless or willful misconduct, or breach of this
Agreement on the part of Contractor.

I 0. Contractor shall not undertake any other
employment or engagement, or, except as required by Taw,
perfbrm any act or allow any omission, which is incousistent
with•the interests of the Committee under this Agreement. In
the •vent that Contractor is called upon under a purported
requ rement of law to do or omit anything which may violate the
dutyiset forth in the preceding sentence, Contractor shall give
the Pommittee, through its Coumon Counsel, sufficient advance
written notice thereof to a1.ow the Committee to contest the
mattýr.

P. Contractor shall not take any action or
allow any omission inconsistent with its sole status as an
independent cont:actor under this Agreement.

Q. Contractor shall not enter into any
agreement or contract, make any representation or wartanty, or
incur any other obligation or liability in the name, or on
beha0f, i•fi tk I iIui1lisgs, nr subcontract or deleqgeI any nf Its
dutibs under tis Agreement, without the express pribr written
authorization of the Coumittee.

R. Contractor shall be solely responsible for,
and the Committee shall have no obligation or other liability
for, the management of Contractor's own internal affairs,
incltding without limitation as to its compliance with laws,
regulations and rules governing its formation, preservation and
funct~ioning as a corporation, its subcontractees and'

t5
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II

G. A lack of timely payment by the •ommittee of
any Ibilling of Contractor shall not excuse the performance by
Contractor of its obligations under this Agreement. O Ender no
cirqumstances is Contractor to have or acquire any llien or
sec4rity interest in tangible or intangible property. of the
Comiittee, its constituent members, its Project Coordinator,
its|Common Counsel, its Technical Committee or its Oversight
Contractor by reason of such non-payment, or otherwidse. The
solq remedies of Contractor for such non-payment will be
att mPted collection of the unpaid amounts through orther means
leg!timately available to Contractor, and terminatio of this
Agriement in accord with paragraph 6.D. hereof. i

H. Except as to the stipulated penalties
cov red in paragraph 2.K. of this Agreement, the Committee
shall fully defend, indemnify and hold harmless Contractor, and
itsiofficers, directors, shareholders, employees, agents and
representatives from any and all obligations and lisbilIties to
thi~d parties arising from transportation, treatment or
dis#osal of waste associated with the Site, and not due in any
way to any material negligence, reckless or willful niisconduct,
or reumnh nm '1r I Aresmnt nn the part of Contracadr or any of
its!offlusl , d1Lu u•um, shatehulders, employees, aqents,
repiesentatives, subcontractees or deltgatees.

4. Force Maleure.

A. Any delays in or failure of performance of
either party hereto shall not constitute a default inder this
Agrioment, or give rise to any claim for damages, tO the
extent; (4) such delays or failure of performance are not
reaionably foreseeable, are caused by circumstances beyond -he
control of the party thereby affected, and constiuvte "force
majeure" under paragraph 32 of the Consent Decree ('"force
majoeure condition"); and (ii) the affected party gi'es the
not4ce thereof required under this Agreement.

I. in the event an ac-ual or potential force
majeure condition comes to the attention of Contractor which
mig4t affect the obligations of the Committee or its
constituent members under the Consent Decree, Contractor shall
give oral and written notification thereof to the Committee on
a sChedule and otherwise sufficient to allow the CoMumittee and
its constituent members to report the matter in a timely and
otherwise sufficient manner to USEPA under paragraph 33 of the
Conqonv flmul•. O, 1therwie. in the event a foroe mlssure
conditlul, MnesL Wiiluh whully or in part prevents oN will
prevent either party hereto from performing hereunder, the
affected party shall inform the other in writing within five
(5) business days from the date upon which the affected party
firit has reason to believe the condition has occurred or may

10
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Group to execute remedial work described in any Addendum to this Agreement.
CRA shall have the right to use subcontractors to perform services normally
performed by subcontractors, except to direct, inspect and manage the contractors
engaged by Group.

If CRA wishes to use a subcontractor, except for the performance of laboratory
services, CRA shall first obtain written approval from Group.

8. In the event that Group does not own or control the project site, Group warrants to
CRA that it will obtain permission from the project site owner for a right of entry
as needed by CRA, its employees, agents and subcontractors for providing the
services called for in this Agreement. CRA agrees that its employees, agents and
subcontractors will comply with all health and safety requirements of the project site
owner which may be imposed upon CRA as a condition of its right-of-entry.

9. CRA shall preserve all samples obtained from the project site as it deems necessary
for the project, but not longer than forty-five (45) days after the issuance of any
document that includes data obtained from such samples. CRA shall be responsible
to arrange for the lawful removal and disposal of samples. Group agrees to pay
CRA for the cost of disposing of such samples.

10. (a) CRA warrants that its services shall be performed, within the limits prescribed
by Group, in any manner consistent with the level of care and skill ordinarily
exercised by engineers and consultants under similar circumstances. No other
warranties or representations of any kind, either expressed or implied, are
included or intended in this Agreement or in any proposal, contract, report,
opinion or other document in connection with this project.

(b) Indemnity

(i) CRA

CRA agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Group (including its
officers, directors, employees, and agents) from and against any and all
losses, damages, liabilities and expenses (including legal fees and
reasonable costs of investigation) resulting from or arising out of (a)
failure of CRA to comply in material respects with federal, state, and
local laws and regulations applicable to services undertaken by CRA
hereunder;, (b) breach by CRA of warranties hereunder; or (c) any
injury or death of any person (including employees and agents of
Group and CRA), or damage or loss or destruction of any property
(including property of Group and CRA and their respective employees
and agents) resulting from or arising out of negligence or willful
misconduct on the part of CRA in performing services hereunder,
except to the extent any losses, damages, liabilities, or expenses
resulting from, are attributable to, or arise out of: (i) negligence or
willful misconduct of Group (ii) delay attributable to Group's conduct;
or (iii) breach by of warranties or other provisions hereunder.
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is threatened to occur which may have a material adverse effecte/ on the timely performance of any of Contractor's duties under
this Agreement, or the timely performance of any duties the
Committee or its constituent members may have under the Consent
Decree.

I. Contractor shall provide such assistance as
the Committee may reasonably request in connection with any
litigation with respect to the Site in which the Committee or
its constituent members may become involved.

J. Contractor shall draft and submit to the
Committee all notifications, reports and other documents which
relate to its work and which are required to be submitted by
the Committee or its constituent members to the United States
Environmental Protection Agency ("USEPA") or any other
governmental agency pursuant to the Consent Decree, or
otherwise in connection with the Site, on a schedule and in
such a manner as to allow the meeting of any applicable
submission deadline, and in any event, at least five (5)
business days before any such deadline.

K. Not later than five (5) business days after
the beginning of each calendar month, Contractor shall submit
to the Committee a written report on its activities under this
Agreement during the previous calendar month, in such form and
detail as the Committee may reasonably prescribe. ContractorC shall submit such additional reports and other information
related to its work as the Committee may reasonably request.

L. Contractor shall have sole responsibility
for the health, safety and welfare of its subcontractors,
employees and agents in connection with this Agreement, and
shall exercise due care, and comply with the Site Health And
Safety Plan, a copy of which has been received and reviewed by
Czntractcr, and with all legal requirements, to protect the
health, safety and welfare of all other persons involved in or
exposed to its performance under this Agreement.

N. Except where the Committee has agreed in
writing to waive sharing in the stipulated penalty by
Cntract:r, Contractor shall reimburse the Committee for one
hundred percent (100%) of all stipulated penalties which are
assessed against and paid by the Committee under the Consent
Decree, and which have been incurred solely through a willful
act or omission of Contractor, and Contractor shall reimburse
the Committee for fifty percent (50%) of all stipulated
penalties which are assessed against and paid by the Comr ittee
under the Consent Decree which arise in whole or in part due to
any acts or omissions of Contractor in relation to wcrk
performed or to be performed by Contractor .Under this Agreement,
and which are not incurred solely through a willful act orO omission of the Committee.

4



0. Except as to the stipulated penalties
covered in paragraph 2.N. of this Agreement, Contractor shall
fully defend, indemnify and hold harmless the Committee, its
constituent members, its Project Coordinator, its Common
Counsel, its Technical Committee, its Oversight Contractor and
their respective representatives and agents from any and all
obligations and liabilities to third parties arising from any
tnegligence, reckless or willful misconduct, or breach of this
Agreement on the part of Contractor.

P. Contractor shall owe a duty of loyalty to
the Committee under this Agreement. Contractor shall not
undertake any other employment or engagement, or, except as
required by law, perform any act or allow any omission, which
is inconsistent with that duty of loyalty. In the event that
Contractor is called upon under a purported requirement of law
to do or omit anything which may violate that duty of loyalty,
Contractor shall give the Committee, through its Common
Counsel, sufficient advance written notice thereof to allow the
Committee to contest the matter.

Q. Contractor shall not take any action or
allow any omission inconsistent with its sole status as an
independent contractor under this Agreement.

R. Contractor shall not enter into any
agreement or contract, make any representation or warranty, or
incur any other obligation or liability in the name, or on
behalf, of the Committee, or subcontract or delegate any of its
duties under this Agreement, without the express prior written
authorization of the Committee.

S. Contractor shall be solely responsible for,
and the Committee shall have no obligation or other liability
for, the management of Contractor's own internal affairs,
including without limitation as to its compliance with laws,
regulations and rules governing its formation, preservation and
functioning as a corporation, its subcontractees and
delegatees, and its management, shareholder and labor
relations, for purposes of Contractor's performance under this
Agreement, and otherwise.

T. During the term of this Agreement and
thereafter, Contractor shall keep strictly confidential, and
shall not disclose to any other person or entity, any
information it receives from the Committee, its constituent
members, its Project Coordinator, its Common Counsel, the
Technical Committee, the Oversight Contractor or their
respective representatives or agents in the course of
Contractor's performance under this Agreement, and shall not
use or disclose any such information other than for purposes of.
such cerformance, except: (1) as to information which has come

5



• Monsanto
Monsanto Cherroal Comp"ny
800 N. ULndbeg Boulerd
SL Louis, Mimour 63167
Phone: (314) 694-1000

September 24, 1993

Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Environmental Security)
Attn: Earl DeHart, ODUSD(ES)CL
Department of Defense
The Pentagon Room 3E808
Washington, DC 20301-3000

Re: Indemnification - Environmental

Cleanup Contractors

O Dear Mr. DeHart:

In response to the Department of Defense request for information
on contractor indemnification, Monsanto Company is please to
provide information as follows:

1. On a percentage basis contractors account for approximately
92% of the environmental cleanup work with the remaining 8%
through in-house work force. Remediation expenditures
through 1992 total approximately $200M.

2. Remediation work to date includes state and federal
superfund sites, 3rd party clean-ups, and plant site
remediations.

3. Because contracts are issued by a variety of units at
various locations, we don't have a listing of contractors we
have used. In some way or another we have probably
contracted with all of the major environmental
consultants/contractors over the past thirteen years.

4. Cleanup contractors are used for all phases of the
remediation work from the preliminary assessment to the
remedial design/remedial action. Both fixed price and cost
plus contracts have been negotiated for the work. Factual
data on past remediation work in terms of value of
individual contracts, contractors, or type of contract is
not readily available.

a jUM wof 1 A y'Cm'



5. We do not have a way to determine the specific number of
times Monsanto has agreed to indemnify an environmental
cleanup contractor, but we believe the number is small.

6. Monsanto's standard form of contract for Remediation
Services does not include a promise to indemnify the
contractor. It is Monsanto's regular policy and position
that it will not indemnify the contractor. Nevertheless,
there are some rare instances where Monsanto has agreed to
indemnify a contractor on a limited basis and by a limited
indemnification provision. Such instances arise in
situations where there is a rather urgent need for the work,
the selected or desired contractor insists on some kind of
indemnification protection, and Monsanto judges that there
is a need to engage that particular contractor because
another suitable contractor is not available on an
acceptable contract or price basis. In such instances
Monsanto may agree to indemnify the contractor against
specific features or happenings, but only by the most
limited indemnification provision which can be arranged to
satisfy that contractor. Several samples of such limited
indemnification provisions are enclosed, each with
indication of the kind of services contract in which those
provisions appeared.

7. I am not aware of any instance where Monsanto made any
payment or incurred any cost or was called upon to fulfill
an indemnification commitment to an environmental cleanup
contractor.

8. No. On appropriate environmental work, however, we require
the contractor to carry (in addition to customary general
liability insurance) specified limits of environmental
impairment and pollution liability insurance, covering
liability for personal injury and property damage arising
from sudden and non-sudden events of pollution and
impairment.

We hope that the above information will be helpful in preparation
of your report to Congress.

Sincerely,

Michael R. Foresman
Director, Remedial Projects

Enclosure

cc: M. A. Pierle - A3NA
D. B. Redington - A3NA
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. ARTICLE 10.0 Indemnity

10.1 Except as hereafter set forth in this Article, Contractor agrees to
indemnify and save the Trustee and the Settlers, their directors, officers and
employees harmless against any and all liabilities, penalties, demands,
claims, causes of action, suits, losses, damages, costs and expenses
(including cost of defense, settlement and reasonable attorneys' fees) which
any or all of them may hereafter suffer, incur, be responsible for or pay out
(whether the same arise out of or in connection with the Contract) as a result
of bodily injuries (including death) to any person or damage (including loss
of use) to any property occurring to, or caused in whole or in part by any
"ACT OR OMISSION" (as defined below) of, Contractor (or any of his employees),
any of his subcontractors (or any employee thereof), or any person, firm or
corporation (or any employee thereof) directly or indirectly employed or
engaged by either Contractor or any of his subcontractors. Upon the request
of Trustee, Contractor shall promptly defend any such demand, claim, cause of
action or suit. In the case of joint negligence on the part of the parties
hereto (including their respective directors, officers and employees)
liability, losses, damages, costs and expenses (including costs of defense,
settlement and reasonable attorneys' fees) caused thereby shall be borne by
each party in proportion to each party's respective degree of negligence in
causing such injury, damage, liability, losses, damages, costs and expenses
(including costs of defense, settlement and reasonable attorneys' fees). The

10



term "ACT OR OMISSION", as used in this Article, shall mean any act or omission
which is negligent, or tortious, or gives rise to any strict liability or

statutory liability.

10.2 Any damage to or loss of Contractor's property, tools and equipment,
regardless of the cause or reason for said damage or loss and regardless of
whether same may arise from or as a result of the sole or concurrent negli-
gence of Trustee, the Settlers, or their directors, officers, employees or
agents, shall be the loss of Contractor, his underwriters, or insurers; and

Contractor hereby expressly relieves Trustee, the Settlers, their directors,
officers, employees-or agents, and their underwriters or insurers frojan1., .
claim or responsibility for such damage or loss and waives his and his under-
writer's and insurer's right or rights of recovery, if any, against them.
Contractor hereby agrees that any insurance policy covering said equipment
will be suitably endorsed to provide for this waiver of right of recovery.

10.3 Except to the extent covered by the insurance required by this Agree-
ment, Trustee agrees to indemnify, defend and save Contractor, its directors,
officers and employees harmless against any and all liabilities, penalties,
demands, claims, causes of action, suits, losses, damages, costs and expenses
(including cost of defense, settlement and reasonable attorney's fees) arising
out of bodily injury (including death) to any person (except employees of
Contractor and his subcontractors) or damage (including loss of use) to any
property (other than Contractor' s property) which arise out of the Work and

are not caused by or resulting from any "ACT OR OMISSION" (as defined in the
last sentence of paragraph 10.1 hereof) of Contractor, its directors, officers

and employees.

10.4 Trustee agrees that Contractor shall not be liable to Trustee or Settlers
under this Article for liabilities, penalties, demands, claims, causes of
action, suits, losses, damages, costs and expenses arising out of bodily
injury (including death) to any person or damage (including loss of use) to
any property (other than Contractor's property) caused by or resulting from

the sole negligence of Trustee or the Settlers, their directors, officers and

employees.

ARTICLE 11.0 Insurance

11.1 Contractor shall take out and maintain, at his own expense throughout
the duration of the Work, insurance as described in the following subpara-
graphs. Contractor shall secure from his workers' compensation carrier a
waiver of subrogation in favor of Trustee, the Settlers and their directors,
officers and employees.

11.1.1 Workers' Compensation Insurance. Such insurance shall be in an

amount equal to the limit of liability and in the form and amount pre-
scribed by the laws and regulations of each State where any portion of
the Work is performed, for all of Contractor's and his subcontractors'

employees employed on the Work.

11



11.1.2 Employer's Liability Insurance. Such insurance shall be provided

for bodily injury by accident or disease, including death at any time

resulting therefrom, in amounts not less than

$500,000 each accident (bodily injury by accident)

$500,000 each employee (bodily injury by disease)
$1,000,000 policy limit (bodily injury by disease).

11.1.3 Liability Insurance (Except Automobile Liability). Such insur-
ance shall be in a form providing coverage not less than that of the

Comprehensive or Commercial ("occurrence" type coverage) General Liability
Insurance Policy. Such insurance shall include coverage for all op-

erations exposures including coverage for explosion, collapse and under-

ground damage, independent contractors liability, products liability,
completed operations liability, contractual liability, and personal
injury coverage. Contractor agrees to maintain such completed operations
coverage for two (2) years following final acceptance of the Work by

Trustee. Such insurance shall be in the amount of $1,000,000 per occur-

rence and $1,000,000 annual aggregate, combined single limit, bodily

injury and property damage.

11.1.4 Automobile Liability Insurance. Such insurance shall cover all
owned, non-owned, hired and rented automotive equipment used in the

performance of the Work. It shall include bodily injury and property
damage coverage in the amount of $1,000,000 combined single limit per

occurrence.

11.1.5 Umbrella Liability Insurance. Such insurance shall provide

excess coverage over the underlying primary insurance required by sub-
paragraphs 11.1.2 through 11.1.4 hereof in an amount not less than

$2,000,000 per occurrence and annual aggregate, combined single limit.

11.1.6 Equipment Floater Insurance. Such insurance shall protect all
mobile construction equipment used by Contractor in the performance of

the Work against physical damage.

The liability insurance coverages and policies providing the insurance re-

quired by subparagraphs 11.1.3 and 11.1.5 shall be endorsed to include Trustee

and the Settlers as additional insureds with respect to the Work and Contrac-
tor's performance of this Agreement; and such insurance shall, with respect to

the Work and Contractor's performance of this Agreement, be primary to any
similar coverage maintained by Trustee and/or Settlers.

11.2 Contractor shall not begin any of the Work at the Jobsite until he has
obtained all the insurance required by paragraph 11.1 hereof and certificates
evidencing such coverage have been furnished to and approved by Representative.

12



11.3 Contractor shall make such arrangements as are necessary to ensure that

no reduction, cancellation or expiration of any policy of insurance providing
the coverages required herein shall become effective until thirty (30) days

after the date written notice is actually mailed to the Trustee.

11.4 All policies of insurance providing the coverages required hereby shall

be carried with insurance companies authorized to do business in such State or

States where any of the Work is performed and in such companies which hold a
current Policyholder's Alphabetic and Financial Size Category Rating of not
less than A XIII according to Best's Insurance Reports.

11.5 Contractor shall assure that each of his subcontractors has and main-
tains insurance coverages similar to those herein required of Contractor.

ARTICLE 12.0 Standard of Care
S. . .. . .

So



8.2 Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 8.1 hereof, Monsanto agrees
C. : that Consultant shall not be liable to Monsanto for loss, damage, costs and

"expenses as aforesaid:

8.2.1 which result solely from errors or omissions in Consultant's
engineering or design work hereunder (other than that not done in a

workmanlike manner) performed completely under, and in accordancp with,
the direct technical supervision of Monsanto, or

8.2.2 to the extent caused by the negligence of Monsanto or its employees.

8.3 Notwithstanding the foregoing, Monsanto agrees that Consultant's liability

to Monsanto under the foregoing provisions of this Article 8.0 shall not exceed
the sum of $4,000,000 each loss, injury or damage, except that there shall be

a $4,000,000 annual aggregate limitation on Consultant's indemnification for
losses falling within the coverages identified in subparagraphs 9.1.3 and

9.1.5, below.

8.4 Monsanto agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Consultant against liability
(including reasonable cost of defense and settlement) arising from any claim,

action or suit on account of environmental pollution or contamination arising

from Consultant's performance of the Work, excepting pollution or contamination

caused by the willful aisconduct of, or caused solely by the negligence of,

Consultant, his employees or his subcontractors or their employees; provided,

however, that this obligation to indemnify and hold harmless shall apply only to

that portion of the amount of any such liability (if-luding reasonable cost of

defense and settlement) which is in excess of the sum of $4,000,000 for any such

loss liability and shall not apply to any such loss liability which is less than

$4,000,000 in amount. If Consultant should become aware of any such claim,

action or suit which might give rise to a liability (including reasonable cost

of defense and settlement) in excess of $4,000,000, Consultant shall promptly

give notice thereof to Monsanto and shall permit Monsanto (at Monsanto's cost)

to cooperate and participate in the defense and handling thereof, in such manner

as Monsanto and Consultant may agree for the protection of each of their

interests.

ARTICLE 9.0 INSURANCE

9.1 Consultant shall take out and maintain at his own expense, for the term of

this Agreement, the following insurance:

Coverage Limits

- 9.1.1 Worker's Compensation Statutory

9.1.2 Employer's Liability $4,000,000 each loss



9.1.3 Comprehensive or Commercial $4.000,000 each loss and

General Liability Insurance annual aggregate, bodily

affording coverage for bodily injury and property damage

injury and property damage combined.

liability, including coverage

for all contractual liability under

the Agreement.

9.1.4 Comprehensive Automobile $4,000,000 each loss,

Liability Insurance affording bodily injury and property

coverage for bodily injury and damage combined.

property damage liability,

including coverage for all

owned, non-owned, hired and

rented automotive equipment.

9.1.5 Professional Errors and $4,000,000 each loss

Omissions Liability Insurance and annual aggregaie,
bodily injury and property

damage combined.

Environmental Impairment Liability coverage shall be included within the

insurance coverages mentioned in subparagraphs 9.1.3, 9.1.4, and 9.1.5 above.

9.2 When equipment (owned or rented by Consultant) is required for the

performance of the Work stipulated by a particular Work Order, Consultant

shall also take out and maintain at his expense, during the performance of

such Work, the following insurance:

9.2.1 Equipment )loater Insurance: Such insurance shall protect all

mobile construction equipment and tools used by Consultant in the performance

of the Work against physical damage; but Consultant may' self-insure the

same and shall have sole responsibility for any loss, damage or destruction
of such equipment and tools.

9.3 Monsanto reserves the right to increase the insurance required (both as

to dollar limits and scope of coverage) should the Work or its location

warrant such increase in Monsanto's sole judgment. Consultant agrees to

obtain such additional insurance when requested by Monsanto, provided such

additional insurance is commercially obtainable and its cost is reimbur~able

by Monsanto to Consultant. All such increases must be requested prior to

commencement of the Work.

9.4 Consultant shall mike-such arrangements as are necessary to insure that

no reduction, cancellation or, expiration of any-policy of insurance providing

the coverages required herein shall become effective until thirty (30) days

from the date written notice is actually mailed to:
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Consultant agrees that if Monsanto so requests, Consultant shall defend any

such claim, action or right of action.

9.2 Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 9.1 hereof, Monsanto agrees

that Consultant shall not be liable to Monsanto for loss, damage, costs and

expenses as aforesaid which result solely from the negligence of Monsanto or

its employees.

9.3 Monsanto further agrees that the provisions of paragraph 9.1 hereof shall

not apply to occurrences caused by professional errors or omissions, or other

professional negligence of Consultant in his performance of the Work, but

liability as a result of such occurrences shall be as provided by law.

9.4 Any damage to or loss of Consultant's construction tools and equipment,
regardless of the cause or reason for said damage or loss, shall be the loss
of Consultant, its underwriters or insurers, and Consultant hereby expressly

relieves Monsanto, its directors, officers or employees and its underwriters
or insurers, from any claim or responsibility for such damage or loss and

waives its right or rights of recovery, if any, against them. Consultant

hereby agrees that any insurance policy covering said equipment will be
suitably endorsed to provide for this waiver of right of recovery.

S 9.5 Except to the extent arising out of Contractor's negligence, Monsanto

agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless Consultant from any third party

claim, action or right of action at law or in equity, or injury (including
death) to any third party, or damage to any property of third parties which

arises out of or in any way is connected directly or indirectly to preexisting
conditions or existing contamination at a site at which Work is performed
under this Agreement.

ARTICLE 10.0 INSURANCE

10.1 Consultant shall take out and maintain at his own expense, for the term
of this Agreement and at each location vhere Work is to be performed, at least

the following insurance:
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33. SUBCONTRACTORS - RRSPOINSIBILITY FOR LOSS OR DAMAGE.

(a) It is understood that there are certain risks inherent with well
drilling, completion, reworking and testing due to the uncertainty
of subsurface conditions and forces of nature. Therefore,

notwithstanding any other provision in this Agreement, except as set

forth in paragraph (b) below, Monsanto agrees to indemnify and hold
Contractor harmless from and against all liabilities assumed by

Contractor in its contracts with its subcontractors
(-Subcontract(s)-) relative to loss or damaget

(1) to equipment in the hole being drilled, completed, reworked or

tested;

(2) to the hole itself;

(3) to such subcontractor's surface equipment, to the extent caused
by any subsurface conditions or obstructions, pipelines,
power lines and telephone lines which are not known to

Contractor;

(4) to such subcontractor's equipment, in-hole or surface, to the
extent caused by exposure to highly corrosive or otherwise
destructive elementsl

(S) to oil, gas or other mineral substances or water, if at the
time of the act or omission causing such loss or damage said

substance had not been reduced to physical possession above the
earth's surface; and

(6) to formations, strata or reservoirs beneath the surface;

(7) caused by pollution/contamination resulting from subsurface or
down-hole conditions, such as uncontrolled flow of water or
other substance, the use or disposition of chemically treated
drilling fluids, contaminated cuttings or casings, lost
circulation and fish recovery materials and fluids;

provided that Contractor furnish Monsanto with a copy of applicable
Subcontracts for Monsanto's approval prior to execution by
Contractor, such Subcontracts to be furnished sufficiently in
advance to allow Monsanto time for a thorough review.

(b) The provisions of this Section 33 shall not apply to the extent:

(1) said liabilities result from the negligence of Contractor or
its subcontractors; or

(2) said liabilities are recoverable from insurance maintained by
Contractor's subcontractors on such subcontractor's own

equipment.

12
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() Contractor agrees to use all reasonable efforts to ensure that the
subcontractors' indemnity obligations assumed under the applicable
Subcontracts will also be extended to Monsanto. In any event,
Contractor agrees to pursue recovery from such subcontractors for
losses, damages, costs or expenses incurred by Monsanto and covered
by such subcontractors' contractual obligations to Contractor. All
reasonable third party expenses incurred by Contractor in connection
with such recovery effort shall be paid by Monsanto.

0
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(a) Contractor agrees to indemnify and hold Konsanto harmless from and
against any and all liabilities, damages, fines, claims, penalties,
forfeitures, costs, claims and expenses incident thereto (including costs
of defense, settlement and reasonable attorneys' fees), which are caused
by or arise from any negligent act or omission or any willful misconduct
or any breach of contract by Contractor, its agents, employees or
subcontractors relative to this Contract.

(b) Monsanto agrees to indemnify and hold Contractor harmless from and
against any and all damages, fines, liabilities, claims, penalties,
forfeitures, costs, claims and expenses incident thereto (including costs
of defense, settlement and reasonable attorneys' fees) which are caused
by or arLse from any negligent act or omission or any willful misconduct
or any breach of contract by Monsanto or its subcontractors relative to
this Contract.

(c) In the event of Joint or concurrent negligence, Contractor and Monsanto
shall contribute to the comon liability its pro rata share based upon
the relative degree of the fault of each.

(d) Notwithstanding paragraphs 24(a), (b) and (C) above, as between Contrac-
tor and Monsanto:

(1) Contractor shall be fully responsible for bodily injury (Including
death) to any of its employees, agents or subcontractors (or any
employee thereof), and

8



(2) Monsanto shall be fully responsible for bodily injury (including
death) to any of its employees, agents, contractors (or employees

thereof), excepting Contractor, its agents, subcontractors or

employees of any of them),

and such responsible party shall indemnify and hold harmless the other

party against all claims of whatever kind or nature arising out of such
injury regardless of the cause of same, including, without limitation,
those injuries caused by the joint or concurring negligent acts or

omissions, but not to the extent caused by the willful misconduct, of

such responsible party. Upon the request of the indemnified party, the
responsible party shall promptly defend any such demand, claim, cause of

action or suit.

25. INSURANCZ CZRTIFICATRS/ENDORSEMENTS. Contractor shall not begin the Work
under this Contract until:

(a) it has obtained all the insurance required herein,

(b) it has furnished certificates of insurance satisfactory to Monsanto, and

(c) it has furnished endorsements, in the form of Exhibit "C* attached hereto
and made a part hereof, satisfactory to Monsanto,

(d) such insurance, the certificates and the endorsements have been approved
by Monsanto.

All certificates of insurance and the endorsements evidencing the coverages
required herein shall provide that no reduction, cancellation or expiration
of such insurance coverage shall become effective until thirty (30) days
from the date written notice thereof is mailed to the name and address of
the person designated in Article 29 hereof as the recipient of notices to
Monsanto. Additionally, during the term of this Contract, Contractor shall

provide further certificates and endorsements to Monsanto at least thirty
(30) days prior to expiration dates shown on certificates and endorsements
furnished pursuant to subparagraphs (b) and (c) above evidencing that the
insurance required herein is in effect after said dates.

26. INSURAWZ CEQUIREIMNTS. Contractor shall take out and maintain for the life
of this Contract (at its own expense unless otherwise specifically set
forth) at least the following insurance:

0



0 Westingouse Samuel R Pitls Wesringnouse BuildingEVctricCorpo Vice President Gateway Centerlec ration nvironmenral Affairs Piltsourgf Pennsylvania 15222

August 24, 1993

Ms. Sherri Wasserman Goodman
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense
Washington, DC 20301-3000

Dear Ms. Goodman,

The Chairman of Westinghouse Electric Corporation has requested that I respond to
your letter of August 3, 1993, pertaining to the indemnification of environmental clean-
up contractors in the private sector.

* Over the past 13 years, Westinghouse has contracted with a substantial number and
variety of organizations that provide services related to environmental clean-up. Given
the broad scope of your request, substantial resources and time would have to be
devoted to the collection and compiling of the information that would provide the basis
of the answers to your questions. Unfortunately, the substantial cost, coupled with the
time constraints, does not allow Westinghouse to respond to your request.

If Westinghouse can be of assistance in any other way with respect to this project,
please feel free to contact me directly.

Very truly yours,

Samuel R. Pitts
Vice President
Environmental Affairs



Ashland

Ashland Petroleum Companq
DIVISION OF ASHLAND OIL. INC.

P 0. BOX 391 AS.ILANO. KENTUCK<Y 41114 (S•S0I 329-3333

"LAW 09PANM•E September 29, 1993

Office of Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Environmental Security Department of Defense)
Pentagon Room 3E808
Washington, D.C. 20301-3000

Attention: Earl Dehart, ODUSD(ES)CL

Dear Mr. Dehart:

Pursuant to our recent conversation, I am providing the information that was requested.
The items below generally follow the order of the questions which were posed on the
private-sector survey.

* While a portion of all environmental cleanup work conducted by this company is
performed by in-house staff, a majority is performed by and through environmental
contractors.

* Typical environmental cleanup projects that have been conducted by and for
Ashland since 1980 include UST removals/closures, RCRA closure activities, non-
hazardous material management and Superfund site remediation activities. (The
later in conjunction with other potentially responsible parties.)

* Ashland has contracts with a number of companies that perform environmental
cleanup work, such as Environ, Dames & Moore, Geraghty & Miller, Chem Waste
Management and BFI. Depending on the circumstances, Ashland also utilizes
regional cleanup contractors.

* A contractor might perform any or all of the work phases identified in the survey,
although typically Ashland closely coordinates or partcipates in these activities.
Most work is performed under a fixed price contract. Although again, in rare
circumstances, other arrangements may be made.

* To the best of my knowledge, Ashland has neither indemnified a environmental
cleanup contractor for any work, at any location, at any time, nor endeavored to
develop other risk sharing approach with these same contractors.

* Ashland negotiates specific contract provisions which provide this company with
both indemnification and the necessary insurance coverage.



* In the past year, Ashland has spent more than $10 MM, throughout the

corporation, for environmental cleanup projects of at h kinds. w

While we are happy to have participated in this survey, we ask that both the written and

telephonic responses not be specifically identified with the Company for a number of

business reasons.

Should you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,

se* eontal Group Counsel

dlh

cc: R.V. Willenbrink, Ashland Oil, Inc.
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Shell Oil Company 0
One Shell Plaza

P.O. Box 4320

Houston, Texas 77210

August 23, 1993

Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Environmental Security)

ATTN: Earl DeHart, ODUSD(ES)CL
Department of Defense
The Pentagon Room 3E808
Washington, DC 20301-3000

Gentlemen:

This is in response to Ms. Goodman's letter concerning the indemnification
of contractors performing environmental cleanup work for Shell Oil.

Over the past several years, Shell has made substantial progress in the
contracting of environmental services. Because Shell spends ten of
million of dollars annually with consultants and contractors for
environmental projects at its refineries, chemical plant, E&P sites and
service stations, significant attention is paid to managing the contracts
for these materials and services.

A key aspect of the contracting strategy has been to standardize the
commercial and legal requirements for firms performing environmental
services for Shell. In 1990, Shell's Purchasing and Legal Departments
jointly developed the Master Environmental Service Agreement (MESA); since
then, the MESA has become the standard contract document for environmental
contractors working on Shell sites.

A copy of the MESA is attached; section 3.0 of the agreement addresses
liability-indemnity.

Thus far, Shell has not had to indemnify any of its contractors who have
been working under the terms and conditions of the MESA.

We have also attached a list of contractors who currently have agreed to
the terms and conditions of the MESA. These firms currently are
performing the vast majority of the environmental consulting and cleanup
activity for our refineries, chemical plants and service stations.

It should be noted that not all of the contractors on the attached list
have the same technical capabilities. Some contractors are small regional
firms specializing in underground storage tank removal; others are
international companies capable of providing the entire range of
environmental services.



The list of MESA contractors includes firms specializing in air, water and
soil and covers all services that the consultants are capable of
performing. The services typically provided by the consultants include
site assessments, remediation, sampling, monitoring, permitting and
emissions control testing.

Since the MESA requires the contractors to indemnify Shell up to the
limits specified in the agreement, the contractors are assuming some of
the risk associated with the project. We have also been successful in
having the consultants assume some of the financial risks associated with
the projects by placing a greater emphasis on lump sum and unit price
contracting. Both of these contracting methods require the contractor to
establish prices for specific phases of a project and, in effect, assume
the financial risk for costs exceeding the quoted price.

Unit pricing has been particularly successful in the cleanup of our
service stations where wells are drilled on a S/ft and soil is excavated
on a $/yd basis. This is the same strategy adopted by the Texas Water
Commission (refer to the TWC's Reasonable Cost Guidelines dated June
1993).

If you have any questions about the MESA or the manner in which Shell
contracts for its environmental services, please contact Bill Meyer at
(713) 241-5050. Bill is assigned to the HS&E procurement group and is
responsible for environmental contracting in Shell's Mid-Continent Region.

Your truly,

Kent W. Rogers
Manager Remediation

WEM/cal

Attachments

0



CONTRACTORS USING THE SHELL MASTER ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICE AGREEMENT
(MESA)

ATEC Associates Inc.

AWD Technologies

-Brown & Caldwell

Brown & Root Environmental Services (Halliburton-NUS)

Chemical Waste Management

CURA, Inc.

Dames & Moore

Enecotech, Inc.

-Engineering-Science

-ENSR

- ERM-Midwest

ERM-Southwest

Fugro-McClelland

Groundwater Technology INc.

Heritage Environmental Services

ICF/Kaiser Engineers

International Technology Corp. (I. T. Corp.)

Jones & Neuse

Laidlaw Environmental Services

Law Companies Group

LWD, Inc.

Metcalf & Eddy

0. Erickson Enterprises

OHM Corporation

-- Radian Corporation

Riedel Environmental Services

-Safety Kleen Corporation

Woodward-Clyde Consultants
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MASTER ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES AGREEMENT
CONTRACT NO.:

This Master Environmental Services Agreement (Agreement),
made and entered into as of the 1st day of
19, by and between SHELL OIL COMPANY, a Delaware
corporation, hereinafter referred to as "BUYER" and

. a
corporation, hereinafter referred to as "CONTRACTOR",
establishes the terms and conditions that will apply to the
purchase of
services ordered by BUYER on an Order, as hereinafter
defined, and accepted by CONTRACTOR.

This Agreement will apply to Orders issued by any Affiliate
of BUYER, or Subsidiary of BUYER, as hereinafter defined, and
accepted by CONTRACTOR if such Affiliate or Subsidiary, at
its option and sole election, chooses to use this Agreement
by placing Orders hereunder.

BUYER shall have no obligations or liability under this
Agreement for Orders issued or committed or for the
performance or failure to perform hereunder by any Affiliate
or Subsidiary of BUYER.

An Affiliate or Subsidiary of BUYER shall have no obligation
or liability under this Agreement for Orders issued or
committed or for the performance or failure to perform
hereunder by BUYER or by any other Affiliate or Subsidiary of
BUYER.

AFFILIATES AND SUBSIDIARIES OF BUYER:

"Affiliate of BUYER" shall mean N.V. Koninklijke
Nederlandsche Petroleum Maatschappij, a company of The
Netherlands, The Shell Transport and Trading Company, P.L.C.,
an English company, and any company (other than BUYER) in
whatever country organized, in which either or both of said
companies shall, at the time in question and directly or
indirectly through one or more intermediaries, own or have
the power to exercise control of fifty percent (50%) or more
of the stock having the right to vote in election of
directors.

"Subsidiary of BUYER" shall mean any company (other than
BUYER), in whatever country organized, in which BUYER, at the
time in question and directly or indirectly through one or
more intermediaries, owns or has the power to exercise
control of fifty percent (50%) or more of the stock with the
right to vote in an election of directors.
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PURPOSE:

BUYER and CONTRACTOR agree as follows:

1.0 MASTER AGREEMENT

1.1 DURATION - This Agreement shall remain in effect
until terminated, as provided herein, by either
party.

1.2 PREVAILING TERMS AND CONDITIONS - In no event
shall the preprinted or conflicting terms or
conditions found on any BUYER purchase or work
order or any CONTRACTOR's usual field work
orders and/or job tickets be considered an
amendment or modification of this Agreement,
even if such documents are signed by
representatives of BUYER and CONTRACTOR. The
terms and conditions of this Agreement shall
prevail in determining the rights and
liabilities of the parties hereto.

1.3 ORDERS - Orders may be placed against this
Agreement using whatever documentation deemed
appropriate by the BUYER's Location, Affiliate,
or Subsidiary, but every such Order ("Order")
must reference the contract number of this
Agreement and be assigned a release number by
the BUYER Location, Affiliate, or Subsidiary.
Additional instructions and requirements may be
included in the Order, but the terms of this
Agreement shall not be modified, terminated, or
discharged except by written instrument signed
by authorized representatives of the parties
hereto.

1.4 RATES - Rates charged under this Agreement
shall be according to the Rates in Schedule A of
this Agreement, or as stated in the Order and
accepted by CONTRACTOR, whichever are lower.
Rates shall remain firm for a period of twelve
months from last accepted change. Rate
increases caused by circumstances beyond the
control of the CONTRACTOR, (e.g. federal., state
and local tax increases, etc.) may be submitted
at anytime, but any proposed changes to Rates
must be submitted 60 days prior to requested
effective date and be accompanied by adequate
cost justification and documentation to allow
for proper review by the BUYER.

VERSION 1.3
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1.5 PAYMENT - Each invoice for services performed
under this Agreement, shall be paid, net terms,
by BUYER within thirty (30) days upon receipt of
invoice by BUYER at the Bill To address
indicated on the Order. To ensure timely
payment, CONTRACTOR must include the following
information on all invoices:

1. Invoice number and date.
2. Location, Lease, Field and/or Rig name or

address where materials/services are
received.

3. Name of person ordering materials/services
(first and last).

4. This contract number and Release number
5. Delivery Ticket (if applicable) with ship

date.
6. Supporting documentation for third-party

charges, i.e. copy of third party invoice,
handling charge (if applicable) shown
separately.

7. A full description of the materials
delivered and/or the services rendered and
the price per unit with totals fully
extended.

8. Discount extended by CONTRACTOR.
9. For work performed on a time and materials

basis, include the names and specific hours
worked (starting and stopping time) for each
contract employee and the rates charges per
hour. Time sheets must be approved by BUYER
personnel and submitted in support of
CONTRACTOR'S invoice.

2.0 ETHICS AND QUALITY

2.1 ETHICS

BUYER and CONTRACTOR will maintain relationships
based on mutual respect, honesty, and integrity.
The offer or acceptance of gifts, entertainment,
or other special favors is not permissible.
Courtesies of nominal value and social
invitations readily deemed to be customary and
proper under the circumstances are not
considered unethical, provided they imply no
business obligation whatsoever nor involve
significant or out of the ordinary expense.

2.2 QUALITY

CONTRACTOR warrants and represents that it has
or will have adequate equipment in good working
order and fully trained personnel, properly

. VERSION 1.3
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certified and capable of efficiently providing
services.

All goods and services furnished by CONTRACTOR
will be in accordance with mutually agreed to
requirements and/or CONTRACTOR's representations
and will be free from defects.

CONTRACTOR shall perform all work safely,
diligently, carefully and in a good and
workmanlike manner; shall furnish all necessary
labor, supervision, machinery, equipment and
materials and supplies (except those furnished
by BUYER). CONTRACTOR shall be fully
responsible for all work performed by its
subcontractors.

All material and equipment furnished by
CONTRACTOR and all work performed by CONTRACTOR
and its subcontractors shall be subject to
inspection by BUYER or BUYER's representative
who shall have access at all reasonable times,
upon notice to CONTRACTOR and when accompanied
by a representative of CONTRACTOR. BUYER's
inspection shall not constitute acceptance of
patent defects or relieve CONTRACTOR or its
subcontractors from any duties, obligations, or
liabilities under this Agreement associated with
such defects.

CONTRACTOR warrants that the services and/or
goods to be provided pursuant to the provisions
of this Agreement shall comply with the
applicable scope of work document and services
shall otherwise be provided to BUYER in
accordance with sound and generally accepted
industry standards. In the event that
CONTRACTOR's services and/or goods are
defective in that they fail to comply with the
foregoing standards, CONTRACTOR shall be
obligated to and shall promptly perform at
CONTRACTOR's expense, (i) such corrective
services of the type originally performed and/or

(ii) repair or replace such defective goods as
may be necessary to correct any such
deficiencies.

When CONTRACTOR is employed to render
professional services only, CONTRACTOR shall
follow the practice of the engineering
profession to make findings, provide opinions,
make factual presentations, and provide
professional advice and recommendations.

CONTRACTOR's express warranties shall be
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specifically limited to those contained in this
Agreement (set forth above or elsewhere herein)
or provided by CONTRACTOR in their proposal
which act to extend or grant BUYER greater
protection.

No acceptance or payment by BUYER shall
constitute a waiver of the warranties set forth
herein.

3.0 LIABILITY-INDEMNITY

3.1 CONTRACTOR-S EMPLOYEES, ITS AGENTS OR
SUBCONTRACTORS

CONTRACTOR shall defend, indemnify and hold
harmless BUYER, its parent, affiliates and
subsidiary companies, coventurers, and
directors, employees and agents of such
companies against any loss, damage, claim
(including but not limited to any claims of any
government agency), suit, liability, judgment
and expense (including attorneys' fees and other
costs of litigation), and any fines, penalties
and assessments, arising out of injury, disease
or death of, or damage to or loss of property
of, CONTRACTOR's employees, its agents or
subcontractors resulting from or in connection
with the negligence or fault of the CONTRACTOR,
its agents or subcontractors (including but not
limited to employment decisions or employee
relations practices or policies of the
CONTRACTOR, its agents or subcontractors made or
instituted in connection with performance of
this Agreement), even though caused by the
concurrent or contributory negligence (whether
active or passive or of any kind or description)
or fault of a party indemnified, subject to the
next succeeding sentence herein. Without regard
to the extent of negligence, if any, of an
indemnified party, CONTRACTOR, at its expense
shall defend any such claim or suit against an
indemnified party and shall pay any judgment
resulting therefrom. If, after CONTRACTOR has
both defended any such suit and paid any
resulting judgment, it is judicially determined
that the injury, disease, death or damage was
caused by the sole negligence of a party
indemnified, then BUYER shall reimburse
CONTRACTOR for the judgment and for reasonable
defense costs incurred. BUYER shall have the
right but not the duty to participate in the
defense of any such claim or suit with attorneys
of its own selection without relieving
CONTRACTOR of any obligations hereunder. In no
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event shall CONTRACTOR be liable hereunder for
the concurrent or contributory negligence of a
party indemnified in excess of $100,000 per
occurrence.

3.2 BUYER'S PROPERTY AND THE ENVIRONMENT

To the maximum extent permitted by applicable
law, CONTRACTOR shall defend, indemnify and hold
harmless BUYER, its parent, affiliates and
subsidiary companies, coventurers, and
directors, employees and agents of such
companies against any loss, damage, claim
(including but not limited to any claims of any
government agency), suit, liability, judgment
and expense (including attorneys' fees and other
costs of litigation), and any fines, penalties,
and assessments, arising out of damage to or
loss of BUYER's property (including BUYER's
existing facilities) or the environment
-esulting from or in connection with the
negligence or fault of the CONTRACTOR, its
agents or subcontractors, to the extent and
proportion caused by the sole, concurrent or
contributory negligence or other fault of
CONTRACTOR, its agents or subcontractors. The
foregoing indemnity is to apply regardless of
concurrent or contributory negligence or other
fault, if any, of an indemnified party. In no
event shall CONTRACTOR be liable for damage to
or loss of BUYER's property or to the
environment hereunder in excess of $1,000,000
per occurrence.

3.3 THIRD PARTIES

To the maximum extent permitted by applicable
law, CONTRACTOR shall defend, indemnify and hold
harmless BUYER, its parent, affiliates and
subsidiary companies, coventurers, and
directors, employees and agents of such
companies against any loss, damage, claim
(including but not limited to any claims of any
government agency), suit, liability, judgment
and expense (including attorneys' fees and other
costs of litigation), and any fines, penalties
and assessments, arising out of injury, disease
or death of, or damage to or loss of property
of, persons (except for CONTRACTOR's employees,
its agents or subcontractors, and BUYER's
property and the environment) resulting from or
in connection with the negligence or fault of
the CONTRACTOR, its agents or subcontractors
(including but not limited to employment
decisions or employee relations practices or
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policies of the
CONTRACTOR, its agents or subcontractors made or
instituted in connection with performance of
this Agreement), to the extent and proportion
caused by the sole, concurrent or contributory
negligence or other fault of CONTRACTOR, its
agents or subcontractors. The foregoing

indemnity is to apply regardless of concurrent
or contributory negligence or other fault, if
any, of an indemnified party.

3.4 BUYERS INDEMNITY

BUYER and CONTRACTOR recognize and agree that
CONTRACTOR bears no responsibility whatsoever for
the creation, existence or presence of any toxic,
hazardous, radioactive, infectious or other
dangerous substances existing at BUYER'S work
site at the time CONTRACTOR commences performance
of services at said site ("Pre-existing
Conditions"). BUYER agrees to indemnify, save
harmless and defend CONTRACTOR from and against
any and all liabilities, demands, claims,
penalties, damages, forfeitures, suits and the
costs and expenses incident thereto (including
costs of defense, settlement and reasonable
attorneys fees) resulting from or in connection
with the Pre-existing Conditions, except to the
extent the same result from the negligence or
fault of the CONTRACTOR, its employees, agents or

* subcontractors.

3.5 STRICT LIABILITY

In the event of unseaworthiness or any type of
strict or absolute liability (excluding breach
of warranty) attributed to a party, then each
party shall, subject to the provisions in 3.1,
3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 above, defend, indemnify, and
hold the other party harmless or contribute in
the proportion that each party's negligence,
fault or omission caused or contributed to the
strict or absolute liability condition which
resulted in personal injury, death or property
loss or damage.

3.6 RELATION TO INSURANCE

The obligations, indemnities, and liabilities
assumed by the CONTRACTOR under this Article 3
shall not be limited by any provisions or limits
of insurance required elsewhere in this
Agreement and shall survive the termination of
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this Agreement.

If it is judicially determined that any of the
indemnity obligations (which CONTRACTOR agrees
shall be supported by insurance) under this
Article 3 or insurance obligations as specified
elsewhere in this Agreement are invalid, illegal
or unenforceable in any respect, said
obligations shall automatically be amended to
conform to the maximum monetary limits and other
provisions in the applicable law for so long as
the law is in effect.

3.7 INDIRECT AND SPECIAL

Neither party shall be liable in any event for
loss of anticipated profits, or any indirect,
special, incidental or punitive damages from any
cause whatsoever.

3.8 PARTICIPATION RIGHTS

Either party shall have the right at its option
to participate at its sole expense in the
defense of any claim or suit covered by
Article 3 with an attorney of its choice
without relieving the other of any of its
obligations hereunder.

4.0 EMERGENCY POLLUTION CONTROL

Without relieving CONTRACTOR of any of its obligations,
if the BUYER believes there is an emergency situation
requiring immediate remedial action, it is agreed that
BUYER may take part, to any degree it deems necessary,
in the control and removal of any pollution or
contamination which is the responsibility of CONTRACTOR
under the foregoing provisions; CONTRACTOR shall
reimburse BUYER for the cost thereof, subject to any
limitation above provided, upon the receipt of billing
from BUYER. Initiation of cleanup operations by
either party shall not be construed as an admission or
assumption of liability.

5.0 SAFETY AND HEALTH

5.1 PERSONNEL

CONTRACTOR shall place the highest priority on
safety and health while conducting work under
this Agreement. Insofar as CONTRACTOR's
operations for work performed hereunder are
concerned, it is the CONTRACTOR's responsibility
to provide and maintain a safe working
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environment for its personnel and to adequately
protect the safety and health of BUYER's
personnel, the public, and other third parties.
Maintaining a safe work environment shall
include, but not be limited to, the evaluation
or monitoring for workplace exposures caused by
CONTRACTOR's operations. All CONTRACTOR's
tools, equipment, facilities, and other items
used and practices employed by CONTRACTOR in
accomplishing the work are considered to be part
of the working environment.

CONTRACTOR shall be solely responsible to inform
and monitor its personnel for compliance with
any applicable laws, rules, and regulations
concerning safety and health of operations to be
performed by CONTRACTOR.

CONTRACTOR will obtain from BUYER a copy of
the safety requirements associated with the
particular work site or work to be performed.
These requirements shall serve as minimum
standards to be enforced by CONTRACTOR and do
not in any way relieve CONTRACTOR of its
obligations to comply with all applicable
federal, state and local safety and health laws
and regulations. CONTRACTOR will utilize
appropriate methods or procedures and take
appropriate precautions as necessary to adhere
to requirements while conducting work.
Specifically, CONTRACTOR will have in effect a
written safety and health program that it deems
appropriate. CONTRACTOR safety program shall
include:

- Commitment to safety by management and
supervisors.

- Safety orientation and training for new
or inexperienced employees.

- Continuing safety training and safety
awareness efforts.

- Safety performance reporting and
monitoring.

- Assigned safety support responsibilities.

- Accident investigation and reporting.

CONTRACTOR shall be solely responsible for
enforcing adherence of CONTRACTOR's employees to
CONTRACTOR's safety program.
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CONTRACTOR warrants that each of its personnel
is capable of performing the assigned work and
has been properly trained to perform the work
under this Agreement in a safe manner and in the
safe performance of all ordinary aspects of the
work or situations encountered or anticipated in
and around refining, chemical, marketing,
pipeline and oil field operations and/or
offshore platforms as applicable for services
being provided.

CONTRACTOR will be solely responsible to provide
and maintain any personal safety equipment
(i~e., hearing protection, eye protection,
respiratory protection, special clothing, etc.),
tools, and equipment necessary for its personnel
to perform the work required under this
Agreement.

In the event of a work related accident, injury
or illness to CONTRACTOR's personnel on BUYER's
property, CONTRACTOR shall: a) immediately
notify BUYER's representative of accident, and
b) investigate and provide written report of

accident to BUYER's representative within 24
hours of accident or as soon thereafter as
possible. CONTRACTOR shall also be responsible
for all required regulatory accident reporting
and accident record updating (e.g., OSHA 200
Log).

5.2 DRUGS, ALCOHOL, AND FIREARMS

BUYER's policy on illegal drugs, alcohol, and
firearms, as it relates to Contractors, is set
forth below. CONTRACTOR agrees to communicate
such policy to CONTRACTOR's personnel and agrees
to cooperate with BUYER in implementing such
policy on the jobsite(s) covered by this
Agreement.

The use, possession, transportation, promotion,
or sale of illegal drugs, drug paraphernalia, or
otherwise legal but illicitly used substances by
anyone while on BUYER's premises is absolutely
prohibited. Except where specifically
authorized, the use, possession, or
transportation of alcoholic beverages, firearms,
or weapons is also prohibited. CONTRACTOR's
personnel who are found in violation of these
prohibitions will not be allowed on BUYER's
premises and may be referred to law enforcement
agencies for their action.

The term "BUYER's premises" in this Article is
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used in the broadest sense and includes all
land, property, buildings, structures,
installations, boats, planes, helicopters, cars,
trucks, and all other means of conveyance owned
by or leased to BUYER or otherwise being
utilized in BUYER's business.

Entry onto BUYER's premises constitutes consent
to and recognition of the right of BUYER and its
authorized representatives to search the person,
vehicle, and other property of individuals while.
on BUYER's premises. Such searches may be
initiated by BUYER without prior announcement
and will be conducted at such times and
locations as deemed appropriate. CONTRACTOR's
personnel who refuse to cooperate with a search
will not be allowed on BUYER's premises.

Additionally, CONTRACTOR is required to take
whatever steps CONTRACTOR deems necessary
(including adopting its own drug control program
if necessary) to ensure that involvement with
drugs on the part of CONTRACTOR's personnel
working on BUYER's premises or with BUYER's
personnel does not create a presence of drug-
related problems in the work place. CONTRACTOR
may conduct contraband searches and drug testing
of CONTRACTOR's employees on BUYER's premises in
areas where CONTRACTOR is performing work.
CONTRACTOR shall notify and obtain approval of
BUYER's Superintendent prior to conducting such
searches or testing.

0 5.3 CHEMICAL SAFETY AND HEALTH COMMUNICATIONS

Both parties agree to comply with the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) Hazard Communication Standard (HCS) 29
CFR 1910.1200 which requires employers to inform
their workers of the presence, identity and
hazards of workplace materials through a written
hazard communication program, labels, substance
lists, material safety data sheets (MSDS), and
information and training. In addition, each
party will disseminate appropriate health and
safety information to their subcontractors and
those who handle, use or may be exposed to such
chemical substances.

CONTRACTOR shall furnish only chemical
substances that are listed in the Toxic
Substances Control Act (TSCA) chemical
substances inventory maintained by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.
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CONTRACTOR will have MSDS available at job site
when chemical substances are being furnished.
In the event CONTRACTOR leaves chemical
substances in BUYER's possession, CONTRACTOR
will provide or will have previously provided
most current MSDS to BUYER's representative at
that location or field office. The MSDS shall
include, but not limited to, the following:

- The MSDS will contain health, safety, and
other hazard communication information
consistent with OSHA HCS.

- The MSDS will list the appropriate
Chemical Abstract Service number (CAS) or
the confidentiality thereof and the TSCA
status for each chemical substance.

- The MSDS will list, for all chemical
substances furnished, the amounts and
percentages of all hazardous chemicals
and the reportable quantities (RQ), as
defined by the Comprehensive
Environmental Response Compensation and
Liability Act (CERCLA) and the Superfund
Reauthorization Act (SARA Title III).

- The MSDS will list, for all chemical
substances furnished in the State of
California's jurisdiction, all chemicals
known by the State of California to cause
cancer or reproductive toxicity as
defined by California Proposition_65.

In the event CONTRACTOR deems any returned
chemical substances unacceptable for credit,
CONTRACTOR will segregate such substances and
shall immediately arrange for their return to
BUYER. Under no circumstances will CONTRACTOR
dispose of such substances without the written
permission of BUYER.

5.4 PARTICIPATION RIGHTS

BUYER will have the right, but not the
obligation, to periodically review CONTRACTOR's
operation for the purpose of monitoring
CONTRACTOR's compliance with the health and
safety requirements of this Agreement. Such
reviews shall not relieve CONTRACTOR of its
responsibility for protecting the safety and
health of all personnel, nor shall they
constitute an obligation on the part of BUYER to
enforce compliance.
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6.0 INSURANCE

6.1 TYPES AND LIMITS: At all times during the term
of this Agreement, CONTRACTOR shall maintain, at
CONTRACTOR's expense, insurance satisfactory to
BUYER of the minimum types and limits as
follows:

A. Insurance to cover any risk exposures under
the workers' compensation, environmental,
transportation, and any other applicable
laws, ordinances and regulations providing
statutory benefits covering employees of
CONTRACTOR engaged in operations hereunder.

B. Employers' Liability with a limit of
$1,000,000 each occurrence. (This coverage
may be contained to some extent in other
insurance listed below.)

C. Commercial General, including Completed
Operations, Liability Insurance (including,
but not limited to, contractual liability
for CONTRACTOR's obligations hereunder to
defend and indemnify BUYER) with limit of
$5,000,000 each occuTrrence for
bodily/personal injury and property damage
combined.

D. Commercial Automobile Liability Insurance
with limit of $1,000,000 each occurrence for
bodily injury and property damage combined.

E. If watercraft are owned or chartered by
CONTRACTOR, full-form Protection and
Indemnity Insurance (including, but not
limited to, repatriation expenses, wages,
maintenance and cure) and Hull and Machinery
insurances covering any such watercraft with
limit of $5,000,000 each occurrence or the
actual cash value of the highest valued
vessel, whichever is greater. It shall
specifically include, without limitation,
coverage for any pollution or contamination,
including cleanup xpenses, resulting from
or in any way rele d to the operation of
any watercraft. (This coverage may be
contained to some extent in other insurance
listed elsewhere herein.) This insurance
shall provide that any action in rem against
a vessel owned or chartered by CONTRACTOR
shall be considered to be an action against
CONTRACTOR.
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F. If aircraft are owned, leased, or hired by
CONTRACTOR, Aircraft Liability Insurance
(including passenger liability) with limit
of $1,000,000 each occurrence.

G. Errors and Omissions Liability Insurance
with limit of $1,000,000 each occurrence.

Any of the insurance required above shall be
regarded as primary insurance underlying any
other applicable insurance.

CONTRACTOR's obligations under this Article 6
shall not be limited in any way by the liability
and indemnity provisions of Article 3 herein.

6.2 ADJUSTMENT OF LIMITS

If it is judicially determined that the monetary
limits of the insurance required herein do not
conform with applicable law, it is agreed that
said insurance shall automatically be amended to
conform to the maximum monetary limits and other
provisions in such law.

6.3 ADDITIONAL INSUREDS AND SUBROGATION WAIVER

CONTRACTOR shall arrange for its insurance
carriers to provide the following provisions as
appropriate to maintain the maximum benefit to
BUYER:

- Inclusion of BUYER as additional insured
in CONTRACTOR's Commercial General
Liability, Protection and Indemnity and
all other applicable third party
liability insurance to the extent of
CONTRACTOR's liabilities under this
Agreement.

- Waiver of subrogation in favor of BUYER
in CONTRACTOR's Workers' Compensation,
Employers' Liability, Hull and Machinery,
and all other applicable property and
liability insurance to the extent of
CONTRACTOR's liabilities under this
Agreement.

6.4 CANCELLATION NOTICE

All insurance required in Article 6 above shall
be maintained by CONTRACTOR through insurance
carriers acceptable to BUYER and shall not be
cancelled or materially changed without thirty
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(30) days prior written notice having been

furnished to BUYER.

6.5 SELF-INSURANCE

In the event CONTRACTOR self-insures in part or
in whole any risks for which insurance is herein
required, notice of same must be in writing and
approved by BUYER.

6.6 INSURANCE VERIFICATION

CONTRACTOR agrees to furnish BUYER, upon
request, evidence of such insurance satisfactory
to BUYER.

7.0 TAXES AND CLAIMS

7.1 TAXES

Unless otherwise provided herein or by law,
CONTRACTOR shall pay all taxes, licenses and
fees levied or assessed on CONTRACTOR in
connection with or incidental to the performance
of this Agreement by any governmental agency for
unemployment compensation insurance, old age
benefits, social security, or any other taxes
upon the wages of CONTRACTOR, its agents,
employees and representatives. In regard to the
above, CONTRACTOR shall indemnify BUYER against
any and all liability and expense and reasonable
related costs.

7.2 BILLS AND LIENS

CONTRACTOR shall pay all indebtedness for all
goods and services provided in the performance
of this Agreement. CONTRACTOR shall not permit
any lien or charge to attach to the work or the
premises. In the event either is attached,
CONTRACTOR shall promptly procure its release
and indemnify BUYER against all related damage
and expenses.

8.0 PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS, AND CONFIDENTIALITY

8.1 INFRINGEMENT

CONTRACTOR shall defend and indemnify BUYER
against all claims, suits, liabilities and
expenses on account of alleged infringement of
any patent, copyright or trademark, resulting
from or arising in connection with the
manufacture, sale, normal use or other
disposition of any article, material or service
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furnished hereunder. However, when the alleged
infringement results from BUYER's imposed
requirements, BUYER shall defend and indemnify
CONTRACTOR.

The party to be indemnified pursuant to this
section 8.1 shall give the other party: a)
prompt written notice of the commencement or
threat of commencement of any infringement and
any suit in connection therewith, b) all
cooperation necessary in connection with any
such suit, and c) the right to control the
defense of and any negotiations for settlement
of such suit, as well as any appeals and any
ancillary litigation deemed necessary by the
other party.

8.2 CONFIDENTIALITY

CONTRACTOR shall not disclose any business
(e.g., production volumes, etc.) or technical
(e.g., processing information, etc.) information
provided, obtained or inferred from any and all
operations conducted in the performance of this
Agreement without the express written consent of
BUYER. The confidential status of such
information shall not extend to any such
information which can be shown by reasonable
proof: a) to have been in the public domain at
the time of receipt by CONTRACTOR hereunder, b)
to have become generally known to the public
without any fault of CONTRACTOR following its
receipt by CONTRACTOR hereunder, c) to have been
disclosed to CONTRACTOR by a third party as a
matter of right and without any third-party
restriction on CONTRACTOR as to further
disclosures, or d) to have become known by
CONTRACTOR without violation of existing law or
other Agreement with BUYER prior to receipt
hereunder.

9.0 USE OF BUYER'S PREMISES

CONTRACTOR will conduct its activities on BUYER's
premises in such a manner to minimize interference with
BUYER's operations and the operations of other
contractors on the premises. CONTRACTOR will maintain
the work site and any staging or storage areas used or
occupied by CONTRACTOR on the premises reasonably clean
and orderly and generally free of debris and scrap.
Upon completion of the work, CONTRACTOR shall leave the
premises clean and free of all equipment and rubbish.

10.0 AUDIT
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10.1 FINANCIAL AUDIT

CONTRACTOR shall maintain during the course of
the work, and retain for not less than four
years after completion thereof, complete and
accurate records in support of all CONTRACTOR's
charges to BUYER under this Agreement; and BUYER
shall have the right, at any reasonable time, to
inspect and audit those records, at BUYER's
expense, by authorized representatives of its
own or any public accounting firm selected by
it; provided that nothing contained herein shall
be construed as obligating CONTRACTOR to change
its current record-keeping practices or the
records that it keeps in order to comply with
BUYER's audit or inspection requirements, it
being the intention of the parties that the
records of CONTRACTOR pertaining to the work,
which are kept in the normal course of
CONTRACTOR's business, shall be made available
to BUYER for the purpose of verifying the
correctness and accuracy of charges and credits
made or granted by CONTRACTOR to BUYER, and
payments made by BUYER to CONTRACTOR, in
relation to the work.

The records to be thus maintained and retained
by CONTRACTOR shall include (without
limitation): a) payroll records, as maintained
at CONTRACTOR's service centers, accounting for
total time distribution of CONTRACTOR's
employees working full or part-time on the work;
it is specifically agreed, however, that BUYER's
right to inspect and audit does not extend to
the monetary portion of CONTRACTOR's payroll
records; b) invoices for purchases showing
quality and quantity but excluding price,
receiving and issuing documents, including
loading tickets, all other unit inventory
records for CONTRACTOR's store stock and returns
for credit and all records pertaining to the
handling, hauling, or disposal of hazardous
materials or waste products; c) paid invoices
and cancelled checks for materials purchased and
for subcontractors' and for any other third-
party charges; and d) accurate and auditable
records of any and all gifts, entertainment, or
other gratuities to individual BUYER personnel.
CONTRACTOR shall have the right to exclude its
trade secrets, patented formulae, or processes
from such audit.

In the event that any of the aforementioned
records reveal information about any customer of
CONTRACTOR other than BUYER, CONTRACTOR shall
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have the right to furnish machine copies of the
records to BUYER and the further right to delete
there from the information relating to any
customer other than BUYER.

10.2 CONTRACTUAL AUDIT

BUYER shall have the right, but not the
obligation, to periodically review CONTRACTOR's
operations for the purpose of monitoring
CONTRACTOR's compliance with the terms and
conditions of this Agreement. Such reviews
shall not relieve CONTRACTOR from its
responsibilities to comply with all terms and
conditions of this Agreement, nor shall they
constitute an obligation on the part of BUYER to
enforce compliance.

11.0 FORCE MAJEURE

Neither party shall be liable to the other for delays,
damages, or any failure to act, due to, occasioned or
caused by reason of federal or state laws, or the
rules, regulations or orders of any public body or
official exercising or purporting to exercise authority
or control concerning the operations covered hereby, or
due to, occasioned or caused by strikes, terrorists,
riots, civil commotions, action of the elements or
causes beyond the reasonable control of the parties
affected hereby. Delays due to the above causes, or
any of them, shall not be deemed to be a breach of or
failure to perform under this Agreement. However,
during the existence of such force majeure conditions,
no payments shall be due by BUYER to CONTRACTOR when
services are not being performed except payments for
the provision of goods and services occurring prior to
the existence of force majeure. Appropriate steps
shall be promptly taken to remedy force majeure
conditions except that no party shall be obligated to
settle strikes or other labor disputes. Notice of
force majeure occurrences and the details constituting
them shall be given promptly to the other party in
writing.

12.0 INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR

CONTRACTOR is an independent contractor with respect to
the performance of all work hereunder and neither
CONTRACTOR nor anyone employed by CONTRACTOR shall be
deemed for any purpose to be the employee, agent,
servant or representative of BUYER in performance of
any work or service hereunder. BUYER shall have no
direction or control of CONTRACTOR or its employees and
agents except in the results to be obtained. The work
performed hereunder shall meet the approval of BUYER
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and shall be subject to the general right of inspection
provided herein for BUYER to secure the satisfactory
completion thereof.

13.0 COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS, RULES, AND REGULATIONS

In performance hereunder and every activity connected
therewith CONTRACTOR shall comply fully with all
applicable laws, ordinances, rules and regulations and
when requested, shall furnish evidence satisfactory to
BUYER of such compliance. Without limiting the
foregoing, CONTRACTOR warrants that all materials
furnished shall be produced in compliance with the Fair
Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended. Further
CONTRACTOR hereby certifies and confirms that
CONTRACTOR is and will remain in compliance with all
Executive Orders and laws and the regulations issued
thereunder required of subcontractors under U.S.
government contracts, including, but not limited to the
following which, as applicable, are incorporated herein
by reference:

- Equal Opportunity Compliance

Executive Order 11246, as amended;

Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans
Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974, as amended;

Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,

as amended;

Executive Order 11625, as amended;

Executive Order 12168, as amended;

Small Business Act, as amended;

- Environmental Compliance

Clean Air Act, as amended;

Clean Water Act, as amended;

Executive Order 11738, as amended;

- Anti-Kickback Enforcement Act of 1986;

- Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1988.

CONTRACTOR will promptly furnish such further
certificates and assurance of compliance with the
foregoing as may from time to time be requested.
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14.0 UTILIZATION OF MINORITY AND WOMEN BUSINESS ENTERPRISES

BUYER has established an affirmative policy to provide
the equal opportunity for minority and women's-business
enterprises to participate in the performance of
contracts. CONTRACTOR agrees to support this policy in
the award of subcontracts.

A minority or women-owned business enterprise is
defined as a business that has at least 51% ownership
by minority or women members and whose management and
daily business operations are controlled and operated
by one or more of such individuals. Minority group
members include: Black Americans, Hispanic Americans,
Native Americans, Asian-Pacific Americans, and Asian-
Indian Americans. CONTRACTOR acting in good faith may
rely on written representations from subcontractors and
suppliers as to their minority or women-owned
qualifications.

CONTRACTOR agrees to furnish a list of all expenditures
made with minority and women-owned firms under this
Agreement if requested by BUYER.

15.0 DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT: UNLAWFUL COMPENSATION

BUYER is prohibited, as a defense contractor under
Section 2397 of Title 10, United States Code, from
compensating certain former employees of components of
the United States Department of Defense within two
years after leaving service. If CONTRACTOR, or anyone
who will be performing services for BUYER under this
Agreement, is a former officer or employee of the
Department of Defense who held a position for which the
rate of pay was a grade GS-13 or above, or is a former
or retired member of the armed forces (excluding the
Coast Guard) who held a position at pay grade 0-4 or
above, then CONTRACTOR agrees to inform BUYER of this
background, and furnish information necessary: a) to
determine whether BUYER may lawfully compensate
CONTRACTOR under the above law, and b) to comply with
the reporting requirements of the law.

16.0 ASSIGNMENT

Neither this Agreement, nor any claim or performance
obligation arising in connection with performance on
this Agreement, may be assigned by either party without
the prior written consent of the other party.
Assignment is permitted to a parent or wholly-owned
subsidiary as defined under the security and exchange
laws of the United States. In such a case, written
notice of such assignment shall be given to the other
party.
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17.0 SUBCONTRACTING

A subcontractor is an organization having a
contract with the CONTRACTOR to perform or furnish a
part of the work. The requirements in this Agreement
with respect to subcontractors and subcontracts shall
also apply to each succeeding tier of subcontractors and
subcontracts.

CONTRACTOR will not subcontract any portion of the work
without first obtaining BUYER's written consent, which
will not be unreasonably withheld. BUYER and CONTRACTOR
will mutually agree on which portions, if any, of the
work that are to be subcontracted.

If permitted to subcontract, BUYER reserves the
right of approval of all subcontractors which approval
will not be unreasonably withheld. Approval of any
subcontractor by BUYER shall not constitute a waiver of
any right of BUYER to reject defective work or work not
in conformance with this Agreement.

CONTRACTOR will be fully responsible for all acts and
omissions of its subcontractors. Nothing in this
Agreement will be construed to create any contractual
relationship between BUYER and any subcontractor, nor
any obligation on the part of BUYER to pay or to see to
the payment of any money due any subcontractor, except
as may otherwise be required by law.

18.0 TERMINATION

18.1 TERMINATION FOR CONVENIENCE

BUYER, for any reason, may terminate this
Agreement or any Order by giving CONTRACTOR
sixty (60) days written notification of
termination.

In the event of termination under this section
18.1, BUYER will pay CONTRACTOR, as full
satisfaction of its obligations to CONTRACTOR,
CONTRACTOR's costs, determined in accordance
with its usual accounting practices, incurred in
the performance of this Agreement or an Order
prior to the effective date of termination and
other costs similarly determined pertaining to
the work which CONTRACTOR will incur as a result
of termination plus equitable fee for work
performed less all monies paid by BUYER to
CONTRACTOR hereunder.
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18.2 TERMINATION FOR CONTRACTOR'S BREACH

If CONTRACTOR breaches any provision of this
Agreement or any Order, BUYER shall have the
right, in addition to any other rights it may
have hereunder or by law, to terminate this
Agreement or the Order by giving the CONTRACTOR
written notice. Time is of the essence hereof,
and BUYER's right to require strict performance
by CONTRACTOR shall not be affected by any
waiver, forbearance, or course of dealing.

19.0 CONTINUING OBLIGATIONS

All liability and indemnity and patent and
confidentiality obligations and responsibilities
assumed by the parties during this Agreement shall
survive the Agreement termination.

20.0 GOVERNING LAW

This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with
and governed by the laws of the state in which the
CONTRACTOR's operations are performed.

21.0 NOTICES

All notices, requests, demands and other communication
hereunder shall be in writing by letter and/or by
telephone or facsimile machine. 'f by telephone or
facsimile machine, such notice shall be confirmed in
writing. All written notices shall be deemed delivered
if mailed, first class, postage prepaid to the address
set forth below until some other address (or individual
for attention) is designated:

If to CONTRACTOR:

If to BUYER:

22.0 ENTIRETY

This Agreement and any executed Addenda, including
exhibits, comprises the entire Agreement between BUYER
and CONTRACTOR and there are no agreements, under
standings, promises, or conditions oral or written,
expressed or implied, concerning the subject matter or
in consideration hereof that are not merged herein or
superseded hereby. This Agreement shall not be
modified except by written instrument signed by
authorized representatives of the parties hereto.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed duplicate

originals of this Agreement.

CONTRACTOR

BY:
(Signature)

NAME:

TITLE:

COMPANY:

DATE:

BUYER

BY:
(Signature)

NAME:

TITLE:. COMPANY: Shell Oil Company

DATE:
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ADDENDUM 1

ADDENDUM 1
WASTE DISPOSAL/WASTE TREATMENT

PURPOSE:

This Addendum 1 to Master Environmental Services Agreement
No:: establishes additional terms and
conditions under which CONTRACTOR shall furnish BUYER with
environmental services associated with treatment and disposal
of Wastes.

For the purposes of this Addendum, the term "Waste" shall
include any and all materials defined or identified as "solid
waste" or "hazardous waste" under the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act of 1976, as amended, and any state or local
laws and regulations, if applicable.

WHEREAS, BUYER has certain Waste materials and wishes
the Wastes treated and the residues disposed of;

WHEREAS, CONTRACTOR is in the Waste treatment and
disposal business and is willing to accept certain of
BUYER's Wastes for treatment and disposal;

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the
receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
the parties agree as follows:

1.0.1 WASTES TO BE TREATED AND DISPOSED

CONTRACTOR shall treat and dispose of such quantities
of Wastes profiled on a Waste Material Profile Sheet,
Exhibit 1-A, and accepted by CONTRACTOR, as BUYER shall
from time to time request during the term of this
Agreement.

2.0.1 TRANSPORTATION

2.1.1 Unless otherwise agreed, CONTRACTOR shall be
responsible for providing suitable means to
transport the Wastes and BUYER shall be
responsible for loading Wastes.

2.2.1 BUYER shall deliver to CONTRACTOR shipping
papers, manifests, and labels with each shipment
of Wastes in accordance with all applicable
requirements of the United States Department of
Transportation ("DOT") and the United States
Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") under
the Toxic Substances Control Act ("TSCA"), the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA"),
and all other statutes and regulations. Upon
request CONTRACTOR will furnish to BUYER
appropriate manifest forms in blank. The party
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* ADDENDUM 1

that arranges transportation shall comply with
all DOT regulations.

2.3.1 Vehicles used for the transportation of Wastes
shall be devoid of any residue from previous
shipments. If Wastes are spilled during loading
operations, the party responsible for such
loadina shall thoroughly clean up the spill.

2.4.1 The transporting party shall maintain in force
and require all carriers it engages to carry
vehicular liability insurance equivalent to that
specified in section 7.0.1 of this Addendum and
shall, upon request, provide the other party
with certificates of insurance evidencing such
coveraces.

2.5.1 BUYER will provide satisfactory roadways and
approaches to the point of loading. Unless
otherwise agreed Wastes will be loaded at
BUYER's place of business or received at
CONTRACTOR's facilities during normal business
hours, Monday through Friday, except holidays.

3.0.1 TITLE TO WASTES

3.1.1 Unless rejected as provided in section 3.2.1,
title to Wastes passes from BUYER to CONTRACTOR:

(a) If CONTRACTOR arranges for transportation,
at the time that a loaded vehicle leaves BUYER's
premises;

(b) If transportation is arranged by BUYER, at
the time the Wastes have been accepted at a
CONTRACTOR facility to which they have been
manifested.

(c) Wastes shall be "accepted" at a CONTRACTOR
facility, once these materials are found to be
materially conforming to their respective Waste
Material Profile Sheets (Exhibit 1-A) and the
manifest signed by CONTRACTOR.

3.2.1 At any time before the condition of Waste
delivered hereunder has materially changed
condition, CONTRACTOR may reject Waste which
does not conform in all material respects to the
description in its Uniform Waste Data Sheet.
Rejection shall be made by telephone within
24 hours after CONTRACTOR discovers the
nonconformance and confirmed in writing within
five working days thereafter. BUYER shall have
twenty (20) working days after receipt of
initial notice in which to verify the
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nonconformity and, if possible, make any
corre,:tions by which to bring the Waste into
conformance. If testing establishes the Waste
is in fact in conformance in all material
respects or if corrections bring the Waste into
conformance in all material respects, then
CONTRACTOR's rejection shall be void and of no
effect. Otherwise, BUYER shall arrange for
removal and alternative treatment and/or
disposal of the rejected Waste. BUYER shall be
responsible for: (a)cost of transportation of
the rejected Waste to CONTRACTOR's facility, if
such transportation was performed by CONTRACTOR;
and (b)all reasonable charges incurred by
CONTRACTOR for hauling, loading, preparing,
storing, and caring for the rejected
Waste (including analytical work performed on
behalf of BUYER and decontamination and cleaning
of equipment).

3.3.1 Irrespective of when title passes, while the
Wastes are in CONTRACTOR's possession,
CONTRACTOR shall be responsible for its proper
handling, storage, treatment, and disposal and
for any bodily injury or damage to property
which may thereafter be caused by the Wastes,
unless such injury or damage is caused by breach
of BU`E's warranties provided under sections
4.1.1, 4.4.1 or 4.5.1.

4.0.1 WARRANTIES

4.1.1 BUYER warrants that all Wastes which may be
received by CONTRACTOR pursuant to this
Agreement shall materially conform to the
description of Wastes in the Waste Material
Profile Sheets.

4.2.1 CONTRACTOR warrants that its services performed
under this Agreement shall comply with all
requirements of federal, state and local laws,
regulations, and ordinances.

4.3.1 CONTRACTOR warrants that it has in effect and
will use its best efforts to maintain all
permits, licenses, and governmental
authorizations and approvals required for
treating, storing, or disposing the Wastes which
are or may become the subject of this Agreement.
Upon request CONTRACTOR will furnish to BUYER
copies of permits, licenses, authorizations or
approvals in effect relating to the Wastes to be
treated, stored, or disposed of hereunder. If
any chaunge occurs to such permits, licenses,
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authorizations or approvals which affect any
right or obligation contained in this Agreement,
CONTRACTOR shall notify BUYER in writing within
seven (7) days.

4.4.1 The party arranging for transportation warrants
that all permits, licenses, authorizations, and
approvals required for transportation of the
Wastes by federal, state and local laws,
regulations, and ordinances shall be in effect
at the time of transportation.

4.5.1 The party supplying containers for the
transportation of Wastes warrants that the
containers comply with all laws, regulations or
ordinances which may be applicable to their
packaging or transportation, including, but not
limited to DOT regulations.

4.6.1 Invoices will be based upon the recorded weights
unless otherwise provided in Order. Each
vehicle containing liquid or solid Wastes in
bulk shall be weighed upon receipt at the
CONTRACTOR facility. After the bulk liquid or
solid Wastes are off-loaded, the vehicle will
again be weighed, and the difference between the
gross weight (loaded tanker or trailer and
tractor) and the tare weight (empty tanker or
trailer and tractor) shall be the net weight of
the liauid or solid Wastes to be used for
invoice purposes.

5.0.1 INDEMNIFICATION

5.1.1 In addition to the indemnification provided each
party under Article 3, LIABILITY-INDEMNITY, of
the Mas-ter Environmental Services Agreement and
subjec-t to section 5.2.1 below, following
transfer of title, BUYER shall be relieved of
all responsibility and CONTRACTOR shall become
responsible for any and all loss, damage or
injury to persons or property, and CONTRACTOR
shall indemnify and hold BUYER harmless from any
and all liability, damages, costs, claims
(includiing but not limited to any claims of
govern3uent agencies), demands and expenses, of
whatever type or nature arising out of the
performance of this Agreement, including, but
not limited to, attorney's fees, caused by or
resulting from pollution or other damage, which
shall be caused by, arise out of, or in any
manner be connected with Waste, including
violations by CONTRACTOR of statutes,
regulations, rules and/or ordinances, except to
the extent such fine, charge and/or assessment
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is caused by or contributed to by BUYER, its
officers, employees or agents.

5.2.1 BUYER agrees to indemnify CONTRACTOR against all
such liability, cost, and expense which arise
out of or in connection with the transportation,
treatment and disposal, or handling of any Waste
delivered by CONTRACTOR, if such liability
results from the failure of the Waste to conform
to the composition of Waste described in the
Waste Material Profile Sheets.

6.0.1 CERTIFICATION OF TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL

CONTRACTOR shall provide .XYER with a certification of
disposal verifying that designated Wastes accepted by
it have been properly treated and disposed. CONTRACTOR
shall also provide, upon request by BUYER, a list of
landfill sites used by CONTRACTOR for ash disposal for
incineration services.

7.0.1 ADDITIONAL INSURANCE

CONTRACTOR shall have in effect and shall maintain for
the term of tbdis Agreement the following insurance in
addition to those in Article 6, INSURANCE, of the
Master Envirormental Services Agreement:

Automobile Liabilit- $5,000,000 single limit
(Covers all vehicles, Bodily injury and
including leased vehidcles; property damage
covers release of pollutants combined
during transportation.)

Pollution Liability $5,000,000 per occurrence
(Covers sudden and non-sudden $10,000,000 annual aggregate
pollution at CONTRACTOR's
facilities)
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed duplicate
originals of this Addendum in the presence of the
undersigned witnesses.

CONTRACTOR

BY:
(Signature)

NAME:

TITLE:

COMPANY:

DATE:

BUYER

BY:
(Signature)

NAME:

TITLE:

O COMPANY: Shell Oil Company

DATE:

Exhibit 1-A
WASTE MATERIAL PROFILE SHEET

0
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ADDENDUM 2
-EMERGENCY SPILL RESPONSE

PURPOSE:

This Addendum 2 to Master Environmental Services Agreement
No.,: establishes additional terms and
conditions under which CONTRACTOR shall furnish BUYER with
environmental services associated with the mitigation of
environmental impact caused by hazardous substances spills.

For purposes of this Addendum, hazardous substances shall
include: any and all substances defined or identified as
hazardous substances or hazardous chemicals under the
Resources Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), as amended,
the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and
Liability Act (CERCLA), as amended, the Hazard Communication
Standard (HAZCOM), 'the Hazardous Work Operations and
Emergency Response Standard (HAZWOPER), and other applicable
federal and state regulations as of the date of this
Agreement; and petroleum (including crude oil and any of its
fractions), but shall not include high level radioactive
materials as defined by the Atomic Energy Act or materials or
substances designed or produced for use as explosives.

Therefore, BUYER and CONTRACTOR agree as follows:

1.0.2 SERVICES

1.1.2 The ser-vices for the mitigation of environmental
impact caused by hazardous substance shall
include, but not be limited to the following:

- Containment, neutralization, decontamination,
recovery, cleanup, and repackaging of
materials;

- Site assessment and site restoration;

- Transportation, storage, treatment or
disposal of waste;

- Engineering and technical services, including
sampling, analysis, design, engineering,
construction, or any other related services;

- Environmental consulting, preparedness
evaluation, or any other related consulting
services.
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2.0.2 WARRANTIES, REPRESENTATIONS, AND OBLIGATIONS

2.1.2 CONTRACTOR's General Obligations

CONTRACTOR warrants and represents that it has
the capability, experience, and means required
to perform the services contemplated by this
Addenduim.

CONTRACTOR warrants and represents that its
personnel (including its subcontractors) are
fully trrained and certified, in accordance with,
but not limited to, the OSHA Respiratory
Protection Standard (29 CFR 1910.134), Hazard
Communication Standard (29 CFR 1910.1200), and
Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency
Response Standard (29 CFR 1910.120).

2.2.2 Personnel and Equipment

CONTRACTOR warrants and represents that it will
maintain qualified personnel stationed on
24-hour call, in the cities listed in
Exhibit 2-A (collectively known as "Expert
Teams"). Each Expert Team will consist of
individuals trained in current spill control and
clean up technology and capable of administering
response to spills of hazardous substances
required by this Addendum.

CONTRACTOR warrants and represents that it will
maintain fully equipped emergency spill control
units ("Emergency Units") in the locations
listed in the attached Exhibit 2-A.

2.3.2 General Spill Response

BUYER will request one of the following spill
response services by a direct telephone call to
Contractor at the closest CONTRACTOR location
and emergency telephone number as listed in
Exhibit 2-A.

1) Spill Response Dispatch - CONTRACTOR will, if
available, dispatch Expert Team and Emergency
Unit to the scene of the spill.

2) Spill Response Standby - CONTRACTOR will, if
available, place Expert Team and Emergency
Unit on standby until requested by BUYER to
dispatch or to release from standby. If
while on standby, CONTRACTOR receives other
work, BUYER will be notified and shall either
release or pay standby charges.
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BUYER will promptly confirm all telephone
requests to CONTRACTOR in writing or by
facsimile machine by issuing a Spill ResponseDispatch/Standby Confirmation (Exhibit 2-B).

Upon arrival at the spill site, BUYER and
CONTRACTOR will agree on the services to be
performed. CONTRACTOR shall perform services
until such time that BUYER determines that
services are no longer required. In the event
that CONTRACTOR arrives at spill site prior to
BUYER, CONTRACTOR will take all prudent actions
that CONTRACTOR deems necessary and any
liabilities incurred from such actions shall be
governed by Article 3, LIABILITY-INDEMNITY, of
the Master Environmental Services Agreement.

BUYER will provide CONTRACTOR with relevant
information reasonably available concerning the
composition, quantity, toxicity, and potentially
hazardous properties of any materials known or
believed to be present at site for which
services are requested.

CONTRACTOR shall make its own determination as
to the precautions appropriate for any material,
but CONTRACTOR shall accept BUYER's
determination in a given situation that a
material is hazardous and handle it accordingly,
whether or not the particular material involved
meets the definition of hazardous waste under
applicable laws and regulations.

CONTRACTOR shall maintain a copy of employee's
training certifications/documentation for all
personnel employed by the CONTRACTOR and its
subcontractors employed to work under this
Addendum prior to beginning work. These records
shall be made available to BUYER upon request.

CONTRACTOR shall maintain daily logs of its
personnel, equipment, and supplies used on the
project, both for CONTRACTOR's employees and its
subcontractors. These records shall be made
available to BUYER upon request.

CONTRACTOR shall maintain documentation of their
medical surveillance program and, consi-tent
with confidentiality limitations, provide such
documentation to BUYER's representative upon
reques.
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2.4.2 CONTRACTOR's Emergency Response

For CON-TRACTOR conducting "Emergency Response"
under 29 CFR 1910.120, the requirements include
but are not limited to:

A. Pre-emergency planning/coordination with
outside agencies.

B. Developing, implementing, and documenting
rzhe incident command system for the
project.

C. Identification of and training of
Contractor's personnel regarding
emergency recognition and prevention
relative to the specific project.

D. Identifying safe distances and places of
refuge relative to the specific project.

E. Establishing evacuation routes and
procedures for the specific project in
coordination with Buyer's representative.

F. Establishing site security and control
procedures for the specific project in
coordination with Buyer's representative.

G. Establishing decontamination procedures
applicable to the project.

H. identifying emergency medical treatment
and first aid procedures.

I. Identifying emergency alerting and
response procedures.

J. Establishing personal protective
equipment and emergency equipment of the
project.

K. Preparing and submitting to BUYER's on-
site representative a post-emergency
critique for the emergency response
discussing CONTRACTOR's overall response
efforts and possible improvements which
could be made. This critique shall be
submitted to BUYER's representative
within 30 days after completion of all
work related to the project.

2.5.2 CONTRACTOR's Post Emergency Response

For COH"TRACTOR conducting "Post-Emergency Clean
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Up" under 29 CFR 1910.120, requirements include
but are not limited to:

A. CONTRACTOR should review and be familiar
with BUYER's major oil spill safety and
health program for post-emergency clean-
up operation.

B. CONTRACTOR shall prepare a site
characterization plan and analysis
evaluation by a Certified Industrial
Hygienist (CIH) or other qualified person
mutually agreed upon by the BUYER and
CONTRACTOR. BUYER may require a CIH for
a major oil spill.

C. CONTRACTOR shall develop a site-specific
safety & health plan for the project by
the site safety and health supervisor,
prior to beginning work.

D. CONTRACTOR shall implement site control
procedures to prevent or control employee
exposure to hazardous substances as
identified in site safety and health
plan.

E. CONTRACTOR shall develop, implement, and
document the following on a project-
specific basis as required to comply with
29 CFR 1910.120:

(1) Engineering controls and work
practices to be used in the cleanup
activities.

(2) Personal protective equipment
requirements.

(3) Frequency and type of air
monitoring, personnel monitoring,
and environmental sampling
techniques and instrumentation to be
used, including methods of
maintenance and calibration of
monitoring any sampling equipment to
be used. Documentation shall be
provided to BUYER's representative
within 30 days of completion of
CONTRACTOR's work on the post-
emergency cleanup.

(4) Decontamination procedures to be
used.
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(5) Post-Emergency critique;
discussing such items as the
effectiveness of the cleanup and any
recommended improvements shall be
provided to BUYER's representative
within 30 days of completion of
CONTRACTOR's work on the post-
emergency cleanup.

(6) Confined space entry procedures.

(7) A spill containment program for the
cleanup.

(8) Work practices to be used in the
cleanup activities.

2.6.2 CONTRACTOR's Waste Handling Obligations

CONTRACTOR shall not transport, store, or
dispose of ary hazardous waste without the
written consent of the BUYER.

CONTRACTOR shall not use any alternative
treatment, storage, or disposal facility without
BUYER's approval and the approval of the
appropriate governmental authorities.

As to all transportation services undertaken,
CONTRACTOR warrants that it is duly licensed to
receive the material subject to any agreed Order
upon request for services, and that the drivers
and trucks supplied by CONTRACTOR will be
trained, authorized, equipped, and licensed to
carry such material, in accordance with prudent
safety precautions and applicable federal,
state, or local laws and regulations. Trucks
and other equipment used by CONTRACTOR for
performance of the services shall be in first-
class operating condition, shall be suitable for
the particular services requested, and shall be
periodically inspected and properly maintained.

2.7.2 BUYER's General Obligations

BUYER warrants that it holds clear title to or
is custodian for all hazardous substances to be
treated, stored, controlled, or disposed and is
under no legal restraint or order which would
prohibit the treatment, storage, or disposal of
such hazardous substances by any transporter or
disposal facility.

BUYER shall, if deemed necessary by CONTRACTOR,
secure all necessary approvals, judicial, and/or
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administrative orders necessary to bnsure
CONTRACTOR's legal access to the site. In the
event the Work requires immediate response by
CONTRACTOR prior to BUYER securing such
approvals as set forth above, and if CONTRACTOR
is nonetheless directed by BUYER to proceed with
such response, then CONTRACTOR shall proceed
with such response Work. For such instances,
BUYER shall indemnify CONTRACTOR with respect to
any related site access claims arising out of
response work.

BUYER shall be responsible for repairs to all
roadways and rights-of-way arising out of the
normal wear and tear resulting from CONTRACTOR's
use thereof by its equipment during the
performance of the Work unless otherwise agreed
to.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed
duplicate originals of this Addendum.

CONTRACTOR

BY:
(Signature)

SNAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

TITLE:

COMPANY:

DATE:

BUYER

BY:
(Signature)

NAME:

TITLE:

COMPANY: Shell Oil Company

DATE:
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* *** **** **** ***** ******** ********XII -

EXHIBIT 2-A
LOCATION OF EQUIPMENT AND MANPOWER RESOURCES

0
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*** * * **** **** *** ** ** ******* ****

EXHIBIT 2-B
SPILL RESPONSE DISPATCH/STANDBY CONFIRMATION

FAX CONFIRMATION FORM
...................++--++++++..++.........+..+++++++++++++.++++

TO: (CONTRACTOR name)

FOR THE ATTENTION OF:

FROM: (B-YER requesting service)

DEPARTMENT:
PHONE NUMBER:
FAX NUMBER:

TOTAL PAGES INCLUDING THIS COVER SHEET:

SUBJECT: RELEASE NOTICE/CONFIRMATION TO RESPOND

Gentleman:

In accordance with Master Environmental Services
Agreement , including Addendum 2, between our
companies and confirming BUYER's telephone notice
to , it is requested that CONTRACTOR
respond to a spill a=:

Agreed to response includes: (e.g. manpower and equipment
needs, etc.):

The BUYER's representative to contact with regard to this
response until further notice is:

BUYER's contact telephone number :
BUYER's contact Fax number :
Signed: (BUYER's representative):

Date: Time:
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ADDENDUM 3
LABORATORY TESTING AND ANALYSIS

PURPOSE:

This Addendum 3 to Kaster Environmental Services Agreement
No:: establishes additional terms and
conditions under which CONTRACTOR shall furnish BUYER with
Laboratory Testing a-id Analysis services.

WHEREAS, BUYER is engaged in the business of producing,
manufacturing, transporting, storing and marketing petroleum
and chemical products;

WHEREAS, BUYER is required from time to time to analyze
samples of petroleum and chemical products, including
groundwater and soil potentially containing such products, by
qualified environmental analytical laboratories and wishes to
contract some of these laboratory analyses to an outside
laboratory;

WHEREAS, CONTRACTOR represents that it is qualified to
perform the aforementioned laboratory analyses and wishes to
perform such laboratory analyses for BUYER;

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the
receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the
parties agree as follows:

1.0.3 DEFINITIONS

1.1.3 "Sample Delivery Schedule" means the number of
samples, matrix type and dates that samples will
be delivered to CONTRACTOR.

1.2.3 "Sample Delivery Acceptance" means the point in
time at which CONTRACTOR has determined that it
can proceed with defined work following receipt
and inspection of samples and resolution of
discrepancies as described in sections 2.2.3 and
2.3.3.

1.3.3 "Results" means either data generated by
CONTRACTOR from the analysis of one or more
samples or the work product generated by
CONTRACTOR in the performance of consulting
services.

1.4.3 "Preliminary Results" means any verbal,
facsimile, or draft result that is provided to
BUYER in advance of the final report.
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expense.

3.0.3 CERTIFICATION OF DATA

3.1.3 Where applicable, CONTRACTOR will use analytical
methodologies which are in substantial
conform-ity with U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), state agency, American Society for
Testing Materials (ASTM), Association of
Official Analytical Chemists (AOAC), Standard
Methods for Examination of Water and Wastewater,
or other recognized methodologies.

3.2.3 CONTRACTOR will maintain a comprehensive Quality
Assurance Process including, but not limited to,
control checks on bottle preparation, sample
handling and holding, analytical quality
control, certification of equipment used in
analyzing samples and a QA/QC manual.

3.3.3 All testing and analytical services provided
under 'this Agreement must be done at the
CONTRACTOR facility where the samples are sent.
Any exceptions to this requirement must be
approved by BUYER representative requesting the
analysis, documented in writing, and will only
apply to the Order for which the exception was
granted.

3.4.3 Preliminary Results may be given in advance of
the written report of Results. Such Preliminary
Results are tentative Results only, subject to
confirnation or change based on final review.

4.0.3 WARRANTIES

4.1.3 CONTRACTOR warrants that its services will
fulfill obligations set forth in sections 2.3.3,
3.1.3 and 3.2.3 hereof. The liability and
obligations of CONTRACTOR and the remedies of
BUYER in connection with any services performed
by CONTRACTOR which do not fulfill obligations
set forth in sections 2.3.3 and 3.1.3 hereof
shall be limited to repeating the service
performed by CONTRACTOR or refunding in full or
in part fees paid by BUYER for such services.
CONTRACTOR's obligation to repeat any services
with respect to any sample will be contingent on
the BUYER's providing, at the request of
CONTRACTOR and at the expense of BUYER,
additional sample(s) if necessary.

4.2.3 CONTRACTOR warrants that it possesses and
maintains all licenses and certifications which 0
are required to perform services under this
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Agreement. CONTRACTOR will notify BUYER in
writing within 7 days of any decertification or
revocation of any license, or notice of either,
which affects services provided under this
Agreement.

4.3.3 BUYER represents and warrants that any sample
delivered to CONTRACTOR will be preceded or
accompanied by complete written disclosure of
the presence of any hazardous substances known
or suspected by BUYER. BUYER further warrants
that any sample containing any known or
suspect-ed hazardous substance which is delivered
to CONTRACTOR's premises will be packaged,
labeled, transported and delivered properly and
in acccrdance with the applicable laws.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed duplicate
originals of this Addendum.

CONTRACTOR

BY:

(Signature). NAME.

TITLE:

COMPANY:

DATE:

BUYER
BY:

(Signature)

NAME:

TITLE:

COMPANY: Shell Oil Company

DATE:
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ADDENDUM 4
WASTE HAULING

PURPOSE:

This Addendum 4 to Master Environmental Services Agreement
No.: establishes additional terms and
conditions under which CONTRACTOR shall furnish BUYER with
Waste hauling services.

For the purposes of this Addendum, the term "Waste" shall
include any and all materials defined or identified as "solid
waste" or "hazardous waste" under the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act of 1976, as amended, and any state or local
laws and regulations, if applicable.

1.0.4 TRANSPORTATION

Subject to the limitations and/or availability of
CONTRACTOR's equipment and qualified drivers,
CONTRACTOR shall transport all tonnage offered by BUYER
from BUYER's designated origins to destinations
designated by BUYER, as specified in the Order.

2.0.4 EQUIPMENT

CONTRACTOR shall provide all equipment necessary to
perform the transportation required hereunder which
shall (a) be suitable for the particular transportation
required, (b) include any special equipment that is
requested by BUYER and agreed to by CONTRACTOR when the
shipping Order is placed, (c) comply with the
specifications for equipment for such transportation
prescribed by any applicable governmental regulations
(including those of the U.S. Department of
Transportation), and (d) be maintained by CONTRACTOR in
good, safe and serviceable condition. BUYER shiall have
the right, but not the duty, to inspect any equipment
tendered and to reject any equipment which does not, in
BUYER's sole judgment, meet all of the above
requirements.

3.0.4 DRIVERS

CONTRACTOR's drivers shall be courteous, fully
qualified and product knowledgeable as required for
safety, shall present a neat appearance, must be able
to communicate with BUYER's personnel and shall comply
with all reasonable operational procedures of BUYER and
its customers.

When loading or unloading at origins or destinations,
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CONTRACTOR's drivers shall comply with all'plant
procedures. CONTRACTOR's drivers shall promptly report
all Waste spills, shortages, or accidents which occur
in the course of performance hereunder in accordance
with the procedure set forth in the Order or in
section 5.2.4, as applicable.

4:0.4 DELIVERY

In the event delivery cannot be made as scheduled,
CONTRACTOR shall so advise BUYER as soon as possible,
utilizing the procedure(s) established in the Order.
However, nothing in this section 4.0.4 shall be
construed as relieving CONTRACTOR of its obligation
under this Agreement to make on time deliveries and in
a safe manner.

5.0.4 ENVIRONMENTAL INCIDENTS

5.1.4 RESPONSE

If, in the course of performance of this
Agreement, there is any escape, release,
spillage or other environmental incident
involving Waste being hauled, CONTRACTOR shall
promptly commence and carry out any necessary or
required cleanup or other action to remedy or
mitigate the consequences thereof, and shall
bear, pay and discharge all costs and expenses
associated therewith and shall hold BUYER
harmless for such costs and expenses, except to
the extent any such escape, release, spillage or
incident is caused or contributed to by BUYER.
CONTRACTOR shall immediately notify all
appropriate governmental authorities and BUYER
upon occurrence of any such escape, release,
spillage or other environmental incident.

CONTRACTOR shall clean up any such escape,
release, spillage or incident in accordance with
all applicable statutes, ordinances,
regulations, orders and rules and shall dispose
of any hazardous Waste resulting from any such
cleanup activity in accordance with such
statutes, ordinances, regulations, orders and
rules and under a plan and at a Waste site
approved by BUYER. Should CONTRACTOR fail to
promptly undertake necessary cleanup or other
remedial action as required hereunder, BUYER may
undertake any such cleanup or other remedial
action, and, upon BUYER's demand, CONTRACTOR
shall provide prompt reimbursement to BUYER of
the costs and expenses of any such measures
taken pursuant to this provision. In no event 0
shall CONTRACTOR raise or plead as a defense to
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a claim for reimbursement of expense§ incurred
by BUYER hereunder that BUYER, in undertaking or
performing such measures, acted as a volunteer,
and any such defense of "volunteer" is hereby
waived by CONTRACTOR.

5.2.4 REPORTING

In addition to any other !requirements herein,
CONTRACTOR shall notify CHEMTREC in any event in
which (1) any amount of BUYER's Waste in
CONTRACTOR's custody is or potentially may be
released to the environment (air, land or
water); (2) BUYER's public image is or may be
adversely affected; (3) BUYER's Waste are
involved in any incident which causes any
significant public inconvenience including, but
not limited to, response by emergency response
personnel.

In such cases, CONTRACTOR's requirement to
notify BUYER will be satisfied by notifying
CHEMTREC of the situation at 1-800-424-9300, and
specifying a telephone number and contact person
from whom BUYER can obtain additional
information and provide technical assistance if
required.

6.0.4 BILL OF LADING

Unless otherwise provided herein, the CONTRACTOR's
Straight Bill of Lading, and federal regulations shall
govern the rights and responsibilities of BUYER and
CONTRACTOR in their performance hereunder. In the
event of a conflict between the terms of the Bill of
Lading and this Agreement, the terms of this Agreement
shall govern.

7.0.4 ADDITIONAL INSURANCE

CONTRACTOR shall have in effect and shall maintain for
the term of this Agreement the following insurance in
addition to those in Article 6, INSURANCE, of the
Master Environmental Services Agreement:

Automobile Liability $5,000,000 single limit
(Covers all vehicles, Bodily injury and
including leased vehicles; property damage
covers release of pollutants combined
during transportation.)

VERSION 1.2
PAGE 3



ADDENDUM 4

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed duplicate
originals of this Addendum.

CONTRACTOR

BY:

(Signature)

NAME:

TITLE:

COMPANY:

DATE:

BUYER

BY:_ _ _
(Signature)

NAME:

TITLE:

COMPANY: Shell Oil Company

DATE:

VERSION 1.2
PAGE 4



Environmental and Safety Engineering Staff Suite 608
Ford Motor Company 15201 Century Drive

Dearborn. Michigan 48120
September 13, 1993

Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Environmental Security)
Department of Defense
The Pentagon Room 3E808
Washington, D.C. 20301-3000

Attention: Earl DeHart, ODUSD(ES)CL

Subject: Report to Congress on Environmental Contractor Indemnification

Dear Mr. DeHart:

* I have been asked by Helen 0. Petrauskas, Vice President, Environmental and Safety
Engineering, to respond to your 813/93 letter on behalf of Ford Motor Company. I will
answer each question attached to your letter in the order presented.

(1) Q. What portion (by dollar amount) does your firm perform environmental
cleanup work by contract, through in-house work force, or through state or
Federal agency?
A. Virtually all environmental remedial activities are performed by outside
contractors and consultants. Our in-house environmental staff oversees and
coordinates remedial design and constructional management activities. We engage
consulting engineering firms to assist us by providing resident engineering services.

(2) Q. Please describe the nature of the environmental cleanup work which your firm
has performed since 1980.
A. A wide variety of remedial work has been performed at Ford facilities and at
off-site facilities. This would include landfill site closure, lagoon cleanup, sludge
de-watering, ground water treatment, sediment dredging, asbestos encapsulation/
removal, PCB transformer replacements, UST replacements, etc.

(3) Q. May we have a list of contractors you have used for environmental cleanup
work?
A. We do not have a list of contractors that we can share with you. We have used
virtually all of the large national firms for this type of work as well as a myriad of



local contractors based on qualifications and typical competitive bidding practices
coordinated by our Purchasing and Supply Staff.

(4) Q. Describe the phase of work performed by the cleanup contractor: preliminary
assessment (PA), site inspection (SI), remedial investigation/feasibility study
(RI/FS) or remedial design/remedial action (RD/RA). Please provide factual data
on type of action, contractor name, location, type of pollutant being remediated,
value of contract, and type of contract (fixed price, cost plus award fee or cost
plus fixed fee).
A. Contracts for engineenng and design (preliminary assessment, RI/FS, remedial
design) are generally issued in response to a request for proposal from pre-
screened applicants. These tasks are performed by consulting engineering firms.
Costs are ordinarily based on standard professional rates by task with a not-to-
exceed total cost. No mark-up is charged for outside services provided to the
consultant by others.

Contracts for consaucion work (remedial action) are let after detailed
construction specifications are developed by the engineer and are let after
competitive bidding which takes place among prescreened contractors. Project
costs are based on both unit prices and lump sum costs, depending on the specific
work to be performed. This would include all types of activities and pollutants
being remediated.

(5) Q. How many times have you indemnified your environmental cleanup
contractor(s)?
A. Our contracts generally contain very limited indemnity provisions in which we
indemnify our contractors only for damage resulting from our negligence during
the course of the remediation. We know of no case in which an environmental
contractor has brought a claim under this provision.

(6) Q. What circumstances (nature of the pollutant, magnitude of the job, type of
activity, technology employed, etc.) led you to provide indemnification on those
occasions that you did? Please give us examples of the indemnification clauses
used.
A. Under no circumstances do we provide contract indemnification except as
indicated in #5 above.

(7) Q. Have you made any payments, or incurred any costs as a result of contractors
you indemnified having claims or litigation initiated against them? If so, please
provide details.
A. No.

(8) Q. Have you used any other risk-sharing approaches with environmental cleanup
contractors? If so, please describe the approach and provide examples of contract
clauses.



A. There have been cases in which a PRP group of which we were a member has
limited potential cleanup contractor obligations available to them by liability
insurance policy limits, performance bond, or other instrument.

I hope that these responses assist the Department of Defense in preparing its report to
Congress on this subject.

Sincerely,

Jlero S. ber, P.E., Manager
Wastes & Hazadous Substances
Environmental Quality Office
(313) 322-4646

g:amber.que
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October 11, 1993

Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Environmental Security)
Department of Defense
The Pentagon Room 3E808
Washington, DC 20301-3000

Attention Earl DeHart, ODUSD(ES)CL

Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find Texaco Inc.'s response to your office's *QUESTIONS ON PRIVATE SECTOR PRACTICE
ON INDEMNIFICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP CONTRACTORS.'

It is important to understand that there is no one central engineering group that handles all environmentalS clean-ups at Texaco. Texaco has many subsidiaries and divisions, each of which are responsible for
environmental liabilities and clean-ups at their particular facilities and operations. The area within Texaco
which is responding to the DOD's request is the Centralized Waste Site Management group (CWSM) which
is part of the Environment, Health and Safety Division. CWS!4 is primarily responsible for managing
environmental clean-up projects related to off-site multi-party waste sites which are usually a result of a
CERCLA action. Due to the large number of contractors which are typically employed at each of these
sites, the contractual arrangements with the environmental clean-up contractors vary widely.

We hope the enclosed information is responsive to your request.

Sindbrely,

/7II

G. D. Meyer

GDM:

Enclosure



The numbered answers correspond to the numbers of the Questions in your request.

1) To date, CWSM has expended over 16 million dollars on environmental remediatlon projects of which 50%
is directly attributable to site work. Approximately 75% of the sum was paid to environmental contractors
doing the work directly for the PRP's at the sites. The balance was paid to agencies which arranged for the
clean-up work to be performed prior to our involvement.

2) Texaco is involved in generally all stages of environmental clean-ups. This includes: Investigations, Risk
Assessments, Feasibility Studies, and Remedial Implementation. Implementation includes extraction wells,
slurry walls, incineration, etc.

3) Unfortunately, Texaco does not possess a control database of such information.

4) Typical projects in which Texaco has been part of consist of:

Location Contractor Type of Work Value Type of contract

Clinton, Layne Western Installing extraction $2,100,000 time and materials w/ a not
IA wells to exceed amount

Glenrock, Western Water Oil Separation and $708,000 time and materials w/ a not
WY removal to exceed amount

Criner, Canonie interceptor trench $16,000,000 time and materials w/ a not
OK water treatment to exceed amount

cap
extraction wells

Beacon, OH Materials excavation $6,000,000 Fixed price not to exceed
NY transportation and amount

disposal of waste

5) Types and forms of indemnifications vary widely. Some form of an indemnification clause appears in
nearly all our contracts.

6) The lack of sufficient qualified contractors or the concern for contractor to exacerbate site conditions.
(See attached.)

In addition, it is common for the contractor to indemnify the companies from their acts of negligence, which
in some instances may require the contractor to have insurance to cover Engineer's Errors and Omissions
or require the contractor to acquire a Performance Bond to cover the cost of the project, in the event they
cannot complete it

7) Not to the best of my knowledge.

8) Contractor's pollution liability insurance, performance levels and hold harmless agreements all are types
of allocating risk among parties. 0)



ARTICLE 10 - LIABILITY AND INDEMNIFICATION.

(a) ReTeC shall indemnify, defend and save Companies harmless from and against all
demands, suits, judgement, expenses, attorney's fees, and losses for or in connection with bodily
injury (including death) to persons or damage to tangible property arising out of or in connection
with the negligent performance of ReTeC, its agents, or employees under this Agreement.

(b) It is recognized that Companies may assert that certain third persons or parties may
rightfully bear the ultimate legal responsibility for any and all hazardous materials, pollutants or
contaminants which may currently be present on or have originated from the property.

It is further recognized that certain state and federal statutes related to hazardous waste
work provide that individuals and firms may be held liable for damages and claims related to such
work under a doctrine of joint and several strict liability. It is not the intention of this Agreement
that ReTeC be exposed to any hazardous waste liability arising out of pre-contract site
contamination, the activities of others, including Companies, or for any iiabilities which may arise
from the non-negligent performance by ReTeC of the Work hereunder. Accordingly, for purposes
of this Agreement only, and except as provided under paragraph 10(a) above regarding the
negligent performance of ReTeC, Companies shall reimburse ReTeC for or otherwise indemnify,
defend and save ReTeC harmless from any and all demands, suits, judgement, expenses,
attorney's fees, and losses arising out of or in connection with bodily injury (including death) to
persons or damage to property which may arise from the presence or origination of hazardous
substances, pollutants or contaminants on the property, irrespective of whether such materials were
generated or introduced before or after execution of this Agreement and irrespective of whether
Companies were aware of or directly involved in the generation or introduction of such materials;
provided, however, that nothing hereinabove set forth is intended to shift any responsibility for
employee claims that the parties may bear under the Worker's Compensation laws of the state in
which the Work is to be performed.

(c) ReTeC shall under no circumstances be considered the generator of any hazardous
substances, pollutants or contaminants encountered or handled in the performance of the Work.
Without contradiction of any assertion by Companies or third party liability as described in
paragraph 10(b) above and for purposes of this Agreement only, it is agreed that any hazardous
wastes, pollutants or contaminants generated or encountered in the performance of the Work shall
be the responsibility of Companies and shall be handled or disposed of by the Companies.

(d) Neither party shall have any liability to the other party for loss of product, loss of
profit, loss of use, or any other indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages incurred by
the other party, whether brought on an action for breach of contract warranty, tort, or stricz
liability, and irrespective of whether caused or allegedly caused by either party's negligence.
Nothing in this provision is intended to affect liability arising from actions brought by third parties.

' • _... , .
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6.13 Indemnification

To the fullest extent permitted by laws and regulations, the CONTRACTOR shall indemnify,defend, and hold harmless Montgomerv Watson Americas, Inc., ACC Chemical Company andGetty Chemical Company, Erler & Kalinowski, Inc., Texaco, Inc., Primerica Corporation.Quantum Chemical Company, Inc., Arcadian Corporation, and the City of Clinton, Iowa, andtheir officers, directors, agents, and employees, against and from all claims and liability arisingunder or by reason of any breach of the Contract or negligence, gross negligence or willfulmisconduct for the performance of the WORK, but not from the negligence or willfulmisconduct of the OWNER and/or the ENGINEER. Such indemnification by theCONTRACTOR shall include, but not be limited to, the following:

1. Any liabilities, losses, causes of action, suits, claims, costs, damages, judgments anddemands, whatsoever, in law or equity, based upon, arising out of or in connection withany negligent or grossly negligent act or omission of CONTRACTOR, anysubcontractor and their agents.

2. Liability or claims arising from bodily injury, occupational sickness or disease,exposure to toxic chemicals at the site, or death of the CONTRACTOR's or anysubcontractor's own employees arising out of the WORK resulting in actions broughtrby or on behalf of such employees against the OWNER and/or the ENGINEER.
'. Liability or claims arising, from or based on the violation of any law, ordinance.regulation, order, or decree, whether by the CONTRACTOR or its agents.

•. Liability or claims arising from the use or manufacture by the CONTRACTOR or itsagents in the performance of this Contrac: of any co'pyrighted or uncopyrightedcomposition, secret process, patented or unpatented invention, article, or appliance.unless otherwise- specifically stipulated in this Contract.

5. Liability or claims arising from the breach of any warranties, whether expressed orimplied, made to the OWNER or any other pa.,ties by the CONTRACTOR or its agents.

6. Liabilities or claims arising from the willful misconduct of the CONTRACTOR or its
agents.

7. Liabilities or claims arising from any breach of the obligations assumed herein by the
CONTRACTOR.

The CONTRACTOR shall reimburse the OWNER and the ENGINEER for all costs andexpenses (including, but not limited to, fees and charges of engineers, architects, attorneys, andother professionals and court costs) incurred by said OWNER and the ENGINEER in enforcing
the provisions of this wrin herein.Z!

The indemnification obligation as specified herein shall not be limited in any wav by anvlimitation of the amount or type of damages, compensation, or benefits payable by or for theCONTRACTOR or any such subcontractor or other person or organization under workers'compensation acts, disability benefit acts, or other employee benefit acts.

I



John C. (Jack) Carmody

Enwronmental Remnedaiuon

Rockwell International Corporation
World Headqua Rockwell0 . ~2201 Seal Bec Boulevardf

P. 0. BoX 4250 -Mwl co* 001 D58 International
Seaw Beach, Caifornia 90740-8250

(310) 797o2413
FAX (310) 797-1 SOO

August 24, 1993

Sherri Wasserman Goodman
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Environmental Security)
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense
Washington, D.C. 20301-3000

Dear Ms. Goodman:

We have received your letter dated August 3, 1993 with the questionnaire concerning
"Private Sector Practice on Indemnification of Environmental Cleanup Contractors."

Due to the length of time allotted and the manpower that would be required to research
these issues, Rockwell cannot give detailed answers to the questions posed. However, in
general, Rockwell indemnifies its environmental contractors from damages caused by
Rockwell's errors and omissions.

Rockwell's contractor indemnification in a recent contract reads as follows:

"Rockwell shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless Contractor, its directors,
officers and employees from and against any suits and costs and expenses of every
character whatsoever incident thereto (including court costs, costs and expenses of
defense, settlement, and reasonable attorney's fees) which it or they may hereafter
incur, become responsible for or pay out as a result of death or bodily injuries to
any person (including employees of Contractor and employees of Rockwell),
destruction or damage to any property, or adverse effects on the environment or any
violation of governmental laws, regulations or orders, to the extent caused, in
whole or in part, by, resulting from, arising out of, incidental to, or in any manner
whatsoever connected with (i) Rockwell's breach of the terms or provisions of this
Agreement; or, (ii) any negligent or willful act or omission of Rockwell or its
employees in the performance of this Agreement; or (iii) the delivery to Contractor
by Rockwell of Non-Conforming Waste Material."

Please contact me at (310) 797-2413 if I can be of further assistance in this matter.

Sincerely,

ck armdyManager
Environmental Remediation

cc: W. Vetter



John C. (Jack) Carmody
Environm ental Remedianon

Rockwell International Corporation
Wor H.duatf Rockwell220t Seal Bnach Boulevard

0. BoX 4250-Mail Code. 001.-O International
Seal Beacd, Califomia 90740-8250

(310) 797-2413
FAX (310) 797-1S00

September 21, 1993

Mr. Earl DeHart
ODUSD (ES) CL
Department of Defense
The Pentagon
Room 3E808
Washington, D.C. 20301-3000

Dear Mr. DeHart:

I am sending this letter to revise and update my August 24, 1993 letter addressed to Sherri
Wasserman Goodman concerning "Private Sector Practice on Indemnification of Environmental
Cleanup Contractors."

Due to the length of time allotted and the manpower that would be required to research these
issues, Rockwell cannot give detailed answers to the questions posed. However, in general,
Rockwell does not indemnify its environmental contractors.

In some cases, however, Rockwell will offer very limited indemnification. A recent contract had
the following language:

"Rockwell shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless Contractor, its directors, officers and
employees from and against any suits and costs and expenses of every character
whatsoever incident thereto (including court costs, costs and expenses of defense,
settlement, and reasonable attorney's fees) which it or they may hereafter incur, become
responsible for or pay out as a result of death or bodily injuries to any person (including
employees of Contractor and employees of Rockwell), destruction or damage to any
property, or adverse effects on the environment or any violation of governmental laws,
regulations or orders, to the extent caused, in whole or in part, by, resulting from, arising
out of, incidental to, or in any manner whatsoever connected with (i) Rockwell's breach of
the terms or provisions of this Agreement: or, (ii) any negligent or willful act or omission
of Rockwell or its employees in the performance of this Agreement; or (iii) the delivery to
Contractor by Rockwell of Non-Conforming Waste Material."

Please contact me at (310) 797-2413 if I can be of further assistance in this matter.

Sincerely,

a CamdManager

Environmental Remediation

w. W. Vetter
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Ciba-Geigy Corporation
444 Saw Mill River Road
Ardsley, New York 10502-2699
Telephone 914 479-5000

September 23, 1993

Via Federal Express
Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Environmental Security)
Attn: Earl DeHart, ODUSCD(ES)CL
Department of Defense
The Pentagon Room 3E808
Washington, DC 20301-3000

Re: Indemnification of Environmental Cleanup Contractors

Dear Mr. DeHart:

We are writing in response to your August 10, 1993 letter to
Richard Barth requesting information on 'Private Sector Practice
on Indemnification of Environmental Cleanup Contractors'.

0 While we have tried to respond to your request as fully as
possible, we are involved in such extensive and diverse
remediation efforts that this task has been difficult. Pursuant
to a conversation you had with Julie Kane of our Legal
Department, we have instead tried to respond with some specific
information about our practices in this area that you will
likely find helpful. Our responses follow:

Questions 1-4: CIBA-GEIGY Corporation ('Ciba') is actively
involved in some 40-50 Superfund or other environmental
remediation projects. We are currently spending approximately
$40-$50 million per year on these projects. Ciba has already
spent $300 million on environmental remediation, and ultimately
expects to spend between $500 million and a billion dollars on
environmental remediation projects. Two-thirds of this will be
spent at Ciba owned facilities.

None of the actual remediation work is done in-house. Ciba
retains contractors to perform all remediation work.
Increasingly, however, we are finding benefit in being actively
involved in the remedial design and engineering phases of these
projects.

Ciba has used dozens of contractors on remediation
projects. We have retained contractors to perform all phases of
remediation work, but primarily for RI/FS's and RD/RA's, or
their state equivalents.
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Questions 5-8: We have indemnified our environmental
contractors on several occasions. Again, because we have
entered into so many of these contracts, it would be unduly
burdensome to discuss all of the contractors and the
indemnification provisions here. Instead, we will provide the
requested information for a few contractors with whom we have or
have had significant relationships.

1. BCM Enaineers. Inc. BCM is the contractor who
performed the RI/FS at the Ciba McIntosh Plant Superfund Site.
It is currently performing the Remedial Design work on that same
project.

Ciba has given BCM an indemnification for damages it
suffers in performance of its work unless the damages arise out
of BCM's negligence or wilful misconduct. The contractual
language is attached (Attachment 1), and also includes the
cross-indemnification of Ciba.

2. Environmental Resources Manaaement. Inc. ('E7M') ERM
is the contractor performing the on-site remediation work, among
other things, at the Tyson's Lagoon Superfund Site on behalf of
Ciba.

The indemnification provision of that contract are
Attachment 2 to this letter.

3. OHM. formerly OH Materials OHM performed extensive
work on RCRA closures at the Ciba McIntosh Plant in the mid-
1980's. This work was done pursuant to a purchase order and
contained no indemnities.

No claims have been made against the indemnification
provisions listed above. To the best of my knowledge, we have
not used any other risk-sharing approaches with our
environmental contractors.

I hope this information is helpful. Do not hesitate to
call me if you have any further questions.

Very trul yous

George Muhlebach

Attachments



PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT

CONTRACT No. 93124

This Agreement. made effective the 11th day of June-, 1gjZ., between

CIBA-GEIGY CORPORATION, whose address is P.O. Box 113, McIntosh, Alabama

36553 (hereinafter referred to as "Owner") and, BCM Encineers. Inc. , whose address

is P.O. Box 1794. Mobile. AL 36633 (hereinafter referred to as 'Contractor")

Attachment 1
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SECTION 10.0 INDEMNIFICATION

Contractor shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless Owner and its officers,
employees, servants, agents, successors and assigns from and against any and all
liability, claims, demands, suits, actions, third party claims, penalties, fines, debts,
accounts, damage, costs, expense, losses and attorney's fees (hereinafter referred
to collectively as "Damages) which either directly or indirectly arise out of or result
from (I) injury or death to persons, including employees of Owner or Contractor, or
(11) damage to property of whatever kind and nature, or (111) failure to meet any
schedule date set forth in the work plan or other failure of work performance
hereunder to conform to the requirements of the work plan. if the injury or damage
or failure is caused in whole or in part by any error or omission or negligent act or
willful misconduct of Contractor or its employees, subcontractors, servants and
agents in the performance of Contractor's work under this Agreement. The Owner
shall give prompt notice to Contractor of any such suit, claim, demand or action
relating thereto in order to provide Contractor with the earliest opportunity to
defend against any actions or proceedings for Damages, but Contractor agrees.
however, that any failure on the part of Owner to give such notice shall not be
deemed a waiver, abrogation or limitation of Contractor's obligation to defend.
indemnify and hold harmless Owner hereunder. Indemnification under this provision
shall exclude any and all Damages to extent they arise out of or result from acts.
errors or omissions of Owner or any of its officers, employees, servants, agents.
consultants or other representatives.

5



SECTION 10.0 INDEMNIFICATION (continued)

Owner shall indemnify and hold harmless Contractor and its consultants, agents
and employees from all Damages as defined above arising out of or resulting from
the performance of Contractor's work under this Agreement or claims against
Contractor arising from the of third parties in the study area, except in case of
errors, omission, negligence, or willful misconduct of Contractor or its employees,
subcontractors, servants and agents in the performance of Contractor's work under
this Agreement. The obligation of this paragraph shall survive expiration or
termination of this Agreement.



B. Any defective or improperly performed Work appearing

within one hundred eighty (180) days after completion of such

work, whether performed by ERM, its employees, agents and/or

subcontractors, shall be corrected or repaired by ERM at its

expense as promptly as possible, but in no event later than

thirty (30) days after such defect is discovered. In the event

ERM fails to correct or repair such defects within the thirty

(30) day period, or in an emergency where delay would cause

serious risk, or loss or damage, CIBA-GEIGY shall have the

right to contract with a third party to correct or repair such

defects, and ERM shall reimburse CIBA-GEIGY for the costs

incurred by CIBA-GEIGY in contracting with such third parties.

ERM agrees to hold CIBA-GEIGY harmless from liability of any

kind arising from damage due to any defects referred to in this

Article.

C. The warranties set forth in this Article are intended

to supplement and not to limit any other warranties given under

this Agreement.

ARTICLE 9 INDEMNIFICATION

A. ERM has neither created nor contributed to the

creation or the existence of any type of hazardous or toxic

waste, material, chemical, compounds, or substance or any other

type of environmental hazard or pollution, whether latent or

patent, at the Site or in connection with the project with

respect to which ERM has been engaged to provide professional

16
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services, and the compensation to be paid to ERM for

40 professional services rendered hereunder is in no way

commensurate with, and has not been calculated by reference to,

the potential risk of injury or loss which may be caused by the

exposure of persons or property to such substances or

conditions. CIBA-GEIGY shall defend, indemnify and hold ERM,

its principals, officers, employees, agents, affiliates,

subsidiaries and authorized subcontractors (for purposes of

this Paragraph A collectively referred to as "ERM") harmless

from and against any and all claims, lawsuits, liabilities,

judgments, awards, damages, fines, penalties, forfeitures,

costs of settlement, court costs and costs of defense,

including, without limitation, reasonable attorney's fees,

incurred by ERM or to which ERM may be subject in any civil or

criminal action, claim, investigation or proceeding, whether

brought under federal law or under the laws of any state or

political subdivision thereof, by reason of, arising out of, or

relating in any way to any actual or alleged personal injury,

property damage, loss of profits, earnings or wages, or any

other consequential, incidental or special damages suffered,

directly or indirectly, by any person or company, including

CIBA-GEIGY, its officers, principals, employees and agents, in

connection with the management, clean-up and/or disposal of any

type of hazardous or toxic waste, material, chemical, compound

or substance, or any other type of environmental hazard or

1
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pollution, or the exposure of any person or property thereto,

in connection with the Site with respect to which ERM has been

engaged to provide services under this Agreement; provided,

however, that ERM shall

(a) remain liable for any injury, damage or loss of any

kind or nature that is attributable to the negligent

acts, errors or omissions of ERM or the breach of

ERM's warranties hereunder, and

(b) defend, indemnify and hold CIBA-GEIGY, its principals,

officers, employees, agents, affiliates, subsidiaries

and subcontractors (collectively for purposes of this

Paragraph A(b) referred to as "CIBA-GEIGY") harmless

from and against any and all claims alleging such

injury, damage, or loss specified under subparagrap' .*

(a) above (including any lawsuits, liabilities,

judgments, awards, damages, fines, penalties,

forfeitures, costs of settlement, court costs and

costs of defense, including, without limitation,

reasonable attorney's fees, incurred by CIBA-GEIGY or

to which CIBA-GEIGY may be subject in any civil or

criminal action, claim, investigation or proceeding,

whether brought under federal law or under the laws of

any state or political subdivision thereof, by reason

of, arising out of, or relating in any way to any such

injury, damage or loss).

18



C. Paragraph A of this Article shall not be interpreted

or deemed to limit, in any way, any right of action that may be

asserted by any party against publicly or privately created

funds established for the purpose of satisfying, wholly or in

part, claims asserted or perfected by persons referenced in

that Paragraph.

D. In the event that any third party, inclusive of any

governmental agency, asserts any claim, demand or cause of

action against a party to this Agreement, and a party hereunder

(the "Indemnified Party") intends to seek indemnification

against another party or parties (the "Indemnifying Party")

under the provisions of this Article in connection with the

matter involved in such claim, the Indemnified Party shall

promptly (but in no event later than ten (10) calendar days

prior to the time at which an answer or other responsive

pleading or notice with respect to the claim is required)

notify the Indemnifying Party of such claim. The Indemnifying

Party shall have the right at its election to take over the

defense or settlement of such claim by giving prompt notice to

the Indemnified Party that it will do so, such election to be

made and notice given in any event at least twenty-four (24)

hours prior to the time at which an answer or other responsive

pleading or notice with respect thereto is required. If the

Indemnifying Party makes such election, it may conduct the

defense of such claim through counsel of its choosing (subject

19



to the Indemnified Party's approval, not to be unreasonably

withheld), will be responsible for the expenses of such

defense, and shall be bound by the result of its defense or

settlement of the claim to the extent it produces damage or

loss to the Indemnified Party. The Indemnifying Party shall

not settle such claims without prior notice to and consultation

with the Indemnified Party, and no such settlement involving

any injunction or material and adverse effect on the

Indemnified Party may be agreed to without its consent. So

long as the Indemnifying Party is diligently contesting any

such claim in good faith, the Indemnified Party shall not pay

or settle any such claim. If the Indemnifying Party does not

make such election, or having made such election does not

proceed diligently to defend such claim prior to the time at

which an answer or other responsive pleading or notice with

respect thereto is required, or does not continue diligently to

contest such claim, then the Indemnified Party may take over

the defense and proceed to handle such claim in its exclusive

discretion, and the Indemnifying Party shall be bound by any

defense or settlement that the Indemnified Party may make in

good faith with respect to such claim. The parties agree to

cooperate in defending such third party claims, and the

defending party shall have access to records, information and

personnel in control of the other party which are pertinent to

the defense thereof.

0
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* REYNOLDS METALS COMPANY
P.O. Box 27003 • Richmond. Vginia 23261-7003

24 August 1993

Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Environmental Security)

ATTN: Earl DeHart, ODUSD(ES)CL
Department of Defense
The Pentagon Room 3E808
Washington, D. C. 20301-3000

Dear Sir:

Your letter of 3 August 1993 to our Chief Executive Officer has been
referred to me for a response. We appreciate the opportunity to provide input to
assist in your report to Congress.

Our specific responses to the eight questions listed in the attachment to
your letter are as follows:

(1) Our major environmental clean-up work is almost exclusively done by
outside contractors.

(2) Our company, like other major manufacturers, has been involved in. various Superfund site clean-ups and with remediation programs at some operating
locations.

(3) From time-to-time, we have used various contractors for environmental
remediation including: Chemical Waste Management; Bechtel; ERM; OHM; and,
Woodward Clyde.

(4) At various times, contractors have performed all the phases of work
listed in your inquiry. The most common types of clean-ups we have encountered
are for organic and PCB contamination of soil.

(5) To the best of my knowledge, we have never indemnified a clean-up
contractor. Alternatively, our contract documents contain indemnification
language to protect Reynolds.

(6) N/A
(7) No
(8) We have not used other risk sharing approaches to environmental clean-

ups; However, we believe that there is potential, in the future, to team with
environmental contractors to share the unknown risks of clean-ups in return for
lower cost clean-ups.

If we can be of any further service, please feel free to contact us.

enceC. ropea Jr, P. E.,DEE
Corporate Director Environmental

Quality



Allied
Signal Allied-Signal Inc.

P.O. Box 1057
Mormstown. NJ 07962-1057

August 20, 1993 7C

Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense ,
(Environmental Security)
Attn: Earl DeHart, ODUSD(ES)CL *' m

Department of Defense • "
The Pentagon Room 3E808
Washington, DC 20301-3000 )

Dear Mr. DeHart: ,

We reviewed your communication sent under cover of Deputy Under Secretary
of Defense, Sherri Wasserman Goodman's letter of August 3rd, as Uo
indemnification processes to perform environmental clean-up. Although we
have not framed this response to your specific outline, we hope this
letter will be useful to you.

We do in fact do environmental clean-ups by use of contractors. We often
do a preliminary assessment of clean-up (Phase I) ourselves and/or with
the assistance of a consultant. RI/FS assessments require the assistance
of a contractor. We award contracts through competitive bids based on a
number of factors (nature of job, price, quality, location, etc.).

Relationships with contractors vary of course, although continuous andO detailed supervision is always a part of our standard operating
procedures. We have a waste management and remediation group within our
structure which has responsibility for managing and overseeing most of
these clean-ups. Protection of personal and public safety and health, and
the environment are our primary concerns under our Corporate HS&E policy
(enclosed). Relationship to state and federal (EPA) regulatory require-
ments is closely monitored, of course.

We do hope this brief response is of some use to you.

Very truly yours,

Jonathan Plaut, Director
Environmental Quality

enclosure

0 c :200
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I-Signal

Health, Safety and
Environmental Policy

It is the worldwide policy of Allied-Signal Inc. to design, manufacture and distribute all its
products and to handle and dispose of all materials without creating unacceptable health,
safety or environmental risks. The corporation will:

"* Establish and maintain programs to assure that laws and regulations applicable to its
products and operations are known and obeyed;

"• Adopt its own standards where laws or regulations may not exist or be adequately
protective;

"* Conserve resources and energy, minimize the use of hazardous materials and
reduce wastes; and

"* Stop the manufacture or distribution of any product or cease any operation if the
health, safety or environmental risks or costs are unacceptable.

To carry out this policy, the corporation will:

1. Identify and control any health, safety or environmental hazards related to its
operations and products;

2. Safeguard employees, customers and the public from injuries or health hazards,
protect the corporation's assets and continuity of operations, and protect the
environment by conducting programs for safety and loss prevention, product
safety and integrity, occupational health, and pollution prevention and control, and
by formally reviewing the effectiveness of such programs;

3. Conduct and support scientific research on the health, safety and environmental
effects of materials and products handled and sold by the corporation; and

4. Share promptly with employees, the public, suppliers, customers, government
agencies, the scientific community and others significant health, safety or environmen-
tal hazards of its products and operations.

Every employee is expected to adhere to the spirit as well as the letter of this policy.
Managers have a special obligation to keep informed about health, safety and environmen-
tal risks and standards. so that they can operate safe and environmentally sound facilities,
produce quality products and advise higher management promptly of any adverse situation
which comes to their attention.

Alan Belzer Larry Bossidy
President Chairman of the Board
and Chief Operating Officer and Chief Executive Officer a,.w,, m ,2
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American Cyanamid Company
One Cyanamia Plaza
Wayne. NJ 07470-8426

September 24, 1993

Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Environmental Security)
Attn: Earl DeHart, ODUSD(ES)CL
Department of Defense
The Pentagon Room 3E808
Washington, DC 20301-3000

Dear Mr. DeHart:

Subject: Your Questionnaire on Indemnification
OMB No. 0704-0354

0w Enclosed is Cyanamid's response to the subject questionnaire.
We have numbered our replies to correspond to the numbers of
the questions.

If you have any questions, please call me at:

(201) 872-7926

Very truly yours,

Ted Harris
Environmental Specialist

TH:cc
THQUESON. LET
Enc.

cc: R. A. Dennis

0



Response to DOD Questionnaire on
Contractor Indemnification

OMB No. 0704-0354

Numbers correspond to numbers of questions in the question-
naire.

1. Almost all of our actual clean-up work (>95%) is done by

contractors; none by governmental agencies to date.

Oversight is almost all by company personnel.

2. We have engaged in all phases of environmental clean-up
work since 1980. Some examples:

Landfilling
Dewatering
Biotreatment
Chemical treatment
Fuel blending
Materials recovery
In-situ bioremediation
Incineration

Both on and off-site.

3. List not available at present.

4. Contractors have been used for all phases of remedial
work. Pollutants are many, varied and site-specific.
Details not available.

5. No contractor indemnification to date.

6. None

7. None

8. We have reciprocal indemnification clauses in our con-
tracts. We indemnify contractors for our negligence.
They indemnify us for their negligence.

TH:cc
THQUESON.LET
9/24/93



A4 ~ CHRYSLER
VICORPORATION

P R Gilezan
Direcor
Environmentsa ano Energy Affairs

August 19, 1993

Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
(Environmental Security)

Attn: Eari DeHart, ODUSD(ES)CL
U.S. Department of Defense
The Pentagon Room 3E808
Washington, D.C. 20301-3000

Dear Mr. DeHart

This responds to the letter from Sherri Wasserman Goodman dated August 3, 1993 in
which she requested information describing indemnification practices in the private sector
relating to environmental cleanup. We are able to provide the following information:

(1) Chrysler Corporation contracts for all environmental cleanup work.

(2) The environmental cleanup work managed by Chrysler Corporation typically
addresses soil contamination. Since 1980, the following remedial measures have
been employed: soil removal (and landfilling), soil vapor extraction, bio-
remediation, incineration, and stabilization. In addition, we have pumped and
treated groundwater.

(3) Chrysler does not publish its vendor list.

(4) We have contracted for preliminary assessments, site inspections, remedial investi-
gation, feasibility studies, remedial design and remedial actions. In the context of
a real estate transaction, Chrysler has contracted for Phase I and II investigations.
We have also had considerable experience with the Underground Storage Tank
programs in several states. The type of action varies according to our level of
knowledge about the problem at the outset, the urgency of the potential risk
posed by that problem and the scope of the problem ultimately identified.

Chrysler facilities are primarily located in the Great Lakes states with the
exception of major automobile assembly plants in Delaware and Ontario.

The types of pollutants typically encountered are paint and cleaning solvents,
petroleum products (ranging from heavy oils to gasoline) and metals.

0
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Earl DeHart, ODUSD(ES)CL U.S. Department of Defense
Page 2 August 19, 1993

Chrysler usually undertakes fixed price contracts although experience has taught
us that the scope of work often changes as data is developed about a specific
problem. The value of the work contracted has ranged from several thousand to
several million dollars.

(5) Chrysler does not indemnify its environmental contractors. It is our view that
such contractors are hired for their expertise in this field of work and with proper
disclosure of all information Chrysler has in its possession, they are responsible
for all health and safety issues. Such contractors are required to provide evidence
of insurance and to indemnify Chrysler Corporation.

(6) N/A

(7) No.

(8) No.

I hope this information is useful to the Department of Defense in preparing its report to 0
Congress. Please do not hesitate to contact me if there is additional information I may be
in a position to provide.

Very truly yours,

pw.PRClt38



AW%) BURUNGTON NORTHERN RAILROAD

9401 Indian Creek Parkway
M. L. BURDA P. 0. Box 29136
DIRECTOR ENVIRONMENTAL FIELD OPERATIONS Overland Park, KS 66201-9136
ENGINEERING DIVISION (913) 661-4439

August 27, 1993

Office of the Deputy Under Secretary
of Defense (Environmental Security)

Attention: Earl DeHart
Department of Defense
The Pentagon Room 3E808
Washington, DC 20301-3000

Dear Sir:

Burlington Northern Railroad is writing this letter in response to your
office's request for comments concerning the indemnification of
environmental contractors. Burlington Northern has been involved in
Superfund activities in the federal and state programs since 1982. I will
respond to your questions in order and to the extent appropriate for a
letter of this type.

Question No. 1. Burlington Northern Railroad spends between $20 million
and $25 million per year in line with environmental cleanup work under
contract, through both in-house work forces and contracted work forces.
These activities are involved both in state and federal agency regulated
activities.

Question No. 2. Most of these activities deal with site investigations
associated with past activities of the railroad and activities by third parties
on properties owned and controlled by the railroad.

Question No. 3. Because of the large number of projects, Burlington
Northern Railroad works with a large number of environmental contractors
across the United States.

Question No 4. Burlington Northern is involved in all phase aspects, from
preliminary assessments to full conduct of remedial designs/remedial
activities.

QuestionNo.5. Burlington Northern has never indemnified
environmental cleanup contractors, nor does it intend to do so anytime in
the future.

Question No. 6. Not applicable.

0r



Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
Page 2
August 27, 1993

Question No. 7. The only litigated costs that Burlington Northern has
incurred is in pursuing costs and damages that Burlington Northern believes
were caused by contracting firms under contract to the federal government
in association with one of BN's projects.

uuestion No. 8. Burlington Northern Railroad requires its contractors, no
matter the size, to indemnify the railroad for its activities and engineering
judgment. If they use inappropriate judgment, or if the systems that are
installed in line with their engineering specifications fail or do not perform
up to standard or actually worsen the environmental scenario, they are
liable to correct all problems and are responsible for the costs associated
with the failure to perform.

I realize this is a short letter in responding to a large area of concern within
the federal agencies at this time. However, this is the approach that most
industries I deal with have taken.

If you have any further questions, please feel free to contact me at my
above address.

Sincerely yours,

Melvin L. Burda

rOLP:mlb93827mlw02

cc: Messrs. B. T. Noonan
Peter Luedtke



~ Waste Management, Inc.
��G overnment Affairs Department

1155 Connecticut Avenue. NW. Suite 3C0
Washington. D.C. 20036

September 1, 1993

Mr. Earl DeHart, ODUSD(ES)CL
Officer of the Deputy Under
Secretary of Defense
(Environmental Security)

Department of Defense
The Pentagon Room 3E808
Washington, DC 20301-3000

Dear Mr. DeHart:

Enclosed is the response of WMX Technologies, Inc. to your questionnaire
regarding private sector practice on indemnification of environmental cleanupO contractors. We particularly appreciate the extension of time you gave us to
provide this response.

Our primary response is on behalf of RUST Environment and Infrastructure
(RUST E&I), the member of the WMX family of companies that primarily provides
environmental investigation and design work. The response of RUST E&I shows
the need to recognize the constraints on the investigation and design contractor's
control of the conditions of its work.

In addition, we have enclosed standard indemnification clauses and
additional information from other members of the WMX Technologies companies:

Waste Management, Inc., the solid waste management company which hires
Response Action Contractors (RACs) to perform cleanup at sites where WMI
is a PRP.

RUST Remedial Services, which performs on-site remedial services for the
federal government and the private sector;

Chemical Waste Management, Inc., which provides hazardous waste
treatment and disposal services at commercial facilities owned by CWM.

2022 467" W-0 •.vx" 71 0-=22--280



Please feel free to call me at (202) 467-4480 if any additional information
would be useful.

Sincerely yours,

Sue Briggum
Director of Government Affairs
WMX Technologies and Services.

/kw

Enclosures

0

0



Answers to Questions on Private Sector Practice
on Indemnification of Environmental Cleanup Contracts

by
Rust Environment and Infrastructure

(1) For the phases of clean-up work noted in the answer to question 4, Rust
E&i's 1992 revenues included $62 million (32.2%), and projections for 1993
include $75 million (38.8%). Rust E&I provides these services for both
family and third party, and for both industrial and government clients.

(2) See question 4.

(3) Not applicable. (Rust E&I is not an owner/operator but performs the work
referenced).

(4) Rust E&I provides preliminary assessment, site inspection, remedial
investigation/feasibility study, remedial design and construction oversight for
remedial action. Rust E&I provides services ranging from preliminary
assessment of a single small site costing thousands of dollars to projects
including all phases noted above lasting several years and costing millions of
dollars. Our contract vehicles include all three compensation arrangements

* referred to.

(5) Not applicable. (See 3 above)

(6) Not applicable. (See 3 above)

(7) Not applicable. (See 3 above)

(8) It is Rust E&l's policy to limit its exposure to claims based on actual or
threatened damages arising out of hazardous waste. Rust E&I is not an
owner/operator of hazardous waste sites nor does it engage in
transportation, disposal, or storage of such wastes. Its services are directed
to providing solutions for parties who do have title to hazardous wastes.

Rust E&l's policy is based on a balancing of risks and rewards among the
parties to a cleanup project and a belief that responsibility should be
assigned to the party in the best position to control it.

With respect to risk/reward, the fees for "front-end" (assessment through
design) services for such a project are typically a minor component of the
total cleanup costs. There must be some relationship between the
compensation derived from a contract and the degree of risk the contractor

* assumes.



With respect to control, the engineer provides professional services for
determining appropriate cleanup solutions, but control of the means,
methods, techniques, and sequences of construction -- that is, control of the
site itself -- are in the hands of others. These very significant restrictions on
the engineer's control of the project must be recognized.

In addition, cleanup technology is constantly evolving, and there is pressure
from both the public and private sectors to develop innovative solutions to
remediation challenges. There must be some means to achieve these policy
objectives without imposing the risks of failure on the contractor.

Base on all of the above, Rust E&I believes that it is unfair to subject
engineers to the enormous risks posed by joint and several liability, and, in
the worst case, strict liability, for damages alleged to be caused by
remediation projects. There must be a relationship between compensation
and control and the level of risks assumed.

Rust E&i's Standard Terms and Conditions contain the following provisions
on risk allocation. These terms of course are negotiable on a project basis.

Standard of Care. Services shall be performed in
accordance with the standard of professional practice
ordinarily exercised by the applicable profession at the
time and within the locality where the Services are
performed. Professional services are not subject to, and
Rust E&I cannot provide, any warranty or guarantee,
express or implied, including warranties or guarantees
contained in any uniform commercial code. Any such
warranties or guarantees contained in any purchase
orders, requisitions or notices to proceed issued by Client
are specifically objected to.

Indemnities. To the fullest extent permitted by law,
Client shall defend, indemnify, and save harmless RUST
E&i, its agents, employees, and representatives from and
against loss, liability, and damages (including reasonable
litigation costs) arising from or relating to claims for
injury or death to persons, damages to tangible property,
or other losses, alleged to be caused by any of the
following: (a) any substance, condition, element, or
material or any combination of the foregoing (i) produced,
emitted or released from the Project (ii) tested by RUST
E&i under this Agreement, or (iii) used or incorporated by
RUST E&I in the Services; or (b) operation or
management of the Project. Client also agrees to require
its construction contractor, if any, to include RUST E&I



as an indemnitee under any indemnification obligation to
* Client.

Limitations of Liability. No employee or agent of RUST
E&I shall have individual liability to Client.

Client agrees that, to the fullest extent permitted by law,
RUST E&I's total liability to Client for any and all injuries,
claims, losses, expenses or damages whatsoever arising
out of or in any way related to the Project or this
Agreement from any causes including, but not limited to,
RUST E&I's negligence, errors, omissions, strict liability,
or breach of contract shall not exceed the total
compensation received by RUST E&I under this
Agreement. If Client desires a limit of liability greater
than that provided above, Client and RUST E&I shall
include in Part III of this Agreement the amount of such
limit and the additional compensation to be paid to RUST
E&I for assumption of such additional risk.

IN NO EVENT AND UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL
RUST E&I BE LIABLE TO CLIENT FOR CONSEQUENTIAL,
INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, OR PUNITIVE

* DAMAGES.

0



Answers to Questions on Private Sector Practice
on Indemnification of Environmental Cleanup Contracts

by
Waste Management, Inc.

(1) and (2) Since approximately 1987, our firm has been involved in conducting
remedial investigation/feasibility studies, remedial design/remedial
actions and interim remedial measures at sites at which we are
identified as a PRP. We perform work in-house, and use contractors.

(3) Our firm has used contractors such as Golder and Associates, P.E.
LaMoreaux, RUST Environmental and Infrastructure, Warzyn, Rust
Remedial Service,s GZA, GeoEnvironment, Wehran Eigineering Corp.,
Geosyntech.

(4)

CONTRACTOR SiTE WORK CONTRACT

Warzyn Muskego Landfill RI/FS Cost reimb.
I Muskego, WI not to exceed

P.E. LaMoreaux City Disposal RI/FS Cost reimb.
Dunn, WI not to exceed

Warzyn Boundary Road RI/FS Lump sum
Menomonee Falls,
WI

RUST E&I Indian Hills RD Lump sum
Topeka, KS

Terra Engineering Reclamation LF RA Lump Sum

Wehran Hunt Road
Engineering

Golder Associates Cinnamonson RA Cost reimb.
not to exceed

(5) To the best of our knowledge, we have indemnified a contractor only
once.

(6) During conduct of an RI/FS, the contractor was required to determine
the depth of clay beneath a landfill which required drilling into the clay
liner.

(7) No.

(8) See attached.



WMI Standard Customer Indemnity Forms

Indemnification. The Company and the Customers shall indemnify and save
WMI and the Contractors harmless from and against any and all suits, actions,
legal proceedings, claims, demands, damages, costs and attorneys' fees
(collectively, the "Liabilities") resulting from a breach of any of the Company's
representations and warranties in this Agreement and any willful or negligent act or
omission of the Company or any Customer, their officers, agents, servants or
employees; provided, however, the Company and the Customer shall not be liable
for any Liabilities arising out of a willful or negligent act or omission of any
Contractor, its officers, agents, servants or employees.

or

Indemnification.

(a) WMI agrees to indemnify and save harmless the Company, its present
and future officers, directors, employees and successors from and against
any and all liabilities, penalties, fines, forfeitures, demands, claims, causes of
action, suits, and costs and expenses incidental thereto (including cost of
defense, settlement and reasonable attorneys' fees), which any or all of
them may hereafter suffer, incur, be responsible for or pay out as a result of
bodily injuries (including death) to any person, damage to any property0 (public or private), contamination of or adverse effects on the environment,
or any violation or alleged violation of statutes, ordinances, orders, rules or
regulations of any governmental entity or agency, to the extent such are
caused by or arise out of any negligent act, negligent omission or willful
misconduct of WMI, the Contractors or their employees relating to (i) the
transportation of Waste Products, or (ii) the treatment, disposal or recycling
of any Waste Products in a WMI Facility; provided, however, the obligation
of WMI to indemnify the Company shall not apply to events or occurrences
involving non-conforming waste Products nor to the Company's
consequential, incidental or punitive damages.

(b) The Company and the Customers, jointly and severally, agree to
indemnify and save harmless WMI, the Contractors and their present and
future officers, directors, employees and successors, from and against any
and all liabilities, penalties, fines, forfeitures, demands, claims, causes of
action, suits, and costs and expenses incidental thereto (including cost of
defense, settlement and reasonable attorneys' fees), which any or all of
them may hereafter suffer, incur, be responsible for or pay out as a result of
bodily injuries (including death) to any person, damage to any property
(public or private), contamination of or adverse effects on the environment,
or any violation or alleged violation of statutes, ordinances, orders, rules or
regulations of any governmental entity or agency, to the extent such are



caused by or arise out of breach of any representations or warranties of the
Company contained in this Agreement or any negligent act, negligent
omission or willful misconduct of the Company, the Customers, their
employees or agents (including transporters of Waste Products other than
Contractors) in the performance of this Agreement; provided, however, the
obligation of the Company and Customers to indemnify WMI and the
Contractors shall not apply to the consequential, incidental or punitive
damages of WMI or the Contractors.

0

0



Rust Remedial Services
Standard Customer Indemnity Form

Article XII - Indemnification. Rust agrees to indemnify and save harmless the
Owner, its present and future officers or directors (or officials), employees and
agents, from and against any and all liabilities, penalties, fines, forfeitures,
demands, claims, causes of action, suits, and costs and expenses incidental
thereto, (including cost of defense, settlement, and reasonable attorneys' fees),
which any or all of them may hereafter suffer, incur, be responsible for or pay out
as a result of bodily injuries (including death) to any person, damage (including loss
of use) to any property (public or private), contamination of or adverse effects on
the environment, or any violation or alleged violation of statutes, ordinances,
orders, rules or regulations of any governmental entity or agency, to the
proportional extent such are shown to be caused by the breach of any warranties
by Rust, or any negligent or willful act or omission of Rust, its employees or
subcontractors in the performance of this Agreement.

The Owner agrees to indemnify and save harmless Rust, its present and future
officers, directors, employees, agents, subcontractors and assignees, from and
against any and all liabilities, penalties, fines, forfeitures, demands, claims, causes
of action, suits, and costs and expenses incidental thereto, (including cost of
defense, settlement, and reasonable attorneys' fees), which any or all of them may

* hereafter suffer, incur, be responsible for or pay out as a result of bodily injuries
(including death) to any person, damage (including loss of use) to any property
(public or private), contamination of or adverse effects on the environment, or any
violation or alleged violation of statutes, ordinances, orders, rules or regulations of
any governmental entity or agency, to the proportional extent such are shown to
be caused by the breach of any warranties by the Owner, or any negligent or
willful act or omission of Owner, its employees or agents in the performance of
this Agreement.

0



Chemical Waste Management, Inc.
Standard Customer Indemnity Form

CWM agrees to indemnify and save harmless Customer and its officers, directors,
employees, agents and contractors from and against any and all liabilities, losses,
penalties, fines, claims, costs and expenses incidental thereto (including costs of
defense, settlement, and reasonable attorneys' fees), which any or all of them may
hereafter suffer, incur, be responsible for or pay out as a result of bodily injuries
(including death), property damage, contamination of or adverse effects on the
environment, or any violation or alleged violation of statutes, ordinances, laws,
orders, rules or regulations, (a) to the extent caused by CWM's breach of the
Agreement, or by any negligent act, negligent omission or willful misconduct of
CWM or its employees, agents or contractors in the performance of this
Agreement, or (b) arising out of the performance of Work with respect to
Customer's waste materials which conform to the description and specifications
stated in the corresponding Profile Sheet after CWM removes such waste materials
from Customer's premises.

Customer agrees to indemnify and save harmless CWM and its officers, directors,
employees, agents and contractors from and against any and all liabilities, losses,
penalties, fines, claims, costs and expenses incidental thereto (including costs of
defense, settlement, and reasonable attorneys' fees), which any or all of them may
hereafter suffer, incur, be responsible for or pay out as a result of bodily injuries
(including death), property damage, contamination of or adverse effects on the
environment, or any violation or alleged violation of statutes, ordinances, laws,
orders, rules or regulations, to the extent caused by Customer's breach of this
Agreement or by any negligent act, negligent omission or willful misconduct of
Customer or its employees, agents or contractors in the performance of this
Agreement.

In no event shall either party be responsible to the other of consequential damages.
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MRelhhold Chemnices, In@.
Corporate Headquarters
PO. Box 13582
ResearCh Triangle Park. NC 27709.3582

RBICHKOD

September 20, 1993

Mr. Earl DeHart
Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
Department of Defense
The Pentagon Room 3E808
Washington, DC 20301-3000

Dear Mr. DeHart:

Following are the answers to your questionnaire about private sector practice on
Indemnification of environmental cleanup contractors.

Sincerel,

Albert F. Vickers, Ph.D.. P.E.
Director- Environment, Health and Safety

AFV/mmr

Enclosures
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Question #1:

What portion (by dollar amount) does your firm perform environmental cleanup work
by contract, through in-house work force, or through state or Federal agency?

Answer:

100% of contract dollars. Remediation costs were approximately $20,000,000 last
year.

Question #2:

Please describe the nature of the environmental cleanup work which your firm has
performed since 1980.

Answer:

Superfund cleanup at own and third party sites. ACRA corrective action at company
site. Underground storage tank removal and demolition at sites.

Question #3:

May we have a list of contractors you have used for environmental cleanup work?

Answer:

Primary Engineering Contractors:

Clean Sites, Inc.
CH2M Hill
Malcolm Pirnie, Inc.
ERM
Brown and Caldwell
Black and Veatch
Golder Associates
O'Brien and Gore
Rezzo and Associates

Primary Construction Contractors:

OHM
Chem Waste Management
Laldlaw

4 Cl ('a L\4EL ".:S



Question #5:

How many times have you indemnified your environmental cleanup contractor(s)?

Answer: Nf, - -C- . " e...

We have only indemnified the non profit operators of Clean Sites. Other
indemnifications were for non-related law suits where the contractor exercised the
Industry standard of care and the indemnification was very limited.

Question #6:

What circumstances (nature of pollutant, magnitude of the job, type of activity,
technology employed, etc.) led you to provide indemnification on those occasions that
you did? Please give us examples of the indemnification clauses used.

Answer:

These are business confidential information.

Question #7:

Have you made any payments, or incurred any costs as a result of contractors you
Indemnified having claims or litigation initiated against them? If so, please provide
details.

Answer:

No

Question #8:

Have you used any other risk-sharing approaches with environmental cleanup
contractors? If so, please describe these approaches and provide examples of
contract clauses.

Answer:

Limited contractor liability to twice contract value in some instances.



W R. Grace & Co.

One Town Center Road
Boca Raton, FL 33486-1010

(407) 362-2000

September 9, 1993

Mr. Earl DeHart, ODUSD(ES)CL
Office of the Deputy Unler Secretary of Defense
(Environmental SeCUiL.'y)
Department of Defense
The Pentagon Room 3E808
Washington, DC 20301-3000

Dear Mr. DeHart:

Enclosed please find W.R. Grace's response to your request for

information concerning indemnification of environmental clean-up

O contractors. The answers providedý.:ere com.iIed by the Remediation

Management Depactient of W.R. Grace, who are responsible for

managing the majority of W.R. Grace's environmental site work.

If I may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to

contact me at (407) 362-1512.

Su Heyfrnan
Manager,,,EHS Information



The following are answers to the Department of Defense request

relating to Remediation Management Department of W.R. Grace & Co.

Answer to Question 1:

Grace environmental cleanup work (by dollar amount)

reported in this memorandum is portioned as follows:

a. Contract - $15.6 million

b. In- T ouse - None

c. State or Federal Agency - None

Answer to Question 2:

Grace environmental cleanup work performed included capping

contaminated soil, and the removal and disposal of contaminated

soil.

Answer to Question 3:

Grace contractors are as follows:

a. Canonie Environmental Services

b. John Mathes & Associates

c. CWM/ENRAC - South, Inc.

Answer to Question 4:

Details of Grace environmental cleanup are on the attached

schedule.

Answer to Question 5:

Grace contracts with environmental cleanup contractors include

clauses on indemnification.

Answer to Question 6:

Grace contracts with environmental cleanup contractors include

indemnification clauses due to the nature of pollutants and

reciprocity. Contractors are requiring Grace indemnification



. because Grace requires indemnification by them. The following is

an example of an indemnification clause used by Grace:

To the fullest extent permitted by law, Client shall

indemnify, defend and hold harmless Contractor and its

subcontractors, consultants, agents, officers, directors, and

employees from and against all claims, damages, losses and

expenses, (excluding indirect or consequential damages) including

but not limited to fees and charges of attorneys and court and

arbitration costs, arising out of or resulting from any claims

against Contractor which arise from the acts, omissions or work of

others over which Client has contractual or direct control.

Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the above

indemnification provision extends to claims against Contractor

S which arise out of, are related to, or are based upon, the actual

or threatened dispersal, discharge, escape, release or saturation

of smoke, vapors, soot, fumes, acids, alkalis, toxic chemicals,

liquids, gases or any other material, irritant, contaminant, or

pollutant in or into the atmosphere, or on, onto, upon, in or into

the surface or subsurface of any (a) soil, (b) water or water-

courses, (c) objects, or (d) any tangible or intangible matter,

whether sudden or not so long as Contractor is not in violation of

any statute, regulation, or law while performing the work or as a

result of such performance. Such indemnification shall not apply

to claims, damages, losses or expenses which are finally determined

to result from willful or reckless disregard by Contractor of its

obligations under this Agreement or Contractor's gross negligence.
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